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PREFACE 
N) 

" OFFICIAL REPORTS" ON K W O N .  

TEE publication in one volume of the following papers is 
intended, 

Erst. To supply the European Civil Officers of whatever 
grade who may be appointed to the Kumaon Division with a 

Manual, containing the peculiar information absolutely neces- 
sary to be acquired by persons in their situation. 

Secondly. To produce a record of the state of local affairs 
as officially made known at certain dates, and up to a certain 
period, and thus not only to save the necessity of repetitions 
in future public correspondence, but also to serve as a measure 
of comparison, and as a basis for the proposal of Bdministrative 
reforms. 

Thirdly. To act as axt incentive to similar productions, 
provoking by example the trustees of official records, to procure 
the permission of Government for the collection and exhibition 
of useful documents which would otherwise remain unknown, 
or would only become known to a few local Omcers, as the 
fruit of inquisitive and laborious research amongst theh 
archives; and 

FmrtiJy. To afford to the European public in India, of 
which important body numerous members are constantly visit- 
ing the province of Kurnaon, an insight into the charader of 
the country in which they are sojourning, and of the people 
amongst whom their lot is thrown, in their search for a health- 
ful climate combined with the pleasures of fine natural scenery, 
and with the opportunities of varied scientific enquiry, 



iv PREFACE. 

In regard to the last mentioned object of the present collec- 
tion, i t  may bc observed that the ~tatistictd Sketches by Mr. 
G. W. W l l ,  the former Commissioner of Kumaon, have been 
in constant demand by the residents and visitors at  Almorah, 
and Nainee Tal, and that the one or two copies in possession 
of private parties of the researches published by the Bpgal 
Asiatic Society, wherein the reports of that able Officer appear, 
have hitherto afforded the only scanty means of gratifying so 
natural a curiosity. As these sketches were in reality official 
reports* forwarded to Government, they now form part of the 
present publication, and are therefore available for general 
use. 

The Table of Contents sufficiently explains the nature of the 
subjects treated of in the several papers; and in this place i t  
need only be remarked that except in the case of the metallic. 

' mines the information now given to the world does not 
embrace matters of purely scientific interest, the existing 
reports on such subjects not having been strictly official, and 
their public treatment by able hands peculiarly competent to 
do them justice being highly probable+ at  no great distance of 
time. The official reports would have been sooner published, 
if it had been found possible at an earlier date to prepare the 
new Map which now appears in  their company. This work so 
creditable to its compiler, Captain H. E. L. Thuillier, Deputy 
Surveyor General, has been executed at  Calcutta with consi- 
derable difficulty from discordant materials supplied from vari- 
ous sources during the last two years. Among these materials 
may be mentioned, 

I. The printed Sheets Nos. 65 and 66 of the Indian Atlas. 
11. The Sheet No. 66, with the boundaries of Kumaon and 

Gurhwal, and of the respective Pergunnahs of those Districts 

* Note.-The Report on Kumaon beam date 16th April 1823. That on the 
Bhotea Mehals 4th July 1825. 

t Note.-Vide page 340 of present Collection. 



marked off by Mr. J. Strachey, Senior Assistant in Gurhwal, 
in  the possession of the Hon'ble J. Thomason, Lieutenant 
Governor North Western Provinces. 

111. The principal points of Trian,dtion within the pro. 
vince of Kumaon, as shewn by the records of the Grand Trigo- 
nometrical Survey, existing in the Surveyor General's Office. 

IV. A &lanuscript Map belonging to the Commissioner's 
M c e  at Almorah, probably prepared by Mr. G. W. Traill or 
by Captain Webb Surveyor, and apparently forming the ground- 
work of the sketch printed in Rwhton'8 BengaZ and Agra 
Gazetteers, 1841-42. 

V. A Manuscript Map prepared by Mr. J. H. Batten, 
Senior Assistant in Kumaon and Gurhwal, in elucidation of his 
Settlement Reports. 

VI. A Map of the Bhote Mehals, and of Gujnari and the 
sacred Lakes in Thibet, prepared by Lieutenant H. Strachey 
66th N. I., consequent on the journies commenced by that 
Officer in  1846. 

VII. The same Map improved and amended consequent on 
the local researches of Lieutenant R. Strachey, Engineers in 
1848-49. 

As a considerable part of the matter furnished by the two 
distinguished Officers just named is new and important in s 
geographical point of view, the delay in preparing the present 
Map has in reality been valuable, as enabling the compiler to 
include in his work the latest discoveries.* A comparison of 
this work with the Sheets 65 and 66 of the Atlas will shew that 
in other respects also the new Map is superior to its predeces- 
sors. Numerous names of unimportant places have been 
omitted; other names have been corrected; and the insertion 
of the following mas made a point of instruction by the Hon'ble 
the Lieutenant Governor, viz. 

* Note.-For instance the two new Himmalayan Peaks " b e t w  and " Gurla'? 
and the source of the Jhannabi River or furtheat Ganges. 



1. The mountain ranges. 
2. The rivers and their basins. 
3. The passes into Thibet on the one side and into the 

plains on the other. 
4. The boundaries of the Pergunnab. 
6 .  The places of modern resort, such as Nainee Tal, Tra- 

vellers' Bungalows, or halting places, chief places, Military or 
Police Stations, Roads and Routes, &x. 

6. The great marts for the hill produce in the plains, as 
well as the chief Cities falling within the compass of the Map, 
though not in Kumaon. . 

It now only remains to be added that by some mistake the 
Editor was deprived of the opportunity of correcting the print- 
ed proof sheets of the present work after his revision of the 
original Manuscript Reports, and that thus some errors have 
crept into the publication, which it is hoped may be excused. 
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. S T A T I S T I C A L  S K E T C H  

OF 

GEORGE WILLIAM TRAILL, ESQ, 

CommissMntr for the Afairr of Kumaon. 

[Reprided from the Aaiatic Reawchea, Val. XVI.] 

KUHAON, with the annexed territory of Gmhwal, forms 
almost an equilateral parallelogram facing N.E. and S.W. 
On the north, where it is separated from Tartary by the Hima- 
laya, the frontier extends Grom long. 79' 15') lat. 31° 4', to 
long. 80' &', lat. 30° lo', giving a line of about 100 miles : 
the eastern boundary which is formed by the river Knli, or 
Sarda, gives a line of 110 miles, extending from lat. 30° ICY, 
long. SO0 45') to lat. 26' 2') long. 80'. On the west, the pro- 
vince is divided from the Raj of Gerhwal by the rivers Kali and 
Alakananda, with a line of frontier of about 110 miles, stretch- 
ing from lat. 31 4', long. 7g0 15') to lat. 29' 55') long. 7B0 
10' ; and on the south, the province joins on Rohilkund, the 
line of demrvcation being nearly parallel and equal to that on 
the north. 

Within the boundaries above detailed, the horizontal su- 
perficial contents of the province may be stated at 10,967 square Z' 

miles, of which the following is the estimated distribution : a >  

Snow,. ...... :. ............... & 2924 square miles. 
Barren and incapable of cultivation, 3655 ,, .. .................... Cultivation, 2193 

................... . Uncultivated,. +ST 2193 ,, 
B 
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The whole province consists of numerous ranges of 
mountains, the general run of which are in a parallel 
direction to the northern and soutllern line of frontier ; 
they are, however, by no means uniform or parallel to 
each other in their whole course, while innumerable branches 
of various height and extent, strike off fmm each range 
in every point and direction. The intervals between the 
bases of the mountains are wery where extremely small, 
and the whole country, when viewed from a commanding 
position, ex.hibits the appearance of a wide expanse of un- 
connected ravines, rather thaa of a succession of regular 
tanges of ynounk8.  

The peaks and ridges necessarily vary in height : com- a mencing from the plains of Rohilkund, estimated at 500 feet 
above the sea, the first range gives an elevation of 4300, 
while the second range, called the Ghagur, attains the height 
of 7,704 above the s e a  This elevation is w where exceeded 
throughout the centre of the province, but as the ranges ap- 
proach the Himalaya, their altitude rapidly increases, till it 
reaches in the loRy peaks of the latter range, au extreme 
height of 25,500 feet. 

The valleys (if the narrow intervals between the moun- 
tains can aspire to that designation,) are lowest on the banks 
of the largest rivers, and it is in the same situations that 
the greatest portion of the level l a d  is generally to be 
met with: these spots, howerer, in no instance exceed, and 
in  few cases equal, half a mile in breadth: the site of the 
town of Srinagar, on the banks of the Alakananda, is of 
this description, and is only 1,500 feet above the level 
of  the sea. 

The Tarai or Bhawer, included in this province, is 
very unequal in extent ; under the Gerliwal pergunnahs 
i t  averages only from two to three miles, from the foot 
of the hills, while in Kumaon proper i t  is no where less 
than from 12 to 15 miles in breadth. From Kotedwara, 
long. 7 8 O  2W, to near Bhamuri, long. 79' 2OrJ the Bhawa 
is divided from Rohilkund, by a low range of hills, which 
contains numerous passes, some of them practicable for 
wheel carriages; the remaining Bhawer, to the east and 
west of these points, is wholly open to the plains. The 
Bhawer is at present only partially cultivated, rtud con- 
sists almost wholly of thick forest, of sal, sisiiJ rind brtm- 
boos. 

4 



- The quantity of land calculated for cultivation as afford- 
ed by nature, is, within the hills, extremely small, and in 
order therefore to remedy this deficiency, the sides of the 
mountains admiting of such an operation, have been cut 
down into terraces rising above each other in regular suc- 
cession, and having their fronts supported by slight abut- 
ments of stones. These terraces necessarily vary in breadth 
and length, according to the form and slope of the moun- 
tain on which they are situated; but as a great portion 
of every mountain, more particularly near the summit and 
ridges, is not sufficiently productive to warrant the expense 
and labour of the operation, those spots are clothed with 
grass, and generally covered with forest, coneisting chiefly 
of pines, oaks, and rhododendrons, whilst some parts, 
from their rocky and precipitous nature, are wholly barren, 
or only partially sprinkled with tufts of rank grass. 

A few lakes are to be found in various parts, the 
most remarkable of which are Nayni Tal, Bhim Tal and 
Now h'pntia Tal, situated in the Chakata district, near the 
Bhamollri pass. The first, which is the largest, measures, 
one mile in length, and three quarters of a mile in 
breadth. The watcr of this and other lakes is perfectly 

cf 
clear, being the produce of internal springs, and the depth 
in the centre is represented as being exceedingly great. 
The Himalaya range also presents several lakes, which are 
fed fmm the melted snow. 

The bases of the mountains are invariably separated from 
each other by streams of greater or less magnitude, formed 
principally by the innumerable springs and fountains which, 
your down on each side. Of these the principal, entitled to 
the rank of rivers, commencing from the N.W., are the 
Kali, or Mandakini, the Bishenganga, the Duli, the Nandakini, 
and the Pindw, all rising in the Himalaya, and forming, 
after a junction with each other, the united stream of the 
Alakamnda or Ganges, which river, in its course through- 
out the pmvince, from the depth and impetuosity of its 
current, is no where fordable. TO the East, the Kali, the 
Dhadi, the Gauri, the Ramganga and the Saeu, having also 
their origin in their snowy range, form, by their junction, 
the Sarda ; or Gogra, and in addition to these, are the 
Ramganga, two Nyara, the Kodla, the Suab, the Gmrmuti, 
the Ladhia, and the Ballia, all of which derive their source 
from eprings in the interior of the province. The small 
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nullahs are extremely numerous, but do not merit particu- 
lar detail. 

The hill riven in their descent to the plains, immediately 
on entering the lilrai, lose R considerable portion of their body 
of water, and in numerous instances, totally disappear at that 
point, during the hot and eold season, when the bed of the 

. river, continues perfectly dry for the space of nine to ten 
miles, after which it again fills; while at the same distance 
from the hills, numerous other petty nullahs are formed by the 
copious springs which gush out of the earth. These pheno- 
mena may be accounted for by the nature of the soil at the foot 
of the hills, which consists of a deep bed of alluvial shingle. 

I t  is by the beds of the rivers that access into this pro. 
vince from the plains on the south, and from the'table land of 

J Tartary on the north, is afforded, and the frequented passes 
into the hills from these points, will always be found to follow, 
in the first instance, the opening formed by the course of some 
river, and those ghAts which have no facilities of this nature 
are invariably difficult, and rarely available for commercial 
intercourse. 

The passes through the Himalaya, are Manu, Miti, Jowar, 
Darma, and Byani, which will be hereafter described when 

4 treating of Bhote ; the principal ghats of the plains frequented 
by trade are Bilasni, Bhwi, Sigdhi, Choki, Kotedzoara, Palpdr, 
Babn and Kaagra, in Gerltwal; Dhiku'li, Kota, Bitamouri, Timli, 
Birmdeo, in Kwinam 

Besides these, there are many Chor ghhts leading to indb 
' 4 vidual villages, and seldom travelled except by the neighbour. 

I'ng inhabitants. 

The roads of communication throughout the province, con- 
sist merely of narrow foot paths, which are only partially prac- 
ticable for laden cettlekhile rocky precipices frequently pre- 
sent themselves, which are scarcely passable for cattle in any 
state. These path,  from the nature of the country, are seldom 
direct, but wind along the faces of the mountains or pass over 
them, according as facilities of ascent and descent are afforded. 
No attcmpt would appear to have been ever made by formm 
governments to facilitate commercial intercourse by the con- 
c~tn~ction of roads calculated for beasts of burthen ; fragments 
of old roads are to be met with leading to same of the principal 
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temples, but as they always proceed directly up the steepest 
acclivities by means of flights of stone steps, they could only 
have been intended for foot passengers. A road was also 
made under the Gorka government through the centre of 
the province from the Kali, or Gogra, to the Alaka- 
nanda, and passing through AZmora to Srinagar, which 
formed the continuation of a military road of communi. 
cation extending from Nipal, and was regularly measured 
and marked off with coss stones : the construction was left 
to  the zemindars of the nearest villages, and therefore little 
more was done than repairing the existing path: it is, in 
consequence, not superior to the common cross-paths of 
the province. The heaviness of the autumnal rains within 
the hills, must ever have rendered it difficult to keep any 
kind of road in tolerable repair, as at that season clefts in 
the sides of the mountain frequently take place. Military 
roads of communication have been formed under the British 
Government, from the plains to the posts of Almora and Pe- 
toragah, through the ghlts of B h a m r i  and Bimdeo. The 
latter road passes through the Cantonment of Lohzighdt, 
while a further new road connects that post with Almora. 
All these roads are practicable throughtout for beasts of 
burthen. A commercial road from the plains through the 
Dhiku'li pass, has also been commenced. 

The rapidity of the mountain r i ~ e r s  offers great impedi- 
ment to communication and intercourse, more particularly 
during the rainy season, whcn (in the absence of bridges,) 
the traveller, his baggage and cattle can only be crossed over 
the large rivers by the assistance of the ghlt people, who 
swim supported on gourds. The bridges are of four kinds : 
the first, consists of a single spar thrown across from bank to 
bank ; the second, is formed of successive layers of timbers, the 
upper gradually projecting beyond the lower from either bank 
towards each other, in the form of an arc11, until the interval in 
the centre be sufficiently reduced to admit of a single timber 
being thrown across the upper layers, the ends of the projecting 
timbers being secured in the stone pier* ; these bridges, which 
are called Sangas, are usually from two to three timbers wide, 
and have sometimes a railing on each side. The third de- 
scription of bridges, called the Jhu'la, is constructed of ropes ; 
two sets of cables being stretched across the river, and the 
ends secured in the banks, the road way, consisting of slight 
ladders of wood two feet in breadth, is suspended parallel 
.to the cables by ropes of about three feet in length. 
By this arrangement, the horizontal cables form a ba- 



lustrade to support the passenger, while reaching from step 
to step of the ladders. To make the Jhila practicable for 
goats and sheep, the interstices of the ladders are some. 
times closed up with twigs laid close to each other. A 
construction of this kind necessarily requires a high bank 
on both sides, and where this evident advantage may be want- 
ing, the deficiency of height is supplied by a wooden gallows, 
erected on the two banks over which the ends of the cables are 
passed. The fourth and most simple bridge consists merely of 
a single cable stretched across the stream, to which is sus- 
pended a basket traversing on a wooden ring, the passenger 
or baggage being placed in this basket, it is drawn across by a 
man on the opposite side by means of a rope attached to the 
bottom : this is termed a Chinks.* The two last descriptions 
of bridge are constructed at a very trifling expense, aa the ropes 
used are made of a silky species of grass, which is produced in 
abundance in every part of the province. Iron chain bridges, as 
described in Turneis Thibet, would appear to have been used 
in this province at a remote period, but no remains of them now 
exist. A considerable number of b ~ d g e s  (Sungas/, have been 

, erected under the British Government, and many, from the want 
of durability in the timbers, have had to be renewed after 
three or four years, so that it d no doubt be eventual- 
ly found advantageous to resort to the plan of iron chain 
bridges. 

The constant succession of falls and rapids, joined to 
the rocky nature of their beds, render the hill rivers impracti- 

J cable for boats at any season, while, during the rains, a further 
obstacle is presented in the extreme impetuosity of the cur- 
rent. The only boat to be found within the hills is a small 
canoe, which plies as a ferry during six months of the year 
at Srinagar, on the Alakanandu. 

The buildings of every description throughout the province 
are constructed of stone laid in clay. The private homer 
are usually of three or 'more stories, baving slated roofs with 
gable ends. In  towns, the lower story forms the shop, and is 
left open towards the street, but in the interior this part ir 
appropriated to the cattle. The wood used in buildings, is 
commonly some description of pine ; but, where easily procur- 
able, toon is preferred. The floors are made of clay beat down : 

* Meaning, it ia ruppoaed, tempwmy, being derived from the Sanrkrit term 
Illanika. 



in aome parts of the province, where slates am not at hand, 
shingles, or planks of pine are substituted for them in 
roofing. 

The temples are neuly all built in the same style of archi. 
tecture : the principal part, in which the idol is placed, consists 
of an octagon, from ten to twelve feet in diameter; h m  the 
height of eight or nine feet, the sides are made gradually to 
incline inwards, till they meet; thus forming a cone, the apex 
of which is surmounted by an ornament in the style of a Turk's 
cap, and has, sometimes, a slight square projecting roof cover- 
ed with slates or sheets of copper : in one side of the octagon 
is the door, and h m  this generally ~mjecls  a small vestibule, 
having a pent roof of slate or copper, with a door of entrance in 
the gable end. 

The Baclis, or covered fountains, are not remarkable either 
for their size or beauty : the bounty of nature, which has fur- 
nished innumerable springs on every mountain, renders excava- 
tion in search of water unnecessary, and all therefore that is 
=cpired is a reservoir, enclosed in a small covered building, to 
recure the Water from waste and contamination : such are the 
Baulb, built at the expense of individuals ; a few are, however, 
to  be met with, erected by former Rajas, which exhibit some 
architectural ornaments being surrounded by light verandahs, 
supported by pillars, and having their interior decorated 
~ t h  sculpture. The construction of a B a d ,  being considered 
a meritorious work, numerous buildings of this description are 
to be found in the neighbourhood of all villages, and along 
i v d a  of particular resort. 

The only buildings which remain to be described are the 
forts, which, f m  the state of internal government under the 
ancienthjas, were extremely numerous, but the greater number 
are now mere ruins. They were usually built of large blocks of 
he- stones, neatly fitted to each other, with loop holes in the 
walls for matchlocks, or small jiq& and were always situated 
on  the peak of some mountain, from which circumstance no 
doubt they derived their name of Kalanga. The choice of their 
position depended on the difficulties of approach, the steepness 
of the sides of the mountains, and the proximity of water. 

J 
The mountain, towards the summit, was rendered as perpen- 
dicular as possible by scarping, and where the ridge ap- 
proaching the peak admitted, a trench was dug acrose, 
which was passable only by meana of a removable bridge. 
Having thus described the form and nature of the building# 



in this province, the number and extent of its towna will now 
be noticed. 

The slender and diffused nature of the resources, joined to 
the difficulties of transport in these mountains, by rendering the 
supply of provisions to a large community precarious, must 
ever have checked the establishment of @wn or large villages. 
I t  was consequently, at the immediate seat of government alone, 
that a population to any extent was ever collected, and such 
was the origin of Almora, Srinagar, Champa'wat, and Josht 
puzth, the only towns in this province. The latter, though 
never the place of residence of the actual sovereign, yet owed its 
existence to the presence of the Ra'wal, and the numerous 
establishment of the temple of Badarinuth, and as the Ra'wal, 
possessed absolute authority in the districts round Joshimath, 
and had always the disposal of a considerable annual income, 
he may be considered in the light of a petty prince. With 
the exception of these four places, there is not a single 
place that can boast of a permanent bazar, or that contains 
120 houses. 

A l w a ,  situated in lat. 29O 24', long. 'igO 39', is built on 
the top of a ridge, running east and west, and elevated 5400 
feet above the aea : it was founded about three centuries and a 
quarter ago, by a Raja of the l ~ s t  dynasty, who, at that period, 
having extended his dominion over the western distrims, re- 
moved his court from Champa'wat to A l m a ,  as a centrical 
point of his kingdom. From the nature of its situation, it is 
confined to a single street, nearly three quarters of a mile in 
length, paved with stone, and consisting of two bazars, divided 
from each other by Fort Almora, and the ancient palace of 
the Rajas. Detached houses, chiefly inhabited by Brahmins, 
are scattercd along each face of the mountain below the 
town. At the western extremity, and immediately joining 
.on the town, are the lines of the regular troops, in the 
rear of which is the fortification now termed Fort Moira : 
at the eastern extremity is a small martello tower, called St. 
Mark's. The palace of the Rajas consisted of a confused 
pile thrown together in an irregular style, and as the whole war 
in a state of considerable decay, it was in consequence knocked 
down, and the materials appropriated to the public works : the 
principal part of the ground on which it stood, is now occupied 
by the jail. There are several temples in A l w a ,  but none 
r e q u i i g  any particular mention. By an enumeration in 1821, 
the number of houses in the town and suburbs was found to 
be 742> divided among the different classes and castes as follows: 



The number of inhabitants will hereafter be detailed under' 
the' head of population. 

HINDUS, ........ 228 

Brahmins,. ....... 228 
kierchanta and Ban- 

kers, .......... 184 
Goldsmiths, ...... .40 
Petty Traders, .... 53 
Dancing Girls, .... 53 
Not engaged in trade, 19 

The Kacheri and other civil buildings are at Almora, but 
the houses of the civilians are at Hawel Bagh, which is consi- 
dered as the civil station, and at w-hich the provillcial battalion 
is cantoned : this place is five miles north of A l w a .  The 
town of Almora, from having become the station for the regular 
troops and the civil establishments, hm, during the last six years, 
much increased in the number of its inhabitants, and many new 
houses have been erected during this period. Under the Gor- 
kha government, the town was fast hastening to decay. 

Srinugar, the ancient capital of Gerhwal, is situated in lat. 
30' 14', long. 78" 37', and is built in a valley on the bank of 
the Alakaaanda, the principal branch of the Ganges. I t  owes 
its origin to an ancestor of the present Raja of Gerhwal, who 
about three centuries past, haking established the monarchy of 
Gahwal, founded the town of Srinugar, and established i t  as 
the capital. 

D o ~ s ,  .......... 127 

-- 
... Stone Cutters,. 51 

hlasons and Cnrpen- 
ters, .......... 33 

.... Blacksmiths, 27 .. Coppersmiths, 8 
Curriers,. . . . . . . .  8 

As the whole trade of Gerhwal soon centered there, if 
woilld appear at one period to have attained a very flourishing con- 
dition, and far exceeded Almora in extent and population; but 
during the last twenty years, this town has suffered most se. 
verelp from the successive calamities of earthquake, flood, and 
invasion, and to these must now be added the decrease of 
trade : by the recent partition of Gerhwal, i t  has lost all share 
in the trade of that portion of the country made ovcr to the 
Raja, while the greater part of the traflic fiom the eastern dis- 
trict, which formerly centered in Srinugar, now flows direct 
through the more convenient passes of Kumaon. From 
these canses, the merchants are daily deserting to A l w a  or 
Tiri, (the capital of the Raja) and the fcw who remain aro 

C 

MAHOMEDANS,.. 75 

.. Trndesmen, 57 
Not ellgaged in 

..... trade,. 18 
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retained there principally by the influx of pilgrims, *I10 ah- 
nuidly pass through tlie town in their route to Badannatlr, 
The town contains one bazar, running north and aouth. In  
1821, the number of houses was 562, distributed as follows : 

Brahmins, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  129 
Merchants and Goldsmiths,. 84 

.......... Dancing Girls, 30 
Gosaeens, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  73 
Petty Traders and not en- 1 

gaged in trade,. ......... 122 

The number of Hindu temples is very great : nearly forty 
receive allowances from the government, but none of these 
buildings are deserving of description. The palace of the Haja 
must once have been a handsome structure, and considering 
the poverty of the country and difficulties of builhng here, 
is certainly deserving of admiration. I t  consisted of an ex- 
tensive quadrangle, having three grand fronts, each four stories 
high, with prqjecting porticoes, the whole of the lower part being 
profusely ornamented with sculpture neatly executed. The 
materials consist of large wrought blocks of a close grained black 
stone, laid in mortar. The greater portion of this building 
has been thrown down by earthquakes, and the three porticoes 
abovementioned, are now alone standing. The native est* 
blishments for the revenue and ~o l i ce  of the western half of - -- 

the Gerhwal districts are stationed in S~inagar, and there are 
two Jhu'las and a canoe for crossing the Alakanunda establish- 
ed, and in the immediate vicinity of the town. 

Champa'mat in long. '79' 28; lat. 29O 19', and elevat- 
ed five thousand four hundred and seventy feet above the 
sea, is situated in the district of Kali Kumaon, near the 
extremity of the province: i t  was originally a village, the 
residence of the principal zemindar of that quarter, but be- 
came, between six and seven centuries past, the capital of 
a small independent principality, established by the zemin- 
dar  in question, out of the wrecks of the Kdttar monarchy 
destroyed at that period: i t  subsequently became the entdpot 
'for the trade of Tartary, passing from the Dharinughdt to BeE 
+wry, in the plains ; and to this circumstance must be ascribed 



Sts continued existknce ae a town, and its retention of a bazar, 
after it had ceased to be the residence of the court. The present 
number of houses is sixty-one, of which forty-six are shops : the 
ancient palace of the Rajas, and the fort in which it stood, are 
now a heap of ruins. The Kaelleri of the Tehaildar, for the 
eastern districts of Kumaon, is stationed here, and three miles 
north of thc town, at a place called LohGhdt, is a military 
cantonment, at which is stationed a force for the protection of 
the frontier. Another post of the same kind is established 
twenty-two miles north of Lohzighdt, at Petwagerh. Two 
small fortifications have been recently erected at these posts. 

Joeirfmath, long. 79O 32') lat. 30" 33', is situated near the 
junction of the Bislrenganga and Dhauli, (branches of the 
Ganges) and is elevated 7,500 feet above the sea. The Rciwal, 
and other attexidauts of the temple of Badarinath, reside here du- 
ing half the year, when the temple is blocked up with snow* 
There are 119 houses, distributed as follows: 

Brahmins, . . . . . . . . . .  21 
Merchants, . . . . . . . . . .  14 
Cultivators, . . . . . . . . . .  68 
Doms, . . . . . . . . . . . .  16 

Some trade is carried on from this town with Tartary, 
through the Mana and Niti passes. 

Bageeroar, situated at the conflux of the river Larju and 
Gomati, long. 7g0 35') lat. 29' SO', contains a bazar convifiting 
of forty-two shops, which are all the property of the Almora 
merchants, erected solely with a view to the Tartar trade, two 
considerable fairs taking place here annually : as these houses 
are only inhabited during two or three months in the year, they 
must be considered rather a+ coming under the description of a 
temporary Gunj, than of a town. From the great improvement 
in the Tartar trade, within the last six years, the number of 
houses in this place has greatly increased. 

Some notice of the size of the villages may now be taken. 
From the nature of the arable land in this province, as already 
described, it rarely occurs that such quantity exists in any one 
mot., as to require the labor of a large resident population : the 
villages, are consequently, with a few exceptions, universally r , ,  
mall, and are, in fact, nothing more than detached hamlets, 
scattered along the sides and bases of the mountains) wherever 
fhcilities for cultivation are afforded, i 



The total of inhabited villages and hamlets, as will be seeli 
by the accompanying statement (A) amounts to 9034, while the 
whole number of hnuses contained in them, is only 44,569, 
giving an average of nearly five houses to each village. The 
anmber of hamlots consisting of one house is very peat,  while 
only 25 villages arc to be found in the province, which exhibit 
more than 50 houses, and the largest village exhibits 115 houses. 
On this head, 1 regret that it is not in my power to offer more 
certain infonuation than such as is derived from an estimate of 
the avcrage of inhabitants to each house throughout the province. 
An attempt was made to ascertain the amount by actual enu- 
meration, and, as far as related to the toms,  this measure was 
esecuted without rliflic~llty, but in the interior, obstacles occur- 
red which rendered the attempt nugrrto ry. The revenue offi- 
.cers, from thc extent of their jmisdictions, and the smallness 
.of their establishnlents, were necessitated to call in the aid of 
.the Kamins and S~yunau, and the returns furnished through 
this assistance, exhibited such extraordinary iuconpi ty ,  both 
with respect to the proportion of males and females, and to the 
average rate of inhabitants to each house in different wllages, 
that no reliance could be placed on them. This inaccuracy 
must be ucnied,  no doubt, to a suspicion on the part of the 
land-holders, that the information mas required solely with a 
view to some fiscal arrangement, as under the former govern- 
ment, the amount of tlie cultivating population had formed 
one of the principal grounds in the adjustment of the vill'ag~ 
assessment. A recourse to the mode now adopted was, there- 
fore, found to be unavoidable ; and it remains to consider the 
plinciy!e on which the estimated average has been founded. 

The state of population in the towns does not afford an 
exact criterion 011 which to foim a judgment of that in the 

' 

interior, as the inhabitants of the former, from the di5cultied 
of procurin:: grain, are compelled to m~intain a part of their 
family in villages. To this cause must be a~cribed the smallness 
of the avcmge exhibited in Alrnnwa and &inagar, the former 
being fivc and a half, and the latter not quite four and a quarter 
to each Iiouse, a rate which by no means corresponds with the 
size of the honses, or can he reconciled to the custom of the 
couptry. The erection of a honsc, from the nature of its mate- 
rials, rcquircs a very cansiderable outlay : this consideration 
tends greatly to check the subdivision and separation of families, 
and many generations are constantly to be found residing under 
the same roof. Under t'if-sc circumstances, the proportion now 
assumed, of six and a half residents to each house, will not 
perhaps be thought excessive. Taking, therefore, the number 



of houses ih Kumaon, and the annexed pergunnahs of 'Gerhwal, 
as exhibited in statement ( A )  at 44,569, the above average will 
yield a population for the interior, including Bhote, 289,698 
souls. To this must be added the inhabitants of the towns, 
amounting to 7,343, and if a further addition of 4,000 be made 
for troops, camp followers, and civil establishments, the total of 
the residents in the province may be estimated at 300,046; 
giving about 273 to the squ~re mile. As, however, one third of the 
province, consisting of ,k snow in the north, and turmee in 
the south, is almost wholly uninhabited, the proportion in the 
remaining parts will be about 404 persons to the square mile. 
The proportion of Mahommedans is extremely small, as they 
are only to be found in the towns of Almora and S~-im,qar, and 
in two or three villages along the ghlts to the plains; the former 
amount to 491, and the latter 154; to these may be added the 
troops and camp followers of the same sect, estimated at 100, 
and the total will then stand at 748. 

A detail of the inhabitants of the towns is here subjoined:. 

H0ube.s. Malea. Females, Children. 
Alrnora, ............... 742 .. 1369 .. 1178 .. 968 
Srinnpr,. ............ 561 .. 945 .. 887 . .  512 
Champhwat, ......... 61 .. 538 (detailsnotgiven.) 
Josllimath ............. 1 . 2 2 5 . .  322 .. 101 . 
The great proportiou of females to males in the latter 

town may be ascribed to the number of female slaves, the 
property of the temple of Badarinalh. 

On the zoology of the province, it is not pretended ta 
offer scientific descriptions, but merely to notice any peculiari. 
'ties to be found among the animals in these mountains. The 
animals of the Bhaww or Tarai, are two well known to require 

'.my notice ; but it may be stated, that the elephants in that 
quarter are numerous, and many of the herds are represented 
by the zemindars as very large. A few of these animals 

1J 
are  annually caught by means of hmki  elephants, at the ex- 
.yense of the Nawab of Hampur. The practice of digging pits 
is forbidden, and as the elephants are now little molested, it 
js  to be hoped that they may at some future period, prove 
available to the service of the state. The domestic animals 
are the same as in the plains, but of smaller size : horses and 
,assea must, however, be excepted, for of the former there are 
~ n l y  a few ponies, which are imported from Tartaq, and of 
j h e  latter there frre none. The hill sheep haye invariably 
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mhort tails like deer. Further notice will be taken of tEis 
cattle, when on the subject of agriculture. The wild animals 
are tigers, by whom great numbers of people are annually 
destroyed, leopards, bears, jackals, wild cats, weasels, flying 
squirrels, moles, porcupines, rats and mice, monkeys, two 
varieties, the bun& and la,wOr. The beasts of chase are 

3 
wild boars, and five speciea of deer; two, the j a m  and 
umao, large ; and three, the thar, or chamois, $he gluirer, 
and the khuker, small ; also hares. The animals peculiar 
to the Himalaya will, hereafter, be noticed in a separate arti- 
cle. Among the birds are, one eagle, vultures, kites, hawks, 
tavens, crows, daws, jays, wood-peekers and an endless vari- 
ety of small birds. The game birds are pheasants, five varied 
ties, all differing from the Europe, jungle fowl, partridges, 
three sorts, quails, woodcocks, peacocks, snipe and wdd fowls. 
The latter, as well as other aquatic birds, are very rare, 
owing in all probability, to the rapidity of all the mountain 
rivers. The common barn door fowl ia bred by the inhabi- 
, tanta of low c a s h .  

Reptiles are by no means numerous. The snakes are of 
three or four kinds, but all harmless exceptingthe Cobra Capella : 
thid last is, however, only to be met with in low hot situations, such 
as Srinagm, where fatal accidents occasionally occur from its 
bite. This remark applies also to scorpions, those on the tops 
of the mountains being very small, with little or no venom. 
The remaining reptiles are gouampe, armadillos, lizards, asps, 
frogs, a, ikc. 

The rivers and lakes, in these hills, offer very few varieties 
of fish, not probably exceeding seven or eight, among which 

{ are the trout and eel : alligators and turtles are not found 
? higher than the Tarai. Land crabs are common. The rivers, 
; for some distance from the Himalaya, are entirely free from 

every description of fish, owing, probably, to the coldness of 
the water h m  the snows. 

The ineecta are extremely numerous, but offer no new or 
peculiar varieties ; and it will therefore be sufficient to mention 
the bees, which are of two kinds. The domestic bee variee 

I only in size fmm that of Europe, being considerably smaller. 
The hives for their reception, which are to be met with in 
almost every village, consist merely of a log of wood, hollowed 
out, and the ends sto ped with pieces of boarda filled in, and 
.o fastened as ta &it of being easily removed. A swarm 
of bee8 bemg procured in the common mode, the hive is thep 



?milt into obe of the outer walls of the house, and -a small hole 
is made at one end for the egress and ingress of the bees. When 
the honey ia considered aa ready, the bees are driven out by a con- 
tinued knocking on the inner end of the hive, the hole of en- 
trance is then stopped to prevent their immediate return, and 
the board at the back being removed, the honey is taken out; 
after which the hive is restored to its original state, and the 
bees suffered to retake possession. The quantity of wax 
afforded by these bees is trifling ; the honey is, however, re. 
markably white and fine flavored. The wild bee, which exactly 
corresponds with the humble bee of Europe, bullds its nest on 
the rocks and in the caves at the base of the snowy mountains : 
m their honey is not an object, the nests are not taken till 
voluntarily evacuated, and being thus unmolested the bees ?j 
continue, year after year, to build at the same spot. The nesti 
m question yield from two to eight seers of wax each. I t  may be 
remarked, that locusts rarely visit these hills : some consider- 
able flocks made their appearance in 1820, after an interval of 
twenty years, but they were almost inirnediately destroyed by rain. 

As the diversity of temperature and climate to be.found a$ 
the various degrees of elevation on the mountains, tends so 
greatly to multiply the varieties of vegetable products, some 
description of the furmer appears requisite. 

The heat is generally moderate, as will be seen &om the 
annexed statement of the average range of the thermometer 
in the shade, throughout the twelve months. 

- These observations were taken at Hawel Bagit, an elevation 
of 3,887 feet above the sea. The heat necessarily diminishes, 
as the height increases. At Alnwra, which is, a s  already stated, 
6,400 feet above that level, the difference is between two and 
three degrees less than the above average, and so on in propor- 
tion. During the cold season, on the contrary, &om the greater 
evaporation, the thermometer, before sun-rise, is always lowest 
in the valleys, and the frost more intense .there than on hills of 

w 

January, ........ 
February ,........ 

.......... .......... .......... .......... 

7 A. M 
35' 
37O 
46' 
54O 
57O 

. 73O 

2 P. M. -- 
47O 
55O 
61' 
66' 
73O 
766 

2 P. M. -- 
fa0 
7g0 
750 
6g0 
60° 
520 

July,. ....... r . 
...... August, 

.... 
...... 

September, 
October, 
November ,.... 

. . . .  December, 

7 A. M. 
72' 
72O 
6r0 
55O 
4P0 
34O 
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tnoderate height, (that is below 7,000 feet,) while at  noon the' 
sun is more powerful. The extremes, in twenty-four hours, 
have been more than once 18') and 51 O, being a difference of 33 O, 

an inequality which proves destructive of, horticulture and highly 
injurious to trees until they have attained a certain age, after 
which they are no longer affected by such changes. Snow by no 
means falls equally every season ; the natives fir every third year 
as likely to be snowy. No pear, however, passes without its 
partial occurrence. The snow never lies but on the mountain 
tops and ridges, and from thence it soon disappears, unless 
sheltered from the sun by forests : where the latter are thick, 
i t  remains many months. I t  map, in most years, be found on 
the summit of the Ghagur range, between Almora and the 
plains, so late as the middle d May. 

No month in the year is without rain : the periodical season 
for its fall is from the middle of September, and there usually 
.occur five or six days of continued rain in the end of February, 
or beginning of March. D s n g  the remainder of the year, i t  
is partial and uncertain. In  April and May, the rain is usually 
attended with violent storms of thunder and of hail. From the 
result of observations made with a pluviometer at Hatoel Bagh, 
i t  may be assumed that, one year with another, the average 
quantity of rain in the twelve months, is between forty and fifty 
inches. Thunder is frequent and always lnud; buildings are 
often struck, and lives occasionally destroyed by lightning, 

The soil on the ridges and sides of the mountains is g e n e  
rally poor and stony, while the depth of earth is seldom great, 
and rock is commonly to be met with at a few feet from the 
surface : in such situations, therefore, the aid of frequent sup. 
plies of manure is required to renew the fertility of the land. 

I n  the valleys, which consist almost wholly of alluvial soil, 
deposited by the rivers, or washed down from the mountains by 
the rains, the land is tolerably productive, though not to be 
qompared with that in the Tarai or the plains. 

Among the trees, the most numerous are the pines, afford- 
ing eight varieties, some of them remarkable for their size and 
qualities. The oak also offers six or seven species, all differing 
from the Europe oak, with the exception of the ilex, which is 
similar. To these may be added the rhododendron, two sorts, 
white and red, horse chesnut, toon, h., an endless variety, 
aome common to the plains, and others peculiar to the hills. 
The f i t  t r e e s  include the apple, pear, apricot, cherry, wahut, 



pomegranate, mulberry, peach, mango, guava, orange, lemon , , 
two kinds, citron four kinds, plaintain, arl~utus, or tree . 
strawberry, barberry, grape vine-berry, and '' "'""' ' 

giwain, besides some peculiar to the hills, as the bha- ( ; , V * L L I . I  

mora, and the chziri, or butter tree, which produces a ;,, t, r ,  
small edible fruit in the shape of a pear, containing a - 
stone, from the kernel of which is formed the butterrwhile 
from the saccharine matter contained in the flowers, a. 
clpecies of sugar is also manufaotured. To conclude the /' '.'* ' 
list of fruits, the strawberry, the water melon and pump- ,, t., , - 
kin, may be added. Among the shrubs it will be only 
necessary to mention the dog-rose and hawthorn, sidhbaru'a,J- .. 
!?om the bark of which paper is manufactured, and the dhl- 
ehini, (the wild cinnamon). Garden vegetables were confined 
fo onions, turnips, sweet potatoes, egg plants, and aucumbers, 
all remarkable for their size and flavor ; spinach was also much 
cultivated. Potatoes have now been introduced with partial 
success, but the greater number of Europe vegetables have been 
found to thrive extremelv well. The flowers are extremelv nu- . -, - - ~  

memus ; the most remarkable are lilies, many varieties, flags, 
pionies, wild tulips, Qc., Qc. 

Hitherto the only minerals discovered, are thc coarse 
metals, namely, copper, iron, and lead. The copper is produced 
in many parts of the province, though not always in the same 
species of soil, the matrix in some of the mines being a dark 
sandy stone, and in others a white soapy rock. The principal 

i 
mines now worked, are Gangoli and Sira, in Kumaora, Nagpoor, 
and Dhampr, in Gerhwal. Each mine consists of a horizontal 
shaft, run into the side of a mountain : these shafts are 
about 33 feet high by 23 feet wide, and have their floors gra- 
dually declining towards the mouth, to prevent the water 
from lying and accumulating. Where a rich vein is dis- 
covered, traverses of the same description as the shaft are struck 
ofT, and when the ore is exhausted a new mine is com- 
menced near the old one. This measure is adopted also when 
the old mine, from earthquake, or other cause, becomes block- 
ed up by the falling in of the roof. Some of these shafts are 
earried for a very considerable distance into the bosom of tile 
mountain. The period of mining i s  during the cold and hot 
weather, when the produce is collected at the mouth of the 
pit, where it is washed by the women and children, a small 
&.ream being always conveyed thither for the purpose : the 
clean ore is then carried to the houses of the miners, whcre- 
the greater part remains for smelting till the rainy season.. 
Two or three men only are employed in working at the same 
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time, and thme are relieved every hour. The ore is brought 
out of the mine on buffaloe hides, which are dragged along 
the ground by boys, with a rope tied to one end, and passed 
round their bodies. The instruments used are merely ham- 
mers, small iron wedges, and crow bars ; strips of turpentine 
fir, arc used fhr light. The copper usually sells on the spot 
for sixty rupccs the maund. 

Iron exists in all parts of the province, and as the pro- 
cess of extracting i t  is extremely simple, a great number 
-of mines are constantly worked. The ore is found near 
,the surface, in extensive strata of rocks, but varying very 
materially in appearance at different mines. I n  preparing 
the iron, the ore is, in the first instance, hroken small, 
and roasted by the miners, until the whole quantity adheres 
together, forming a single mass : in this state it is delivered 
by them, for the further process, to the blacksmiths, by whom 
the roasted ore is once more broken small, and then exposed i s  
crucibles to a strong heat, sufficient to fuse the vitreous matter, 
which runs off through a hole left for that purpose. The metal 
remains in the crucible, and is then beaten up into small b a n  
for the market, where it sells at a price fluctuating between 
3-8 and 4 Rs. per maund. The common produce at the 
different mines is from 4Q to 50 per cent. So imperfect, 
however, is the smelting, that from la to 14 is, subsequently, 
lost in working up this iron. 

Of lead, a few mines exist in the province, but none of 
them are worked. 

The rocks of the southern and midland parts of the pro. 
nnce offer little variety, coiisisting almost uiliformly of coarse 
plica, containing nodules of quartz, sand-stone, and slate. I n  
the northelm districts, the prevailing kinds are granitc, quaftr 
in large masses, arid white marble. Garnets, of an infenor 
description, are to be found every where embo(1ied in quartz 
or mica. Rock chqstal exists in plenty in the Himalaya, 
Organic reinains and fossil bones are also found in that part 

? of the country; the former consists of madrepores and sala. .- FUm3 ; the bones would appear to have belonged to some large 
., " animals of the ox species, probably the yak. Bitumen 

is found on the ,summits of many of the high mountains 
in the pro~ince':~ i t  exudes from the crevices in the rock, 
and is of a dark black color, with a strong unpleasant 
odour. I t  is used in medicine by the natives, under the 
pame of saliijit, 



A white saponaceow stone, resembling and used for the 
same purposes as pipe clay, is produced in many places. In f 
Gerhwal, various vessels are turned from it, which, when polish- ~ i /  
ed have the appearance of marble. They retain liquid, but bang 
extremely brittle, are little used. 

If volcanic appearances are ever discovered, it will no 
doubt be in the Hinmlaya range : a few hot springs are to be 
met with in the passes through it, the heat of these vary; one 
at  Badarinath, where i t  issues from the ground, shows a heat 
of 13B0 Farenheit. The inhabitants residing at the base of 
the range in question, state that smoke is occasionally seen to 
rise from the interior. The frequent occurrence of earth- 
quakes renders it possible, that some volcano is situated there, 
but the inaccessible nature of the interior of the Himalaya, , must ever render it impossible to ascertain its existence by ac. - 
tual inspection. - 

With respect to the origin of the inhabitants, recourse can 
only be had to vague traditions and conjectures. Tlie county, 
from its situation, must necessarily have been peopled from the 
table land of Tart-, or the plains of Hindttstan. Judging, 
however, from the personal appearance of the inhabitants, their 
religion and language, the latter appears the most probable, as, 
had the first settlers been Tartars, some communication would ; 
doubtlessly have been maintained with the mother country, by 
subsequent migration from thence. The original occupants of 
the tountry, wherever they may have come, would appear to 
have been completely uncivilized, and wholly ignorant of a+- 
culture and of the common arts of life. At a period, comparrt. 
t i d y  speaking not very remote, the celebrity of the Himalaya, 
in the Hindu Mythology, by inducing a constant resort of pil- 
grims, led to the gradual colonization of the country, by 
natives of various parts of Hindustan, who introduced their reli- 
gion and knowledge ; and the county having, by these means, 
been rendered an object of competition, its invasion and con- 
quest soon followed. Such are the current traditions, and their 
simplicity entitles them to consideration. 

Of the aborigines, a small remnant, pertinaciously ad, 
I hering to the customs of their ancestors, are to be found , 

in the Rawats or Rnjia. They are now reduced to about ; 

twenty families, who wander in the rude;'&edom of savage 
life, along tile line of forests situated under the wrn 
part of the Himalaya in this province. I n  all probability 
the out castes or D m ,  are in part descendants from them; 



a conjecture that is founded chiefly on two circrunstances, 
first, the great difference in the personal appearance of the 
D o m  from the other ,inhabitants, many of the former having 
curly hair, inclining to wool, and being all extremely black, 
&nd secondly, the almost universal state of hereditary slavery 

i in which the Dom are found here. With the origin of 
this slavery, even the proprietors are unacquainted, it may '\ howeyer, easily be explained, by supposing a part of the 
aborigines t o  have been seized, and reduced to that condi- 
tion by the first colonists abovementioned. 

The sanctity of the Himalaya in Rindu Mythology, by no 
means necessarily implies the pre-existence of the Hindu reli- 
gion in this province, as the enormous height and grandeur of 
that range visible from the plains would have becn sufficient to 
recommend it as a scene h r  the penances of gods and heroes. 
The worship of Vishnu would appear to have been introduced 
into this province by Missionaries, from the peninsula of India. 
All the most celebrated shrines and temples dedicated to the 
incarnations of that deity, owe their undouhtcd foundation to 
the former princes of that quarte~, and to the present moment 
these temples, incluriiilg Badarinath, Kerlarnath, Raghunath,* at 
Deoprag, A-arsinh, at Joshimath, LC., are exclusively adminis- 
tered to by priests, natives of the peninsula. To the polytheism 
of the Hindu creed, has been here superadded a variety of local 
s~~perstitions, and the great bulk of the population are now 
Hindus in prejudices and customs, rather than in religion. Every 

?' remarkable monntaiu, peak, cavc, forest, fountain and rock l ~ a s  ' 
its presiding demon or spirit, to which frequent sacrific.es are 
offered, and religious ceremonies continually performed by the 
surrounding inhabitants at small temples erected on the spot. 
These temples are extremely numerous throughout the country, 
and new ones are daily erecting ; while the templcs dedicated 
to Hindu deities, in tlle interior, are, with a few exceptions, de. 
serted and decayed. The ceremoilies peculiar to tllc local deities 
are unixitcresting : on particular festivals, dancing forms a prim 
cipal part, when the dances are performed by any number of 
men, who move round in a circle with various contortions, 
their motions being regulated by the slow measure of song, 
which is sung by the leader of the party, the rest joining in 
the  chorus. 

Although it is scarcely possible that the author of thu paper should have 
been misinformed, yet the pzncral impremion derivable from original authorities ir 
sat some of there am brines of I v a ,  not of Vi'irlmu.--H. H. W, 
' 



. The fdrmer government, together with the principal peo- 
ple of the province and the inhabitants of the towns, professed 
the pure Hindu Brahminical tenets. Either from the absence 
of any intimate connection with Mahomedan powers, or from 
an abhorrence of the excess committed by Mahornedan inva- 
ders against the Brahminical worship, in this and other coun- 
tries, strong prejudices were ever entertained against that sect. 
The profession of the Mahomedan religion was rather tacitly 
permitted, than openly tolerated in both Kumaon and Geriiwal, 
and no public processions, Taziaa, kc., were ever suffered to 
take place either at AImora or Srinagar, at which places only 
Mahomedans are to be found in any number. 

. The institution of caste exists here, among the upper 
ranks, in its utmost rigour, and any infringement of its ordi- 
nances or restrictions is immediately followed by degradation, 
nor can a restoration to the privileges of caste be obtained, 
but by undergoing various prescribed penances agreeable to the 
nature of the offence. In  the interior, the inhabitants are 
comprised under three classes only, Brahmins, Rajpootg 
and Doms : in the towns, other castes and branches are to 
be found. The principal classes of Brahmins are Josh&, 
Panths, and Pandes, in Kumaon, and Khandrirb and Dobhah, 
in Gerhwal, all of which are extremely scrupulous and preju- 
diced. Among the lower ranks of Brahmins, great latitude 
is taken iu regard to labor, food, &c., and their claim to the 
distinction of that caste is, in consequence, little recognized : the 
mass of the labouring population, from similar causes, have 
still less pretensions to the designation of Rajpoots, which 
they assume. The Doms are, of course outcastes, and to 
them are left the whole of the inferior trades, those of carpen- 
.ters, masons, blacksmiths, coppersmiths, quarriers, miners, 
.tailors, musicians, &c., and by them also are performed the 
-st menial offices. 

The ceremonies and periods at which marriages are con- 
cluded, are almost wholly similar to those followed by the f;,., 
Pindus in the plains. A sum of money is, however, invariably . 

paid by the suitor to the nearest relation of the bride, a prac- 
tice reprobated in the plains. This sum varies h m  twenty- 
five to a thousand rupees, according to the rank and property 
of the parties, and from this amount are defrayed the expenses 
.of the marriage ceremonies, and of the bride's portion. In 
equal marriages, among the high classes of landholders and 
merchants, and among the Brahmins, the disbursement gene- 
fally exceeds the sum received fmm the bridegroom. In  case 
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of second and suhequent engagements entered into by persons 
of this description, the new bride is received on terms of infe- 
riority to the first wife, and the dower, and other expenses, are 
less proportionate to the sum paid. The latter observation 
applies to all contracts of this nature, which take place in the 
remaining classes of the population, such transactions being, in 
point of fact and custom, one of regular sale, conveying to the 
husband and his heirs, the free and disposable property in the 
person of the wife, a right which, though now not recognized, 
was, under the former governments, daily put in practice. When 

P f the means of the suitor are insufficient to satisfy the demands of 
pi the parents, an equivalent is sometimes accepted in the personal 

services of the former, for a given period of years. The mar- 
riage is completed on the signing of the contract, and at its ex- 
piration, the contract? is at liberty to carry away his wife. 

The custom of many brothers having one wife in common, 
-. has long ceased to be practised in any parts of this province, \/ but the widow of an elder brother is commonly re-married to 

the next brother. 

, The dead bodies are here burnt, with the usual Hindu 
geremonies. Where death may have ensued from any disorder 
supposed to be contagious, the body is usually buried in the 
first instance. and after the lause of two or three months. the --- 
remains are dug up and b u n t  on a pile. Sat& were numerous 
under the former government, but have now greatly decreased, 
and the annual average does not now amount to three. As this 
practice is now confined wholly to the Rajput families of the 
highest class (which are by no means numerous) it may be 
expected to become daily more rare. The other classes have 
qlmost invariably proved most ready to listen to the persua- 
@ions of the public native officers, and have been satisfied 
with the salvo offered to their character, by the ostensible 
intention and preparation without proceeding to the completion 
of the sacrifice, 

: /There are no public institutions of the nature of schools, 
and private tuition is almost wholly confined to the upper 
classes. The teachers are commonly Brahmins, who impart 
to their scholars the mere knowledge of reading, writing, and 
accounts. The children of respectable Brahmins are also 3 taught Sanscrit, and are occasionally sent to Benares to com- 
plete their studies, where they pass through the usual course 
of Hindu education, consisting of theology, astronomy, judi- 
vial astrology, .and sometimes medicine. The Pundits be- 

i' 



bowever; by no means appear to excel in any ohe of these 
branches, as the most learned usually resort to the courts of 
the Hindu native princes in the plains. The colloquial lan- 
guage is pure Hindi, derived chiefly from the Sanscrit, without 
pny admixture of Persian. The terminations and punctuations 
are, however, extremely compt,  more particularly in the north- 
em pergunnahs. The language used in Gerhwal differs very 
considerably from that of Kumaon. The bulk of the popula- 
tion in both parts are, however, acquainted with Hindustani, 
as spoken in the plains. 

I n  the division of time, the Hindu mode is exclusively 
followed, and the years in use are also Hindu, being the Sambd-- 
and Saka. The latter is the most generally adopted in written 
documents : it differs from the Satnbat by a period of thirty. 1.3 5 
five gears. - 
/ 

The religious establishments are numerous, and the lands 
assigned for their support amount to about one-fifteenth of ( 
the total arable lands of the province. Under the former go. 
rernment, large sums were hstributed on particular occasions, 
and festivals to the temples of the favorite deities, a few of 
which will be here particularly noticed. 

!I'he shrine of Badarinath, dedicated to an incarnation 
of Friahnu, and one of the most sacred in the Hindu Mytho- I/ 
logy, is situated within the Himuluya, in the Mana pass, 
im~ncdiately below the village of that name. The temple is 
built on the bank of the Biuhenganga, immediately over the 
~ i t e  of a hot spring, the existence of which no doubt led 
to the original selection of this remote spot. The present 
budding, a modem erection, is small and neat, the material 
.king a hard white stonc, and the roof formed of copper tiles. 
The constant danger from avalanches, renders a contracted 
ntyle of building indispensable, and even with these precau- 
tions many former temples have been overwhelmed and 
destroyed. The Rbwal, or chief priest, who administers 
this institution, is iuvariably a Brahmin from the Carnat i~ 
or Malabar coast, no other description of Brahmin being 
allowed to touch the idol. To prevent any inconvenience or ces- 
sation of the religious rights in the event of the sickness or death 
of the Ra'wal, a Brahmin of the same caste remains in atten. 
dance at  Joshinath. The Rn'wal has a regular establishment 
bf vizirs and secretaries, treasurers, &c. t o  manage the tempo. 
pil concerns of the institution, and under the former Rajas, 
$bin personage exercised. suprerpe and upcontrolled authorit - . 



ty  in the villages attached to the temple. The shrine, not: 
withstanding its extraordinary sanctity is far from rich. The 
idol is adorned with only one jewel, a diamond of moderate 
size, in the middle of its forehead, while the whole parapherna- 
lia, including ornaments, dresses, gold and silver utensils, kc., 
do not exceed 5,000 rupees in value. As some explanation 
of this comparative poverty, it may be stated, that on the 
Gorkha invasion of Gerhwal, the Raja took jewels and plate to 
.the amount of 50,000 rupees as a loan from the temple. The 
revenues of the temples are derived from two sources, the 
offerings of votaries, and the rents of assigned lands ; 
but the difficulties of access by checking the resort of rich 
pilgrims, renders the first branch less productive than might 
have been expected. The season of pilgrimage colnmences 
at the beginning of May, when the temple is opened, and con- 
cludes in November, when it is again closed : in ordinary 
pears, the number of pilgrims varies from seven to ten thou- 
sand, of which, however the greater portion are Jogis and 
Byragis. The offerings in such yeah, amount to between 
4 and 5,000 rupees, but at the kina, and half krim, the num- 
bers and receipts are proportionably greater. I n  1820, the 
pilgriuls who reached the temple, amounted to 27,000, while 
many thousands turned back from the fear of the cholera, 
which then raged in Gerhwal, or fell sacrifices to that distem- 
per on the road. The receipts, at the same time were Rs. 

! 15,750, exclusive of gold and silver ornarncnts and vessels, to 

U 
the value of near Rs. 3,000 more. The revenue dcrived from 
land by no means corresponds with the number of villages with 
which the temple is endowed. The institution possesses no 
less than 226 villages, 170 in Gerhwal and 56 in Kumaon. Of 
the former, many are large and populous, and were acquired 
rather from the poverty than the piety of the former Rajas, 
having been assigned in satisfaction of considerable loaus. 
The rents are paid partly in produce and partly in money, 
agreeably to the specification in the original grants. As the 
proprietors of these villages were almost universally Brahmins, 
the assessment was fixed in permanency at a very low rate in 
the deeds in question. The value of the proceeds of every 
description from these villages, may be estimated at Rs. 2,000 ; 
Rs. 1,500 from Gerhwal, and Rs. 500 from Kwmaon. The expen- 
diture is regulated, in some measure, by the receipts, and con- 
sists chiefly in the support of the Ra'wal, and numerous esta- 
blishment, in the daily distribution of food and alms to pilgrims, 
and in the regular allowances to Brahmins on various festivals. 
I n  ordinary years, the disbursements exceed, by a few hundred 
rupees, the -gross income, aa above estimated, at between 



Rs. 6 and 7,000, in which case the deficiency, iia supplied by 
toans, which are liquidated by the surplus proceeds of productive 
years. I n  the year 1820, the sum of Rs. 7,500 was, in this 
manner, devoted to clear off former incumbrances. These state- 
ment~ have been formed from the original detailed accounts, 
which, from the various checks that exist in their formation, 
must be generally accurate. Dur'n; the winter months, the 
temple ie Mocked up and coven d with snow, and the attend- 
ants remove to Pandkesar and Joshinwth. 

The temple of Kedamth, similarly situated in the Hinaa- 
h a ,  is also dedicated to an incarnation of Vishnzs. The pre- 
lent building is larger and handsomer than that at Badaari, 
and  ha^ only recently been completed at the expense of Kajee 
Amer Singh and his family. The E w a l  here is also invari- 
ably a native of the Malabar Coast, of the Lingam* sect. 
He does not, however, perform the religious ceremonies 
in person, but resides constantly at Ukhimath, and sends 
his deputy (of the same class) to Kedarnath. The sea- 
mn of pilgrimage, and the number of pilgrims, are nearly 
the same at both temples, a previous visit to Kedamth, be- 
ing considered a necessary preparation to the pilgrimage to 
Badaimth. A few pilgrims annually devote themselves to 
destruction there, either by precipitating themselves from the 
summit of a particular rock, or by penetrating into 
the Himalaya, till overwhelmed in the snow. The receipts 
and disbursements of this temple may be taken at one-third 
of those of Badarinath. There are also several charitable 
endowments, for distribution of food to pilgrims proceeding 
to K e h t h  and Badarilzatlr, which are supported by lands 
exclusively assigned for the purpose, the greater part, during 
the Oorkha government ; at each of which the pilgrims re- 
eeive one day's food either going or returning. 

The village of PdchQsao, in the Jawar pass, is in Sadawart, 
for pilgrims proceeding to Lake Manasarovara. 

Kamaleswar at Srinagar, and Jageswar near A l m a ,  are the 
only other religious establishments in this province, which de- 
Erve consideration from the extent of their endowments. 

The remaining temples, holding one or more villages, are 
tstn.mely numerous. Raj Rajemari in Dewalgcrh, Gerhwal, 

t How is thir reconcilable with its being a Vaishnava shrine ?-H. H. W. 

E 



receives an annual allowance from government, amounting to 
Rs. 652, and several other temples at Srinegar and A l m a  
also enjoy each a small money pension. 

The junctions of all large streams offer sacred objects fot 
pilgrimage, of these the principal are Deoprag, Rudrapmg, 
Kamuprag, ~\izndprag, and Bishenprag ; situated at the con- 
fluence of the Ganges, with the B w r a t h i ,  Mandakini, Pen- 
dur, ~Vandakini, and Bio?mganga, respectively. 

Bageswar, at the junction of the Gomati, and Ramesroar, a t  
the junction of the Ramganga with the Sarju, respectively, are 
most celebrated in Kwruzon, and have each their periodical fairs. 

4, The Gmernment consisted of a simple monarchy, hut the 1 2  
. powcr of the sovereign was, in point of fact, far from absolute, 

\ , being ever controuled in a greater or less degree by the will of 
I / 

, , 
'. the aristocracy. 

The latter, from the poverty of the country, was confined 
to a small number, consisting merely of the civil and military \ -  ' oRcers of the state, and of a few principal landholders. Many 
of the chief offices of government, comprising Diwans, Defteris, 

' Bhandhris, Vizirs, Foujdars, Negis, and Thokdars, had become 
hereditary in pnrticular families, a circumstance which rendered 
the influence of their holders boundless in their several dcpapt- 
ments. The Raja's authority was still further circumscribed by 
the corrupted state of feudal tenure which existed here. The 
country was alloted in separate divisions for the payment of 
troops, to the commander of which was entrusted the civil ad- 
ministration of the lands assigned. The re\-enues of some dis- 
tricts were originally resenred for defraying the expenses of tho 
court, but thcsc had been nearly ahsorbcd by grants to the ju- 
nior members of thc royal family, to thc civil officers of govern- 
ment, and to the attendants of the court, all of whom, from the 
highest to the lowest, were supported and remunerated in land. 
A further alicnation of the royal domains had taken place, in 
the frequent donations to Brahmins and temples by successive 
Ra-jas, so that with thcse numerous deductions, the actual 
amount of rents which reached the treasury was extremely 
small. 

A portion of the most fertilc land in the neighbourhood bf 
, the capital mas retained for the exclusive supply of grain to the 

\ \  ' Raja, being cultivated at his own expense, but the principal 
source of the ordinary revenue of the sovereign, consisted in the 

4 



hquen t  offerings presented by his subjects at the several Hindu 
festivals, and on occasions of extraordinary disbursement, such 
ss the marriage of the reigning prince, or of his son or 
daughter, a general impost was levied to defray them, from all 
the assigned lands of the country. With all these aids, the 
sovereign was ever poor, and during some of the latest reigns 
was frequently reduced to absolute indigence and want : a fact 
confirmed to me by the present Raja of GerhwaZ. The sove- 
reign had the undoubted prerogative of resuming all grants of 
Isnd of every description, but as this right could only be enforc- 
ed by the concurrence of the prevailing party in the state, its 
exercise afforded him little personal advantage, the resumed 
lands immediately passing to some one of the party in question 
as the price of its assistance. 

The judicial administration formed one source of the reve- 
nue of the state. 

I n  the interior, justice was administered in civil and petty 
criminal cases by Foujdars, or governors, while cases of magni- 
tude, and those originating in the capital or neighbowhood, 
were determined in the Raja's court, under the superintendence 
of the Dewan. 

Under the Gorklra government, the former duty was en- 
trusted to the commandant of the troops holding the assign- 
ment, and the latter was executed by the governor of the pro- 
vince, assited by those military chiefs, who might be on the 
spot. As the commanders of the troops were seldom present 
in their respective assi,pments, they delegated their powers 
to deputies, called " Becharis," who either farmed the dues 
on law proceedings at a specific sum, or remained accountable 
for the full receipts. The forms of investigation and deci- 
eion, under both governments, were the same. A simple vivd 
ooce examination of the parties and their witnesses, usually 
*&iced to elucidate the merits of the case, and where doubts 
or contradictions ocaqred, an oath was administered by lay- 
ing the Haribans, (a portion of the Maha'brirat,) on the 
head of the deponent. I n  intricate suits, such as disputea 
regarding boundaries, or where no ocular testimony could be 
prwluced to substantiate the claim or defence, recourse was 
had to ordeal, the modes of which will be herenfter noticed. 
The case being adjudicated, a copy of the judgment, under the 
seal of the officers composing thc court, and witnessed by the 

' by-standers, was delivered to the party in whose favor it had been 
.pronounced, and the losing party was, at the aame time, sub- 



jected to a heavy fine, proportioned to his means, rather than 
to the value of the cause in action. Private arbitration, or 
Punchait, was frequently resorted to, more particularly for the 
adjustment of mutual accounts among traders or for the divi- 

t sion of family property among heirs. Claims, when nearly ba- 
lanced, were sometimes decided by lot in the following manner : 

, the names of the parties being written in separate slips of pa- 
per, these were rolled up, and laid in front of an idol in a tem- 
ple, the priest of whlch was then employed to take up one of 
the rolled slipg and he whose name appeared, gained the. 
cause. 

Criminal dffences of magnitude, were tried at the seat 
' of government, and accusations might be. proved or rebutted 
' by ordeal. The usual punishments for almost every degree 1 d crime ween fines or confiscations, and even murder was rarely 

visited with death, the convict, if a Rajput, being heavily 
mulcted, and if a Brahmin, banished. !heason was, however, 
generally punished capitally. 

Grievous offences against the Hindu religion and sys. 
f tem, such as the wilful d e a t h i o n  of a cow, or the idingement 

\ of the distinction of caste by a Dom, such as knowingly making 
, use of a hukh ,  or any other utensil belonging to 8 Rajput or 

Brahmin, were also capital. The mode of inflicting capital 
punishment was either by hanging or beheading ; the Gorkhm 
introduced impaling, and sometimes put convicts to death with 
the most cruel tortures. Under the Raja's government, exe- 
cutions were very rare, and confined almost wholly to prisoners 
of the Dom caste ; during the last government, they became 
far more numerous and indiscriminate. In  petty thefts, res- 
titution and fine were commonly the only penalties inflicted ; 
in those of magnitude, the offender was sometimes subjected to 
the loss of a hand or of his nose. Crimes of the latter descrip- 
tion have evcr, in these hills, been extremely rnre, and did not 
call for any severe enactments. Acts of omission or commis- 

3 
\ ' sion, involving tempo deprivation ,of caste, as also cases 

"g of criminal intercourse etween parties collnected within the 
degrees of affinity, prescribed by the Hindu law, offered legi- 
timate objects of fine. Adultery, among the lower classes, 
was punished in the same manner. Where, however, the hus- 
band was of rank or caste, the adulterer was commonly put to 
death, and the iululteress deprived of her nose. The revenge 
of the injury was, on these occasions, left to the husband, whoJ 
by the customs of the country, and by the existing principles of 
honor, wns authorized and required to wash off the stain on his 



name by the blood of the offending parties, and no lapse of time, 
from the commission or discovery of the crime, proved a bar to  
the exaction of this revenge. Convicts were occasionally con-. 
demned to labor on the private lands of the Raja, to whom 
they, fmm that period, became hereditary slaves. Criminals also 
settling at a royal village in the Tarai, called Gergaon, received 
a free pardon, whatever might have been their offence. In cases 
.of self-destruction, the nearest relations of the suicide were 
invariably subjected to a heavy h e .  

J 
The most oppressive branch, of the police, and that which 

proved the most tiuitful source of judicial revenue, consisted 
in the prohibitions issued under the late government against 
numerous ads, the greater part of which were, in themselves, 
perfectly unobjectionable. The infringement of these orders 
were invariably visited with fincs : indeed, they would appear 
to have been chiefly issued with such view, as among the many 
ordinances of this kind, it may be sufficient to specify one 
which in Gerhwal forbade any woman h m  ascending on the 
top of a house. This prohibition, though apparently ridiculous, 
was, in fact, a very serious grievance : a part of the domestic eco- 
nomy hitherto left to the woman such as +ng grain, clothes, 
dm., is performed there, and firewood and provision for imme- 
diate consumption are stored in the same place, and the neces- 
sity for men superintending these operations, by withdrawing 
them &om their labor in the fields, was felt as a hardship. / 

Three forms of ordeal were in common use : lst, the 
Gola Dip," which consists in receiving in the palms of the 

hands, and carrying to a certain distance, a red hot bar of 
iron. 2nd, the " Kami Dip," in which the hand is plunged 
into a vessel of boiling oil, in which cases the test of truth is 
the absence of marks of burning on the hand. 3rd, '' Tarazv ka 
Dip," in this the person undergoing the ordeal was weighed, 
at night, against stones, which were then carefully deposited 
under lock and key, and the seal of the superintending officer ; 
on the following morning, after a variety of ceremonies, the 
appellant was again weighed, and the substantiation of his 
cause depended on his proving heavier than on the preceding 
evening. 

i 
The " Zlr ka Dip," in which the person remained with 

his head submerged in water, while another ran the d a n c e  
,; 

of a bow shot and back, was sometimes resorted to. The Gor. ; &ha governors introduced another mode of trial by water, in 
which two boys, both unable to swim, were thrown into a pond 



d water, and the longest liver gained the muse Formerly; 
poison was, in very particular causes, resorted to as the mite- 
rion of innocence : a given dose of a particular root waa admi- 
nistered, and the party, if he survived, was absolved. A further 
mode of appeal to the interposition of the deity was by placing 
the sum of money, or a bit of earth from the land in dispute, 
in a temple before the idol, either one of the parties volunteer- 
ing such test, then with imprecations on himself if false, took 
up the article in question. Suppwing no death to occur within 
six months in his immediate family, he gained his cause ; on 
the contraxy,. he was' cast in the event of being visited with any 
great calamity, or if d ic ted  with severe sickness during that 
period. , 

/ 
The collection of rents from the assigned lands was, as -' , . L already stated, left to the commanders, and as these, from their 

. ' a  military duties, could seldom be present for any length of 
time in their respective assignments, they were under the 
fiecessity of employing deputies, and aa the most simple and 
economical plan, entrusted the details of assessment and 

, collection to some one of their principal landholders, whom - they made responsible for the amount of the renb. Hence the 
: original of Kamils in Kumaon, and Sfanas in Gerhwal. The 

\ latter, again, tppointed one of the proprietom of each village, 
under the designation of Pacllran, to levy and account directly 
to them for its cess. These officers were both removeable, the 
first at the pleasure of the assignee, the second at the will of 
the KamZn and Siana. The influence once obtained in the 
situation, generally led to its continuance in the same family; 
even when the individual holder was changed, and in some 
instances, the Kamfm themselves eventually succeeded in ob- 
taining a grant of the feud under the usual conditions, which 
arrangement led to the nomination of U& Kamfns and Sfanas, 
who are to be found in some pergunnahs. The remuneration of 
f he Kamfns and S h ,  consisted in atrifling Nazwdna hmeach  
village, and in offerings from the PadMns on certain festivals, 
and on occasion of births and marriages in their own families. 
They were also entitled to a leg of every goat killed by tho 

, Padhdna in their division, and enjoyed a portion of land, rent- 
I !  free, in their own village. The dues of PadMm were. exact17 

similar, but leviable only from their own tenants. 

I n  the reserved districts, the royal domains were mana- 
ged by the Vizirs and Bhanddris, (Treasurers,) and the rents 
of the alienated villagea were collected by the grantees. No 
aatablishmeat of Kamfns or Bfanaa e ~ t e d  in these pergunnahn. 



. . 
Amgeneral &cord of the arable lands of the country, their 

extent, appropriation, &c., was kept in the office of the D e f t h .  
J L J  

To render these accounts more complete, these officers had ,A- 

deputies in each district, whose duties corresponded, in a great . , ?- 
measure, with those of the per,.;unnah Kanungos in the plains. 
To defray the expenses of this establishment, the Deft& 
*ere entitled to a percentage of half an anna in the rupee on 
the rent of every village; and for their own support, they 
received grants of lands in common with the other public 
Bervants. I v 

I r\ 
The full property in the soil has here invariably formed 

an undisputed part of the royal prerogative, and on this right V?j-. 7 was founded the claim of the sovereign, either in person or ':- - 
through his assignees, to a large fixed portion of the produce, 
both of agriculture and mines. The power in the crown, of dis- 4 posing of such property at its d l ,  has never been questioned, 
but has been constantly enforced, without considemtion to any 
length of occupancy or other claims in individual holders. The 
peculiar nature of the conntry renhred the exercise of this 
right frequent in the neighbowhood of the capital. The diffi- 
culties of procuring supplies in this province, have been already 
alluded to : individuals settling at Altnora or Srinagcsr, under 
the auspices of the reigning prince, in consequence, recei~ed 
the gift of a small portion of land for the establishment of 
their families. The merchants and principal artisans falling 
under the above description, as being conlmonly emigrants h m  
the plains, were particularly favored in this respect, and many 
of the attendants of the court, who were of the same origin, 
required and received the same assistance. The commandants n ' F-. 

, and officers of the regular troops stationed at the frontiers, , b A. ' 
or in forts, enjoyed similar grants of land in the vicinity of , , i their posts. The tenure on which grants of this kind were 
made, is called wl, which conveyed, in the first instance, a . I * 

literal freehold, as it vested the grantee with an hereditary pro- ' c 

perty in the soil as well as in the produce. The rents of these fy {'' 
lands have, at subsequent periods, becn almost wholly resumed 
to the rent roll, but the property in the soil has been generally 
suffered to remain with the heirs of tlie grantee. The term 
that is used here, is synonimous with zemindaree in the plains, 
and it is on grants of this nature, that the rights of a large body 
of the occupant landholders are founded. The land in the in- 
terior, * changed proprietors : the greater part of the pre- 
sent occupants there, derive their claims to the soil, solely From 
'the prescription of long established and undisturbed possession ; 
snd this remark applies also to many individuals, more particur 
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Iarly Brahmins, whose ancestors having, originally, obtained 
estates on grants, not conveying any property in the soil, their 
descendants have, subsequently, by the migration of the actual 
occupants, come into the full possession both of land and 
produce. 

I n  assignments of the revenue of villages to individual ser- 
vants of government, both public and private, the deed specified 
the class and description of service in consideration of which the 
grant was made, as Kaminchari, Negichari, kc., and in theee 
cases, also, the actual occupancy in the land, frequently becamo 
vested in the descendants of the assignee, by the mode noticed 
in the preceding paragraph. Grants to individuals not holding 
any particular employment, were in Rhangi, or when Brahmins, 
in Vrata ; to the latter also, and to religious establishments, 
grants and perpetuity was made with various ceremonies, under 
the terms of sankaEp and bkhenpirt. Under the Nipal govern- 
ment, the terms of Maw, Chad, and Gunt, were introduced, 
the former meaning, literally, '' a seer of rice," was used in 
grants, for services to individuals, and under the latter tenure 
were included all lands and endowments belonging to religious 
establishments. 

rt 

The modes of private transfer are, first, by absolute sale, call. 
ed D h u o l i ,  in which the purchaser becomes vested with the 

I ,  .; * ' same rights, and under the same obligations, as the vender, 
I n  the second mode, termed Mat, the purchaser receives the 
land rent-free, the vender making himself responsible for the 
annual amount of its assessment during his life, and on his 
death, the purchaser becomes answerable for the demand. - 
There was another species of Mat, in which the sale was not 
absolute, right of redemption being reserved to the mortgager 
and his heirs, on payment of the amount advanced, but till this 
took place, the latter continued to pay the revenue. When no 
heir of the mortgager remained forthcoming, as in the former 
case, the rent fell on the mortgagee. The fourth form was that 
of simple mortgage or Bhandak, in which right of redemption 
was sometimes, expressly barred, after the expiration of a given 
term of years; most commonly it was reserved indefinitely, 
The landed proprietors, however, ever evince the most tenacious 
attachment to their estates, whatever be their extent, and never 
voluntarily alienate them, except under circumstances of ex- 
treme necessity. This, joined to the repeated family partitions 
arising under the Hindu law of inheritance, has reduced land- 
ed property throughout the country to the most minute state of 
aub-division. 



The intersection of the countrg in every point by fivers, 19 a J'J (, 
mould have afforded prominent boundaries for local division, 
had the state of Government been originally such as to admit of 

323c' 

the establishment or continuance of a regular arrangement of 
2 Pb 

that nature, but the existence of numerous petty principalities, 
the chiefs of which were engaged in constant aggressions on 
each other, necessarily led to frequeqt changes in the divisios 
of the county, as the conquered villages, in receiving a new 
master, were incorporated in his own district, or formed into a 
separate pergunnah, under some new name. The ultimate 
union of the county under one monarch, produced no 
remedy, as the distribution which took place among the 
feudal tenanta of the crown, led only to a multiplication of 
sub-divisions, without producing order in their demarcation. 
Every new grant to these military chiefs tended to further x 
erplexities,. as fram that ~ g t A t h e + l a g . e s _  in the grant, ' 

%atever might be t.. actual situation, became an ir&pJ 
part ot-the ~n \\:hi& thk previous he q V L 7 7  --' 
g.antee lay. Various services of the state, wm, 
ed for by allotments of country, gave their names to such , r 
dietricta. Thus, two lots of villages dispersed over the I ' . 
whole province appropriated to the gunpowder manufactory '4 & r . 
and magazine, formed the pergunnahs of Silkana, and Mahniri ; \ , , 
while a line of \illages, extending from the snowy mountains to 1 

Almura, was known as a separate division, under the desipa- 
tion of Hiiin Pal, being appointed for the supply of snow to 
the Rajah's court. These b e e s  ceased in a ~ e a t  mea- . 
~ u r e  under the Gorkha administration,-*KentKeecountrg was 
regularly assesseKnd settled, though in many of the sub- 
divisions, the former arbitrary mode was continued, the villages 
bf a pergunnah being frequently classed into Patti8, according 
to the caste of the owners, without reference to actual situa- 
tion. I t  may be here noticed, that the word pergunnah 
was not in use here, the tcrms being Gerkha, Pal, Row, Patti, 
Kote, Al, &c. \ - 

The mode of calculntion in use thrbughout the hills is, by 
the estimated quantity of grain which the land will require to 

to be ascribed to the nature of the arable lands, the actual 

I '  
sow it. The adoption of so uncertain a standard is doubtless 4 

m m m m e n t  of which would have required greater persevc- 
-ce and science than the natives of this province ever pos- v 

, sessed. The denominations by which land is computed in - , 

Kumuon are extremely numerous, and vary in different parts, 
and it may therefore be presumed, that they were established 
at a remote period, when the county was divided into several 

F 



petty independent principalities. I n  calculating the extent of 
villages, only such lands as had been rendered capable of cul- 

d 
tivation by the operation already described, were taken into 
consideration. These have been gradually augmenting, and 
as no revised survey has recently been made, the existing 
records by no means correspond with the actual quantity of 
arable land in each village. 

The most common denomination is the biui, which has 
now been adopted as a general standard. The regular bid 
ought, as its name implies, to contain land requiring twenty 
aalis of seed ; its actual extent, therefore, varies according 
to the quality of soil, as the grain is sown much wider in 
poor lands near the summit, than in rich lands at the base 
of the mountains. With every allowance of this kind, 
villages are invariably found far to exceed their nominal 
rukba, when computed by this standard. I t  also varies in 
the same district, a portion of the land being calculated by 
one description and the remainder by another description of 
bfsi, which incongruity amse from the practice of former 
Rajas, of doubling or otherwise augmenting the nominal 
mkba of rent-free land in the deed of grant. Such increased 
rukba became, from that time, permanently enrolled and 
fixed in the record. A further mode of calculation is, by 
the estimated produce of land in bilkas, or sheaves, the 
number of which ought to correspond with the number of 
nalkr in each bbf. 

It will now be sufficient to detail the different denomina- 
tions in use in Kumaon, with their computed contents, without 
entering into further explanation. 

. . . . . .  
Jhfila, ~arioue 
Bhara, 
Ali, .... , ... 

........ Bf ra, 
Ans, . . . . . . . .  
Nnll, ........ 
Taka, ........ 
Mesa, ........ 
Ri, ........ 

= 12 9 6 slid 3 bisis.' 
- ...... - .... 2 )  bisis. 
- .... ...... - 28 bisis. 
- - ...... .... 4 bisIs. 

.... ...... = 1 bfri. 
- .. . .  ...... - + bisf. - .... . . . . . .  - + blsi. 

.... ...... - + bisi. 
.... ...... = 1 biei. 

In the Bhtiwer, actual measurement is used, and the cal- 
culation is made either in bigah or Hothas. The former cor- 
responds to the bigah of the plains, the latter contains 1600 
equare paces, 

4 
;?* , .a, #' 6 :, . l :  ./. 

--. , <..- d 
-- .;O 

j /t..-,c ,{, :. ; t ; , . .  ' ,  -! . - / 

:4 i d ?  
I, / ' , p : r . . :  . . .  . . : P @  



Another mode of computation is by the plough of two 
yoke of bullocks, twenty being required .for one bid : a plough 
of lalid contains the quantity which cas be turned in one 
day. 

0. 
2 l 1  . I 

. In  Gerhmal, the only denomination in use is the jhaa, '? 
which is divided into chukris or 4 t h ~ ~  and anus, or 1 6 t h ~ :  
it varied in its extent, according to the description of per- 
son holding the land, as will be seen in the following 
detail ;- J 

..................... Jhlila T h a k d ,  (chiefs.) = 16 Dhons. ........... Dittu Thani, (principal landholders,) = 12 ditto. .......... Ditto Rowlie, (padhan mokuddem,) = 8 ditto. 
..................... Ditto Chakar, (tenantry,). = 4 ditto, k' .......... Ditto Tyargaiu, (temporary cultivators,) = 16 ditto. ...................... Ditto Umrai, (courtiers,) = 8 ditto. 2 1 "  ..................... Ditto Kotkerlii, (militia,) = 12 ditto. ire 1' 

f ........ ....... Ditto Tob, (re ular troope,). ,. = 10 ditto. , 4 ' .................... Ditto Kotya, ( ollowers,) = 6 dittu. ................... Ditto Topch:, (huntsmen,) = 4 ditto. 
................. Ditto Seuk, (personal servants,) = 4 ditto. 

Ditto Jaghirdar, (rent-free to private individuals,) = 12 ditto. 

The implements of husbandry are similar to those in use 
in the plains, and the different operations of ploughing, har- 
rowing, sowing, weeding, reaping, 8zc. are carried on in the 
same way. The land being first manured, is usually ploughed 
three times, or oftener, and harrowed previously to being L 
sown : the drill plough is not used. I n  coarse grains, the har- 
rowing is generally repeated when the plants have sprouted 
two or three inches above the ground. I n  the finer grains, at 
the same period, additional manure is commonly scattered over 
the fields, which are then weeded with spuds. During the 
rebbi crop, the fields, where irrigation is practicable, are usually 
watered every third or fourth day. A regular routine of crops 
is pursued; following the native arrwgement. In  the first, or 
kharif crop, rice is sown in April, and reaped in September, 
the land being immediately re-prepared, receives a crop of 
wheat, which ripens in April or early in May; to this succeeds 
a crop of d u ' a ,  and as the laat is not fit for the reap-hook 
before the end of November, too late for aowing wheat, the 
land is then suffered to remain fallow till the following spring 
when it is again prepared for rice. Different kinds of pulse 
and vetch are occasionall substituted for one or other of 
these grain.. Where lani  which has been fallowJ is newly 
brvken up, a crop of madu'a, or other coarse grain is tird 



taken. Transplantation is adapted in regard to rice where. 
ever the land can be easily flooded ; in other parts the rice i d  
sown as other grains. Irrigation is performed by means of 
aqueducts or small streams, which are either branches of 
large streams, or formed of s collection of many small 
springs. These aqueducts are frequently carried to a very conm- 
derable distance, and at much expense along the sidea of the 
mountains. In  places where precipitous rocks occur, troughs 
,of wood are made use of, and where the soil is too loose, walls 
of stone, having a channel at the top, made water-tight with 

,j clay, are built. The manure used, is commonly the dung and 
rcfuse of the cattle ehed, which is collected in a regular dung- 
hill with that view. Where the quantity of this may be insuffi- 
cient, leaves collected from the jungles, are placed in heaps to 
rot in the fields. As a further substitute, bushes and branches 
of trees are laid on the land, and when sufficiently dry to b-, 

- are reduced to ashes. 

Only one, or at most two crops are taken from each 
spot, after which it is abandoned for another, and not again 
touched till after thc lapse of from six to twelve years, 

., according to the nature of the soil, such land is termed 
Kdh Banjar. The cultivators, who descend during the minter 
t o  the Tarai, take land in ftuln from the zemindars thero 
also, and have thus two crops on the ground in different parts 
at the same moment. This they are enabled to effect by the 
difference in the period of harvest in the plains and hills : 
the rebbf crop in the former being sown later, and ripe earlier 
than in the latter. 

, I ,  
There is a species of periodical cliltivation, which deserves 

The following is a statement exhibiting the various products, 
.\ together with,the average rate of their return, as collected from 

reports of every pergunnah in the province. 

I 

I?-< '? 

;[..l- . 
. '+. 

The three kinds of land are, 1st) the Sera or valley, 
fnlly capable of irrigation; 2d, not inigatable, but in low situa- 

r tions ; 3rd) near tops of mountains. The average price of each 
kind of giain, during the laat six years, at A i w a  is also added, 

notice : this consists in cutting down the forest, and clearing 
,I P atches of land along the summits of the ridges : the trees are 

left for a few months to dry, and being chiefly pine, are then 
easily consumed, and the ashes used for manure ; as the decli- 
vity of these spots is usually too gent to admit the use of the 
plough, the land is prepared with a hoe. 



In the interior, particularly of Gerhwd, where the demand ie- 
small, the prices are infinitely lower. 

KHARIF, OR FIRST CROP. 

PULSE. 
Yamk. ........................ 
Cheoa, ........................ 
y.L.n Mumu, .................. 

OIL SEEDS. 

Omins. 

F ........ ~ t e s .  seen per ;pee,.. ...................... Hand@ ........... Jmmra, or Mmori.. 
Voml .  ........................ 
Chlna ......................... ................ Chh,  m M m  
Kodh ......................... .... U@..{.@.,L,&C.&.&J 
Bajm ........................ 
Juwar ......................... 
Mahe, or Boota, .............. 
~ m m ,  ........................ 

AM. .......................... 
gstma. ........................ I :: I : ( :: 1 1 chiefly in 

Cotton is not much grown in the hills : the produce is, how-, 
ever, of excellent quality, and by native judges is said to be 7 ' 
euperior to 'that of the plains, in softness of texture, gloss of rl- 
solor,. and length of fibre. 

Beat 
Land. 

7 - -  
31 
60 
50 
48 
80 

100 
16 
0 
0 
0 
86 
80 

Remaria. 

-*A- 

Putidly coltivat& 
Ditto dltto. 
Ditto d~tto. 
Ditto ditto. 
Ditto ditto. 
Cnltimted only I ~ B ~ L  

{ wet at b o a  -na. 

WO'at' 

7- 

PULSE. 

Hemp : the growth of this article was at one time consider- 
able, as the Company procured an annual investment of it from 
this province : these purchases have now ceased ; the demand 
Ear it for the manufacture of cloth, of which much is consumed 
in the province, still encourages the cultivation. The quality 
of the hill hemp has been always much praised : thenplant at- 
tains the height of from 12 to 14 feet, and the fibre ia extremely, 

Mid- 
dl-. 

20 
40 
98 
86 
42 
85 
19 
95 
95 
25 
94 

00 

85 
so 
94 
35 
72 
10 
15 
17 
17 
10 ' 

Urd ..... : ., ..,................ 
Bbit. ...... ,I... ................ 
Gahat, ........................ 
R y u ,  .......................... 
Tod or Arher.. ................. 
Meng .......................... 
O o ~ . e .  ...................... 

40 
4s 
10 
40 
40 
80 
16 
96 
36 
U 

16 
16 
0 
18 
8 
10 
16 

?fMa, ........................ 

I 1  
12 
0 
14 
7 
a 
16 

OIL SEEDS. 
i*rson, ........................ 
'PU ............................. 
Bhhm., 

PutiJly cultivated. ...................... Ditto ditto. 

REBBI, OR SECOND CROP. 

I6 I2 

7 
8 
15 
I 1  
3 
6 
9 

Ditto a t m ,  8 

la 
24 
24 
21 
40 
16 
m 
30 

Partially culHmted. 
Ditto ditto. 
Ditto ditto. 

~ l e r o  d l b .  



strong; other advantages are derived from a crop of hemp, 
which will be best shown in a statement of the produce ; taking 
a pukha bigah to require 8 seers of seed in wheat, 16 seers of 

P hemp sced would be necessary to sow the same extent, the pro- 
1 ';" duce of which would bc in the first place, 4 seers of chiras, the 

- 1 7 ins issated 'uice of the leaf, value 8 rupees ; 4 maunds of hemp, 
d k & $ ' e s ,  and 48 seers of seed capable of 

i of oil, value 1-8, giving a total money return of 
bigah. The cultivation of hemp is confined 
Gerhwal, and is only to be occasionally met with in Kumaou 
proper, 

t 
\ 

Sugar-cane is raised in some parts of the province where 
.yj the land is particularly pod, but the total quantity of sugar , 

manufactured in the province is very trifling. 

Ginger, fimaeric, Cheraita, and some other plants and 
. roots' used in native medicine are grown chiefly with a view to 

exportation. Ginger yields 7 fold, about PO maunds to the 4 bigah, and Turmeric 8 fold, or 4 msunds: the prices on the 
spot are respectively 2 and 1-12 rupees per mannd. 

3- 
The Gdn a, or sweet e m ,  is gmwn on a very exten- K sive scale in t e Bha'wer, the net produce is commonly 40 

maunds per bigah, and the value 1 rupee per mannd. Tobacco 
is raised for private consumption, in rrmall quantities. 

The Kharif crop is the most extensive, and important aa 
affording the staple articles of food (rice and mandiia) to the 
population. The rebbi crop, owing to the confined means of 
irrigation, is v e v  uncertain : in the event of a sufficiency of 
rain not falli~ig duriug the cold weather, the ears of the wheat 
do not fill, and occasionally the grain is rotted from the op- 
posite cause. Since 1815, two years of failure have occurred, 
one from drought, the other from too much rain. 

0 

9 Having completed the detail of agricultural products, 
the otl~cr branches of rural economy may now be noticed. 

The cattle in this province, as already stated, are small, and 
are almost universally black or red. The herds are driven each 
morning to the ridges of the mountains for pasture: at night 

: they are kept in the ground story of the house, or if numerous, 
a temporary shed is erected for them near the village. Chaff is 
never prepared for them, but after the wheat harvest has been 
cut, they are turned into the fielda to eat down the straw, which 



is left standing J merely the ears being cut off and carried away ; 
the dry hay of the grain, urd, &c. is also given to them in an 
unchopped state. Coarse grass and branches of trees are also 
cut for feeding the bullocks employed in ploughing. During 
the later winter, and the summer months, the pasture, from 
frost and sun, becomes very scanty : at this period, therefore, 
the inhabitants of the southern and midland districts of 
Ku-, send down their cattle to the forests in the Tmai, 
reserving only a few cows for milk, when a great part of the 
inhabitants accompany them : this migration commences in 
November, after the sowing of the wheat is completed, and 
the rehun is delayed till the end of April, or beginning of f 
May, when the crop is ready for reaping. While in the 
Bhiwer, the inhabitants of two or three neighbouring villages, 
and sometimes of a whole pergunnah, canton together for mu- 
tual protection against dacoits. As this custom has existed 
from time immemorial, each commuiuty has its own particulnr 
tract of forest to which it annually returns. Some parts of the 
Tarai affording little or no grass ; the zemindars, in such situ- 
ations, cut boughs of trees for their cattle. The temporary 
villages called Gut'h, which ther occupy, are mere sheds, fom- 
ecl of branches of trees, and covered with leaves or grass. Tlic 
site of them is changed according as the pasture in the imme- 
diate neighbourhood is exhausted. During the season that the 
cattle remain in the forests, a very large quantity of ghee, re- 
markable for its goodness, is made by the zen~indars, and ex- 
ported to the plains. I n  the northern pergunnahs, where the 
forest lands are more extensive, the neccsaity for sending the 
cattle to the Tarai does not csist, and in the summer months, 
abundance of fine pasture is produced on the summits of the 
high mountains after the snows hme melted. The practice is 
very little followed in Gerhwal, which may be ascribed to the 
greater proportion of waste land that is to be found there ; the 
cattle are, however, remarkably poor and bad conditioned, and 
consequently die off rapidly. Few buffaloes are reared in that 
part of the country. 

Neither bullocks nor buffaloes are here used for com- 'L,. 

mercial transport, but they are employed to carry the bag- 
gage of the cultivating classes in their annual migration to 
the B h i w .  

/.' 

Cows and bullocks vary in price from 5 to 12 rupees cach ; 
the latter when broken for the plough, fetching the highest. 

Female buffalo~s sell from 1.5 to 20 rupees, ' 
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The number of cattle, agreeably to enumeration in 182% 
was as follows : giving a total of 2,41,314 animals. 

The goats in this province are, generally speaking, low, 
and stout made ; those bred in the northern pergunnahs attain, 
however, a very fair size. The rearing of these animals is diffi- 
cult, as during the rainy months they are liable to many dis- 
orders, and are frequently poisoned by eating the rank weeds. 
As there is considerable demand for goats, both for religious ' 

sacrifices and for food, they bear a high price, full grown males 
\. and females selling for from 2 to 8 rupees each, and half 

grown kids in proportion. The goats of the northern pergun. 
nahs, which are used for carriage in the Tartar trade, sell h m  
4 to 10 rupees ewh. 

- 

The breeding of sheep is confined to the northern pergun- 
nahs : the same causes which check the rearing of goats, prom 
equally fatal to the sheep, and they are bred only with a new to 
sale, for carriage to the Bholeaa, who willingly pay from 3 
to 6 rupees each for them. 

Cows. Bulloch. - - - -  . . . . . . . .  ..I 58,280 I 36,938 
Gerhmal, . . . . . . . . . .  66,355 28,546 

The grain is ground by means of water-mills, which are 
extremely numerous : the declivity of the rivers, which is always 
considerable, greatly aids the erection of these machines. A 
small stream being diverted from the main channel, is carried 

J on a level along the bank, until a sufficient height is obtained 
to  admit of a fall of eight or ten feet : the mill is then erected 
below, and the stream ia directed by an inclined ~vwden trough 
on an ovel-shot wheel. The mill stones are comlnonly from 
one and a half to two feet in diameter : the grain is placed in a 
funnel-shaped bag, suspended over a hole in the centre of the 
upper stone, and drops gradually from it as in an hour..glass. 
By a simple contrivance the shoot of water can be increased or 
diminished at pleasure, and the wheel is stopped by removing 
the wooden trough when the water passes through a channel un- 
der the wheel. A mill requires but one person (usually a boy) 
to attend it, and will grind from three to four maunda in the 
day. Where the diverted stream is sufficiently large, two 
n r  more mills are erected together, and worked by separate 
branches from it. The charges for grinding are usually two to 
three seers in the maund, including wastage : this, however ie 
small, as the flour is not clearedfrom the bran, 

Bufaloea. 

42,959 
8,236 

I 



The public revenue under the former Rajas, arose from 
duties on commerce, agriculture, mines and law proceedings. 
An impost was laid on ghee, payable by the owners of cattle, 
at a fixed rate for each animal, amounting to four annas on a 
female bflaloe. The weavers throughout the province, were 
also subject to a separate tax. The assessment of land was, 
generally speaking, hght, the government demand on agricul- If 
ture being rated at only one-thlrd of the gross produce in or- 
dinary lands, and at one-half in the very fertile. In mines the ' 
royal share a m v t e d  to one-half. 

The collection waa made in two forms, being imposed one 
year on the land, and a second year levied by a capitation tax on 
the inhabitants. As these, however, consisted solely of persons 
connected with agriculture, the source from which the payments 1/ 
were made, was necessarily the same, though the mode and 
detail of cess varied. 

As the records of the above period, yield little or no in- 
formation of the rents of lands and villages, rent-free to indi- 
viduals in tenure of service, or assigned to temples, it is impos- 
sible to form any correct amount of the income derived from 
the country by the Government or their representatives. 
Judging, however, from the very superior degree of population L ,- 
and cultivation which then existed, the sovereign's share of the 
gross produce of the country may be computed at about four 
lacks kacha rupees for Kzamam, and two for the district of Gerlr- 
wal. The extraordinary revenue was levied in the form of a 
general house-tax, and, of course, varied in its amount accord- 
ing to the nature of the emergency on which it was imposed. 
To account for the subsequent deterioration in the resources 
of the country, a short view of the GorkhaZi revenue adminis- 
tration is necessary. 

On the successive conquests of Kumaon and Gerhwal, by 
that power, the existing system was continued, and the country 
including all the villages hitherto reserved for the support of the 
court b d  their attendants, was parcelled out in separate assign- 
ments to the invading army, and as this was kept up on a large 
scale, with the view to further conquests, the value of each assign- 
ment was estimated at an excessive rate to meet the expenditure. 
The consequences may be easily surmised : the troops consi- 
dering themselves merely as temporary holders, and looking for- 
ward to s change of assignment on every new acquisition, felt nu 
intereat in the condition or welfare of the landholders made over 
to them. The emigration, in the fht instance, of a large por- 
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tion of the prin&pal zemindars, tended dill further to increase 
the evil. The villages were every where assessed rather on a 
consideration of the supposed means of the inhabitants, than 
on any computation of their agricultural produce. Balances 
soon ensued, to liquidate which, the families and effects of the 
defaulter were seized and sold ; a ready market for the former 
presenting itself in the neighbouring towns of Roiii1khun.d. 

The consequent depopulation was rapid and excessive ; m 
is fully proved in the numerous waste villages deserted at that 
period, and in the incomplete state of cultivation which prevails 
generally in the villages still inhabited. After the conquests of 
the Nipal government had been further extended, and the sub- 
jection in this quarter fully established, measures were adopted 
to remedy these disorders. A commission was accordingly de- 
puted immediately from Katnmndu', for the purpose of fixing 
the revenues at an equitable rate. The settlement was formed 
on actual inspection of the resources of each village, but as the 
estimated profits of the trade carried on by the residents were 
taken into consideration, the assessment must be viewed rather 
as a tax founded on thc number of inhabitants, than on the ex- \/ tent of cultivation. On the completion of this survey, a detailed 
account of each pergunnah, showing the numbers, names, size, 
and extent of the villages, was submitted for the approbation 
of thc court of Nipal. From thence a copy, under the seal 
of state, mas issued to the Kamins, or principal landholders, 
IS a standard of the revenue demandable from their respec- 
tive pattis, corresponding instructions being issued to the 
officers holding assignments. The form of these accounts, 
together with the names and nature of the items, of which 
the revenue was composed, will be seen in statement (B) which 
gives an abstract of the total revenue as fixed for Kumaon and 
the Gerhwal districts bv the Commissioners in ouestion. The 

1 

demand thus authorized, generally speaking, was by no means 
excessive or unreasonable, but the absence of a controlling 
power on the spot, rendered the arrangement almost nugatoq: 
and the Military chiefs were enabled to evade it by the power 
vested in them, of imposing fines, at their own discretion, in 
the administration of the interior police. In  Gerhwal, where 
the conquest had been more reoent, these exactions were more 
heavy: the jumvna imposed, soon exceeded what the country 
could yield, the deficiency annually increasing from the attempt 
.to enforce the full demand. 

The silver metallic currency in this province consists, prin- 
cipally, of new Furruckabad rupees. A few old Istcmkabad and 

4 



Bareilly rupees are to be met with in circulation, aa also mahendar 
mulke8, a Gorkha coin, which passes for six annas. The copper 
coin is pice, 176 of which equal one f imckabad rupee ; cowries 
are not used. In  Gerhwal, in addition to the above, there is a 
three anna piece called timashi, which is a favorite coin there. 
Under the former government, a mint for stamping the tima- 
d f ,  existed at Sriraagm : this has now been abolished, and this 
description of money having, in consequence, become scarce, 
has been greatly enhanced in its nominal value. Five only, in- 
cltead of six, 'as formerly, are now procurable for the new Fur- 
ruckabad rupees, the intrinsic worth is not much above two 

. annas. The current rupee of account, throughout the province, fl 
is the same, being equivalent to 12 annas, new f imckabad 
rupees. Gold coins are merely purchased for their metal, for 
making ornaments; a Calcutta sicca goldmohur sells, in the 
market here, for 19 new Furruckahad rupees, and other gold- 
mohurs in proportion. The Tartar gold does not fetch more 
than from 14 to 15 rupees the tola. I n  GerAwal, copper, in 
weight, would appear to have been once the principal medium 
of exchange. This circumstance, no doubt, arose from that 
metal forming the staple commodity of the country. In  
adherence to old usages, the zemindars of Gerhwal, even now, 
in many of their contracts, stipulate a part of the price in a 
given weight of copper, but as this is no longer plentiful, the 
whole amount is paid in silver coin. 

Grain, salt, and such articles are sold chiefly by measures 
of capacity. In Kumaon, the measure in use is the mli, equal 
to about two seers of 83 Furruckabad sicca weight; fifteen nalis 
make one peraf, and twenty nulls make one rfni. In  Gerhwal, , 
the ad, there called patha, is subdivided into m a w .  Thus ; ' .  . I \ '  

- ,  t ' 
4 Manas, = 1 Patha. L di'  

16 Pathas, = 1 Dhon. = / 8 # d ' - 3  ' . L A  
20 Dhons, = 1 Khari. 

I n  the sale of metals, cotton, kc., the products of the 
country, the weight is commonly ascertained by the steel-yard. . 
In this instrument the weight is fixed, and the object to be 
weighed, is moved along the lever, which is divided into pub 
,and pice. 

3 Pice making 1 Pul, and 
20 Puls making 1 Dam. 

This latter forms the maximum weight of the steel-yard, and is 
equal to about 100 Etrrruckabad rupees. In  measuring cloth, / 
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the cubit is generally adopted. At md h g a r ,  the 
weights and nwasures of the plains, on a reduced scale, were 

.-: also in use. Theee have now been fixed at a regulated stand- 
ard, the seer weighing 84 Zi'wmckubad lnilled rupees, and the 
guj, equal to the English yard. 

The manufactures in thede hills are 80 trifling, as acarcely 
to deserve particular mention. The principal are blank&, 
made in the northein pergunnahs, pnnkhb, a s a m e  woollen 
camblct, also made there, and in Bhote, bangelas, a hempen 
cloth, manufactured in the midland parts of Gerlhoal, where i t  

: forms the principal materials for clothes to the inhabitants 
' J  during the hot season. Wooden vessels of various £ o m  and 

shapes, are made from several species of wood. Coarse cotton 
cloth is woven in small quantities. Mats and baskets, of all 
kinds, are prepared from the small male bamboo, in a very neat 
style. The artizans universally exhibit great want of neatnese 
and finish in the execution of their work, more particularly 
the smiths in iron and copper utensils, which are invariably 
rough and ill-formed. The potters throughout the province, 
excepting those at finagar, are unacquai~lted with the use of 
the wheel. The turning lathe, the large saw, and the plane, 
are unknown here: planks are split from the tree by the axe, 
and then partially smoothed by the adze. It may be mentioned 
as a curious fact, that the spirit blow-pipe is to be met with in 
Gerhwal, where it is sometimes used by goldsmiths : this in- 
strument is composed of iron, and filled with whiskey distilled 
from rice, and when used it ie placed on a brazier of burning 
charcoal. 

The traffic of the province is divided into two branches : 
first, the sale of the produce of the hills, and secondly, the 
canying trade with Tartary : this latter again passes through 
two hands, the Bhoteas, who hold direct intercourse with the 
Tartars, and the hill tnrders, who furnish returns and receive 

' ; the Tartar merchandize in barter : the nature of the former of 
these transactions will be reserved for a separate article. The 
migratory habits of the eemindars of the southern pergunnahs, 
have given rise to a very general diffusion of commercial enter- 
prise among them, and every individual possessed of a mall 
capital, either singly or jointly with others, engages in tra5e. 
With-an investment composed of iron, copper, ginger, turmeric, 
and other hill roots and drugs, the adventurer proceeds to the 
nearest mart in the plains, and there receives in barter for his 
merchandize, coarse chintz, cotton cloths, gr'r; t o b a c m , ~ l o d  
glws beads and hardware, which mtm, after supplying the 



. mta of himself and friends, is disposed of at the villages in 
the midland and northern pergnnnahs, or is reserved for sale 
till a fair occurs in the neighbourhood. Those, again, whose 
credit or resources are more considerable, enter eagerly into 
the T&az trade. The imports from the plains are, in this 
case, the same as above enumerated, as fine manufactures or 
expensive articles are only brought up when previously bespoke j 
from the Bhoteas they receive in exchange, partly cash and 
partly Tartar and Bhote productions. The latter wmprim 
hawks, musk, pankhis, (coarse camlets) wax, masi, (frankin- 
cense) kutki, and a variety of other roots and drugs. The 
Tartar products consist of borax, salt, gold-duat, and cham- 
tails. The peal and industry evinced by this class of traders, 
in the execution of commissions, ia very great, aa they fre- 
quently proceed in person as far as firruckahad and Lucknolo, 
in search of the articles required h m  them. 

The commerce carried on by merchants is of the same 
nature as that last described, the only additional merchandize, ,, 
not included in the above detail supplied or received by them, 
in barter with the Bhoteas, co~ia ta  of 

Deliveries. Receipts. 
Fine sugar candy, Shawl wool, 
Spices of all kinds, Coarse shawls, 
Europe broad cloth, Ditto China silks, 
Corals. Saffron, 

Bnlgar hides, 
Ponies. 

An mmnmemtion of the exports and imports, from this 
province to the plains, is given in the Appendix. As the value 1 
of the former by no means equals that of the latter, the defi- 
ciency is made up in specie. No transit duties being collected, 
i t  is impossible to form any correct estimate of the total value 
of the imports and exports : between four and five lakhs for the 
h t ,  and from three lakhs to three lakhs and a quarter for the 
ether, ie probably within the actual amount. 

There can be no doubt that every branch of commerce 
in this province, more particularly that with Tartary, has ex- 
perienced very great improvement during the last six years, and 
bas probably been augmented in the proportion of full two-fifths. 
The only check to trade which now exists, a r k s  from the ex- 
penae and difficulties of carriage. At present, every kind of 
merchadize is transported on coolies, who carry from thirty 
seers to one maund pukhu. The hire from AImara to K d p r ,  
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fhe nearest mart in the plains, is two rupees and eight annas 
to each man, and the Almora merchant, accordingly, adds 
twenty five per cent on the Km'jmr invoice price, to cover this 
and other incidental charges, and to allow him a profit. Pro- J ceeding hvther in the interior the prices gradually rise ; and at 
the foot of the Himalaya, may be stated at from fifty to aevenly- 
five per cent above the cost in the plains. With the formation 
of public roads, practicable for beasts of hurthen, these ob- 
etacles will gradually cease. 

It now only remains to mention the marts of principal 
resort for the hill trade. To the east, the Maadi of Belhari 
is fiaequented by the merchants of Cham~wat, and the traders 
of the eastern district; whilst the commerce of Almora and 
of the remainder of K u m m  (proper) is carried on with h'mfpr 
and the Chilkia Mandi ; to these also now flows that of the east* 
ern pergunnahs of Gerhwal. Afrelgerh is the market for the 
midland, and Najibabad for the western parts of Gerhwal and 
for Srinqclar. Since the establishment of the British Govern- 
pent, the petty traders by no means confine their transactions 
to these marts, but visit also most of the principal towns of 

'- Rohilkhund for the purposes of traffic. The merchants of Almara 
and Srinagar have no established correspondents at any town 
in the plains, with the exception of the marts above enumera- 
ted. There. are no village marts for the disposal of agricultural 
and other produce, but the periodical rnklas, or fairs, at re- 
ligious places of pilgrimage, to which the traders resort, are 
frequent in all parts of the county. 

The foregoing vicw comprises only the commerce bf the 
hills ; a further branch in this province is that of the timbers, 
bamboos, terra japonica, kc., the produce of the forests in the 
Bhdwer. This trade is engrossed by the inhabitants of the 
towns and villages of Rohilkhund, bordering on the Tarai, from 
whence, as the hill zemindara have no transport, they are obliged 
to sell the articles on the spot at a low price, very inadequate 

4 to the labor expended in cutting and preparing them. The 
carriage in use, consists of hackeries and large buffaloes ; tat- 
toos are also used for the conveyance of light articles. The fore- 
going remark applies equally to the traffic in kuth or terra 
japonica, though not from the same cause : this article is pre- 
pared only by persons of the lowest, or Dom caste, who, having 
no capital of their own, are obliged to work on advances, either 
at a given rate for the produce, or in the shape of wages. These 
speculations prove extremely profitable, and the returns are 
,always quick. The kuth does not cost the capitalist mom 



tban frob3 five to eight rupees the maund, while in R a m p -  and 
other large towns of Rohilkhuad, the price is  commonly from 
ten to fourteen rupees the maund. The trade in timber, 
&c., proves equally advantageous ; a hacke ry load, the original 
cost of which may have been two rupees, with an addi- 
iional expense of eight annas, Government impost, sells for 
more than double at the nearest mart. The continuance of these 
high profits is, no doubt, to be attributed to the almost uni- 
versal dread entertained of the climate of the Tarai forests. 
The people who now carry on the trade, are, with few excep- 
tions, invariably Mahomedans. For the convenience of the 
purchasers, the hill zemindars have established small Mandls 
or marts, at which the timbers and bamboos are collected, 
when cut and prepared; they are conveyed thither by manual 
labor. The forests nearest the plains being now totally ex- 
hausted of timber, the traders are obliged to come almost 
to  the foot of the hills, where a supply of the finest timbers, 
calculated for the consumption of pears, presents itself. Sisti 
forms an exception, as large trees of this species are becoming L/ 
scarce in every part of thc Kumuon forests. A list of the pro- 
ductions exported from the Tarai forests d be found in the 
Appendix. 

A short view of the present judicial and revenue system 
will now be taken. The first calls for little notice, as the ge- 
neral absence of crimes in this province, renders this branch 
of administration of minor importance. From the 1st January 
1820, to the 31st December 1821, the total of criminals con- 
fined in jail amounted to sixty-five for the undermentioned 
'offences. 

I n  addition to the ~receding, one murder, and two thefts 
above 50 rupees were perpetrated, in which the offenders 
eluded apprehension. Affrays of a serious nature are of very 

No. of 
Cnmea. 

4 
2 
1 
1 
3 

17 
15 

A,- 

Murder, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Thefts above 50 rupees, . . . . . . . .  
Forgery, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Perju y, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Adultery, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Petty thefte and receiving stolen propert 
Assaults, defamation, and other petty 

miedemeanora, . . . . . . . . . .  

No. of 
Prisoners. ---- 

4 
3 
1 
1 
3 

29 

24 - -  
Total,. . 65 1 43 



rare ocmence,  and even petty assaults are not frequent. Dacoi- 
ties sometimes take place in the Bhdwer or Tarai, perpetrated 
by robbers from the neighbowing districts of Rohilkhund, to 
which they return immediately after the commission of the crime. 
The offence of adultery is, from the lax state of morals, extreme17 
common among the lower orders, but i t  seldom forms a snb- 
ject of complaint in the court, except when accompanied by the 
abduction of the adultress. Infanticide was formerly practised 
among some Rajput families of high caste, attached to the 
Raja's court at Srinugar, but since the emigration of these 
persons on the Gwkha invasion, no case has ever occurred in 
the province. Suicide is very prevalent among females of the 
lower classes. The commission of this act is rarely found to 
have arisen from any immediate cause of quarrel, but is com- 
monly ascribable solely to the disgust of life generally prevalent 
among these persons. The hardships and neglect to which the 
females in this province are subjected, will sufficiently account 
for this distaste of life, as with a trifling exception, the whole 

.,,i labor of the agricultural and domestic economy is left to them, 
while food and clothing are dealt out to them with a sparing 
hand. Suicide is never committed by males, except in cases 
of leprosy, when, as in other parts of India, the leper some- 
times buries himself alive. Deaths from wild beasts are very 
frequent; they probably do not fall short of one hundred 
annually. Complaints against individuals for sorcery and 
witchcraft are very common indeed; an infatuated belief in 
the existence of such power, pervading the whole body of the 
inhabitants of this province. All cases of unusual or sudden 
sickness and mortality, are immediately ascribed to witchcraft, 
and individuals are sometimes murdered, on suspicion of 
having occasioned such calamities. Applications to the court on 
the subject of caste are numerous : these are invariably referred 
to the Pundit of the court, whose decree delivered to the party 
concerned, is always conclusive. These references are, no 
doubt, a consequence of the practice established under the 
former governments, by which the cognizance of cases involv- 
ing deprivation of caste, was confined to the government 
court. The public at large still appear to consider such refer- 
ence as the only effectual means for obtaining restoration and 
absolution. 

The management of the police in the interior, is entrusted. 
to the tehsildars, and the only establishments exclusively de- 

.. j voted to this duty, are the thanas at dlmma, and at the five 
' principal ghhts, towards the plains, namely, Kotectwara, Dhi- 

kfi, Kota, Bhamouri and Timli. The expense of these 



establishments amounts to three thousand and sixty-two rnpees 
per mensem; the charges under the same head, on the 1st 
May 1816, stood at eight hundred and seventy rupees per 
mensem. 

The provincial battalion is also available for police duties, 
and during the healthy season, from November to April inclu- 
dve, a line of guards, extending along the frontier of RohiL 
kknd,  are stationed for the protection of the Tarai from )/ 
dacoits. Theee posts have superseded the chokis formerly 
ompied by the Heri and Mewati chokidars, who, under the 
former governments, engaged, on certain considerations, to . 
repress robberies in the Tarai, and made themselves answerable 
for the reatoration of all property which might be stolen within 
their respective jurisdictions. The remuneration for this ser- 
vice consisted in a fixed tax leviable on all persons, merchan- 
dize, or cattle, passing certain limits. On the introduction 
of the British Government, it was found, that the system itself 
was far from efficient, and that numerous abuses were daily 
practised in the collection of the authorked chokidari dues. 
Thefts of cattle were frequent, and suspicion attached to the 
chokidars themselves, of being participators, if not principals 
in their perpetration. The responsibility of the head chokidar 
proved merely nominal, as restitution of the stolen property 
was, in most instances, evaded. The system was, on these 
grounds, totally abolished in the year 1817, and the advan- 
tages resulting from this measure have been fully evinced, in 
the almost total suppression of robberies and other outrages, 
hitherto so prevalent in that part of the country; the Tarai 
under the Gerhwal pergunnahs which is almost wholly in the 
iklo~adabad jurisdiction, must be excepted in this remark. 
No elass of people answering to the village chokidars in the 
plains, are to be found in this province. 

In Civil judicature, the simple forms of the preceding go- 
vernment have been generally retained. The petition originat- 
ing the suit, is required to be written on an eight-anna stamp, 
but no institution or other fees are levied; a notice, in the form 
of ftalana'm, is then issued, which process is served by the 
plaintiff, and in three cases out of four, produces a compromise 
between the parties : where ineffectual, it is returned by the 
plaintiff into court, when the defendant is summoned. The 
parties then plead their cause in person, and should facts be 
diaputed on either side, evidence is called for. Oaths are never 
administered, except in particular cases, and at the express 
desire of either of the parties. Suits, for the division of pro- 



perty, or settlement of accounts, & bmmody referred to 
arbitrators selected by the parties. I n  the issue and execution 
of decrees, the established forms are followed, but the leniency 
of the native creditors renders imprisonment and sales .in satis- 
faction of decrees, uncommon : since the introduction of the 
British Government, only eight debtors have been confined in  
the A l m a  jail, six at the suit of individuals, and two on pub- 
lic demands in the Commercial and Commissariat departments. 
At present, only one court (the Commissicmer's) exists in the 
province for the cognizance of Civil claims, and the absence 
of fees and simplicity of forms, as therein practised, joined t o  
its frequent removal to every part of the country, have hitherto 
tended to prevent any inconvenience being experienced from 
the want of Mofussil courts. The gratuitous administration of . 
justice has not been found to excite litigation, as the absence of 
native pleaders, and the celerity with which causes are decided, 
operate as checks to such an abuse. The number of Civil suits 
entertained during the year, h m  1st January to the 31st 
December 1822, amounted to 1,462, of which only four hundred 
and thirty-eight proceeded to the summons of the defendant : 
of the latter, one hundred and thirty-one were subsequently 
withdawn, by ruteenamahs, and three hundred and seven finally 
adjudicated. Disputes regarding land, form the greater por- 
tion of suits instituted. The value of those in action rarely 
exceeds one hundred rupees. The proceedings of the court 
are written in the Hindi, with the exception of the examinations, 
which for the sake of expedition, are recorded in the Persian. 

The revenue administration is here conducted on the same 
principles as are in force in the plains. On the conquest of 
the province, as a temporary arrangement, the revenue of each 
pergunnah was farmed for one year to the Kamin or Siyana. 
The receipts of the preceding year, as exhibited in the Qanoongoe V returns, were assumed as a standard, a deduction of twenty-five 
per cent being allowed for the difference of currency. The 
jumma thus fixed, amounted to 1,23,577 Funuckabad rupees. 
At the expiration of this settlement the Padha'nrr were called 
upon to engage for the aseessment of their respective villages : 
as this mode of collcdion was, in some degree, novel, and as 
the irldividual responsibility of the PadMw remained to be 
ascertained, the arraugement in question was only partially 
introduced, and the leases restricted to one year, at a jumma of 
1,3?,949 rupees. The success with which this experiment was 
attepded, and the punctuality with which the revenue was rea- 
lized, led to an extension of the system on the third settlement, 
which was fixed for a period of three years, at a jumma of 
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1,60,!206 rupees. The present settlement was formed on the 
same principle, and from the reluctance of the malguaru to 
engage for a longer period, was agein fixed for a term of three 
years. The objections preferred against a longer lease were 
founded on the migratory habits of the lower class of cultiva- 
tore. The jumrna of the 1st year, or 1877, amounted to 1,69,394 
rupees, which has Been raised in the last year of the term, 
1879, by the rents of new villages, to 1,76,664 rupees. Thie 
sum is collected from 7883 mulguzaru, and is comprised of the 
following items :- 

. . . . . .  Ceas on Agriculture, 1,69,566 

. . . . . .  Do. Copper Mines, 3,360 
Do. Iron Mines, . . . . . .  1,100 . . . . . .  Do. Pasturage, 2,638 

A further branch, at former settlements, consisted of cesa 
on the profits of trade, under which head 7,000 rupees were 
.amually collected from the Bhoteas. This source was forgone 
at the laat settlement, and a remission to that amount made to 
the Bkotetw. The revenue derived from timbers, bamboos, 
kuth, hc., in the Tarai forests, may also be included in the land 
rsaessment, aa although levied in the shape of duties from the 
erporters, it is in fact, the government share in the value of 
the national products of those forests, all of which are public 
property. These.duties have been hitherto let to farm on 
annual leases, at the undermentioned jumma :- 

The total improvement which haa taken place in these various , 
bmches of assessment, since the conquest, falls little short of 
60,000 rupees, without taking into account the remission of 
7,000 rupees abovementioned.' 

Notwithstanding the general lightness of the government 
demand, a very extensive revision of the detailed assessment 
haa been found indispensable at each succeeding settlement. 
Thio necessity has arisen from the contracted state of the 
labouring population, which renders it difficult for any malg2c- 
zar to replace sudden casualties among his tenants. In  the 
present state of minute village assessment, the death or deser- 
tion of even a single cultivator, adds greatly to the burthen of 



the remaining tenants : where further losses occur, immediate 
remissions are generally made to aave the village from total 
desertion. Such defalcations are supplied from a correspondq 
improvement in other estates, and as contingencies of this 
nature are best known to the surrounding ma&utma the dis- 
tribution of the pergunnah assessment has been hitherto 
entrusted to the PadMm themselves. This measure is exe- 
cuted in a general assembly or Punchait, of the parties con- 
cerned in the scale of the expired jumma; the increase is mb- 
sequently laid on in the shape of a per centage. The general 
equity with which these mutual assessments have been conduct- 
ed is sufficiently evinced in the facility and punctuality with 

J which they have been reslized. The village settlements are 
formed with the established Padhdn in all cases, except where 
objected to, on sufficient grounds, by the remaining sharers on 
the estate. The nature and dues of the above office have al- 
ready been described : the small parcels of land attached to it, 
are particularly specified in the lease aa Hek P&ncM ; the 
total of such lands in Kumaon proper amounta to about 5000 
standard bkris being recorded at 3970 nominal bhb. I n  Gerh- 
wal, no public allowance of this nature exists, but a similar ar- 
rangement has always been made by the joint proprietors of 
the estate in favor of the Padhda. 

I t  now only remains to be considered how far the rents 
paid by the actual cultivators correspond with the public de- 
mand. A large portion of the province, not less, probably, 
than three-fourths of the villages, is wholly cultivated by 
the actud proprietors of the land, from whom, of course, nothing 
can be demanded beyond their respective quotas of the village 
assessment. I n  these cases, the settlement is, literally speak- 
ing, Ryotwara, although the lease is issued only in the name 
of one, or at most of two sharers in the estate. The remaining 
part of the province may be comprised under two descriptione 
of estates : first ; those villages in which the right of property 
is recognized in the heirs of former grantees, while the right of 
cultivation remains with the descendants of the original occu- 
pants. In these, the rents are commonly paid in " kzith," or 
kind, at an invariable rate, as fixed at the period of the grant. 
Secondly ; all villages in which the right, both of property and, 
occupancy, have become vested in one and the same individual. 
In  these, the r n a l p a r  has necessarily the discretion of de- 
manding the full extent of the " m l i k  hima," or government 
share, supposing no fixed agreement to have been made between 
him and his tenants ; but such improvidence on the part of the 
latter rarely occurs, and the great competition which exiab for 
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dtivators, in consequence of the contracted state of the labour- 
ing population as compared with the extent of the arable land, 
will long secure favorable terms and treatment to this impor- -v 
tant c l m  of the community. Under this description of vilIage~ 
are included those newly brought into cultivation, and the 
puekwht lands; of the first, the proprietary right is always, 
granted to the reclaimer, in consideration of the expense incur- 
red by him in the enterprise. By the term paekmht, is implied 
all lands which are cultivated by non-resident tenants. I n  the 
Tarai the system of rents is, in some respects, different. The 
estates there are,-generally speaking, of large extent, but none 
are permanently Inhabited with the exception of the villages 
of the TiAmus and Bogsas, in the low Tarai, adjoining RohiC 
k h d .  In  these, the rents are calculated by the plough of land 
at an easy rate, never exceeding the propotiion of one-tenth of 
the gross produce. In  the upper parts of the Tarn the farms 
are temporarily occupied by the hill zemindars during the cold 
season ; during the remainder of the year, the danger of the 
alimate occasions their almost total desertion. The rehbi crop, 

., consequently, forms the chief source of rent to the rnalguzk: 
the individual rates vary from four annas to three rupees the 
plough, according to the supply of water available for irrigation. 

The local divisions having been found inconveniently nu- 
merous for the purposes of account and management, many of 
the petty divisions have recently been united to the adjoining 
pergunahs, of which they will, in future, form sub-divisions, J 
while a few districts, compoeed of villages dispersed in various 
parts of the province, have also been broken up, and their vil- 
l a p  re-inclosporated with their original pergunnahs. 

By these arrangements, the number of pergunnahs haa been # 
reduced to tyenty-six, as detailed in Statement (A). 

The revenue establishments now consist of four Tehsil- 
daris, the relative extent and expense of which are as follows : 

Xkmmn,-Hazur Tehsil, . . . . 
Kali Knmaon, . . . . 

6wAw,at,-Brinagar, . . . . . . . . 
Chandpnr. . . . . . . 

Total,. . . . . . . . 

No. of 
Pillages. 
-- 

4421 
1162 
2241 
1210 

9034 

Annual k t n u a l  Ex- 
Jumma. pense. I_- 

90253 
28940 
28149 
29321 

176663 

3030 
2106 
2148 
2148 

9432 
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. On the 1st Jme 1816, the number of Tehmildaris wan 
eight at an annual expense of 20,216 rupees : since that period 
a reduction has also been effected in the sudder native esta- 
blishment, the yearly total of which is now 7,488, instead of 
9 , W ,  as it then stood. The Defteris, or Qanoongoes, nine in 
number, receive salaries to the aggregate of 3,009 mpea per 
annum. Nine pergunnah Putwaris have been e~tablished~with 
a monthly stipend of five rupees each, The revenue of the 
reaumed nankar lands has fully covered these allowances. 

Of .the mode of collections, it is only necessary to state, 
that the demand is divided into four kista, three of which fall 
on the kharzA and one on the rebbi crop. No trrlobdna is levied 
from the malgular8. 

Transit duties of every description were finally abolished 
in this province in 1818. The consumption of spirituous 
liquors and drug8 is trifling, and the revenue from that source 
correspondingly small, the present not exceeding 500 rupees 
annu,dy. The use of stampt paper has been partially intro- 
duced in judicial proceedings, during the last two years. The 
annual receipt on this account now amounts to 2,000 rupees. 
A comparative view of receipt and expenditure of the province 
in the years 1815-16 and 1822-23, will be seen in the Appendix, 
Statement (E.) 

The rent-free lands may be classed under two heads, first the 
r' Gunt," or religious assignments, and secondly those granted 
to individuals, The " Gerd' villages amount to 973 and contain 
about 1-15th of the arable lands of the province, all of which 
are permanently alienated from the rent-roll of government. 
There are 175 villages enjoyed by individuals, the rakba of 
which may be estimated at 8000 bbb, or 1-70th of the arable 
lands of the province : the terms on which these lands are held 
are various, mostly for life. The largest rent-free estate in the 
possession of an individual yields about 1,000 rupees, per an- 
num, and is held on a grant from the Nipal government in 
tenure of qerpetuity. The total revolution which took place in 
the government at the Gorkhcr conquest, and the comparative 
recentness of that event, will explain the small extent of the 
Jagir lands. At that period, all grants in favor of the public 
and private servants of the former Rajas were resumed, and 
subsequently, the Jagirs of private individuals, including even 
those of the Brahmins, were, with few exceptions, subjected to 
the same measure. During the last seven years, upwards of 
150 villages, including those in nankar, have been re-annexed 



to the rent-roll.. The greater part of these had been sump- 
titiously abstracted from the public assessment by the conni- 
vance of the executive officers of the Nipal government. The 
pensions chargeable on the revenues of this province, amount 
to 21,670 rupeea per annum, according to the following distri- 
bution. 

PENSIONS OF FORMER GOVERNMENT. 
Per Annum. 

In perpetuity to religious estabiishments,. ....... 2,152 
For life to individuals, ...................... 348 

For life in Political Department, .............. 9,600 
Do. do., Military invalid allowances, ......... 9,570 

It now only remains to offer a few concluding observations 
on the estate of the province and of its inhabitants. 

The deterioration which had taken place under the Gor- 
Aha government, has already been mentioned. On the con- 
quest in 1815, oultivation was found at its lowest ebb, the rent- 

, -free vlllages alone exhibiting a thriving appearance. The 
laboring classes had been reduced to the extremest indigence, 
while the Kamins and Siyanas were, for the greater part, over- 
whelmed with debts, contracted for the liquidation of the pub- 
lic demands. Since that period, a variety of causes have com- 
bined to ameliorate the condition of the industrious portion of 
the ammunity. Light assessments, attended with constant 
high prices of produce, have more than doubled the profits of 
agricnlhue, while the increased competition which has taken 
place in the trade with this province, has considerably enhanc- 
ed the value of its exports. To the labouring classes, more 
particularly those in the neighbourhood of the military posts, 
the public works and the transport of stores have afforded con- 
tinued sources of employment. The aggregate expenditure 
under these heads, during the last eight years has probably, not 
been much short of folu lakhs of rupees, a large sum as com- 
pared with the amount of the popillation by which it will have 
been absorbed. I t  cannot however, be denied, that the demand 
for labor on these accounts has, at some period, been so exces- 
sive as to prove the occasion of inconvenience and hardship to 
the people concerned. Partial reductions in the military force, 
and the augmented resources of the province, have, in some 
measure, counteracted the evil. The whole province exhibits 
ample proofs of improvement ; indeed it may be fairly stated, 
that the present cultivation exceeds that of 1815, in the pro- 
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portion of full one-third. From the subdivided state of landed 
property, which here exists, few individual landholders have the 
means of acquiring wealth, but though all connected with the 
soil are confined to a state of equality, their condition, as a 
body, is no doubt superior to that of any eimilar class of 
tenants, in any part of the Company's territories. A know- 
ledge of these advantages has induced a continual emi- 
gration of cultivators from the adjoining provinces of the 
Rajas of Nipal and GerhwaZ. To some of the principal 
Kamins and Brahmins, the introduction of the British 
Government by destroying their former influence, haa proved 
a cause of regret, but to the great bulk of the popula- 
tion, this event has been a source of unceasing benefita and r 

congratulation. 

ADDTIONAL OBBERVATIONS. 

Page 137. The province of Kumaon, as now formed, com- 
prises the whole of the Raj of that name, together with a large 

, portion of the principality of Gerhwal. Strictly speaking, the 
1 name of KurnMIn is applicable only to the country lying between 
i the Kali, or Gogra, and the Rumganga, to which tract it was , 

given by the Rajas of the last race, who sprung originally from 
a chieftain of the pergunnah of that name. The appellation 
of Gerhwal is said to have been derived from the number of 
Gerhs (Fort) formerly existing there. Almora is said to have 
been so named from the abundance of wild sorrel (Aimmi) 
which grows in its vicinity. 

Page 153. A remarkable variety of snake is the "Cirarrao," a 
species of Boa of immense size, found only on high mountains, 
and in the wildest solitudes. It is said to prey chiefly on deer and 

.: other wild animals, but occasionally seizes and swallows cattle 
''.? which may have approached its cave. By the lower orderq 

more particularly the herdsmen, fabulous powers and featurea 
are aacribed to this animal : among other wonders, it is said to 
possess a long flowing mane of red hair, and to make use of a 
large pine tree as a wallung stick, when descending the moun- 
tains. Of the real existence of the Churao, (stripped of these 
wonderful attributes) there can be no doubt, as it is occaaionallp 
killed by hunters. 

i The " Goka," or " Goump," is nearly white in the northern 
t parts of the hills, and its skin, which is extremely hard, and 

forms a handsome material for sword scabbards, is rendered 
the more valuable from the scarceness of the animal. 



Page 160. They represent themselves as being the descen- 
dants of one of the aboriginal princes of Kamaon, who, with his 
family, fled to the jungles to escape the destruction threatened 
by an usurper : under the pretension to royal origin, the Ra'wet8 
or Rnjis, abstain from offering to any individual, whatever hie 
rank, the usual eastern salutation. The origin of this tribe, 
howsoever the claim to regal descent be disposed of, must wr- 
tainly be referred to some race of inhabitants anterior to the 
settlement of the present race. The great difference in customs 
and religion from the Hindoo tenets, which exists among the 
Rajii, might be ascribed to the savage mode of life pursued by 
them and their ancestors for so long a period, but the total dig- 
similitude of language, which renders the Raji and present . 
Kvnraya wholly unintelligible to each other, cannot be accounted \ 
for in the same mode, and can only be attributed to a separate 
origin. A conjecture may be hazarded, that the outcastes, or 
Donu are in part descended from the aborigines. A marked 

J 
difference exists in the personal appearance of this class and of 
tile lIindoo inhabitants ; the former being, for the most part, 
extremely dark, almost black, with crisp curly hair : they are, at 
the same time, in a state of nearly universal slavery, a circum- 
stance which, from its extent, can scarcely be ascribed wholly to 
the mere process of purchaee, but which may be explained by 
supposing a part of the aboriginal inhabitants to have been 
seized by the fist Hindoo colonists, and reduced to slavery, in 
which state their descendants have since remained. 

Page 161. The name " hdari," is derived from Budari, 
Summit, the Beri or Jujube. The legends respecting the origin 
of this idol differ : By one account, it is said to have been, in re- 
mote ages, an object of peculiar veneration and worship in the 
adjoining province of Thibet, h m  whence it fled, about seven- 
teen centuries paat, to the spot on which the temple now stands : 
the aecond; and more probable legend, represents the idol to 
have originally found in the river near the temple, which was 
then erected and dedicated to it by Lankaracharf, a Missionary 
from the peninsula of India : the appearance of the idol, which 
beam scarcely any resemblance to the human form, and exhibits 
evident traces of having been once worn, and polished by the  
action of water, gives strength to this tradition. 

Kedarnuth, an incarnation of sahheo ,  is not a form of 
Twknu,* but the word " Keddr))) is derived from " Ke," San- 

Thin correction d the original pasaw, by the author himelf, had not been 
received when page 161 war printed.-H. H. W. 

I 
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scrit, water, and " Dar," abounding with : the worship of this 
idol, at its present site, is carried back to the remote of fabu- 
lous ages, being ascribed originally to the Pdndavm. These 
brothers, after their battles with the giants, are said to have 
proceeded to Haridwdr, with a view to expiations and to wor- 
ship Sadasheo. That god, alarmed at their approach, fled 
under the form of a buffalo, and was pursued by them to Keddr, 
at which spot he dived into the earth, leaving only his posteriore 
visible above ground. This part, of which the Pdndaras esta- 
blished the worship, continues to receive the adoration of the 
pilgrims at Kedrir. The remaining portions of the body of 
the god receive worship at the temples of " KaEpemar," "Madh- 
yameswar," " Rudranath," and "Tuvzganuth," all situated along 
the Hirnalaya chain, and which, together with Kedarnath, form 
the Punch Ke*, a peculiar object of pilgrimage to pious rota- 
ries, but which, fiom the difficulties of the roads, few are able 
to accomplish. 

I n  the rear of Keddr is the Himalaya peak of "MaJua Padh," 
celebrated in Hindu mythology, as the point at which the 
Pdndavas devoted themselves, and from whence they were 
taken up to heaven : a similar blessing it is believed, will be 
conferred on every virtuous and pious person, who may reach 
the peak, or perish in the way; from twenty to twenty-five vo- 
taries annually sacrifice themselves in the attempt to ascend the 
Maha Panth, or " Great Hky," or by throwing themselves over 
a precipice, called Bhyrava Jhamp, in the neighbourhood : by 
suicide, at the latter spot, the votary expects to have realized 
in his future state, that object and wish for which he e x p a s l y  
devotes himself. These suicides are chiefly from Gberat and 
Bengal, and commonly leave their houses for the avowed 
purpose of proceeding to Maha Padh, and such sacrifices by 
hill people are rare ; it may, therefore, be reasonably presum- 
ed, that they are not occasioned by the influence or s u g w -  
tions of the priest and attendants of the temple. 

Page 164. The personal appearance of the inhabitant. 
varies in a marked degree, in different parts of the hills, though 
the same generalcasteof countenance, a lank face,with prominent 
features, prevails throughout. I n  the northern districts, the  
people are short, stout-made and fair, while in the southea 
hills, the stature is somewhat greater, the form spare, and the 
complexion sallow : the natives of the mid-land pergunnahs, 
present a mcdium appearance between the two first mentioned 
classes. The children of both sexes are, generally speaking, 
every where fair and haudsome, but as the boys approach to 
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manhood, their features become coarse, and their face lbses its 
fulness. The females, from constant exposure to the weather 
and from incessant labor, lose all pretensions to good looks at 
an early age, and when advanced in life, are commonly remark- 
able for their extreme ugliness. mTomen of the higher ranks 
not subject to such vicissitudes, must be excepted, as they are, 
invariably fair and often beautiful. 

A similar variation in costume exists in the hills. In  the 
northern districts, the principal article of dress, co~mists of an 
unsewn web of cloth either of hemp or wool. In  the males this 
is thrown over the shoulders, and descends down behind to the 
 knee^, from whence it is doubled, and carried back over the 
shoulders ; the two ends are fastened on the breast by wooden 
or metal pins, the corners being passed over and under the op- 
posite shoulder, the sides are drawn forward, so as to meet 
over the body, and are secured in that situation, by a kumur- 
bnnd of cotton or hempen cloth. A narrow strip of cloth passed 
between the legs and fastened by a string round the waist, and 
a skull cap, complete the suit. The arms and legs are thus left 
bare and unencumbered ; in rigorous weather, however, blanket- 
trowsers are partially worn. The women fasten the web of 
cloth, in a somewhat different mode, as it reaches to the heels 
and hangs full like a petticoat, and in addition they wear com- 
monly a boddice of dark colored chintz, and a narrow scarf of 
white cloth. I n  other parts of the province, the dress of both 
sexes resembles that of the corresponding classes in the plains, 
excepting that the turban is little used, and the "jaguli," or 
"jdma" reaches only to the knees. I t  may be observed, gene- 
rally, of the hill people, that they are extremely indifl'erent in 
regard to the state of their every-day apparel, and continue to 
wear their clothes till reduced to mere shreds and tatters, but 
on holidays and festivals, individuals of either sex prefer absent- 
ing themselves from the festivities, to appearing in a worn out 

The great bulk of the population subsists on the coarse 
grains, such as mandria, jangiora, kont, chena, mnna, &c., and 
the inferior kinds of pulse, urd, gahut, bhat, raena, &c. The 
mnndh, is. either made into bread, or is dressed as porridge, 
" barf," and seasoned with " jholl,'' buttermilk and turmeric 
boiled together-the c k  and kmi, are also made into bread, 
or boiled whole, and eaten as rice. When travelling, the lower 
claesea live chiefly on "satu," the meal of parched barley, 
of which every individual carries a supply with him : this arti- 
ele requires only the addition of a little water to prepare it 
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for eating. Rice forms the favorite food of all those 'who can 
afford to purchase it. Wheat is only in partial consumption, 
chiefly on occasions of entertainments at marriages, h., when 
the peculiar scruples of Hindus prevent the use of rice. Vegeta- 
bles of all kinds, both cultured and wild, are objects of univer- 
sal consumption ; among the latter deacription, not already no- 
ticed, may be mentioned the nettle, fern, tulip, malti, &., of 
which, the shoots, root and bean, respectively, are eaten : the list 
of herbs, roots, and leaves, considered edible by the natives, is 
endless : indeed, from their indiscrimination in this respect, 
fatal cases of poison sometimes occur. During the periodical 
residence of the agricultural classes in the Tarai, their principal 
food is "guya," or sweet potatoes, boiled and eaten with butter- 
milk. 

Animal food is in much request among all classes ; with 
the exception of those animals, the use of which, as food, is pro- 
hibited by their religion, and excepting also reptiles of all de- 
scriptions, and carrion birds or beasts, every sort of animal is 
converted to food, in some part or other of the hills : by the 
southern Gerhtualis rats and mice are considered as dainties. 
The favorite fleshis that of the goat, or of the sheep, where 
bred : against the sheep of the plains, an universal prejudice 
exists, its long tail rendering it, in the eye of the highlmder, 8 
species of dog. No scruple as .to the mode of decease exists, 
and animals dying a natural death trom disease, or other cause, 
are eaten by the Hindus, as well as by the Doms. 

A ,  
\ .  Tobacco is smoked by all, but the highest cast Brahmins, 

I - who substitute chirras, thespissated juice of the hemp plant : 
\ 

\' , ' 
\ they, however, chew the leaf pounded and mixed with lime, a 

, practice which prevails idso among the other classes. 
I' 

\ 
The use of epiritious liquors is, in K u m m  confined to the 

lowest class or Doms : in Gerhwal, the Hindus are less scrupu- 
lous, and excepting a few Brahmin families, all drink a ape- 
cies of whiskey there manufactured, either from rice or barley; 
at the same time, they will not touch the common kinds of 
spirit, as prepared in the plains ; the objection to the latter 
arising from the mode in which the liquor is made, as well 88 

from the caste of people by whom the manufacture is carried on, 
whereas the Gerhroal spirit is prepared by Hindus of the Raj- 
poot caste, and is fermented by the juice of particular.mtq 
sa ins t  the use of which no religious prejudice prevails. In- 
toxication is rare, and takes place only at the religious festi- 
vals. 
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The mildness of the temperature of the hills would lead to 
the expectation, that the inhabitants would enjoy an exemp- 
tion from most of the diseases incident to less favored countries, 
and that a different state takes place, is doubtless to be attri- 
buted, in a great measure, to the people themselves. By their 
avocations, the labouring classes are occasionally compelled to 
descend into the vallies, the air of which is invariably noxious 
during half the year. The purity of the natural atmosphere, 
is also counteracted by the state in which the villages are kept : 
the dung heap forms a prominent object in h n t  of, and con- 
tiguous to every farm : the villages are commonly buried in 
dense crops of gigantic hemp, while the houses are enveloped 
with a profusion of scandent vegetables, such as cucumbers, 
water-melons, pumpkins, kc., &c. From the united opera- 
tion of these causes, during the worst season of the year, ge- 
neral sickness prevails throughout the hills, in the shape of 
quotidian, tertian and quartan fevers. Contagious and typhus 
fevers occasionally break out, generated no doubt, from an 
excess of the same cause. These always exhibit the rapid and 
malignant features of plague, as does also the small pox, 
which proves extremely destructive whenever it visits the hills. 
Rheumatism is common during the cold weather. Cutaneous 
eruptions of various kinds are universally prevalent among all 
ranks, and are ascribed by the inhabitants to the use of spring 
water. Leprosy does not appear so common as in the plains. 
To the above must be added affections of the spleen and of the 
lungs, bowel complaints, stone and dropsy, all of which are fre- 
quent. A general disinclination prevails among the lower classes 
to the use of physic, on the avowed principle, that from the 
pureness of their general diet, their stamina is not sufliciently 
strong to stand the effects of powerful remedies : cooling drafts 
and restoratives are, however, taken without hesitation : those 
in most general use, are infusions of fennel seed, black pepper, 
or cheraita, in water. I n  most disorders, recourse is had to 
cauterizing, performed by the application of lighted balls of 
tow, or of some other similar substance, either to the back of 
the neck, the breast, or the pit of the stomach. Hring by 
means of an iron, is also resorted to in cases of strains, swell- 
ings, or rheumatism. I n  all diseases, the principal reliance 
for their care is placed on charms tied to the person of the 
patient, on magnetism, and on various superstitious ceremonies 
and sacrifices. Inoculation is never thought of in the interior, 
till the small pox actually appears in the village itself, or in the 
immediate neighbourhood, and then, from the unskilful man- 
ner in which it is performed, or from the use of virulent matter, 
the precaution proves, in frequent instances, ineffectual. In 
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the case of thia, and of other contagious distempers non-bter- 
course is found, by the inhabitants, to be the best preventa- 
tive, and with this view they sometimes abandon their villages, 
and retreat, temporarily, to the summit of an adjoining moun- 
tain, and there continue for some days, till they presume the 
contagion to have passed away. Considering the ~ d e  state of 
medical science in these hills, it is somewhat remarkable, that 
lithotomy should be in common practice : this operation is per- 
formed on subjects of all ages, and apparently with very gene- 
ral succkss. The operators we from among the low caste Dm, 
and the onlv instruments used. are a razor and a  air of , 
common forceps. Some notice may here be taken of the 
Goitre, which is common in these hills, although it is here 
a disease which injures only the personal appearance and 
not the bodily health or mental faculties of the subject. 
This affection has been ascribed to various local peculia- 
rities, or to a peculiar susceptibility in the constitution of 
mountaineers, but the example of these hills fully demon- 
strates, that it cannot be referred exclusively to any one of 
the commonly assigned causes. The Goitre is here found among 
the residents of most elevated villages, as well as among 
those of the low vallies, in spots where snow is never seen, 
aa well as in those near which it for ever lies ; in districts where 
no minerals are known to esist, as well as in those abounding 
with mines ; among people who drink none but river water, as 
well as among those who use only springs : among the rich 
equally with the poor; and lastly, it attacks individuals re- 
cently from the plains, as well as the natives of the hills. A 
conjecture may be hwarded, that the Goitre is in part produced 
by the effects of the keen inountain air acting on the exposed 
throat; a covering to that part seems at any rate to be the 
most effectual remedy as well as preventative ; in cases of inci- 
pient Goitre the natives have immediate recourse to the use of 
a neck cloth, formed of otter skin, or some other warm sub- 
stance, which is worn till the swelling has wholly subsided; 
and although instances have occurred here of European females 
and children being attacked by Goitre, no case of any Euro- 
pean male being so afflicted has yet taken place. Various nou- 
tmm.9 and remedies are prescribed by the native practitioners : 
among the latter, a simple sold in the bazar, under the name of 
GeEEw Patta, is in most request. Outward applications, cau- 
terizing and issues, are also resorted to, but all, notoriously, 
without the slightest prospect of success in any but incipient 
cases. I n  closing this subject, it may be observed, that the 
practice of the Baids, or Brahmin physicians, among the upper 
ckasses, is on a par with that in the plains, whither such prac- 
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titionere are originally sent to study medicine. Musk appears 
'to form an ingredient in almost every remedy administered by 
them, and, indeed, the inhabitants of the hills, universally en- 
tertain the greatest confidence in the medicinal virtues of that 
drug. 

The population of the interior, as has been already stated, 
is comprised almost solely of the agricultural classes. From 
the nature of the county, the communication between villages 
is commonly both tedious and laborious, and the intercourse of 
the inhabitants of even adjacent hamlets is confined to the pe- 
riodical festivals which occur at neighbowing temples : on 
these occasions again, the meeting is composed wholly of the 
villagers of the surrounding district, and the presence of indi- 
viduals from other parts of the hills is viewed almost as an in- 
trusion. This state of restricted intercourse, continued through 
ages, has tended to preserve a distinctness of character and 
manners among the mountaineers, who accordingly still exhi- 
bit the compound of virtues and defects common to agricultural 
tribes in a rude stage of society. Honest, sober, fiugnl, patient 
under fatigue and privations, hospitable, good humoured, open 
and usually sincere in their address, they are at the same time, 
extremely indolent, fickle, earrily led away by the counsel of 

lothers, hasty in pursuing the dictates of passion, even to their 
own immediate detriment, envious of each other, jealous of 

'atrangera, capable of equivocation, and petty cunning, and 
lastly, grossly superstitious. To personal courage, the lower 
order make no pretensions ; the high Rajpoot families, who are 
moat part descended from western adventurers are in no way 
deficient in the inherent spirit of their race. Conjugal affection 
,has scarcely any existence in the hills ; wives are universally 
considered and treated aa part of the live stock, and little or no 
importance is attached to the breach of female chastity, except- 
ing when the prejudices of caste may thereby be compromised. 
To their children, they, however, evince strong affection, and 
instances of suicide, by fathers as well as mothers, from. grief 
for the loss of r child, are far from uncommon. The indolence 
of the male sex is insuperable, even by the prospect of gain, 
and the whole labor of thc domestic economy and of agricul. 
ture, excepting only ploughiilg and harrowing, is left to the 
women ; and a rate of wages, greater by one half than that 
which exists in the plains, fails in inducing the voluntary at- 
tendance of day laborers : the people of this class will, however, 
'without hesitation wander hundreds of miles, and spend weeks 
to gain a few annas by peddling the commodities of the plains. 
All mountaineers unite in an excessive distrust of the natives 
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of the low country, whom they regard as a race of swindlm 
and extortioners ; the jealousy with which the mountaineers of 
one pergunnah view those of another amounts to a spirit of 
clanship, which feeling may, doubtless, be ascribed to the state 
of government that, at one time, existed in these hills, when 
every pergunnah and subdivision formed a separate and inde- 
pendant principality. Local attachments are very predomi- 
nant, and an eventual return to their natal village continues to 
be the cherished hope of those, whom the want of means of 
subsistence may have compelled to migrate; from the same 
sentiment, the petty landed proprietors entertain an over- 
whelming affection for their hereditary fields. Of the honesty 
of the hill people, too much praise cannot be given; 
property of all kinds is left exposed in every way, without 
fear and without loss: in those districts whence periodical 
migration to the Tarai takes place, the vlllages are left with al- 
most a single occupant during half the year, and though a great 
part of the property of the villagers remains in their houses, no 
precaution is deemed necessary, except, securing the doora 
against the ingress of animals, which is done by a bar of wood, 
the use of locks being as yet confined to the higher classes. I n  
their pecuniary transactions with each other, the agricultural 
classes have rarely recourse to written engagements, bargains 
concluded by the parties joining hands, (" h t h  ~ l ~ l r n ' ~ )  in token 
of assent prove equally effectual, and binding, as if secured by 
parchment and seala. If exceptions to this general character 
for honesty exist in the hills, they are to be found only in the 
class of hJ or outcastee, who are commonly of loose and 
dissipated habits, confirmed, if not acquired, by continued inter- 
course with the plains. At a former period, the higher orders 
would appear to have been rapacious, oppressive, and vindictive, 
and acts of violence and bloodshed, perpetrated from notives of 
rapine or revenge, were of common occurrence. The impotence 
of the government, which had neither the power to repress 
outrages, nor to redress injuries, was doubtless the principd 
cause of these disorders, which, under the strong and vigorous 
system of the G o r k h ,  soon ceased, and all classes are now 
equally conspicuous for their order and submission to public 
authority. The mountaineers are of a lively disposition, much 
inclined to singing, dancing and sports ; they are alao fond of 
hearing and relating tales, and of puzzling one another with rid- 
dles ; games of ball are prevented by the nature of the country, 
but sports of other kinds are numerous ; and among them the 
Englishman will recognize Hocky, and many other games fami- 
liar to his youth. The most common sedentary amusement8 
are Bagh Bakri, fox and geese, Rawhdr, drafts and chowper ; 



chess and cards (Ganjifa,) are played by the higher classes at 
A l m a  and Srinugar, among whom, more particularly the Brah- 
mins, an inclination for gambling is generally prevalent. The 
svle  of dancing has been noticed among the religious ceremo- 
nies. The singing is of three kinds, each with its peculiar 
time and measure ; lst, the Bharao, a species of dramatic reci- 
tation in which two or more characters are brought forward, 
the measwes varying with the subject. In  this class are also 
comprised the hymns, in honor of the local gods and demigods. 
2nd. The Josa ballads, composed on popular and passing events, 
the time of which is quick and lively, more particularly in the 
chorus. 3rd. The Byri or Bhagnaol, a species of duet, sung 
commonly by a male and a female, who respond to each other 
in extemporary stanzas alternately. The subject has commonly 
reference to the situation or actual occupation of the parties, 
clothed in numerous metaphors and sirnilies, drawn chiefly 
from vegetable products: where the parties are skilful, the 
Byr- is made the vehicle of personal praise or satire : this style 
of singing is highly popular in the Kumaon pergunnahs, and it 
is there a common saying, that no female heart can withstand 
the seductions of an accomplished Byri singer. The measure 
is alow and plaintive. 

The only musical instruments in common use, are drums 
of various kinds, as in the plains, and the shepherd's pipe ; this 
l a w  is rude and simple, formed from the small hill bambu : 
its power, as well as that of the performers, appears to be con- 
fined to a few notes continually repeated and prolonged : when 
heard in the glens and dells, the melody of this instument is 
wild and pleasing. 

An attempt to collect the numerous superstitious beliefs 
current in these hills, would be an endless task, the result of 
which would by no means repay the labor bestowed, as these 
beliefs are for the most part rude and gross, displayi'ng neither 
imq$nation nor refinement in their texture. The moun- 
taineers believe implicitly in the existence of the various,tribes 
of ghosts, evil spirits, demons goblins, fanes, elves, kc., and 
have, moreover, the fullest confidence in the powers of sorcery 
and witchcraft ; a few of the most current superstitions, under 
these several heads, may be stated. 

The ghost tribe is divided into numerous varieties; the 
first and most formidable is the BhGt, or ghost: individuals 
who may have died a violent death, whether by murder, execu- 
tion, drowning, and to whose remains due funeral honore may 



hot have been paid. The Bhu't continues to haunt his descend. 
ants for generatioils in an invisible shape, and requires to be 
occasionally appeased by sacrifices and offeriugs. Masdn or 
imps, are the ghosts of young children, the bodies of whom 
are buried, and not burnt, and who prowl about the villages in 
the shape of bears and other wild animals. 

Tola or Will-o'-the-wisps, are the ghosts of .  bachelors, 
that is of males, who may die at mature age unmarried. The 
society of the Tolas is s~~pposed to be contemned by all other 
classes of ghosts, and they arc, accordingly, seen only in  wild 
and solitary places. 

Airf, the ghost of a person killed in hunting, is believed 
to haunt the forest in which the accident may have occurred, 
and is heard, from time to time, hallooing to its dogs. To 
hear the voice of the Afri portends some calamity to the 
hearer. 

A*, or fairy, the ghosts of young female children ; 
these reslde on the tops of the mountains, but descend at dusk 
to hold their revels in more convenicnt spats. To fall in with 
the train, at the time, is fatal, as the Acheri punish such in- 
trusions with death : they occasionally also molest those who 
may cross the sites of their abodes during the day, mare parti- 
cularly females, who may have any rzd articles of dress on their 
person at the time, the Aclwrf beanng a peculiar antipathy to 
that color. When female children are taken suddenly ill, it is 
immediately concluded that the Acheri have cast their spell or 

, sl~adow (chdyycc3 on the child, with the v k w  of adding her ghost 
to their nnmbcrs. I The optical illusions and shadows, seen in ' variqus mountainous countries, are also occasionally visible on 
some of the mountains in this province, which are accordingly 
celebratcd as the peculiar resort of the Ache<, as the proces- 
sions of elephants, horses!, &c., which sometimes appear on the 
summits, are naturally nscribed to those ideal beings. A hill 
op~~os$e to Srina,qar, is celebrated in this respect ; the train of 
shadows which, from time to time, appears to move along its 
ridge, continnes visible for some minutes, and is, in conse- 
quence, viewed by numbers of the inwhitants of the town. It 
is therefore certain, that these shadows originate in physical 
causes, and are not created by ttic imagination of individuals. 
The theory, by which this illusion is explained in other places, 
is particularly applicable here, a8 the shadows in question, are 
invariably seen at the same how, that is, when the sun ia 
sinking below the horizon. 



The Deos, or demons, form a numerous class, and scarce 
a village but has its particnl~r Deo : some of the tribe are ob- 
noxious to men, others to women or children, while a more 
ignoble race vent their malice on cattle. An account of one 
of these Deo8 will serve as a description of the whole tribe. 
This demon, called Rdnia, haunts the north pergunnahs of Ku- 
maon, removing, occasionally from one place to another ; in his 
migrations, he makes use of a large rock for a steed, on which 
also he nightly perambulates the villages in the vicinity of his 
residence. Though invisible to the eye, his approach is indieat- 
ed by the clattering of his massive courser: he molests only 
females : should he, in his excursions, fall in with, and take a 
fancy to any woman, her fate is assured; from that moment 
she is haunted by him incessantly in her dreams, and gradually 
wasting away, she falls eventually a victim to his passion. Such 
is the ancient belief regarding Rdnia, and an infatuated convic- 
tion of having become the object of his choice, is not uncom- 
monly attended with a fatal termination. 

The power of occasioning siekness, and even death, by 
mgans of incantations, Ghdt, is ascribed to those skilled in witch- 
craft. The Bogsa, or sorcerer, is further supposed to be capa- 
ble of assuming the form of a wild beast (as the man-wolf 
of Germany,) for the purpose of destroying his enemies. 
old man residing near Srim9ar, and practising as a physician, An j 
is a most notorious Bogsa, and is believed by his neighbours 
to be not less than two hundred years old : the reputation of 
having devoured many individuals, d e r  the form of a tiger, 
cost him the loss of his teeth, many of which were extracted, 
by orders of the then RR&, to render him less formidable in 
his future metamorphoses. 

The evil eye has ita effects here, as elsewhere, and many 
cases of sickness are ascribed to its operation. In  Gerhwal, a 
peculiar superstition exists, which ascribes to inanimate objects 
the same effects as the evil eye. This is called Bed,h Hona,liter- 
ally " becoming a mark to ;" av where a new house, from being 
built on an eminence, or from its superior height, becomes a pro- 
minent object to, and overlooks other houses, the latter, in rcspect 
to it, are said to be Bed,h Lugu, or " struck," and the sickness or 
death of the inmates can only be prevented by the lowering or 
total removal of the obnoxious building. This prejudice has 
no connexion with the jealous feelings regarding privacy com- 
mon to the east, as similar effects are ascribed to houses, and 
even rocks on opposite and distant mountains, as well as to erec- 
tiom in the immediate vicinity. With so many imaginary 
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sources of calamity and sickness, independerit of natural causes, 
the population must have become extinct, had not the means of 
prevention and cure for the former existed, possessing the full 
confidence of the inhabitants. Religious ceremonies, sacrifices, 
exorcism, and munter-charms are resorted to in all cases of 
sickness ascribed to the malice of ghosts, demons, fairies, and 
witches. In  cases of temporary affection, such as fits, h. the 
devil is driven out either by flogging the possessed with nettles, 
or by fumigation with some horrible odour. A belief in the 
temporary and occasional presence of a deity in the bodies of 
individuals, is here universally prevalent, and the superstition 
applies equally to all the local deities, and to persons of both 
sexes, of all castes and classes. Individuals subject to the in- 
spiration of some particular deities are, on such occasions con- 
sulted as oracles, but in most instances the fit evaporates in 
dancing : this consists in the motion of the head or body, at 
first ; slow and gradually quickening, till it becomes convulsive, 
and beyond the control of the inspired, and is thus continued 
till utter exhaustion : during this ceremony, the excitement is 
created and kept up by the music of a drum beat by one of the 
spectators. 

Drought, want of fertility in the soil, murrain in cattle, 
and other calamities incident to husbandry, are here invari- 
ably ascribed to the wrath of pwticular gods, to appease which 
recourse is had to various ceremonies. In  the Kumaon districts, 
offerings and singing, and dancing are resorted to on such occa- 
sions : in Gerhwal the measures pursued with the same view, 
are of a peculiar nature, deserving of more particular notice. / 
In  those villages of which Kali is the tutelary divinity a sacrifioe 
of bull buffalos is offered up : the number of animals slaughtered 
on such occasions varies with the means of the inhabitants : each 
buffalo is successively led to the door of the temple for decapits- 
tion : the first stroke is inflicted by the principal eemindar,  and^ 
if not immediately fatal, is followed up by repeated blows from 
the surrounding crowd, until the animal 1s despatched, or rather 
hacked to pieces. /1u villages dedicated to the protection of. 
Mahaaha, propitiatory festivals are held in his honor : at these, 
Badk or rope dancers are engaged to perform on the tight rope, 
Lung, or to slide down an inclined rope stretched Erom the sum- / mit of a clifT to the valley beneath and made fast to posts driven 
into the ground. The Badi sits astride on a wooden saddle, 
to whicli he is tied by thongs : the saddle is similarly secured 
to the bast, or sliding cable, along which it w, by means of 
a deep groove, sand bags are tied to the BadiJ8 feet sufficient to 
secure h b  balance, and he is then, after various ceremonies an& 



the d c e  of a kid, started off. The velocity of his descent 
is very great, and the saddle, however well greased, emits a 
volume of smoke throughout the greater part of his progress. 
The length and inclination of the but  necessarily vary with the 
nature of the cliff, but as the Badf is remunerated at the rate 
of a rupee for every hundred cubits, hence prmed a tola, a cor- 
rect measurement always takes place : the longest bast which 
has fallen within my observation waa twenty-one tola, or 2100 
cubits in length. From the precautions taken as above-men- 
tioned, the only danger to be apprehended by the Badi is from 
the breaking of the rope, to provide against which, the latter, 
commonly from one and a half to two inches in diameter, is 
made wholly by his own hand : the material used is the bhober 
grass. Formerly, if a Badi fell to the ground in his course, he 
was immediately dispatched with a sword by the surrounding 
spectators, but this practice is now of course prohibited : no 
fatal accident has occurred from the performance of this cere- 
mony since 1815, though it is probably celebrated at not less 
than fifty villages in each year. After the completion of the 
sliding, the bwt or rope, is cut up, and distributed among the 
inhabitants of the village, who hang the pieces as charms at the 
eaves of their houses. The hair of the Badi is also taken and 
preserved as possessing similar virtues. I n  being thus made 
the organ to obtain fertility for the lands of others, the Badf 
is supposed to entail sterility on his own ; and it is firmly be- 
lieved, that no grain aown with his hand can ever vegetate. 
Each district has its hereditary Badf who is supported by 
annual contributions on grain from the inhabitants, and by 
remunerations for his performance, at the occasional festivals 
in question. (. 

I n  the Kumaon districts, a practice prevailed at the festival 
af the Bagwali, of thc males of several villages, meeting toge- 
ther at a particular spot, and there, divided into two parties, ij? eageging with slings. Each party took post on the opposite 
bank of a stream, the passage of which formed the object of . 
contest : as the mountaineers are generally expert in throwing 
stones with this instrument, bones were frequently broken, 
and even fatal accidents sometimes occurred in this sport. The 
apprehension of incurring a charge of murder in the event of 
such fatal termination, has led to the almost total cessation of 
the practice since 1815. 



A P P E N D I X .  

LIST OF EXPORTS FROAM THE HILU M THE PLAINS. 

Hil l  Papa. 
IiUl Bunbur. 
Wooden Veuelr. 
Hides. 
Cowtails. (Chaurs.) 
Ponies. 
Cattle. 
Gold Dust. 
Imn. 
Copper in bur. 
Course -, (Pan- 

Graio, of dl b d a .  
Pulse, ditto ditto. 
Oil Seeds, ditto ditto. 
Turmeric. 
Ginger, green and dry.  
S&on. Ciuhmere. 
Ditto, Hill. (Nagkw.:,  
Hill Cardamurnr 
Yari. FrankIncensc. 
Kalki. 
Laljrt .  
Nerhiissl, Zedoy .  
Archa, Rhubarb. 
ChelrPitr 

PRODUCE OF THE TARAI, EXPORTED TO THE PLAIIIS. 

Mitha. 
'Vuions khds  of Buk. 
Root. and Herbs, used 

dther for dyea or ma- 
diciues. 

TeJ Pat, leaves of wild 
Cinnamon. 

Red Pepprx. 
Dmnps, Hill Pomegra- 
nates. 

Walnuts and Hazehub. 
Pine Almonds. 
Sweet Potptas, (Qnya.) 
Hemp. 

I 
P 

LIST OF IMPORTS FROY THE PLAINS. 

I I I 

Hempen. Cloth. 
Chirm. 
Opium. 
Ghce. 
011. 
l lonq. 
Wax. 
Muek. 
Hawks. 
Boru. 
SBqjY. (Blhuncn.) 
Khan Mitti, (Chplk.) 
Harital. 
Bircb Bprk. 

Timbers. 
RpRera. 
Planks. 
Bmhus. 
ou and s n g u  Mills. 
Ebony. 
Firewood. 

Wooden Vessels. 
Charcd.  
Lime. 
Gum. 
Gum Lac. 
Kath. 
Ghse. 

cotton Piece Qoods, 
Country andEnrope. 

Cntton Print., do. do. 
silk Gwas. 
Broad Cloth. 
cotton and Cotton 
Thread. 

Wool. 
Blankets. 

Oil. 
G d n .  of dl kind.. 
Pnlec., ditto ditto. 
Oil See&, ditto ditto. 
Sweet Potatoes, (Guya.) 
Tunncric. 
Rcd Pepper. 

Tobarro, n w  and pre- 

Gnr, soft Sngu, 6- 
Candy. 

Salt. 
Spices of nllklnds. 
Betelnut. 
Cocoanuts. 
Med F ~ l t s .  
soap. 

Baber grass. 
Mung ditto. 
Tat. 
Bprr 

Roghen. 
Ban8 LOChm. 

Indigo, Lac, and other 
Dyes. 

~ l m ,  Po-, &. 
Sulphur and d o u r  
drugs. 

H d - w u e  of all kinds. 
In CEu. 

rops. 
To'r Bdl Lookh  

GLunea, &c. 

Tin. 
Ranch. 
Lepd. 
Q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  

Coral. 
Pearls md Jnrels. 
Gold and Silver 
Laces and 'nuend. 

~ o n n t r y  Paper .nd 
Ink. 
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S T A T E M E N T  A s  
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S T A T I S T I C A L  R E P O R T  

B R O T E A  M E H A L S  

K U M A O N ,  

GEORGE WILLIAM TRAILL, ESQ. 

Conunisttioner for the &&ru of Kumaon. 

TEE name of Bhot is here, properly speaking, applicaMe 
oniy to the Himalaya ranges, which once formed a part of the 
adjacent nbet province of M o t -  Since the annexation of that 
tract to the states of Kumaopl and Gerhwal, a portion of the 
neighbouring pergunnah has been incorporated with the several 
Bhot mehals. These villages have mostly continued in the 
occupation of the Hindu proprietors, and as they offer no 
peculiarities in regard to produce or manajjement, no further 
notice of them will be taken in the present report, which will, 
consequently, refer solely to &t in ita restricted sense. 

The northern boundary, as recognised by the Tibet Go- 
vernment, extends to the commencement of the table land : for 
the southern boundary the opposite base of the Himalaya 
range may be assigned. With these limits, Bhot may be esti- 
mated as forming one-third of the province. The southern line 
of demarcation is, by no means, continued or well defined, in- 
tervals between the snowy peak presenting themselves in the 
neighbourhood of the principal rivers ; the most considerable of 
these occurs at the foot of the Nlti pass, where the line of per- 
petual snow recedes full a quarter of a degree to the north. 
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At the intervals in question, are found the mouths of the 
Tartar passes, five in number, and commencing from the west, 
a8 follows : 

Manu, on the Saramatf, B~~~~~~~ of the G ~ ~ ~ ~ .  \ ' 

Niti, on the Duli, . .. . 4 

Juwar, on the Gaurf, . . 
Damn,  on the Dhouli, . . Branches of the Sarda or Gog~. 
Byanre, on the Kalb . . 
The productive and habitable portion of Bhot, is confined ., !, to the passes and their immediate neighbourhood, and does not i 

exceed a sixteenth of its total extent; the remainder consists of 
snow or barren rocks. 

i 

The minimum elevation in the several passes may be taken 
at six thousand feet above the sea, while at their crests, the 

' 1 
height varies from above twenty thousand feet on Mana, to a 
about fifteen thousand feet on Byanse. The altitudes of the 
peaks, have been calculated by Captain Webb : the maximum 
appears to be above twenty five thousand feet.* 

The paths to the passes, continue along the upper part of 
the rivers abovementioned, till near the crest of the ridge, 
which is crossed in those parts offering least difficulty in the 
ascent, and it is here only that snow is not met with during 
the season of intercourse. Roads of communication through ? the Himalaya unite the passes from east to west, but these are , 
passable, during a few days only in  each year, and are consider- 
ed at all times as dangerous by the Bhoteas themselves. Roade 
of this description formerly used, are now impracticable, owing 
to the increase of snow. The interior of the Himalaya, except 
at the passes and paths in question, is inaccessible, and appears 
to be daily becoming more so from the gradual extension of the 
zone of perpetual snow. The Bhotcas hear universal testimony 
to the fact of such extension and point out ridges now never free 
from snow, which, within the memory of man, were clothed with 
forest, and afforded periodical pastures for sheep : they even 
state, that the avalanches, detached from the lofty peaks, occa- 
sionally present pieces of wood frozen in their centre. 

The r o d s  in the passes are carried as near as possible to 
the margin of the river, and only deviate from thence as a last 

Note-The height of the peek Narnda nevi,  is, by Captain Webb's operations 
95,669 feet : ditto ditto by Mnjor Hodgson and Captain Herbert, 25,749 ; ditto mean 
kciht 25,709. 
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resource, where a rocky precipice, impassable by other means, 
presents itself. Obstructions of this nature, which are here fre- 
quent, are, if feasible, avoided by means of bridges ; as they are 
surmounted by the aid of a scaffolding formed of spars, and 
supported by joists, fastened horizontally in the face of the rock, 
this expedient is only pursued where natural crevices or ledges 
are available. Where a passage over the obstruction is inevita- 
ble, a considerable detour is usually necessary for that purpose, 
and the road, in these cases, is always difllcult, and sometimes 
attended with danger. 

The bridges are of the Sanga kind, and being intended 
for the passage of laden animals, they are made with greater 
attention and better materials, than are commonly given by the 
zemindars of other parts of the province, to such erections. I n  
the early part of the 'season, natural bridges of snow, formed 
from the accumulation of avalanches, abound, more particularly 
in the upper part of the gMts, where the strcam is invisible 
during much of its course. 

The frequency of mountain slips, paira, renders the 
preservation of the road an object of constant toil to the B h -  
teas. By accidents of this nature, the course of the iiver is 

( sometimes completely blocked up for two or three successive 
~ - 1  day#, and every part of the path-way, within its rcach, is swept 

away by the accumulated torrent, not an atom of soil being leh 
on which to found a new road ; on forming the latter a devia- 
tion from the old line and level becomes necessary in conse- 
quence. 

The passes, taking their whole extent, may be said to be 
barely practicable. The Bhoteas trhvel through them without 
difficulty under burthens, but natives of other quarters of the 
hills are compelled, in many places, to proceed with the utmost 
caution, even without loads; at such pointa animals of every 
description require the assistance of manual labour; the larger 
kinds, such as ponies and cattle, are raised or lowered, accord- 
ing to the nature of the obstruction, by means of slings passed 
romd their bodies. 

Comparatively speaking, the Nitl is considered as the be&, 
the Juwar as the most difficult pass in this province. A tradi- 

J tion is here current, that when Bhot was originally conquered 
by the Kumaon power, a road was formed by the invading army 
to facilitate its progress through the ghht ; this operation, the 
commander (Raja Baz Bahadur Chand) is said to have personally 
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superintended, paying a rupee with his own hand, for every 
cup full of earth brought to the spot. This tale doubtless 
partakes of the usual style of Eastern hyperbole, but it is de- 
prived of much of its apparent exaggeration, on inspection of 
the country in that quarter. During the rainy season, to inse- 
curity under foot must be added insecurity over head. Frag- 
ments of rock gull, and avalanches, huin gull, are continually 
detached from the impending cliffs, and annually occasion 
fatal accidents in each of the ghbts. 

The Bhot mehals present only fifty-nine villages, within 
the ghats, hstributed as undermentioned ; comparatively 
speaking, these are of good size, the village of Mellm, alone 
(in the Juwar pass,) contains near two hundred houses, a num- 
ber greater than is to be found in any other village in the pro- 
vince. 

The houses are commonly large, consisting of two or more 
stories, substantially built of stone, with sloping roofs of slate, 
planks, or gravel beat smooth ; where this last material is made 
use of, a previous layer of birch bark is requisite to render the : 
roof water-proof. I n  the choice of a site for building, security * 
from avalanches forms the primary consideration, but even the 
greatest foresight sometimes proves vain. I n  1822, more than 
twenty houses were swept away by an avalanche in the village 
of Mana ; although i t  is, at least, two miles distant from the 
peak whence the destructive mass must have proceeded. This 
catastrophe took place, fortunately, during the periodical 
absenco of the inhabitants. 

.... Mana,. ... .... .... 
N i ~ i ,  .... . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  ...... .... Juwar, . . .... 

.... Darma, . . ..... ..... 

. . . . . . . .  Byuse, . . .... 
Total, .... 

No complete enumeration has been made of the population L:' 
ill Bhot, but sufficient data exist for computing the average of 
residents in each house to exceed seven. The Bhoteas are, ge- 
nerally, in good circumstances, and many individuals possess one 
or more slaves or domestics, who, with their families, live under 
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24 
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219 
455 
34 2 
181 ---- 

1325 
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the same roof with their masters. This estimate will give a 
total of near ten thousand inhabitants,'of whom, probably, nine- 
tenths are Rhoteas, and one-tenth natives of other parts, chicfly 
artificers of low caste. The Bhoteas, who reside permauently 111 
the villages, at the mopth of the ghdt, and not included in the 
foregoing, may be estimated at aboutfive hundred. Prejudices in 
regard to caste, joined to the jealousy of the Bhoteas for their 
commericd monopoly, prevent the permanent establishment of 
Hindus within the yirdt8 ; by the latter cause also, furthcr emi- 
grations from Tibet are impeded. 

The following brief view of the climate must be understood 
aa solely applicable to the habitable parts ; the state of tempe- 
rature in the elevated portion contiguous to, or within the zone 
of, perpetual congelation, will only be cursorily noticed, as in- 
fluenclng the productions of the soil. 

I n  the absence of a regular series of observations general 
remarks only can be offered. During full half the year, the 
surface is wholly covered with snow ; this begins to be about 
the end of September, apd continues to accumulate to the be- 
ginning of April. Thaw then becomes predominant, though par- 

J 
tial falls occur till even late in May. In opetl and level situa- 
tions, unaffected by drifts or avalanches, the bed of snow which 
at its maximum depth, varies in different years, from six to 
twelve feet, is wholly dissipated by the first week in June ; 
in ravines and hollows, it does not entircly disappear before 
the middle of July. The seasons of spring, summer and au- 
tumn, are comprised within five months, from May to Septem- 
ber inclusive ; but an interval of four months, without a fall of 
snow, is rare. During these seaeons, the thcrmometer (Fahren- 
heit,) at sunrise ranges from 40' to 55', and at mid-day, fiom 
65' to 7 5 O  in the shade, and from 90" to 110' in the sun. 

. Towards the middle of August, the temperature becomes 
precarious and liable to sudden changes, consequent on the state 
of weather which may prevail on the surrounding heights ; falls 
of snow, in that quarter, producing slight frosts in the neigh- 
bouring valleys by such occurrences the ripening crops are some-. 
times wholly burnt up. The Bhteas firmly believe that falls of 
snow may be induced by concussions in the air. The use of fire- 
arms, musical instruments, and, in D a m ,  even the scrubbing 
of metal vessels, are prohibited in the neighbourhood of villages, 

. Rain is here neither heaG nor frequent ; there is, however, 
a constant succeesion of dense clouds and mists. 

4 
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- The soil is commonly black and contains much decayed 
vegetable matter washed down by the melted snows; it would 
however appear to require large supplies of manure to render it 
productive. The surface is every where extremely stony. 

After the preceding notice of the climate, it is almost 
superfluous to mention, that only one crop is obtained in each 
yenr, the agricultural products are phapur and ugal, two va- 
rieties of buck wheat, uii jao, and jao, beardless and com- 
mon barley. Wheat and marsa, a species of amaranthus, are 

artially cultivated. In the richest and beat watered lauds, 
garley yields a return of from twenty to forty fold, according 
as the temperature may be affected by the proximity of snow. 
I n  the poor lands, whch may not be capable of irrigation, I 

from three to six for one, is the average produce. The plrapar, 
which does not require irrigation, gives from thirty to forty 
fold. 

Both wheat and mama are uncertain, the crop in many 
seasons never reaching maturity, and in the most favorable 
years being far from abundant. Phapur would appear to be 
indigenous, as it is to be found wild on all high mountains. 

bi' 

The operations and implements of husbandry present no 
novelties : the ploughing commences as early as the melting of 
the snow will admit, and the sowing is comrnonlp completed by 
the first week in June. By the middle of September, the'crop 
is ready for the sickle: to this period the irrigation of the 
wheat and hrvley is continued, the streams of melt+ snow 
being directed for that purpose, whenever available. Severe win- 
ters, attended with heavy snows, prove more or less injurioue 
in their consequences to the succeeding crops. The Bhot vil- 
ages are all situated on the northern side of the great chain of 
if imdoya peaks, and are all, in some degree, subject to the 
influence of its snows, and of its shade. By any unusunl 
accurn~dation of snow on the aummit, the inferior bed is forced f 
down, and with it, the influence of, if not the line of perpetual 
congelation itself, descends : those villages which are contigu- 
ous to the peaks, and are unsheltered by intervening heights, 
suffer severely from such occurrences, as it sometimes requires 
the hcat of more than one summer to throw back the snow 
to its former level. The village of Laspa, in the Juwar ~ h 8 t  
ha* been rendcred wholly unproductive during two years, by 
an accident of this kind. This village lies on the northern 
base of the great peak of Nanda Devi, but is the southem-most 
and leaat elevated within the g u t  : the peculiarities of its si- 
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tuation as the link of connection between Hindustan and Tar- 
tary, and the proximity of a still more sterile country in the 
latter, could alone induce cultivation in a tract where produc- 
tion is always precarious and never abundant. 

Turnips and leeks are the only vegetables raised in Bhot, 
but many useful roots and herbs are spontaneously produced, 
among these are, the wild garlic, celery, rhubarb, frankincense 
(mari or balchar) laljari, chora, bhotkes and katki, objects of 

i export to Elindustan. The rhubarb is somewhat inferior in its 
t color and properties to the Turkey, and the Bhoteas do not take 

it inwardly, though they apply the powder towounds and bruises: \? i t  is also used as an ingredient in the formation of a red dye, 
in conjunction with munjith and potash. The manjith is here 
extremely abundant; but, except for local consumption, is in 
no demand. 

The indigenous fruits are gooseberries, currants, red and 
white, raspberries, strawberries, and pears, none of which receive 
culture. Apricots and peaches have been partidy introduced 
by the Bhotea8, but attain neither size or flavor. Walnuts and 
hazelnuts are comrnon in the low grounds ; the nut of the for- \,,/ mer contains little or no kernel, the latter is small, but well 

5. tasted. 

The forests in the southern and least elevated parts of the 
gh$t, otier marly varieties of tree common to other parts of 

f the province ; the most flourishing of these are the oaks and 
pines of difl'erent kinds. Specilnells of the deodar, pine, and ' 
of the suryi, or arbor vite, with trunks of fmm twenty to  
twenty-five feet in circumference, are by no means uncommon. 

With the increase of elevation, a gradual change in the  
composition of the forest takes place : to red rhododendrons, 
deodars, and oaks, succeed the raissala or king pine, thuner8, 
or yew, nuspati* or white rhododendron, and bindhara, o r  
juniper, while above all is found the blq' or birch, on the very 
verge of perpetual snow. 

The bark of this latter is highly useful, as a substitute for 
paper, and for other domestic purposes, and is exported in con- 

, siderable quantities to the plains. The sprigs of the bindhcsra 

, i (juniper) and of the suryi (arbor vitre,) are used in the prepa- '- '. .* 

+ Nupati, so called from the-leaf-being used dry, and pounded u md. 
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ration of yeast, balma. The most common shrubs are the 
parpinja (ground cypress,) dog roses, red and white, and 
mee t  briar. 

: i' 
Flowers are plentiful, more particularly the Iris and '' 

Anemone. 

The domestic animals are horned cattle, ponies, sheep, . 
goats, dogs, and cats. 

The homed cattle are of three kinds. lst, the common 
hill black cattle, of which a few are carried up for the supply of 
milk, and of agricultural labor. 2ndly, the mra gai, or yak, 
imported from Tartary, chiefly for the purpose of carriage, for 
which it is well adapted by its strength ; its employment is, 
however, restricted to the Himalaya, owing to its extreme sus- 
ceptibility of heat and moisture. 'l'he third kind consists of 
mules, bred between the two foregoing species. Where the 
sire is a yak, the produce is called jabbu, and in the opposite 
cross, it is called garjo. These breed freely together, or with 
the parent stock ; but in the former cue, ttik race degcilerates : 
in the latter, the produce resumes t l ~ e  character of the parent, 
into which i t  may be re-bred. Of these mules, the j u B h  is the 
most valuable, being found to possess the good qualities of both 
parents in an essential degree. The value of the yak and of 
the jabbu is nearly the same-from fifteen to thirty rupees for 
each animal. 

Sheep and goats are numerous, and form the principal 
means of transport; they are not, however, bred to any great 
extent by the Shotem, but are purchased by them in the vil- 
lagcs, along the south base of the Himulayq the animals of 
that quarter alone, being found capable of standing the changes 
of climate and the unceasing labor to which their employme~it 
subjects them. The pasture on the ranges adjoining to the 
Himalaya, is found in a peculiar degree nutritive to sheep ; on 
the melting of the winter snows, towards the end of March, 
these mountains which, though lofty, are by no means precipi- 
tous, become covered with verdure, and are then resorted to 
by the flocks of the neighbourhood. A few days are said to 
suffice to restore the animals to condition, though ever so much 
reduced by the fasts and rigors of the preceding winter. The 
grass of these pastures is distinguished by the shepherds, 
under a particular name, and has the universal reputation of 
being inexhaustihle, the growth during the night beiug said to 
compensate fully for the consumption of the day. The flocks 
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continue here till the commencement of the rains, when they 
are driven to less rich pastures on the more southern ridges ; 
with the setting in of winter, they return to the villages. 
During this season, the sheep are compelled to browse with the 
goats ; branches, chiefly of the oak, being cut down for them : 
the, use of b h h i  is here unknown, though the animals a& 
turned into the stubble fields; neither is hay, though stored 
in small quantities for cattle, ever given to sheep. I n  some 
parts of Gerhwal, the leaves of trees, particularly of the mu]- 
berry, are dried and stocked in autumn, to serve as fodder for 
the winter. The kirnmu or mulberry, is there, consequently, 
much valued, and the property in its foliage forms an object of 
sde  and purchase, distinct from the land. 

While on the mountains, the flocks are secured during the 
night in folds ; these are situated along the ridges, and being 
intended for annual resort, are substantially built with layers of 
dry stone : the wall is raised to nine or ten feet, so as to ex- 
clude beasts of prey : only a single door of entrance is left, 
and that of the smallest dimensions, with the same view, as the 
leopards, when the door is high, break it down without diffi- 
culty, by leaping against it. I n  the interior, sloping c h ' h p p ~ ~  
we erected along one or more sides, according to the number 
of animals to be sheltered. Every village has commonly its 
~eparate fold at each of the periodical pastures ; the ridges in 
question, consequently, exhibit the appearance of a chain of for- 
tified posts, the resemblance being increased by the individual 
sites of these erections, which, with a view to facility of drain- 
ing, are placed on the summits of rising grounds. 

The wool is of good quality, and is wholly consumed on the 
spot, in the manufawe  of blankets. 

The sheep cnrriea a burthen of h m  five to eight seers, 
and the goat fiom six to twelve seers : all dry commodities, 
the *eight of which can be equally apportioned on both sides, 
map be conveyed on these animals. Grain, borax, salt, grir and 
such articlvx, me sewn up in small saddle bags, called karbik, 
made nf worsted, aud cased with leather; these are laid across 
the back, and are secnred merely by a crupper and a breast band. 
Wool and other products of the same description are formed 
into similar packages, and loaded in the same mode, but with- 
out bags. Laden sheep on short journeys, can accomplish 
seven or eight miles a day; but for a continuance, cannot keep 
up a gretter rate than five miles.; they travel only for a short 
time in the morning and iu the evening, during the heat of the  
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day, they are unloaded and suffered to graze. G-oats are chosen, 
from their superior boldness and activity, as leaders of the flock, 
and are furnished with bells. 

The common diseases of sheep, such as rot, mange, small 
pox, &c. are all here prevalent, and in some pears, extremely 
destructive ; the goats are further liable, in wct weather, to a 
species of barsati called khuri, which frequently terminates in 
the loss of the hoofs. 

The casualties are further augmented by exposure and 
fatigue, by amidents, and by wild beasts ; and as the females- 
even those with young at their feet-are not exempted h m  
labor, it can be a matter of no surprise, that the Bhotea annual- 
ly finds himself called on to make a fresh outlay for keeping 
up hie stock. Many of the Juwari Bhoteas possess flocks of 
Tibet sheep ; this is a powerful long-legged animal, resembling 
the Iceland ram, and similarly subject to produce an additional 
number of horns, individuals being sometimes found with ae 
many aa five horns. This sheep carries from fifteen to twenty 
seers, its wool is also of a superior kind, known in commerce 
under the name of bayengi, and the price is, at the same 
time, not greater than that of the common hill sheep; these 
considerations would lead to its exclusive introduction were 
it found capable of euduring the change of climate, but 
failure in this latter point, re~tricts its employment, as in 
the yak to the H i d a y a  and its native country. These flocks 
rue,-in consequence, kept by their owners at some adjoining 
village in Tibet, and are brought into use on the opening of the 
upper part of the ghat. The goats consumed for food and 
sacrifices, are also procured from Tibet ; they are of the de- 
scription which yields the shawl wool, and are to be purchased 
the& at from twelve annas to two rupees each. 

The horses in use here, are small stout ponies of Turtar 
breed, called gunts : these animals are remarkably sure-footed, 
and consequently, well adapted for the rocky and precipitous 
roads of the hills ; they have the further merit of not requiring 
shoes, and are invariably ridden unshod. The price has, of 
late years, been much enhanced by the demand of European 
gentlemen; a poney of good qualifications not being procura- 
ble for less than from sixty to one hundred rupees, near treble 
the former rates. 

Dogs are of two qecies, the Rbet, a large animal with a 
shaggy coat, kept for guarding sheep against the depredntions 
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of wild beasts; and, the hill shikari, or hunting dog, which 
does not differ in appearance from the common pariah dog of 
the plains, but is valuable from his qualifications for the chase. 
They are commonly used singly, or at most in pairs, and from 
their perseverance and goodness of nose, are generally s u c c e s a  
in their pursuit of game. The deer, when raised, is driven by 
them down into the glen, wberc a part of the hunters lie in 
wait, armed with spears or matchlocks. The Bhoteas are par- 
ticularly fond of this sport, and pay comparatively large prices 
for dogs of good character. To improve the breed, they some- 
times cross the shikari dog with the bownsa or koya, (wild- 
dog) caught young and reared with that view. T b s  animal 
cannot be made available for hunting, as i t  ' seizes indisckmi- 
nately on every animal, whether wild or domestic, which 
comes in view. 

Dogs of the Tibet breed are subject to hydrophobia: 
the treatment employed by the Bhoteas in cases of bites 
from animals in that state is simple and said to be gene- 
rally efficacious : the part bitten is immediately subjected 

I to the operation of burning, either by guh, or by a red 
! hot iron, and a ligature is at the same time tied above 

the wound. For the space of fifteen days, the patient is 
debarred from the use of salt, spices, and heating food, and 
for the same period is daily magnetized by some skilful 
.adept. The efficacy of the treatment depends on the actual tau- 

t e r ~ .  The magnetism is not likely to be of much use. Of the 
success of this system of treatment, an instance fell under my 
own observation, in which not a shadow of doubt could exist of . 
the rabidness of the animal by which the bite was infiicted. 

The wild animals peculiar to Bhot are- 

The bar$, or tawny bear, said to be white in winter. 
This animal exceeds the common black species in size, and is 
carniverous. Bharel, wild sheep, found only in the loftiest 
prtrts of the Himalaya, its size is that of the hill ram, color 
grey, with black points, hair thick and wiry, horns remarkably 
large and heavy, but curled as in the common ram. Vulgar fame 
represents this animal as falling, ultimately, a victim to the 
weight of his horns, being rendered thereby incapable of mov- 
ing. Kastliri, musk deer, requires no description; it abounds 
along the base of the Himalaya, where it is in a great measure 
secured from the pursuit of hunters by the difficulties of the 
country; but for this circumstance, the value of its produce 
mould, probably, have long since led to its extermination. The 



huantity and quality of the musk, are supposed to depend on 
the animal not being wounded, previous to the excision of the 
bag. Recourse is, consequently, very rarely had to fire-arms for 
its destruction. Pit-falls and snares are the means comruonly 
resorted to for this purpose. I n  the latter mode, a fence of 
$luck bushes is carried along the face of the mountain, a few 
small openings being left at distant intervals : in these are set 
the snares, and the animals are caught when descending at 
night to feed. A few are occasionally run down by dogs. 
Musk sells on the spot at from 8 to 12 rupees the tola. 
The number of deer killed in a season seldom, probably, 
amounts to a hundred, though, from the impositions practised 
in the sale of this article, full double that number of musk bags, 
exclusive of those imported from Tartary, are annually disposed 
of in this province. "Bhia," marmot, asmall brown kind, 
numerous in the upper parta of the ghtlts, " kukar," ferret, 
small, of an orange color, abounds in the villages, where it bur- \? ! 

rows in the wda'of the houses : zeal in destroying rats secures 
to it the protection of the inhabitants. The rats are numerolls ; 
they offer the peculiarity of tails not exceeding half an inch in 
length. Most of the aniulals here enumerated have the repu- 
tation, as noticed in the case of the (' barji," of assuming, in 
winter, the appearance of the surrounding snow. The inac- 
cessibility of the interior during that season, renders the ascer- 
tainment of this fact difficult. 

The birds peculiar to Bhot consist of the- 

Falcon and hawk, which breed on the aouthern ranges; 
these birds once formed an article of profitable export to Hin- 
dustan, but the demand is now trifling. They are caught in 
decoys called " kothm," which are formed by a wall of netting 
erected on three sides, the fourth aide and the top being left , ,z' 

:.f 
open ; on this side the fowler lies concealed and by suddenly 
emerging when the hawk stoops to seize the bait, drives it in 
&g against the nets. The bait used is commonly a pigeon. 
The spots adapted for these " k o t h , "  and at the same time 
the resort of the hawks, are far from numerous, they are all 
situated on high and open ridges, far removed h m  the dlages. 

"Hitin WYl," (bird of snow) the Ptarmigan. 

c'Mukao," wild pigeon, mottled black and white. 

"Kyang," cornish chough, easily known from the common 
jackdaw, by its brightacarlet bill an3 legs. During the rum- 

N 
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mer seasoh, many of the common species of birda, large d 
! small, migrate thither. 

Neither fish nor reptiles of any kind exist. 

Insects are far from abundant, although they swarm along 
the contiguous ranges. 

. The " bhaunr," or wild bee, which builds its nest in the 
southern parts of the Himalaya, has been already noticed. 

Granite and quartz appear to be the prevailing descriptions 
of rock. The only minerals yet discovered are iron, sulphur, 

i and yellow arsenic. The ore of the former abounde, but is 

j psed only for red coloring matter; the second is found in two 
pr three hot springs at the mouth of the Juwdr pass, but not in 
sufficient quantity to repay the labor of working for. The yel. 
low arsenic is dug for in two or three places within the 
D a m  and JEW& guts,  but the aggregate produce is trifling. 

Rock crystal is common, and specimens of considerable 
magnitude are occasionally procured. Fossil bones and or. 

nic remains exist in the most elevated parts of the g u t %  
&e former hare called BIji Ila, lightning bones, are chiefly 
found at the crest of the Nfti pass : the latter, called Chaka* 

. Patar, from its resemblance to a wheel, is procured in a ravine 
on the northern face of the Mana pass. In  both instances, 
the elevation may be assumed at seventeen thousand feet 
above the sea. 

Hot springe are numerous throughout the I T i a  chain, 
the tern rature is found nearly the same in all, fmm 130° to 
138O of 5 ahrenheit. No volcano is positively known to exist, 
but there are grounds for suspecting that the Nanda Deti pe& 
contains something of the kind ; the Bhteas and natives of the 
neighbouring districts bear unanimous testimony to the 
sional appearance of smoke on its summit : this is attributed by 
them to the actual residence of a deity, and has, accordingly, 
invested that peak with particular sanctity. A religious dh;. 
is held every twelfth year, at the highest accessible point, 
which is, however, about a mile h m  the summit : further pro- 
gress is rendered impossible by a wall of perpendicular ice. 
The dangers and difficulties incurred by the pilgrims are repre- 
sented as most appalling, and of the many hundreds who s tar t  
at each successive period, not fifty find courage to complete t h e  
enterprise. Under these circumstances, it is scarcely possible- - 

4 



that the question of a crater can be eaer decided h aetual 
inspection. It is but just to add, that the extreme altitude of 
this ' peak (already noticed) joined to its monolithic appear-' 
ance, *ht, independent of any other considerations, have ren-' 
dered it sacred in Hindu Mythology. 

, Personal appearance, language, religion, custamq and tra- i\pf 
dition, all unite in pointing the origin of the present inhabi: 
tants to the adjoining Tartar province of Tibet. 

In the Mana, Niti, Juwar, and Byansepasses, the principal 
Bhoteas still trace the emigration of their individual ancestors 
from some one of the villages or towns in that quarter. The 
colonization of these guts,  would not appear to have taken 
place simultaneously throughout their extent : the first body of 
emigrants established itself in the villages at the mouth of the . 
ghAt from which the Hindu occupants were forcibly driven, 
the remaining villages were settled by succeeding adventurers 

' 

at different intervals, and migration continued to be directed 
thither till the final dismemberment of the Hirnalaya chain 
from nbet, The intimate intercourse wltich has continued to 
subsist with the mother country since that event, has prevented 
a variation in language, and the dialect spoken in those ghAts, 
i s  strictly that of the adjoining Tartar tribe. 

These abservations do not apply to the Darma gMt : its 
inhabitants though equally of Tartar origin, are trdtionally 
derived from a different race, and their settlement is traced 
through the circuitous route of Hindustan. They are here 
considered as the descendants of a hody of Mongal Tartars, 
which was left to secure possession of Kunam after its subjec- 
tion to T-IMuR. This force, thinned by disease and the sword, 
ultimately retreated to the Duma pass, and there formed a 
permanent establishment. 

The histories of TIMUR, mention the subjugation of these 
hills by one of his Atabegs, a fact which is also confirmed by 
the local records : these consist of little more than an enume- 
ration of former Rajas, with the duration of their respective kFqJJ 
reigns; they, however, note an interregnum of about twenty 
years, during which the Mogul sway continued. Vestiges of 
this race are still found in the centre of the province, particu- 
larly at Dewara and Sagemar, consisting of tombs, constructed 
with large flat tiles, and in other respects, subatantially built ; 
these cannot, consequently, be attributed to the aborigines, 
who were too rude to have made use of tiles or bricks for my 



purpose, while they differ both in form and appearance fiom 
the graves of Jogis, the only class of Hindus which adopts se+ 
pulture. I t  is therefore to Tartars or Mahomedans only that 
these graves can be ascribed. The extreme sanctity of Bages- 
war, a principal " Prag," or Jamtran, precludes the supposition 
that either of these sects would have been suffered, as subjects 
of a Hindu government, to pollute that place with their dead, 
while the Mahomedana, as is well known, ware never able to 
effect any conquests within these hills. By the natives, theae 
tombs* are chlled Mogul. The D a m  Bhoteas from the asso- 
ciation d the Mahomedan creed with the name of Mogul, repel 
as an insult, the extraction here attributed to them ; they are, 
nevertheless, unable to assign any other, while the difference in 
language, customs, and dress, particularly of the females, proves 
that they could not have had a common origin with the other 
Bhoteas. No opportunity has been offered for comparing the 
Dmma dialect with that of the Moguls. 

The religion of the Bhoteas has been naturally influenced 
by their peculiar situation and pursuits, subjected to a govern- 
ment, which, as regarded the infringement of its religibus tenets, 
was ever intolerant. The Bhotem have been compelled to con- 
form with the Hindu prejudices ; continued intercourse with 
the latter sect has also led to a gradual adoption of many of i k  
superstitions, while the annual communications maintained with 
Tibet have served to keep alive the belief of their forefathers. 
The Bhoteas may now be regarded as Pantheists, paying equal 
adoration at every temple, whether ereded hy the followers af 

* 

Brahma, of Budd,h, or of the Lama. The only temples in Bhot f me small rude buildings erected with loose stones, merely 
"sufficient to shelter the idol. The Bhoteas have no priests of 

. their own caste, but avail thcmselves, according to circum. 
stances, of the services of a Brahmin or of a Lama. Among 
the Darma Bhoteas, divination is practised; the omens are 
taken from the reeking liver of a goat or sheep, sacrificed for the 
purpose, by ripping up its belly. No undertaking of import- 
ance is commenced without this ceremony; when the firat 
augury proves unfavorable, fresh animals are sacrificed, and 
further inspections made ; the result of the majority of omem 
decides the question. The office of diviner appears to be as. 
a w e d  indiscriminately by all males of good age ; certain pre- 
vious purifications are undergone on each occasion. 

* Gold ornaments and arms are reported to have been occasionally found i q  
them, meral graves have been exposed in digging foundations at Bagenvur since 
1816, but they contained only s d  earthenme lamps. I 
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The Bhoteas ought necessarily to have no distinctions of 
caste : the Maw, Nfti, and Juwar Bhoteae, however, pretend to 
consider those of the Durma and Byawe ghilts as an inferior 
sect, and neither eat nor intermarry with them, The descend- 
ants of the first colonists in the villages at the mouths of the  
ghfrts, who now confine their pursuits to agriculture, and main. 
tain no direct intercourse with fihet, d e c t  similar pretensions 
in regard to the Bhoteas within the ghAta, while all unite in 
assumptions of superiority to the natives of nbet, though on 
their annual visits to that country, they are compelled to drink 
tea at the houses of their several correspondents, such ceremo. 
py being there an indispensable preliminary to every commer- 
cial dealing. Of late years, the Juwm Bhoteas have affected to 
imitate the niceties and scruples of Hindus, in regard to food, and 
have assumed the designation of " S i d  ;" but they have derived 
no consideration from these pretensions, and continue to be re. 
garded with abhorrence by the Hindw, as descendants from 8 
cow-killing race. The policy which may have dictated this 
line of conduct having now ceased, with the abrogationof 
the Brahminical government, it may be expected that these 
pretensions wil l  gradually disappear, and that the Bho. 
teas will relapsg into the unscrupulous habits of their Tartar 
ancestors. 

I n  the institution of &age, the inclinations and will 
of the female appear to have greater weight than is common in 
the east, both in regard to the formation of such engagements, i 
and in the subsequent domestic management. Contracts are 
formed at an early age, but the marriage is not commonly con- 
cluded till the parties arrive at maturity. Should the female in 
the mean time make a choice for herself, the previous contract 
is compromised by the payment of a sum of money. The con-, 
sideration given by the bridegroom to the father of the bride, 
varies from three hundred to one thousand rupees : a corres- 
ponding portion is returned, which consists of domestic stock, 
live and dead, and in some of the ghAts, is considered as the 
property of the wife, by whom it is managed for her own be- 
nefit. The females are chiefly employed in weaving blankets 
and coarse serges ; the produce of their looms, after supplying 
the family with clothing, is also, in a great measure, at their own 
disposal. The nuptial ceremonies are uninteresting, they are 
invariably accompanied with riot and drunkenness. 

The Bhoteas universally burn their dead; in Darma, this 
reremony is performed in the month of Kartick only ; the bodies ' ., 
of those who die intermediately, are committed temporarily to. 
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the earth, and at the appointed season, the remains are taken 
up and burnt. 

On these oocasions the heir of the deceased is expected to 
entertain the whole of his kindred, and is commonly impoved 
rished by the prodigality of the expense incurred. A numbe~ 
df goats and yaks, according to his means, sre sacrificed at the 
pile ; of the latter animals, one is selected for the particular 
rrervice of the deceased, and is previously led about with many 
ceremonies, adorned with flowers and laden with cloth, sugar, 
apice, and such articles; precedence in the sacrifice is also 
given to it, and the decapitation is performed by the son-in-law, 
or some other near relation to the deceased. I n  the selection 
of this yak, the departed spirit is appealed to, and its choice is 
aupposed to be indicated in the aninaal which is the first to 
shake its tail, when the stall is inspected by the heir. The 
Bhoteas universally profess extreme veneration for the manes 
aftheir fore-fathers, small monuments to their memory a m  

,' numerous in the vicinity of villages, generally on the summit 
of some height ; distinguished individuals are further honored 
by images of silver or stone, and by the annual celebration of 
festivds, on days dedicated to the purpose, when the image is 
carried in procession about the village, and receives offering8 
and worship. Among the *mu Bhoteas, when an individual 
dies absent from his native village, a clue of worsted is con- 
ducted to it from the spot where death occurs. I n  families of 
oonsideration the thread is extended unbroken throughout ; by 
the poorer classes, it is only laid, in cases of considerable dis- 
tance, along difficult parts of the road; the 'object of 
this superstition is to enable the departed soul to join 
the spirits of his ancestors. Suttees occasionally take place in, 
Juwar. 

The original languages of BRot have been previously 
noticed, they are current only in verbal intercourse, as scarce 
an individual is to be found in Bhot capable of reading o r  
writing the Zlbet, while of the D a m  dialect, it does not appear 
that any characters were ever in use. I n  the Munu, Nfti, and 
Juwar passes, the Hindustani has become naturalized, and forms 
the medium of both colloquial and written communications; 
in D a m ,  it is also current, though not so generally ; in Byawe. 
it has hitherto made only a partial progress, as the neces- 
sity for its acquisition commenced at a recent period. 

I n  the dnision of time, the Hindu method is followed ex- 
clusively. - 
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In  weighing and measuring commodities, the Bhotens have 
necessarily two modes of computation, that of tlie hills and , 
that of Tibet ; the former has been noticed in a preceding re- , 
port ; of the latter, it will be sufficient to enumerate the deno. 
minationri which are in most common use. 

Gram, salt, borax, kc., are sold by nxasures of capacity, as 
fonowa : 

8 handfulls make one '' Ph6m'wa." 
8 " Phtirdwa" make one " De." 

12 " De" make one " DohJJ or " Guutna." 

This " dobuJJ is equivalent to the kucha maund of .hen* 
seers ; in some articles i t  contains eighteen " de." Within the 
gh$ts, .the articles abovenamed aie also calculated by the 
"kar&h1', or sheep saddle-bag, taken at four " nalia." Grain is 
also computed by t h e -  

Nalis. 
/ 

g' Suyattor," large ‘( twbich," equal to . . 20 i :*I / " Swola," or basket, ditto . . . .. . 60 
'*' T,haneh," or skin, ditto . . . . . . 60 

- Wool, sugar, hardware, kc., are weighed by the steel yard, 
which is divided into 'lnega." The nega is about ten sicca 
weight. 

Prepared tobacco, gur, kc., are divided into small flat cakes, i /' 
called "pola," of which from ten to twelve sell for the rupee. . 

'Cioth is measured by the " thli," or cubit, or by the 
\-,?<'' * khuk," khaggam, or breadth. 

, In fine goods, broad cloth, chintz, kc., the price is computed 
at eight " khak." I n  coarse calicoes, twenty-eight breadths are 
required to complete the piece. Broad cloth is commonly sold 
by the " boka," equal to two-breadths, and so called fiom being 
t h e  quantity required to make up a robe of that name. Gold is 
calculated by the " laraoo:' or "phetang," equal to seven and s 
half Masas. Gold dust, separated into "Phetanga))' each tied up 
ill a bit of cloth, is current as coin at eight rupees the "phetang." 
Silver is computed at the "jyd" or temahi, (three Masas) and the 
*' garmo,)) or current rupee equivalent to four " jyu'." The j y 4  is 
coined at Ladakh, and is of very uncertain standard : of late 
years, its metal has been improved. I n  this province it is c d e d  



frgangafaud))) and paases at the rate of something more than 
five to the milled Furruckabad rupee. I n  large payments, 
ingots, called " lakola" or "doja,', are used, these bear the 
Lhassa stamp, and are very pure silver; the " %a," weigh 
seven hundred and sixty &I&, and is current at something lesa 
than two hundred rupees. 

Bhot for a considerable period subsequent to its 
colonization, formed an integral part of the mother coun- 

1 try. The trade carried on by its inhabitants rendered 

I them, in some degree, dependant on the will of the neighbour- 
ing Cis-Himalaya chiefs ; but they were long able to repel 
the contracted efforts of the latter, made for their subju- 
gation. 

. The ultimate union of these principalities in the m o m  
chies of Gerhwal and Kumaon, about three centuries ago, led 
to the conquest of the Mana, Nitf, Juwar, and Danna passea, by 
those states respectively. The Byanae pass was severed from 
the principality of Ju'mla and annexed to Kumaon b the GW- 
kha power, about thuty years past. I n  becoming su g ject to the 
Cis-Himalaya powers, the Bhoteas were by no means with. 
drawn from thew allegiance to the parent state, but still conti- 
nued to acknowledge the supremacy of both; an anomalous 
&ate of subjection, which their paramount interests in conti- 
nuing to be- the medium of coiknercial intercourse between 
ITsndwtan and Tartary, will tend to perpetuate. The price ex- 
tracted by each government for its protection, though much 
the same in its component detaih, is very unequal in its 
amount. The revenue demande of the nbet government con. 

J aist of " Sinh Thal," land revenue. (' Ya Thai," tax on sun- 
shine. " Kfdn Tlral," tar on the profits of trade. These items 
are all levied at fixed and invariable rates. The rr SisJI W j 8  

is assessed at twelve "polrs," of g C  per konch, on the h%alsa 
lands ; but as a great portion of each village is held r e n t - h ,  
on former grants, the aggregate payments uuder this head- 
are very trifliq. The " Ya TM," which, h m  its name, 
has probably originated in the migratory habits of the 
Tartars, who, during the winter, remove to the warmest 
situations, is assessed at one cake of " hlma," or dried 
yeast per house, The above dues are collected by nbet 
05cersJ who visit the g u t s  with that view: the whole is 
received in kind, though the gdr and yeaat are partly com- 
muted for sugar, grain, spirits, and come calicoes. The 
Kfu'n Thai, is levied in the shape of transit duties, (' K i t h  
Kd," at the rate of ten per cent, on grain. Theee are also 
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collected in kind, at the first mart viaited by the Bhoteas, the 
loads of every tenth sheep, together with the wool on its back, 
are there taken, unless commuted by the payment of twenty- 
seven " pold '  ofglir per sheep. Duties are also levied on some 
few articles, agreeably to the rates fixed by an ancient tariff; 
commodities not included h that schedule, pass free. Broad- 
cloth, and many articles, the esportation of which from hence 
commenced at a comparatively recent date, fall under the last 
description. In some cases, individuals are subjected to a tar, C/ 
called " huro," or plunder, substituted for the " kidn kal," or 
transit duties, and levied at nearly the same rates. This, from 
its name, should be a species of police tax, an insurance 
against robbery. The inhabitants of the northern village 
at the head of each g u t ,  enjoy certain immunities from 
these duties, and are, moreover, authorized by the Trans- 
Himalaya government to levy a transit duty of ten per cent. on 
the salt or borax of the Tibet traders visiting the ghht. This 
duty, as well as the " kiu'n kal," paid by the Bhotem, is levied 
only on the first investment of each trader, during the 
Beason. 

In matters of police, the Bhoteas are held responsible 
for the communication to the neighbouring authorities of all 
important transactions, which may occur in the Himalaya 
states. The local tribunals take cognizance of all cases 
brought before them by the Bhoteas, whether originating in 
Tibet or elsewhere. I n  civil proceedings, the decrees of the 
court written in the nbet chmmter and language, and sealed 
by the presiding officers, are delivered to the successful par- 
ties. A confirmation of these documents where they affect 
general interests, as also of grants exempting lands from public 
assessment, are obtained by the parties concerned from suc- 
ceeding governors. It does not appear, that this government 
ever originates any enquiry into crimes or offences committed 
by the Bhoteas elsewhere, than in lFbet ; nor does it delegate 
any power, judicial or fiscal, to the Bhotea village functionaxiea. 
Such are the marks of subjection which the mother country con- 
tinues to demand from the Bhoteas. Those exacted by their 
Hind nqnerors have ever been more costly and more exten- 
sive. On their final subjugation, the Bhot Mehala were sub- 
jec tr d to a tribute in gold dust; the quantity to be paid by each 
village, was ascertained and recorded in " kanch," or tola, mara; 
and ratti, the detailed cess, fixed under these denominations, 
has since constituted the standard estimate of each village, and 
represents the modes of measurement in use elsewhere. In 
Nfti, the assessment was calculated in damolu, equivalent to 
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half a kanch. The asseta made available to the government 
demand, comprised- 

1st. Pmfitaof trade. 
2d. " Tandkar," or loam tax. 
3d. Produce of agriculture. 
4th. Produce of jungles, (roots end drugs.) 
5th. Musk. 

\ 6th. " Kot. baz," hawks. 
',! 7th. " Bhera," or wild bees' nests. 

In  the kanungo records, the original jama is made up of 
separate sums, under these several heads. The aggregate of 
tribute imposed on each ghLt was as follows : 

Xanch. Mwa. Batti. 
. . . . . . . . . .  Juwdr, 133 5 2 
. . . . . . . . . .  Darma, 363 . . . . . . . . . . .  1 

Byanse, 71 9 
5 .  
0 

Damola. 
Niti, . . . . . . . . . .  206 0 0 

Mana appears to have been, from the first, granted in 
religious assignment to the temple of Badarimth, therein 
aituate. Byame, aa before noticed, was only conquered a few 
years past by the Gorkhas ; the jarna paid to its former govern- 

: ment, Jumla, has been assumed with the view to comparison. 
The rents of two villages in that ghlt, which, as being east of 

. ! the Kali river, fall within the Gorkha territories, are exduded. 
The above formed the ordinary revenue. The Bhteae were, a t  
the same time, equally liable with other subjects to the ex- 
ordinary demands, in the shape of aids and reliefs, on 
occasions of the marriage of the sovereign, or of his son or 
daughter, of war, &c. But as their assessment included a tax 
on trade, they were exempted from the payment of transit and 
bazar duties, throughout the dominions of their prince. 

The villages below the ghlts incorporated with these Me- 
ha,% were subjected to the same system of assessment, the only 
variation being in the detail of assets, of which, profits of trade 
form no part. The absence of this item is compensated by the 
increase under the head of agriculture, arising from an additional 

. : crop. As a considerable proportion of the land in these vil- - .  
',. lages has been gradually acquired by the Blwteas in property, 

either through grants or purchaseg a view of the amount of 
their rents will not be irrelevimt. 

4 
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Kunch. Maaa. Ratti. fi "3- 

1' 
c 

Juwh,. . . . . . . . . .  398 5 6 
Darma, . . . . . . . . . . .  42 7 0 I/. ? : 

Damola. 
Nit i , . .  . . . . . . . .  125 0 0 

This last sum is exclusive of the rents of Joshimath and 
other villages assigned to Radarinath, but which form a part of 
the district of Paenkhanda, in which the Nfti pass is also in- 
cluded; the latter name, from being more generally known, has 
been here adopted. 

Mutual convenience naturally led to the commutation of 
the original article of tribute. The equivalent in silver, waa 
settled at twelve rupees the " kanch," and a fixed and permanent 
valuation was made of various commodities, the produce of 
nbet, or of Bhot, which were received in payment : as the mar- 
ket prices of these articles fell below the rates in the original 
schedule, it became the object of the Bhoteas to extend their 
payments in them : the proportion was, ultimately, established j. 

i .  at one-half in kind, and the rest in coin ; and in the event 7' 

of the Bhoteas being required to pay the whole of their assess- 
ment in money, a deduction of twenty-five percent. was dowed 
on the portion payable in merchanciize, such being, in point 
of fact, the actual depreciation in the current prices from the 
rates fixed in the original appraisement. During the govern- 
ment of the Rajas, the public demand continued unaltered, 
though subject in its liquidation to the variations, arising from 
the depreciation above noticed. The greater part of the reve- 
nue was assigned to the garrisons of forts in the mouths of the 
ghAts, and to the payment of the civil local functionaries. 
The residue was collected on the spot, by an officer annually 
deputed from the court for that purpose, to whom also was 
panted authority for adjudicating the civil and criminal pleas 
pending among the Bhoteae. The internal management was 
left to the D t $ ~ i e s  or Putu~aris, and to thc " Brirhas," or heads 
of villages, by whom also the detailed cess was apportioned, be- 
ing laid every third year wholly on the land, and during the 
intervening period levied in the shape of a capitation, or rather 
of a property tax. The "Btkhas," in addition to the usual dues 
on marriages, h. received a small public allowance from the 
rents of their respective villages : they were also aesisted by 
petty officers, corresponding with the Mokuddum and Kotwal 
of the Hindu village institutions. These, again, were similarly 
remunerated. The garrisons abovementioned, appear to h tve 
been retained in the ghbts, principally with the view of protect- 
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ing the inhabitants from the incursions of the Bholeas of the 
neighbouring ghAts, more particularly of the Jata,* or natives 
of " Jamla," a Bhotea state, east of the Kali. 

On the Gmkha invasion, the principal opposition made 
to their arms was from the Bhoteaa : for the period of 
nine years, after the submission of the rest of Ktunaon, 
the Juwdris frustrated every effort made for their conquest, 
and i t  was a consideration of their commercial interests, 
rather than any successes of the invaders, which ultimate- 
ly induced a subjection to that power. This resistance 
on the part of the Bhoteas, joined to an exaggerated reputation 
for wealth, marked them out for peculiar exactions ; the public 
demand rose gradually to rupees 7,000 in Nfti, 12,500 in Juwdr, 
10,000 in Duma, and 5,000 in Byanse, while in some peare 
nearly double those sums were extorted, under various pre- 
tences, by the officers employed in the collection. The gross 
receipts of the inhahitallts from every source of production, were 
inadequate to answer such excessive impositions, the capital 
and stock of individuals were gradually dissipated in their 
liquidation, and ultimately a load of debt was incurred for that 
purpose. When both the means and credit of the individual 
were exhausted, emigration became his only resource ; in this 
manner, the depopulation of the ghhts was rapidly taking place, 
when the magnitude of the evil led to the interference of the 
Supreme Government. An officer of reputation, Captain 

\i BHAQTI THAPA was especially deputed from Nepal, for the re- 
settlement of the Bhot Mehals ; under his vigorous superinten- 
dence, the present difficulties of the Bhoteaa were, in a great 
degree, removed by the enforced restoration of a portion of 
the exactions, and by the reduction of the demands of their 
creditors to the mere principal sum actually advanced ; while 
the principal source of these difficulties was cut off by a remis- 
sion in the public revenue, reduced to 4,700 for Nftf, 8,000 for 
Juwdr, 7,000 for D a m ,  2,700 for Ifganse. The established 
principle of liquidation, half in money rtud half in merchan- 
dize, continued in force, but no longer afforded to the Bhtear 
its former advantages. The whole of these Mehale were in- 
cluded in the military assignments, and their revenues were 
either collected by the assignees themselves, or were leased by 
them to some responsible individual ; in either case, the demand 
for the half in merchandize was commonly disposed of in gross 
to some of the dlnaora Sahcis, by whose skilful management 

* As the Jatr of Hmdwtan are cansidered of Tartar race, may them not 
&ve been eome original connection between their anmators and the Jatr of J d a .  
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it was raised to a full equality in value with the money half, 
at the expense of the Bhteaa. 

The government jama was imposed on each ghlt in one 
gross sum, and the detailed assessments left to be settled by 

assumed the original amount of the village tribute, as the 
the Brirhas among themselves: in this messure they always 'L 

standard for calculation. 

On the introdnction of the British Government in 1872 
Sumbg'f, the authorized collections of the two preceding years, 
were assumed as a standard for the j a m  of the current year ; 

i 
as the whole demand was fixed payable in coin, in Fecmka- pv 
bad kaMctr rupees, a deduction of twenty-five per cent. was 
granted on the half hitherto paid in merchandize, and a fur- 
ther deduction to the same amount was allowed for the dis- 
count on the Gorkha currency. The net jama, which on the 
existing s y s t e m  waa imposed in one gross sum on each Mehal, 
including the villages below, aa well as those within the ghbts, 
stood at Fumkabad  rupees 11,565. 

I 1 
l k  

8 S 
I n  the year 1875 8. a general abolition of the customs 5 

and transit duties throughout the province took place; the 
tax on the profits of trade hitherto levied from the Bhotea.~, 
88 partaking of the same nature, was included in that mea- 
sure : a partial remission on the same account was made in 'f. 
the jama of some of the lower villagee, while both in these, '' 
and in Bhot, the items of musk, bees' wax, and hawks, were 
struck out of the available assets. By this arrangement, the 
net revenue was reduced to Furruckabad rupees 4,1%. 

This demand continued in force for the remaining t e rn  
of the first triennial settlement, at the second triennial settle- 
ment, in 1877 S. and at the recent quinquennial settlement, 
in 1880 S. a progressive rise took place, on a view of the in- 
crease of cultivation, brought about principally by the return 
of tenants, who had emigrated during the Gorkha government, 
and finally amounted to Furruckabad rupees 5,812. 

The revenue of every year has invariably been liquidated 
without a balance. 

For the internal management of these Mehals, the only 
public officer retained in them is the Putwari, who receives 
frOm the village Blirhas the amount of their jama, and remits 
the same to the Sudder treasury. By this functionary are also . 



made the reports connected with Police, relating to casual- 
ties, &c. Criminal offences are rare ; the total number since 
1815, hse been confined to four, of which two were mur- 
ders, one a case of arson, and the fourth a petty theft : the 
three first mentioned crimes were perpetraGd &om motives 
of revenge. I n  the same period two inroads, by subjects 
of a foreign state, have occurred. I n  the winter of 1822, 
the village of Mehrn in Juwcir, waa plundered by a band 
of Tartars, during the periodical absence of its inhabitants. A 
part of the plunder has since been recovered 'through the au- 
thority of the Lhassan viceroy, at Gartokh; but the ownem 
have hitherto declined receiving it, unless accompanied with 
an indemnification for the missing portion. The property in 
question, consequently remains in deposit at the Gartokh police 
ofice, The second inroad took place in 1823, at the Byame 
ghtlt, the whole of the villages in which were subjected to a 
forced contribution by a party of Jats, from Janala, on some 
antiquated claim of tribute. The whole plunder amounting to 
about 2,000 rupees in value has since been recovered and re- 
stored through the intervention of the Gwkha chiefs in Datti. 

The only manufactures in Bhot are woollens, consisting of 
blankets, and serges of various descriptions ; these are 
consumed by the Bhoteas, in clothing, tents, &c., the residue 
is disposed of in other parts of the province : this manufacture 
is not confined to any distinct class, but is carried on indiscri- 
minately by the females of all ranks ; the weaving is performed 

i t 

sitting, one end of the web being fastened to a stone, or stake 
fixed in the ground, the other secured by a strap to the body of 
the weaver ; the yarn is prepared by the males, who may, at 
all times, be seen engaged in that employment, with a spindle 
in their hand, and a roll of wool round their wrist. 

Trade as has been already incidentally noticed, forms the 
primary object of importance to the Bhoteas, and is the princi- 
pal, if not sole consideration which retains them in the unfer- 
tile villages of Bhot ; now, that waste lands, of a far superior 
quality in the northern pergunnahs, every where present them- 
selves for occupation. The adjoining province of Rbet, here 
called "Bhot," and "Hwindes," (snow land) indiscriminately, holds 

. out peculiar attractions to commerce. Subjected, by the rigor 
of its climate, to perpetual sterility, it depends on the surround- 
ing countries for almost every commodity, both of necessity and 
of luxury; to remedy these deficiencies, it has, at the same 
time, been amply furnished by nature with a variety of valu- 
able products; its rivere and deserts abound with gold, in its 
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lakes are produced inexhaustible supplies of salt and borax, 
while to its pastures it is indebted for wool of an unrivalled 
quality. I n  addition to these staple articles, '( Huindee," yields 
many other articles of commerical demand, such as drugs, 
coarse precious stones, c h o w  tails, tangans, kc., with these 
wants and resources, the Huindes has naturally attracted 
the resort of numerous traders from every quarter, and 
has, in consequence, become a general mart, ih which not 
only the wants of its inhabitants, but the demands of 
foreign merchants also are supplied. A periodical fair 
takes place annually in September, at Gartokh, the resi- 
dence of the Lhmsan viceroy, which is principally attended 
by traders from Hindustan, Ladakh, Cmhmer, Tartary, Yar- 
khnd,  Lhmea, and Liling, or China proper: under the first 
description are included, the Bhoteas of this province, though 
at present those of the Juwcir ghAt, alone enjoy the w e -  
stricted privilege of visiting Gartokh. The trade of Huindes ia 
an exclusive system of monopoly and restriction, which a p  
pears to have been originally established for the encouragement 
of local and particular interests, and is now pertinaciously , 
adhered to, partly fmm a reverence for ancient forms, and 

\j' partly through the influence of the Chinese power. The in- 
tercourse to which the Bholem are admitted, is considered 
as a measure of sufferance, and a formal permission is requi- 
site for its annual renewal. The trade h m  each gh$t is, 
confined to some proximate town, beyond which the Bhoteae 
are prohibited h m  proceeding without special license obtain- 
ed from the local authorities, the Juwdri Bhotem alone, in 
consideration of military services rendered by their ancestors, 
enjoying an immunity from these reguiations. On the upper. 
parts of the ghiits becoming practicable, special missions 
dispatched by the Bhotem, to their respective marts. These 
Vakik, are each attended by a single follower only, and carry 
a small offering of established value; on reaching their de- 
stination, they make a full report of the state of politice and of 
health in this quarter, the heads of their information are taken 
down in writing, for transmission to the viceroy at Gartokh, and 
they then receive their dismissal, together with a return in gold 
dust, equivalent to the offering brought by them. A Huiniya 
officer commonly accompanies or immediately follows the Vakil ' 
for the purpose of verifying the statements made by him, and to ' 

collect the tribute due from the Bhotem. On the fiat of this 
officer, depends the re-opening of the intercourse. 

This regulation would appear to be intended chiefly as a pre- 
caution against the introduction of small pox, or other c o n t ~ o u s  



disorders, as even the British invasion of the hill states occrc- 
sioned no interruption in the intercourse with Huindes, although 
that event undoubtedly created a considerable sensation there. 
When the small pox is ascertained to prevail in any ghlt, all 
communications with its inhabitants is temporarily prohibited. 
The commercial operations of the season usndy commence by 
the arrival of the Huiniya traders in Bhot, as the superior 

fitrength and hardihood of their sheep enable them to cross the 
snow earlier than the Bhoteae; from this period (about the end 
of July) till the middle of October, the flocks of both partiea 
are employed in plying with loads between the marts and the 
gh4t villages. The Huiniya traders do not visit any villages 
below the ghgts, deterred partly by the jealousy of tbe Bhotecrr 
and partly by a dread of the climate. The landholders of the 
northern pergunnahs, who tmnsport their own produce into 
Bhot, are deterred by the same causes from proceeding to  
Huindes ; even in Bhot they are precluded from dealing direct- 
ly with the Huiniyas, whom they may meet there, but are 
compelled to barter their merchandize with the Bhoteas. A 
few of the A l ~ a  merchants occasionally visit the nearest 
marts in Huindes, more particularly Taklakot, at the head of 
the Byanse pass ; but their ignorance of the 3ibet dialect, and 
their want of the means of carriage, render them dependant, 
to a great degree, on the Bhoteas, and prevent them fhm 
trading in those articles of bulk, such as gram, gcir, &., which 
afford the most certain and profitable returns. The Bhoteas, 
consequently, enjoy, to a great extent, a monopoly of the car- 
rJring trade from Handtatan to Tartmy, in the supply of the  
local demands, in H u i h ,  and the system in force there ope- 
rates to c o n b  a complete monopoly. The regulation which 

the trade of each gh4t to a prescribed mart, e c h  
the inhabitants of the latter equally with the Bhoteor 7 t h i a  
system is further extended even to individual d e w ,  and 
every trader has his privileged correspondent, with whom h e  
alone has the right to barter. These individual monopolies, 
if they may be so called, are considered RS hereditary and dig- 
posable property, and where the correspondent becomes bapk- 
rupt, the trader ia under the necessity of purchasing the right 

$ 7  of dealing with some other individual. From successive parti- 
tions of family property, and from partial transfers, this right 
of Arath has been gradually subdivided, and many B h t w  
collectively, possess a single correspondent. This system dif- 
fers so far from that of the Hong merchanh in China, that i t  
leaves to every Huiniya, the power of trafficking directly with 
the foreign trader, though it restricts hie dealings to .particu- 
lar individuals: the only persona who appear to be exempt 
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&om its operation in H u i d s ,  are the local otficera, civil and 
military, and the Lamas. On the dealings of foreign merchants 
with each other, it has no effect./ A brief notice of the several 
principal exports and imports may now be taken. 

Grain forms the staple article of Bhotea export ; it may 
be computed that &om twenty to thirty thousand maunds of 
every kind annually find their way to Hui,ndes, through the 
five passes collectively; the high prices and rapid sale, which 
this article invariably commands in that country, lend to the 
presumption, that the present state of supply is insecient to 
the wants of the inhabitants ; but no considerable augmenta- 
tion in the former can be expected to take place with the pre- 
sent inefficient means of transport, to which the Bhoteas are 
eonfined by the difficulties of the passes. As the Himalaya 
villages yield no disposable surplus produce, the supplies for 
Hrsides are drawn from other parts of the province, chiefly : 

from the northern pergunnahs. The Bhoteas make their pur- 
chases in the same manner as the Binjaris, by carrying salt t a  
the villages, and bartering it for @. As soon as the loads 
of the whole flock have been exchanged, it is driven to an in. 
termediate depat, where the grain is stored and from whence 
h h  loads of salt are brought by the sheep. During the cold 
months this system extends to the midland pergunnahs ; from 
the end of March the flocka ply in the northern districts, an4 
from the beginning of May, they are employed in transporting 
the grain from the foot of the ghAt to the Himalaya villages. 
For the convenience of this traffic, the Bhoteas have, accordingly, 
three depats-ne at their Bhot village, the second at the base of 
the Himalaya, and the third, some three or four days' journey be- 
low. Grain, to a partial extent, is conveyed by the northern 
landholders an their own sheep, to the Himalaya villages, and -, 
there similarly bartered for salt. The rates of barter which now 
commonly prevail, may be stated as fallows. In  the midland and 
northern pergunnahs, from three to four of wheat or rice for 
one of salt; and within the ghftts, two of wheat or rice for one 
of salt. To the Huiniyaa, however, the Bhoteas give only one of 
wheat or rice for two of salt in Bhot, while in Huindes, they exact 
double that proportion. Coarse grains, such as mundua, c k -  
na, h., generally average half the value of the finer descriptions 
abovementioned, in this system of exchange. The advantages 
of this trade to the inhabitants of the northern districts, wil l  be 
f a y  appreciated on a view of the state of prices, which, at this 
moment, prevails in different parts of the province. From the 
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nature of the country, its agricultural produce cannot be m d e  
available for distant markets, and the fluctuations of price which 
may there take place hence, beyond a certain sphere, no influ- 
ence on prices in the interior. At Almora, which is supplied 
from the midland districts of Kunauon (proper) wheat is now 
selling at twenty-five 8 t h  the rupee. In  the southern villages, 
both of Kumaon and Gerhwal, from whence exportation to Ro- 
hiik!rund takes place, the price is nearly the same. In  the 
wlloie of the northern pergunnahs, whence the Bhotem derive 
their supplies, the average price may be quoted as still higher. 
I n  the western midland pergunnahs of Gerhwal, to which none 
of these demands extend, wheat is selling at two maunda 
the rupee, and purchasers even at that rate are not forth. 
coming. 

CaCcoes-from the constant use of woollen clothes through. 
out the year, the consumption of cotton fabrics in Huinded, ia 
small ; the demand is confined to the coarsest descriptions, as 
quantity not quality, is the first consideration with the Huiniya 
purchaser. Europe prints are in partial request among the 
chiefs and foreign merchants. The aggregate value of exports, 
under this head, cannot be estimated at above ten thousand 
rupees annually. 

i 
t Hard-ware-including cooking utensils of copper, brass and 

iron, coarse cutlery, swords, matchlockg kc., is exported to the 
extent of about ten thousand rupees. 

Broad cloth-not more than thirty bales, chiefly of a 
coarse quality, an: annually disposed of by the Bhoteas ; but, did 
facilities exist for procuring cloths of the desired qualities and 
colors, the sales might be verp considerably increased, The 
common military colors, such as red, yellow, blue, green and 
grey, are the only ones generally procurable by the Bh0te-f 
some of these colors, the use in Tartary is confined to peculiar 
sects and classes, and for the othcrs, the taste has been long 
exhausted. Cloths of unusual color, such as olive, various 
shades of brown, kc., invariably command a quick sale. The 
enormous advance ldd by the Bhoteas on the prices of this, as 
well as other articles of export, must also tend to lessen the 
demand. 

Coral is prized, aa an ornament for females, even above 
precious stones; the large bright scarlet beads of Mediterra. 
neun coral, will command almost any prim. Inferior dewrip, 
$ions also command a ready sale, though at lower rates, 

4 
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Pearls-in these, size is the principal desideratum, shape 
and color are points of less importance ; no difficulty is conse- 
quently experienced in supplying the demand to its full extcnt. 
The export in this, and the preceding article, averages about 
five thousand rupees in value annually. 

Gu'r-about one thousand maunds. 

Sugar-candy-one hundred maunds. 

Spices-ten maunds. 

Dyes-chiefly lac and indigo, ten maunds. 

Wooden Vesseb--chiefly cups for tea, are in considerable 
demand ; these are turned from various kinds of wood ; those in 
greatest request are formed of the knot of a particular trce, 
which is to be found only in the eastern hills, near and beyond 
Kutmurzdu, whither the turners from Bhot annually resort. 
Tea cups of this wood are deemed by the Tartar,? to possess 
peculiar virtues, and an unhlcmished specimen will sell as high 
ns fifty rupees ; the price of ordinary cups varies from four 
annas to two rupees each. 

Tbnber-in the shape of spars and planks, for building, 
is carried for sale to the nearest marts. Indigent Bhotecrs, Ullc) 
have no other capital but their labor, carry on this tra5c. 

Cabinet-ware, glass-ware, and a variety of other commo- 
dities are partially exported : their aggregate value may be 
assumed at tell thousand rupees. 

Salt-the natural produce of lakes in Huindes, is univer- 
sally pre£erred in this province, for culinary purposes, to the 
a4mbhPT and other cheap kinds of salt, from the plains : the 2 :: latter are considered comparatively bitter and unpalatable, ant1 ,*.+~ 

are only used for cattle. The relative prices of the two kinds 
of salts in question at Almora, are from six to seven rupees the 
ma~ind for Bht, and three to four rupees for plain salt. The 
Bhoiear, never part with their salt, except in barter for agri- 
cultural produce, and by adhering rigidly to this rule, they arc 
enabled to command a supply of the latter, even in the mosi 
unfavorable seasons. The total quantity of salt imported, may 
be assumed one yew with. anather at fi£teen thousand maunh  
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f lneadalso the natural produce of a lake in Raindea, for 
some years subsequent to 1815, formed the movt profitable 
article of speculation, but the demand has now greatly declin- 
ed. During the G o r k k  government, that is, up to 1814, not 
more than a thousand to fifteen hundred maunds of tincal ever 
reached the plains through this province during the year. 
On the British invasion, and even before the conquest was 
completed; large advances were made hy British merchant, 
to the Bhoteas, for the provision of this article. By the com- 
petition among the former, the amount of their advances was 
rapidly augmented up to 1818, when the quantity imported 
exceeded twenty thousand maunds, as it did also in the two 
following years 1818 and 1819. This import, as compared with 
the demand in England, for which market it was chiefly intend- 
ed, would appear to have been excessive. Heavy losses, and a 
consequent withdrawal of capital from the speculation were the 
consequences. The supply has since as rapidly decreased, and 
may be now stated, at seven to eight thousand maunds. During 
the above periods, the price has been subject to the same fluctua- 
tions up to 1814, the market rate of this article, in its unpicked 
state, never exceeded three and a half rupees the maund, at the 
marts of Kasipoor and Belot4 ; in 1818, it had risen to fourteen 

. $ :  rupees the maund, and some partial sales were made kin that 

\a , year as high as sixteen rupees ; during the two following years 
1819-20, the price ranged between twelve and fourteen; it haa 
since gradually fallen to eight, at which it may now be quoted. 
The article is imported by the Bhoteas, in its original state, as 
procured from the lake. By the merchants thc tincal, or natural 
crystals, are picked for the Europe market, aud the dust is pre- 
pared into refined borax. The residuum, consisting of river 
sand, is always considerable, varying in different years, from 
twenty to above thirty per cent. The Bhoteas are not accuaed 
of adulterating the article, though the petty hill traders, who 
purchased it from them, were, for some time, guilty of such 
practice to a great extent ; the refusal of the plain merchants 
to take the article from these people, excepC with a specific 
assurance against loss in refining, beyond a given proportion, 
has checked this fraud. The prices in Huindea correspond 
with those of salt-this article being similarly obtained in barter 
for grain. A view of the state of import in Great Britain, 
during the period in discussion, may not be irrelevant. 

Yearo. Value. Yea? r. Value. Yearo, V a l w .  
C--- 

1814 J!? 10620 1817 J? 34,573 IB'LO 2 209.175 
1815 59,200 1818 76,666 1821 51,651 

103,3(81 1819 
< 
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- The above statement is taken from a periodical publication 
where it is given as the amount of Iudian import alone. I 

i 

Wool-the produce of the Tartar sheep, known in com- 
merce under the name of beengi, is imported to the extent of 
6ve or six hundred maunds-part of which is consumed by the 
Bhoteao in the manufacture of pankhk* and the remainder 
is taken off by the zemindars of the northern pergunnahs for 
blankets; the money price may be stated at fourteen to fifteen 
rupees the maund, but it is usually disposed of by the Bhoteoa 
in barter for oil, or other produce. The supply above noticed 
ia almost wholly obtained h m  the flocks of Huiniya sheep, 
which visit Bhot, laden with salt, or borax, and are there shorn. 

ShawEwooLthe produce of the Tibet goat, was temporarily 
imported during three years, with a view to the provision of 
the CompnayJs investment: this demand has since ceased. 
This article may be procured, through the Bhoteas, to any 
extent, deliverable at B a g h a r ,  in its rough state, mixed 
with hair, a t  from t h i i s i x  to forty rupees the maund. 

G e M  ht-procured from the sands of every river in Huin- 
&, and also obtained in small lumps by digging near the 
surface in various parts of the deserts, is imported in small 
quantities. The frauds found to be practised by the Huiniyas 
or Bhoteq in alloying this metal and in mixing copper or 
brass filings withthe dust, have created a general distrust in the 
purchase of this article : not more than hundred pheta~lgs or 
eight hundred rupees worth annually find a sde. 

The remaining articles of import, comprising coarse shawls 
and patta, inferior silks, cow tails, ponies, drugs, dried fruits, 
Raital, &on, cured leather, similar to the Russian, kc., &c., 
may be assumed at twenty thousand rupees annual value. 

As during some years from 1816 to 1821, the value of 
the imports greatly exceeded that of the exports, the defi- 
ciency on the latter was supplied by coin. Fumckabad 
new rupees, to  a considerable amount, then found their way 
to Hrrin&a, of which they became the favorite currency. 

It now only remains to offer a few observations on the 
former and present state of this commerce. During the time 

: * The pmkhi is a npecim of serge, ra*ng in quality, wme having the wool 
.kft long on one ride. . 



of the Rajas, the Juwdri Bhoteus alone, traded on the products 
and manufactures of the plains, the Bhoteas of the other 
ghats confining their dealings to grain; these latter under 
the Gwkhali government, have extended their speculations, 
and the trade of the Juwa'ris differs from that of the other 
Bhoteas now, only in its superior extent. I n  the early stager 
of this commerce a regulated and fixed assize appem to have 
been made by the Trans-Wtnaalaya government, agreeably 
to which the commodities of the two countries were required to  
be bartered against each other. The commodities of Hindwtan, 
from the smallness of the supply, and from the exactions and 
robberies to which they were subject in transit through the hills, 
were appraised at high rates; though these causes have been 
wholly or partially removed, their original effects remain in force, 
and the Bhteas continue to exact the old, and arbitrary prices. 
Since 1815, a most material improvement in favor of these 
traders has taken place ; by the encreased facilities of commu- 
nication with the plains and by the total abolition of transit 
duties, the imports from thence are now fiunished in greater 
abundance and at reduced prices ; at tile same time by the 
influx of capital from the same quarter, the demand and value 
of every article of import from Twtay, have been considerably 
enhanced: of these advantages, increase of sales is the only 
one of whith the Huiniya have partaken in common with the 
Rhoteas. Were more equitable principles to be introduced 
in the transactims of this commerce, and were the commodities 
of Hindwtan and Europe offered on fairer terms in the 
Huiniya market, it is difficult to Say to what extent the demand 
might bc augmented. While the Bhoteas retain their existing 
monopoly no such desirable modifications can be anticipated, 
as a continuance of the present exorbitant rates of profit is 
almost indispensible to avert general baukruptcy, which must 
otherwise result from the heavy load of debts, with which the 
Bhotea are universally saddled. From the establishment of 
a direct intercourse between the Almora merchants and those 
of Tartury, the desired object wil l  doubtless be gradually 
gained, the same capital will continue vested in the trade, but 
the whole profit of the speculation will there fall to the capi- 
talists, while the losses to which the latter is now constantly 
subjected from the failure of the intermediate trader, will be 
prevented ; under such circumstances the rates of profit wouId 
naturally be lowered, and the demand a ~ l d  supply of exports 
from Hindustan might be expected to increase. To the Bhoteir 
the disadvantages resulting from such a change would be IUOW 

apparent than real. I n  the trade of the most profitable article 
of barter, grain, little or no competition could be offered, and 
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though he might no longer be able to speculate in the com- 
merce between Hindwtan and Tartary, yet the necessity of his 
services as a carrier would always enable him to command 4 
considerable proportion of the gross returns of that trade. 

I t  would here be desirable to offer some accounts of the 
adjoining Trans-Himalaya state, but the watchful care with 
which the entrance of Europeans is prevented, the extreme 
precautions with which natives of India not Bhoteas, are 
admitted, and the jealous restrictions to which even the 
Bhoteczs are subjected, p.reclude the acquisition of any particular 
and authentic information on points, connected with the local 
administration and resources of that country; a few generd 
notices may, however, be given. 

The province of Huindes is by its inhabitants called Nari ; 
while at Ladokh and to the westward, it appears to be known 
by the name of Chung or Jhang lbng, an appellation nearly 
synonymous with Huindes. I t  is subject directly to the Lama 
at Lossa, and is administered by officers deputed or appointed 
h m  thence. 

The chief government is entrusted to two officers con- 
jointly, who are called Garphans, with the additional title of 
Urpi Ma, and Urgli Ya. They reside at Gartokh, and are re. 
lieved after three years : natives of Lassa and of that neighbour. 
hood, are invariably nominated to these situations. The pro- 
vince is subdivided into districts, each containing a certain 
number of towns and villages. The internal administration 
in each district is similarly confided to two officers, called the 
Deba and VazCr, whose appointment also emanates from Lmaa ; 
the Deba, commonly a native of the eastern provinces, is also 
changed every three years; the Vcufr who is one of the princi. 
pal inhabitants of the district, holds his situation during good 
behaviour. The measures of these officers are subject to the 
control of the governors at Gartokh. 

The Urgti Ma and Debn appear respectively to enjoy 
snperior consequence and consideration, but to give effect to 
their acts the concurrence of their colleague is indispensible. 

The on1 regular military force in the province is said 
to consist o r two hundred horse, stationed at Gartokh; thiii 
body must have been originally recruited from Tartary, as the 
men of which it is composed are described by the Bhoteas as a 
horse-eating race, Each town and village ha its enrolled 
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militia, liable to be called upon whenever their services arb 
required. The religious institutions are under the exclusive 
control of the provincial and district Lamas, who also appear 
to exercise considerable influence inthe local civil administration. 

A rapid communication with the capital, Lassa, is kept up 
by means of a horse post; the stages are from fifteen ta twenty 
miles apart, and four horses with their riders are retained at 
each. 

The several public establishments are all remunerated 
by grants of revenue in its different branches. These latter 
have already been enumerated (para. 37.) Of the aggregate 
resources of the province no eatimate can be obtained; from 
the concurrent testimony of the Bhoteas, it would appear that the 
Huiniyas, are grievously taxed and oppressed under their theo- 
cratical form of government. The towns and marts to which the 

, trade from each ghAt is respectivcly confined, are as follows : 
I 

Mona to Chaprang. I Dharma to Kuinlang. 
Niti to Dapa. Byame to Taklakot. 

. These are severally the principal towns of districts, and 
as such the residence of a Deba and a Vazfr. The Juwa'ri, as 
before observed, have a general license to trade in every part 
of the province. 

Few opportunities have occurred for obtaining an insight 
into the peculiar usages and customs of the Bhoteas, as when 
down in the H~ndu portion of the province-they conform gene- 
rally to the practices in use there. In  their personal appear- 
@nee the Blmleoa are perfect Tartnrs, and exceed the natives 
of this province in size and stature; more particularly the Dharma 
Bhoteas, among whom individuals possessing extraordinary 
strength are far from uncommon. 

The dress of the male sex is in all the ghhts nearly 
similar, consisting of the common eastern robe and loose 
trowsers, with a skull cap, all of woollen stuff, to these is added 
a komarbund of calico. Tlie DI~armu and Byanae Bhoteas in- 
variably wear woollen boots, reaching nearly to the knee ; these 
are composed of stuffs of different colors sewn chequer-wise. 
The soles are of buffalo hide. 

The Bhotem of the other ghAts also use boots, of plain 
woollen stuff, when travelling over snow. In the Mana, Nitt 



a n d  Jutom ghAts, the females adopt the dress worn by the 
same sex, atid corresponding clasaes in the northern pergunnab. 
The D h a  and Byanse women retain a Tartar dress. This 
consists of a web of cloth folded round the body, and descend- 
ing from the waist to the ancles in the form of a petticoat ; at 
the waist it is secured by a girdle, commonly of leather: above 
this is a shift without sleeves, reaching below tLe knee ; while 
above all is a narrow h o d  fixed on the top of the head and 
covering all but the face, shewing a tail descending down the 
'back nearly to the heels ; a pair of boots, similar to those of the 
men, completes the equipment. The above articles of dress are 
all made from woollen stuff dyed either red or dark blue, having 
narrow white stripes. The ornaments of these ladies b d e  de- 
scription and be& no resemblance to any thing worn elsewhere.: 
the most prominent are the earrings, commonly of pewter, 
which in size and shape, may be compared to a massive house- 
door key. Strings of large pieces of coarse amber are worn 
round the neck in addition to two or three indescribable neck- 
laces. The Bhoteas of both sexes and of all classes in every ghQf, 
carry suspended from the wasteband by small chains or thongs 
of leather, a variety of instruments of daily use, such as knife, 
spoon, scissors, awl, packing needle, tweezers, steel flint, tobacco, 
paunch, 8cc. The Blmteas consume large quantities of food, 
particularly of animal, of which a constant supply is afforded 
to them in the carcases of their sheep and goats which die from 
fatigue or disease. The Mana, Niti  and Juwar Bhoteas scrupu- 
lously abstain from the use of beef of every description ; by the 
Dhmma and Byanse Bhoteas the c h a r  gae is eaten, and the 
common kine would probably not be spared by them, but for 
the general prohibition against the slaughter of that animal 
which is in force in this province. The Bhoteas are much ad- 
dicted to the use of spirituous liquors, in extenuation of which 
practice they plead necessity from the nature of the climate in 
Bhot ; when collected together in any place, they have frequent 
drinking parties, 'which are continued during the whole night 
and sometimes kept up even for the ensuing day. In- 
toxication with them does not, however, lead to riot or disorder. 
The liquor in use is of two descriptions darci or whisky, produced 
by distillation, and jan obtained by simple fermentation : the 
latter is the favorite beverage. Both are procured from rice : 
to hasten the fermentation dried yeast, balma reduced to pow- 
der, is added : a few hours only are required to render the jam 
fit for use. The balma is prepared from the meal of barley or 
other coarse grain on which an infusion of the berries or sprigs 
of the juniper, or of the mi, in water is made to filter : the 
dough is kneaded, and when ready, dried in small cakes for 
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keeping. The balma is said to retain its properties for many 
J years ; its manufacture, which is tedious, forma the exclusive 

occupation of particular individuals. 

Of the Bhteaa, it may be observed generally, that they 
are an honest, industrious and order1 race, possessed of much 
good humour and patience : in their I abita they are commonly 
dirty, more particularly the Dha~maa, who openly profess an 
hereditary prejudice against ablutions of every kind : to this 
profession they fully act, and, except on particular occasions of 

4 religious ceremony, never raeh either their hands or face. 
The skirts of their dress serve to cleanse both their persona and 
their cooking utensils-to scrub the latter either with sand or 
water, would, they conceive, be attended by disastrous conse. 
quences, as nlready noticed in treating of the climate. 

I n  concluding this report, it may be added, that, on those 
points of rural and domestic economy which have been p a e d  \i unnoticed, little or no variation exists fmm the practices fol- 
lowed in other parts of the province, and already detailed iu a 
previous report. 

-- - 

(Rrprinlcd from the Asiatic Rraearchw, Yo!. XVIU. 
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THE DISTRICT O F  GURHWAL, 
IN THE PROVINCE OF KUMBON, 

J. H. BATTEN, ESQ., C. 5. 

'To G. T. LUSIIINGTON, ESQUIBE, 

Cmnsnissiimer of Kumaon. 

I have the honor to forward two general statements for 

Introduction. 
zillah Gurhwal: No. 1, exhibiting the revenue 
assessment according to the re-settlement made 

under the provisions of Regulation IX. of 1833, of every put- 
tee and pergunnah, with the total result for the whole zillah, 
drawn up in comparison with the assessments of former settle- 
ments ; No. 2,* shewing the distribution of increase and de- 
crease made in the Government demand throughout every divi- 
aion of the zillah. 

11. The mouzahwar statements of each pergunnrrll have 
previously been forwarded to your office ; but 

Genenl Statement. as alterations of iumma in some instances. 
and of the number of separate leaks, and of the distributioi 
of villages included in the several pottahs in other instances, 
have been subsequently made, I respectfully beg leave to re- 
commend that the two statements now forwarded be alone sent 
to the Sudder Board for their inspection and approval. These 
have been drawn up with all the changes which may have been 
ordered in regard to amount of Government jumma by the 

Note.-Not published. 
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Commissioner, consequent on appeals and references.* The 
* These &atementa also in- only summary settlement made since 

eluded all recent ~i~   bad the completion of the proceedings un- 
leanes, which have passed der report, (at least the only one which 
through the has been brought to my notice,) has 
Office. been that of mouzah Chorkundee, 

puttee Sablee, pergunnah Mulla Sulan, reducing the revised 
jumma from rupees 96 to rupees 64; the cause of the reduc- 
tion being a considerable loss of arable land by floods which 

J 
occurred subsequent to the settlement. A note on this sum- 
mary settlement has been made at the foot of the tabular state- '. ments ; but, as the copy of the order sanctioning the change 
has not been communicated 05cially to me, I have left the 
alteration in the puttee and pergunnahwar columns, and in the 
total amount of jumma for the whole district to be made dur- 
ing the passage through your oace. 

111. It appears from a statement B. attached to Mr. 
Commissioner Traill's printed statis- 

Former statements and abstract tical sketch of Kumaon,* that the 
of present settlement. amount of revenue fixed by the Goor- 

* Vol. 16, Aaiatic Researches, kha government at the last settle- 
published in calmtto, 1028. ment made for that part of Gurhwal 

which is now included in the pro- 
vince of Kumaon, amounted to 1,OP,551 Qoorkha ruses, 
equivalent (at the rate of 12 annas per rupee) to 78,414 Fur- 
ruckabad rupees. Of this sum rupees 82,406, equal to 61,805 
Furruckabad rupees, formed the land revenue; while the re- 
mainder, rupees 22,145, equal to 16,609 Furmckabad rupees, 
was made up from the following heads : salami or nuzzurana- 
mijhari or tax on domes-tunkur or tax on looms-sonya pha- 
gun or bhet on festivals-adheani dufteree or canoongoe allow- 
ances-sayer or customs-tamba khana taksal or mines and 
mint duties-khuersal or kuth muhals-kat bans or timbers 
and bamboos--sayer exclnsive of customs-and asmani firmani 
or estimated fines and forfeitures. I n  another statement (D.), 
the last Goorkha settlement for Gurhwal is put down at rupees 
91,258, apparently Furmckabad rupees, and probably being 
the sum actually collected ; the sum named in statement B. be- 

The disrrepanq between Mr. Traill'o printed ststemento and thone appended 
to his periodical settlanent reports and the atatementa now forwarded, arisar from 
the great imperfectian of the records for the earlier years, and from the ti& that in 
mlmeqnmt years villagee hare been transferred from one puttee to another, whilst 
othara have fallen entirely vsste and been excluded from the records, My rt~ta- 
menu nfer only t.4~ the past and preaent statistics of rillyes included in the prs- 
mt nettlement. 
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ing that .fixed by the Goorkha Commissioners. The British 
' assessments are as follow :- 

The highest jumma of the revised settlement, viz. rupees 
68,682, is that which I propose for the sanction of the Board 
and Government, less by rupees 32, the amount reduced by the a/ 
stunmay settlement alluded to in the last paragraph. The 
number of separate malgoozaree pottahs in the settlement last 
maile by Mr. Traill was 1710, exclusive of Chandee. I n  the 
present, the number of pottahs is 1894, making an addition of 
184 malgoozam or pudhans. The number of villages, whether 
large or small, or mere names of lands, which, according to 
custom or the pleasure of tllc people, have hitherto been sepa- 
rately recorded as dakhlee mouzahs, though often having no 
separate inhabitancies, is 4,103, and the quantity of land inclu- 
ded in their assessable area is 88,674 beesees, divided as fol- 
10ws-63~823 cultivated, 22,702 culturable, 2,149 huq pudha- 
nee. The average rate of assessment being 12 annas and 4 pie 
on total area, and 1 rupee 1 anna and 2 pie on cultivation 
per beesee. By a comparison of the abovementioned data i t  
appears that rupees 36, is the average amount of jumma for 
each separate lease, a fact which at once shows how different 
the circumstances of this district are to those of other divisions ; 
but calculating one-fourth of the dakhlee mouzahs or lands 
included within 1894 uslee mouzahs, as having separate inha- 
bitancies, whether large or small, (and this is not too large an 
allowance,) the average jumma per hamlet is so little as 28 
rupees. 

IV. I n  the following report I shall not attempt to avoid 
a repetition of language formerly made 

Remarks upl.natory Of the use of in the numerous letters en the Report. - subject of the settlement which have 
preceded i t  ; nor shall I think it necessary to mark such repe- 
titions as quotations ; my object being, on the present occasion, 
to lay before superior authorities, once for all, in a manner 
that will save them the trouble of reference to past correspon- 

J 
dence, a plain account of my actual proceedings from first to 
last, viewed in relation to doubts, difficulties, and inopportune 
circumstances which have occurred to delay their completion, 
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or render them less satisfactory than might at one time have 
been expected. 

V. On first taking charge of the Gurhwal pergunnab 
in 1837, I had every thing to learn in 

Histoy of the Sctt'els. regard to the peculiarities of the H a  ment. 
revenue system, and every thing to 

teach, as far as my experience acquired in the plains would 
allow me, in regard to the revision of settlement required, or 
then supposed to be required, by the Sudder Board of Reve- 
nue. It is difficult to say whether the Gurhwal tuhseeldar, 
the canoongoes and putwarees were more astonished at the 
terms " Regulation IX. of 1833," my own title of " Deputy 
Collector," and my confident proposition of a settlement for 
a period of 20 or 30 years being about to take place ; than 
1 myself was confounded at the circumstance of having to 
wander over more than 4,000 square miles, in order to 
revise 70,000 rupees of jumma, which I was told Mr. Traill 
had, at the last occasion, revised in less than a month, on the 
road between Hurdwar and Budrinath ; and that there was nei- 
ther a village map to)elp me, nor a record of area on which 
the slighest reliance could be placed. Both during the year 
1837, when my actual labours as Settlement Officer had hardly 
commenced-and during 1838, when I was personally at work 
in different camps-4 my difficulties, whether real or imagi- 
nary, arose from the vision of a complete settlement, according 
to line and rule, constantly floating before my eyes, interfering 
with my view of the actual local facts with which I had to deal, 
and inclining me to turn a deaf ear to all the representations of 
those native officials, who had formerly carried into effect Mr. 
Traill's plans. The reports made by me at that time to Mr. 
Turner, Commissioner of Rohilmd, will probably be remem- 
bered by one of the Members of the Board, as propounding ques- 
tions rather difficult of solution by authorities to whom only 
partial glimpses were given of the real nature of the difficul- 
ties which I thought surrounded me, and to whom I still wrote 
in the language and tone of the regular Settlement O5cer of 
a regular surveyed district. The answers received were accord- 
ingly somewhat oracular ; leaving me perhaps with a clearer view 
of what perfection might be reached, if insuperable obstacles 
did not intervene-but more despairing than ever of my own abi- 
lities to satisfy my employers, and at the same time benefit the 
people, in the midst of whom my tents were pitched. From the 
moment that I rejected the notion of forming my village settle- 
ment on comparisons of measurement rates, or rather on rates 
per Gactions of an area guessed at, but never measured ; and 
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tliat I took into consideration the caaual circumstance of the 
villages, independent of the quantity and quality of their land, 
the latter merely forming only one item, though an important 
one, of my calculations-the greater part of my doubts and 
difficulties vanished. Then I was enabled, more especially af- 
ter the aid of a Native Deputy Collector had been afforded me, 
to carry on without misgivings-and I hope with real success- 
the actual business of settlement ; that is the fixing of a fair Qo- 
vernment demand for 20 years for each estate, or set of estates, 
which required separate engagements ; and the discovery and 
declaration of the rights, liabilites and comparative possessions, 
according to their own shewing, not according to any autho- 
ritative data, of the several communities. i 

VI. lh jummabundee now forwarded for the approval of i 
the Board and the Government, has been found- 

wp'* '' *& ed on tkpast  payments of each estate, or bet #mament. 
of estates, viewed in relation to its present state 

ufprosperity, w sheum by the state of cultivation, the number, 
climacter and health of the inhabitants, the localit3 of their pos- 
&, and their general resources, w k t k r  mercantile or agri- 
&tt(ral, as firirly proved according to the opinion of their i n .  . 
e ~ t i a l  wighboups, consulted in open punchayet on the subject. 
The new jummas have now stood the test of individual appeals 
made to yourself during the course of three years; and have, 
I believe, been found to press heavily on the people in but few 
instances, and there a remedy has been applied. The question 
remain* whether the decrease of mpeea 701,* in the Govern- 
ment demand on the whole zillah, was called for, and whether 
the interests of Government have been sufficiently considered. 
I have no hesitation in declaring, that if I had thought fit to 
make pcrgunnahwar jummabundees, and had employed the 
Government putwarees aud the thokedars in the duty of dis- 
tributing the whole amount by dursur (as they call such a dis- 
tribution of the jumma) throughout the mouzahs of each per- 
gannah or puttee, I could have always made good the loss of 
revenue, found necessary to be incurred in one village, by an 
increment arbitrarily placed on another, and thus the total 
Government demand would have remained undiminished. But 
my own principles were, except in the case of the Bhote me- 
hals (to which reference will be made in its proper place), 

* The mm of IL. 701 tohl decrease, include8 RI. 129 belonging to excluded 
villages, which hare fallen waste. The decrease on rill- included in the pnmnt 
mettlemeat mounta to LL. 172. 
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atrongly opposed to such a system of balances and adjustments, 
on the following grounds, viz., the physical fact that no om 
puttee, however small, has one natural character for all its vil- 
lages ; and that, in fact, each village has a separate character, 
according to its height on the mountain side, vicinity - to, or 
distance from the forests; situation on the mountain, or in the 
valley; and above all, its climate, as caused by these circum- 
stances. Neither are there, for the most part, sets of villagea 
forming one line at one height, and other sets forming other lines 
at other heights ; and though it would be easier to form a jum- 
mabundee on a list of mountain-top villages, upper slope, middle 
slope, lower slope, and valley villages respectively, still great 
difficulties would occur, without a regular survey, in fixing the 
real characters of the different Lines ; and the moral obstacles, 
hereafter to be alluded to, would be found to separate the differ- 
ent mouzahs of each line more rigidly even than the inter- 
vening precipices. 

VII. Vast tracts of the province are composed of bare 
rocks, 6r covered with forests : in some 

Phywid widties parts such features are confined to the iry the Settlement. 
upper parts of the mountains. whose 

sides and base are adorned-with-the richest fertility; w'hile, in 
other parts, the finest slopes or the fairest valleys are succeed- 
ed by continuous miles of river glen, where precipices and woods 

J 
extend to the lowest depths. Sometimes the jungle is below the 
cultivated tracts ; sometimes above. In  one place, individual vil- 
lages or sets of villages are separated from their neighbours by 
almost impervious forests or impassable crags and rivers ; in 
another, villages having little barren waste are mutually divi- 
ded by a small copse or ravine, or b the natural boundary of 
a stream flowing betweeu their fie i' ds; so various are the 
features of the country through which the hamlets are inter- 
spersed ; and, however notorious one puttee may be for its 
plenty, and another for i b  povert , no opinion in either case g can be formed of the natural capa ilities of one village, by the 
view of its ncighbour, in even the smallest subdivision of a 
tract./It may herc also be mentioned that in the plains, water 
can always be fouud by digging to a greater or less depth : and 
that there, the only quest~on arising with reference to this 
important element, whether for drinking or for irrigation, is 
merely the expense of a well, and the means of drawing up 
and distributing the water. I n  a mountain tract, the springs 
are placed most capriciously by nature ; and though it may al- 
ways be assumed that at a certain distance from the summit of 
a range, the level of springs will be reached (at a high level 
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for imtmoe on clay slate formations, and at a lower level 
among cavernous limestone rocks) ; still, large spaces intervene 
between the different outbreaks of the water. The character 
of the ground alone determines the practicability or otherwise 
of irrigation : and the deep glens and lesser ravines, which 
cut the mountain sides, carry off into their barren and rocky 
boeoms volumes of water, which, if distributed as wanted 
throughout a tract, would render the whole land teeming with 
fertility. 

VIII. Such were the physical reasons which convinced 
me of the propriety of settling each 

eircumsta- the mouzah with its dakhlee lands on 
mode of settlement. 

its own capabilities, and not with 
reference to a distribution of jumma -throughbut a given per- 
gunnah or puttee. But against the latter plan there also ex- 
isted the moral obstacle, that however acquiescent or perhaps 
indifferent to the mode of allotting jummas by the dursur ar- 
rangement the mass of the people were, when each assessment 

v 
was only made for quinquennial and other still shorter periods, 
a different state of feeling arose, when the period of settlement 
was fixed at 20 years. Then each pudhan begau to question the 
right of any one save the Settlement Officer, to fix his share of 
the revenue burden; and much began to be spoken or rather 
clamoured about the spite and favor of the thokedars, on whom 
the invidious task of allotment, if they were just men-and the 
suapicioue task, if they were partial men, or wished to relieve 
their own estates-wguld devolve. The clamours I could not 
have drowned, but I could have disregarded them; and I cer- 
tainly could have succeeded in obtaining increased jummas 
from some estates to answer equivalent decreases in others, if 
I had thought it prgper to keep the Government demand at 
the full amount on the whole zillah, and to disappoint the peo- 
ple, who had been taught to expect great advantages h m  the 
revieion of settlement. 

IX. I n  regard to the question of whether the interests of 
Government have been fairly consider- 

Considemtion whether ed, and whether a higher revenue than interests of the State hare 
daly rcgude& that of the last assessment ought not 

remuke on Mr. Corn- to have been fixed by me, I can only 
m ~ s i o n ~  T r a ' 8  -u- point to the periodical increases which 
me&. have taken place since the year 1815 ; 

pnd to s ta t .  tb t  although I fully believe Mr. Traill, with his 
great zeal and abilities, and vast influence over the minds of 
the hill people, would have been abk, notwithstanding his own 
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recorded doubts on this point, to present to Government hi5 
usual comparative statement shewing an increase to the reve- 
nue of the State; I came to this province with different in- 
structions, and had been taught that the Government demand 
ought to stop somewhere, and that the eighth settlement was a 
very good opportunity for putting a limit thereto. The late 

. Commissioner Mr. T r d ,  concluded his last revenue report, 
dated N t h  December, 1833, with the following emphatic 
words : " The total amount of revenue of the province of Ku- 
maon, inclusive of every branch of receipt, may be now stated 
at rupees 2,31;410 agreeably to the undermentioned details : 

" Land Revenue, . . . . . . Rs. 2,15,7-13 
Abkaree and drugs, . . . . ,, 2,157 
Farm of jungle produce, . . ,, 6,958 
Stamps,. . . . . . . . . . ), 9 , 6 5 0 ~ 3 1 ~  

' 
gt The total revenue realized in 1816 from every source amounted qi, to rupees lJ17,730 exclusive of transit duties since ab~lieheded.'~ 

To his praise be it ! and dao that he found the province 
(especially the Gurhwal portion of it) fast falling owing to the 
tyranny of its late rulers into a depopulated desert, and t h d  
he left it a comparative paradise, with its inhabitants invoking 
blessings on his name, and on that of the Government which 
he represented. The duty of his successors was, it appeared to 
me, rather to consolidate the good that already had been done, 
than to attempt, with less ability to carry it out, an imitation 
of the only measure, which, if not originally of a doubtful c h  
racter, had at least been pursued to its legitimate limits. 

X. The extension of the period of settlement to 20 years, 
as before hinted, was not quite satis- 

Chewations On the arten- factory to some of the pudhans, and rion of the period of Set- 
tlement to z" years, ~ t h  their feeling of faint-heartedness and 
quotation from Mr TraiU distrust to their future resources, 
ou the subject Opinion would undoubtedly have operated in s 
as to the stability of the 

crqements. measure against any general increase 
to the Gurhwal jumma. The late Com- 

missioner, Mr. Traill, was indeed of opinion that such a mea- 
sure would be followed by a loss of revenue, m d  remrded his 
sentiments on the subject to the following effect : " From the  
facility with which new locations are here obtainable, the ha- 
bits of the cultivators are extremely unstable and migratov. 
Vacancies arising from desertions are not readily filled by n m  
tenants, while the general poverty of the malgoozars and te, 

4 
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aantry rendera them incapable of meeting from their own funds 
the additional burthens entailed by such de~ertions. In  these 
cases the lease would be thrown up, and remission in the de- 
mand would be indispensable, to save the village from total de- 
sertion ; at the same time no advantage could be taken of the 
gowiug improvement in other villages. I t  may be doubted 
whether the malgoozars in these districts would willingly en- 
gage for so long a period, unless the tenants of their respective 
villages sl~ould be considered as parties in the engagements, 
and remain bound for the same term. Under the Goorkha 
Government, when a fixed village assessment was promulgated, 
the above principle was fully recognised, and the claim of the 
malgoozar followed his tenant wheresoever he might emigrate." 

.- After this lugubrious prophecy of so experienced a func- 
tionary, it seems only necessary that I should here state my 
own opinion, as to thc stablility of the settlement which has 
been now made. When I 6rst arrived in Gurhwal, and llad 
heard, and in part seen, the revenue circumstances of the dis- 
trict, I came to the conclusidn that the new assessment for the 
long period which I was about to make, would fall short of the 
former one by at least 5,000 rupees. The decreement actually 
incurred d~lring the course of the settlement has been only 
rupees 701. I n  the same manner Mr. Traill, doubtless, thought 
that his laet assessment in Kumaon Proper was only good for 
five pears, and yet, except in the case of the terrai farms, it has 
already lasted nine years with hardly one balance. When, 
therefore, I now record my notion that between this date and 
1860 A. a, by which time every lerrse in the .pergunnahs 
nuder report will have expired, reductions and s u m m q  
settlements to the extent of from 1,500 to 2,000 Rs. decrease, 
not compensated by the additions to the revenue resulting from 
nia-abad leases, may possibly be found nec say ,  I may be 
only registering my prophetical i n e f f i c i e n c y ~ ~ u t  there really 
exist some muses, the operation of which might bring 
about the result comtemplated. Among them may be men- 
tioned. Fust-The sudden or gradual desertion of villees, 
owing, to the loss of life and bodily injuries inflicted on the in- 
habitants by tigers, beam and leopards ; to the diminution or 
lose of cultivation, by the constant incursion into the fields of deer 
and other animals from the forests ; and to the effects of disease 
(like the Budhan fever, for instance, and the late fatal illness a t  
Dhunpoor,) prevailing among the inhabitants. Second-The 
filling waste of dhaklee mouzahs, &om the migratory and fickle 
character of some of the paeekhast cultivators. Third-The 
remission or reductions of demand, rendered necessary by 
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murrains among the cattle, by seasons of drought, and by 
loss of arable land from floods, landslips, and in the snowy 
range avalanches. To these may be added, Fourth-Moral 
causes, which sometimes lead to the desertion of estatee : 
crimes, quarrels, loss of caste, and consequent dishonor, panics, 
and last but not least superstition, with its train of imaginary 
evils, witchcraft,. ghost, fairies, curses of fukeers, and the like. 
Some villages wdl also die a natural death from the extinction 
of the few old people who now inhabit them, and who have 
little or no offsprings. Barrenness is far from uncommon ' 
among the puharees. But your own observation will have proved 
to you, that the cause first mentioned is one, which, however 
little suspected by those unacquainted with the district, is a 
very serious evil independent of revenue considerations ; and 
though Government have been liberal in the matter of re- 
wards for the slaughter of wild beasts, the people of some parts 
of the province, even far removed from the plains, are dreadfidly 
harassed by the animals enumerated. 

XI. Before closing mv penkral remarks on the subieet 
u 

of the "revision of settlement, I w&ld 
m*v in the beg to mention that the greatest diffi- past revenue payments of 

r i ~ l q ~ ,  e#pecmlr of dha~r. culty was experienced by me in ascer- 
k e  m o d s  transferred taining the former jummas of mouzaha, 
from One muhaltoanother. and therefore in framing mv iummabun- v , *  

dee. As in the case of puttee Lohba, pergunnah Chandpoor- 
puttees Seela, Kourhe?, Pynao, and other puttees of pergun- 
nah Tulla Sulan ;-numerous separate inhabited villages were, 
at the past dr previous settlements, included in one lease and 
attached to some particular uslee mouzah. As there were no vil- 
lage accountants, and a s  very few phurdphants or rent rolls were 
in existence (such documents being in Gurhwal almost my own 
creation), most particular and searching inquiries, and compa- 
risons of accounts, oral and written, became necessary for 
the discovery of the past and present payments of each parti- 
cular mouzah, the inhabitants of which may have demanded s 
separate lease. The last payments of such extricated mouzahs 
have been recorded in the pergunnahwar statements under the 
term a gurphad," to distinguish them from Government 
ummas, and to prevent confusion of the two kinds of jummae. h o show also the actual comparison of data in its proper 

place, the alphabetical arrangement of mouzahs has in such 
cases been departed fmm, and those to which separate leases 
have been given, have been placed in order immediately below 
the uslee mouzah to which the last stood attached. Whenever 
I discovered that certain dhaklee estates, now requiring separate 



engagemerita, had been in the course of four or five settlements 
changed from one uslee mouzah to another, then the " confu- 
sion became worse confounded," the canoongoes and putwarees 
entirely lost their wits, and one and all connected with the 
work tried to pursuade me that the elimination of past payments 
in such cases was a problem, which could only be solved by 
anpernatural agency, or, if attempted under human means, was 
just possible in the course of ages. But as I was fully deter- 
mined to hunt out every jumma, at least through the course 
of 15 years previous to the revision of settlement, at last energy 
rmcceeded to despair among even the laziest of all known amlah, 
and I succeeded in gathering together the facts which I actually 
required. Now there is not one revised mouzah, either uslee or 
dhaklee in Onrhwal, the fiscal histo of which is not correctly 
fi@, from the settlement of 1877 3 umbut to the present time, 
m the Hindee statement corresponding to Form No. 2 of the 
Board's Settlement Circular, which accompanies every misl. 
The mbncaree of settlement also carefully traces out and re- 
cords the earliest history of each mouzah from first to Iaet, 
in regard to its pndhans, and its changes from dependance on 
some other mouzah to independehce ; and again from its soli- 'dJ 
hry position to inclusion among a set of villages ; and again 
to its present state, whatever it may be. There is no great 
merit in this work, but it may prove some excuse for the delays 
incurred in preparing the settlement misls for the Gurhwal 
Collectois ofice ; and the representation of it may be uaefnI 
in bringing to notice the uncertain and changeable nature of 
the village responsibilities and tenures of leases, and the scram- 
bling manner in which the revenue has to be collected, for some 
pears after the conquest, in a wild county recently acquired 
from a disorderly and arbitrary native Government. I may add, 
bowever, that not withstanding all the external and nominal 
changes to which they have been subjected, in many of the well 
inhabited mouzahs no interference with internal arrangements 
has ever occurred ; and the old village economy, with the single 
exception of the Government demand being paid to the State 

through the hands of a stranger, has stood as firm and stead- 
fast as the rock on which the village is built. 

XII. Recourse to farming leasee properly so called 
has been rarely found necessary in 

h* Lases. the course of this settlement. It would 
uselessly prolong and encumber the report, if I forwarded a 
trant3lation of the List of such leases drawn up by the native 
&ice; for, in the scarcity of real mostajur malgoozars, they 
have recorded as,such every pudhan who has been elected 
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or appointed to the management of a rsouzah in which he 
had hitherto no proprietary interest, consequent on the death 
or absence of the former pudhan, or of his resignation from 
choice, incapacity, want of means and influence, and similar 
reasons, and not in consequence of his refusal to engage for 
the revised jum~na on the ground of its being in excess. 
Wherever the thokedar of a muhal has accepted the malgoo- 
zarce nottah of one or more of its mouzahs. owing to the fai* 
lure i i  procuring a village pudhan, he ha; beenorecorded in 
the settlement misl as a kind of farmer, in order to distin,pish 
fiim born the actual proprietors of the village lands. In  some 
of the poorer and less populous per,gmnahs the influential 
thokedars have, during the course of former settlements, con- 
tinued to increase the& proprietary possessions, and to obtain 
by silent usurpation a title to such acquisitions ; merely be- 
cause no record whatever was at the time taken as to whether 
they became the holders of the pudhanship because they were 
by right entitled to the office, or whether they became so 

; because they had been elected or accepted as managers of 
the estate merely for the period of the settlenaent lease. As 
instances, however, of farming leases, I may casually refer 
rou to mouzahs Poornoun and Hat Kuleeanee, in puttee Pin- 
durpar, pergunnah Budhan, the remarks concerning which will 
be found in Nos. 23 and 49, of the English village state- 
ments; and to the settlement misls of moueahs Bugolee, 
Dhonur and Mussoor, of pergunnah Dewalgurh; of mouzah 
Punnia, and Oodalt, puttee Khatsewn, pergunnah Barasewn ; 
of mouzahs Seela and Bistana, puttee Lungour, pergunnah 
Gunga Sulan; and mouzah Hunsooree, puttee Chupra 
Kote, pergunnah Chandpoor. In  a few cases the ap- 
pointment of strangers to the management of villages 
has been reversed by yourself in the course of appeal 
from the settlement. 

XIII. The general rules, which guided myself and the  
late Deputy Collector* under my direc- 

Generals rules adopted for 
the Itasing and mannage- ti0ns as to malg002nree arrangements, 
ment of muhall. . We= as follow : 

1. The consent of the majority of the shareholders ia the  
appointment of a pudhan remained, as in Air. !hill's time, 
the general law. 

* Note. -Koonr Bhugwan Singh, brother of the titulnr Rajah of Kluaaon, u 
axceUent and able man, whosa death in 1841 was much regretted. 
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' 2. This law took absolute effect in all cases where the ex- 
isting pudhan had held the appointment only during the period 
of the expired settlement, and his dismissal was allowed mere- 
ly on his failing to acquire a majority of votes. 

3. When the pudhan had held the office for more than 
one settlement, he was not removed without proof o f f~u l t  or in- 
capacity; and in the event of such proof being forthcoming, hie 
nearest heir, or at d l  events some member of his family most 
agreeable to the villagers, was held to have the first claim to 
the appointment. 

4. I n  large villages the shareholders might elect two 
or more pudhans, each to manage his particular division of 
the estate, and to collect the Government revenue, and his 
own dues from the shareholdeh belonging to his own parti- 
cular party or clan. In  small mouzahs the election of more 
than one pudhan was discouraged. Tk aboc*e rules applied to 
pure bhyachara estates. 

5. In villages where there were few or many hissa- 
dare, with the lands not actually divided amongst them, 
but cultivated by occupant assamees /khcGkur), who were 
divided among the proprietors, (not unfrequently according 
to their own selection of masters,) that hissadar malgoozar 
who was found in possession of the appoinhent, or who 
m d d  show the orders of the Court upon the subject, was 

admitted to engage with Government was not allowed. But 
the pudhan in such cases was strictly forbidden to inter- 
fere with the assamees of any hissa save his own, he be- 

y. confirmed, and the claim of his brother shareholders to be 

ing entitled to collect the quotas of Government revenue 
Gom the proprietary shareholders, the latter making their own 
arrangements for collecting their own quotas from the 
khaekurs. 

6. The same rule was held good in the m e  of hissadaree 
estates, where the lands were actually divided among the pro- 
prietors, u d  where, instead of the khaekur or occupant, the 
lands might be found cultivated by paeekhast assamees or by 
sirtan (paying airtee) renters. 

7. The same rule applied to the case of whole sets of 
villagee inclqded in one lease, but with the villages divided 
among the several proprietors, except where on investigation 
it might be found that among two or three malgoozars holding 
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the pottah of a muhal, the villages placed under the manage- 
ment of each co-pudhan were found not to correspond with 
the proprietary rights. In  such instances the pottahs were 
remodelled, and the villages distributed according to the actual 
possessions of the hissadars; or in cases of doubt, and pend- 
ing the decision of the civil court, according to the voice of 
the occupant villagers. These h t  r u b  apply purely lo the 
cases of proprietary malgoorars, with reference to their position 
in regard to their brother sharehidem. 

8. The individual who on first redeeming a moueah 
from waste obtained the first pottah, was considered the 
#ole proprietor thereof ; and if he or his heirs were still 
in possession of the lands, he or they could not be removed 
from the pudhanship on the representation of the cultivators, 
or of the brethren who accompanied the pudhan at the first 
settlement of the mouzah, but who did not obtain the 
pottah. 

9. The claims to the property in, and management 
of, such nia-abad mouzahs set up by persons (not unfrequent- 
ly canoongoes, putwarees and their relations) who obtained 
the first pottah of the estate, but who, on failing to redeem 
the waste, or from any other reasons, abandoned the mou- 
rah, and at subsequent settlements left the pottah to bk given 
to others, were at once rejected; unless under the most 
distinct proof of the claimant having continued uninter- 
ruptedly to receive some kind of malikana h m  the villa- 
gers, and of the right of the latter to the pudhanship having 
been always considered resumable. 

10. The claims of the thokedar to the pudhanship or 
proprietary right of nia-abad lands recently brought under 
tillage, in opposition to the claim of the real clearer of the 
jungle, were at once dismissed, except he thoroughly proved 
that he himself had settled the cultivator on the lands, and 
had incurred expence in their redemption. 

11. Such nia-abad mouzahs (rarely paying more than 5 
Rs. per annum) have been sometimes included as dakhlees of 
the mouzahs from which the original cultivator came, and in 
which his hereditary land exists ; care being taken either to 
record the proprietor as one of the joint pudhans of the whole 
muhal, or, if he did not require that privilege, to register 
him as the sole owner of the lands. Such were the d o  qf 
nia-abad viUagt-8. 
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12. As a general rule, all dakhlee mouzahs were kept 
with the uslee mouzahs to which they had stood attacked un- 
interruptedly siuce the settlement of 1880 St., except where, 
by mutual consent, a separation was agreed upon. 

13. No mouzah was allowed a separate pottah if the 
records shewed that, continuously from 1872 St., or from the 
very first trace of its history, its union with some uslee mowah 
was unbroken. 

14. All  mouzahs having separate inhabitmcies were 
allowed to engage separately with Government, merely on 
,the expression of their wishes to this .effect by the majority 
of the inhabitants, their inclwion in another estate took 
phee d y  at the lost settlement, except a distinct decree of 
Court had ordered their inclusion. 

15. This rule equally applied to the case of non-pro- 
prietary communities occupying the land, but acknowledg- 
ing some external superior; that is, if the khaiikurs proved 
that previous to the last settlement they had enjoyed the 
privilege of having their own village pudhan, they were now 
permitted to elect one under the same rules as those made 
for bhyachara mouzahs, which they offen resemble in all but 
,the name. / 

16. In the case of mouzahs having remained dakhlee to V 
m e  other since the 1880 St. or 1885 St. settlement, their 
.claims to a separate engagement were favorably considered, 
whenever inquiry proved that their original absorption wae 
owing to some temporary cause now no longer existing, or to 
the prayer or consent of the inhabitants, and not to any bind- 
ing decision of authority. If however, owing to the conjunc- 
tion of the estates, a great commingling of rights, interests 
end possessions had occurred, a separate lease was not granted, 
but the measure of appointing an additional pudhan selected 
h m  among the villggers of the dakhlee mouzah was preferred. 
-e rule8 were fw the adjlcetmed of cases relatiw to uslee 
and dakhlee mouzab. 

17. 17re remuneration of pudhane, whether in land or 
dues, or both, was left to the mutual agreement of the 
m e @ ,  and where they could not agree, to a decision by 
punchayet. The pudhancharee, or huq pudhanee, sometimes 
&led " jetoundaJ' lands, were given over rent-free to the mal- 
goozar; but the quantity was fixed according to the act& 
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facts, and not according to any arbitrary rate on the area of 
the whole mouzah as formerly; for such allotment, though 
.duly recorded in the periohcal settlement books, always 
remained a dead letter. 

18. Whcre no huq pudhanee lands were found to exist, 
none were newly created, except by the consent of the villagers ; 
but if the customary dues were found to be too small, a mo- 
ney equivalent of about one rupee for every sixteen rupees of 
Government reveuue, was recorded as the right of the pudhan. 

19. Owing to the republican character of the communi- 
ties, and the strong opposition made to all arbitrary measures, 
the enforcement of the last mentioned right, by compelling 
the shareholders to sign an agreement against their own wishes, 
was not effected at the time of settlement, but was left to the 
course of law. 

20. With the exception of general rules concerning the 
public service, the instalments of revenue, and the management 
of " unbh~nta'~ or undivided, and " lawaris" or unowned lands, 
and the rights of pasturage, the actual paper agreement taken 
from the shareholders corresponded exactly to their own sys- 
tem of administration and liabilities, and those discontented 
with the arrangements, and not signing the deed, were left to 
take their remedy, or to be sued, at law. 

21. The villagers were not allowed to vote away, o~ 
otherwise interfere with, the actual possession of their proprie- 
tor malgoozar acquired during his pudhanship, in the case af 
the said proprietor being now by the operation . of the general 
rules ousted from the internal management of the mouzah by 
the substitution of a village pudhan in his place. 

XIV. The course of appeals, whether from myself as 
Settlement Officer. or in ordinam course 

Reference to the modification h m  the judicialdecisions of *the ~ e .  
and exceptions to the above- = knom nior Assistant of Gurhwal, will have 
to the Comrnisrioner. brought the working of these rules, with 

all their prurnerolcs modi f ia th  and w- 
ceptiona, before you ; and in some of the pergunnahs (Chound 
Kote and Mulla Sulan more particularly), I may truly say t h a t  
the settlement has been made, or at least remodelled and im 
,proved in a great measure, by. yourself, and that your opportu- 
nities for observing the system attempted to be delineated ip 
the above rules, h a ~ e  been greater. than my o m  

4 
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XV. Boundary disputes in Gurhwal were found of far 
less frequent occurrence, than at an 

Boandaries settlement Of of disputes con. and early period of the settlement I had 
cerning them. anticipated. At least three-fourths of 

the boundaries have been settled with- 
out the intervention of authority. In  such cases the razeena- 
nab of the parties have sometimes been separately filed ; but 
in general thk chuknamorh, or sketch drawn up by the canoon- 
goe for each village, uslee and dhaklee, sl~owillg its boundaries on 
every side, has been attested by the pudhan of the villqe dcli- 
neated, and by the pudhans of each village lying on its borders. 
In the book of " great measurement," asit is called, drawn 
up by Mr. Traill's orders for the whole province, the boundaries 
were described ; but this record in no instance showed on 
what grounds, and by whose attestation, the description was 
entered. Accordingly the native officials who prepared the work 
in question, and whose seals are attached to each copy thereof, 
are often accused of having made a false record. The pre- 
sent plan hsu this advantage over the former, that there is now . 
forthcoming for every mouzah a document accompanied with 
the proper attestations, showing the actual determination of 
the boundaries by the people themselves at a given period. 
Cases of dispute were decided by punchayet, according to the 
spirit of the Board's instructions, chiefly under the superin- 
tendence of the canoongoes. Along the line of the Kumaon 
hntier ,  and near Sreenugur, some of the disputes, being viru- 
lent and difficult of settlement, required their adjudication by 
myself or by the Deputy Collector. Mr. Commissioner TraiU 
aho, during the long course of his administration, had himself 
decided on the spot numerous boundaries, and such decisions 
were notorious and final. The fyzulnamahs of the punchayet, 
with all the proceedings connected with them ; were dram up 
with proper attention to forms ; and such misls, together with 
the razeenamahs and chuknamahs above described, have been 
for some time separately forwarded to the Gurhwal Record 
Officer at Paoree. Actual demarcation of boundaries by stone 
chubootrtu always took place, whenever recourse to a legal 
sdtlement of' disputes had been found necessnry. But in the 
case of amicable agreements among themselves, such demar- 
eation, though always recommended, was not insisted on. In. 
deed, on account of the villages being placed in such scat- 
tered situations, and being so numerous, it would have -been 
verv difilcult to find officials adequate to superintend this 
kina of work ; and the progress of it would, undoubtedly, 
have excited, in many instances, the very doubts and disputes, 
which the measure was intended to guard against. In the 
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Gurhwal mountains, moreover, nature herself still presciibes 
boundaries not difficult of discovery, and she represents, in. 
distinct and notable characters to the eye, the limits of men's 
respective dominions. High peaks and ranges, forests, rivers, 
rocks, glens, and ravines are at present sufficient landmarke 
for the simple and peaceable Gurhwallees, and will be so still. 
till the progress of population and shall bring 
them nearer in resemblance to their Kumaon neighbours ; 
who, in Pallee and other parts of the country, have partition- 
ed among themselves every foot of land, and whose terracee 
of cultivation extend often uninterruptedly from the very sum- 
mit of a mountain to its base. I n  some parts of Barasewn, 
Chound Kote, and the northerly puttees of Tulla Sulan, the 
Gurhwal hills resemble in this respect the fertile parts of 
Kumaon; and there, a matter of course, the contentions 
concerning boundaries were most frequent, and their ad- 
justment most difficult. At the time of settlement the Gurh- 
wallees of every pergunnah were distinctly informed-that, 
even where no demarcation had been insisted on, the present 
determination of their respective boundaries was final-that 
IIO further discussions on the subject would in future be al- 
lpwed--and that henceforth the presentation of petitions re- 
ferring to dispossession of one village by another, would gene- 
rally end by involving some party or other disagreeably iu the 
proceedings of the Criminal Court. 

XVI. Large portions of waste land, including whole - - 
ranges and their vast forests, hive been 

to landsv pae- included from olden time in the boun- ture ground m d  forests. 
daries of adjacent villwea. thoueh not  

included in their recorded mqba. -NO interfe"rerke wi% thia 
nominal allotment of waste (except in the case of the terrai 
lands) has been attempted at the present settlement of Gurh- 
wal. Such a division has been found useful in giving separate 
trncts for pasture* for the cattle of different villages ; but t h e  
inhabitants have been strictly forbidden, and the prohibition 
is particularized in the pudhan's pottah, and also in the several 
ikrarnamahs signed by the shareholders of villages, from levy- 
ing dues for the privilege of grazing within certain boundaries, 
unless the custom of paying and receiving them has been im- 
memorial; the burden of the proof of thia resting with thoea 
who demand such payments. Owing to the ignorance and re- 

* The Gurhmllssl do not migrata n n n d j  to t h e - i  to gnr, thdr attle 8 

thew own hilb dording d c i e n t  pasture. 
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tlivded civiIization of the communities, the absence of village 
accountants, and the p a t  desire that I all along felt to leave 
the people as much as possible to themselves, and to inflict on 
them as little as possible the visitation of native officials, or the 
aecessity of their own personal attendance at tuhsildarees and 
kutcherees merely with the view to'the manufacture of certain 
documents and statements, the record of village administration 
must necessarily be imperfect-and I hope that this report will 
$e considered in a meaaure diclrrratory. I therefore take this 
opportunity of asserting, that the right of Government to all 
the forests and waste lands not included in the assessable area 
af the estates, remains utterly unaffected by the inclusion of 
certain tracts within the boundaries of mouzahs-and that no 
one has a right, merely on account of such .inclusion, to demand 
payment for the use of pasture grounds, or for the permission 
to cut timber or firewood. Neither does such inclusion inter- 
fere necessarily with the right of Government to accept offers 
for nia-abad leares. But as ordered in the case of the terrai for- 
ests, so in the hills (where, too, zumeendaree.claims are rare), the 
inhabitante of the village most adjacent to the tract, or having 
it recorded within their boundary, should have the first refusal 
of all such leases ; and no grant of the kind should be allowed 
within a certain distance of the cultivated and culturable waste 
lands of inhabited villages; the distance to be fixed by the 
district officer, after receiving the report of the local putwaree 
and canoongoe, as to the position and extent of the proposed 
clearing. If proper attention is paid to the subject of waste 
lands in Gnrhwal, and every application for the privilege of 
redeeming them be carefully considere6 and decided on with 
reference to the abovementioned declaration now -made by the 
Settlement Officer, I am of opinion that the prosperit of Gurh- 
wal, and the advance of ita population and agric ,IT ture, and 
finally of its revenue, will be for the future even more satisfac- 
tory than during the years that followed the expulsion of the 
Wrkhas ,  and the return of the peasantry to their ancient 
homes. I n  every puttee there are one or two villages very 
thriving in character, and with surplua members who are avail- 
able to become paeekhast cultivators of neighbouring estates. 
I have purposely, in the wilder districts, (Chandpoor, Budhan, 
Chupra Kote, and lower Tulla Sulan, for instance,) left such 
villages lowly aasessed in oder  to increase their wealth, and 
render them reservoirs, whence ita currents can flow and ferti- 
lize the vicinity. Let the uurperfluous members of such com- 
munities be distinctly told, that a good title will be given with 
the several patches of fine redeemable land in the forests, and 
W all  fictitiqus claims to monopoly of the waste have now 



been repudiated a an usurpation of Government rights;  and^ 
as only tending to injure the country by increasing the tigers 
and bears ; and I am sure that the offers for new lands will in- 
crease ten-fold. The practice here pursued, of the European 
officer himself spending a large portion of the year in moving 
about the district, will enable him to make the nia-abad settle- 
ments almost always himself; and I hope I shall be excused 
for urging on those who may henceforth be connected with the 
aduunistration of Gurhwal, the immense importance of such 
personal investigatioil and arrangements on the spot, 

XVII. I t  is liow necessarv to declare what is meant bv 
the ass&sable area of estates, what &- 

A'sessab1e area of estatee and tual facts are represented by the land measurement of lands. 
set down in the statement as cultivat- 

ed, and culturable waste. As comparison of revenue rates on 
the land formed, as alluded to in paragraphs 5 and 6, but an 
inconsidcrable element in the calculation of the Government 
demand, I shall not on the present occaaion reiterate what has 
been often and often reported as to the nullity of the measure- 
ment (and consequently of the resulting record) according to 
the system of beesees and nukes. Mr. Traill's statistical report 
is sufficiently full on the subject of the measures which exist 
and existed in this province, and there it is also stated, that 

the adoption of so uncertain a standard was ascribable to the 
nature of the arable land, the actual measurement of which would 
have required greater perseverance and science than the natives 
of this province ever ossessed." The beesee is equal to ?O 

'Y 
pathas. The patha o ? Gurhwal, corresponding to the nalee of 
Kumaon, is a measure of seed with a capacity of about two 
seers; and in estimating the number of pathas in any portion 
of land, the calculation refers to the quantity of seed (wheat 
being the uslurl grain supposed) required to sow it. " The ac- 
tual extent, however, varies according to the quality of soils aa 
the grain is sown much wider in poor lands new the summit, 

* Traill. than in rich lands n the base."* 
Ooperaon is the tern a&ied to high 

land and tullaon to low land, but in Gurhwal the word " seera" 
is only used to represent land actually irrigated; and not 
land for which the means of irrigation are available by the 
turning off of a stream or spring, and the formation of a water- 
course. I n  Gurhwal, as in Kumaon, there are nnmerous 
denominations of land, but the jhoola was and is the chief 
measure, differing in value according to local usage and the 
various classes of landholders, but in every instance exceed- 
ing in quantity one beesee, and measurable by it. In 1880 Str 



x r .  Traill reduced all the accounts of ruqba to the standard 
of the beesee. A survey, as it was called, of every village 
took place; the result of this measure is the book of great 
.measurement before alluded to. I n  addition to this at the 
periods of assessment in 1880 1885, and 1890 respectively, ' 
settlement books were m n e a s d  these showed the division --- - 
of the ruqba into " 'ab%d," " wyrKn," and " huq pudhanee ;" 
by '' wyran" is meant the culturable waste lands adjoin- 
ing the cultivation, including fields formerly cultivated, 
but now abandoned. No actual measurement ever took place, 
but every thoke or local division of each estate was supposed 
to be examined by the Surveying Officer, and the number of 
nalees in i t  was guessed at. Opposite each thoke was placed 
the number of nalees, and the addition of the nalees of all the 
thokes showed the nunlber of beesees in the estate. This loose 
method of measuring superficial quantity is here known by the 
appropriate term of " 92wtur andazzee." 

The area shewn in my village statements is only so far 
better than that recorded in former settlement books, that more 
pains were taken and more time spent in ascertaining the com- 
parative quantity of cultivation and waste. The quality of the 
soil, and the kind of crops grown, were also noted previous to 
the formation of the present settlement. 

A regular scientific survey of the province was at one time 
thought of by Mr. Bird, late Member of the Board. I knew that, 
in Gurhwal at least, there would be no increme of revenue, 
consequent on the knowledge obtained of the quantity and 
quality of land in eetates; and I shrunk from recommending 
so expensive, and, owing to the nature of the country, so tedi- 
ous an operation. In  1832, Mr. Commissioner Trail1 fixed 
by authority the quantity of land in horizontal measurement 
legally contained in one nalee ; and the result of a patient inves- 
*tion into existing differences, and a careful comparison of 
various answers to h ~ s  inquiries, was the declaration of the fol- 
lowing official statement, viz. 

Yardr. Square Yarh. 

1 nalee or patha in whatevcrland,20 by 12 = 240. 

20 nalees or one beesee,.. . . .. 240 by 20 = 4800 (lesa by 40 than an Engliahacre.) 

XVIII. I beg to conclude this part of the subject with 
Quotation from a note b, the following extract from a note on 

~ r .  F. Cnrrie on the snllject the Gurhwd Settlement, kindly d r a m  
of Guh*al settlement. up in 1838 by Mr. F. Cunie, now a 
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Judge of the Sudder Cmrt N. W. P.,* whom I colnulted on  
various embarrassing points connected with my work. 

" The record of measurement of the province haa been au- 
curately described by Mr. Batten, in his letters to the Sudder 
Board. With reference to the process pursued in forming thia 
record, it is obviously vain in discussing it to talk about the 
difference between a " beesee" and a surface measurement, ee 
if this were either one or the other. If a fair average were 
ascertained of how many fold a beesee or patha of seed grain 
of each description could yield-and then a correct statement 
of how many beesees of each description were actually sown in 
a village in a given year were formed-a new measurement 
would be obtained, and a fair criterion whereon to ground an 
assessment might be arrived at ; or if the quantity of land 
which a beesee would sow, and the actual quantity of bees- 
sowxi in any village were aaoertained, a standard whereby to  

' 
form proceedings would be found, and it would signify little 

: whether the amount of land or quantity of grain were the 
nominal standard; but in this irlstarice the surface of the 8oii 

\ ; was subjected to a nuznrr andiwizee estimate, and the extent of 
' - it recorded in an arbitrary amount of beesees. It is evident 

that such a process, even supposing the " nuuzur andazzee" to 
have been conscientiously conducted, is no measurement at all, 
either of grain or of land ; and that on such record alone, with- 
out further investigation and inquiry, it would be impossible 
to ground settlement proceedings, or under any circumstances 
to draw out from it a table of rules : but when it is notorious 
that the nuzour andazzee record was dishonestly made by the 
subordinates employed-and when it appears (I myself read the 
order), that the Commissioner, on receiving the statement re- 
garding a large tract (5 pergunnahs) in the province, declared 
himself dissatisfied with the result of the inquiry aud directed 
that the areas of all the &ges in that tract s/rouM be doubled, 
and that in the record doubled they were accordingly-it is, in 
ply opinion, obviously necessary that in any proceedings wKcE 
may now be held, the Settlement .Officer should reject entire- 
ly the false estimate recorded in 1880 St., and should pursue 
some other course for ascertaining the extent and capabilitiq 
of the villages to be subjected to settlement arrangements." 

1, XIX. I have not attempted to draw up a statement ac- 
\ 

Tenam. cording to form No. 23, of 'the Board'r 
Settlement Circular, shewing the te- - 

' L  * Note.-184g,-Si F. Cunic, But., Member of Council. 
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a-s on which the muhals of Gurhwal are held. In  Kumaon p. 
Proper there is scarcely one estate which has not become 
a subject of litigation in the courts, and proofs 
forthcoming of the state of property, both 
name and title, and to possessions. In Kumaon, too, many 
of the principal landholders are non-resident brabmins (josheea 1' 
and others), the descendants of those to whom the native 
A e r s  gave h n t s  of land; and although h m  the custom 

Q "I. 
of the country the tenantry are inclined to resist all pay- 
ments, either in money or kind, to the proprietors, which 
have not some reference to the amount of revenue to the 
State paid by the latter ; still the existence of rent as distinct 
from revenue, and the appropriation of a large share of the 
gross produce by others than the occupant inhabitants, point 

th pure imp to the zumeendaree tenure. bo , / erfect, as bearing , 
able and definite proportion to the other classes of 
Gurhwal, owing to the comparatively small value 

of land, the scantiness of population, and the almost entire 
&pendance for their position and wealth, even of the most con- -v' 

/ 
eiderable landholders, (as for instance the Bhurtwal family ,in 
Nagpoor and the Uswal family in Seela,) on the actual influ- 
ence which they may happen individually to possess over 
the agricultural communities, and not on any nominal legal 
right-the enforcement of which, even if possible, would soon 
leave the claimants without a tenantry, and would only enrich 
their neighbonrs-hardly one estate, with the exception of the 
nia-abad muhals, could be correctly entered under the head of I I ; , 
p.re  zumeendaree; while the classes of tenure which the Bomd ' 

., 1 7 
call by the name of imperfect putteedaree, are found in 
some parts'of the districts to exceed in numbers the pure 1 

bhyachara tenures, which again exclusively prevail in other 
P*-/ 

Mr. Trai11, in hia statistical report, asserts " that a large 
portion of the province, not le-b_ab_Is than three-fourths of 
the villages, are wholl cultivated by the actual ro r i e t o ~ o f  +- t6elmd, from whom o c y m e  nothing can be- r femked  be- > .  

y m E i i u  respective q u o t a  the -cage assessment ; and 
that in those cases the settlement ji literally speaking qg t -  , 
vfiiri, although the lease is issued ody iii the name of one I 
073 ,  most of two shares in the estate." In  Gurhwal this 
statement is literally true for about three-fifths of the villages, 
that is, the inhabitants hold the land in severalty under a %A,--. ; i joint responsibility for the revenue, and pay nothing except " . I ;  . ( & '  
their shares of the Government revenue and the customary few &-' ( ) 



to  the elected village pudhan, who again pays only the fee fot 
: ministerial services due to the thokedar. The remaining two- 

j fifths are inhabited by those who, in addition to the above nam- 

$ ed items, pay_ce.tain.sums of money, certain portions of grain, 

1 ghee and other produce, and a higher rate of cvstomary fees, such 
t as legs of goats, &c., a t  marriages and other occasions, to the 

c, thokedar or seeana in- hi^ capacity of hissadq and proprietor, o r  
' L & ~ h ,  S t F o s e  of% lamily who may possess t%e proprietary share 

in their respective villages. 

XX. Before coming to the subject of thokedars, I may 

I here record that, aa the general rule, 
Pndhw. the " pudlln is the village ministerial 
officer intrusted with the collection of the Government 
demand, and with the supervision of the police of his nllage. 
He is commorlly one of the villngc, appointed with the 
approbation of the other joiut sharers, and is removable 

J 
for malversntion, or at the requisition of the majority of 
sharers. I-Ie collects the government revenue agreeably to 
their several quotas. He pays also the rent of his own i m m e  

share of the estate. He is remunerated by fees on mar- 
fives, and a small portion of land set apart for the purpose. 
There is no hereditary claim or right to the situation of pudhan, 
but generally the son succeeds mthout opposition, unless inca- 
pable from youth and want of talent, in which case the sharers 
are called upon to choose another pudhan from among thcmaelvea. 
Uncultivated lands, which may have not been even subjected to 
division among the proprietors, are managed by the pudhan, and 
the rents yielded from their cultivation are mounted for by  
him to the body of proprietors, who take credit for the same 

in the quota of the government cess to * Traill. which they are respectively liable."* 

XXI. Referring to the abovementioned divisions of t h e  

Thokedars and SeeaIIM. 
agricultural community, the seeanas or 
thokedars are divisible into two kinds. 

First, there are those thokedars (sometimes called, in t h e  
time of the r j a ,  lesser seeamis), who are merely intrusted 
with the charge of the police in a certain number of villages, 
who are paid by a fee of one rupee on the marriage of the 
daughter of each village pudhan, and a leg of every goat killed 
by the said pndhans ; and who, if they can prove the receipt of 
such a payment from the comrnencernent of the British &, are 
entitled by the law to receive dues through the pudhan frola 
the village, amounting altogether to a per-centage on the 

4 
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the fields, required on the private farms of the landholders. Ia 
2 .  the remaining villages the possessions of the aeeana families 

I : 
6 1' l i  

a- less determinate ; and the khekur or occupant assaxnee, I-' ! often asserting his right to be recorded in the rent roll aa s 
hissadar of the land, and not unfrequently as tWwan-that is, 
the holder of t M t  or property in the soil-strenuously resisted 
the claim of any to the proprietorship of the village ; declared 
that the decrees of the court, and the ancient Goorkhalee or 
raja's sunnuds, had merely reference t o T p o a i t i o n  of the 
seeana as talooqdar and foujdar, or fiscal and criminal admin- 
istrator for the district ; and, at the time of the settlement, 

i t  refused voluntarily to sign any agreement for payment of any 
dues called hhet, dustoor, or malikana, which could by any pos. 

! sibility be construed into an acknowledgment of any d. 
Such cases you youreelf have had to deal with in Gwjroo and 
other parts of Mulla Sulan; and have succeeded, where the 
proprietary rights of the thokedar were fully proved, in allow- 
ing the people their sep~trate pottahs for their own villages, and 
in buying off the thokedar's claim by the substitution of a fixed 
annual payment in lieu of all mixed seeancharee, malgoozaree 
and hissadaree dues. In  Kourhea, so long as the thokedar 
held all the villages of the' puttee in one malgoozaree pottah, 
he derived a considerable income from collections under all 
these latter heads. At the present settlement, under the 
operation of the general rules detailed in paragraph 13, 
each village obtained its separate leaae and ite own pud- 
ban. The son of the thokedar had quarrelled with his 
father ; and to ingratiate himself with the people, promised 
that if he were elected to the headship he would greatly reduce 
all demands of the kind. Thc result of this conduct, and also 
of the settlement itself, being the first in which a record of 
rights was brought to the notice of the people, haa been al- 
most to oust the father from his thokedaree, and the son has 
probably raised a republican spirit, which he will doubtless find 
it himself difficult to allay, and which will seriously injure his 
own prospects. In  Seela I found the people complaining loud- 
ly against the distribution of the villages between two brother 
thokedars, which had been made at the laat settlement, because 
each thokedar had proprietary rights within the other's thoke- 
daree ; hence, the v~llagers were subjected to conflicting claims 
and double payments, and ceased to enjoy the benefit of an 
existing law, to the effect, that the same person could not 
demand both thokedaree and huq pudhancharee in the same 
village ; for in this case the malgooaar and thokedar were se- 
parate individuals. At the time of revision I myself cancelled 
the existing pottalis, and issued new oneg in which the villaged 



iue distributed according to the actual proprietary right of the 

I n  Lohba, Mr. Traill's last settlement found the vlllages 
falling into waste, owing, in reality, to the inability of the pud- 
haxu to contend against .the ravages of wild animals, and the 
loas of even the smallest number of assamees from the villages / 
scattered in and about the wild forests of that tract ; but owing, 
in Mr. Traill's opinion, to laziness and a desire to reduce the 
revenue on the part of the principal landholders. These latter 
had originally obtained their thokedaree pottahs for managing 
the lands given in military assignments to the commandants at 
the frontier post of Lohba fort, and some of them had held 
commands under the Goorkha Government. The Commissioner 
considered such pottahs resumable at pleasure, and he accord- 
ingly resumed them, and accepted one offer from a farmer (The* 
proo Negee, of the neiglibouring valley of Khetsaree in Ku- 
mson,) for numerous villages, and ordered the thokedaree right 
(though he issued no new pottah) to be transferred to that 
individual ; he also made him Government putwaree. With / 
all these advantages, however, the farmer failed in reato* 
the villages to a state of prosperity, the opposition to  his ma- 
nagement was found unconquerable, and he could hardly collect 
the Government revenue, much less any thokedaree dues. At 
the present settlement each village again obtained its separate 
lease, the farmer was sent back across the Lohba Pass to his own 
valley, and a fair jumma was h e d  for each estate according to 
the general principles of the new assessment ; but the thoke- 
daree rights remained undecided, while every person whose 
pottah had been resumed, together with a host of others, 
the descendants of still older thokedars, sprung up to demand 
a consideration of their claims. These you yourself decided at 
a period long subsequent to my operations, and the prin- 
cipal of election by the people was that which principally deter. 
mined your judgment. Wherever no voices were lifted in favor 
of the restoration of thokedaree rights, there the pottahs re- 
mained under resumption. These instances will suffice to 
ahow the nature of the thokedaree tenure in Gurhwal. As 
the business in that district is never very heavy, and has been 
rendered still lighter by the aid of the settlement records, the 
Civil Court wi l l  have full time for the adjudication of all dis- 
putes left undecided by me ; and deciaions will not be difficult, 
now that the c o m e  of my operations and of appeals to your- 
self has rendered public and notorious the principles of equity 
end justice, which should guide the adjustment of dl caaer con. 
neded with these tenures. 
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: XXIlI. A few instances will show the' actual kind 

J of the of col- of collections made by the seeanaa 
lections in and hissadars in different parts of 

. mnhals in addition to the Gurhwal. 

. Government revenue. 

1. Puttee Tulla Nagpore, mouzah Mungoo Khurnolee, 
jumma 318 rupees, Mungul Sing Bhurtwal and Jeebram 
Bhurtwal malgoozars and hissadars, Humeer Sing thokedar 
and hissadar, Jitar Sing hissadar. There are two beesees of 
land assigned to the malgoozar, and he receives one timashee 
(three anna piece, five equal to one Furruckabad rupee, and 
four to one Goorkha rupee, the usual rupee of account) on the 
marriage of every khGkur's daughter, and a leg of every goat 
killed. Owing to the relationship of the hissadam they pap 
no thokedaree dues. Hissadaree dues consist in the payment 
to his own hissadar, by the khaZkur on the marriage of hs 
daughter, of four timashees and a leg of every goat he may 
kill. Humeer Sing receives annually &om his khai4ku1-s two 
maunds and eight seers of rice, and two maunds and eight 
seers of barley-Mungul Sing, two maunds and four seers of 
rice, and two maunds and four seers of barley-Jeebram, one 
maund and thirty-two seers of rice, and one maund and thirty 
two seers of bariey-and Jitar Sing, two maunds of rice, and 
two maunds of barley. 

2. Puttee Seela, mouzah Barioon, jumma 17 rupees, Rut- 
tun Sing thokedar and hissadar, Anundoo malgoozar and k h d -  
kur. Thokedaree dues accrue from the payment of eight 
timashees by each khagkur, on the marriage of his daughter, 
a leg of every goat he may kill, and a seer of ghee, and from 
the joint annual contribution of the villagers, of one rupee as 
nuzzurana, and sixteen seers of grain. There are no hiss- 
daree dues distinct &om these. The malgoozar has three 
nalees of land, receives eight tirnrtshees on the marriage of each 
villager's daughter, a leg of every goat killed, and a seer of 
ghee in the month of Sawun. 

3. Puttee Buddulpoor, mouzah Sonwara Pulla, jumma 
10 rupees, Doolub Sing thokedar and malgoozar. The thokedar 
receives from Goodroo hissrrdar eight tiinashees on the marriage 
of his daughter, a leg and rib of every goat he may kill, and two 
timashees annually as nuzzurana. The inhabitants of the vil- 
lage make a united contribution to the thokedar of one maund 
and twenty-four seem of grain. Goodroo, who acts as village 
pudhan for Doolub Sing, receives the- malgoozar dues, vie. eighb 
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timashem on the marriage of each hissadar's daughter, and a 
leg and rib of every goat killed. He hae also ten nalees of 
land 

4. Puttee Kourhea, mouzah Deodalee, jumma 22 rupee#, 
Bulwunt Sing thokedar, Gungodoo malgoozar and hissadar. The 
thokedk receives from the malgoozcrr eight timashees on the 
marriage of his (the malgoozar's) daughter, a leg and rib of 
every goat he may kill, one seer of ghee or oil in Sawun, a baa- 
ket load of Indian corn, a leg of every large deer he may kill, 
and four timashees as nuzzurana. The malgoozar receives From 
the villagers similar dues to the above, with the exception of 
the two last items. 

5. Puttee Bijlot, mouzah Putolia, jumma 132 rupee#, 
Kullum Sing thokedar, malgoozar and hissadar, Bhowany Sing, 
Bishnoo, Mnngloo, t c  ., pudhans and khaekurs. Thokedaree, 
malgoozraree and hissadaree dues received by Kullum Sing are 
not distinct. They accrue from the payment by the khaekur 
pudhans of one rupee o w e  marriage of their daughters, a leg 
and rib of every goat slaughtered, a load of Indian corn when 
season, a seer of ghec in Sawun, an annual nuzzurana of six 
iimashees, and seven maunds and eight seers of grain. The khd-  
Bur pudhans possess four beesecs of huq pudhanee land, and 
receive from the khekur assamees the same dues as Kullum 
Sing but no nuzzurana and no grain. 

6. Puttee Khatlee, mouzah Seela Tulla, jumma 36 rupees, 
Mohendra Sing thokedar, Moortee mdgoozar and hissadar, 
Pudmoo and Bhowany hissadars. Thokedaree dues similar to . 
those in No. 5, but the amount of nuzzurana is two timashees, 
and one maund and tweqty-four seers of grain, and two seem 
of salt. The malgoozar has eleven nalees of huq yudhanee 

J 
land. The hissadaree correspond with the thokedaree dues, 
except that there is no grain, no nuzzurana, and the quan- 
tity of salt is only one seer. 

7. Puttee Chound Kote, mouzali Anrota, jumma 7 ru- 
pees, Doorgadut thokedar, malgoozar and hissadar. The dues 
are not distinct, but consist in the payment of six maunds and 
sixteen seem of grain by the khdkurs. 

. 8. Puttee Ode5pore, mouzah Oomrolee, jumma 74 rupees, 
Mynduroo and Juwaroo thokedars, malgooears and hissadars. 
The malgoozaree aud thokedaree dues are united, and are derived 
&om the payment. by the hissadars of eight timashees on the 
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marriage of their daughters, a leg and rib of every goat 
slaughtered, and 16 timashees nuzzurana. 

9. Puttee Lungour, mouzah Deeoosa, jumma 90 rupees, 
Oochhaboo thokedar, Sumsera and Mungloo malgoozars and 
hiasadare. Thokedaree dues are paid by the pudhanq who 
present on the marriage of their daughters four timaehees, also . 
a leg of every slaughtered goat, and 8 rupees per annum. The 
malgoozars receive h m  their brother hissadars four timash- 
on marriages, and possess six nalees of huq pudhanee land. 

10. Puttee IJswal Sewn, mouzah Siron, jumrna 100 rupees, 
Abdul Sing thokedar, Bhoop Sing malgoosar and hissadar, 
The hissadars refuse all thokedaree dues whatever. The malgoo- 
caree dues the same as in the last number. 

t! I 1. Puttee Putwal Sewn, mouzah Nulyegaon, jumma 55 
rupees, Siwanund thokedar, Purmodoo, Gunesa, h., malgoozare 
and hissadars. Thokedaree dues arise h m  a contribution of 
32 maunds of grain. Malgooraree +es the same as those last 
mentioned. 

12. Puttee Chandpoor, mouzah Bhugotee, jumma 171 
rupees, Ruttun Sing thokedar, Goolaboo andLoteemalgoozars and 
Essadars. The thokedar receives 5 rupees per annum from the 
malgoozar hissadars. The malgoozars possess J 1 beesees of 
huq pudhanee land, receive Rs. 2 from the hiasadars on the 
marriage of their daughters, 8 annaa on that of their sonq and 
a leg and a neck of every goat slaughtered. 

13. Puttee Pindurpar, m o d  Bhetee, jumma 55 rupees, 
Gopd thokedar. Thokedaree dues are paid by the hissadam 
at the rate of 8 annas per amum, with an additional nuzsurana 
of 4 annaa in Sawun. 

14. Puttee Pindurwar, mouzah Puntee,. jumma 22 mpees, 
Juwahir Sing thokedar. The thokedar recelves one rupee 'on 
marriages, and a leg of every slaughtered goat. 

, XXIV. The greater part of Mr. Commissioner Traill's 

\ remarks on tenures, aa found in  his 
Opinions of Mr. On printed report, and in subsequent , the hill tmpres. . '4 correspondence, refer to the district 

A of Kumaon Proper ; but the following extracts from hia 
report to the Sudder Board, of the 2d January 1829, will 
not be out of place, Mr. Trail1 himehimeelf seeps to wrsb 
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that &e observations therein recorded, should be consider- 
ed his final opinion. 

Paaa. 12. " The paramount property in the soil here rests 
in the sovereign. This right is not only theoretically acknow- 
ledged by the subject, but its practical existence is also deduci- 2/f ble from the unrestricted power of alienation, which the sove- 
reign always possessed in the land. The occup~ut zumeendars 
hold their estates in hereditary and transferable property, but 
these tenures were never indefeazble ; and as they were deriv- 
ed from royal grants, either traditional or existing, so they 
might be abrogated at the will of the sovereign, even without 

v 
allegation of default against the holder, and without reserva- . 
tion in his favor. 

15. "Throughout the greater part of the province, as , ' 
already noticed, landed property has been subjected to few : 
violent changes, and by the process of the Hindoo law of in- 
heritance it has now been reduced to the minutest degree of 
rubdivision. 

0 

13. " From the extreme attachment of the landholders 
to their estates, the fiequent exercise of such a prerogative 
would doubtless have been highly unpopular. In  the interior 
it appears to have been unfrequent, as may be judged from 
the length of time which villages have remained in the posses- 
sion of the same families. But, in the neighbourhood of the 
capital and on the border, such arbitrary transfers were not 
uncommon ; and where a provision in land was called for to 
reward military services, or to remunerate the heirs of those z - 3 ~  * 
slain in battle it was usually made at the expense of existing , F/b{ 
rights. 

14. " in ~JULRQJ is here 
and grants e f  t w t ,  and Kit$ (the designation 
under which lands we1.e given to the heirs of those killed 
in battle,) conveyed a f reehB_ in the soil as weu 2 s  _the 
produce. Where the la granted h r  aireLG held in \i.l '' 
property by others, these occupant proprietors, if they con- 
tinued on the estate, sank into tenants of the new grantee, 
who, moreover, by the custom of the-country, was at liberty 
to take one-third of the -estate into his own immediate 

, , I  <'( ' 
. ' , 

cultivation or seer. Of the remainder of the estate the right ' 
of cultivation rested with the original occupants, who were 
now termed khai4kur or occupants in distinction from thhAtwan 
or proprietor. 
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16. Kc In  such a state of property the characters of land- 
holder and farmer are naturally united, aa the former canno@ ' afford to part with any portion ofthe profit of his petty tene- 
ment ; accordingly full six-tenthn of the arable land are &ti- 
vated by the actual proprietors, who may be termed thhatwan 
cultivators. 

17. " Of the other four-tenths one-half may be assumed 
9 for the estates which are cultivated by resident tenants, having 

no claim to the property in the soil. 

18. " This cIass may be divided into the khaekur and 
, ,, kueenee or khmee;  the khaEkur has been already noticed, nnd 

a ? +  enjoyed an hereditary though not transferable right of the 
cultifation: the khumees were tenants, and settled on the ' 
estate by the proprietors, and by long continued occupancy 
might come to be considered in the light of khdkurs, from 
whom indeed they differed little, except in the nature of the 
rent to which they are liable. 

19. " In' the remaining two-tenths are comprised the land. 
cultivated by non-resident tenants or paeekhasts. 

27. " When a share in any estate may lapse from death 
or desertion, it is divided among the remaining proprietors, 
who become answerable for its assessment ; but this respon- 
sibility is, generally speaking, far from being deprecated, as the 
landholders are for the moat part anxious to enlarge their petty 

' tenures ; as a precaution to prevent such a contingency h m  
becoming individually burthensome, the small hamlets and 
paeekhast lands are now leased with the uslee village to which 
they properly attach. 

28. " The village jumma is apportioned on the several 
~hares, agreeably to the nominal interest possessed by each in 

\ the estate. If any sharer claims an abatement on the ground 
of deficiency in the portion of land actually in his poeaeasion, 

--I.. a measurement takes place, and a record is made of the quan- 
tity of land found in the occupation of each proprietor, agree- 
ably to which the future cess is regulated, but without re- 
spective effect. 

& 

x 29. KKl"rom damage8 by mountain tomnta, and fiom 
- . \  gradual encroachments on the s h a m  of absentees, inequalities 

of this kind are pretty general, and applications for measure- 
ment frequent. 

4 
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SO. r' Pleas for abatement on the grounds of inferiority 
in  the quality of a share can very rarely arise, as each indivi- 
dual share comprises its due proportion of every part of the 
village, good and bad. This class, the thhiltwan cultivators, pay 
on a general average about one-fifth of the gross produce to 
Government. 

31. "The khdkur tenant, in addition to the public de- 
mand which he pays in money, has to pay to the proprietor J. as sirtee, bhet and dustoor, nearly another tenth. The khur- ,!, - , . 
nee paps in koot agreeably to former rates, which may be taken - 

04 an aver-at one-third of tho gross produce. 

32. " I n  paeekhast, no general rule exists, each tenant 
makes his own bargain ; and as the competition for cultivators 
exceeda the demand for land. the terms are alwavs in his favor. 
=_rent, invariably in monky, is somewhat lGwer than that 1 
paid by-t6e khdkur. 

33. " The share of the gross produce, as enjoyed by the 
different classes of cultivators above enumerated, may be sum- 
med up s follows : 

" ThhAtwan cultivator, 80 per 100 
Pneekliast tenant, 

............ 
75 per 100 

d 
............. 

Khdkur ditto, .................. 70 per 100 ................. Khurnee ditto, 66 per 100" 

XXV. I have made this long quotation from the best of 
Mr. Traill's sekfement reports, because in 

-lo * the above- the first place, I wish literally to fulfil the made quotation. 
promise made in paragraph 4, of saving 

superior authority the trouble of referring to past correspon- , , den= ; and in the second place, because from obvious reasons : 
the opinions of Mr. Trail1 on any subject relating to this pro- 
vince, must be of higher importance than any which I can offer. 

XXVI. If circumstances had permitted me, personally 
and continuously, to superintend on the spot 

Of Settla- the settlement operations in all instead of a m o t .  
few of the pergunnahs of Gurhwal, I think 

%hat I could have succeeded in completing the general remark8 
in English, accounting for the revision of settlement in each 
muhal. But not only has my appointment as District Officer in 
judicial and general charge of Kumaoll Proper during the last 
three years, left me without time for the full discharge of set- 



tlement duties, and placed me (except during occasional h d e d  
visits) 50 miles from the nearest part of Gurhwal; but a h  the 
consequent circumstance of the actual assessments and settle- 
ment arrangements having been made by the late Deputy Col- 
lector, and in a few instances by the Gurhwal Assistant, tho* 
in accordance to principles and rules laid down by myself, baa 
deprived me of the means of recording with exactness such ob- 
servations ae are ugually mad? by Settlement Officers. Four 
pergunnahs Pynkhunda, Budhan, Chandpoor, and the greater 
part of Tulla Sulan, remarks on the village settlements have 
been made by myself, and copied in the village statements 
which were forwarded to your ofhe. In  other pergunnaha, 
Nagpoor, Gunga Sulan, &., English remarks have not been 
recorded ; but English statements have been prepared accord- 
ing to forms Nos. 11. and 111. of the Board's Circular Orders, 
modified to meet local peculiarities. These show, in the case of 
every settled muhal, the past and present estimate of area ; the 
detail of assessable land of each well known kind of soil ; the 
occupation of the land by the pudhans, coparcenary sharehold- 
ers, cultivators having right of possession, and other classes of 
cultivators, according to their own showing ; the former assess- 
ments with the history of the dakhlee lands; the statistic8 
of the new settlement; and finally the statements of pos- 
sessions and responsibilities prepared by the people in the form 
of the rent roll of the estate. In Dewalgurh, Chound Kote and 
Mulls Sulan, these English statements, owing to the delay in 
preparing the Hindee statements, consequent on the unfortu- 
nate death of the Deputy Collector in the midst of his unfinish- 
ed work, have not been filled up ; but the clerk of the Gurhwal 
Assistant can easily perform this task within the present year. * 
The settlement misls for the last mentioned pergunnahs con- 
taining the Hindee village forms, will all be transfel~ed to the 
Gurhwal office, before the close of the present rainy s e w n  ; 
and the officer in charge of that district will then possess, for 
txese aa for the other pergunnahs : First,-the boundary misls as 
mentioned in paragraph 15. Se~~ndly,-the roobucaree or re- 
cord of settlement, showing the past fiscal history and manage- 
meut of all mouzahs, uslee and dakhlee, and all the new 
arrangements. Thirdly,-the ikrarnamah or agreement of the  
inhabitants in regard to the remuneration of the pudhan, and 
the collections of all sorts to be made under the heads of thoke  
daree, seeancharee and hissadaree dues ; and also binding them-. 

Englilh moruahwu pergunnah abtemenb have been prepared for ma). d i d 4  
don, and have ban fotwuded to Paoree. 
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lelves down to a conformity with certain rules in regard to the 
public service and general management. Fourthly,-the Phurd 
Phant, ahowing the name of the pdhan ; the distribution of the 
rev& payers among the sheral hudhcms, where m c  than one 
w e  elected; the quotas of revenue payable by the several share- 
bklera or occupant8 ; the diwkbn of the nola-proprietary tenantry 
among t h s e  recorded as proprietor8 : and the names and liabili7 
lies of the P a e e k h t  and other cultivators wlrenever discoverable. 
3.n addition to these documents, the numerous petitions pre- 
knted, depositions taken, and orders passed during the course 
of the setdement on miscellaneous matters, forms separate filed 
of proceedings, which have been transmitted to the Gurhwal Re- 
cord Office. Thus questions henceforth arising, especially in. 
regard to claims and possessions, will become easier of decision, 
owing to the existence of prooft3 showing a certain state of affairs 
at a certain period; and I should think that the Civil Courts in 
Gurhwal will now rarely be reduced to the necessity of pursuing 
their investigations in suits connected with the land, to a pe- 
riod anterior to that of the settlement proceedings. At first,. 
nome dificulty was experienced in inducing the people to form 
the revenue and rent roll just described, but soon its value be- 
came apparent ; and although, aa fully reported on another 
occasion, the periodical correction of these rolls cannot, and 
ought not, in Gurhwal, to be enforced with such rigid atten- 
tion to form and time as in the plains' districts, which enjoy 
the benefit of educated village accountants; still the people 
themselves may be expected to consider this record as more 
and more important, the more its advantages in placing their . 

time well known and proved. The statement of beesees and 

f 
liabilities on an exact and public basis become in the course of J 

nalees in the possession of each individual is of course fictitious, 
as it has reference to an account of measurement not founded 
on facts ; but still, as in every case it has been d r a m  up with 
the cognizance of the villagers, though, owing to their igno- 
rance, not always by themselves and without official aid-and 
as this statement is to be found in every copy of the Phurd 
Phant opposite the names and revenue liabilities of the share- 
holders and khaiikurs, these latter have always an opportunity of 
offering any objection to it which they may consider necessary, 
and of suggesting any corrections for the better assertion of 
their rights. As a representation of conaparative possessions, 
the non-reality of the data being the same for all concerned, 
the division of the beesees and nalees as shown in the rolls 
may still be considered as not utterly without value. On the 
whole, I cdnsider the first formation of the Phurd Phant for 
wery village in Gurhwal ae the crowning good of the qvisiou 
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of settlement h d e r  report ; and I contemplate this creation 
kith the more satisfaction, from the knowledge which my ex- 
perience in Kumaon gives me of the difficulties, embarass- 
ments and actual evils arising from the scarcity of such docu- 
ments in this part of the province, and the arbitrary and una- 
tisfactory manner in which the few that are forthcoming have 
been prepared. 

XXVII. I may conclude this part of the subject by 
stating that there are no regular village 

and chowkeedars in Gurhwal ; though pdt- eupplia. 
reeu, corresponding somewhat to goo- 

paitu, sue areoccasionally found remunerated for their services as 
messengers, &c., sometimes by portions of land, sometimes by 
fees, and sometimes by both. Had I been able to conduct the 
settlement myself throughout the district on the spot, I should 
have paid more attention to the subject of these village ser- 
m t s ,  (among whom may also be mentioned tailora and masons, 
the latter constantly employed in repairing the stone walle of 
terraces,) and a record concerning them would probably have 
been made. The subject, also, of forced labor for the repair 
of roads, carriage of baggage, &., would have met with atten- 
tion ; and the quota of coolies and supplies demandable fmm 
each village, according to its capabilities, for the public service, 
would have been duly registered. As it is, I beg to commend 
both these points to the attention of those, who are now and 
may be hereafter placed in charge of the administration of the 
district, while I myself in the Kumaon settlement shall take 
care to place, if pouibk, these matters on a correct and fair 
footing. 

XXVIII. The figures in statement No. I. representing 
the quantity of unassessed land in bee- 

M h  md ~oonb, or lands sees, whether forming part of khalaa 
indiidualsp Or villages and measured within their 

held by religiooe esh- 
( 
$ 

b~iahmcnts. area, or whether whole villages, are only 
i an amoxitnation to tire t W h  : and 

Captain Huddleston is at thii&oment employed in ascertaining 
the actual facts of the rent-free tenures. On this subject I 
beg to refer to my letter, No. 22, of the 18th December, 1837, 
to the address of the officiating Commissioner of Bareilly, and 
to the correspondence which arose therefrom, terminating in 
distinct instructions from the Governor General issued to the  
Sudder Board of Revenue, in a letter h m  Mr. Semetary 
Thomason, dated 18th July, 1838. I do not consider it neces- 
sary to include a report on this subject in my account of the 
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revision of settlement. The maafee holdings only amounting " 

from me. The good lands amount to 13,651 beesees, of which 
1 to 163 heesees in the whole district, require no separate noticex*. 

943 form parts of villages which pay revenue to Government 
for the remainder of their lands. Of the small portions of land 
which make up this small total sum, perhaps nearly one-third 
may be considered as waste, and two-thirds are actually culti- 
vated, and the rents assigned to the great temple of Budrinath, 
or to local shrines. I f  the lands dedicated to the latter objects 
were resumed by authority, I am of opinion that the people 
would not consent to pay any addition of revenue, at all of pm- 
portionate to the nominal enlargement of their assessable area ; 
and even if an enhanced jumma were obtained, the people 
would still tax themselves with the maintenance of the 
shrines and their priests on the ancient footing. The resump- 
tion of the entire goont villages would, of course, add somewhat 
to the pecuniary resources of the State; but, though under 
a liberal and prudent Government I contemplate no measure 
so harsh and impolitic, I may here record my belief that the 
disgust occasioned by the resumption of religiously assigned 
lands in Gurhwal, would not be confined to this province, 
but would spread throughout all India, every quarter of which 
sends forth its annual pilgrims to do homage to the sublimity 
of nature at the sacred sources of the Ganges. 

KUMAON A N D  GURHWAL I have the honor to be, kc., 
SETTLEMENT OFFICE : (Signed) J. H. BATTEN, 

The 10th August, 1842. SettIement O@cer. 
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A P P E N D I X .  

1. I now proceed to describe the tract of country which 
has been subjected to the operations under report, and to offer 
such general remarks on the people and the revenue as may be 
suggested by the course of the description. 

2. British Gurhwal* may be mughly calculated as being 

British Gurhwd. 
100 miles long by 50 broad, or about 
5,000 square miles in extent. of which 

one-fifth, if not more, helbngs to the snowy range. 1 t  lies be- 
tween the latitudes 29O 50'' and 3L0 2"-and the parallels 78' 
6" and 79' 50" of longitude; bllt as the shape of the country 
is nearly a rhomboidal parallelogram, of which the long sides 
extend from the snowy range to the plains in a south-westerly 
direction, only a portion of each of these longitudes is iucluded 
within the district. The boundaries are as follow : on the 
west, the Mundakhnee branch of the Ganges, and the high range 
along its western bank from Kedar Nath to Roodur Preeag, 
and thence the Aluknunda to Deva Preeag, and thence the 
.Ganges, properly so called, after the union of d l  its branches 

V 
,$o 20 miles below Hurdwar, separate the district from the Raja 
of Gurhwal's reserved territory and from the British districts 
of Debra Dhoon and Suharunpoor. On the north, the Hima- 
layan peaks and passes separate it from Hoon-des.? On the 
east, an imaginary line drawn from the snowy peak called 
Trisool to the Pindur river, 20 miles below the glaciers at its 
source ; and thence a varied line drawn in a westerly, south- 
westerly and southerly direction by Budhan and Lohba forts, 
and crossing the Ramgunga river neax its numerous sources, 
apd again re-crossing it at the upper part of the Patlee Dhoon, 
divides Uurhwal from Kumaon, the boundary in the terrai be- 
ing the Kotee Rao torrent immediately after its exit from tlie 
hills. On the south, is the Bhabur or terrai ; and there, ex- 
cept in the cwe of talooka Chandee on the Ganges, which forms 

* This district is sometimes called ' Gurh.' and the name is   up posed to be 
.derived from the number of hill forts with which the country ie studded. 

t Hoon-des is the loud name of that port of Thibet which borders on Kumaon 
,and Gurfinal. 

x 
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a small triangular corner separated fmm Bijnuur by the Sawa- 
sun stream, the actual base of the lowest range of hills, with only 
a few level gorges running up between some of the projecting 
points of the mountains, is the boundary between this district 
and zillah Bijnour. a 

3. The purpnnahs- are ten in number, viz., Pynkhunda, 

Pegonnnhs. Budhan, Nagpoor, Chandpoor, Dewal- gurh, B w e w n ,  Chound Kote, MuIla 
Sulan, Tulla Sulan, and Gunga Sulan; here placed according 
to the position from north to south, but in the statements 
numbcrcd according to the order in time of their re-settlement; 
An clcventh pergunnah, Dusoulee, exists between Nagpoor 
and Budlian, but this is held in rent-free assignment by the 
temple of Budrinath, the proceeds thereof defraying part of 
the suda-hurt expenses of that establishment. There are also 
three puttees in pergunnah Nagpoor, by name Purkundee, 
Bazsoo, and hlykhunda, set apart rent-fiee for the suda-hurt 
elvpenscs of the Kedar Nath temple, aud situated near that 
shrine. 

4%. Pergunah Pynkhunda is divided into two portions, 

Pynkhuncla Tulla. 
Mulla and Tulla. The latter lies alor~g 
the lower course of the Doulee river, 

or farthest branch of the Ganges, before its junction with the 
Vishnoo Gunga, near Joshee Muth, and also for a few miles 
along the united river, thenceforward called the Aluknunda. 
Joshee Aluth is comparatively a large place for the hills, 
being the winter residence of the Rawul and pricsts of Budrinath, 
and affording at that time, and also during the season of 

ilgrim resort, a market for the snrplus produce of the neigh- 
{ourhood : but most of the villages in this tract may be eonsi- 
dered prosperous, owing to the circumstance of their beillg 
occupied during the winter by the Bhoteeas of the upper tract ; 
whom the rigor of the season compels to migrate to milder 
regions, and who are the chief purchasers of the grain grown by 
thc villagers, and of the ~~rrier-sheep bred by them among the  
magnificent pasture grounds of the ranges which crown their 
villages, and stretch upwards to the roots of the showy peaks. 
Some of the villages in this neighhourhood are so situated as 
to afford to thcir owners great facilities as hunters, and many 
villagers dcrivc a good profit, from the salc of hawks, which 
-they snare in their eyries, and of musk pods estractcd from 
the musk deer, which they hunt down by their dogs. Baz- 
beena (hawks-musk) was a regular item of rcvenue tkken 
in kind under the native governments. T d a  Pynkhundr 



is the tract which the late Mr. Moorcroft talked of renting! 
Gom Government, for the purpose of establishing himself i q  
the best position for profiting by the Thibetan trade in 
shawl wool after his return fi-om Celltral Asia : and it was 
to this beautiful region, and a home among its sheltering 
woods for the evening of his days, that that enterprising, but 
unfortunate, traveller always looked forward, wit11 a fond hope 
from amidst the troubles and dangers of his tram-I3imalyan 
journeys. 

. 5. The Mulla or up er puttee commences at the junctioq 

Ppkhunds MuIla. o f  the Reenee river with the Daulee, 
and is purely Bhoteea in its ci~crracter. 

In no village of this tract is more than one harvest (of wheat, 
barley, buck wheat, phaphur--a species of polygonum-and 
turnips) possible, and in some pears that is not reaped owing to 
too early falls of snow in October ; but the Bhoteeas of the Neetee 
Pass, though not as wealthy as those' of the Jowahir Pass 
(owing to their distance from such good markets as Bilgeswur 
md Almora,) are on the whole very thri-ling : and tlie trade with 
Thibet, except when, as lately, interrupted by political troubles, 
will continue to supply the sources of prosperity to the inhabi- 
tants of Neetee, Mularee, and the other villages at the sources of 
the Doulee. The capabilities of a real Bhoteea village may be 
estimated as great or small in nearly exact proportion to its vici- 
nity to or distance from the snow-in other words, its prospe- 
rity corresponds to the rigor of the climate, the barrenness of 
the soil, and the impracticability of cllltivation ; for thc more 
daringly these latter evils are encountered, that is, the nearer 
the village is to the Thibet frontier, the greater are its trading 

6. The Bhoteeae are not only the monopolizers of the 
carrying traffic between Thibet and the 

The Bhoteeas. Remark8 on 
the anJeJsment cis-Himalayan districts, but also of the 
Bhote muha~n. export and import trade ; aud merchants 

from the p la ins and hills have nevw 
hitherto succeeded in establishing their own correspoudence 
with Thibetan dealers. I n  the time of the Gurhwd Rajas and 
the Goorkhw, the Bhoteeas paid revenue to an unwarrtmtablg 
extent, because their profits as merchantswere over-estimated. I n  
our rule their taxation has been greatly reduced : and I consi- 
dered that Mr. Commissioner Traill had made an excessive sacri- 
fice of revenue, when he introduced his nominal land tax and 
calculations of beesees into the upper villages of the Bhotees 
gh8te ; because there being no surplus produce from wkich rent 



or revenue codd be derived, a land tax appeared to'me absurd: 
I thought that the form of lease should be a settlement per 
village according to its present trading prosperity, viewed with 
reference to the Government demand paid previous to the 
abolition of the custom duties, and to the consolidation of all 
demands into the so-called land revenue. I referred this matter 
for the decision of superior authority ; and in reply I waa instluct- 
ed by the Sudder Board, not to attempt any fictitious mode of 
settlement according to rates of assessment on the land, but t~ 
make as fair an arrangement as I could between the Govern- 
ment and the Bhoteeas with reference to the general capabili- 
ties of their respective villages. On receipt of these orders, 
and remembering the duties levied on the Bhoteeas by the 
Thibet Government for the privilege of trading, I did not consider 
myself authorized to make any greater account under the head 
of profits of trade, than the late Commissioner had already, in 
fact, though not nominally, thrown into his  calculation^ of the 
respective jummas demandable from the villages ; and I accord- 
ingly, with some slight reductions in the case of two broken- 
down mouzahs, kept the existing Government demand for Mulla 
Pynkhunda unaltered. For a complete description of the 
.Bhote muhals of Kumaon and Gurhwal, I beg to refer to Mr. 
Commissioner Traill's report, published in Vol. 17, Researches 
Asiatic Society.* 

7. Budhan. The Piudur river foims the distinguishing 
feature of this pergunnah, and sepa- 

Budhan. rates its two principal puttees from each 
other. Puttee Pindtqar reaches to 

the very base of the snowy range, and has some fiue villages 
within a short horizoutal distance of some of the highest peaks 
near the sources of the Khylgunga and Mundakhuee rivers. 

Q( The best villages are uot found in the valley of the Pindur; 
and considering the facilities for irrigation afforded by nature, 
it is remarkable how very little tullaon, oi  l o t  lands occur 
under the head of seera or irrigated. The finest villages are 
those either situated, like " Kob," on high upland near the 
forests, but possessing a large share of flat or eaaily sloping 
land--or placed, like " Wun," very near the regions of eternal 
snow, but surrounded by good pastures enjoying a bracing 

G d t e ,  gaein, mica date and d o n d  primary limsltone. an, the chief 
formatiom of Pynkhunda; but at the paseem into Thi'bet, and in their neighboar- 
hood, the European lecandary series with marine foasils are found to auccced to the 

rirnary qstem of the Himalaya. At Gbertee, in the heart of the snowy range, k tween Ncctea nnd Miluml arc-led Ipiau, which have for some time beca Qaorted, 



climate, and inhabited by an enterprising and Bhoteea-like 
race of trafficking people. No part, however, whether lofty or 
low, of this pergunnah, has been exempted from the visitatiora 
of that fatal, and indeed extraordinary, pestilence called by the 
native8 " mahdntaree," (a malignant typhus fever accompanied 
with glandular swellings); which,inthcchamter of its movements' 
to and from, and periodical returns to, particular spots, somewhat 
resembles the cholera. The depression of the people, and indeed 
actual depopulat~on caused by this disease ; the paucity of inhabi- 
tants in proportion tothe vast extent of yet culturable ground, and 
in some cases considerable over-assessment ; combined with a 
plan of misrepresentation as to actual circumstances attempted 
by some of the principal landholders, some of whom were also 
Government officials-rendered the revision of settlement in 
Budhan rather dificult ; and it was not without some appear- 
ance of vacillation and some real embarrassments that, being at 
that time very inexperienced in Hill affairs, I placed the revenue 
arrangements in what I hope may prove to be a sound basis for 
the long period of the new leases-a period to which some of the 
pudhans, from its entire novelty and their entire ignorance, 
looked forward not without doubt and timidity. There are not 
many thokedars in Budhan, but those that exist are chiefly des- 
cendants of persons to whom military assignments of land were 
given under the former governments. The occupant m e e n -  
d m *  are generally the descendants of those whom the thoke- 
d m  induced to settle on their grants of land : on this account 
the latter are sometimeu found recorded by the villagers them- 
selves as proprietors of the soil, even where not the slightest 
possession, or seer cultivation on thepart of the thokedars, exists ; 
but in most instances the occupants claim the nominal proprie- 
torship, although they are willing to pay the customary duea 
called by them sometimes malikana, sometimes nuzzurana, some- 
times huq zumeendaree, and sometimes, indeed generally, huq 
thokedaree, to the seeana or thokedar. As, however, these d u a  
are very small, and as no rent in addition to their quotas of reve- 
nue is taken from the occupants, it is really a matter of little 
consequence whether from ignorance, or fear, or from a hope of 
throwing the responsibility of revenue payment on the more 
powerful members of the community in case of any future hard- 
ship, the people have recorded the thokedars and their brethren 
as shareholders ; or whether under a suspicion of probable usurp- 

* Except when expresrly mentioned in connection with the so-called mimeen- 
bna tanure. the word rumeendar is uaed to represent the actual occupant, how- 
ever humble, of the lanJs. Enropean gentlemen coming np from the plains. some. 
times erpresn their aslpnishment at their baggage coolies being called and calling 

' tbcmrelvea by rh$ name. 
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ation or exaction, or a knowledge of their own rights, the pea- 
ple have insisted on their own proprietary tenure, 

8. The BudhanRajpoot, or Khussia, is, in general, a plain, 
simple-minded character : and though 

Character of the Budhanpeo- in this pergunnah there have been two ple. or three instances of excessive litiga- 
tion among the brethren of the tliokedaree families, and on the 
subject of some of the larger pudhanships, still the people on 
the whole are more acquainted with the barter price of salt at 
Neetee and of the money price of wheat and rice nt hlmora, 
to both of which places they laboriously carry the produce of 
the fields on their backs, than with the theoretical tenures of 
their land--on which subject they, cis well as the Bhoteeas, not 
z&quently referred me to their wives for information ! 

9. Rice--wet and dry, though chiefly thelatter---vnundooa,* 
finyora, kodoo, ogult juwar, bojt.a, 

Crops. chooa or nlar8aJS form the chief grains 
of the khurreef crop here as elsewhere in the Hills ; but the 
produce of each village, of course, varies according to its 
height and climate, and the nature of its soil. Hemp of the 
best quality is also grown in some of the upland villages, from 
-which bhutagela or hempen cloth for wear and for sacks is 
manufactured. Various kinds of pulse, bhut, gahut, &kc., are 
common at this season, and the oil seeds surson and til. Wheat 
and barley form the chief rubbee crops, besides ulsee (linseed) 
and the pulse called mwoor. 

. 10. Great numbers of sheep and gorts are bred and pastur- 
ed on the high mountains near the snow, 

' Sheep and Goats. for sale to the Bhoteeas, or kept for the 
carriage of their goods and for the sake of wool (which the people 
of this tract largely use in their apparel) by the Budhanees.4 
- * Mundooa (elellsine coracana) forms the chief food of the laboring c h  iq 
the hills, and is a very ubundanr crop. + Ogul is buck wheat, and is sold with profit at the mundeea in the tenai. 

$ Chooa-marsa (amaranthus anardana ?) is called battoo in the western hills. 
The small grain from it is largely consunred for food. The fine red flowers of thi\ 
plant when ripe are very beautiful, and in October quite color the landscape.; 

" and with one scarlet gleam 
" Cover a hundred milps, and seem 
" To set the Lilln on fire." 

Won~swonra. 
5 The rocks in B a d b n  are similar to those in Ppkhanda, except that tfim 

is a greeter proportion of limestone, which fo~nation characterizes mme of the high 
peaked mountains south of the Pindur river. Iron ore is not unfrequent in thu per- 
gumah, and ir here und there worked, 
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r ' 11. Nagpoor occupies the Dooab between the Mundakh- 

h'agpoor. 
nee and Aluknunda branches of the 
Ganges uniting at Roodur Preeag. 

From Tirjogee Narain near Kedar Nath, however, there 
stretches down from north to ~outl l  n high range of mountain$ 
lying a few miles to the west of the Mundakhnee, and 
&he intervening space is occupied by two or three khalsa 
-villages. of Nagpoor, bllt chicfly by the three suda-burt 
-puttees mentioned in paragraph 3 of this Appendix. 
I n  the former years of British rule there arose some 
doubt ss to whether this tract of country, being west of 
the river, did not properly belong to the Raja of Gurh- 
wal's reserved territory; but, as it was proved always to 
have formed a constituent part of pergunnah Nagpoor, the 
claim of the Raja was disallo\red. 

The celebrated temples of Kedar Nath and Budrinath are 
both in Nagpoor, and also the Panch Kedar, or five intermediate 
holy spots along the edge of the snowy range (Mudh Mehswur, 
b d u r n a t h ,  &c.) The winter residence of the rawul of the 
first mentioned establishment is at Okeemuth. The concourse of 
pilgrims during the season of resort from May to October, 
enables the zumeendm to sell their rice, wheat, ghee, &c., with 
advantage, along the different points of the pilgnm road nearest 
t o  their homes. They nlso breed large flocks of sheep and goats 
on the excellent pasture tracts which lie at the base of the 
snowy peaks. A great part of these they sell to the Bhoteeaa 
.of the Mana* and Ncetee passes, using the remainder for the 
conveyance of their own produce, and of the salt which they 
obtain in exchange. The Nagpoorees are almost all dressed in 
woollens, even where their residence is situated in temperate or 
.warm valleys. As they do not change their clothes with the 
.seasons, are dirty in their habits, and allow their habitations to 
be entirely surrounded in the rainy season by jungles of nettles, 
wild hemp, and similar rank vegetation, they are subject to 
much illness ; and the fatal epidemic alluded to in the descrip- 
tion of Budhan, commits some havoc in Nagpoor. I n  
regard to tempemture, the climate of some parts of Nag- 

'poor is quite European, and the scenery of the whole 
tract is highly beautiful, while the vicinity of the eternal 
snows is characterized by the grandest sublimity. h'agpoor 

The Mana pass into Thihet is at the source of the Suramtee river, which 
join8 tbe Virhnw Gunga nt Budrinath. The chief village is Blana, a very large 
and prosperous place, close to the temple. to which the Bhoteear of thii tract arm 
bonnd to pay their rents, ~ n d  to do aervicc. 
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will never be forgotten by those who have pursued the 
torrents of the Mundakhnee to their source, who have 
wandered among the magnificent forests of the Toong- 
nath range, or who have spent a day on the banks of the 
Deoree Thal. 

I n  this pergunnah are the copper mines of Pokhree, %c. 
which, in the time of the Gurhwal Rajas, are said to have yield- 
ed a large revenue. Since the British occupation of the pro- 
vince they hare never been very profitable, and the produce 
had become so scanty, owilig to the difficulty of working the 
ground, rather than to the absence of oreq that in 1837 the 
,farmer could not even pay one hundred rupees per annum; 
subsequently an experimental mine was opened by Government 
at Pokhree, under the superintendencc of Mr. Wilkin, a Cor- 
nish miner ; and the results of the undertaking, now closed, have 
been fully represented by the Commissioner in his recent report 
on the mines of this province.* 

12. Chandpoor forms the centre of British Gurhwal, and 

Chandpoor. 
is characterized hy very lofty ranges 
of mountains covered with forests, 

separating the Pindur river from the Ramgunga, and again the 
different branches of the latter river (all rising in this tract) 
from each other. The puttee of Chandpoor itself possesses 
some very fine villages, situated on high slopes surrounding the 
fort which gives its name to the pergunnah. Here the dynasty 
of Rajas, now represented by their lineal descendant, Sheodur- 
sun Sah, the protected Raja of Gurhwal, had their origin, and 
ruled, previous to their founding a capital (about 400 pears ago) 
at Sreenngur. Many of the villages consequently belong to 
brahrnins of the Kundooree tribe, who held the principal offices 
under the native rulers. Puttee Lohba, as mentioned in the 
body of the report, was remarkable for its fortress at the fron- 
tier, between Gurhwal and Kumaon, and this was continually 
.the scene of conflicts between the forces and inhabitants of the 
two rival districts ; and owing to this, and similar posts dong 
the whole line of frontier, the Goorkhas were kept out of Gurh- 
wal for twelve years after they had obtained possession of 
Kurnaon. The people of Lohba are consequently a fine ma* 

Granite, goeisa and mica l a t e  prevail in Nagpoor. But c l q  slate and 
magnesian limestone are also very plentiful. The rocks in which copper ores lrr 
toland are talcose slate and dolomite. 

NOTE-1 849. Wde the Heporta on mined attached to this compilation. 



rim, and at prenent make very good soldiers. Puttee Chupra 
Kote extends from east to west over a large space of wild 
country, and in some parts the villages are but scantily inter- 
apersed along the high wooded ranges. The people are for 
the most part poor, except at the south-east extremity, which 
borders on Pallee in Knmaon, and approaches in fertility and 
population to the prosperous state of its neighbowhood. 
Owing to the situation of some of the villages near the forest, 
and the di5culty experienced by the few inhabitants in preserv- 
ing themselves and their crops from the ravages of wild beasts, 
a decrease of the Government demand, to the extent of nearly 
800 rupees, was found necessary in the three puttees of Chand- 
poor; and the system of keeping villages together under 
influential thokedars (none however rich or powerfid), was 
preferred in many instances by the villagers. The good effects 
of the settlement have already become apparent, especially in 
Chnpra Kote; and eome villages in the neighbourhood of 
Bunour, which I remember almost waste, have now become 
well cultivated. There was formerly a tuhsildaree establish- 
ment at Kunour, and its abolition some years ago as a measure 
of economy, removed one market for the sale of produce. 
The people of Chupra Kote also have not the benefit enjoyed 
by those of Lohba and Chandpoor, of the pilgrim road run- 
ning through their district. Recently however, good paths have 
been made over the high ranges on every side ; and communica- 
tion with Sreenugur, Kumaon, and the northern pergunnahe 
&om which the cumeendars have to procure their salt and wool, 
haa become comparatively easy. A good road along the line of the 
Nyar river and over the southern mounhins, now connects thia 
tract with the principal routes leading to the mundees of Chil- 
kea and Kotedwara, and other marts for Hill produce at the foot 
of the Hills. Large quantities of hemp of the very best quality, 
in addition to the grain and other crops enumerated in para- 
graph 9, are grown in this pergumah. The laboring popula 
tion in the villages where this useful plant is cultivated, and 
where hempen cloth is manufactured, are chiefly K h w h  ; and 
though others of similar origin elsewhere assume the name and 
thread of the Rajpoot, here many are found who appear aa 
m d r q  and allow themselves to be included in that oaste.* 

* The grey mcke formation is very abundant in Chandpoor, md clay sLata 
a b i r  proportion to the mica alate rocks. Limeatone forms mme of the high- 

peaked ranges, and in Lohba M metalliferoas, yieldimg both iron and copper, the 
I.rtcr however santily and partially. There ia agreat out-bunt of granite in the Kun- 
emr dirtrict and on the high Doodm Ire Tolee range. Tnia is remarkable, from being 

frrrt occurrence of this rock in the central hills (that u in the line of about 4 0  

Y 



13. Dewalgurh is named from a great temple and relia 
gious establishment which possess rent. 

llewalgurh, free lands, both in the Raja of Gurh- 
walJs territory and in the British district. This pergunnah 
lies along the left or southern bank of the Aluknunda, extending 
for some distance into the interior of the mountains, and is re- 
markable from the situation in it of the capital Sreenugur, and 
the Dhunpoor copper mines. Sreenugur fell into decay from 
the great earthquake in 1803, and from the removal of the 
Gurhwal Raja's residence to Teerhee on the Bhagiruttee, on the 
restoration to him by the British of half the territory conquer- 
ed from him by the Goorkhas, and the inclusion of the old 
capital within the British half of the district. Some trade, how. 
ever, always continued to be carried on between Sreenugur and 
Nujeebabad. The formation of the pilgrim road on the eastern 
bank of the Aluknunda, has also made this town the resort of 
bumerous pilgrims during one season of the year ; and latterly 
the location of a separate European Officer in charge of 
Gurhwal at Paaree in the neighbourhood, and the establish- 
ment of a Sudder Ameen and Moonsiffs court in the place 
itself, have thrown a little life into Sreenugur. Captain Hud. 
dleston has also paved and otherwise improved the town, and 
a good direct road has been made from it to Nujeebabad, in 
ddition to the former one down the Ganges to Hurdwar. The 
Dhunpoor copper mines are the best in the province, and have 
been described by the Commissioner, and previously by Cap- 
tain Herbert and others ; but there is one peculiarity concern- 
ing them which deserves notice, viz., that 21 villages, large and 
small, have always been attached to them; and it has been 
found impracticable to separate the lease of the villages from 
that of the mines, old custom having made the labour and 
supplies derived from the former essential to the mine lessee. 
but  of a total revenue of 1,901 rupees paid by the farmer to 
Government, I found that he' only collected rupees 266 &om 
the villages. A slight increase of the Government demand for 
the whole pergunnah accrued in the course of the present settle. 
ment. The valleys of Punae and Sreenugur in this per-& 
are eminently rich and beautiful, and the Dhunpoor range 
is noted for its magnificent scenery.* 

or 50 miles north of the plains), between the p t  Chor mount& in the weat, .ad 
Bumoan, where granite is almost as common in the heart of the county u is th. 
~ o w y  range. 

Grey m k e ,  tnp, and quartz rock, clay slate, talcone slate and limntone, 
alpine and dolomitic (the latter containing the copper orer), are the prevailmg pco. 
logid formations of Devdprh, 

1 



. . 
- 14. The 14~'puttces of Barasewn are bounded by the 

Nyar on the east and south, and the 
,Banserm. Aluknunda on the west. The hills are 
for the most part bare of wood ; but the whole tract, with 
the exception of some portions of the river glens, is eminently 
firtile,. and bears a resemblance mther to Kumaon than Gurh- 
wal. The villages are large, and the population plentiful and 
industrioue. Each puttee generally has its own separate val- 
ley, and the surplus produce is sold at Sreenugur, on the pilgrim 
road, and in the plains ; tobacco of a good quality is produced 
.in low ' situations, and sugar-cane is sometimes seen. Hemp 
is but rarely grown ; neither do the people use sheep and goats 
for the purposes of traffic. Their dress also is more frequent- 
ly made of cotton than of hempen cloth, and woollen apparel 

v 
is quite unknown. Land being here valuable gives rise to con- 
aiderable litigation, and the vicinity of the courts (perhaps the 
cheapest to suitors in all India) enables many of the inhabi- 
tants of Brrrasewn, who are fond of law, to gratify their incli- 
nation. This part of the country was very much injured by 
the oppressive rule of the h r k h a s  ; but, even in the time of the 
Rajas, near the close of last century, General Hardwicke, who 
visited Sreenugur from Nujeebabad, describes this tract as 
wretchedly waste. Those now traversing the same tract would 
not recognise his description : and I know of no part of the 
Hills where the benefits of our rule are more conspicuous to 
the eye, or more often recited to the ear.* 

15. Chound Kote and Mulla Sulan, also, in a great mea- 
sure, resemble the Kumaon Hills, on 

Caonnd lrote and which the latter pergunnah borders. Sdan. 
The Sanee and Nyar rivers, and their I/ 

small tributaries, tiaverse. this district. Chound Kote is 
remarkable for the almost entire absence of all forests, except 
t~wards the fort, which gives name to the pergunnah. The 
grain crops are remarkably abundant; but, except in the cold 
weather, when the people can carry their produce to the plains, 
there is no near market for its sale. The observations made 
on Baraaewn apply to these pergunnahs, and no further report on 
them seems necessary, save that the inhabitants, t h ~ u g h  in my 
opinion a far from contemptible race, are eminently litigious, 
.and bear the character, among the more simple Gurhwallces, 
.of being almost as deceitful and cunning as &ees or low- 
landers. Some of the disputes which occurred have been alluded 

* Clay slate and quartz rock almost exclneively prorail ia Bamsewn. 



to in the report. I hope that the settlement haa succeeded in 
putting matters connected with the land and its tenures on a 
better footing than formerly, and wil l  tend somewhat to keep 
the people out of court.* 

16. Tulla Sulan. Puttees Buddulpoor and Kourhea are 
filh s u b .  situated close to the last described pergun- 

nahs, but nearer to the plains, though chiefly 
lying on the north or Hill side of the last high range. Some 
circumstances connected with Kourhea have been elsewhere 
mentioned. The revenue was kept unaltered from its former 
amount. Puttee Buddulpoor possesses some very large, fertile 
and populous villages, some of which were thought to be under 
assessed. A total increase in the Government demand on 
the whole puttee, of rupees, arose from the different village 
settlements, and was imposed with the greatest facility. The 
Hills on which the hamlets of this puttee are mattered, strongly 
resemble Almora and its neighbourhood. The settlement 
of Bijlote, Boongee and Pynao on the south of the range 
facing the plains, and the Patlee and Kotree Dhoons, gave me 
considerable trouble, and required much care. A decrease 
of revenue and a total remodelling of the village leases we= 
found necessary. P p a o  is situated in the valley of the Mun- 
dal river, the climate of which is almost as bad as that of the 
terrai. Wild elephants abound and commit great depredations on 
the crops in the rainy season. Tigers dso are numerous, and 
kill both men and cattle. Secla is situated on both sides of 
the Koh river, and some account of its circumstances has been 
included in the report. Large portions of it are waste, and 
some of the villages are unfavorably placed on the border of 
the saul forests, which here, aa in Buddulpoor, begin to take 
the place of oaks and pines and other alpine vegetation. The 
Patlee Dhoon is traversed by the Ramgunga, aa that river 
approaches the plains, from which the Dhoon is separated by 
a steep sandstone range, resembling in almost every respect, 
save in the fewness and difficulties of its passes, the Sewalick 
range between the Ganges and the Jumna. A separate re- 
port on this Dhoon was made by me on the 28th September, 1838. 
It may su5ce here to repeat, that the quantity of flat land 
is very small indeed, in comparison with the hills and ravinea, 
and that the forests of sad  and bamboo (the timber of which 
is floated down the R a m p g a  in rafts) are plentiful and valu- 

* Clay slate, mica date and limestone, with occsrioarl granite rocka, occur in 
these pergunnab, 



able. The climate is of come insalubrions, and a difficulty 
is found in procuring cultivators for the different clearings. 
Thesettlement was made with Pudum Singh Negee at 275 
ropeerr (a reduction of 100 Re. having been allowed). He had 
an hereditary claim to the lease of this tract ; and though his 
e h t  to the znmeendaree had not been previously admitted, he 
wi l l  now posseas all lands which he may redeem, under a proprie- 
tary tenure. He is also the lessee of the kat bans and churaee 
(timber and pasturage dues) farms. Four of the villages in- 
cluded in his lease are situated outside the lower range in the 
gorges of the passes. The Kotree Dhoon, properly so called, 
is merely a small uncultivated .valley, with very rich pastures, 
situated in the midst of the lower hills near Kotedwara. I n  the 
lower parta of Tulla Snlan, ginger, turmeric, tobacco, and chillies 
(capsicum) are grown in great abundance, and are most profit- 
able articlee of produce when sold by the puharees at bhilk- 
Kotedwara, Ufnrlgurh, and other marts in the plains.* 

- 17. Ounga Sulan has for its boundaries the Gangea be- 
Gpnga SIllul. low the junction bf the Nyar river on 

west, the Koh river on the east, the 
Nyar river on the north, and talooka Chandee and other parts 
of the Bhabnr on the south. Dhangoo, as its name in the Hill 
language implies, is rocky and rugged, especially in the neigh- 
bourhood of the Ganges, which here forces its way through 
eteep precipiaea ; some of the vidages are small and poor, and 
a slight reduction of the revenue was thought expedient. Ku- 
tonndoo and Lnngour are chiefly in the vicinity of the Koh, 
but these puttees are of very irregular shape and are not com- 
pact, bnt have their villages capriciously scattered among the 
other divisions of the pergunnah. Lungour is remarkable for 
its two fortresses of that name on the crest of a high precipi- 
tons ridge, which separates the Koh from the Nyar river. Here 
the last Gurhwal Raja, before retreating to Hurdwar, where he 
was killed, made the last vigorous defence of his country against 
the invading Qoorkhas, who were before Lungour Gurh for 
some years. Ajmere and Oodehpoor, though in their lower parts 
very jungly, contain in the heart of the pergunnah some very 

* With the exception of panits, the rocks named in the last note prevail in Tnlla 
Solan, but d l  are succeeded by mndetwe in the Dhoona and lower mugen. The Soaa 
ltream rises in theae latter, and joins the Ramganga in the Patlee Dhoon. The 
sands of ihia st-, u the name i m p l i i  yield gold, and the bed of the Ramganga, 
llsa after it9 junction, in auriferous. The gold washers who reaort hither, earn how. 
wcr bat a ~ n q  mbsistwa, and Paddom Singh, the hrma of the Dhoon above- 
mentioned. only pap Government 45 Re. per m u m  for the privilege of collecting 
rhe dua from theso people. 



Tine villages, and the country is not unlike the fe&ile- trtict neb 
Bheemtal in lower Kumaon. The Oodehpoor Hills, covered 
with Saul forests, stretch into the Chandee Dhoon, and are se- 
parated from the Dehra Dhoon by only a strip of level ground 
and the Ganges: the produce is similar to that described in 
Tulla Sulan, and the inhabitants also derive a profit from cut- 
ting and selling the gads and bamboos which grow on the lower 
'ranges. The mundee of Bedasnee is situated in Oodehpoor, 
and the nuneendars find also a near market for their grain, tur- 
meric, kc., at Hurdwar.* 

18. The revision of settlement in talookat Chandee will 
form the subject of a separate communication, 

Talooka Chandee. and its revenue statistics have not been inclu- 
-ded in the present report. Some of the villages have fallen 
entirely waste, and the land revenue has in consequence sunk 
from rupees 809 to rupees 719. As the forest lands at the 
disposal of Government have now been separated from the area 
a f  villages, the former will gradually be partitioned off into 
grants, under the Rules for the redemption of waste, introduced 
by the Sudder Board of Revenue into Goruckpoor, Suharun- 
poor and the Dehra Dhoon, and a gradual increase of revenue 
will take place in this ilaqua. Already offers for tracts under 
the regulated terms have been made, and in the ensuing cold 
season, I hope to survey the required portions, and give posses- 
sion to the capitalists, who wish to oecupy them. At present 
-the farms of jungle produce, and pasturage dues in Chandee, 
.which, under orders of superior authority, have been re-let for 
a period of three years, yield a profitable amount of revenue to 
the State. This ilaqua is the only portion of Gurhwal Bhabur, 
.which stretches much beyond the base of the lowest range into 
the plains, its extent below Chandee ferry (opposite Hurdwar) 
being nearly 20 miles. None of the pudhans or cultivators in 
this tract are puharees. Boksas are the chief agriculturists. 
Elephants abound in Chandee, and a few are caught in pits every 
.year. The sands of the Ganges here are auriferous, but the 
amount of revenue derivable from the gold washing is not 

.greater than in the Patlee Dh0on.f 

* The geologicnl formatiom of Gnnga Sulan u a  the name as in lower Tull 
Sulan. 

f- Nm-1849.-This talooka baa subquently been included in the Bijnore dir- 
vtrict. 

f Sandstone and conglomerate rocks exclusively prevail in Chmda. Trsm of 
lignite cod are frequent in tbe heds and banks of the rmdl streams. F d  remains 
of animals have a h  beeu diacovcrud. 



19. I may here conclude this Appendix by stating, that 
Conel-. Captain Huddleston has favored me with the follow- 

ing results of a late rough census, made under his 
orders, of the population in British Gurhwal. 

Population Rdum pfthe Dutricl of Cwhwal taken during the year8 184-41- 

KUXAON AND GUREWAL (Signed) J. H. BATTEN, 
SETTLEMENT OFFICE, 

15th Aupst 1842. Settkment Ofic&. 





A F E W  N O T E S  
ON TUB SUBJECT OF 

THB KUMAON AND ROHILCUND TURAEE : 
BY 

J. H. B A T T E N ,  ESQ., 

C I V I L  S E R V I C E .  

F s ~ v ~ o u s  to the reign of the Emperor Akbar, that is to the 
latter half of the 16th Century, the his- 

Wicirnqofrecordsconarnarn tory of Kumaon in connection with its 
ing the Turaee. low land possession and also of the Hill 

Raj of that name itself, is but imperfectly known. 

Even to a still later period, tradition confilmed by docu- 
mentary evidence and the voice of general testimony in the 
neighbowing districts, takes the place of all authentic written 
records within the province itself on which reliance can be 
placed. The few Puthan families of respectability now settled 
in the Turaee, are like their whole race in Rohilcund, but a 
recently introduced colony. From them, therefore, it would 
be vain to look for any detrrils connecting.the series of events 
even in their own villages. The Bhoksa and Tharoo tribes, 
although permanent occupants in t4e whole jungle tract lying 
along the base of the sub-Himalayan mountains between the 
Ganges and the Gunduck, are not, and never have been, per- 
manent residents at any one spot; nor are they possessed of 
s d c i e n t  intelligence to know the tale of their own chosen 
region, or be able to recount the revolutions which have occurred 
on the scene of their imigrations. Of the other tribes inha- 
biting the present villages or clearings in the Turaee, it is not 
probable that many families can trace their settlement in that 
wilderness, beyond the third or at utmost fourth generation 

S 
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preceding them. Raja Sheoraj Singh, the principal person- 
age of the Turaee pergunnab does not owe his present posi- 
tion, in that tract, of talooqadar or manager, or farmer, or 
zumeendar (or whatever under existing arrangements may be 
his proper designation) to any direct descent from the Kumaon 
Rajas, or to any long possession continued from their time to 
his own. Before his grand father Lall Singh accompanied by 
Mahendra Chund, the representative, at least by immediate 

1 birthright, of the royal race of Kumaon, descended with their 
families to the plains, and became by favor of the Nawab Vi- 
zier connected with the latter history of the Tureea, intestine 
disturbances had begun to destroy the semblance even of a cep- 
tr&l Government in Kumaon, and the state records, such aa 
they were, became scattered among the various kamdars, t o  
whom they hzd been officially entrusted, and who only preserv- 
ed such portions of them, as might tend tea prove their own 
importance, or that of their scverd families. - During the trou- 
bles consequent on the Ghoorka invasion in the year 1790 A. D., 

the regular traces of post times became more and more oblite- 
rated; and when the last relics of the Chund Rajas abandoned 
their native hills, and took refuge at Kilpoory in the plains,- 
?early the only place where they still possessed any thing like 
it property in the land,- they took down with them no weighty 
burden of state records, and left but few behind. Afterwards 
at Roodurpoor, one chicf scene of their exile, a fm occurred, 
which is stated to have consumed many family documents; 
while at Almora any cluftur or record office that existed may b& 
supposed to have commenced its collections only from the 
&cession of the Ghoorkalee Government. Under these circum- 
stances, it is not a matter of wonder that neither the British 
authorities in the Hills, deriving their information from qanoon. 
goe4 and other usual depositories of such knowledge, nor the 
descendants of the Hill Rajax, in the persons of She04 Singh 
above named, or his cousin of the elder branch, Pertab Singh, 
now residing at Almora as a pensioner of the English Govern- 
ment, should be able to furnish exact data far an historic 
narrative. 

2. Using such means as I have in my power, 1 pro. 
ceed to draw a short and rough sketch 

Wram during the Knmaon of the successive revolutions which 
' the. country has been subjected, and, 

wherever possible, of its successive a n -  
.&tions, in the hope that sucb a description, however im- 
perfect, may be found if not useful as evidence, at least 
acceptable aa part of a picture< at a time when the aqention of 

2 
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those in authority has been strongly drawn to t h e  prese& 
etate of the tract described. 

a 3. The dynasty called Knttoora is the earlieet known to 

Kuttoon dynasty. 
have reighed ih Kuinaon. The Rajas 
of its line are said to have been of 

the Somj Burnee origin, and they have been clothed by the 
imagination of the Paharees with almost divine attributes ; while, 
the extension of their authority to Dehlie and Kanouj in  the 
plains, and from Mundee to Siccim in the Hills, is confidently 
assumed as a matter of fact. The whole race* appear to have 
become utterly extinct, but at what time, and in what manner, 
no one can tell, and in fact their whole history is lost in the 
greatest obscurity. Within the present provinces of Kumaon 
and Gurhwal, Josheemat near Budrinath, and Kuttoor not far 
to the nokth of Almora in the now almost desolate %valley of 
Byjnath, are celebrated as the principal seats of theh power. 
The ruins still existing in the latter place, and at Dwara Hatis, 
some miles to the westward, are pointed out as the relics of 
the Kuttoor Raj, as are also the low carved stone pillars called 
Brih-kumbh,? placed at intervals of a few miles, so frequent in 
the eastern parts of the district, and which are said to have 
marked the halts or encampments. in the royal progresses. 
Some of these ruins, especially the chubcmtraj and wells, are 
not without beauty, at leaet in their carving, and the great num- 1 
ber of small temples even now standing, each as it were dedi- 
cated to a separate idol, and the quantity of idol images them- 
sehies which have been found in their precmcts, shew that the 
Kuttoora Rajas were devout worshippers of the whole Hindoo 
Pantheon. The shape of the buildings, and the character 
of the sculptures are said to be similar to the architec- 
tural features observed in the south of India; but, I believe, 
that the same forms are quite common in Bundelcund and on 
the banks of the Nerbudda. From the account above given, it 
d l  at once be seen that the dynasty of which we are speaking 
ww of low-land origin, and that no signs of an aboriginal ex- 
traction are visible in its remains. As before the Mahornedan 
conquest of India, the *rs of a region so illustrious in thc 
ahashtras aa the Himalya mountains, being dso by their osi- 
tion maaters of the sacred sites at the various sources o f the 
Ganges, may be supposed to have hcld rank cqud wit%, if not * 
mperior to, the Rajas of Knltair, or country betwcen the mom- K&, - 

*At least that tribe of the Kuttoora S o v j  Bunrcee which reigned in Kumaon. a *V - a 
Thin ia 8 W M  for Wlr-imb,  
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tains and the Ganges now called Rohilcund ; and aa, after the 
establishment of the Mahomedan empire in Hindoostan, the 
Kumaon Rajas were found in hereditary possession of the Turaee 
by a tenure quite independent of any grant from low-land, 
potentates, I see no reason for doubting that the Turaee 
throughout its whole extent formed an integral part of the Kut- 
toora Kumaon Raj. That it also formed an important part, may 
be assumed from the almost absolute necessity still existing, 
that s large portion of plain country should, if not attached to 
the Hills, at least be available for the annual resort of the P&- 
rees, and their cattle ; (an occupancy which under native rulers, 
could hardly be maintained without an actual right of property 
in the soil, and actual separate possession thereof by the Hill 
powers ;) and from analogies drawn from the late and existing 
feeling in Nepal, in regard to the tract at its base. Beyond 
this all is conjecture regarding those ancient times; and the 
question whether Sumbhul and Bareilly were then subject to 
Kuttoor may be left for amicable discussion between the Paha- 
Tees and Desees, when they meet annually at their now com- 
mon pasture grounds, and need not en& the too jealoua 
attention (as at one time it was feared it might) af British 
functionaries. 

4. The Kuttooraa in Kumaon were, we are told, suc- 
ceeded for some time (13 or 14 gene- 

Kllmwa w. rations) by a Khwseea Raj, that is by 
. numerous petty chiefs among the mountaineers themselves each 
! governing hie own small territory, and fighting with his 

neighbow. The many small forts scattered throughout the 
provinm, in situations where such defences would be useless to 
a Government holding undivided authority over the whole tract, 
would seem to prove the truth of this traditional history. 

6. On emerging at last from this confusion, we find the 

Chad dynasty. 
earliest name of the Chnd d w t y  in  
Som Chulub, a Chundra Bunsee Rajpoot, 

who is narrated to have come from the village of Joogee in the 
province of AUahabad (trans-Doab,) and to have established his 

, power and a capital at Champawut* at or about the year 1100 
Saka correspondmg to 1235 Sumbut and 1178 A. D. The 
Joshee (Jyotishee) Brahmins who have subsequently been such 
influential members of the Ilill community, accompanied the 
first of the Chunds to Kumaon. I t  would be quite out of place, 
to register in this report the list of Rajas who followed Sotn 
" 
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Chund. Some persons, indeed, are found who deny the conti. 
nuity of the dynasty altogether ;* but, be that as it may, the 
historian of the.Turaee has almost nothing to tell concerning 
any of the line previous to the Mth generation. Raja Kuilian 
C M  removed the capital from Chumpawut to Almora, and 
built that city in 1620 St. or 1563 A. D. His son and succes- 
sor Roodur Chund was a contemporary of the Emperor Akbar, 
and in the c o m e  of his reign of 28 years made f>equent visita- 
t i o n ~  to the Turaee, and not to leave himself without record i~ 
the land, became the founder of Roodurpoor. 

6. But what is meant by the Turaee in Akbar's time ? 
To what e x t e ~ t  of low-land dominion 

ROodw Chund ; of did Roodur Chund succeed ? Al- 
KnmaonTrvaeein his time. though an hereditaxy, was the Turaee 

an undisturbed possession of Kumaon in preceding times ?@n 
a reference to cotemporaneous history we find that the year , 
11W A. D. is the date generally fixed for the conquest of I 
Kamj  by the a r m s  of Kutb-ud-&en) the Lieutenant of Shahab- I 
d & m J  and also that 1195 A. D., saw him extend his victories ! 

across the Ganges to Budayoon. I t  is I think extremely ' 
probable that an incorrect tradition may have anticipated the 
commencement of the Chund dynasty in Kumaon by 16 years, 
and that in the great revolution which transferred the empire 
of the Gangetic plain as far as Benares from the Rahtwes to , their Mahomedau victors, when the dispersion of numerous 
powerful Hindoo tribes took place every where, among them 
the earliest Chund and his followers found their way to 1 

Kumaon. But, whether the elevation of this race in the j 
Hills preceded or followed the fall of the Kanouj kingdom, I 
the shock of that fall may well be supposed to have reach. ' 
ed to the foot of the Himalya, and hardly to have been 
arrested at Budayoon and the lower parts of Kuttair. The 
rule of the Hill powers, whether Kliusseea or Chund if it had 
survived at all the decadence of the Kuttoora line, and the 
breaking of that Raj into petty chiefships, must have been rudely 
shaken at this period.&ven allowing that subsequently some 
kind of authority over this tract was regained as the Chund 
Rajas became one after the other more and more firmly seated 
on their mountain throne, the authority must have been one 

* It l e e m a  a matter of univulsl tradition that between the 8th md 9th sue. 
casdon of Chnnda, 8 second Khuaceea Raj intervened, and alro t h t  until the 1 ilh 
of the line by nune Lntchmee Chund, some representativm of the old Knttoora 
d p s t y  paumad a limited power at Kuttoor itself, but that in the reign of this 
Raja they were subdued by riolence, or absorbed among the more, or otherwiw 
dingpMd d " the land ,M (hem no more.'! 
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exercised undm permission on account of tribute yieided Q 
others, or, at best, under neglect or contempt on account of 
its intrinsic insignificance. The Paharees indeed while boast- 
ing of their ancient boundary on the south as " Gunga-war," 
or not short of the Ganges, almost unanimously allow that at 
one time, the possessions of their ancestors in the plains were 
woefully circumscribed, if not altogether lost ; and that it was \ not without difficulty that & l i o n  Chwd, the 30th of hia lime, 

b attained by some means or other an honorable and determinate 

I position in the Des for himself and successors. To .conhue 
then the story, and answer the remaining questions placed at 
the head of this paragraph, Roodur Chnd  found himself t h e  
lord of the muhals or pergunnahs named below. 

1. Suhujgeer, .......... now called Juspoor. 
2. Caslleepoor or Kotah, ............ Casheepoor. . 

. 3. Moondia, ..................... Bazpoor. 
. 4. Guddurpoor, .................. Guddurpoor. 

........................ . . 6. ''1 ~oksar ,  C Roodurpoor 
Kilpoory . 

7. Bukshee, ...................... Nanukmutta. - 
. "} chinkee, .................,.... C Bilheree, 
, 9. Surbna. 

This whole tract which is exclusive of the upper Bhabur 
nearer the Hills, (of which I shall have to speak hereafter) was , 
called Chowrsesee Ma1 and Nowkkhie Ma1,-" Mal" being then 
aa now the Hill term for the low country. The former name 
waa derived from the size of the temtoy, which was reekoned at 
84 coas in length-the latter name from the real or nominal 
revenue of the territory-viz. nine lakhs. The boundaxies on the 
west were the Peera or Peela NzGddee at R a p m  between Jus- 
poor and the Ram Gunga, on the north the Ookhw Blioonaee, 
or region of no water (now the Run or Forest) ; on the 
south the higher ground of the regular plains, according to 
certain old known limits of the pergunnahs ; and on the east the 
Sardah river near Poonu~poor. The reign of Roodur Chund 
was not entirely without troubles ; for, during Akbar's minority 
the imperial officers attempted to resume the territory and sent 
a force for that purpose. The young Raja, however, made R 
successful resistance and afbrwards proceeded to Dehlie, where. 
be obtained favor at the Court of the Emperor, and distinguish- 
ed himself in some expedition against ATagm. The final result 
of this step was his obtaining a sunnud* for the Chowrassee 

Not now existent at Almora. . . .I 
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JfaP perg tudu ,  and his return to the Hills with enhanced 
powers. 

7. I n  the time of his immediate successor Lutchmee 
C h M  (still in the reign of ~ k b a r ) ,  

S ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ' f ~ d  the royal armies appear to have revi- 
sited the Turaee, and their places of 

encampment are still pointed out at Tandah, and more espe- 
cially at Peepdhuttah where there is a mangoe grove called the 
Badshahee Bagh. Fourth in descent from Roodur Chund we find 
%mal Chund, Rajah of Kumaon between the years 1625 and 1638 
A. D., during part of this period the Turaee is stated to have 
attained a high degree of prosperity, and to have actually yieldrrd 
pine lakhs of rupees from various sources of revenue to thg 
Hill treasury; but before the death of Tremal Chund the prosperity 
ofthe tract excited the envy of its neighbours, and encroachments 
begantQ be made by the Kuttair Hindoos not disallowed hy 
their Mogul rulers. His successor Bag Bzrhadoor Chund finding 
himself in danger of total dispossessio~ from these fertile low- 
lands repaired to Dehlie, and imitating the conduct of his an- 
mtor entered into the military service of the Emperor Shah 
Jehan. He accompanied the imperial expedition against Can- 
dahar and Cabul. A fortunate opportunity occurred, and the 
division which the ltaja commanded was able to gain some 
important advantage. Consequently on the return of the royal 
armies to Dehlie, Bsz Buhadoor Chund was honored by 1 / 

v many signal marks of favor, but not contest with obtaining 
empty titles, he adhered to the original object of his visit axld 
procured the full recognition of his right to the Chowrassee 
Mul, together with an order ahdressed to the viceroy of the 
Soobah for effectual assistallce against the Kuttair chiefs. 
Through the aid of Nuwab Roosturn Khan? he succeeded 
in expelling hie enemies from the Turaee, and he afterwards 
caused the town of Bazpoor to be built, and to bear his name. 
It is aaid that " every baegah and biawansee" was cultivated 
at this time, and that the construction and repairs of bridges, 
hw&, and water-courses was diligently cared for by the 
pfficem of Government. These functionaries resided at Roo: 
dnrpoor in the plains and at Buroh Kheree and Kotah on the 
#pure of the lowest range during the hot months. Cmhee- 

Spme psrsonu consider this word as an abbmiatipn of the Peraianwo* 
i)d+, but the . P M e  . philologists declam that dl is a apecia Hill Hindee r o *  

. , 

$ The founder of M o o d a b 4  . . 



poor was not then a place of any importance, and the Pahareea 
( I  know not how correctly) even place the foundation of the pre. 
sent town and gardens at a period more recent than the Rajas 
hitherto named. At Kotah and Barokheree and elsewhere in 
the lower hills, are remains of forts and residences and mangoe 
groves which go far to show that the climate at those sites was 
not in former times so insalubrious as at present, when few 
men in power would confine their retreat from the Turaee heat 
to such low elevations in the mountains as these. Kotah indeed 
is stated to have been the capital for dl the western portion 
of the Chowrassee Mal, and to have given its name to the lower 
pergunnahs, andnot only asnowto the near sub-mountain region. 
The good fortune of Baz Buhadoor Chund followed him to the 
end. He wrested the dominion of the Birote passes from hia J northern Tartar neighbourn ; he associated his name with uni- 
veraal prosperity in the minds of his Kumaonee subjects ; and 
he died, after a rule of forty years, in the year 1678 A. D. during 
the reign of Aurung Zebe. 

8, If I were writing a connected history of Kumaon, the 
five euccessions of Rajas between Bw 

H i e b ~  continued to the Buhadoor Chund and Ktdlian Chund, time of the Hohillas. 
the f o w h  of his name would afford me 

ample material both for narrative and comment ; for, during 
this period the prosperity of our Hill principality having attained 
its culminating point* began rapidly to decline and the descent 
to ruin was marked by civil war with ita disastrous accompa- 
niments of royal assassinations and popular anarcby,-a fitting 
prelude to the foreign invasions which followed in due course. 
But the important epochs in the history of the Kumaon Tu- 
mee need alone occupy our present attention, and passing over 
the half century to which I have alluded, I arrive in the year 
1653 Saka or 1731 A. D. at the accession of Raja Kullian 
Chund IVth. The Rohilla chief AZi Mohumed at, or, soon &r 
this period succeeded his converter and adopter Daood Khan in 
the powerful position acquired by the latter; the splendom of 
Budayoon, the old capital of the Sircar had begun to fall before 
the display of upstart military importance at A d ,  andin short 

. Oodcot Chund, the immediate successor of Bar Bulutdoor Chnnd, and J m  
CHand, the third in desant, bear a high m e  in P d m e e  hintor).. In the time or 
& latter, nine lakhr are again mentioned an the revenue of the -at after 
(hL epoch the intestine disturbanm became utterly datructim of all prosperity 
both in the highlands m d  hkndr, 
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Rutlait was fast becoming Rohilcund.* I n  the earlier part of 
his reign, Kt~ll ian Chund had to contend against the aggressions 
of 21'uwab MURPOOT Ali Khan,? who attempted to attach Surbna 
and Bilheree to the neighbouring (trans-Surdah) Chuckladarsitip 
in W h ; $  but, by a successful appeal to the Emperor Mohu- 
med Shah, the nominal integrity of his Turaee possessions was 
preserved to the Kumaon Raja. During his latter years, he 
suffered from a far more terrible enemy ; but let me here snatch 
Gom oblivion an important record of the times immediately 
preceding the invasion of Kumaon by the Rohillas which hm 
fortunately survived the ruin of that era. 

TABLE of Rmervc Stntiatiw in the Munee (Mdh'-&a) Pergunmaha of Kumaon f w  the y e a  
IWb .%aka, mrreaponding to 1801 Sumbnt, 1744 A. D., furnkhed bg Kirhnn Nurd Udknree, 

duccndazil of the former TeMIdara of the Turaee, and now inhabitnnt of moarznh 

Rut@, Puttee Ultagoolee, P e r p n a h  Bara Mundul, W l a h  Kumaon. 

Nm.-The Tehsildar of Cssherpoor, and the Chooramee Md in gsneralat the time of 
thiastatement aaa Permmund Udkuee. His grandfather C o r h d h  in the time of Bnz 
B u W m  Chund is said to be the real founder of the present Cwhrepom, on the site of 4 vil- 
l y s  in which thk temple of Oojdnee Debce wM a place of old Hindoo pilgrimage. The aon d V 
Cnheenath was called SeonaIh, and the v i l l w  of Seonpthpoor a d  numerous mvrgoe groves 
near hheepoor  and Kotah planted by h i  still render his name immortal the thriviog 
andfortunata servant of Oodce Chund. His descendant Kishna Nond Udkaree possesses 
numerolu aunuds, both on copper pkte  and wper, of that period. This Lndkidual is now a 
&vanment Putwarree in pergunnah Gungolee. 

Name of Pergnnnah. 

Cuhpmr. LC.. .................. 
Poodwpoor, Bilheree, Bc,. .......... 
$urbo& ............................ 

Total.. , . . 

Waiae aee aise kurce, Dekho Prnbhw ke tbiit, 
Aoule ko Raja bhayo, Bakolee ko jat. 

I 

¶SOW POOW 1676 908 SSWO 174 150 500 72706 --- ------ 
17.5000 180000 9915 983 55000 1137 BOP 4301 425251 

mi popular distich concerning the sudden rise of Mi Mahomed f~ well knows 
in Kumaon. 

t Afterwards called Sufder Jmg. 

: Seeb Deo Joahee, the prime minister of Kollian Chund, m woanded in a 
lght with the ChucUadar Tejoo 601, and was taken prisoner, but e ~ b e ~ u e n t l y  re. 
lca8ed. 

2 4 
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All thc reports made by the Kumaon canongoes and other 
natives belonging to the province concur in fixing the nominal 
revenue of the Chowrnssee Ma1 Pe~:gtlnnah in the year 17,M 
A. D., (or one hundred years ago) at about the same sum as that 
named in the preceding statement, viz., somewhat more than 
four lacs of Rupees inclusive of all items. But, at the time of the 
Rohilla irruption in that year, the actual collections had dwin- 
dled to less than two lakhs,* and as the whole lowland country 
of which we are speaking wsu virtually held in military assign- 
ment by the mercenary troops of the Raja, known (from the 
place of their origin in the west) as Nuggur Kotiat sepahees, it 
may be doubted whether in the time of Kullian Chund, at least 
previous to the expulsion of the Rohillas from Kumaon, any 
treasure ever ascended to Almora at all. The present pesh- 
kar of the Huroor Teheel, Kishna Nund, Joske of GsilZee, 
has found among his ancestral papers a long list of villages 
and of their respective ruqbas, the abstract of which I 
give below. I t  refers to an early year of Kullian Chund, 
1657 Saka or 1735 A. D., but it nnfortunately does not con- 
tain any information as to the proportion of waste to culti- 
vated 1and.f I t  may however be found interesting as shewing 
the number of villages standing ow the rent roll at that time, 
and as affording data for comparison with the state of affairs 
in 1835 A. D., a date which (I know not how correctly) I have 
heard mentioned as that in which under British rule Turaee 
matters were at their worst, and from which a renascent order 
of things may be assumed to have commenced. 

Pergunnahs. o t d  Beegairs. 

Boksar, (Roodurpoor Kilpoory,) 7,90,950 
Bukshee, (Nanuk Mutta,). . . . . . 3,83,300 
Chinkee, (Surbna, Bilheree,) . . 3,15,-E00 
Casheepoor, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,86,800 
Suhujgeer, (Jnspoor,) . . . . . . . . 1,58,400 
I\.Zoondia, (Bazpoor,) . . . . . . . . . . 2,38,500 
Guddurpoora, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,31,200 

Grand Total, . . . . 869 1 27,04,550 
* Only 4'1,000 rupees collections are mentioned UI m e  of the records, but 

it doubtful whether these referred to the whole or a part of the Turaee. 
t Nnggnr Kote u the t o m  of which Kote K m p  in the citadel. 
Kishna Nund Udkaree also posseam very old lista of T~uace vilIaga md 

their beegab, but no amant of cullioation or of ploupb.  
2 
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I n  thc years 1666-67 Saka 1744-45 A. D., the Rollillas 
twice invaded Kumaon under their two leaders lVujeeb Kham 
and Peinda Klran. Though their stay was short,* its ill results 
to the province are well and bitterly remembered, and its mis- 
chievous, though religiously zealous character is still attested 
by the noseless idols and trunkless elephants of some of the 
Kumaon temples. The first irruption was only arrested in 
the very heart of the hills on the downs of Ghyr Mandee,t 
near the sources of the Ramgunga. Here the Raja of Gurhwa?, 
Pruteep Sah, checked the further progress of the Rohillas and 
turned them back by a bribe of three lacs of rupees to their 
leaders, and thus the holy land which owned his Kumaon 
neighbour and himself as its princes and guardians, was re- 
lieved from its first contamination by Mahomcdan contact. 

The second invasion, caused by the discontent of Ali 
Mahomed at the small spoil brought down to him, was 
stayed at the very entrance of the hills at Baro Kheree Pass 
(between Bhamouree and Bheemtal) where the Rollilla force 
was routed by the minister Seeb Deo Joshee and his highlanders 
who had seen too much of such visitors in the former year to 
allow them again to surmount the Gaghur range. I t  is gene- 
rally believed that the Rohillas were incited to both attacks by 
some domestic traitors of the Rotela tribe, one individual of 
which, by name Hunmut Singh, had been put to dcatli by the 
Kumaon Raja for rehellious conduct. The complete expulsion 
of these predatory foreigners from the open plaill of the Turaee 
was found too difficult a. task for the Paharee arms, and l~ence 
recourse was had to other means. Kullirrn Chur~d himself 
repaired to the camp of the Emperor, then pitched at Sumbhul,$ 
and implored for aid against his enemies. At that time (1737 
A. D.,) the extraordinary power obtained by the Rohillas had 

* Those who object to the hill people of Almora, 8s being nnaccoontably 
.nd foolishly scrupulous on the subject of kine killing forget that Bennrw, Muttra, 
and other Hindoo locnlities have been for centuries under direct Mahomedan role. 
wherens Eumaon never had one of " the faithful" as ita immediate lord. Tha 
only Mussulmcms formerly known within the llills were certain famllies of shika- 
rees and cooks, who received favor nt the hand of the Rajas, the former for killing 
game m d  ridding the country of wild beasts, the latter for preparing suitable food 
for any Mnhomednn guest of rank. The Rnja of Bhurtpwr still entertains a 
s i m h  cLass of purveyors. 

t h'ear thin spot ia the beautiful country-residence of the Kumaon Commis- 
eioner, which is highly convenieut us being on the borders of both districts, Kumaon 
a d  Gurhwal, and, therefore, central to the whole Province. 

$ 1 believe that the 6ofe then derived ib name of Yar Wufdaar when the  
pncka bridge was built for the army, the Emperor having called it " Yar Wufadur f 
lul tumua  sot^.'^ 
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greatly alarmed the Imperial Government, already sufficiently 
weakelled by the Mahrattas and by Nadir Shah, and very 
strong efforts had been made to reduce them, attended with 
considerable success. Twenty-two descendants of the old 
Kuttair Rajas are said to have been present in camp, headed by 
the chief of Thakoordwarra and all clamorous for protection. The 
Kumaon Raja did not sue in vain, and the result of his visit to 
Sumbhul was a renewal of his sunud* for the Chowassee Mat, 
and the abandonment of the territory by the Itohillas (with 
the esception of the eastern tract at Sfwbnu and Bikheree) be- 
sides sundry personal marks of imperial favor. Soon after his 
return to the hills, he died, and the year of his death (1748 
A. D.,) also saw the decease of the Emperor Mahomed Shah, 
and of the adventurer Ali Iliahomcd. 

9. The history of Rohilcund between the years 1748 and 
1774 A. D., is well known. The con- 

Reign in Deep stant conflicts between the Soobadar of Chund and the contempo- 
meoua  account of ~ o h i l -  0 ~ J h  s~ fde r  Jung, and the Rohilla 
cund to its conquest by chiefs, attended occasionally with no 
the h'awsb wuzeer of small disgrace to the arms of the former 
Oudh ig 1 7 7 4  A .  D. (and through him to those of his master 

the Emperor Aimed Shah,) terminated in the utter discomfi- 
ture for a short period of the latter, by the introduction of the 
Mahrattas and J a b  into the disputed territory as the formidable 
d i e s  of the Wuzeer. Then followed, as might be expected, the 
usurping occupation of Rohilcund by those very allies them- 
selves, and the attraction to that fertile quarter of their swarm- 
ing countrymen from the Deccan. The revolutions which de- 

I throncd and blinded Ahmd Shah ; which first exalted and then 
brought down to death his puppet successor Alum Geer 11; which 
linked together in the bonds of temporary amity the regicide and 
self-elected WUreer Ghazee-ud-&en, and many of the Mahratta 
leaders ; the advance of Ahmed Shah Dooranee and the repeti- 
tion at Dehlee of some of the horrors enacted under Nadir 
Shah ; and afterwards, on thc departure of thc Abdallees from 
Hindoosthan, the overw-helming height to which the flood of Mah- 
ratta dominion attained; these events, accumulating on each 
other, involved the whole of upper India in anarchy and con- 
fusion, and completed the destruction of the AIMo& Empire. 
As affecting Hindoosthan in general, they caused the minds of 
d men to be fixed on one great question, till the decision of 
which there could only exist two great parties, viz., who shall 
be masters 'I' the Jahrat tas  or the Afghans? ns affecting Rohil- 

* This sunud in stiU extant. 
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hand in particular, the crisis of affairs mitcd together by one 
common interest, the ruler of OudJa, then Shooja-ud-dbwla, and 
the Rohilla chiefs, Ha& Reltrnut Khan, Xujeeb-ud-dowla, and all 
the minor leaders of the clan ; and, for a brief period, the chi- 
valry both of Oudh and Rohilcund was engaged in a common 
cause. The battle of Panegut might very probably have ended 
in  a different manner, if the Dowaaee Shnh had not been thus 
assisted, and if he had not found on his side in that bloody field 
Affghans of the Hindoostbanee colony, as brave and undege- 
nerate as his own Abdallees fresh from the rugged passes 
of Mghanisthan. Who on the evening of the 6th January 
1761 A. D., contemplating that great battle field, and reflecting 
on its results, could have guessed or believed that the fate of In- 
dia had really already been decided not five years before on an 
obscure swamp in Bengal ? or, have foreseen that, in regard to 
the sceptre of Hindoosthan, the slaughter of that day had 
been a fruitless sacrifice; that the Affghans almost from 
that very hour would be strangers to the soil; that the Mah- 
rattas, then supposed to be an almost annihilated power, would 
again contest the throne of India with foreigners, but of a 
still more distant origin and still more distinctive race; or 
that, finally, peace and plcnty wodd smile on that very plain, 
invited to the land neither by Mahomedan nor IIindu, but 
by the Christians of a Western Atlantic Isle ? Yet to Rohil- 
cund at least (whereunto my tale must return) far different 
from peace and plenty were to be the intermediate gifts of the ', 
English race. When Hafiz Rchmut Khan, flushed with his 
share of the victory, returned to his own country, it may be 
assumed that, even if no higher aspirations for the good of his 
subjects expanded his breast, he still fondly hoped that the 
good fortune of his race and family would henceforth be per- 
manent, that his last battle had been fought; and that he 
might be allowed to end his days in quiet and happi~less. Alas ! 
the lapse of thirteen short years, not all ill spcnt we may hope, 
brought to his door a totally unexpected enemy in purchased 
dliance with thc ancient hunters of his line. If then at Kut- 
terah on the 23rd April 1774, the victorious English General 
turned away in sadness from the corpse of the gallant Nafis 
Jtehmut Khan and reviewed with pain and disgust the results . 
of his own triumph, the Civil narrator of this tragical 
revolution, however indignant at the gross mis-represcn- 
tations and false colouring, of facts, which, both in the 
senate and the library, have associated the early English 
name in Rohilcund with altogether unredeemable shamc, and 
the extinguislicd rule of the ltohillas with every fancied virtue, 
-may now be excused for pausing one moment in his task, 
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and yielding the tribute of his deep regret over the bier 
of the Rohilla chief. But I must not travel further from 
my record. What was the effect of all the above named re- 
volutions on the circumstances of the Turaee? The reign ' of Raja Deep Chund in Kumaon, after lasting nearly 30 

I years, ended in his murdcr in 1697 Saka or 1775 A. D. He 
W a s  therefore almost from first to last a contemporary of Ha$= 
Behmat Khun, and the eatastro~hlcs of the Rohilcund and 
Kumaon priricipalities occurred within a year of each other ; 
or, if nothing but the crowning success of the Ghoorkhas in  
1701 A. D., can be considered as the conclusion of the Kumaon 
Ita.j, the year of Deep Chund's violent death at the hands of 
Mohun Singh,* his spuriously descendcd cousin, may be 
recorded as conamencing the fifth act of the hill tragedy. Dur- 
ing the first sixteen years of his reign, Deep Chund enjoyecl 
the advice and aid of the wise minister or Bukshee, Seeb Deo 
Joske, to whose care the dying lips of Kullian Chund had 
entrusted the youthful prince. The trust appears to have bcen 
well fulfilled, and during this period the management of the 
Turaee occupied a large share of the Bukshee's attention. 
Forts were built at Roodurpoor and Casheepoor, as outposts to 
watch the Rohillas, and to guard the property, then far from 

/ inconsiderable, at both those placcs. At thc former place, 
/ Hurreeram Joshee a Kumaonee and cousin of Seeb Deo, and at 
1 the latter place Sreeraln Doss, a native, I believe, of Bazpore, 
I acted as the agents of the Kumaon Govcrnment. The son of 

Srecram Doss, Nundram by name, is cclcbrated, in Kumaon 
history, aa the traitor who, in conjunction with his brother Hur 
Gobind, for selfieh purposcs ceded the possession of the Turaee 
to  the Nawab Asofh-ud-dowla, after murdering Hureeram JoZ 

i 
shee's son Munooruth, and thus obtaining power over Roodur- 
poor and the eastern pergunnahs. The nephew of Nundram 
and son of Hur Gobind, Seeb Lall, is thc person whom in 1219 
Fuslee the English found in power in the Turaee, and with 
whom the first settlement of that tract was made. We hnvc now 
all the dramatis persom on the stage, before tlie curtain drops 

* As mistakes arc often made as to the relative position by birth of Pertapb 
Chnnd at Almora, and Sheomj Singh at Casheepoor, I give their immediate gem- 
.lw. 

Hlvree Singh. 
C 1 

I 
Mohun Chund, Lu& Singh, 

I I 
~abend;a Chund, ~oorm& Singh, 

I I 
Pertaub khuod. 

I 
Sheoraj Singh. 
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o n  fhe scene, at the close of Kumaonese influence in the Turaee. 
During 'Seeb Deo's administration the Rohillas did not disturb 
in any great degrce the tranquillity of the Kumaon lowlands. 
Their chiefs during tlie frequent flights which they made to tho 
foot of the hills, when they hhd encountered any disasters below in 
conflicts with the Wuzcer'e forces, formed an acquaintance with 
the hill Raja and his mie t e r s ,  which in some cases ripened 
into friendship. Deep Chund and Hafiz Rehmut Khan cx- 
changed turbans, and Sccb Deo's son, Hztrruck Deo Joshee,- 
who afterwards became so conspicuous a political character a t  
the period of the war between the British and Nepalese,--.en- 

ud-dowlu. At the battle of Panceput, Hurree Ram Joshce is 
joyed a place of trust in the immediate household of i\;ujpeb-/ 

said to have distinguished himself conspicuously amongst the 
levies brought to that place from the Rohilcund territory, and 
t o  have carried back to Kumaon an elephant and other plun- 
&roof the Mahrattas to the extent of some thousands of rupees, 
which the Rohilla chiefs accorded in return for the aid or good 
wil l  of the Kumaon Raja at that great crisis. 

10. The Turaee remained in a state of (~~mparatively 
. speaking) fair prosperity during that 

Conclusion of Deep Chnnd'a portion of Deep Chund's reign in which 
reign, troubles of that pe- the hill territory was undisturbed by 
rid ; eBects of events both 
in and plains on the internal commotions. Up to the death , 
state of theTnraee; and of Seeb Deo Joshee in 1686 Saka. / 
marnary of events ante- corresponding to 176P A. D., such aom- 
cedent to the final sepa- 
ration of the lower ~ h ~ -  motions had been very partial and tri- - i bur from the hill country. fling in Kunuron while at the same time I 

the- plains of Hindoosthan including 
Rohilcund were the scene of constant disturbances and changes. 
The Turaee became filled with emigrants from the lower coun- 
try, who had fled from the extra taxation and the multiplied 
masters, which .the wars of that period had created. This 
was the first great recent immigration into the Turaee. The next 
extensive influx of low-landers occurred immediately after the ac- 
cession of the Nawab Wuzeer, as above related, to the sovereignty 
of ehi lcund,  and continued till the tyranny of the new reign 
had somewhat over-past, and till (after the second Rohilla 
war with Fyz-oollah Khan, who himself brought large num- 
bers of people to the jungle where his entrenchments were 

. formed) the lower districts became again fit for the habitation 
of peaceful and industrious people. Thus, at first tolerable 
good Government at one place, and intolerably bad Government 
at another, contributed to the occupancy of the waste lands of 
the Kunuwn BBIcab by natives of other districts; and, a few 



years subsequently, the Ghoorkallte invasion of Kumaon, and 
the civil wars wliich preceded that event, drove down numerous 
mountaineers to the same quarter, and made Casheepore, Raodur- 
pore, Kilpoory, and other frontier towns and village5 the emigrant 
settlements of numerous individuals, whose political importance 
or wealth rendered them peculiarly oblloxious to the evil of a 
revolution, and whose stay on the hills had become incompa- 
tible with their safcty. We may, I think, date at this period the 
planting of the numerous mangoe groves,* in the Turaee which 
now so frequently surprise the sportsman in spots, where wild 
beasts occupy the place of human inhabitants, and swamps lie 
over the sitcs of villages.+ 

The death of Seeb Deo by violence in a military m t e  at 
Casheepore occurred, as above recorded, in 1686 Saka or 1764 
A. D., and from that time I much doubt whether the depen- 
dency to the hill state of Kumaon of the whole Turaee (except 
a slip of forest at the very base of the hills) did not cease and 
determine. While that minister survived, the rent roll of the 
Chowrwsee Ma1 Pergunnab is recorded to have been, as follows : 
but there is strong reason to believe that both in the time of 

: Shooja-ud-dowlu, and in that of his predecessor SufdPr Jung, 
: the south-eastern extremity of the Kumaon Bhabur had fallen 
,I into the hands of the Wuzeer or the Rohillas, and that the 

Kumam Raja was merely eonsidcred in that quarter as nominai 
zumeendar or jagheerdur. 

Pergunnnha a t  present attached to Zillah Mooradaiad. 
Jusapore, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  a0138 0 0 
Canbeepore,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  95648 0 0 
E5azpare, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  55664 0 0 

--901440 0 0 

Pergunnak nolo attached to Zillah Bareilly. 
Rwdurpore, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  78907 0 0 
Guddurpore,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  48654 0 0 
Kilpoory, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  40000 o 0 
Brlheree, 
Bindara, ............ 1 .. {I6910 0 0 
Nnnukrnutta, 
Surbna, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  95000 0 0 -- 

458771 0 0 

Total Rupees, 860419 0 0 
- - -p - -- 

There are other groves of older date no doubt, as there are ancient wells 
a d  chubootm, remains of aqueducts and the l i e  ; but the existing grover lor tho 
most part do not appear older than 6;) or 8 0  years. 

t Some Puthan families were great benefactors of the Turaee for a ahort time, 
.nd the large gwls and gardens which bear the name of Jungrc Khan and ohern 
8-t th& formet iatlucuce, especially in Bazpore nnd the wentern perganarhq . 
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Of this total sum Re. 1,82,000, were estimated ha the Raja's 
'ahare, supposing the sovereignty of the Kumaon ruler in this 
tract to have been a reality; or, poplielory pojits, *upposing ( 
him to be entitled only to the name of zumeendar. Out of this 
royal share or revenue (the greater part of which was collectcd 
2n kind) the military assignments to the Nuggur f i t &  and 
others were paid, and Rs. 40,000 are ( I  believe with complete 
tmth) mentioned as forming the highest amount remitted to 
Deep Chund's Treasury at  Almora.* I n  the earlier times of 
the Turaee, the Raja dealt more directly with the cultivators of 
the soil, and the intervening tenures, religious, madee, mili - 
tary and the like did not exist ; hence the large amounts record- 
ed as revenue. I n  regard to the cultivators, the Raja's share was 
eonsidered to be a sixth ofthe produce j but this fact would militate 
greatly against the stories handed down of the NewZuokha M d .  
Fifty-four lacs worth of produce in the narrow slip of the Chow- 
rasaee Ma1 woilld indeed have entitled it to .a high rank among 
the many s ~ c a l l e d  gardens of India 

The remaining portion of the rental, enumerated in the 
statement, was collected 'for the benefit of some few Brahmin 
maafeedars and some hill temples ; but principally at that pejod 
by the headmen among the hereditary chokeedars of the Tnraee, 
who had been gradually introduced into the tenito ry from the 
timc of Baz Bahadur Chund's visit to Dehlie. I n  the south 
eastern extremity of the Bhabur, the race of Batrwoicks, and 
in the same direction nearer the hills the Joolias, and, in the 

were the guardians, but in fact the possessors of the soil ; and 

I 
western pergunnahs, the Mewattees and Hairees (Mussulmans) 

a system of " black d" waa thus introduced, the evil effects 
of which remain to this day, and which during its continuance 
rendered the sub-mountain tract the general safe resort of the , 
banditti, at the same time that it gave protection to a portion 
of the community, those mho could atFord to pap the insuranec 
fees thereof,-and saved others from outrage and plunder only 
by making them connivers, through sheltering and concealment, 
with the worst of criminals. H u r u k  Deb Joshee,? and Jye- 
kishen Joshee succeeded their father as ministers, and, soon 

- -  - 

* It is also highly probable that some portion of this amount wm collected on 
a u n t  of Katbanr, or timber duties in the forest lying to the trortlr of the Chow- 
r e  Mal, and stin included in Kumaon. 

I 
1 The direct lineal descendant of this personage called by Mr. Praser " the Earl 

F m i c k ,  or king-maker of Kumaon" I am sorry to say, living In very reduced 
rimunseaoces. and without a pension at Almon, while others with smaller clailus 
wwepmsided for. He has lntely however becn appointed Tehaecldar of Kaleo. 
Kumaon. 

2 B 
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after, both C a s h e e p r  and Rooderpoor were plundered by pre- 
datory bands of Puthans, who are stated to have found a large 
quantity of booty at those places owing to the temporary inhabit- 
ancy thereat, of the earlier emigrants of whom I have spoken. 

The years between 1764 and 1778 A. a, formed a period 
; of trouble and distress in Kumaon, which, however has its 
' parallel in every native state, and the natural consequences of 
' which were the final foreign invasion which took place 16  years 

I afterwards in 1791, and the intermediate visitations of merce- 
nary troops brought into the province by the p d z a n s  of the 
several factions. A summary of events for this period exiats in 

1 the agent's office at Almora, and is contained in a report, dated 
20th October 1814, by Mr. W. Fraser, who appears to have 
received his ch id  information from Hurrclk Deb Jo~hee. 

The following c x t m t  is mnde from the report,* explaining 
quite sufficiently for the present purpose the revolutions of that 
period within the has .  

E X T R A C T .  

" The eldest son of Seeb Dco Joshee, Jyekishen, succeed- 
" ed him in his office and sitaation as prime minister and vice- 
" roy, in which place he continped for two years and a half, 
" when a son was born to Deep Chund, the Raja. On thia 
" event the mother of the boy, considering that in consequence 
" of having a son she had some claim on the regency, intrigued 
'' with Hafiz Rehmut Khan of Rampoor through Jodha Singh 
'< of Kuttair, to whose son the daughter of the Raja was be- 
[' trothed, and who was a favorite servant of Hafiz Rehmut 
" Khan, to set aside the authority and viceroyalty of Jye- 
" kislien, who retaining his ofice, should obey the command d 
'' the Ranee. Through the interest of Jodha Singl~, Ha& 
" Rehmut was prevailed upon to speak to Jyekishen, and he in 
" disgust and disappointmeut resigned all his situations, and 
" retired from the government. The Ranee then bestowed the 
" situation of Bukshee, or head of the army, upon Mohun Singh, 
" the post of prime minister upon Kishen Singli, the Raja's 
4' bastard brother, and the viceroyalty on Permanund, a para- 
" mour of her own. Jodha Singh gained the management of 
<' Casheepoor, a large pergunnah. Ahout a year after this, the 
" Ranee deprived Mohun Singh of his appointmellt and inbignia 
4r of his office, bestowing them upon her favorite paramour, 

Evidently a trnnalation. 
2 
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a Mohun Siagh fled to the RohiIlas, and through the assistance 
'*of Doondee Khan of Essoulee, who was jealous of the poweic 
uand influence Ha& Rehmut Khan exercised in Kumaon, 
" gathered a body of troops and Rohillss, attacked the capital, 
" Almora, defeated the Ranee's troops, and eight months after 
'' his expulsion, obtained possession of the Raja's and Ranee's 
"persons, and established himself in the governmentL One 
"of his first acts was to put to death Pemanund his first 
" enemy, and about two years afterwards, duripg which time he 
I' continued quite paramount, he put the Ranee to death. When 
"this act was known, Hafiz Rehmut Khan again sent an army 
" with Kishen Singh, the brother of the Raja, who had fied when 
" the Ranee was killed, expelled Mohun Singh, and put the au- 
" thority into the bands of Kishen Singh, who with the assistance 
" of Jyekishen and the old re~pectable officers of the govern- 
"ment, carried on business for four or five years. Mohun 
" Singh had fled to the camp of Zabeta Khan, and subsequently 
" to that of Shuja-od-dowlah. Kishen Chund the viceroy of the 
" Raja, fell into bad hands and paging attention to favorites dis- 
" honored many of the old respectable servants of the government. 
" These people considering that Mohun Singh, although expell- 
" ed, would not desist from disturbance and intrigue, agreed to 
" call him and put the government into his hands to be exer- 
" cised in the name of the Raja, and with the assistance and 
"advice of Jyekishen, Mohun Singh being thus placed in 
" power, in the course of the second year, put the Raja and 
" all his family into confinement, treacherously murdered Jye- 
"hahen,* and established himself firmly in the government. 
"Thie usurpation seemed bad in the eyes of the Rajas of 
" Gurhwal and Dotee. They leagued with the discontented 

' " people of Kummn and the injured family of Jyekishen, one of 
" the oldest and most respectable of the high officers of Kumaon, 
" collected a large force, defeated and expelled the usurper, 
" and established Purdoomun Snh, the ~ t c o u d  son of Sulut Sah, 
"the then Raja of Gurhwal, upon the Rajship. Purdoomun 
" S& reigned nine years, propped hy the old officers of the 
" state, among whom the most noted were Jeanurtd, Gwladhur, 
" and Hunukdeo, of the family of Sedeo and Jyekishen : after, 

this lapse of time, Sulut Snh the Raja of Sreenuggur d+g, 
" the brothers, Jye K u m t  Sah, (who had succeeded to the Raj- 

* At that time Nnndram and others had possessed themaelves of the Turaee 
marly to the foot of the hills. and Mohun Singh invited Jyekishen to his camp near 
Chokom (some miles above Chilkna) to lrrrange for a common defence of the l 'umr 
q,-aiast tbe lowlandem. Jjckishen fell into the trap, came to camp, and was 
amrkatcd. 
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" ship of Gurhwal on the death of his father, Sulut Sah,) and 
" Purdoomun Sah, (who had been set up in Kumaon,) quarrelled. 
" Jye Kurrut Sah was desirous of establishing Mohun Singh in 
'' Kumaon to the prejudice of his brother, having been bribed 
" by him ; and Purdoomun Sah was naturally anxious to expel 
a his elder brother, and establish his youllger and full bro- 
" ther Puracrarn Sah at Sreenuggur. I n  the mean time; Jye 
" Kurrut Sah died, and Purdoomun Sah, leaving Kumaon 
" against the mill of all, went to take possession of Gurhual. 
" He wiphed indeed to leave his younger brother Puracram Sah 
'' in Kumaon, but he was equally desirous of seizing upon 
" Gurhwal; this strife continuing, both left Kumaon in  the 
" charge of Hurrukdeo. Hurrukdeo being soou driven out, 
" collected an army in the districts of Casheepoor and Rooder- 
" poor, again attacked Mohun Singh, took him prisoner and 
" placed him in confinement, and i n  retributive justice for t h e  
" murder of the late Raja and all his family, had him put to 
&' death.* Ne did not continue many months in possession 
#' of the country, when La11 Singh, the brother of Mohun 
" Singh, receiving the assistance of Fyzoollah Khan, of Ram- 
" poor, entered Kumaon and drove H w k d e ~  and his party 
" to the frontier of Gurhmdl, where receiving assistance from 

Purdoomun Sah, he repelled the invading Rohillas, and regain- 
" ed possession of Almora, the capital. Puracram Sah, how- 
" ever, always unsteady and unreasonable, took the part of  La11 
" Singh ; and Hurrukdeo, deprived of his assistance, retired 
"with honor to Sreenuggur. La11 Singh, however, cli_d not 
8' reign long ; a year or a year and a ball' after, the Ghoorkha 

power invruled the country, when all the discontented people, 
'' and particularly the family of Jyekisben and Hurrukdeo, 
"took refuge with them, aud rejoiced in La11 Siagh's find 
' " expulsion."t 

- -  

* ~ b h u n  Sinch was beheaded in the temple called h'arain ke thfin, b o  miles 
to the north of Almora, on the hill oalled " Mount Browns," and '* Hurreedoongra " 

t Thi report must throughout be taken cum yrano, for, though true in regard to 
the main facts, there is througbont a strong b i u  againdt the family of Mohuo Singh 
and Lall Singh, and an equally strong parti~lity towards the great rival family of the 
Joshees. There is also one omission ; viz. that Hurmkdeo at  one time set up a 
nominal Raja, a near relation of Deep Clrond, and called him Seebchund, afcemarda 
degrading him, and there is cne exaggeration ; viz. that Mohnn Singh gave up 
A h o r n  to KoLitla rule ; whereas this was not exactly the case ; Mohun Siagh 
employed mercenary liol~illn troopr, who occupied at times the capital, t o  also did 
La11 cidglr, and so uid Hurrukdeo, and afterwwda the tjritish-but in all t b a e  
vi>itatio~~r the Urabrni~:~ governed both .%lmora and the province, and the Rohillaa 
prver even had a morque for their praycrs. Hurrukdeo's rescue of A l m o n  
WM thus after all not so very great all act of patriotism, as the report would 
appw to make i t  



Tlie murder of Munoruth Joshee, the agent of the Kilnlaon 
government at Raodcrpoor, by Nundram of Cashecpoor, 
an event previously glanced at, combined with the treacllcrous 
murder of Jyekishen Joshee, by Mohun Singh, as uarrated 
in the above cxtract, placed tlie whole power orer the Bhablir 
tract at the disposal of Ki~ndrarn and his family, and he took 
the best steps for securing his position, by making terms with 
the Nawab Wuteer tlien Asoylr-ud-dotclah, axid by bccomi~ig 
i j~ rador  of the territory under that ruler. After two or three 
week and ineffe'ctual struggles in the field Hitli the Ghowkhas, 
Mahen.uk Singh, and his uncle Lall Sin,@, were finally obliged 
to abandon the hills, and settled at Kilpoory in the Turaee 
under the ~rotection of thc Nawab Wuzeer, obtaining thereby, 
a guarantee for the retention by tlie family on some doubtful 
kind of tenure of some portion of the tract over which their 
ancestors of the Kumaon Ruj had rulcd, and which, as far as I/ 
any actual jagheer was concerned, mas subsequently exchanged 
for thc grant of Chacheit situated in a more southerly direc- 
tion. Between 1791 and 1802 A .  D., when the cession of 
Rohilcund to the British Government took place, the Goorkha 
were too much occupied within tlie hills to bestow much atten- 
tion to the old low land territories of Rumaon ; but they attained 
for some time possession of lr'ilpomj, and they mere afterwards 
driven out by the forces under Ata Be.9 and Sumhiroo Naztth sent 
h m  Bareilly ; aid having been implored by Mahender Sillgh 
and Loll Singh, who had been forced to flee to Lucknow,* and 
the dangor on its northern frontier in Rohilcund I ~ n ~ i n g  become 
a source of deep anxiety to the Oldh Durbar. Cashecpoor then 
k a m e  the principal residence of the esilcd family ; but Roo- 
derpoort was also often visited, and from their statements i t  
would appear at that time to have been a flourishing place. Raja 
Pertaub Singh, indeed, infoims me that even until so l ~ t e  8 

period as 1815, when the march of the British troops to the 
hills combined withother visitations, more especially of banititti, 
harassed the inhabitants by requisitions and losses of al l  kintls; 
that place could boast of 1200 B~injarrees with their equipage, 
200 hackeries and their owners, 200 weavers and 700 families 
of Choomars, Koomars, Lohara, h., in addition to a large agri- 
cultural population, and the numerous occasional followers of 
his father and uncle, ~vitli other exilcs from the hills. 

-- 
Hurrukdeo about this time ( I  7'17 A .  D.,) wns in attendanoe on Mr. ChelrJ 

at Lucknow and Benares, aud endeavored to iuterest tlie Brit~sll authorities in faror 
of the hill Rajas against the GwrkLou. 

t Rooderpoor was partly ruined t y  the estahlibhmcnt of the Hill Bfundee of Hub. 
Awaner, 20 miles nearer the h~llh, and the11 completely by the vaamp caused by the 
Hamb of Rampoor's bund at Manyoor. 
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11 th. I have thus brought to a conclusion the histdry of 
Kumbn, chiefly in connerion with itg 

The Govmment of the Na- dependencies il; the lower Turaee, other- 
wab Wuzeer and of the 
British. Reflectionsthere- wise called Bhabur, Mums and Mal, 
OU, and on the state of the by the Paharrees ; and I believe that, 
country with 
that part of 
still included 
Conclusion. 

allusions to however unimportant the information 
the Bhabur thus given, i t  is for the most part new. 
in Kummn. 

Knowing little, I can tell little of t h e  
further history of the Tumee, and i t  

would be presumptuous in me to intrude on ground which at 
present belongs to the Plains authorities. The abstract of all 
the intcrigeuce acquired by me on this subject may however be 
briefly recorded. The rule of the Nawab Wuzeer in the Mai 
Pergunnahs was on the whole beneficial, but chiefly on a negative 
point of view. The bad government of districts naturally more 
adapted for culture and habitation drove large colonies of peo- 
ple from tlie south to a region, where the back-ground of t h e  
forest and the hills could always afford a shelter against open 
oppression ; where the nature of the climate was not such as to 
invite thereto the oppressors into whose hands a wl~ole fertile 
and salubrious land had fallen ; and where also on this very 
account the rulers who did exist found it their interest to con- 
ciliate and attract all new-comers. The management of the 
territory in question by Nundram and Seeb La11 is generally 
well spoken of, except in the matter of police, but even in this 
latterAresped, the m'lsmanagement was -not more injurious to 
society than the state of affairs in regard to the forest banditti 
became in times not far distant from our own. I believe tha t  
i t  may be confidently stated, that at  the commencement of t h e  
British rule in Rohilcund, there existed in the Turaee a greater, 
number of inhabited spots than there existed 30 years after- 
wards in the same tract ; that more and more careful cultivation 
was visible in evey direction, that the prairie, if not the foreat 
had retreated to a greater distance, that thc goola or canals of 
irrigation were.more frequent and better made; that more  
attention was paid to the construction and management of t h e  
b u d s  on the several streams ; and that, finally, on account of 
all these circumstances, the naturally bad climate, now again 
deteriorated, had somewhat improved. While recording t h i s  

.statement, I must not omit to add that I myself possess no 
positive separate proofs that my assertions arc correct ; but 
that I write under the influence of almost universal oral testi- 
mony, supported, nevertheless, by this circumstance ; viz., t h a t  
the revenue atatistics of the tract under discussion, shew a 
descending scale in regard to the income of the state, a product 
which under general rules, bears an approximately regular p ra t  
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portion to the amount of pro~perity in a country. Nor must I 
omit the fact, that the Boksa and Tharoo tribes are extremely 
migratory in their habits, and are peculiar in requiring at  
their several locations more Jand for their periodical tillage, 
than they can shew under cultivation at one time or in 
one year. To these tribes is in a great measure now left 
the occupation of the Turaee territory ; so that lunu for every 
deserted village, there may be perhaps found a correspond- 
ing newly cultivated one, within the same area, and large 
spaces of waste may intervene, where under the presenb 
system no room for contemporaneous cultivation is supposed 
to exist, the. periodical waste or fallow also, in that peculiar 
climate presenting as wild and jungly an appearance as the 
untouched prairie. I n  the times, on the contrary, which 2: 
ha~e advantageously compared with our own, the fickle and un- 
thrifty races whom I have named were not the sole occupants 
of the soil ; all the number of contemporaneous eettlements 
was therefore greater, and the extent of land required for each 

less. I therefore come round in due course to the next fact 1' 
(the obverse of that first stated) that as bad government in  
the ordinarily habitable parts of the country introduced an 
extraordinary number of ploughs into the borders of the 
forest-tract, so the accession of the British rule, by affording 
a good government to Rohilcund, re-attracted the agriculturd 
resources to that quarter, and proportionately reduced the  
means of tillage in tlie Turaee. Such is my general position, 
but local circumstances also added to the deterioration, and 
amongst these an allusion on my part is all that is necessary 
orproper, to the hasty and perfunctory mode of settlement 
adopted in the earlier years of the British rule ; to the dis- 
putes, in and out of Court, concerning zumeendaree rights be- 
tween Seeb Lull and La11 Singh ; and again between the latter 
and his nephew Mahendw Singh's family; to the conti- 
nued bad police management; and perhaps more than all, to the 
neglect and indifference of the English revenue officers, who 
were scared away from the tract by the bad reputation of its 
climate, and only occasionally attracted thither by its fwili. 
ties for s p r L  

I n  fact the sum of the whole matter is in my opinion this; 
that, even long neglect in other quarters can by ii change of 
y t e m  be speedily remedied, but that, iu the peculiar region 
of which we are treating, a v e y  brief period of neglect or bad 
management is sufficient to min the county. /1ts physical 
character has been well described by others, but more especially 
and directly in the recent irrigation report of Captain Jones, 



and incidentally in the lately diucove~ed and published geolo- 
. gical repody-the  late Captain Herbert.* Under the base of 

the hills, surface irrigation from the several atreams that issue 
therefrom, can be carried on without difficulty to a certain 
distance on either side of them by means of water-courses 
taken off at different levels, this distance or point of non-iniga-. 
tion being determined by the slope of the country, and the 
absorbing or retaining qualities of the soil, and consequently 
by the place of disappearance of water in the several rivers. 
Hence in the Upper Bhabw, so long as an agricultural popula- 
tion can be found, extensive patches of fine cultivation will 
always exist ; but at wide intervals .uld with but a short pro- 
longation to the southward. Then succeeds the ookhw bho-  
me, or dry region of forest and pass, beneath the shallow 
mould and enormous gravel-beds of which, at an hitherto un- 
discovemble depth, flows the drainnge of the lower mountains ; 
the point of re-appearance of water in the river beds, 8ud the 
rushing out of the multitudinous springs being determined by 
the thinning out of the porous gravelly dettitw and the ap- 
proach of the clay or impervious stratum to the surface thus : 

PnnLd *sqt,Bamaue Port* ej4,,-, 
of W&r rF W+- 

The Lotoer Bhabu); or special )ruraee, succeeds, and refleca 
tion and observation both shew that, 

Lower Turaee. if left to itself, this region must become 
-one of swamps and malaria, aud only partial cultivation; 

* Journal Asiatic Society, Volume XI., the Map p u b M  with Volome XIIL 



whereas if carefully watched, its evils of climate may be vastly 
amended, and its agriculture be only limited by its amount of 
population. A careful guidance of the waters from their se- 
veral sources would prevent the formation of the swamps on 
the lower edge of the forest. The rapid slope of the country 
causes the streams to push along the superficial gravel, mixed 
with trees and vegetable mould, and thus to form at last an 
obstruction a-head of t k e l o e e .  This causes numerous 
windings of the streams, and at  every comer a back-water 
swamp is produced, which would have had no existence, if 
the current had been carefully conducted, or if the obstructions 
in its course M been removed, or an opening through them 
been made. I n  the same manner the proper placing of the 
several bumis on the streams, and a proper attention to outlets 
of canals thus formed, would prevent the evils now arising from 
embankments which enrich one village, or set of Irillages, at 
the expence of the whole neighbourhood; and from water- 
escapes, which irregularly flood all the adjacent lands, and 
ereate grass, koondub, and swayps for tigers, deer, and hogat, 
phila they drive oat the human =habitant. 

These are common illustrations, and are sufficient to prove 
my argument for the absolute necessity of official and even 
scientific attention being paid to the physical character of the 
Lower Twaee, the additional benefits af a good revenue man- 
agement, nnd a good police being at  the present period assumed, 
I trust that the force of this argument will not be weakened 
by its not being originally. The improvement of the forest- 
tract can be effected by the cutting of broad roads through i t  
to the several points of access to the hills and by extension 
of the Paharee ckcrings at its northern edge by a better and 
more economical distribntion of the available means of irri- 
gation. But, it still remains a matter for science to determine, 
whether except in the case of large rivers (for instance the 
Ram Gunga, and Kosilla,) which on account of their volume 
and force escape absorption into the gravel, any canals can 
be taken off from common ~treama, at their exit from the 
mountains, and rnrried r u n t i ~ l y  through the forest. If 
they can, I would be content to sacrifice some portion of the 
partial cultivation carried on by the Hill men at the immediate 
foot of the Hills, by means of their numerous separate water- 
courses. If they cannot be made, so as to bring a large and 
colatinuom portion of the forest and prairie into cultivation, 
I am hardly prepared to recommend much interference with 
the prevent system of irrigation in the Upper Bhbur, however 
wasteful, in the mere attempt to prolong s mile or two further 

2 C' 
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the Paharee cultivation, and to add to the number of villagea 
paying almost nothing to the State, while they decrease the 
pasture grounds required by the herdsmen both of the plains 
mid the Hills, at that very portion of the forest where the 
means of supplying water to the cattle alone exista* As how- 
ever, the subject of the Kurnaon Bhabw, as distinct from the 
Rohdcund Twaee, will form the subject of a separate report 
in the ordinary course of my officinl duties, and as the upper 
tract is quite prosperous enough not to require any immediate 
special remedies, I here drop my pen. 

(Signed) J. H. BATTEN, 
SeAim Asst. Commissione~ 

K m o n  Proper. 
Aimora, 9th Octdbcr, 1844. 

* The toreat here alluded to is almmt ntterly wekns for timbrr, tbough its pfm- 
tm grounds am admirable. All the valuable timber u now confined to the foot 
of the Hilla and to the lower rsngs, and the Sirreo L1.nds in the riwr bsdr. 
This M a fact little known, but quite true. 

(Rrpinfrd from 1st Journal of Ihc Asiatic Socielg for 1844, iVo. CLV. Tol. Ip, 

' Far6 II .  p. 887). 
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P A R T  I1 O F  T U R A E E  REPORT, 
BY 

J. H. B A T T E N ,  ES&, 

' 

Para. 1. The tract which remains to be described, does not 
require a long and separate History, 

lntrodnction concerning the and its fiscal importance is too small to Statements. ' 
call for an elaborate Revenue &port. 

The Statements herewith forvarded speak for themselves, and 
I t m t  that the sanction of Government to the jummas detailed 
in the Abstract Statement No. 4, may be early obtained, and 
thus, the necessity of any more balance reports and remissions 
be obviated. I shall now proceed to offer a few explanations on 
aome of the assessments which appear in the Statements illus- 
trated by a brief descriptisn of the several puttees which have 
come under revision of Settlement. 

2. The ' Bhabur' at the foot of the hills formed a portion 
of the adjaccnt Hill pergunnahs rather 

and depen* of the than of the Chowrassee Ma1 division Bhabrv putleeti. 
described in the foregoing pages. The 

trad whlch borders on the Kalee or Sardah river immediately 
below its exit from the mountains, retains the name of the hill 
puttee, n1Eo Des, to which it adjoins. Bhabur Chobhynsee is 
only the lower part of a puttee bearing that name in pergunnah 
Dheeaneerow ; while the puttees of Bhabur Chukata and Bha- 
bur Kotah are equally portions of Hill perpnnahs similarly 
dmignated with only this peculiarity that the lower tract gives 
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its name to the uppcr, in the case of Kotah. The Bhoksar d- 
lages still attached to Kumaon, and situated at the lower edge 
of the forest, where the springs re-appear, form an exception to 
these remarks. These clearings must certainly have belonged 
to the Chowrassee Ma1 ; and when the boundary between the 
Kumaan and Rohilcund Turaee was determined 20 years ago, 
Mr. Trail1 appears to have included within his own district 
those portions of the lower forest and prairie which were 
thought to be more in the real or nominal possession of t he  
Paharrees than,in that of the Desees, or in which the Bhoksa 
and Tharoo tribes preferred the hill jurisdiction, (as many of 
them still do) or were at  all, de~endent  on hill ca~italists and 
farmers. This arrangement, though now inexpedient to disturb, 
(owing tp the difficulty of fixing on a new boundary Rfter all 
the trouble which was incurred in demarcati~ig and surveying* 
the present line of sepwation), has been found inconvenient 
with reference to the collection and stability of revenue on  the. 
one hand, and to poliee matters on the other, but chiefly so i s  
those localities where the cultivation of the plains and that of 
the hill Bhabur touch each other, and where the inhabitants on 
both sides are mutually interconnected. Wherever a belt of 
forest, however thin, has been left to the south of the hi1 jurie- 
diction, these inconveniences are less felt, and the B h o k w  vil- 
lages form a less anomalous fqature in the Kumaon Bhabur. 

8. The survey operations under Moolchund the intelli- 
gent Mohurrir t deputed to Kumaon by 

srurq. the late Major W. Bronne, did not es- 
tend to the eastward beyond the Nadore, or Dema river ; be- 
cause previous to the settlement the number of waste villages in 
that direction far exceeded that of the cultivated cloa~ings, a~ ld  
because. his services were urgently required in the western divi- 
sions of the Bhabur. The calculations of area and cultivation 
in T d a  Des and Chobhynsee with the exception of those i n  the 

villages of the latter puttee named i i  * yo .  ViIIpge. 
18 Nallye. the margin * (which had bcen previous- 
4 moorpall, M,,~L ly SUI \ L ed by Rioolchund) were all 
6 Choorgulleea Tulla. made uec er my awn tuition by means 

and Dak!ee lands. 

'"f 
Lnkmun ke Munde of my tehseclilarry establishment after 
pochopia Huldoa. the first year of the now settlement. 

Thcy may be considered as bearing a 
very fair approximation to the truth. Since that time the cult 

, * Vide the boundary maps in the Commissioncr'a Office prepared by i\i= 
Halhed uuu 'I'raill in 1826. 
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tivation has been more than doubled, and the separation of each 
clearing from the surrounding unmeasured forests, which remain 
at the disposal of Government, has become more distinct. 
Moolchund, who is now employed as an assistant to C a p t d  
Jones, the Engineer Officer in charge of the irrigation and em- 
bankments in Upper Robilcund, has not yet been able to fur- 
nish me with the result of his labors in the shape of a correct &' 
general map for each of the pergunnalls (Kotah and Chukata] 
which he has surveyed. But I expect these maps at a very 
early date, and, when forwarding them, I shall venture to re- 
commend the extension of the survey at no distant period to 
the county lying between the Dewa and the Sardah rivers. I 
retain in my own otiice as being almost daily required for exami- 
nation, the separate maps of the settled mouzahs with which 
Moolchund furnished me; and I close the subject of survey 
until my despatch of the general pergunnah maps shall rendel 
further illustrations and remarks neoessnry. 

4. Bhabur Tulla Des lies along the right or west bank 
of the Sardah as far aa the junction 

Deh~tion of Des. of the Sunneah stream with the large 
river. Commencing from Birmdeo on the north, the length 
of the puttee may be estimnted at about 18 miles, while 1 
ih breadth from east to west averages 10 miles. The south- 
erly extension of this division is, however, narrowed almost 
to a point above the junction of the Sunneab; and near 
the deserted beds of the Kalee or Sardah, the land is too 
stony for any agricultural purposes. The island or islands 
called Chndnee Chouk, the uppermost parts of which are 
opposite to the Kumaon bank of the river above the Sun- 
neah, (at Bunbussa) formed for some years the subject of 
dispute and correspondcnco between the authorities of Luk- 
now, Pillibheet and Kumaon. The Kumaonees, partly sup- 
ported by Mr. Traill, claimed the wl~olo island, althoilgh its 
mthern-most extremity extended to Moondea Gliiit in  the 
Pillibheet district ; which place is 12 miles below the Sunneall. 
The question had becn dccidecl by Government in correspon- 
dence with the Rohilclmd authorities in tho pear 1839,* hut 
the authorities in Kllrnaon appcar to haw beer) lcft in ig- 
norance of the decision, which gave the disputed region to  
O l d ,  and some show of possession was still kept up by the 
hill jungle farmers. Howe~er, in 1842, I ~l~thoritatively 
excluded the Sardah islands from the leases of the Kumaon 
farmers, and no dispute h a s  suhsequently arisen. This trnct 
is chiefly valuable on accouut of the fine sissoo forests wLch 

* G. ti. 0 ,  February 20th 1839. 



still remain there, while elsewhere this timber has h e n t a b l y  
diminished both in sire and quantity. For further particulsrr 
of the Chandnee Chouk dispute, I beg to refer to my letter 
to the Commissioner of K~unaon, No. 28, dated the 9th Febru- 
ary 1848. Tulla Des differs from the re& of the Bhabnr in 
the absence of surface irrigation fimm gools or water-courses. 
The bed of the Sardah is far below the level of the coun- 
try; and any canal taken off from that river at or near 
Birmdeo would enrich the plains of Pillibheet and Bareilly, 
rather than those through which its earlier course would 
be directed. 

The Sunneah stream flows along the southern edge of 
the tract, separating it from the pergunnah of Bilheree; 
while the beds of the Jogeoora which intersects the puttee, 
and of the numerous torrent-ways which unite to form that 
stream, are almost dry in those parts where irrigation would 
alone be possible from their waters. The smaller streams 
which issue from the hills, and run south eastward to join 
the Kalee in the upper portion of Bhabur Tulla Des, have ao 
inconsiderable a body of water in their channels before they 
are lost in the gravel, that irrigation from them to any extent is 
found impracticable. A little is attempted from two small 
streams at Busteeah and Geenda Khullee immediately at the 
foot of the hills; but the quantity of water after February 
is said to be only sufficient for drinking purposes. I n  this 
puttee, however, the tract of waterless forest (described as 
Ookhur Bhoomee in the preceding report) is very narrow and 
thereby presents a great difference from the western Bhabur, 
while without possessing the features of a regular Kadir, it 
approximat- in character to the county adjacent to the Ganges 
in the Suharunpore district below Hurdwar. Here, as there 
and in talooqult Chandee, the digging of wells is found, 
practicable within a short distance of the hills. It may, 
therefom be assumed that the great bed of rolled stones under- 
lying the Bhabur is dcepest in the centre of the country which 
&prates the Ganges from the Sardah, and that the porous 
gravelly detritus thins out as the land slopes down to either 
of those great drains. In  none of the. Tulla Des villages, how- 
ever, is irrigation from wells attempted, and (except in the 
rains when the soles or small streams become full and capable 
of embankment) the Tharoos of the lower part depend on the 
rains and dcws of heaven, and on the natural dampness of the 
soil, for the moisture which their crops require. During the 
winter and spring months, two great mumlees or marts for the 
qxchagge of bill and plains commodities exist at Birmdeo and 
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Statmeah, and they are a source of prosperity to the Kumaon 
and Pillibheet traders. On the opposite side of the Sardah, I ,  r 

the Goorkah bazaar called Sow Mmdee affords during this 
season one of the busiest and most interesting scenes in Upper 
India, a great part of the produce of the Joomla mountains, 
and Dotee being brought thither. The Zemindars of Kalee 1 
Kumaon are essentially a trading people, and, during their ; C! 
winter migration to the Bhabur, they rarely join in agricultural ' ' 

pursuits, preferring to engage in the traffic of the three mnn- i 

dees above named. 

5. In this Bhabur. the followine: mouzahs belone: exclu- 
.aively to mhgoozars of the idjacent 

in "lza De'. mountain villages, Sheala, Jhool, kc., 
and have Paharree cultivators. / 

Jumma. 

Ra. A. P. 
4 

41  0 0 
70 0 0 
11 0 0 
18 0 0 
44 0 0 . 
20 0 0 

204 0 0 

No. in 
Statemeut. 

- 
1 . . . .  
2 . . . .  
3 . . . .  
6 . . . .  

10 . . . .  
15 . . . .  

I n  all these (but chiefly in Nos. 2 and 10) kliueeef culti- 
ration is attempted, the cultivators actually coming down to the 
fielda after sun-rise and Rgain mounting their hills at sun-set, 
the night air between May and October, being considered fatal., 
B h d e o  itself, or rather Moondeas (the h e r  place being 
only a shrine with a few fields attached, the latter being the site 
of the Mundee and the GhAt) is leas dangerous in its climate 
than the other spote, as the bank is well opened to the river 
and is high and comparatively dry. But even there it is found 
difficult to keep up a emall police chowkee during the un- 
healthy months. I n  this respect, the Bhabur of Tulla Dm 
suffers in comparison with the jungle tracts in Kotah and 
Chukata, which are never entirely deserted even by the Paha- 
rees, and where some of the police stations are almost safe 
from the tamst and most deadly attacks of malaria. There 
is PO doubt that the insalubrity of the Bbabur increases great- 
ly with the extension of the tract to the eastward, crud that it 

Name. 

-- 
, . 

B i d e o ,  . . . .  -.. ....... ............... Bueteea, 
Beoora, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Chela, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Geenda Kalee, . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Coocholee, .............. 

Re. 
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reaches its minimum on the west bank of the Jumna, perhapa, 
however, the D o m  which exist in the western regions take 
off at a moderate elevation a great part of the noxious influ. 
ences which w~uld otherwise be concentrated on the lower 
plains at the base of the first ranges; and the absence of 
Doons above the eastern B h a h  may tend to account for the 
extreme unhealthiness of the latter tract. Be that as it may 
the trading habits of the Kalee Kumaonees, the absence of 
irrigation, and the bad climate preclude, in my opinion, all 
hopes of our seeing Tulln Des as flourishing as Chukats. In the 
mouzahs above named, the changes in the jumma have been 
inconsiderable, and do not call for particularization. They have 
in every instance undergone revision, and in some cases altera- 
tion by the Commissioner, The tenure ~f the land in these 
estates follows the hill custom obtaining in the parent vlllageg 
and is bhyachara. The leading Pudhan is Meg Singh Slralia, 
now that Juwahir Singh and La11 Singh, the heads of the 
Joolial family are dead. Lower down we came to 

I n  these villages the Pudhans are hill men and the 
sseamees are Tharoos. Nos. 4 and 7 formed the subject of 
repeated reporh* in the balance department ; and in the 
new settlement a considerable decrease in the jumma was 
found necessary, though in No. 7 the change in the Pudhan- 
ship from a poor to a richer member of the Joshee family, 
which owns the village, has enabled me to fix a Rwsudee 
jumma somewhat approaching to the former amount. 
No. 14 has been let to a farmer but belonging to the same 
family as at ('hsntlnce. There also the jumma is Rwrsudee. 
I n  all the remaining mouzahs of the 29 which form this 
puttee, the malgoozars (5 in number) are inhabitants of 
the plains and farm the sereral villages for Rs. 74. Their 
cultivators are Tharoos. Some of these estates are still 

Number. 

Vide Balance Reports, since 1839. 

Name. Higheat new 
Jureuna. 

- I-' 
- 

4 . . . .  Bunbussa, . . . . . . . . . .  
7 . . . .  ,Chundnee, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . .  11 Cmodmee, . . . . . . . . . .  
14 . .  '~oouk~oor . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Re. 

&. A. P. 
20 0 0 
25 0 0 
15 0 0 
16 0 0 

76 0 0 



m e ,  but I wai compelled to accept the best offers f could 
obtain, though some of the speculators are men of doubtful 
enterprize, or are more profitably engaged elsewhere. The chief 
and best is B h m  Siplgh Burwaik, but he and his aaaamees, 
so long as they can obtain land in the now prosperous pergun- 
nah of Bilheree, are not likely to make any strenuous exer- 
tions for the recovery of the waste lands on the north of the 
Sunneah. The whole jumma of this puttee* was at first 
fixed by me in 1900 Sumbut, (or 1843-4) for 20 yeam, 
but all the malgoozara without exception at once accepted 
the terms of the quinquennial lease h m  1902 Sumbut, or 
1846-46. Their agreements to this effect are Ned in the set- 
tlement misls. The statements represent the period as sep- 
tennial in order to include the two years which preceded the 

. new arrangements. As this Bbabur is still to be surveyed, a 1 
short period of settlement is just ae expedient here, ss in 
Chukata and Kotah, where although a survey has taken place, 
other causes have led to a shortening of the leases. I con- 
clude this account of T d a  Des, and its revenue affairs by 
mentioning that it owes all the agricultural improvement it may 
display, to the 30 years of British rule ; as during the Goorkha 
times there were no cultivated spots at all, and few Paharreea 
and fewer plainsmen ventured into the trsct. This reflection 
may console us when contemplating the present Lilliputian 
scale of the revenue statistics, and the expenditure of time 
and labor which haa been incurred in their settlement. 

6. Bhabur Chobhynsee extends h m  the Sunneah Nuddee 
on the east to the Sookhee river on 

Dmriptioa and =Moment the west, which divides it from Chu- 
arrangements in Chobhyn- 
see h b u r .  kata. Within the interveniug region 

(commencing h m  the eastward,) we 5' 
find the Kamnee river and its small tributaries, the numerous 
affluent8 of the Dewa river, the Dewa river+ or main drain- 
age itself, and its great branch called the Kylas, and finally 
some small torrents which join the So0khee.S The puttee may 
be estimated at somewhat more than 30 lnilcs in a straight e 

line, from the Timlee pass to Usnce, and the breath varies from 
6 to 12 miles or more. Yet in this catenrive tract we only find , 
815 acres cultivated, in the first ycilr of settlement, and at 
the seventh year we only expcct to collect Rs. 816Q Government 

-- 
F i  Jnmm Fb. 354 find decrease Rr.  55. 

t The Gurra of the plaina. 
The enatern B y p l  of the plains. 

5 Highest new jamma Rr 8 15 ; final decrcsse ns. 134. 
2 D 
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revenne; f may, therefore, be excused for avoiding mnch pro- 
lixity in my account of this division, more particularly as the 
balance reports annually furnished by me s h e  the year 1839 
have been very full on the subject of the waste villages. Of 
these only nine remain unsettled, and the loss of revenue, (if 
the wiping off of uncollected revenue can be called a loss) 

, amounts on their account to Ra. 73 as shewn in the detailed 
statement. This deficiency is met by Ra. 68 gained in nia-abad 
mouzahs from which, however, Rs. 10 must be deducted as 
belonging to Kulluga (No. 24 of the Statement) a clearing 
which though now newly recovered was before its ruin* assessed 
at Re. la 

From the 28 villagee divided amongst the 19 pottahn of 
the Chobhynsee Bhabur, (those named under Nos. 1,2,3, 6, 7, 
8, 10, 15, now yielding a jummaof Rs. 81 per anhum, and set- 
tled to yield Ra. 156 per annum in the fXth year from thia 
time,) the collection in 1899 Sumbut, only amounted to the 
eum of Rs. five (Rs. 5) and the balance was Rs, 361. No. 2 
Bhoomkee Betallee fell entirely waste, for the farmer 
Chundree Burgullee who tempted Mr. Traill to. accept his 
offer of sin increme of Ra. 100 on the jumma of 1885 Sumbut 
ibr the dakhlee lands of Gungapoor, ousted the old Pudhan 
and his assamees, and yet, after all, neglected entirely the 
estate and won required a tatal remissian of revenue* for 
himself, 

I made my sdtlement with Oulab Pudear the old ousted 
znalgoozm, and in the 6th " and 7th" year he has consented to 

ay Ra. 78 in conjunction with the new Pudhan of Gungapoor.f 
R e  has already iocreaaed his cultivation to 1 l0  beegahs. Ha 
is a Paharree of Dheeaneerow, but his aasamees are Tharoos. 
This is the only mowah which on account of the great decrease 
in its jumma calls for special notice, among lihose newly reco- 
vered from waste, and it affords a lesson as to the wisdom neces- 
sary to be exercised in accepting offers for increased jumma in 
those traota where the oultivators are poor, fickle, and migra- 

Rs. 251. 

t No. 3, hrmer1y included in No. 4. 
Higlcrt new Jumma. 

& t a l ~  ........................................... 40 
Gmgapo~  ......................*.................. 38 - 

R.. 78 - 
Fonnerjunun8 .................................... 15L 

2 
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by, and where the malgootar has w proprietary rights. Had 
Mr. Commissioner Traill left the revenue at a moderate sum, we 
ahould probably have collected that amount annually up to the 
present time, instead of having a long balance sheet, and a 
ruined village in the back ground, and a precarious revenue of 
Re. 78 in prospect. Besides No. 2 thus described, the villages 
named under Nos. 1, 8, 6, 7, 10, 12, 1% 19 in the Chobhynsee 
Btatement now possess Pahiwee malgooxars and Tharoo m a -  . 
mees, whilst in Nos. 8, 13 and 18, the Pudhann and the cultiva- 
tors are both inhabitants of the plains, chiefly Tharooa and 
natives of the neighbouring pergunnah of Nenuk-Mutta. Some 
of these villages are already showing a great increase of culti- 
vation. The situation of these mousahs is principally in that 
part of the forest through which the numerous tributaries of 
.the Dewa proceed, but one or two as No. 12 (Ludeoorrr) are 
south and west of that river, and ailjoin the villages of the 
plains. If I could have obtained them, I would have much pre- 
ferred to have settled all the villages with Desee Pudhans like 
Boodh Sea, Tharoo of Mujhold and Tewarre Bhoksa of Nally. 
In Nos. 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, and 17 the malgoozars and the 
cultivators are all Pahatrees and belong to the adjacent hills. 
I n  all these wildly scattered lands, there is some khnrreef cul-l 
tivation, and a few of the most hardy Paharrees and HAlees in 
every clearing venture to remain and look after the rice fields./ 
Irrigation is easily carried on by means of small goola taken off i 

from the little streams which are so plentiful in this division, 
and no great embankments are required. Some of the clearings, 
however, are less advantageously situated in this respect, and 
there the rubbee crops are the staple produce. Bhabur Cho- 
bhynsee is peculiar in not swallowing up all the streams which 
pour into it from the hills. A great majority of these flow 
through the green forests, not unlike English brooks in the 
clearness and @lh of their water ; (though some few are mere 
be& of torrents ;) and hence arise the excessive thickness and 
rankness of the vegetation in this tract. Some of the cane brakes, 
and acacia* thickets are absolutely impenetrable, preventing all 
cross paths fmm clearing to clearing. East of the Dewa, the 
country presents a series of Savannah-like vallies between high 
elevations, some of the latter covered with sal forest, and all 
cut up by ravines and utterly waterless. These heights and hol- 
lows m down in a parallel southerly direction h m  the hills. The 
whole county on this account resembles the Turaee of Kate 
Kadir and Kheree in the Bijnour and Suharunpoor districts, 



but on a gigauti c acale, whether in regard to the forest 
'the Savannahs, or the ravines. The clearings occupy the seve- 
ral hollows here alluded to, and hence the more plentiful 
supply of water, than is enjoyed by the people of our w e a b  
Bhabur, where (outside the lower hills at least) such irregu- 
larities of the surface are unknown. There am no mundeea 
in Chobhjnsee, but a few Bunneeahs have establihedthemselves 

. at Joulnsal, a principal pass from the hills in the centre of 
the puttee, and sell gmin to the timber cutters and other 
visitants of the forest. Perhaps this place may ripen into a 
regular mart, as the clearings become more cultivated and 
frequented, and the paths for the use of man become more 
plentiful than elephant tracks. The bewa river (called Nadorc 
in the hills,) ruahes- out of the valley of Doorga Peepul, (almost 
a Doon) and its waters am rapidly taken up by the W a r m  
for the irrigation of the tollowing moueahs. 

Chorgilleea Mulla, Lukmun ke Mnndee, Pulchwa, Kherq 
: 1 Chorgulleea Tulia, \&la Bhabur, IPuchonea, Huldm. 

The two first named moueahs belonging to Chundree Bur- 
@lee, and Buchee Burgullee and their brethren, Paharrees of 
Dheeaneerow, show s very fine sheet of cultivation, and now 
yield (comparatively speaking) a respectable jumma of Re. 
225; but their quarrels among themselves and with their 
neighbours lower down, interfere considerably with a proper 
and economic distribution of the means of irrigation, while 
the malgooturs of he plains, pergunnah Kilpwree (which here 
approaches the h' a 1s nearer than at other places) complain 
that the hill men monopolize the supply of water. In thia 
tract the climate is much better than that east of the Dewa, 
and the whole character of tho country begine to resemble 
Chukata, at which puttee we now arrive, after passing the little 
streamlets that join the Swkhee, and crossing the principal one 
at Usnee. 

' 7. Bhabur Chukata extends from the Sookhee river on 
the east to the Bhukra on the west, 

* ment Dercription cif ~ h ~ ~ r a t a  Bhabur. a distance of 25 miles or thereabouts, 
while &om the foot of the hills to the 

. boundary of the Pillibheet district the breadth varies from 
16 to 20 miles. The Oola river nearly equally divides, and 
forms the main characteristic of this division. On the N. E. 
extremity close to the hills there are a set of small villages, 
the chief of which is Jham with its daklee lands, (No. 26 of the 
Mouzawar Statement,)' watered by the numeroua tribtatariee of 



%he Sookhee, the bed of which river itself is dry in the upper 
and middle part of its course through Chukata. I n  the N. W. 
corner and along the foot of the mountains, the great clearing ,, 
of Futtehpoor, (No. 39 of Mouzahwar Statement,) owes its pros- j 
perity to the waters of the Bhukra river, and the cultivation 
might extend a mile or two further, if the villagers were not 
distracted by intestine quarrels. Punneala No. 38, Peepul 
Pokra, No. 46, and the adjacent clearings in that direction 
are partly watered by small hill streamlets, but the former 
mouzah also forms the extreme western verge of the Gola iniga- 
tion to which we now arrive. Occupying the upper centre of the 
puttee, we find on either'side of the Gola river* a beautiful line 
of clearings irrigated by their several gools from that river, and 
displaying in the spring season a rich sheet of mustard and wheat 
cultivation reaching to about six miles from the hills on both 
banks, a small belt of jungle, however remaining in the imme- 
diate vicinity of the river bed. This bed is very broad and 
stony, and during the cold and hot season is entirely dry a t  
the fo~uth mile from its debanche into the plain. This pheno- 
menon would not, I believe, cease to occur, even if the P a h w  
gools had no existence, although the greater body of water 
then left in the upper bed might enable the atream to avoid 
absorption for a mile or two further, but certainly not more. 
Hence although a slight extensive of Paharree cultivation ia 
prevented by the present wasteful system of separate goolq 

to any plains pergunnah arises h m  the appropri- 
:::'?the &la waters at their head ; the nearest plains 
Mage (in Roodurpoor and Kilpoory) being 12 milee from the 
lowest possible point of surface flow, and 16 miles h m  the 
nearest spot at which (supposing such a water-course could 
retain its water through the thirsty forest,) any canal could be 
t&n off for the benefit of the loyer country. These observa- 
tions are equally applicable to the case of the Bhukra, Bholg 
Dubka and Kurra rivers in Kotah which on a smaller scale 
m m b l e  the Gola in Chukata. They are less applicable to 
the case of the Dewa river in Chobhynaee, because there, as 
before mentioned, the plains villages approach those of the 
hill' men, hut even there the Engineer would be a bold man 
who would undertake to carry the water down to the Dea, and 
would despise the risk of ruining the B h a k  cultivation 
and the hill revenue (such aa it is) at the head, without in- 
m i n g  the prosperity of the country below. I need only refer 
to the correspondence on Bhabur irrigation which hw already 
taken place, atld some part of which has been printed by autho- 
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rity, as shewing that the hill officers were expected to lay down 
certain principles for the future management of the head waters. 
Unless my facts above detailed in allusion to the Gola river be 
utterly erroneous, the concbion arrived at must be that it ia 
henceforth idle to complain in general and loose terms of the 
monoply of water by the hill men. If a body of plains men 
whether Tharoos, Bokaas, or Desees exist or may henceforth 
spring into existence, who can beneficially occupy the upper 
tract above the poi~rt of river absorption, and by their superior 
means, skill and industry can not only add to the agricultural 
products of the Bhabur (by the introduction of sugar-cane and 
cotton, for instance,) but can also contrive to carry the cultiva- 
tion to a considerable distance in the forest, then by all means 
the Paharree graap of the Bhabur ought to be weakened, and 
every lawful means adopted to convert the Paharrees exclu- 
sively into hewers of wood and drawers of water for others, md 
into mere herdsmen of their own cattle. But alas I no such 
people are to be found, and the Collectors of Pillibheet and 
Moradabad would be too happy to find a p~p~lat io l i  sufficient to 
conquer the difficulties of their own Turaee pcrgunnaha. 

The Desees prefer their own fruitful and salubrious Des. 
The T h m s  and Boksas, devotedly attached to their " Natale 
S o l u d  in a region of swamps, are seduced only bg twos and 
threes into some of the Bhabur clearings, and d e c t  to pine @ 

away when brought into the view of clear streams and %h 
lands ; while any capitalists who may occasionally venture to 
take the leaec of a Bhabur mouzah, immediately set about 
hunting for Paharree assamees, and settlmg on their waste landa 
Puharree Got'hs, or cow sheds, swarming with a host of men, 
women and children who use the Bhabur for the purposes of 
hybmtion, or, as they themselves would say " eating sunshine." 
The principle, therefore, anited at is " to leave well alone" and 
no further to interfere with the system at present obtaining 
than to do what is absolutely required for the proper set- 
tlement of new clearings in the forest, and for the judicious 
decision of eases which may arise in the ordimmy course of 
litigation; in short, to do all for the people by the ma- 
chinery of authority (under whatever form or name) which 
their own clannish animosities and ignorant selfishness will 
not allow them to do for themselves. Further interference 
in the shape of a regular enforced plan of irrigation in 
the Bhabur is not in my opinion barred by the decre- 
tal orders in regard to such matters of the late Commissioner 
.Mr. Traill, or by any indisputable rights on the part of thoae 
to whom these orders refer. But such syotematic interferencr 



.is rendered inexpedient by the fact 'that no meaiures of the 
kind alluded to (such as the formation of one general canal 
for each side of the river, and an establiehment of public 
servants to superintend the distribution of water and guard 
the aeveral water-cuts) would so extensively benefit the whole 
community as to justify the disturbance of present possessions. 
I t  would be a poor gain to shew one mile more of cultivation 
along the public road between Bhamouree and Tandah (how- 
ever gratifying to European travellers) in the possession of 
aome new feller8 of the woods, and to leave the old inhabitants 
and first subduers of the soil, in situations more remote from 
the public eye on either side of the Gola, disheartened and dis- 
contented, and pleading (whether truly or falsely) the diminu- 
tion of their water relrources as an excuse for decreaeed cultiva- 
tion, and for revenue balanoes. In my letter to the Commis- 
sioner of Kumaon No. 178, dated 7th September 1843, I fully 
detailed the arrangements made by Mr. Traill for the supply of 
water to the Chukata villages, and gave a list of 27 mouzahs on 
both sides of the Gola in which the goole were divided into those 
running during the day time, and those allotted to the night. 
I also forwarded a rough sketch of the several water-courses. 
I n  the present settlement I got rid of a great many difficult 
cases by offering the refusal of all lands, for which nia-abad 
durkh~sts were pending, to the Pudhans of the ware.~t  adja- 
cent mouzahs, and increasing the revenue of the latter in pro- 
portion; thus, as it were, forcing the possessors of goola to 
extend their cultivation in order to prevent the intrusion and 
probable trespass of new comera. This plan also tends to 
prevent the numemua disputes which arise, from the pnths to 
the forest pasture. Ground, long used by the inhabitants of 
the older clearings, being stopped by the new $el& of strangers. 
The actual mouzahs for which separate nia-abad pottahs 
have been issued, are only 8 in number, yielding a revenue 
of 168 rupees, while the new land, bmught and likely to be 
brought into tillage, by means of old existing gools, and under 
the management of old existing malgoozars, bears a satisfactory 
proportion to the whole appropriated area. I n  thie Bhabur 
there are a good many villages which have existed from the 
time of the Chnnd Rajas, and been occupied by the principal 
landholders of the hill puttee. Of this number we find Khera, * 
Deoola Mulla and Tulla, and Kooapoor, on the left bank 
of the Gola, belonging to the Myhra family ; and Bhamouree 
Mulla,t and 'I'ulla, Bhitoria, F u t t e h p r ,  and Punealee, on 

L-- - 
* Nos. 32, 14  and 29. 
t Nos. 6, 7, 3, 99 and 38. 



the right bank, belonging to the Sone and Hyree familiei, 
all from the neighbourhood of Bheemtal. During the Chund 
and Goorkha times, however, the prosperity of these villagee 
was very precarious, owing to the great insecurity of life and 
property, which were only partially preserved by the payment 
of " black mailJ' to the head men of the Mehwattee* robbers. 
When the British rule introduced an improved police admin- 
istration (though till recently a very defective one) we find the 
Naicks and other inhabitants of the Ramgurh mountains behind 
the Gtaghur ridge descending into the plains, and appropriat- 
ing the lands, next below those above named. To this clsg 
belong Mookhaneet and the two Huldwanees, Koosm Khera,$ 
&c., &. As at the time of their first settlement, there war. 
a large quantity of spare water, and the great subsequent influx 
of cultivators into the Bhabur was not expected, the monopoly of 
the means of irrigation by the Naicks became excessive, 
while notwithstanding their rapidly increasing cultivation t h e  
revenue of the villages was retained at nia-abad rates. These 
remarks are particularly applicable to Mookhanee, which I 
found to be paying a jumma of Rs. 65 on a cultivated and 
irrigated area of 462 acres. Even after raising the jumma to 
Rs. 170 the mouaah is still assessed at less than the average 
new rates (6 as. 4 pie,) of the pergunnah, and its cultivation ir 
rapid1 increasing. Captain Jones, the present Superintendent 
of emLkments, in his letter to my addreas (which appesn 
among the printed papers on the Rohilcund and Kummn 
irrigation,) dated 16th March lWJ alludes to the Mookhanee 
goo], and he chiefly founded his estimate of the possible ca- 
pabilities of the Gala on his examination of the unfair propor- 
tion monopolized by the Mookhanee and Huldwanee Naicks. 
Ae, however, in the same report, that Officer allows 25 per 
cent. loss for absorption in case of the water being camed 
below these villages, I believe that I have adopted the most 
prudent course in leaving the management of thc irrigation 
in the hands of the existing parties. In my report contained 
in my letter No. 225 dated 21st December 184-4, I entered into 
a full argument concerning the advantages of a quinquennial 
settlement for the Bhabur ; and His Honor the Lieutenant 
Governor on the 6th of March 1846, sanctioned that measure, 
immediately after which, the actual settlement commenced. 

* Captain Raper in hi8 " N-tivc of a Smey  to the Sources of the Gmga 
ia 1806" speaks of Bhamouree as a " Mehwattee Colony."-Vide A&u 
RcrcrncL~. Vd. XI. 

t Nor. 37, SO, 31. $ NO. SO. 
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Where the whole revenue is so small, a detail in this Report 
of each separate assessment appears unnecessarg. I have not 
attempted an equalization of rates, and it will be found 
that in those mouzahs such as Khera, Deoora, Juggetpoor, 
Koosm Khera, &c., where the greatest increases of jumma have 
been effected, the rates are still very low indeed. I trust, 
however, that the general result will be considered fair, both 
to the Government and to the people. The increase of jumma, 
(total Rs. 841,) still leaves the rate of assessment in Chukah 
lower than that in Kotah, and too low to stand as a proper 
jumma for 20 years, though at the end of the quinquennial 
settlement I am not prepared to recommend a large increase 
of jumma, now that the principle of impartiality has once 
been vindicated, and the monopoly of resources met by the 
impi t ion of a proportionate burden; I n  the nia-abad moq. 
rob, agreements have been taken from the Yudhaus concern- 
ing the diligent cultivation of their estates, and the con- 
dition of curtailment or forfeiture, has been superadded, 
in case the close of the quinquennial period should shew 
unfavorable results in regard to the recovery of wnste ground, 
The decrease of jumma (total Rs. 85,) has all occurred in small 
isolated villages removed from the main line of the Gola aa 
Nos. 1 and 36, or in Boksar villages, rts No. 11. These last 
have been alludcd to in para. 2 of this Heport, arid ih Chuliata 
are only 6 in number, vie. Boorha, last numbered, Bunkuttee, 
No. 4, Einkhera, No. 2, Huraya Tanda, No. 83, Neiagaon, 
which is the principal Bolisar settlement, No. 33, and Kulliah- 
keog, No. 28. All these lie along the southern extremity of 
t h e e a t  between the Bukra river, and the Gala riuer. They 
are all miserably situated in regard to climate, and their pre- 
sent almost waste state is not likely to be remedied, so long 
as the neighbowing mowahs in pergunnahs Itooderpoor and 
(iudderpoor are in want of msamees. Some of these ~lllages 
are under farming leases, but the rest belongs to the Boksas 
who inhabit them. There are no Thsroos in this division. I n  
dl the upper and central portion of the Bhabur Chukata, the 
inhabitants are entirely Pahmees. I n  the old settled 
mouzahs the tenure is hhyachara, as in the hills, and the 
several shareholders either cultivate their lands themselves, or 
take their-chance every season of finding temporary tenants 
and laborers among the large population, which comes dorm 
annually to the Rhabur. I n  almost all the nia-ahad moucahs, 
whether of Mr. Tra~ll's time or mine, the tenure is zumeen- 
darree, and the proprietary right is vested in the malgoozar, 
whose family first obtained the pottah. Three-fourths of this 
cultivation. be- to the rubbee season, but in every mow& 
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there are some fields dedicated to the khurreef harvest, which 
r.re tilled and cared for by hiilees and other low-caste men who 
have for solpe years made the Bhabur their home, and have 
become acclimatized. ' 

! 
8. The Kotah Bhabur extends from the Bukra river 

i h c  Kotah Bhabnr. 
on the east to the Kotee Rao .torrent 
on the west, where it adjoins Ghurwal, 

a distance of 35 miles or more. At the sonth eastern ex- 
tremity, it extends very far into the plains, bordering on the 
Gudderpoor pergunnah of Pillibheet and a portion of the 
Rampoor jagheer, from which point it narrows considerably 
in the forest tract below Neiagaou and Kummolah till it 
reaches the Cosillah near Gybooa, beyond which on the 
opposite side of the river the hill Bhabur extends only a few 
yards further than the actual base of the mountains. The 
puttee may be divided into- 

First. The Boksar villages, Bhelah, Dc., mcluded in No. 29 
of the Mouaahwar Statement, and belonging to the great 
zumeendaree Of Motee Chokrait, son of the late Laljee 
Cholcrait. 

Second. The Bhabur villages lying outside the l o w  hills 
such as Neiagaon, Kummolah, Dc., of the above named zumeen- 
daree, Kaleedoongee, No. 16, Muddum Eel, No. 24, P~oorunpoor 
No. 33, and Goolzarpoor, No. 44, Cc., kc., Cc. 

Third. Tbe villages in the Kota Doon, zoithilr the &nod 
Ail&, such as Putulleea in Motee Chokrrrit's zumeendaree, 
Gynthee, No. 10, Nowda-Bummumgmn, No. 25, Dhoonea, 
No. 26, Patkote, No. 30, Rampoor, No, 34, and Ownlakote, 
No. 87, &c., &G 

Fourth. Scattered villages at the mouth qf the ~ e v a a l  
F e s ,  such as Polgurh, No. 31, Buheir-Purewah, No. .2, 
Khearee, No. 17, Gybooa, No. 11, and Dikolee, No. 40, &c. 

Afth. The hilly tract called Kuttah, lying between the 
Cosillah and Ramgunga rivers, occupied by occhsionai 
patches of tobacco, turmeric and ginger cultivation, without 
any fixed villages. To this tract belong Amdunda, No. 39, and its 
Daklee' lands, Khunnua, No. 18, Bijranee, No. 4q2, aud Huldoo 
Khera with its numerous Daklee lands. Nearly all the re- 
maining villages not included in the above described divisions, 
may be c~nsidered as belonging more ta the hills than to tho 
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. Bhabur ; Chookum, No. 6, the great rice valley oli the Cosillah, 
for instance,-beinksituated 10 miles above Dikolee ghbt. 

7 

The $rat tract is tolerably prosperous and iome of the 
B~ksar  sub-PudhaiBkre intelligent and active men. They are 
not entirely pleased with their inclusion in the Chokrait estate ; 
but they do not possess means and confidence, and freedom 
from debt sufficient to allow them to debate the question of 
proprietary riglat with Motee Chokrait, whose tenure of these 
lands, I may observe, is less substantiated than that of his 
qemaining ilaqua. 

The seoond tract is watered by the Bhola, Khurra and 4 

Dubka rivers, with the help of some smaller streams. The 
extension of cultivation in the neighbourhood of Kaleedoon- 
gree on the left bank of the Bholah, will probably reach its 
maximum within the next five years ; for, this set of clearings 
is enclosed on cme side by the numerous dry stony beds of 
the Nihal river, so conspicuous on the Nainee Tal road, and, 
on the other side by the beds of the Bholah itself. The 
formation of a mundee or rather a bazaar at Kaleedoongree, 
and the increasing resort to Nainee Tal, are however, calculated 
to augment the prosperity of the inhabitants in this corner 
of the Bhabur, if care is taken to preserve them from the bad 
effects of Coolee-impressment, and similar evils attendant on 
a new European Settlement on the hills. On the west bank 
of the Bhola, Captain Jones has shown in a statement, dated 
29th January 1846, which he forwarded to me, after an 
examination of the country kindly made by him at my request, 
that the means of irrigation at the disposal of Motee Choltrait: 
ought to enable that zumeendar to bring under tillage more 
than 3000 acres beyond the present quantity. I t  is fair, how- 
ever, t o  d d  that in this tract it is very difficult to obtain as- 
samees on whom any reliance can be placed, as the hill coun- 
try, immediately behind Kotah, is not populous, like Chukata, 
and the Paharees who resort to the Bhabur do so chiefly for 
the purpose of pasturing their cattle. The climate, however, 
being much superior to that of the Chukata Bhabur, it is to be 
hopedthat the good effects oftheNainee Tal station and newroads 
to that place, will be felt in the addition of cultivators to the 
Neiagaon and Kummoo!ah clearings. Still theinroad of the plough 
into the Kotah forests will, owing to the scarcity of water, even 
at the highest estimate be always inconsiderable, and the eye 
of the traveller will, I fear, remain ungratified with the sight 
of flowing canals, and rich corn-fields on the road from Moo: 
pdabad. Bunderjoora and the other villages at the foot of thi  



jdwer range do not appear to require a separate notice. Eaat 
of the Dhubka the third tract or Doon, is exquisitely beautiful, 
shewing a sheet of cultivation 8 miles in length by 3 and 4 in 
brciulth, dotted with mangoe groves, and emulating on a small 
scale the rich central platemu of the Deyrah Doon, both in afi 
pearance and climate. The revenue of this tract has been 
-proportionately good, and it will be observed that I have made 
bo great changes in the jummas. The inhabitants are all 
Paharrees, and the tenure is for the most part eumeendaree, 
though in a few instances the actual cultivators possess prw 
prietary rigbts in their fields. Some of the Pudhans are high. 
ly respectable men, and far from poor, but owing to the vici- - 
hity of wild elephants and other intruders from the forest, 
they do not attempt except very rarely, to produce on their 
lands anything more valuable than wheat, barley, rice, and the 
coarser cereal grains. Under more enterprising hands, the 
Doon would probably become a gand  field for growth of cotton, 
sugnr-cane, and indigo, while the ginger and turmeric cul- 
tivation might be largely improved. West of the Dhubkg 
which river here irrigates only its eastern banks, the Doon is 
chiefly a ski-forest with patches of cleared ground, with the 
exception of Patkote and Rampoor, the extensive lnnds of which 
are beautifully irrigated by the waters of the Bahmunee 
river. 

The +th tract, or gMt villages, are generally pros 
,/' perous and resemble those described under the second head. 

I n  the jiftir division of the Kotah Bhabur, attention may 
probably be drawn to the extraordinary small jummas a~ 
compared with the great number of Daklee lands named. Bat 
an examination of the country shows merely a series of hills 
and ravines, almost without water, which suEciently explain 
the absence of revenue capabilities. The inhabitants and 
visitants of all the above described divisions of Kotah (exclu. 

i sive of the Boksar tracts) belong to different parts of the hills, ' 
and not only to the upper puttee of the same name. As my 
report on Chukata embraces most of the points noticeable in 
Kotah, I here close my special remarks on the latter divi- 
sion. The Settlement Statement of Land Revenue shows that in 
Kotah an actual increase of 185 rupees has been made in the 
jumma, of which 84 rupees are the product of nia-abad lands. 
For the quinquennial period, the several jummas of Ra. 4,877, 
4,884 4,892, 4,892, 42,892, kc., will I hope be considered 
fair, considering the varied character of the whole tract sub; 
witted - to settlement. The amount of cultivation accordq 



t o  the survey being 9,488 acres, the rate of the highest jumma 
per acre somewhat exceeds 8 annas, and in comparison to Chuk. 
ata the rate is far from low, although Kotah for the most pa* 
possesses the advantages of a richer and deeper soil, and mom 
easily supplied though not more copious, irrigation. As far a9 
any fiscal pressure on the people is concerned, no fear need, I 
hope, be entertained, and I have been confidently informed 
both by native officials and the native agriculturalists them- 
selves, that in Chukata and Kotah, the majority of villages are 
.able to pay their Government revenue entirely from the produce 
of their mwtardJieZ&, while others consider the crops of C&W 
fpanicum nseliaceum) or the intermediate mop between the 
rubbee and khurreef, as amply sufficient for that purpose, the 
wheat and rice harvest being, therefore, a source of pure 
profit. 

9. The Sager revenue derived from the Kat6am and 
Churaie farms in the whole Kumaon 

Wer revenue and Bhabur amounts to Rupees 18,729,* and 
account of revenue and 
assessable area the period of settlement commencing 

last May is m d e  coincident with that 
of the land revenue. As the .highest amount of the lat& 
stands at rupees 8,953, the total cess on the low country attached 
to the hill jurisdiction between tbe Ramgunga and the Kalm 
rivers, will amount in 1906 Sumbut, or 1850 A. D., to rupees 
27,682. The quantity of cultivated acres hitherto ascertained, 
is recorded at 18,447 acres, while the total area actually appro. 
priated and no longer at the disposal of Government, appears 
from the statements to be I ,75,383 acres. With these facts 
before &em and with the aid of the detailed statements, I 
trust the higher revenue aathorities will be able to recommend 
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the settlement now forwarded, for the sanction of Government 
and that I may be permitted to forward with the maps alluded 
to in the third paragraph an appendix to the present report, 
containing any description of the county which may have been 
omitted ; all possible explanation concerning the total area, and 
the requisite statement of police arrangements. 

(Signed,) J. H. BATTEN, 
Senior Asst. Commissioner and Settlement Oficer. 

KUNAON SETTLEMENT OFFICE, 
Almwa, the 10th Feb. 11346. 



A P P E N D I X  

TO 

NR. B A T T E N ' S  R E P O R T  
ON THE 

B H A B U R .  

No. 18. 

' F ~ M  J. H. BATTEN, EsQ., 

Senior Assistant Conamissioner, Kumaon, 

To G. T. LUSHINGTON, EsQ., 

Commissioner of Kumaon. 

Kztmaon, the 6th Fcbrtrary, 1847. 

With reference to the promise contained in the final para. 

h b u r  and diatrict Mapr. 
graph of my report on the Bhahur Set- 
tlement. dated the 10th Februarv 184.6. 

I have the honor to forward fo; transmission to the *~udde; 
Board of Revenue, North T'CTestern Provinces, two Maps, viz. v 
of the Kotah and Chukata tracts respectively, which, if approv- 
ed, will I hope be lithographed, and the copies allowed to be- 
purchased like the other revenue sun-ey records. With a view 
to a similar object, and with reference to a similar promise made 
in my settlement letter, dated the 6th March 1846, when for- 
warding the fiscal results of the whole revision for the hill part 
of the province. I have also sent herewith a sketch of the whole 
tract attached to the Kumaun Commissionership, and its situ- 
ation with regard to the adjacent territories. 



2. The original sketches for the Bhabur, were dram 

Bhabw Maps. 
up by Moolchund, the native sur-. 
veyor, but however correct, were not 

in a state fit for the examination of superior authority, much 
less for being printed, but the kindness of some Engi- 
neer friends has now enabled me to forward copies of a 
superior kind.* 

3. The Map of the province? was prepared from an old. 
office copy fast going to decay, left by 

of the province Of Mr. Commissioner Traill, but with many humaon. 
additions and corrections, especially 

in regard to the main mountain ranges, and water sheds of 
the Gvers, and with .the omission ofnumerous unimportant 
names of places, which only serve to confuse a sketch of the 
kind, and the insertion of which in Captain Webb's Map 
(No. 66, Company's At las)  has together with other defects, ren- 
dered that work in parts someihat unintelligible. The lower 
tracts bordering on the plains have also been added with an 
useful approximation to truth in regard to the position of the 
Doons which characterize the sub-Himalayan regionb, west of 
Kaleedoongrec. The several snowy passes hy which the com- 
munication between this province and Thibet is kept up are all 
inscrted by name, but the only part of HoonDes which I have 
attempted to sketch is the region of the great Hindu-lakes to 
which the recent visit and discoveries of Lieutenant H. 
Strncbey, 66th N. I., have given an increased interest. That 
officer's sketch of the whole of .our northern frontier 
now under preparation will, 1 hope, render any further 
notice of Bhote by myself unnecessary. With the exception 
of the snowy peaks, the elevations of which have been noted 
in strict accordance with past surveys, I have omitted the 
Leights above the sea of the places named, as their inscrtion 
would only crowd the Map, and tell no useful tale in a country 
where, for the most part, in the space of a few miles, can be 
found any elevation between 8,000 and 3,000 feet respec- 
tively. The sites of the chief iron and copper &psits in 
thcse hills have been marked, and the relative positions 
of the sanataria of Mussooree and Nainee Tal, have also been 
given, not I believe, before some mention of those placer 
in a Map was required. 

* The Maps themselru fully explain the d i b u t i o n  of the 

t 1849. Vide preface to the present compilation as to the materials. fw 
which the Deputy &-or General b~ pmparcd - ths new Map now printd 
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t 
' 4. ' Conneetedioith the mbject of the sayer revenue, fta, 

18,7293 now collected from the Pumaon 
6.111 fomta. Bhabur, (a subject which it is my inten- 

tion to investigate much more fully 
during the present sewon, with reference more especially 
to the experiment of Iihaln tehseel management recently - 
attempted with success on the Dohra Doon,) I may be expected 
to say something concerning the s a d  forests still existing in 
this district. On the one hand a report has gone abroad 
that a wadon destruction of these forests has been permitted, 
and that before long a scarcity of timber (especially for public 
,purposes) will be experienced, unless some check to the evil 
apprehended be enjoined. On the other hand,, it has been 
argued, that the taxation now levied in the form of timber 
duties, tends to prevent the free resort of wood cutters, and that 
thus the unhealthy forest is left to encumber the ground which 
might be more beneficially occupied by agriculture. I n  regard 
to the first point, I kuow nothing concerning any alleged 
devastations in the districts west of the Ganges, but the injury 
to the forest of late ye:.rs in this province has now beeg 
somewhat exaggerated, and the answer on tbis head includcs 
within it an answer to the second or opposite charge ; for,the fact 
is, that in the level tracts below the foot of the hills where 
the extension of cultivation would be most important in a sana. 
tary point of view, there, hardly one valuable timber tree is to 
be found, and the operations of the snul fellers are, except in 
a few localities, hereafter to be mentioned, confined to the 
lower ranges of the hills, in which alone, between the Koaills 
end the Dewa any forests of that tree exist, and on which the 
extension of the timber trade one hundred-fold would hardly 
make any visible impression. Captain Ramsay would, no doubt, 
if called upon, give a good account of the timber still stand- 
ing in the Patlee Doon and other tracts attached to East 
Gurhwal, and could shew that nature herself had provided, in 
the difficulty of t4e passes, a sufficient check to any wanton 
diminution of the forest rcsources. East of the Ramgunga in 
.the Bhabur attached to zillall Mooradabad, the isolated forest 
of Seonathpoor is found stretching some miles southward into 
the plains ; and although young trees are there flourishing 
in immense abundance, the older trees appear to have almost 
all vanished. At such a locality, the preservation of the timber 
might have heen important, but there, I believe, the rights of 

~ - -~ ........................................ * Katbans,.. Hs. 9.756 - .............................................. Chucai, 8,9iY - I 
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.C;orernment have been altcgcther snapended,~rui& the etateaeri\.es 
no advantages from the thlnning of the forest, which therefore 
mny be considered objectionable on every gmuud. As far as my 
own observations extend, (and they have not been slight,) 
wherever such prolongations of the s a d  forest into the Rohik 
khund plains exist, the soil so occupied is utterly unfit f a  
agriculture, the ground being a aeries of ravines and hillmli~ 
and without any water discoverable below the snrface. Such 
is undoubtedly the case at pcrgun~ah Dkeaneearow in the 
, Chobhynsee Bhabur,* where, below the real hille, 16 sites ef 
saul forest occur, nearly every one of which is a high penin- 
sular tract separated from the s~urounding plains by steep 

.banks, over-hangbig the intervening tract of swamp and s a w -  

.nab in which the kw patches of cultivation are found. Veq 
few large trees now exist on these high @mads, and the d e w b  
tation by the wood-cutters among the young trees, had not 
when I last saw them, been very extensive o w i ~ g  to the cir 
cun~stance of there being no main routea or greet tom in 
that part of the Pillibhect distriet (Nanukmutta, Kilpoom, h.,) 
which lies immediately to the southward, nor, do I believe the 
complaints to which I have alluded, refer to this tract. After 
the waste and desolation that I have there beheld, I should 
rejoice on whatevcr terms, at the resort of human visitors to the 
Chobhpsec forests ; and if in that locality the preservation of 
timber, should become a public object, some of the sites which 
are outside of the hills could easily be reserved and separated 
from the Katbans' farms. Further east at Tulla Des, there 
are only six patches of sad  forest in the actual plains on this side 
of the Sardah river, and in none of these are the tzees valuable ; 
while nearly all the sites are included in the boundaries of 
villages. The chief &soo forests in the Chandnee Chouk 
islands of the Sardah do not belong to Kumaon, and d e a s  some 
new division has occurred, are included within the boundaries 
of Oude. But undoubtedly both in Rumaon and Pillibheet 
and indeed every where between the Jumpa and the Sardab, 
large treea of this kind are fast disappenring and in regard to 
t h m  perhapa, and to the preservation of the young eissoo forests, 
.it might i~o t  be inexpedieut to provide some precautionary 
measures. To revrrt to the saul forests-the banks of the Kalee 
river just before it changes its name to Sardah on leaving the 
hills nt Birmdeo, present a fair display of this wood, and here the 
.work of the timber-cutter and that of thc agriculturistgo hand-in. 

* In the. Pillibheet dirtrid two notable . inrturca of ~ u l  foretit lpladr 
occur at Kilpooree, at Tileeapoor, &c., and in Billreree dong the weat bank of rk 
Choka river, &c. 
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hand in diminishing the forest at a point where its conveyance to 
the plains on rafts would be convenient, though not very practica. 
ble. The villagers of Pslttulleeg Koteeam, Birmdeo, Butturn, 
&c., areclearing this tract rapidly and find it also profitable to seU 
the timber which they fell to the traders at Birmdeo and 
Suneea mundees, As their operatione lie close to the road 
leading into the bills from Birmdeo, perh8ps it is to this point 
that the obwrvcltions ef some Governmeat Officers apply, 
Hitherto no reference on the subject of reservimg this tract h a  
been made to the Kumaon authorities; while so long as the 
Gafemment seigneurial dues are paid, and the timber trade of 
Pillibheet is supplied with material, the omission of such refefi 
ence would not appear to be injurious to the public interests, un- 
less indeed Government should wish to become its own timber 
herchant. I n  such r case, of course, the command of a large 
river in the vicinity of Saul and eissoo forests might be import. 
ant. While, however, the banks of the Sarelah lower down at 
Khyragurh, and elsewere, in Oude retain their forests at points 
where the river is without ra ids and ertsily navigable, it ie not P probable that the woods o Birmdeo and its neighbourhood, 
will be looked to with much anxiety, except by the traders of 
Pillibheet itself. The plateaus on the lower hills in which saul 
trees are found are called thaplas ; these were formerly reserved 
for Government purposes ; but when the farms began to fall in 
uali~e owing to the scarcity of saul in the lower sites, Mr. Corn. 
missioner Trail1 abolished the restriction. Of these thaplag 
eight exist in W a  Des, and twenty-six in Chobhynsee. To the 
former the remarks just made are applicable; concerning the 
latter, which are further removed from lines of traffic. I am not 
myself personally able to give much information, but I have no 
doubt that the supply of timber could be indefinitively increas. 
ed, if requiml, by the construction of good roads to the foot of 
the several passes, now rendered almost unapproachable, by the 
excessive thickness of the Khyr-thorn jungle. At present the 
chief resort is to the thaplas above Chargullia, where the de- 
h c h e  of the Dewa into the plains renders access comparatively 
easy. Until a Rlrvey takes place of the country between the 
Oewa and the Sardah no minute information can be p m s e ~ M  to. 
the eye of authority concerning the eastern Bhabur of Kumaon. 
Aa thia corner of the land is the only portion of the North 
Westem Provinces, east of the Jumna, which now remains un- 
mapped, I trust that the services of some intelligent native as- 
Pistant surveyor may be placed at my disposal, for the work, h- 
case the temporary aid of Moolchnnd, now tehseeldar at Sreenug- 
gar, should not at that time be made available. a I n  the maps of 
Kotah and Chukata Bhabur, the sites of the eaul forest, whcthr 



bhaplas within the hills or isolated patches outaide, have all bad 
noted. I n  both pergunnahs, the almost entire absence of saul 
(except in the immediate neighbourhood of Chounsla and Fnb 
tehpoor,) in the actual plain is most remarkable, and the travel- 
ler approaches the hills through a magnificent wood (chiefly the 
huldoo, or nauclea cordqolia,) hardly one tree of which is fit 
for any useful purpose, and the mil of which on account of the 
total want of w&r cannot be brought under tillage Beyond the 
point to which superficial irrigation from the several mountain. 
torrents new reaches. Of late years the Katbana-farmers have 
found it their interest, themselves to construct cart r o d s  and 
bullock paths into the hills as far as the saul thaplaa, and thua 
to invite traders to their farms, Unless much greater capital is 
brought in to play for this kind of undertaking, there will alwaye 
-main within the Kotah Doon and adjacent tracts a reserve of 
timber sufficient for all probable demands, and for the dissipa- 
tion of all the alarping reports which have given rise to these 
remarks. 

5. As long ae the cutting of timbcr in the Kumlcon forests 

Katbans' duties. 
is permitted at all, so long the exaction 
of aeigneurial dues on mount  of the 

wood or other jungle produce carried away is in my opinion de- 
fensible in every point of view, and not only defensible, but 
absolutely just and proper. The Goorkha Government* intro- 
duced a regular tax under this head, quite as much for the p w  
pose of restraining the irregular collection of others, as for its own 
exchequer ; and I feel certain that if the Government were to 
abolish their Katbans' duties in the Kumaon Bhabur, the jungle 
traders would never be able to remove the produce of their forest 
without the payment of dues to some one. In  olden times the 
most powerful settlers in the Turaee, collected such duties as, huy 
aumdurree,  and remitted a portion to their native rulers some 
times as nuzmrrana some times as j ~gd t .  Afterwards when the 
Cbkeedcwee system of black mail was introduced, the great 
Mehwattee ' Rob Roys' added their exactions, for the price of p w  
$ d o n ,  to those of the self-called zumeendars. Within the last year 
or two, it has actually been pmved that even the small proprie- 
tors of the villages in Uurhwal adjacent to the Turaec, in putken 
Qodypoor and Ajmeer, were in the constant habit of demanding 

often obtaining forest dues from the plains-traders, who 
Rsorted to the lower hills. To check this irregularity, the Gurh- 
wal district officers have now adopted the very plan first adopted 

Z 

The later Chund R+a of Kmaon were in tbe habit of receiving n w  
#e whole produce of the Khyr BLtutteu- for their owe pse in paam, &c. 

, -  * 
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by the Ghoorkha daradar, Rmdur Beer Sah, in Kumaon in 
-1858 Sumbut ; viz. declaring all such dues to be the lights of 
Qovernment, and collecting them at fired rate8 through the 
agency of a farmer.* There appears aleo no possible reason 
why Government should abandon this portion of its revenue, 
derived from tracts where the increase of land revenue by the 
spread of cultivation is from physical causes impossible. A 
table of the authorized jungle produce Fates of collection ia 
annexed to this Report. 

6. The question of the Churai or pasturage dues of Go- 
vernmrnt though defensible on the same 

Cbarai duties. . grounds as the last argued, ita regard to 
#e probable unauthorized coZIectiolas of othera, opens some dig. 
culties. The form of its dministration is also a f ~ r m ,  d the 
dues and exemptions have hitherto been, as follows;-- 

DUES. 
&n= 

Per bt~ffaloe pashnhg in the Bhabur per year, ............ 3 
per COW and bullock ditto ditto, ................... 1 

EXEMPTIONS. 
I .  Calvea of 811 kinds 2 years old,. ............... Duty free. 
3. All cattle a~*uaRp employed in carriage, ....... ditto. 
3. All cattle the GomZJide pro erty of a HU1 KH- 

meen or Thokedar actualb holding a Thoke- 
daree Pottah,.. ......................... ditto. 

4. All cat& passing down to the plains and not 
staying longer than 5 days in the Bhabur; . ditto. 

6. All cattle belonging to the actual Pudhans of . 
Bhabur villages,. ........................ ditto. 

- G. All cattle belon 'ng to cultivators, actually inha- 
biting the B 'i: abur 12 months in the year, .... ditto. 

The dues are very rarely collectcrl per head, the plau be.' 
ing to count in each yof'h or cowshed, the aguls or d o w ,  that 
is, the wooden bars to which the cattle are tied at  night. 
The common rate sanctioned by custom is to consider each 
8gul as containing 8 buffnloes and 8 cows liablc to a duty 
pf Rq. 2. From the word dona was dcrived the t;ur called 
donia (said to be one kutcha seer of ghee and four pice) which 

' The first farmer WM a well known chumter by nuns Radh.,Bundaree. , 



Were paid during the troublous times, (when the Kumabn Raj d 
'the Bhabur was being absorbed +to the dominion of the Nn- 
wab Wuxeer,) to the Mehwsttee and Haikree Chokeedm. 
The nppropriate names for pasturage d ~ e s  in the 1rill.v were 
." Gheekur.," "Gobtdd' h d  %' Pooc/tra,"* a d  the practice of col- 
lecting them, whether for the state orthe large zumeendars, ex- 
tended to the BI~abur and tbeChoamsee Mal. Mr. Comrnis- 
sioner Traill found these dues existing under the head of .jug&, 
at the commencement of the British rule. Iu the mounta i~  
part of the province, lie remitted thcm altogethel; while on the 
%habur he retnined them solely hs a right of Governrheut, and 
managed their collectioll t h g h  the instrumentality of fanners. 
One main difficulty connected with this tax, is that in the Turaee 
attached to the plains-districts, the pastwage is duty free, 
(i. e. far as Government is concerned) : and hence aris'es au. 
anomaly, which can only be explained to the people by aaying 
that Kumaon wants revenue, while the plains-districts are rich ? 
Numerous disputes also arise on this accvunt with reference to 
tlie fourth exemption above mentioned. The second ought I think 
to extend to the cattle of Briqjarees.t The third exemption iain 
my opinion quite unnecessary now that no temptations are ne- 
cessary to be held out, to induce the resort of iufhential men 
aud their dependants to thc Bhabur. The sixth exemption is a 
fruitful source of litigation and frauds, and it has been proposed 
to check these evils by remitting tlie duty on the cattle-of 
all cultivators in the Bhabur, whether t q o r a r y  or permanent. 
Tllis remedy would in my opinion increase the disepe, as 
nothing would be easier than for the Bhabur Pudhans to place a 
friend's name on their rent-roll, whether the latter cultivated 
the land or not, and thus save him the tar ; and,it would, be 
difficult for the pasturage farmer to prove the fraud. Moreover, 
on account of thc want of water, tlie cultivation cannot be ex- 
tended (aa it has becn before shewn) very far in a southerly di- 
rection ; while down to the point of possible irrigation, the agri- 
cu l t -0  which-still exists stands in no need of more merely tem- 
porary assamees. These already abound. On the whole the Chu- 
rai duties of Kumaon call (I would respectfully urge) for the 
further consideration of superior rrnthority. Their two aser are, 
I st, thc realization of revcuue to the state from an otherwise 
unproductive tract ; aud Pnrily, the substitution of au authorized 
and known tax for the irregular collections of mmeendars, cho- 
keedars and others who might spring up (or rather re. 

t Hitherto in the "Dustoor Ulumil" of tbc farman, tbs exempt. d 
g e r f . b ~ k s  iu mentioned. . . 
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appear) if the Government seigneurial right5 wcrc mapendeh. 
Their abwes are manifold, and have been formerly represented. 

7. I n  this Appcndix it would be improper to omit the men. 
tion of the present Police system, as 

Paliee tlement. 
at Set- enjoined by the Board in all setthment 

reports. I found, especidlp in Kotah, a 
clan of Mehwattee chokeerlars established in the Bhabur, who I 

divided the charge of the several villages amongst themselves, 
receiving such remuneration as the Pudhans thought it thcir 
interest to give, (an interest very often revived, when falling 
'alack, by the loss of the village cattle,) and also collecting pro- 
tection-fees from the timber merchants and other traffickers; 
By the universal acclamation of the people aud police at the 
settlement, these ehokeedars (many of whom were conGcted as 
the ring-leders of the thieves) mere abolishetl ; and the time waa 
most appropriate, as the Police arrangement originally introduc- 
ed during the administration of Lord Auctland, had proved emid 
nently successful, and, except in the chokeedaree uillages, even 
cattle -stealing wasbecoming quite rare. f nlieu of the fareign cho- 
keedars, the villagers, at my suggestion, have appointed Paharees 
or what they call Kotnoals in the principal cleariugs, whose oace 
i t  is to give information to the regular PoliCe of all thefts and 
losses of cattle including strayinge, (the omission of these 
last reporta being a very sore sub-ject wit11 the thanadars,) and 
also to help the Pudhans in all case$ of public supplies, 
and in looking after the heads of the village water-courses, 
&c. Their remuneration ia not in land ; for, that would hardly 
be thought a valuable consideration in the uncleared Bhabur 
and would be too valwble in the old appropriated and easily 
irrigated fields. The several Paharees, wherever appointed, are 
content with receiving grain and other produce in kind at 
h t e d  periods. The record of the mutual agreements between 
the Pudhans and t h i ~  class of village servants is placed among 
the settlement papcrs. 

8. I n  conclusion, I mould add one word concerning 
alleged origin of those singular tribes; 

B o b  and Tharoos. the Boksas and Tharoos. The former 
give the same account of themselves as is mentioned in Mr. 
H. M. Elliott's supplement to the Indian Glossary, vie. that 
they are Powar Rajpoots, the descendants of Jugdeo of Da- 
ranugger (himself the descendant of Bhoj Raja), who left 
their home and passed to the Tnraee on account of a dis- 
pute with their brethren. The Thnroou make themselves out 



.to be also Rajpoots, the descendants of an ancient Chit 
who accompanied him to h n k a  in the great Hindu 
there became frightened at the hunger and privat 
and trembled " thur th~raia .~  Hence they were 1 
their brethren as inferior Rajpoots, and bei 
TAoroos, repaired to the Turaec. The anachr 
aurdity of this history are about on a par. 

J have theahonor to be, kc., 

(Signed) J. H. BATTEN, 

Senior Asst. Comm issio 

Ku~raoa SR. ASST. CONMR.'S OFFICE, 
Tk 6th February, 11347. 

- 
TABLE of Rates accordirog to which Farmers rf Ju 

are authorized to collect in Kumaon Bhabur. 

1 Cart load of Wood, .... 0 6 0 
1 Cart of Saul Luttahr, .... 0 8 0 
1 Koloo for Sugar Mills, &c., U 8 U 
1 Cart load of Knrrees, .. 0 8 U 
1 D~tto of Ebony Wood, . . 0 4 0 
1 Ditto of Bamhoos. .... 0 6 0 
1 Poney load of Ditto. .... U 0 6 
1 Head load of nitro, .... 0 0 3 mot, ................ 0 4 
I Bhangy load of Ditto, .. 0 I 0 1 Head load of Ditto, .... 0 2 
1 Cart load of Bhahur Grass, 0 6 0 1 Cart load of Charconl, .. 0 4 
1 Poney loadof Ditto, .... 0 0 6 1 Bhangy load of Hlakets,.. 0 1 
1 Head load of D~tto,  .... 0 0 3 
I Cart load of Taut be&, 0 6 0 
1 Poney load of rlitto, .... 0 0 6 
1 Head ditto of D~tto,  .... 0 0 3 

Cart load of Grass in bun- 
dles, .............. 0 6 0 

1 Ditto of Moonj, ........ 0 4 1) Khata Furmaucen, (Cafechar.) 
1 Bullock load of Ditto,. ... U 0 6 
1 Head Dittn of Ditto, .. 0 U 3 
1 Goon of Terra Jajmnica, 

(Kbata or Catechu.). ... O P 0 

(Signed) J. 8. RUTEN, 
Senior airirtanl Cmrrtiuimtr. 







R E P O R T  

J. H. B A T T E N, E S Q., 
ACCOMPANYIN0 THE 

S E T T L E M E N T  P A P E R S  

OF TEE 

BHOTE MEHALS AND NOKTHEnN PERGUNNAIIS 

FROM J. H, BATTEN, EsQ., 

Senior dssisfanl and &tflemmi Qficer, 

TO G .  T. LUSHIJSGTON, EsQ., 
Commissioner of Kunzaon, 

Dated Kunuzon, Che 30th June, 18&. 
Settlmunt D q t .  

SIB, 
AS the revision of settlement i n  the Bhote Mehals of 

Kurnaon Proper took place two yeara 
Introduction. ago, and as in the subsequent course 
of appeals and references, the revellue administration and 
tennxa of nearly every village in the tract have come under 
your own notice and supervision, I have the honor to propose 
that the confirnuttion of the b a r d  and Government be now 
~btained for the settlement. 

2. Within a mDre recent period, the Deputy Collector 
has under your o rn eye conducted: 

Putb Dsnpoar' the re-yettlement c puttee Mulla 
2 a 
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Upper) Danpoor in the pcrgunnah of that name, and in a 
great majority of cases your special sanction has been given 
to the arrangements made. Under these circumstances I 
have thought it expedient to forward with the final statement 
of the Bhote Mehals, a similar one for Rlulla Danpoor in  
order that the revised jumma of the latter country may 
obtain the confirmation of authority, at the same. time with 
that of the former, from which i t  so little differs in i t s  
physical peculiarities and the manners and character of its 
inhabitauts. 

8. Thc southern division of the pergunnah, comprising 
puttees Tulla (or lower) Danpoor, and 

Tul'aq Dnnpoorl Mulla and Tulla Kuttoor has, also, been Mulla, and Tulla Kuttoor. 
subjected to settlement operations, i n d  

the revenue and other a l ~ a i ~ e m e n t s  have been completed; but, 
the revision took place after your departure from Bagesur, and, 
even though from the absence of appeals, there may be bu t  
little probability of the total proposed jumma being altered by 
yourself, I would still wish for the satisfaction of myself as 
Revising Officer, that the transnlissiori to the Bwrd of the 
statements beloxigirlg to the puttees in question may be delaj-ed 
for a few months. 

4. As i t  is my intention to make my find Settlement 
R.cport on Kumaon Proper so far re- 

Fatare descriptions. semble that on Gurhwal as to include 
a description of each division of the country, and as, more- 
over the publication in the Transuctio~ts of tile dkatic , Society 
of Nr .  Traill'a account of the Bhote Mchals, has almost 
rendered any other accounts of the same tract superfluous, 
it appears unnecessary on the present occasion to offer 
more than a very few remarks on the settlement itself and 
incidentally on the nature of the country. 

5.  To Mulla Joohar, Reeanse and Darma, my former 
Puttees Mulla, JOO~U, Bee- description of the agriculture and 

anse and Dama. climate of Mulla Pyakunda (the Neetee 
Pass) strictly applies. During only five months of the year, 
viz. from the middle of May to the middle of October .are 
the villages in these passes inhabitable, and the products of 
the earth cultivated during this season consisting of barley, 
buckwheat, phaphur, a little wheat, and turnips, are not always 
eufficient to supply the Bhoteas with food, much less to afford 
a surplus for the creation of a land revenue to the State. Yet 
are the occupantv of this dreary region and unkindly soil the 

4 



most enterprising, and the most thriving of our hill subjects ; 
and, as observed by me on a former occasion, the farther a 
Bhotea village is removed from a genial climate, from <' the 
pomp of groves and garniture of fields," the nearer is it placed 
to the aources of its wealth. Melum, the uppermost of the 
Joohar villages, is situated mme miles above the level of wood, 
and within a few hundred yards from the great glacier at the 
source of the Goree river, while the juniper and furze brushes 
which grow on the mountain behind it, are religiously pre- 
.served, not only for the purposes of fuel, but aa an obstacle to 
prevent o r  break the fall of avalanches which miglit burp the 
houses in ruin. Yet, Melum is the largest village in Kumaon ; 
and the Melmals, its inhabitants, only yield in wealth and pro! - 
perity to the first class of merchants in Almora. Traffic is the life 
and soul of a Bhotea : and, were tlie trade between the hills 
and Hoon Des to become closed, (though the wants of the Thi- 
betans m d  their dependence on India for so many of the neces- 
saries and luxuries of life may always be supposed to render 
auch an event improbable), he would soon become an half stam- 
ed savage ; or, abandoning altogether his present station at 
tlie outposts between human endeavour and the extreme horrors 
of unconquerable nature, would rapidly merge into the common 
herd of Chinese Tartars, or of Khussia Paharees. 

The uncivilized character of the people in upper Remaien 
i n  western Gurhwal, and in some remote parts of Bisselir bor- 
dering thcreon, affords an unpleasing contrast to that of the 
Bhoteas in Kumaon, and may in a great measure be attribu- 
table to the difficulty of communication with the lower moun- 
tain, and trans-Himalayan countries, the comparatively small 
extent of trade carried on, and the distance of good markets.* 

6. Puttee Chondause situated below the Darma and Bee- 
anse passes at the junction of the Kalee 

Puttee Chondause. and Dhowlee rivers. is desertcd bv the 
inhabitants during the severer months of the winter; b;t, i t  
differs from the puttees described in the last paragraph inas- 
much as in many villages, two harvests in the year are obtained, 
and agriculture is comparatively speaking, in a prosperous con- 

. * NOTE.--1849. In this Report the word Bhotea is used to represent the 
inhabitants of the Knmoan Bhoce ~Mehals, or inter-alpine valleys of the snowy 
range, ae opposed to the Pah- or Khossu on one side, and the Hoonia, or 
inhabitant of Hmn Del in Thibet on the other. The hill people and the Llrseer 
or Natives of H i n d o s t h  ordinarily include in the name Bhotea all the inhabi. 
~.nb of the tram-Himalayan quntry which they call Bhote. 
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dition. The climate indeed of some parts of this tract is dn- 
ring the summer and autumn months extremely mild. The 
whole puttee consisting of 28 mouzahs large and small, is 
under the headshipof one individual Hurdoo, Boorha, and 
is likely to continue in a flouriahing state under his ma- 
nagement. The old jumma of Rs. 210, which had been 
unaltered for three settlements, was retained as the Government 
demand, and may be considered as very light. But, as nume 
rous waste. villages occur i6 this part of the country, a mild 
assessment is necessary to increase the means of the people, and 
foster their agricultural industry. 

7. Tulla Joohar is the puttee immediately below the 
upper puttee in which lie- the regular 

Puttee Tulla Joohar. Bhotea villages, though an interval of 
20 miles, of most difficult country, separates the two divisions. 
The fine slope from the Kallee-Moondee ridge to the Goree river 
is occupied by Thullut, Sooring, Gorpata, and the other ril- 
lages which form the tract, known by the name of Momhee-  
aree, the great entrCpot of trade between the passes and 
Bagesur. These villages are remarkably good, and possess 
some of the largest and most substantial houses in the province. 
The Bhoteas by their superior means and influence have 
succeeded in obtaining a large proprietary share in nearly all 
the villages in this tract and other parts, still lower down, of 
the puttee, and the original inhabitants have become in a great 
measure thcir dependants. 

Except in the case of a few villqes, situated close to the 
snowy peaks there are two banests in 

Revenue. 
d, Tulla Joohar, and both the rubbee and 

khurreef produce finds a most remunerating market on the 
spot. The pasture tracts, also, are notoriously good, and 
the fine breed of sheep and goats used by the Bhoteas 
and hill zumeendars for the carriage of salt, borax, grain, &., 
is a main source of wealth to the inhabitants. In  some of the 
villages, owing to the loss of population, bad situation, and other 
causes it waa found necessary to decrease the Government 
demand, and at Toorink, a mehal of 7 mouzahs situated near the 
great Punjchoola peaks, which had fallen almost waste, a 
rcduction of Rs. 42, viz., from Rs. 115 to Rs. 73, was found 
necessary. 

I n  Josa and Kunulka, also, Rs. 10 out of a jumma of Ra 
21 were remitted h m  a like necessity. 



These and other decreases were partially compensated 
for by small increments made in the jumma of other lightly 
assessed mouzbs, but still a deficiency occurred. 

At the time of the settlement. Deboo. the Goverment ~ u t -  
Revenue statistics of pergun- warree, and the principal men ambng 

nah Joohar. the Bhoteas willingly agreed to &s- . 

tribute the increase necessary to. make up for this deficiency 
among the flourishing villages of tbe upper puttee ; and accord- 
ingly the settlement of the whole pergunnail of Joohar was, as 
in the case of Darma and Beeanse, completed by me without 
making any change in the total amouut of the Government 
demand. However, the people subsequently became discon- 
tented with this arrangement, and on their complaint being 
investigated by yourself, the loss was allowed to fall on the 
Government, and the Bhotea villages were relieved from their 
additional burden. The total deficiency thus arising is Its. 52 
for the Tulla and Rs. 15 for the Rlulla puttee. Though a 
friend to light assessments, I am still of opinion that the Bho- 
teas pay to Government a smaller share of their profits than 
the other inhabitants of the province ; and that collsidering 
their increased and increasing resources, the reduction (conse- 
quent on the expulsion of the Goorkhas, and the introduction 
into the province of British principles of taxation) made in 
the revenlle of the passes, as-compared to that made in the 
revenue of the agricultural communities, was d~sproportion- 
ately large. Independent of revenue considerations, however, 
political reasons exist for depriving our frontier aubjects of 
all grounds of complaint; and I am far Gom denying that 
the mere fact of the peoplc having in theu appeals to you, 
objected to that part of my settlement which I am now discuss- 
ing, was a very fair ground for directing an adherence in the 
cave of the individual villages in the Joohar pass, to the 
ultimate Government dellland, fixed by Mr. Commissioner 
Tralll. 

8. M d a  Danpoor resembles in many respects the put- 
tee last described, but parts of the 

MuUa Danpoor. country on the Pilldur river reaching 
to the frontier of Gurhwal, are a good way removed from any 
of the main routes to and from l'hibet. . However, the mart 
of Bagesur, where all the Bhoteas congregate during the win- 
ter, is not far distant from any part of the perguunah, and 
with some few exceptions the Danpoorees may be considered a 
prosperous and thriving race. The new settlemeut conducted 



by the Deputy Collector appears to have been quite atisfactory 
to them, and I trust that here as in the other puttees the for- 
mation of rent rolls, and the general ascertainment and 
recording of rights and liabilities, effected during the revision, 
will tend to secure to all classes of people, the content and 
happiness which they now appear to enjoy. 

9. The accompanying Tables* show at one glance the 
revenue statistics of the settlement under report; and the 
details of jumma for which the sanction of Government is 
required. 

I have, &c., 

(Signed) J. H. BATTEN, 
KUMAON 

SETTLEMENT OFFICE, I Senior Asst. and S e t t M  Oflcet. 

30th June, 1843. 

* NOTE-i849. Not separately printed a8 the details are more ~ 0 4 7  
in tha General EhtemCntl No. IV. No. V. and No. VI. 



MR. B A T T E N ' S  L E T'T E R, 
A C C O M P M I N Q  THE 

SETTLEMENT STATEMENTS 

P R'O P E R. 

No. 2 OP 1846. 

To G. T. LUSHINGTON, Ese., 

Commissioner of Kumaon. 
SIE, 

I have the honor to fonrard three General Statements for 
Kumaon Proper, Nos. IV. V. and VI. 

Settlement. the latter being one of my own sugges- 
tion, the former corresponding to the General Pergunnahwar 
and Jummabulldee Statements adopted by the Government, and 
Board of Revenue for the Regulation Provinces. 

2. The whole of my revision of settlement has undergone 
examination by yourself in the course of appeals and references ; 
and you are aware how much I am indebted to Umba Dutt, the 
Deputy Collector, for the principal conduct of the settlement 
operations in the several pergunnahs, since their commence- 
ment in the latter half of 1842. This very circumstance, how- 
ever, has led to the great delay which has arisen in forwarding 
the statements to higher authority ; for, I could only answer 
for the general principles of the settlement, whilst I have been 
dependent on him for most of the. details of assessment, and for 
the preparation of the necessary papers. I n  communicating 
hie reasons for the several allotments of revenue, and in putting 
into form the results of his work, the Deputy Collector has 
been extremely slow, and only now have I received his reporto 



and statements. The utter novelty of the duties devolving on 
him in the record department, and his constant employment in 
the decision of disputes connected with the settlement pro- 
ceedings, in addition to his usual business in the Summary Suit 
Court, are quite kufficient grounds, in my opinion, for the 
exculpation of the Deputy Collector from any charge of neglect 
or remissness in the execution of the merely formal part of the 1 

settlement busidess. 

3. The revision of the assessment in the Bhote bfehals, 
as Kote, Shore, Kotah, Chukata, Gungolee, Puldakote, and 
Dhunneakote, was either entirely, or in a great degree, made by 
myself. I was proceeding to report my work, pergunnah by 
pergunnah, but on the receipt of my report for the Bhote 
Mehals a* an early period of the operations, you instructed me 
to make one General a p o r t  for the whole district at the coraclu- 
sion of the work. To eRect this, I must have before me the 
whole details, and, as before stated, thcsc have only just reach- 
ed me. 

4. I had previously arranged my own information under 
the several necessary heads; and shall have no difficulty in 
condensing the facts worthy of record into a report even more 
full than that furnished by me for Gurhwal. I ts  immediate 
prepamtion is barred by more pressing duties in other 
departments. 

5. Under these circumstances, I trust that the Sudder 
Board of Revenue and His Honor the Lieutenant Governor 
will find themselves able on your recommendation (which I 
respectfully solicit) to sanction the several jummaa for the 17 
pergunnahs of Kumaon Proper, as shewn in the statements, 
and to fix the amount of revenue for the whole zillah with- 
out further delay. The English report will be forwarded the 
instant that my return to the hills from my Bhabur encamp. 
ments and my consequent greater leisure, shall enable me to 
draw it up with proper care and attention. 

6. The rates of average assessment per beesee are, ae 
you are aware, not trustworthy, and my remarks on this sub- 
ject in the Gurhaal report are equally applicable to Kumaon. I 
Nevertheless, I perceive an approximation to truth in the 
general results shewn even in the column of rates ; and the 
revenue statistics form a very fair test whereby to measure 
the general condition of the several tracts composing the pro- 
vince. In  my report I shall take care to note particularly the 



cause of increase and decrease of jumma in the several put- 
tees, and to add to each explanation a geographical and general 
account of the localities. A map of the district will also be 
appended. 

7. It will be seen by the Board of Revenue that the 
actual net increase of jumma in Knmaon Proper (viz., Rs. 
1,528) is only double the sum recorded as net decrease for 
Gurhwal, thus leaving for the whole hill part of the province 
a less net incremect than Rs. 800. This fact of itself shews 
the moderationof the Government demand, when the great 
comparative prosperity of Kumaon proper is considered. As 
the Mahomaree fever or plague appears to be larnelltably on the 
increase in Gurhmal, it is far from improbable that the Kumaon 
surplus revenue may a l l  be required to meet the losses in the 
former district. 

b 

P. I n  conclusion I would beg to recommend the exten- 
sion of the whole settlement period for the several pergunnabs 
to the year 1921 Sumhut or 1866-67 A. D. as shewn in 
No. V. Statement for Palce, the pergunnali last settled. The 
Kumaonese, without one word of murmur, continued to pay' 
the quinquennial jumma last fixed by Mr. Commissioner 
Traill, six or seven years after the completion of that period. 
I have no donbt that now, too, the inhabitants of the pergun- 
nahs first revised, will have no objection to the extension of 
their leases for four, three, and two years respectively beyond 
the 20 years. 

I have, &c., 

(Signed,) J. H. BATTEN, 

Senior Asst. and Settlement Oficer. 

KUMAON SETTI~EPIENT OFFICE, 

The 6th March, 18 1.6, 

Camp fikedootagee. 
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10 - 
5 I 

--- 
Actual incrense 84 myca. - 

0 

- 
9 

- -  
Actual decrease 10 rnpreo. 

-- 
71 

--- 
- 

ActunI incrense 2 rnpees. 

- - -  
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No. 

Jummabundee of Zillah Kumaon, shewing tire distribu 

The 18t February, 1846. } 

8 
3 - ., 
% 
r 
a 
E 

n" - - -  
69 
82 
19 
60 
27 
35 --- 

292 -- 
48 ------- 
55 - 

101 
30 
84 
38 
43 
63 

8 
5 

61 
36 

5 
27 -- 

506 - 
43 
67 
55 
46 
27 
49 
59 
51 
70 - 

507 

3350 

* 

c 

2 
n 
a .  
2 
2% s 
k 

12? 
127 
32 

101 
48 
66 - 

502 

83 

7 b  
- 

125 
4C 

l l r  
4 
5 b  
7.1 
16 
13  
8( 
48 

E 
39 -- 

665 --- 
82 

10t 
121 
83 

105 
lib 
106 
121 
215 --- 

105: ------- 
5985 

2 

13 

14 

15 .- 

16 

17 

;; 
.- I . 
;i s 

rx. 

3232 
2024 

431 
1282 . 
607 
308 - 

if364 - 
2595 

2317 - 
3556 
1212 
5540 
1302 
1647 
2906 

S;7 
243 

1331 
1053 

144 
1446 - 

158;7 - 
2393 
3143 
4331 
4230 
4245 
2819 
3553 
3534 
4691 - 

53139 

125584 

KUMAON SETTLEMEST OWICZ, 

NAME OR PEPOONNAHI. 

--- 
I 

Chougurkha, .... a. 

1 

-- - 
Chukhata. (hilly part of). . . .  _ - - - _ _ - -  
Kota, (hilly part of) . . . .  
, -  -- 

Name Qf Puttet8. 

. . . . . .  Salum,.. .... Lukhunpoor, 
iReetagurh,..  . . . .  

Rungur. . . . . . .  . . . . . .  IDProon, . . . . . .  Khurhei, 
- 7  

Total 6, .. - -  
. . .  l'ahar Chukhata,. 

Pahar Kota, . . . . . .  
_ _ . -  

Bomrow, . . . . . .  

I 
Earamandel, . . . .. 

Mulla Seeoondra, .. .. .. Tulla Seeoondra,.. 
MdlaTeekhoon,.. 
Tulla Teekhoon, . . . .  
Utagoolee, . . . . . .  . . .  .. Reeoonee, , 
Dooarsoun, . . . . . .  
Oocheeoor, . . . . . .  
Eksowdb,. .  . . . .  
Khrs Purja, . . . .  

- 
Ptilee, . . . . . . . . . .  ( 

I 
1 

Kyruow,.. . . . .  
Totdl 12, .. --- 

rMnllaDom. . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . .  Tulla Dora,.. 
Genwar, 
Mulls Chowkat, .. . . . .  Tulk Chorkat, . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  Knklasoun, 
Nyer. 
Seelour, . . . . . .  
Sult, . . . . . . . .  --- 

TOW 9. .. , 
Orandtotal56, 



ZILLAB KUMAON. 

vr. 
tion of Increase and Decrease at the Revised Settlement. 

J. H. BATTEN, 
Selflemmt O w .  

2 v 

! Dcereorc. Increate. 
L - 

REMAEKE. 

3338 
2058 

444 
1305 

604 
341 

81 1 0  

2640 

2295 

3813 
1227 
2585 
1308 
1661 
2329 

388 
254 

136u 
lU79 
155 

1513 - 
18172 - 
2445 
3213 
4514 
4266 
4315 
2849 
3575 
3 i 5 8  
4864 

----- ----- --- 
230 1210 1440 464 25U4 2968 Actual increase I528 rnpeer. 

0 
3 
0 

13  
U 
0 

16 

0 

0 

0 
U 
U 
U 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 - 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c 

0 

7 
6 

12 
11 
11 

411 

16 

36 

21 
1 

33 
U 
1 

16 
U 
0 
9 
7 
0 
3 --- 

91 _ - -  
4 
1 

13 
8 
5 

13  
1 5  
25 

7 

91 

7 
9 

12 
24 
11 

1 1  

64 

16 

36 

21 
1 

33 
0 
1 

16 
0 
0 
9 
7 
0 
3 -- 

91 

4 
1 

13, 
8 
5 

13 
15 
25 

7 

91 

0 
1 
0 
3 
0 
0 ------------- 
4 

14 
- - - _ I _ _ -  

6 

0 
(t 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
b 
0 
0 
0 -- 
0 ---- 

11 
0 
P 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 

16 

_ .  
113 
61 
25 
44 
8 

34 

286 
- - - - - I - - - _ I , -  

27 

8 
- _ L _ - - - - - - - _ _  

78 
16 
78 

6 
15 
39 
11  
11 
38 
13 
11 
70 --- 

386 

45 
71 

194 
44 
75 
43 
37 
49 

7 ;  

735 

113 
63 
25 
47 

8 
31 

'LOO 

41 

I4 

78 
1 6  
78 
6 

15 
39 
] I  
11 
38 
13, 
11 
70 - 

386 
- 

56 
71 

196 
44 
75 
43 
37 
49 

lno 

751 

- 
Actual increaas 226 rupees. 

A c h l  increase 25 rupees. 
---, 

Actual decrease 22 m p w .  

23 Rs. decrease on account of 
Tea N w r y .  

---~ 
Actual increaac 295rupas.  
- ,  

- , -  
Actual increasa 660 rupees. 



MR. B A T T E N ' S  

FINAL SETTLEMENT REPORT. 

No. 135 of 1848. 

F a o ~  J. H- BATTEN, Em., 

Senior dssbtant Commissioner, 

Kumaon Proper, 

To G. T. LUSHINGTON, EsQ., 

Commissioner of Kumao~, 

I n  the accompanying copy of a former Report,* which warc 
forwarded to your office in June 1843, 

I~~troduelim. will be found a brief summary of my 
Former and '-- Settlement proceedings in the Bhote 

menu. 
mehals of xillah Kumaon and for the 

Mulla or upper puttee of pergunnah Dnnyore. Together with 
this report, I have also the honor to furnish for the conveni- 
ence of reference, a copy of the letter No. 2 of 1 W,* dated the 
6th Blarch idem, which was sent up by me with the Gened 
Statement No. IV. ; shewing the fiscal results of the whole re- 
vision of settlement, and which was followed by the sanction 
of Government, received in orders dated 2nd June 1846, 
to  the new jummabundee of the district ; that is, to the high- 
est jumma fired by me for each pergunnah. A new copy of 
the General Statements just referred to does not appear a neces- 
sary appendage to the present report, and I have therefore, 
omitted it. But as No. V. shews the order of time in which 

the several pergunnahs were settled, 
statements mLh and the period of each settlement, present report. 

and as No. VI. represents in an ab- 
stract form the distribution of the increases and decreases, and 
the several heads under which the changes in the jurnmaa were 
effected, I have thought it a convenient plan to reproduce these 
statements, on the occasion of laying before superior authority 

** Nmz, 1849.-Both reporb ue printed in thb collection. 
4 
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wording to instructions the following more detailed observa- 
tions. 

2. As a general preface to these, a copy of the Statistical 
Table furnished by me on the 12th 

Statistid Tables. May of the present year for the in- 
formation of Government will, I hope, 

be found an useful adjunct to the above, and I here take the 
opportunity of repeating the explanation concerning its pre- 
paration. 

'91-SWI 
-0.91 - lo mOPJW3 -0 I ' I 819'VS11 

-11owplo3 mq uo UJV 3-a I 2 I 6 rl o 
'd 'W 'W 

O L O  
.d '#V 'ru 



" I t  will a t  once he conceded that in a mountainous and 
" wild country like Kumaon a great difficulty attends the pre- 
"paration of a Statistical Return, and that only a slight ap- 
" proximation to accuracy in the matter of area and measure- 
" ments in general can be attained in the existing deficiency of 
"detailed survey. 

" The number of ulouzahs recorded in the statement cor- 
"respond to the number of mehals for which separate revenue 
" engagements have been taken, and does not show the dakhi- 
" lee holdings, many of which are without separate inhabitants, 
" and a large proportion of which can hardly boast of more 
" than two or three cottages. The area in square miles has 
"been roughly calculated for the parellels of latitude and Ion- 
" gitude, within which the district of Kumaon Proper including 

a the Bhote mehals is contained, and 
Ex~l~mt ion  of Statistid Ta- 

(6 fmm this the area in awes has been ble. " derived in accordance to the mode 
" shewn in the heading of column 4. 

" With reference to the number of cultivated, culturable 
<' and lakhiraj acres it is requisite to state that in the hill part 
" of the province the sole measurements known are those found- 
" ed on the Nalee and Becsee, which are areas calculated on * 

" measures of capacity, (having reference to the seed required 
"for sowing them) and on the actual square measure whicll 
" Mr. Commissioner Trail after many enquiries and trials de- 
" duced therefrom. The account is as follows ; 

" 2 seers of seed wheat, . . . . equals = 1 Nalee of land. 
cr  40 ditto of ditto, or 1 maund, ditto = 1 Beesee. 

" 12 yards X 20 yards = 2.10 square yards = 1 h'alce. 
" 210 yards X 'LO yards = 4800 ditto = 1 Beesee. 

" I n  the Bhabur or plains-pergunnahs the cultivated and cultu- 
" rable is that of the actual survey made in acres of 4844) square 
"yards in 1845, and the number of actually measured acres in 
"the low lands was added to the assumed Beesee area of the 
"highlands, as exhibited in the Settlement Records and native 
'' books of measurements. 
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" The total area of the province having been calculated in 
" the manner detailed, it follows that the real contents in acres 
" is very much larger than I have stated it to be, my numbers 
" representing the area of the plain surface covered by the hills 
" and answering to the base of a triangle, while the actual area 
"must be represented by the supmjcial contents of the sides. 
" I t  would however, be vain to attempt any theoretical approxi- 
" mation to the truth; actual survey alone can be depended 
(6 upon; but, with this explanation the area entered in the 
"statement will, I hope, be considered sufficiently accurate ; 
" the vast extent of inaccessible mountnin contained in it, being 
"taken into consideration ; and I have therefore merely de- 
" ducted the cultivated, culturable and ,lakhiraj from the total 
" area of the province, and entered the result as barren. 

"The following allotment of salaries has been debited 
" under the head of Charges of Revenue Collections, viz. : 

" Half the salary of the Commissioner 'also Political 
Agent.' 

" Ditto ditto of Senior Assistant Commissioner. ':a ,/ 
" Ditto ditto of Junior A~sistant Commissioner. 
" Ditto ditto of Sudder Umla. 
" Whole salaryof Deputy Collector. 
" Ditto ditto of Tuhseeldaree Establishment. 
(' Ditto ditto of Canoongoe Establishment. 
" Ditto ditto of Government Putwarees. 

" The time of the Commissioner and his assistants is chiefly 
('occupied in Civil and Judicial duty, and by placing one-half 
" of their pay in the ' Cost of Collection,' the charge under that 
" head is more than is fair ; but as hitherto the whole of our 
" salaries have appeared as those of Revenue Officers, I did not 
" think it right to place more than half against the Judicial and 
" General Department ; in the same manner, it would not have 
" been improper to have similarly apportioned the pay of the 
" Tuhseeldarce and Putwaree establishments, which are in a 
" great measure employed on Police duties. 

" I n  the absence of any recent census, I have added only 
" 10 per cent. to that taken by Mr. Trail1 in 1824 ; but I am 
" inclined to believe that a much larger increase than this has 
"taken place ; and, as Mr. ' h i l l  made his estimate only for 
" the number of houses, 1 have attempted no detail of the dis- 



tribution of the inhabitants. However, I may here state 
rc that, in my opinion, the Mahommedlrn and non-agricdturai 

population do not exceed ,,', part of the whole." 

3. I have also appended a small Map of Kumaon and 
(furhwd extracted from Rorshton's 

Map. Indian Gazetteer, and I have in it 
numbered and marked off the several pergunnahs of both dis- 
tricts. I hope that this sketch will prove useful to those, who 
may peruse the two Settlement Reports.* 

4. Concerning the Bhotea mehals, with which Mr. Traill's 
paper in the Asiatic Researches and the 

Bhotea Mehaln. printed journals of modern travel- 
lers, have made enquirers acquainted, and the physical peculiari- 
ties of which are at this moment under careful examination, assist- 
ed by all the light of modern ecience,t-it is only necessary for 

me now to add a few words. The 
Joohar. Jowahir or Joohar Pass occupies the 
inter-Himalayan valley of the Goree at, and below the sources 
of that great branch of the Gogra river. The eleven chief 
villages of the Joohar Bhoteas are found at heights above the 
sea varying from 10,000 feet to 1 1,300 feet, and all of them lie 
between the northern sides of the high snowy peaks, or chain 
of greatest elevation, on the one side, and the touter-shed or 
ridge which separates the rivers which flow to India and Thibet 
respectively, on the other. Their position is thus extremely 
singular, and somewhat difficult to be understood by those who, 

only looking at the great peaks from 
BhoteaMeha's*Melump OonEa positions in  the central or lower Dhoora, &c. 

mountains, and ignorant of the fact 
that all the main rivers do not rise on their southern or Indian 
aspect, cannot understand the existence of an inhabited Cis-Thi- 
betan region, north of what they call <'the snowy range,,' and 
yet within the British frontier. The ghAt into Hoon Des from 
Melum is called " Oonta Dhoora," and though boasting of the 
greateat traffic, is an extremely difficult and even dangerous 
route. I n  all the passes, but especially in Joohar, the tract 
above the uppermost village, or where the route actually crosses 

* Nmr 1849.-Thi map with the MS. District map ; and with tbe 0th- mate- 
rials in hi possession and supplir?d to him enabled the Deputy Surveyor O e d  
to prepare the sheet published in this compilation.-(Vide Prflucr.) 
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the water-shed, is very rugged, impracticable and forbidding 
in appearance, while the villages themselves are for the most 
part situated in easy open ground. Again, the tract immedi- 
ately below the inhabited part of the valley, or where the river 
breaks through or flanks the highest chain, and enters the 
region of forest vegetation, is characterized by scenery of the 
most beautiful, but stupendous character,-snow beds, preci- 
pices, and waterfalls, rendering the descent by the river side 
into the lower regions, apparently impossible. The inter- 
Alpine valley of the Doulee river (also called Goree from its 
white foaming waters) is called Darma, and is separated from 
Joohar on its west, by the line of the great Punjchoola peaks. 

The lower part of the valley which flanks the less elevated 
portion of the above range at Khela, 

*hoten Mehale of and Sealpunt, &c., resembles Choudanse L/ 
Beeanse. and parts of Tulla Joohar formerly 

described ; and, the upper portion at Goh, Seeboo, kc., is quite 
Bhotea in its character. The ghAt of the Darma Pass is 
known by the name of " Neo Dhoora ;" and there is also an 
inter-Himalayan route into Beeanse, cdled Lebong Dhoora, 
but this last, like all other passes running east and west, is only 
open for a very brief period in each year. The occiipants of 
the D m a  villages, are the least civilized of all our Bhoteas. 
&oases from various causes, avalanches on their villages 
and roads,-murrains among their cattle and s h e e p a n d  
casualties among themselves,-have tended to impoverish them, . 
and to render them unable, (certainly most unwilling) to 
pay off the accumulated debt in which their dealings with 
the Almorah merchants have involved them. I found their 
land revenue assessed at Rs. 904, and I left it unaltered. 
The permanent collection of even this sum is already becoming 
a matter of doubt; and, my remarks on the inadequate pay- 
ments of the Bhoteas to the state, must not be supposed appli- 
cable to Darma, though its jumma, previous to the establish- 
ment of the sole separate item, land revenue, amounted to 
h. 3,399. Darma is very little known to European travellers. 

Beame. 
The easternmost Bhote mehal of 
Kumaon, is Beeanse, a region recently 

rendered interesting by the pasage through it of Lieutenant 
H. Strachey in his successful visit to the great lakes of Hoon 
Des. The two sources of the Kalee river are here found, and 
the vallies of the Koontee river (named from the uppermost 
tillage in its course) and of the more sacred Kalee itself, form 



respectively the approaches to the two passes, Laukpya Dhoora 
and Lepoo Dhoora, the latter, (leading to Taklakhar,*) by far 
the easiest of all the ghhts. I n  a tributary gIen of the Kalee, 
called Tinkur from a village of that name, and on the eastern 
bank of the Kalee itself, there are situated a few Bhotea vill- 
ages belonging to Neipd, which are completely isolated by the 
snowy peaks on their east and south from all other parts of 
the Joomla and Dotee territory, and which except politically, 
form a part of Beeanse. The Beeanse Bhoteas fall far short 
of the Jooharees in intelligence and enterprize, which qualities 
added to the peculiar trading privileges accorded to them by 
the Thibet authorities,? enable the latter (notwithstanding the 
greater natural obstacles to their trade,) to far surpass the for- 
mer in wealth and civilization. Many of the Beeansees, how- 
ever, during the winter are found frequenting the Turaee marts 
at Brimdeo and Sunneah, where their own river enters the 
plains of Hindusthan; and, I have met some of their most 
active traders returning from personal visits to their Furrucka- 
bad and Bareilly correspondents. The land revenue beIonging 
to the 6 pottahs and 18 separate inhabitancies of Beeanse, 
amounted to Rs. 291, and I saw no reason for aItering that 
amount. I n  the year 1841 revious to its temporary disturb- , 9 ance by the inroad of the bikhs into Hoon Des, I made a 
rough statistical calculation of the trade carried on by the 
Kumaon Bhotens ; and, although it has fouud its way elsewhere 
into print,f I here insert it for facility of reference, and with a 

view to show what commodities are 
Bhotea Mehals. General re- 
marks on trade, kc. interchanged. The recent great in- 

crease in the town of Bagesur, the 
head quarters of the trade on the hither side of thc mountains. 
would-appear to prove the continued prosperity of the ~hote; 
and those who deal with them, notwithstanding the gradual 
falIing off in the price of borax, the main imported staple,. in 
Calcutta and Europe. From all I can learn, however, the ex- 
ports are largely increasing in quantity and value. Any liberal 
change in the principles and practices of the Thibetan ( i .  e. 
Chinese) Government in regard to the opening the communi- 
cation between Hoon Des and India by the introduction into the 
markets, of capitalists, dealing directly on their own accounf, 
would probably injure the Bhotea tribes of whom we have 
been speaking and reduce them to their original proper charao- 

* No=.-Also called Tuklnkote. 
t Vide Traill'a printed m n n t  of Bhotea Mahal 

$ Vide "Pirn's  Wmderinga in the H h b p . ' '  bps, 1844. 
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ter of carriers, cattle and sheep-breeders, and road-makers. 
Such an event, with refezence to their monopolizing spirit and 
inhospitable attempts to keep up and increase all the existing 
barriers to international intercourse, would not, I think, be 
much regretted beyond their own circle. 

Jlcmmn of past Setlle~tzrnt. ; a l i  
7 P .- 

42 J G i  
a  s a a  E 
3 - P z. . .- - " C  " 

& 
m % 2 ;  
V m . + r c ' , r ; c ' -  d 

- - 
I. I -  I. -n 5; rn 

a %  - ,, c G - -- ..- 
c R u p ~ e q  I lillalsa. 
2 9,367 10,910 9,590 3,660 4,ii-l 4,753 4 ,S- l24 , ;91  13,763 8,645 --  ..- ? I  I / Rs. 51 decreare. 
C 



(A*) 
Memo. of Importspwchascd from the Bhoteaa hetween October 1840 

and >fay 1841. 

Dercriplioih of Coo&. Rate at which rold. 

Tined or unrefined Borax, 

Salt,.. . . . . . . . .  

Chowrees. . . . . .  
Zeiloary Nirbisi, . . . .  
baffron, . . . . . . . .  
Tea,.. . . . . . . . .  
Yu$hm or Shawl Wool, . . 
Pon~es. . . . . . . . .  
$bawls, . . . . . . . .  
Cbinese Dragon and} 

other Silks, . . . .  
BlananLet,Cloth~ng,Coam 

Woollens, and Serges, ] 
Goats and Sheep, . . . .  
Mule Yaks (Jubbooli,) .. 
Musk, . . . . . . . .  

Tical, ......... 
Snlt, . . . . . . . .  
Orpiment, . . . . . .  

Gold Dust, .... 
b* 

. . . .  anna pieces, 
The sole cash relurn in India 

Kuldar Rupees, . . . .  - 15000 { coinage. - -- 
Total Rupees, .. 100400 

DABYA AND BSPANSK PA ME^. 

J O O ~ A B  Pi;!./ 

dfu'8. 
8000 
3000 

40 

R8. 
40000 
12000 

iOO 
400 
600 
COO 

v 1000 
7- 

55300 
155700 

79375 -- 
76325 

Mda.  
9000 

2000 

10 
2 
i 
2 

15 
60 
40 pair 

PIs' 
1000 

50 
80 tolaa 

Pekmgr .  

Yuahn~, . . . . . . . .  7 
Chowrees, . . . . . .  5 . . . . . .  Iklusk, 300 tolas. 
Coerse woollens, .. :: 1 so0 yu. 

Totnl Rnpeea, .. 
Grand Totnl I~nports, . . 
Grand Total Exports, . . 

Differrnce, . . 

5 to 6 h. per maund. 
4 Ra. per ditto. 
20 to 28 Rs. per ditto. 
30 to TO lia. per ditto. 
3 to 8 Ks. per seer. 
2 to 3 Hs. per tola. 
1 to 1.8 per piece. 

Rupees. . 

45000 

8000 

4 6 0 0  
r /  250 
r /  500 
/20U 

75(! 
3000 
1500 

1200 

J2000 

1200 
1OOC 

200 

Tbe p m n t  rate is 5 Ra. per md. 
at Blyeanr formerly 7 and 8 
Rs. p maund. 

Sold at 4 RE. per mannd, and bu- 
tered for Rice in the proportion 
of 3 or 4 reers of grain for om 
of salt. 

3 to 8 Ha. per seer. 
1-8 to 5 Ra. per seer. 
9 to 12 RE. per seer. 
2-8 to 4 RE. per seer. 
30 to 50 Rn. per maund. 
30 to 150 11s. euch. 
20 to 60 Rs. per pair. 

100 to I 25  per piece, &the plain { kindfrom6 t o l S R ~ . p p i a r  

2 to 12 Rs. per piece. 

1 to 1-8 each. 
20 to 30 each. 
1-8 to 3 per tola. 



XW. of Goods exported from Almorah to Chinese T a r t a y ,  
between October 1840 and May 181 1. 

. . . . . .  Sugar candy, 
Goorh, . . . . . . . . . .  
Confectionery, . . . . . .  
a . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  Almonds, 
Cloves, . . . . . . . . . .  
Chillier, . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  Nutmegs. 
Cudamuuu, . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  Camphor, 
Indigo, . . . . . . . . . .  
Pewter and Salamoniac, . . . .  
K b n  Khabs, . . . . . . . .  
Broad Cloths, . . . . . . . .  
Moleskin and other Europe 

Cloths,. . . . . . . .  1 
Kharaa. . . . . . . . -  
Coarse Cloths,.. . . . . . .  
Pearls. . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  Coral. 
Miscellaneous Commodities 

such as Penknives. But- 
ton, and Chinaware, .. 1 

Grain, . . . . . . . . . .  
Hardware, . . . . . . . .  
Tobacco, . . . . . . . .  
Beetle Nut, . . . . . . . .  

70 mds., 
5000 bhelee 

2 mds., 4 ditto, 
25 ditto, 
8 ditto, 

y 6 2 ditto, 
3 ditto, 
1 ditto, - 2 ditto, 
5 ditto, 
2 dittb, 
7 piecee, 

175 ditto, 

,* 
4000 piem. 

10000 ditto, - - 
- 

9000 mds., --- 
200 mds., 

5 ditto. 

Hupeu. 

I 
Total Rupees, .. 62tri5 I---/ 

2000 
1000 
400 

1300 
700 
400 
100 
500 
223 
250 
500 
150 
300 

17000 

4000 

3000 ' 
13000 
15UU 
800 

55 

12000 
1000 
2000 
200 

20 to 30 Rs. per md. 
5 bhelees per Rupee. 

15 to 25 Ra. per n~d.  
15 to 20 Rs. per ditto. 
20 to 25 Rs. per ditto. 
2 to 2.8 per seer. 

12 As.  to 1 Re. p. seer. 
60 to 90 Kuts per Re. 

5 to 6 Its. per seer. 
3 K3. per seer. 

60 to 100 RB. per md. 
1-8 to 2 Re. pcr seer. 

20 to 100 Rs. per piece. 
2 to 12 Re. per pard. 

8 As. to 2-8 p. sad. 

G to 30 per corge. 
1 to 2-Y per piece. 

No standard raw. 
1-8 to 16 Hs. per toh. 

General1 J bartered. 
1-4 to 2-8 per seer. 

10 to 16 Rs. per md. 
15 to 50 Rs. per ditto. 

1500 10 to 16 Rs. per rnd. 
SOU 1 1-4 to 2-8 per seer. 

Ooorh, . . . . . . . . . .  7000 bhelees 
Cloth, . . . . . . . . . .  - 
Grain, . . . . . . . . . .  12000 mds . 

-- 
Grand total of Export~ RE., .. 1 79375 1 

Tobacco, . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  tlardwue, 
150 ditto, - 



(C.) 
Rough ezplanation of dtyerence according to the papers given in by 

a principal Natice merchant of dlmorah. 
EXPENCES AS POLLOWE. Rapecr. 

Sheep and Goats purchased for carriage, .. . . .. I0000 
Cottun Cloths purchased for apparel. .. . . . . .. 4000 
Coarse Thibetan Woollens, re-purchased for a p p l ,  . . .. 4000 
Government Land Kevenue, . . . . . . .. 4349 
Interest of Idoms from Alnlorah Merchants, . . . . .. 15068 
E ~ p e n c e s  of Jubboos, Goara and Sheep for domestic US, .. 4000 
Loans ndvanccd by Bhoteaa, . . . . . . .. .. 4000 
Losses of all kinda, . . . . .. . . .. 6000 

P 

T o h l  R.., .. 51949 -- 
Profit balance in favor of B h o t w ,  . . . . .. 21476 
DXerenee between Exports m d  Importr, .. . . , . i6325 

(D.1 
dfemo. of Goods sold to the Bhoteas of the Joohar Pnas, 69 

Merchants of Altnorah and other Traders, from the 15th hfay to 
15th June 184 1 ,  a t  hlunsheearee, accordiny to a rough Xatiae 
calculation, made in the Settlement Camp of J .  H .  BAITEN, EsQ., 

Hupscr. 
Bmad Cloth, . . . . . . . . . . . .  4000 
Moleskin, . . . . . . . . . . . .  800 
Sntin Jean, . . . . . . . . . . . .  300 
American Drill,.. . . . . . . . . . .  450 
English ('hiutz,.. . . . . . . . . . .  300 

Do. Calicoes, Muslin, Lineu, kc., . . . . . .  1000 
Velvet , . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  400 
lndint~ Chintz, Calicoes, &c., . . . . . . . .  4i00 
Pearls, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  700 
Cornl, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  400 
Indigo,. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  350 1 
Spbces, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I G O  Less this ,esr 
sugar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i s o }  Ban u s d  
Drhlre Valuables, Preciou Stonea. Jewellery, Curi. 

obities. &c . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  500 - 
Totnl, .. 14210 

B a o u o n r  FOR SALE BY ZEMINDARS. 
Grain, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  600 
Tobacco and Oil, . . . . . . . . . .  200 - 

Grand Total,* .. I iOlO 

In one month at one place. riz. ~Iunsherwee. half-way bet\rren Bapesur and Yelum. 
Norw. I.-Payment for the ahovc zcl<~dr is rarely nladc in cash, buthods premken, made 

pyable in cash and goods at tile seas~>n of return traihc. 
Nore 2.-l94y. 111 thc nbovr account of the lihotc Mehals of Kumaon the fjaon D- 

or cauutry of the Hoo~riw ,Ht~n, !, l i ~ b  bee11 sul~ititut~d for ~ I I P  former r l~l i ing IIrao. fits. or 
snow country, the latter wurd bcillg proved t~uitc B j  illcorrcct ar Ylc " Oondesu or wad 
~ountry of Moorcrol~.~ 
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5. The pergunnah of Danpoor in Kumaon (partially 
described in the former report) is in 

Danpoor h r i b e d .  
I many respects similar to pergumah 

Nagpoor in Gurhwal. Though it cannot boat, like the latter 
of celebrated shrines and sacred peaks visited from afar by a 
constant i d u x  of pilgrims, yet it is something to possess in 
Nudid& the loftiest spot of earth in the whole British Em- 
pire.* At the base and from the spurs of this '' giant of the 
Eastern Star," and its neighbour Nunda Kote, rise the three 
rivers which give a character to the pergunnah and separate 

,' its eastern part into three great vallies, G., those of the 
Pindur, the Surjoo and the eastern Ramgunga; while its 
western half is drained by the Gaomuttee and its affluents, 
uniting with the Surjoo at Bagesur. This last named holy, 
and at the same time secularly distinguished place, and the 
ruins, of the most ancient seat of puharree power at Bymath,? 
render the western division, or Mulla and Tulla Kuttoor, locally 
illnstrious ; made still more so by a Hindu or Hill tradition, 
that when the years of sanctity for Hurdwar and the Ganges 
shall have been accomplished, the River-virtue will be trans- 
ferred to the Sardah, and be found chiefly glorified on the 
Surjoo at Bagesur.3 

The fiscal history of this pergunnah is shown in the fol- 
lowing Table. 

I Jttmma of part Settlement. I 

* NOTE.-Dnakgiri, Kunchun. Jinga, Dhaibun, 6rc. are in Neipal and Thibet. 
+ Nme.-For an account of the Kuttoora dynasty and indeed for a general 

abrtract history of the Kumaon Raj, wide. my O '  Notes on the Kumaon and Rohil. 
a n d  Turaee," published in Journal qf Ariatic Society of hengal, No. CLV. 
3844. 

$ Nore.-Probably the dwellers on the banks of the Nnbudda wodd reject 
thb trdition with indignation. 



Of the decreased jumma at  the revised Settlement, Rs. 25 

Aasurment. 
belong to Tullah Danpoor and Ks, 
53 to Kuttoor, while the jummabun- 

dee of Mulla Danpoor shows an increase of Rs. 8 partly 
owing to nia-abad leases. I n  the No. 6 Statement will 
be seen what portion of the decrease is owing to the exclusion 
from the settlcment of mouzahs recently fallen waate. Indeed 
that statement accounts minutely for the whole jummabundee 
of each separate puttee of each pergunnah, and it would be, I 
humbly conceive, an useless cumbering of this report, besides 
a waste of time, to make each item the subject of detailed 
explanation. 

The agricultural prosperity of Danpoor and Kuttoor is 
not great ; where the soil is best, and where facilities for irriga- 
tion abound, there unhappily (as for instance in the hot glen of 
the Surjoo) the climate is inimical to the inc rew of population, 
and the exceeding heaviness of the jungle tends to perpetuate 
the animal scourges of the hills in the shape of tigers, bears, 

and leopards. Of late years, too, 
the fatal Mahamawee fever has cmss- 

ed over from Budhan, and made its appearance among the upper 
villages of the Pindur and Surjoo ; thus, diminishing the exist- 
ing number of cultivators, and frightening away the surplus 
members of overgrown communities, and the wuplus tenants 
of occupied lands, who would otherwise be available for break- 
ing up new lands. I n  favorable contrast to this calamity, I 
Knttoor described. 

may record the improved state of 
Kuttoor, in the lower puttee of which 

at and towards Bagesur, the cultivation is fast increasing and 
the climate being proportionately bettered ; and in the upper 
puttee of which, where it has been always most difficult to un- 
derstand the causes of unhealthiness, a visible addition to the 
land under tillage, and some restoration of inhabitants to 
deserted spots have occurred especially, I am happy to observe, 
since the conclusion of the settlement. Still the broad vallies 
of the Gunoor and Gaomuttee at nearly 4000 feet above the 
eea afford a melancholy spectacle to those, who at lower eleva- 
tions in Yalee and elsewhere, and in situations apparently far 
less favored by nature, are accustomed to see the whole level 
a sheet of cultivation surrounded by cheerful and popu- 

Knttoor. lous villages. At one time, too, from 
the citadel of Runchoola above their 

capital, Kuttoor, the ancient rulers of the hills must have look- 
ed down and around on an almost unbroken picture of agricul- 
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tnral wealth ; for, not only in the vallies, but up three-fourths 
of the mountain sides, now covered with enormous forests of 
pine, (especially in the west and south-west towards Gopal-kot 
and the other great fountain heads of the Gurroor, and Kosilla) 
the well built walls of fields remain in multitudinous array, ter- 
race upon terrace, a monume~lt of former industry and populous. 
ness, and only requiring the axe to prepare an immediate way 
for the plough. 

The valley of Byznath being situated on the frontier of 

Valley of Byznath. 
Kumaon with Gurhwal, and in the 
neighbourhood of Budhan Fort, was 

often in all probability the scene of border conflicts and milita- 
ry exactions ; and the desertion of villages once having com- 
menced, and no means of restoring the population being at  
hand, the deterioration of climate, originating in the spread of 
rank vegetation and the neglect of drainage, &c., may be sup- 
posed to have gone on from worse to worse, till finally the heat 
and moisture were left to perform all their natural ill officea 
unchecked by the industry and efforts of man. Viewing how- . 
ever the present slight improvement in an hopeful light and 
remembering the less favorable situations in which nurseries 
are thriving, I am of opinion that the district of Kuttwr 

(Byznath) would be found the one 
Tea-nurserier p r o p o ~ *  in most deserving of selection for the toor. 

future spread of the Kumaon Tea 
cultivation. Inigatable unoccupied lands, at between 3000 to 
5000 feet above the sea, abound on the lower slopes of the hills, 
while much of the good land in actual possession is occupied by 
mipatory tenants at will (sirthan or paekasth aesamees) un. 
attached to the soil, in whose place the Pudhans of villages 
could have no reasonable objection to see profit-paying, wealth. 
planting gardeners. The very fact that at the present settle- 
ment (which took place before any discussion arose concerning 
the extension of the Tea experiment) 17 pottahs of villages were 
in Kuttoor obliged to be made over to non-proprietary moosta- 
jirs or farmers, the richer or less desponding neighbours of the 
resigning Pudhans; shews that available ground was at our 
disposal. Both there and in pergunnahs Gungolee, Shor and 
Seera, the sole expense in securing the land, would have been 
(and even now in many places would still be) the wiping off 
the jumma from the revenue books, probably some paltry sum 

of less than 20 rupees per annum. 
Tenures in Dmpoor and Kut- Throughout Danpoor and Kuttoor, 

War. the tenure of land amoug the old es. 



tablished communities, is almost entirely hisaehdarree, or b h p  
chara, each hissehdwr holding in actual separancy his own fields 
and paying his quota of revenue to the elected Pudhan. Where 
the lands have often changed hands and where i t  is difficult to 
keep up a permanent tenantry, the Pudhan, who holds the lease 
may be considered as nominal proprietor of the soil, and at the 
next revision of settlement, all those who are now recorded as 
farmers, and wliosc farms of resigned or waste lands may then 
be found in a flourishing state, should, as a matter of course 
be allowed the full proprietary claim, only modified by the en- 
gagements, which they themselves may have made with the 
cultivators. These engagements will probably be found highly 
favorable to the latter class; for, in the present demand for 
agricultural labor, only the very best terms, almost amountiug 
to an absolute right in the lands allotted to them, will secure 
the location of assamees. I n  Danpoor, among the numerous re- 
presentatives of villages, three principal Pudhans, Mulhuk Sing, 
L d l  Sing and Futteh Singh, the former, the head of the Tako- 
lee tribe of Rajpoots, tlie two latter of the K o m g a  tribe, are 
found in possession of the thokedarree pottahs, privileges and 
influence. The first only entitle them, according to custom 
every where, to three per cent. on the jumma of each village, 
and to a fee of one rupee on the marriage of each Pudhan's 
daughter, besides portions of the goats and deer killed in fes- 
tive occasions. But in upper Danpoor, where the habits and 
feelings of the people are simple and primitive, the thokedar 
occupies an almost feudal place in their estimation ; and while 
they would strongly resent the slightest interference with their 
actual hereditary hold of the soil, the smaller Pudhans and 
village hissehdars are found willingly paying to their thoke- 
dars (especially to Afulhuk Singh, a rough and coarse-clad 
peasant) an amount of dues and service, which head-men of 

the lower pergunnahs would in vain 
Danpoor and guttoor look for from their more civilized and dars, &c. 

republican communities. The wealth 
of Mlllhuk Singh and his people in a great measure consists 
in flocks of sheep, for which the high ranges and meadows 
along the Pindur and Surjoo, afford magnificent pasture ground, 
and for the purchase of which a~ pack-carriers in the salt, 
borax and corn-trade the Bhoteas are constant and near cus- 
tomers. I n  Kuttoor also there are only three thokedars, 
Muddum Sing11 Dosad ; and Poona, and Gooman Singh both 
of the Puddear family ; but the poverty of the inhabitants, and 
the diffcrcnt character of the country and customs preclude 
the extension of the thokedarree privileges beyond the ordinary 



limits. The influence, however, of the fitst named individual 
would probably be found highly useful in any arrangements 
connected with the Tea-growing experiment in hhs district. 
Poona Puddear is involved in family disputes, and the case 
concerning his thokedarree pottah between himself and his con- 
nexion Gopee, is still before the courts. The latter litigant 
was in my opinion unnecessarily incited to ambitious views by 
the Deputy Collector and Tuhseeldar in the course of the set- 
tlement, and, as no greater stability in the revenue arrange- ' 

ments seemed attainable from the appointment of a new man 
without capacity, capital, or great popularity, and, as I had 
reason to suspect that Gopee had, by exciting intrigues at 
Jakhera and elsewhere, tended to bring about the general resig- 
nation of leases and separation of large into small Pudhan- 
ships, which impeded the settlement operations in Kuttoor, I 
have hitherto thought it advisabIe to continue my whole sup- 
port to Poona, the member of the tribe who111 I found in pos- 
session of the headship. 

6. Pergumah Gungolee. 

Total increase Rs. 183. 

This perawnah consists of the lower half of the moun- 

Gsngolse described. 
tainous Doab between the rivers 
Surjoo and east Ram Gunga, and is 

separated from the Phoongurh river-glen and adjacent parts of ii 
Tullah Nagpore by a range of hills breaking down on the west- 
side gently to Bagesur, and ending on the east-side in the high 
and  abrupt peak of Kalcc-Nag. The junction of the two 
p e a t  rivers takes place at  Rameswur, whence the united waters 
under the name of Surjoo flowing to Pachcsur and the Kalee 

a o 



river, separate the two pergunnahs of Shor and Kalee Kumaon. 
There are five puttees or sub-divisions, viz., Bel, Burhaon, 
Kumseear, Uttgaon and Poongraon, of which the first named 
occupies the peninsular tract stretching down from Gungolee 
Hdth to Rameswur, Burhaon the central and eastern div~vion 
of the pergunnah, Uttgaon the western, and Poongraon the 
northern portions. I n  regard to the agricultural products, 
Poongraon is the best puttee, and the inhabitants find a ready 
and profitable sale for their corn among the Bhoteas. A few 
villages near the Ramgunga are hot and unhealthy, but less so 
than similarly situated places lower down the river. In  Blu- 

haon at a convenient spot above the 
Thd fair. Ramgunga, called Thul, is held every 
year in April a great fair, at which ail the traflicking transac. 
tions between the Bhotebs of the three passes and the hill-pco- 
ple are completed, previous to the departure of the former for 
their own country. Of the increase of jummn, viz., Rs. 238 in 
this puttee credited to nia-abad, Rs. 220 belong to 24 villages, 

Assessment. 
the land revenue of which had been 
hitherto included in the copper mine 

mehal, but to which hare now been granted, as in the similar 
case of Dhunpoor, separate mouzahwar settlements. 

The mines at Rae and its neiehhourhood now stand on a 

their own mineral capabilities, and the lessees are dependant 
on free labor* for the mining operations and the supply of fuel, 
t c .  At present owing to the want of capital and means neces- 
sary not only for transforming the present miserable burrows 

Copper mines. into galleries, but even for re-opcning 
the ruined adits, and reaching the 

last worked copper veins, the sayer revenue derived from these 
mines is only Rs. 101 per annum ! There is no reason what- 
ever for supposing that the mineral wealth beneath the soil is 
at all exhausted, and both in facilities for procuring fueI, and 
in salubrity of situation, I consider Rae to be quite equal to 
Pokhree in Gurhwal. to which however it must entirelv -- 

yield thc honor in regard to the character and manners of i& - 
Jungly nature of the country. laborers. Except on the high table- 

land of Gungolee IGth itself the d- 
lagcs in   el are for the most part poor and ill situated. Those 
in Burhaon are generally better, but both these districts and 
a large portion of Uttgaon and Kumseear are excessively jung- 
ly and harassed by the visitations of tigers. I n  some of the 

NOTE..-Vide my Report dated 7th November 1842, No. 15, and your Reply 
dated 4th December 1842, So. 126. 

3 
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tracts near the rivers, notorious "man-eaters" are hardly ever 
absent, and at times the loss of human life is considerable- 
very few of the inhabitants are Shikarrees, and the Gover~iment 
reward of Rs. 10, givzn for each tiger killed, is found an in- 

Tigers. 
sufficient inducement to create in  
Gungolee a body of hunters, whilst 

the poverty, and also, I am sorry to say, the inhospitality of 
the villagers, is such that, though they often apply to tlle 
authorities fur aid against their brute enemies, they are almost 
always found unwilling to provide even the commonest supplies 
of provisions for the local sepoys and armed chuprassees occa- 
sionally sent to assist them. 

Owing chiefly to the addition of the mine villages to the 
rent roll, tht! actual jumma of per- 

Assessment. gunnah Gungolee shows an increase 
of Rs. 183 per annum, and a good many of the waste mouzahe 
(principally resigned dakhlee lands) may be expected to be- 
come nia-abad within the period of the settlement, and thus 
somewhat swell the revenue. But, with reference to the sud- 
den desertions and migrations for which Gungolee has always 
been celebrated, I think we shall be fortunate, if we find the 
present amount of revenue stable and undiminished, until the 
20 vears ex~ire.  The sum total of Rs. 3.989 is distributed 
am&g 381 iases showing an average jummi per pottah of less 

Extraordinsry low jnmmar. 
than 11 rupees ; and, if the separate 
inhabitancies are taken into account. 

the payment per hamlet is only 7 or 8 rupees. Indeed pottahi 
of Rs. 2 and 4 are far from u~lfrequent, and in the whole per- 
gunnah Rs. 107 form the total amount of all the petty incre- 
ments taken by the Deputy Collector and myself, even on such 
petty jummas. I n  such a country, the Settlement Officer is 
quite helpless. He must deal with the inhabitants and thie 
resources of the county just as he finds them. He cannot 
import wealth or population, nor can he change idle Brahmins 
(who abound in Gungolee) into active agriculturists. His 
whole work, therefore, becomes a task of mere re-arrangement 
and re-distribution. Even in one case viz., that of mouzah Mun- 
gur in puttee Burhaon, where I found more than 40 acres un- 
der cultivation (a l aqe  portion thereof irrigaledj and where 1 
insisted on the old jumma of Rs. 4 not being allowed any 
longer to disgrace the books, I had the greatest difficulty in 
obtaining a durkhast for Rs. 12 1 Once on a time three per- 
sona, all nearly related had been killed in this village by a tiger 



and hince the subsequent non-location of assamees and the 
PudhanJs excuse, that, though in some years his paekasth cul- 
tivation might cover an extent of 70 beesees, instead of PO bee- 
sees ; in others his land might be made from one accident to- 
tally waste. I t  is with reference to cases like these, and to the 

general state of affairs in Gungolee, 
Tea-growing experiment, sag- 

gcsted in this pergunnah. as above described, that, I have nam- 
ed this pcrgunnah as one of those 

most favorable for the Tea. growing experiment. I do not fear 
the expulsion of well-armed, and, what is better, well-paid mal- 
kcs from their fenced nurseries even by the combined efforts 
of all the ferce nulurce of Gungolee. 

The tenure in this pergunnah is bhai-bhant or bhvachara, 
though in one solitary case; that of 

Gungolee tennres,hSs Bula 'l'uree in Bel, the Deputy Col- dars, &c., &c. 
lector has recorded a zetuirulawee ; 

because, though the inhabitants hold the lands separately in 
khekwiee or old occupant possession, they pay to an absentee 
Pudhan, Gunga Bullub Punt Soobadar, at Almorah 1-8 per 
amum malikana in addition to the Rs. 4 Government revenue 
and the ordinary Pudhancharree dues, and also carry his dm- 
dee for him, whenever he visits his estate ! Besides the nia- 
abad malgoozarees, there were ten farm engagements taken at 
the settlement on account of pottahs resigned by their former 

1 Pudhans for which no proprietary hissehdars were forthcoming. 
V I n  the whole pergunnah, there are 19 thokedarees. Many of 

them, where the communities are Brahminical, are merely no- 
minal in point of value to the holders, but not so in re- 
gard to their useful unpaid police and purveyance duties, the 
burden of which, even the most non-paying corporations take 
care to throw as much as possible on their headmen. Of the 
thokedars, Bhola Dutt, Patuk, Ootum Sing, Mahta and Gujai 
Sing, Baphila, are the most intelligent and influential. 

There were no disputes of any note in this pergunnah. 
Most of the quarrels were satisfactorily arranged by the aepG 
ration of dakhlee fiom uslee mouzahs, rendering the former inr 
dependent and enjoying the dignity of their own pottah. T& 
phurd phaplis or revenue and rent rolls were framed under the 
superintendence of the indefatigable Deputy Collector Umba 
Dutt, and in this easy record of their rights and liabilities tbe 
people are, I hope, beginning to feel a security against fraud 
and litigation, to which they were previously strangers. 
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7. Askote. 

The talooqua ofAskote, consisting of two zemindaree estates 
of 84 and 25 mouzahs respectively is 

Askote described. situated on the right bank of the 
Kalee river below Chowdaos and north of the great Dhuj 
Mountain which separates it from Shor. I t  is geographically a 
puttee of pergunnah Seera, next to be described. The junc- 
tion of the Goree river with the Kalee takes place immediately 
belowthe fine ridge on which Askote itself is situated. The 
portion of the palooka which lies along the river is excessively 
low and hot, as proved by the forests of sal, sisoo, khyr, and 
other tropical trees with which it is covered. The slopes 
stretching down from the high southern hills, and the As. 
kote ridge itself, are open and healthy, and the position of the 
tract is favorable for the sale of its products to the Bhoteai, 
large parties of whom wi~ te r  within its borders. I n  a mili- 
tary point of view the ridge of Askote may be considered the 
key to the Darma and Beeanse passes ; for, the great Cliipula 
range which divides the Goree from the Daolee and Kalee 
can hardly be considered passable, even if the former river 
were no obstacle ; and thus the only entrance to the upper 
country ia by following up the bed of the Kalee.* 
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The zemilldnree of Askote has been held for many 
generations by the same family of Soorujbunsce Rajpoots, 
bearing the generic name of P r l  and the title of Rajbar, and 

deriving their origin from the MuU, 
The Rajbarry family. a younger line of the Sahee hill 
dynasty. Their former seat was at a Fort called Lukhumpoor 
between the Goree and the Kalee, but on the conquest of 
Seera then an integral part of Dotee by Rutunchund, Raja 
of Kumaon, through his partizan Poorkh Punt, the Pal Rajbara 
moved up to Dewul (Askotel, and were placed in 
charge of the new frontier on the Knlee, the old frontier line 
betweev Dotec and Kumwn being the east Ram-pnga river. 
Brnilches of the same family are still common in Dotee. The 
present head is Buhndoor Pal, who succeeded hie nephew Dul- 
jeet Pal in 1840 A. D. 

The estate had been divided three or four generations pre- 
viously into two shares, of which the smaller one of 25 villages 
came by regular succession into the hands of three brothers, 
Pirthee Singh L~ l l a ,  Surbjeet Singh Lalla, and Mokhum Singh 
Lalla. At the last settlement in 1889 Sumbut, Mr. Commis- 
sioner Trail1 allowed a separate malgoozaree pottah for Helpea 
and its 24 dakhlee mouzahs, to Mokhum Singh, while Dewul 
and 83 villages remained in the Rajbarry pottah. The debts 
of these brethren soon after became very large, and they were 
involved in civil suits with their creditors at Almorah. Mo- 
khum Sing11 absconded to Dotee, but Pirtbee Singh was for 
some time confiued in the civil jail. The final result was that 
in 1843, their estate was sold in satisfaction of decrees of Court, 
and the principal creditor Kishna Syall became the purchaser. 
'His elder brother Hurloll Syall had previously in the course 

of the litigation mysteriously dis- 
R n i  . appeared, and foul play on the part of 

the debtors and their friends had 
been suspected. The new settlement was made with the auc- 
tion purdhaser at the former jumma of 273 rupees. On his 
afterwards in 18114, p i n g  formally to take possession of hia 
estate, Kishna was hlmself murdered by the sons of Pirthee 
Singh and Mokhum Singh, and the murderers immediately 
fled across the Kalee, and have ever since been concealed in 
the Neipalese territory. 

The heir of Kishna Syall being a minor, his villages were 
made over to the care of Buhadoor Pal the Rajbar, who ac- 
counted for the proceeds and management to myself as Collec- 
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tor. But in 1 a 7 ,  the property was again sold in satisfaction 
of a decree of 1,600 rupees in favor of Toola Ram Sah, (Trea- 
surer of the Almorah Collectorate) v e r w  the estate of Kishna 
deceascd ; and again, the decree-holder became the purchaser. 
In February of the present year, the regular transfer of the 
villages was made to Toola Fiam Sah, who is now the zemin- 
dar of that portion of Askote. During the minority of the 

last owner, opportunity had been 
Zemindaree profits and taken to examine into the state of 

in both estates. 
each village, and the condition of the 

tenantry. Many of the cultivator;; both in this and the Raj- 
bar's estate were found to be emigrants from Dotee. The 
recorded nikasee of the two estates is as follows :- 

In  addition to these the R~ jbnr  has seer land to thc extent 
of I1  tulaon or irrigated bcesccs in Dewul itself; aud the 
whole profit which may arise from his location of new culti- 
vator~ in waste lands. The customary dues (&g-pat, locally 
called dala dokc) vary in each village, but for the most part 
they consist of periodical offerings of ghce, oil, honey, phullel, 
(vegetable butter) and goats. The extraordinary duties come 
under the head of lecka bhet, and con& of personal service 
in carrying dandees and loads, and occasiolial presentations of 
monev. These last arc of course, not enforced bv the Courts. 

i 

h'ew proprietor of 2nd estate. 
thongh*alluded to in a kenera1 man: 
ner in c:ich villaae ikrarnamah. Toola 

a .  i?EmeZ- 
Jumma. -- -- 

Dewnl, &c.,: . . ) 1 Ra. !I01 

H e l p , & ,  ..} Rs.273  

Ram Sah has not recorded the reservationof any seer land, but 
in  other respects, l~ i s  claim to malikana resembles that of the 
Rajhar. The migratory and unstible character of the assnmees 
close to the frontier makes it the interest of the proprietors to 
treat their people well, and there is every probability that a 
considerable quantity of new land mill be brought under tillage 
in the estates of Buhadoor Pal. 

:$it::: 
Rs. I 195  

Rs. 313 

n t a l  Collection, in f i n d . ' ~ ~ *  

300 Hindeeas or local = 
nanodaof Corn, . . } 

LSHindeeaa orlocal) 
maunda of Corn, .. - -- 

From my knowledgc of Toola Ram Sah's character, I 
have very little hope of his mnking advances and otherwise 
improving his property with a view to clistaut returns. But, 

pm- 
l i t .  - 

Rs. 21),1 

= R s .  



on the other hand I have no fear, bad as his name as alandlord 
elsewhere may be, that in this part of his property, he will 
attempt any irregular exactions. The particular benefit to its 
possessor of the Rajbarry distinction itself, the right to which 
has, like that in thokedmy, been always considered as derived 
purely from the will and pleasure of the Government and its 
agents, is the corresponding power of the Bajbar to make his 

own arrangements for the mainte- 
me rights and privilegu of nance and irovision of all members 

the Rajbar himself. direct and collateral of his family. 
nnfettered by fixed laws of division and inheritance. ~ 6 ;  
great separation of the talooqna, which occurred for the benefit 
of the ancestors of Mokhum Singh, h., received the sar~ction 
of a Raj-sunund, and extraordinary circumstances would again, 
according to this precedent, justify the interference of the State. 
Rut as a general rule, i t  has been hitherto assumed that, so 
long as the Rajbar provides deceutly and respectably for his clan, 
he is himself entitled to the full enjoyment of all the profits 
and privileges accruing from the Rajbarry estate. 

8. Seera. 

Former Jurnmn.. 

. I 
a.a Y i 
a n D a 

ul 

N h mJ 
h 
ul la * - .-, 

Rs. 

T o d  decrease, Rs. 10. 

Scera is situated immediately below Tulla Joohar, and op- 
posite Gungoleee, between the rivers 

Seera described. Ramgunga and Goree. There are 
four @tees--of which Barabeesee and Athbeesee occnpy the 
eastern portion facing the Kalee ;-Deendeehath the centre 
immediately under the great range of Bhaga Ling and Seem- 
kot ; and Malee the western side towards the Ramgunga. The 
part that lies along the Goree glen is excessively jungly and 
savage and quite uninhabited. Indeed in Webb's map of Ku- 
maon (No. 66 Indian Atlas) the course of the Goree below 



Moonshearee and above Askote is left blank. The Kalee and 
&s branches are very remarkable for the deep cuts in the coun- 
try which their beds make, thus causing tropical scenes in the 
mid-Alps, and up to the very spurs of the snowy range, and 
opening a way for the Flora of the plain8 and some of their 
Fauna (the predaceous part especially) into the heart of the 
mountains. 

The conspicuous fort 'of Seera-kot w& once the seat of 
the Mull branch of the Sahee dynasty of Dotee; and Deen- 
deehath derived its name from the bazar formerly existing 
there, 

The separate reer of the Ranee in the adjacent tract war 
nominally represented by the h t i o n a l  term Athbeesee, while 
Barabeesee formed the military and chowkeedarree appanage. 
After the disappearance of this petty Raj and the inclusion 

Seem-kot Fort. of Seera in Kumaon (as alluded to 
in the account of Askote) Seera-kot 

became the State-prison of the Chund Rajas, and was finally 
infamous aa the death-scene of the last legitimate Raja of 
Kumaon, Deep Chund, who was there made away with under 
the orders of his spuriously-descended cousin, the usurper . 
Mohun Sing. Seera is celebrated for its copper miue situ- 
ated at Agur in Thalgaon, puttee Barabeesee. There were no 
lands attached to the mining lease. The mine is at present 

Coppn minea in Seera. 
d e r  kham tubeel management, and 
yields hardly any proceeds. The last 

farmer had great difficulty in paying the small jumma of 
Rs. 85 per annum. This uuprosperous state of the Seera 
mines, is chiefly owing to the want of population to work them. 
The ordinary Khusseas of the agricultural villages in  Kumaon 
Proper, are averse to laboring in mines, and leave the task 
to low caste Agrees. These last are rapidly diminishing in 
numbers, from deaths and desertions, while the members of the 
surviving families are, in a truly frightful proportion, afflicted 
with cretinism and goitre*. The prevalence of these diseases 

in peculiar spots, ia not yet in my 
Ooim and c-im at opinion accounted for on any sound minccl. 

hypothesis founded on philoso hical 
induction. Dr. McLellandJs theory of their origin in ca i' care- 
ous fluids affecting the human consiitution, has aiuperficial and 
even brilliant appearance of merit ; but unluckily for it8 uni- 



versality (one great test of truth) the exceptions to its facts are 
overwhelmingly numerous, and bronchocele is found to exist in 
melancholy vigour among clay-slate and other formations, and in 
districts where lime-stone rocks are utterly unknown. I n  Seera 
however, the Agrees in their recklessness and apathy, appear to 
court disease and death ; for, notwithstanding the existence of 
apparently wholesome springs at no great distance in their neigh- 
bourhood, they persist in drinking the water, which percolates, 
from the metalliferous beds in the dolomitic and talcose deposits. 
I pointed out to them the blue cupreow stains on the rocks 
surrounding their well, and warned them of the poisonous na- 
ture of its water, but their laziness aoon overcame their fears, 
and my cautions have, I fear, been long aince neglected. 

In  Seern the petty changec? in the jnmmas of villages; 
Jnmma. amounted to Ra. 45 decrease and 

Rs. 35 increase, and the general as- 
sessment there, as elsewhere, was regulated by the principles 
laid down in paragraph 6 of the Gurhwal Report, the com- 
mencement of which is here repeated. 

l1 The jummabundee now forwarded for the approval of 
" the Board and the Government, has 

of assessment in " been founded on the past payments 
and elsewhere. 

'l of each estate, or set of estates, 
" viewed in relation to its present state of prosperity as shown 
" by the state of cultivation, the number, character and health 
" of the inhabitants, the locality of their possessions and their 
" general resources, whether mercantile or agricultural, ~ L I  

" fairly proved according to the opinion of their influential 
" neighbours, consulted in open punchayet on the subject!' 
Especially in doubtful pergunnahs like Gungolee and Seera, it 
was found most important to avoid the ill effects of any 
attempt to fix prew'ouely the whole jumma of any puttee, and 
then to arrange its distribution without any really trustworthy 
data, accordir~g to some imaginary calculation of capabilities. 
The whole jummr was only safely arrived at by the indi~-idurl 
mouzahwar settlcrnents. At the same time the loyalty and 
good sense of the thokedars and pudhans have been generally 
found by the Deputy Collector and myself sufEcient of them- 
selves to prevent any unfair and unnecessary loss of revenue 
to the State ; and there has rarely been any long concealment 
of the propriety of advancing or recurring to a higher jumma 
in cases where Mr. Trail had suspended an increase or allow* 
ed a decrease, merely on t e m p o r e  grounds. 



Mouzah Duntola in puttee Barabeesee, formerly paying a 
small jumma of Rs. 17, fell entirely waste before the new set- 
tlement, and this amount of revenue waa of course obliged to 
be sacrificed, and a little nia. abad lenae of Rs. 2 at Balna in 
Athbeesee mas also abandoned. This loss, however, is just 
balanced by Rs. 19, recorded under the head of nia-abad in this 
pergunnah. The most flourishing part of Seera, if we except 
the beautiful upland valley of Deendeehath, is to be found in 
puttee Malee at Bulteer and similar villages above the Itam- 
gunga, near the ghits which lead to the three markets of Ba- 
gesur, Thul and Tejum. But in some parts of the Ramgunga 
valley, the villages are separated by belts of the deepest jun- 
gle; (chiefly of sal and bamboo) and from these, issue forth, 
the tigers, leopards, bears and deer, which render agricultural 

iu that part of Kumaon often so hazardour, and the 
crops so precarious. 

Farming leases were only had recourse to in five small 
mouzahs ; none of these deserve par- 

Farmr. ticular notice, as the total jumma 
concerned in them, only amount to Rs. 15. 

Q , . & > < . . l t  ! .- 
- The land in Seera is held on the Bhai Bhut tenure. and 

Tenures in Seen. there iii -&<Iy one case (viz. th i t  of 
mouzahs Seed1 and Buiolee in uuttee 

Deendeehath) in which the Deputy Collector rechded a ;emin- 
daree ; his reason being that the pudhan Cfolah Singh Duseeln 
possessed no huljole of his own (except one beesee huq pudhrr- 
nee), and yet was entitled by prescription to the malgooxaree 
pottah. As the villagers hold each their own land as khaee? 
kuns, and pay iheir quotas of Govwnnienl revenue, through - 
the pudhan, who only collects in addition a few customary 
dues ; the term applied to Golab Sing's tenure of the village 
in question is, of course, mis-applied. 

The number of thokedars in Seera are eleven, and none 

Thokedars in Sera. 
of them are men of much note slid 
influence. Khooshal Sing Busseerti 

(deceased since the settlement) used to farm the copper mines, 
but his management was always bad ; and of the rest,. Chun- - chul Sing, Baphilla, at Deendeehath, is perhaps the most intel- 
ligent. Some of the Seera pullarees have latterly found it their 
interest to leave their jungles, and to take up the trade of coolies 

at Nainee Tal. Many parts of Seera 
favo*ls for ** grow- are favorable for the growth of tea, a3 ills. formerly mentioned. 



The well knom xnilitam outmat of Petorawrh is situated 

Foraur Jwmma. 

Shor described. in the Eentre of this iergunnah, just 
where a spur of the Chundak ridge 

.i 
P 
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rn 

(dividing the d u e n t s  of the ltGgunga h m  those of the 
Kalee river) enters the great upland valley of Senee* Shiir. 
The whole tract, which is separated from Seem by the Beechil 
river and Dhuj peak, lies in the peninsula between the Kalee and 
Ramgunga, and the various ridges and spurs of the two great 
mountains Dhnj and Thakil demarcate the separate puttees. 
They are 6 in number, named from the tribee who inhabit or have 

Y 
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pred-ominance in each, and all radiating from the above named 
central plateau in Muhur. Sethee extends to the deep Ram- 
gunga glen, and contains the beautiful upland vallies of Chana 
and Goreng. Sone runs along the Okul and Kalee rivers 
to Yuchesur.-Raol is in the direction of Rameswur-KmaEt 
stretches up northwards to Sutgurh, whilst the villages belong- 
ing to Xuhur and Waldeea cluster round the broad bases of 
Thakil and Dhuj, and may be considered, especially Muhur, 
the fairest portion of eastern Humaon. 

I 

$ S f  e 2  a i r  c e  
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Khal sa. 
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I n  these laat and in puttee So~le, sugar-cane, tobacco 
ProduetP. and cotton are far from uncommon 

products, but they are grown for 
home-use and consumption, and can hardly be considered as 
agricultural staples. The cereal grains of all kinds are most 
abundant ; in fact the country is a perfect garden. 
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The inhabitants of Shiir, though brave and active, are 
a fickle and factious* race ; and their 

characLn. Shijr peep'* country, even more than Kalee Ku- 
f ~ t i o ~  in Shor. maon, still continues to be the seat 

of the two hill parties or Dhurmu, the Mara, and fir t ial ;  
which elsewhere in the province are fast gylng out, and are 
being succeeded by factions deriving their origin from the op- 
position of existing substantial interests. I t  would be difficult 
for even the most determined Mara to state on what real 
grounds his hereditaty enmity to a Furtial is founded, and vice 
versd; or, for either party to explain, in what differences their 
distinctive watch-words arose. Perhaps the clanship of the 
Scottish highlands somewhat resembles the Kumaon " Dhurra- 
bundee," but the former has for some time ceased to interfere 
with the order and well-being of society, whereas the latter 
still causes constant violations of truth, peace and charity; 
and often renders an appeal to justice and law fruitless by 
euperseding all the ordinary sanctions of evidence. 

Previous to the regular revision, i t  was found necessary to 
make summary settlements in a few ruined and waste villages, 
euch as Koonjolee in Sethee, Kouseearee in Sone, and Kut- 
teeanee in Muhur ; and in the jungly parts of the pergunnah, 
gome permanent reductions of the land-tax were found neces- 
sary. Some of the Sh6r mouzahs, too, as in Gungolee and 
Seers, were found paying extraordinarily small jummas ; but 
much interference with these, was found inexpedient in this 
border country, whence the desertion of cultivators, many of 
them emigrants from Dotee, is so easy. You are yourself 
aware that nearly every case of increase was appealed, and 

Auermnent. 
generally with success to the Corn- 
missioner. Nevertheless, the Deputy 

Collector Umba Dutt on his first visit to Shor after my sum- 
mary settlements, was too forgetful of the fact that many of 

* No=.-The bad name of the Shor people for immorality and fraudulent 
dealings, is perpetuated in the popular songs, thus- 

Shiir eals the bread of dishonor, 
The hthers are Pandars, 
The daaghten m a i n  in their fathers' hoarre,* 
The peck-meaaure of Shor, 
Is the quart-measure of Kutpoor, 
The wires of %or are great charaden ; 
The hunbanb am mall and of no account. 

That is, rrry from their h~sbandh 



the jummas were almost pepper-corn rents, and on the repre. 
sentation of interested parties was too inclined to allow reduc- 
tions even from sums of Rs. 4 and Rs. 5 per village ! On a 
review of his proceedings, I thought it proper, in many of 
these cases to restore the land revenuc to its original amount. 

The Bhoteas, and the troops both at Petoragurh and Lo- 
hoo ghkt, purchase the grain, kc., of the zemindars, bnt the 
extremely low prices prevalent, show that the surplus pro- 
duce is very considerable, and that the agriculturists of Shik, 
  refer a sale at their own doors. to anv distant market. A 
1 

Jhwl-ghiit suspension bridge. fine iron suspe*nsion bridge over the 
Kalee. has been erected at Jhool- 

ghit at the joint expense of the-~ritish and Neipalese Govern- 
ments, avowedly with a view to benefit the trade between Do- 
tee and Kumaon. But since its completion more than 10 
years since, the bridge has been chiefly used as a military out- 
post for each district, and the number of traders who use it, 
hardly form one-fourth of the passengers. The imports into 
Sh6r and Kalee Kumaon from Dotee are principally ghee, 
honey, wax and phoollel, while the exports are chiefly cotton 
clothes, metal vessels and similar articles, which the British 

Trade. rule has rendered commoner and 
cheaper on this side of the river. 

These articles, however, are procurable by the Doteeas in great 
plenty at their Bhabur mart of Looa Mundee opposite Birmdeo, 
which resembles our own marts in the same quarter, and which 
is crowded during the winter months. Except in the nia-abad 
lands, and in five mouzas where the hold of cultivating classes 

Tenures. on the soil is less fixed thau ordina- 
rily, and where the pudhans are 

found to possess a little more authority than their neighbours, 
the Deputy Collector has recorded all the tenures in 8h6r as 
b h y a c l m .  The division of the population into Brahmins, 
Rajpoots, Khussia-Rajpoots, and Doms or out-casts, is much the 
same as in other pergunnahs ; the Khussias being in excess of 
the other tribes. A few Goorkhlee pensioners also have taken 
up their residence in Sh6r. There are 18 thokedars in this 

pergunnah, of whom Dhunllee Muhur 
People. may be considered the head of the 
Furtial faction, and Tej Sing Muhur of the Mars faction. Tan 
Bhut an intelligent but intriguing brahmin of puttee Sethee ie 
accused by all the Furtials of being the instigator of every 
quarrel and law-suit in the pergunnah. But this habit of 
giving bad names to particular influential individuals, especially 
succeesful mookhteara in Caurt, is universal in Kurnaon, and it 
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is rarely found on investigation that the " Muuhoor JhaZee9'* is 
much worse than his neighbours. With much greater reason, 
Hurkishen Joshee, son of a late canoongoe and hloonsiff of Shiir, 
and excluded by Mr. Commissioner Traill, from his hereditary 
ofice, has formed the subject of numerous petitions from the 
inhabitants of ShGr and Gungolee, that he may be prohibited from 
ever visiting their villages ; so helpless do these people consider 
themselves against the insinuating influence of an educated 
bad brahmin. Indeed the efficiency of Gungaram Joshee, the 
present canoongoe of the districts in question, was, in the course 
of the settlement, almost entirely nullified by the evil reputa- 
tion of his uncle, who was supposed to share his counsels. 

The fine mehal of Sutgurh in puttee Kurdt, fell almost 
waste before the settlement owing, the inhabitants said, to the 
tyranny and exactious of Tant Dutt, the tuhseel oficer at Peto- 
ragurh. On this man's removal and punishment, the villagere 
still persisted in an attempt by resignations and desertions to 
force a reduction of their jumma (Rs. 73.) Eventually it was 
found necessary to separate the dakhlee mouzah of Khuttee- 
gun,  from Sutgurh on a jumma of Rs. 16 and to confer the 
pottah of 'the ualee monzah, at Rs. 66, on a farmer, Sheo Sing 
Potela. I n  puttee. Muhur, the farm of mouzah Chounda paying 
a j u m a  of Rs. 61, which had been held for three settlements 
by Bubes Khowas, an old Ghoorkha pensioner, was resigned by 
him and transferred to the thokedar Dhunnee Muhur with Rs. 
57 jumma,-the village hissehdars, still declaring themselves 
unable and unwilling to enter into revenue engagements. None 
of the other moostajiree leases, 6 in number, affecting only' 
&. 61 revenue, happen to require any particular remark. 

10. Pergunnah Kalee Kumaon. 

Fonnw Jummaa. --- 

d 

-- __ __ - _ - - - - - - 
Khal sa. 

Rs. 134, incrense. 

Notoriour rogue or ' I  r d y  @ttorney." . . .. 



The pcrgunnah of Kalee Kumaon is extensive. I t  id 

Kalee Kuwaon described. bounded on the north by the Punnar 
and Surjoo rivers, on the south by the 

Bhabur, on the east by thc Kalee river, and on the west by 
the ridge which runs down from Deo Dhoora to the KoteIgarh 
branch of the Ludheea river. The remains of Chumpawut, 
the ancient capital of the Chund dynasty, are situated in the 
centre of the pergunnah in the fine upland valley of Char-Al, 
and in the fort at this place are now located the tehseeldaree 
and thanna of Kalee Kumaon,* in the jurisdiction of which, 
Askote, Sh6r and Seera, are also included. The British Can- 
tonments of Lohoo ghilt are situated on the banks of the Lo- 
hoo river, five miles north of Chumpawut and 15 miles fiom 
the Neipalese frontier, and ore now occupied by two compa- 
nies of the local Battalion. The high road from Bhote and 
Shor to the plains goes right through the pergunnah which 
is also connected with Almorah by a high road 62 miles in 
length. A few summary settlements were first made by my- 
self in Kumaon, but as the whole burden of the real re~eion 
fell upon Umba Dutt, the Deputy Collector, I think it fair to 
that Officer to bring forward (here at least, if not elsewhere) 
the following abstract of his own remarks both on the perguu- 
nah and thc several puttees. 

(After mentioning the above boundaries.) The extremi- 
ties of the permnnah on all four sides 

Description of Ku- are jungly,- b;, the centre is well in- 
maon by Umba Dutt, De- 
puty Collector. habited and the people are prosperous. 

The soil, however, in a great propor- 
tion is of the 2d or 3d quality, and there is a deficiency of the 
best kind. The climate is cold, and hence the productiveness 
is not great. Much surpl~ls for sale does not exist. Nearly 
all the-Fain is required for home consumption. A great 
tion of the inhabitants repair, during the cold months, to the 
Bhabur. The chief trade there, is the sale of turmeric, which is 
plentifully grown in the warmer parts of Kalee Kumaon. In  
the middle of the pergunnah, waste cnlturable land is scarce. 
Therefore, the revenue has reached its proper limit. Where 

* Nom.-The whole district takes its name from thir place. Kumaon in d d  
to be derived through Bhakha corruptiom from Koorm Achul q&qa " the HiIl 

of the Tortoise." A mountain on the routh-east of Chumpawut, where them in 
a brine over the pud or supposed foot-mark of that Arrtu of Vbhnoo. 
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ffie.wa8t.e lands are abundnnt (as near the Kalee and the Bha- 
bur) where the climate is unfavorable to the spread of popula- 
tion. Towards Chowgurkha, however, (on the north-west) the 

cultivation l~as increased and is in- 
Princi$ '' hL asaeswent' crerrsing.. With respect to the reve- 
nue, i t  may be observed that, where the assamees were found 
to be too few,. or where the land had been lost by floods 
and landslips, or where great complaints of over-assessment 
were raised, there, petty decreases of from Rs. 2 to 4, were 
granted.. 

I n  Pal Bilon puttee, the j u m m ~  of Deooree village, was Re.. 
2 10. This amount was foulid to pinch 

Imrreares .nd decreases Of the people, therefore Rs. 20, decrease, jumma. 
was allowed, and desertions ceased in 

eonsequence. At Khar Ghoor Kdee in puttee Tulla Des, a 
landslip carried away half the village lands, and thercfore, Rs. 
15 or half the jumma, were remitted. I n  puttee Besong the 
nia-abad mouznh of Elonj fell waste, and the jumma of Rs. 4, 
waa excluded from the jummabundee. In this manner the 
total decrease becnme Rs. 198. On the other hand, Rs. 20 
accrued from nia-ahad leases; and where villages mere found 
fillly cultivated, where a marked increase of cultivation had 
taken place, where available hands existed for the work of 
extending the tillage to the bounrlary limits, and where it was 
prored that pudhans had been able to collect more than the 
fircd jumxnrl,. there small increases were made, the total amount 
being Rs. 312. Thus, after deducting the decrease, an actual 
increase to the revcnue of Rs. 131, was secured by the settle- 
ment operations. 

A few villages of Char-A1 are high in themountains,. and a 
few in the forest, but the greater part 

Dwription Putteer by are on a level- The cultivation is es- 
Umbo Dntt. 

tcnsire and the climate excellcnt. 
The people sell their grain, ghee and chu-A L milk at hhoo-ghdt and Chumpawut,. 

severe frosts occur in the winter, and men and cattle are nearly 
all obliged to lcave their homes and repair to the Bhabur. On 
this account the rubbee crops are neglected and poor. The four 
tribes of Turagce, Bora, Chowdree aurl Karkee are called Hour- 
ha, and their headmen, or special Roorhas, were in former di~ys 
counted great men and held their lands rent-free in jngcnc'i.. 
Up to 1873 Sumbut their homestead villages remaincd mnf, 
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but they also mere then placed in the Khalsa. The head 
Boorhaa of each tribe were honored with booracharrec, as well 
as thokedarrce pottas ; their brethren, though having no other 
means of livelihood, still from family pride are averse to perso- 
nal labour in the fields, and to load-carrying, and many of them 
have become poor. In  this puttee, the surrounding hills are 
fast coming under cultivation.* The stafevrentr, show the 
changes in the jummabundee effectcd by the settlement aud 
their causes. 

The villages of puttee Rigrooban, situated between Char- 
Al, and the S~ujoo, are for the most 

Riiooban. part situated on high ridges and slopes. 
From the goodness of the climate, the inhabitants are well to 
do, though the course grains, mundooa, kc., are more plentiful 
than rice, wheat, and thc like. I n  some places the jumma 
appears high with reference to the quantity of land; but there 
the profitable turmeric and ginger are grown. In  some vil- 
lages too, hill? paper is made and is a source of gain to the 
people. 

P U T T H E  TULLA DYS. 

This puttee extends between Char-A1 and the Bhabur, 
and is intersected by the Ludheea river 

Tulla Des. and bordered by t l ~ e  Kaleef many of 
the villages near the latter river, are inhabited by families 
related to the people of Dotee on the opposite side. Hence, 
although the heat and excessive jungle of the valley prevent 
much extension of cultivation, the emigration of discontented 
persons from the border mountains keeps up the requisite po- 
pulation, whose profits from the sale of their ginger and turmc- 
ric are considerable. One great inducement which brings ovcr 
Doteals to Tulla Des is the acknowledg~nent by the British 

* Nore.-Chiefly of the kind called i jur ,  that is periodical t i l l ~ .  in the jungle 
once in 4. 5 ,  7 or 12 years, &led in Gurhwal. Keel and Kutoola. 1 he spade and hoe 
are used, the plough seldom. The crops are all of the pnorer grains, and oil seeds. 

(Signed) J .  H. B a r ~ r s .  

t Pio~e.-Madc from the fibres of the Set-Burooa or " Daphne Cannabina." 
(Signed) J. H. BATTEN. 

f NOTE -The famous shrine of Pnonagiwce, much visited by pilgrims, is 
on a precipitous rock over tbe Kalee two milea above Birmdco in this 

puttee. Tllat Itart of the puttee which belongs tc~ the Bhabur, hns been fullr 
r e P o a d  on in the Bhabur Settlement Reporh 

(Signed) J. H. BAITEX. 
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Government of hereditary shares in occupied land, whereas, on 
the other side, the state considers the property in the soil as 
entirely its own. The upper vi1l;lges in T~dla  Dcs do not pro- 
duce much surplus grain, bnt on accouut of their profits in 
trade, owing to their favorable positioll in regard to the tu- 
raee markets, the whole tract is famous in Kalee Kumaon for 
the comparative wealth of its inhabitants. Two causes, however 
depress the land revenue. The dailger and uncertainty of 
agricultural pursuits in the hot and unhealthy tiger-jungles- 
and the facility of desertion across the border iu case of the 
least pressure on the assamees. 

Thus with Rs. 39 decrease, 41 increase, and Rs. 6 on ar- 
count of nia-&ad, the whole addition to the jumma has becn 
only Rs. 8. 

This puttee and Rigrooban and Tulla Des, form one line 
along and above the Kalce. 

Gwm Des. fourths of the villages, some of them 
Three- V very fine ones, lie on the hills and slopes, and one-fourth of 

them in the Kalce valley. Most of the remarks for Tulla Des, 
apply also to Goom Des. 

Pal Bilon is west of Char-A1 and Tulla Des, and extends 

Pal Bilon. 
to the Bhabur. A great part of the 
puttee is high and hilly, but not too 

much so for the growth of turmeric, whilst in the lower slopes 
and in the vallies, all the best grain crops are grown in addi- 
tion to the tnrmcric. There is, however, very little surplus 
corn.* Most of the vill~gcs arc prosperous, and Rs. 16 increase 

* NOTE.-Tbis remark is inserted by the Deputy Collectnr in every puttee, 
with a view, I know, to relieve the people from the burden of forced supplies to the 
fililitary a t  [.ohm-ghiit, ond to  nct:ount according to the version given by the inha- 
b i u ~ ~ t r ,  for the  great difficulty that has always been experienced in feeding the 
spays at the out-post in question. My own opinion is, that there is some truth 
in the assertion, that in Knlee Kumaon, grein, eepecially ahent,  is not grown very 
march in excess of the wants of the inhabitants, but that there i* a rurplw : else 
how could the pergunntlhs, too cold for ginger and turmeric, rontiiiae to prey 
their revenue in cash ? I also think that Military interference with prrcee has mnlll- 
ly  contributed to the denrth in thr  Lohoo-ghfit hlrzar. At present the troops there 
arc few in number and all coercion and interference have been put an end to. 

(Signed) J. H. BATTEN. 



has accr~ted on the whole jumma. The particular decrense of 
Rs. 20 in mouzah Deooree has been mentioned in the Pergunnah 
remarks. 

The present high road .to the plains, kept up by Govern- 
ment, is on a bad line. Tile I~udlicea river at Bclkhet is too 
broad to be bridged, and coustailt accidents are occurring in 
consequence in the river. Higher up on the stream there are 
goor1 fords and a spot fit for a bridge ; and the reute to Stinneaic 
JCurrdee from Chumpawut is much more frequented by Kela- 
gl~iit, Dhoora and Busteea than by Birmdeo, and is much 
shorter. I t  would be a great blessing to the inhabitants and 
also a benefit to Government and travellers, if the road were 
made this way.* 

This puttee 

Sibtee Oungol. 

is due west of Churnpawut towards the 
Ludheea, and is well inhabited and 
with a good climate. Quantities of 

spare arable land exist, and ijur cultivation is frequent ; rice 
and wheat are not very abundant, but in Kalee Kumaon the 
common mundooa crops are as profitable a id  sell as well as 
the finer products elsewhere. In  this puttee 011 account of the 
increase of cultivation, a total increase of Its. 3 b (of which 
Itu. 4 are for nia-obad) resulted fi-om the settlement. 

Sooee Bisong is near Lolioo-ghht, and produces very fine 

b e  Bhong. 
crops oil its upland vallies. The peo- 
ple, however, are great tradu-8, and 

and when the weather becomes cold, repair with their cattle to 
the plains. When they return, they bring back large quanti- 

* NOTE 1848.-ln tbere remarks of the Deputy Collector. I quite concur. 
I brai~ght the subject oltit:ially to the ntttntion of the Execut~ve L)epartn~r~rt 5 ) ~ ~ r a  
860, but tkre  w u  IXI result. 

(Signed) J. H. BAWEN. 

NOTE 1849.-During the ensoing rinterthpre is cvery probability of a bridge 
over thr LulieaL and a new road to Sunnrah bring conatmcted. 

(Signed) J.  [I. BATTEN. 
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ties of cloth for sale. The tract is small and the population 
large and not addicted to agricultural pursuits. Hence it is 
not uncommon for the people to buy their own food elsewhere, 
the produce not being sufficient even for themselves. The fort 
of Kootulgurll (Fort Hastiugs,) is in the midst of the puttee. 
In  the time of tlie Chund Rajas, the people were nearly all 
sepoys and belonging to the five tribes Muhra, Fwtial, Deoo. 
Dek, and Kuraet, with the Boorhas of Char.Al, as their sirdars. 
The inhabitants are famou~ for still retaining all their old here- 
ditary pride and prejudices. They disliked the Goorkha rule 
and many left the country; but at an early period of the war, 
they joined Major Hesrsey* and the British side. Even now the 
inhabitants of Kdee Kumaon are fond of wearing arms, and 
in the Bhabur, originally to guard against robbers and now 111 
the pursuit of game, nearly every man is found carrying a 
matchlock. In case of necessity, these habits might be turned 
to m o u n t  by Government. A decrease of Rs. 14, took place 
in the jumma, of which Rs. 4, belong to the waste mouzah of 
Rouj. 

This puttee forms the extreme west and north-west portion 
of the pergunnah and erteuds towards 

Uwee Chalsee. the ridge of Deo Dhoora mid the vallev 
of the Punnar. The villages a&. numerous and the inhabitan& 
prosperous. On the high ranges, that highly useful plant, 
hemp? is grown. I n  the west part the soil in Ussee Chalsee is 
poor. Hence notwithstanding the nunibers of cultivators and 
the extension of tillage, only Rs. 20 iucrease on the total 
jumma accrued by petty increments in a few villages, after 
deducting b. 20 decrease. 

In addition to these observations of Umba Dutt, I may 
mention that, in the whole pergunnah 

Additional of Kalee Kurnaon, only two farming ment Officer on fnr~rra, 
Lhokedars urd tenures. leases were found necessary, one on the 

death of an old and unsupported 

* Nmr.-And, be it said, allowed that officer to be surprised and taken 
prisoner. 

(Signed) J. H. B A ~ S N .  
t NOTE -In many psrta of Kumaon. hemp might be largely grown M in 

Gurhral, but there exists a prejudice spinst its cultivation. The manubcturern of 
hvmpen cloth (Bungel*) are Koice out~,as?s. ho mstes, however, are above using 
the intoxicating drug. Clasrrw, derived fronr the inspissated juice of the leaves and 
fiuaera. L 

(Signed) J. H. B A ~ T B N .  



pudhan, in mouzali Rota, Ussee Chalsee ; where a reduction d 
the jumma from Rs. 11 to 6 rupees induced the taking up the lease 
by Himmnt Sing Sutwal ; the other at mouaali Kotsarree Tumal- 
reea in Goom Des, which on the death of Dola pudhan and the 
resignation of his son, was made over for Rs. 10, to Joohar 
Sing Boorha. 

I n  all Kalee Knmaon there are 60 thokedarees, I 4  be- 
longing to the Boorha clan, and 36 to ordinary pudhans scat- 
tered through the country. I n  Sooee Bisong, 44  tillages are 
q ~ u t e  independent of any thokedar. Among the Boorha head- 
men, Puddee Turagee, Bugghonath Bora, nnd Jewut Sarkee 
are the pri~lcipal representatives of the Mahra faction, and Rug- 
ghonath Turagee, Umur Sing Turagee, Dhurm Siug chowdree 
and Bishna Bora of the Furtial faction. Tlle Boorha is not 
always the thokedar, and the Boorha-charee honor is often al- 
most nominal. For instance, in mouzah Muntandi in  puttee 
Usee Chalsee, jumma Rs. 53, the land is hcld in severalty by the 
resident coparcenary hisschtlars (put teehs)  and the revenue is 
pnid through three elcctcd village pudlians. 'I he pudhan-charee 
dues are Rs. 3 cash pcr annuln from the whole community, 
1 rupee on each marriage of each hissehdar's daughter, the 
breast of every goat killed and 1 beth per annum, that is, one 
day's unpaid labor by all in the pndhnn's ficlds ; each hissehdar 
pays thcse dues to the particular pudhan of his own thoke, or di- 
vision in the village. 'l'he thokedar is Seta Bunola. The pud- 
hans pay him together Rs. 2 per annum, 1 rupee on the mar- 
riage of each of tlieir daughtcrs and onc haunch of each goat 
killed by each pudhan. 'l'lie Boorha is Puddee Turagee, and 
lie takes in all from the village 1 rupce per ailnum. Sela-Khola 
near Chumpawut is the family village of the Kalee Kumaon 
Joshees, who afford a canoougoc to tlie pergunnah. They also 

possess 1 mouzaha ill Ussee Chalsee, re- 
Csnoongos's village. corded by the Deputy Collector as ze- 
mindaree. l 'hc Government revenue in olie of them, Umo- 
lee Doorgakot, is Rs. 65. Formerly its assamees paid miscel- 
laneous dues. Turmeric, ginger, oil and evcn cloth, articles 
useful to the Brahmin proprietors at Alinorali. At the pre- 
sent settlement, for all these contributions, Rs. 15 cash malika- 
na was substituted, payable through the village pudhans, 
also Joshees. 

Inthis  rnouzah (as in many othcr Rrahminical mouzahs) 
the payment of thokederce dues to the thokcdar is not 
madc. 
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L----C___-- 

Formct Jummar. 

--- 

Dbeea- 

-- 
Total Us. 84 increase. 

Tullee Chobhynsee ; the lower part of this pergunnah has 
bee11 described in the Bliabur Settle- 

Dheeanee-row described. ment Report. 'J'he three hill puttees 
are upper or Mullee Chobhynsee, Mullee Row, and 'I'ullee 
Row. The whole high land pergunndl forms the basin of the 
Ludheea river. I t  extends from the ridge of Deo Dlioora on 
the north, to the Bhabur on the south. Chobhynsee occupies 
the high ranges, which separating Dheeanee-row from biuh- 
roree and Cli~ikllata, and the tributaries of the Gola river from 
those of the Lndheea, in fact connect the Gaghur chain with 
that of Beroo Choola and I)eo Dhoora. I n  this puttee the chief 
wealth of the inhabitants consists in large herds of cattle, for 
which their mountains afford admirable pasture grounds and 
which thcy take down in the winter to the Bhabur. Some of the 
villages, such as Dindee and its dakhlee mouzahs, iliythee, &c., 

Mujealee, be., nre large and populous, 
Chobhynsee. but the cold climate is adverse to agri- 
culture. Hill rice even is quite ungrown. The majority of tlie 
people accompany their iuflucntial pudhans, Chunclree Ban- 
gullee and Buchec Rangullcc, to their Bhabur possessions at 
Chorplleea and its ueighbourhood, ant1 are thus enabled to 
reap all thc advantages both of the hills and the plains. The 
laad revenue of uppcr Cllobl~y~isee itself (now Its. 949) has 
almost reached its proper limit, wit11 reference to the character 
of the soil, and tlic occupation and separate pa-vrnents of the 
people in the lower country. AIullee How and Tullee Row, are 
both highly prospcrous puttees, and tlle latter could well afford 
to yield a higher revenue tliarl it docs ; but with reference to 
the constant additions to the jtumma in past setticmeuts all the 



increase that couId now be taken, amounted to Rs, 66, distri- 
buted over the 41 separate leases, and reduced to Rs. 42 by the 
petty decreases. Tlis puttee yields most abundant crops of 
rice and wheat, as well as of the coarser grains and turmeric ; 
(the Bansmuttee rice of the Seera or irrigated land being very 

famous) but i t  is not favorably situated 
Want of a near tnraee mar- 

ket. in regard to markets; Sunneea and 
Huldwannee in the turaee ; and Almorah 

and Lohoo-ghlt in the bills, being all distant. The establish- 
ment of a large intermediate hill .Mundee at Joulasal, or some 
other point east of the Debouche of the Nadore (Deoha) river 
at Chorgulleea, would he liighly advantageous to the Dheeanee- 
row puharrees and also perhaps to the Desees of Kilpooree 
and Nanulimutta. The Seera lands at Chounda, aud Koollcd, 
kc., which form so beautiful a tract on the banks of the 
Ludheea, belong chiefly to the three tribes of Bora, Muhta, 

and Kooleal, and their head men are 
lands in accounted wealthy, though their two 

most influential members Peeta Bora and Seeona Muhta have 
died since the settlement was concluded. I n  Mullee Row, 

there is also much valley land as at 
Xnllee Row rillagcs. Pytna, Soonkota, Kuchul Kote, kc., 
and the upland ( O o p m u )  villages are also large and well 
cultivated. Mulla and Tulla, Ukhul Doonga with their dakhillas 
(each muhal paying Hs. 225,) are especially prosperous. They 
belong to the Sumul family, of who* numerous pudhans Jynfa 
thokcdar and Kaloo prtdhan are the most influential. The 

former has valuable possessions in the 
Tribea. Bhabur at Luchmunkee mundee, %c. 
The Kairha Bora, and Deo tribes are also flourishing commu- 
nities in Mullee Row. The jumma was increased by Rs. 85, in 
this puttee. Tlie total demand of Rs. 3,090, may beconsidered 

fair. In the whole yergunnah only 
Farms. two moostajiree leases exist, and the 
revenue by them is but Lls. 14. There are iron mines 

iri Dheeanee-row at Mungldekh, of 
Iron mines. which the ore is said to be the best in 
the province; certainly the iron made from it, is most esteemed 
by the plains traders. The revenue is included in the one lease 
of Rs, 2,274, for all Iiumaon Proper. Copper ore is also found at 
Remoo Khet on the east bank of the Ludhea river, but i t  has 
only been worked, and the individual, who discovered 
the small deposit, is at present allowed to hold the lease at  Re. 
13 per anuum. The tenure of two villages in Dheeanee-row, in 

recorded as approximating to zemin- 
Tenure in Dheeanee-row* daree. Doolouje in Mullee HOW belongs 



bo K n l o o m w  Pandeh, who sfter collecting the Qevernment 
=venue. of Rs. 18, receives malikana Rs. 3 cssh and 1 mannds 
of p i n ,  and the ordinary periodid presentations and norvices. 
Such is a hill cemindaree ! yet many so.called zemindm in the 
pkns  tre far poorer, dress less well, and live inhabitations, which 

t the well lodged p u b  would consider M c h e d  cowsheds. 

Rs. 116 h e a m .  

We now leave the tuhseeldaree of Kalee Kumaon and again 
enter the pergunnahs attached to the 

Dkmnncco Role &*&bed. Huzzoor tuhsee1,which we left at Gun- 
Of these, Dhunneea Kote a d  Phultla Kote were entirely 

settled by myself in 1843, and Ramgurh, Kotah and Chukhata, 
in 1844 A. D. 

The small district of Dirunneea Kote lies along the north- 
ern aloper of the west Gaghur, and on both banks of the 
Kosilla river, while the puttee from which it derives its uame, 
occupiee the basin of the tributary Khyrna. This wss once 
a retired corner of the district ; now it is one of the best 

known, owing to its roximity to the 
New market at Nainee Td. new ssndarium at 6 ainee t l ~ ,  the 
b r  at which place is fast superseding that of Almorah, aa 
the market for the Dhunneea Kote produce. Some of the 
upper villages near the Gaghur are badly situated in regard to 
soil, one of these, Chorsa, at the head of the Khyrna valley, 
was found to be paying Rs. 93, and the few resident worn-gut 
inhabitants declined to re-engage for the revenue, except at a 
decrease of Rs. 40. The thokedar Kishna Jullal offered Rs. 67. 
Am the village had former1 paid Rs. 103, as the clearcd 
p u t i c c l ~ r ~ t r .  am e le lands were very extensive, 
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the climate excellent, and a market quite near, (it being 
easy for the people to pay a much larger jumma merely 
from the sale of milk, ghee and wood at  Nainee Tal), I 
thought it right to treat the temporary absence of confi- 
dent and industrious assamees, as an accident, and I accord- 
ingly accepted the offer of Rajah Pertab Singh to farm the vil- 
lage at the old jumma. He has since let i t  in kutkianah to the 
above named Kishna Jullal, and the cultivation is again nearly 
up to the old mark. The Brahmins of Boodla Kote, a village 
similarly situated, and with a much less favorable soil, 
complained that owing to their reputation for wealth, derived 
from their possessions in the Bhabur, they had been for a long 
time over-assessed. On enquiry I found that with reference 
to their payments elsewhere, and in comparison to their neigh- 
bours, they were paying much more than was fair for their 
hill village. I accordingly reduced the jumma from Rs. 16 1 
to  Rs. 131. If founded on strictly agricultural assets ; their 
jumma ought to be much kss, as that of their neighbours 
ought to be much more; but with the present deficiency of 
correct data on this point, and with the overwhelming pre- 
ponderance of casual and miscellaneous capabilities taken Into 
the estimate of hill resources, I thought it imprudent to make 
any greater ehange, and I allowed the large amount of popu- 
lation to remain as the main asset in Boodllrkote. 

I n  Kishna Jullal's own mouzah of Tulla Kote, one of the 
most prosperous estates in the pro- 

in the by vince,, and beautifully situated on a the Dhunqeea Kote people. 
terrace ovedlanging the Kosilla val- 

lev. I raised the jumma from Rs. 525 to Rs. 850. The assess- 
mknt is still light. This influential thokedar and his brethren, 
however, are daily extending their beneficial clearing opera- 
tions in the Kaleedoongce Bhatnr, and it would be highly 

undesirablc to disturb their minds 
Hill assessment. and reduce their resources by ~ n y  
fiscal proceedings at their hill homes founded on theoret~cal 
attempts to equalize the land tax. Other decreases and increas- 
es were made as circumstances demanded, after my acquiring a 
minute knowledge of the tract under settlement ; and the result 
in puttee Dhunneea Kote is a total increase of Rs. 39. I n  
Oneha Kotc, a tract of 30 or 40 acres of the best tulaon or 
seera land, known by the name Chok~ ,  WRS proved to have 
been immemorially in the possession of 7 villages, but never 
to havc been included in the recorded assessable area of any. 
I might have taken a separate farming lease for this tract, 
and so punished the dishonest concealment on the part of the 
several pudllans, but en&css disputes and hea~t-bwnings 

n 



would have been the consequence, and I thought better to 
leave possession and management as I found them, and in 
the estimation of decreases and increases of each village to add 
or fledit a proportionate amount under the latter head for 

its share of the Choke Seera. The 
Reservation of Seer Bharree total addition to the jumma in puttee 

for tea cultivation. 
Oncha Kote is Ra. 21. I n  this puttee, 

the valuable mehal called Seer Bharree is farmed to Mootee 
Chukraeet for Rs. 125 under an express condition that he is to 
relinquish it at any time, if required for tea cultivation. The 
t m t  was one of the Raj-Seeras or crown-lands of the province, 
and Mr. Commissioner Traill had ordered its sale by public 
auction. But the order remained unfulfilled, and I thought the 
present arrangement the best for the interests of Government. 

Puttee Semulkha suffered severely from the heavy floods of 
the Koailla in 1840. Though the fields 

Loss by di'uvium in the have partially recovered the deposi- silla valley. tion of gravel, and the loss of valuable 
soil, which then took place, a permanent injury to the valley 
lands may be considered to have occurred. I t  is wcll that only 
a dearease of Rs. 14 on the whole 8 mehals was found necessary. 

Down the river, the villages of Chowthan are large and tlou- 

Carrying Trade. 
rishing, though few in number. The 
inhabitants in addition to their trad- 

ing, and agricultural pursuits in the Bhabur, and their profitable 
employment along the Kotah road, as carriers of goods between 
Chlkeea and Almorah, also benefit by the pilgrim road from 
Budrinath passing through their country, which it enters at Rn- 
necbagh. Thus, for some months of the year, they are enabled to 
dispose of their grain, ghee, &c. to foreign visitors at  their own 
doors. 

The jumma of Chowthan was only increased by Rs. 10, 
and no particular remarks thereon are necessary. 

The whole pergunnah is rich in an agricultural point of view, 
and it8 orchards of mangoes, plantains, oranges, kc., show the 
general mild temperature of the district. But the frosts in win- 
ter arc extremely severe, and the people are glad both for the 
sake of pasturage and climate to repair to the Sunnee Bhabur. 

The only two moostajiree leases have been mentioned. 

firms and tenures. 
The bhyachara tenure prevails, but 
two zemindarees occur ; one at Mul- 



laaaon in Om& Kote, the purchssed eetate of Moobee Ch&- 
*et, the other at !l!ungeeo&in the same puttee, the p r o m  
of Jaimdl and Jeewa Mnhra aequire.d by orders of Coart since 
1880 Sumbnt. I n  the former, the xemhdar takes crs his 
share one-third of the produce in the Ooperaon, and half in the 
Tulaon lands. I n  the latter, the proprietors keep a large pm- 
@n of the land in their own haads in Ni,iiote, making their 
own arrangements with their several Sirthan ammees and 
H$lees, and taking from the old khsiikur or occupant dti- 
vators, besides quotas of the Governrnemt jumma, slight caah 
maAikana, and the d @ o d  auzmmna 

The iron ores of Dhnnneea Kote (chiefly red kmmrtttte) 
Iron Miner. 

are found m numemu hditier, the 
mines being all included in the one 

general lease of the district. With referenceto the plente- 
onsness of the deposits, rrbundanee of fuel, and vicinity to the 
plains, these mines might become very valuable incase rail- 
mads &odd be furmed in Northern India. As it is, they are 

Bridgca. w neglected t h t ,  our Execdive Engi- 
naem eent to Calcutta for the iron of 

three suspension bndges erected in their imntqdiste ncighbow- 
hood, and an attempt at home manufacture of the necessary 
metal was not even thought of. There are ten thokedars in 
Dhunneea Kote of whom K a n a  JuUel, previously mentioned, 
is the only one, posseesed of any great activity or intelligence. 
He is a fair epecimen of a puhame headmau both in his good 
and bad q d t i e a ,  and in the openness, and perhaps rou* 
of his manners. Yrem Nidhee, the maafl& of Lohalee, rad 
other five eatates in thia pergunnah wi l l  be mentioned in his 
proper place.* 

13. Phulda Kote. - 
Anma J#ror . .  

b) .? m 0) 
I. $ 1  2 a 

-- 
Khal m. 

Re. 2 decrease. . 
* Vide- puyprph 44. 
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'Phis p-h commences on the east at  the peak of 
Seahee Dehee, opposite Almorah, and 

Phdda dr'erilrd' thence occupies the southern slopes 
and base of the Jbwla Deoridge (or water-shed between the 
tributaries of tbe Ksm Gunga and the Kosilla,) as far re Chow- 
mon peak and Byna g u t .  Westward of t h w ,  the range of 
mountains ia included in Palee, but at  puttee Kosean, there is 
a prolongation of the pergnnnah along the banks of the river 
to Sethee, where it adjoins Kotah. This country was the 
especial scene of the successful military operations in Kumsum, 
which preceded the taking of Almorah in 1815. With the 
exception of a few places in Kosean there is no great extent 
of level or Seera land, some fine valley land along the Koonj- 
gurra, which unites with t l ~  Kmilla at Bojain, was almost 

irreparably injured by the abovcmen- 
Dilwid losses. tioned flood of 1840. All the upper 
puttees rue so much alike and we so intermingled that, especi- 
ally after such a full report on the similar districts of Dhnnnees 
Kote, it is quite s u ~ u o u s  to describe each separately, while 

Statement VI., can be examined, for 
~ r ~ e a s m e d s .  particulars of the jummabundee. The 
Ra. 4, on account of waste recorded in puttee Kosean, belonged 
to a nia-abad lease of the last settlement, which was abandoned 
at this. The total decrease of Rs. 2 on the whole per- 
gunnah, might have been avoided,* if any attempt bad been 
made to form a general scheme and thence to deduct parti- 
mlars. As i t  is, this item stands as a proof of the settlement 
being, as asserted, strictly mrnzahwar, and, if its appearance is 
thought discreditable to the o~erations. the nia-abad leases - - 

issue3 since their conclusion, a i d  heredkr to be reported on, 
will enable us to absorb the petty decrement in the next per- 
gunnah statements. 

The villages are for the moat part large, well-inhabited 
and thriving, but the soil in the upper 

SoiL parts is not very favorable for the pro- 
duction of the best grains. The Phnlda Kotees, however, 

are great traffickers, and with their 
T&. neighbours of Dhunneea Kote, almost 
monopolize the trade in borax, &., between Bagesur and 
Chilkea, as also the cloth and sugar trade between Almo- 
rah and Casheepoor. The principal refining furnaces for 
borax at Chilkea itself, also belong to puharrees of Phulda 
Kote. 

* V i d e - h a r k s  on tMa subject in pergarnab Scam, para. 8.  

. 



The PandCs of Pand6 Kota, kc., are a principal tribe in 
Mulla Dotee, unaddicted to mercantile 

of Phulda Kotcm and carrying pursuits, while they afford 
putwarrees, sepoys and chuprassees to Government. Jeewa 
Rfuhra of Tanda, and Dhurmanund Belwal of Seoon Tulla, 
are well known capitalists, the former, the great money-lender 
and litigant of the pergunnah ; the latter, the lessee of the 
jungle farms in the turaee. Jeona Koomai of Selingee, Jeona 
Muhra of Toonakot, and Buchee Sone of Kuggear, are the 
remaining most influential members amongst the thokedars of 
Phulda Kote. 

Disputes of various kinds were brought forward at the 
settlement. Those referring to the 

tenures, sub-division of pottahs, the separation 
darees. of dakhilee mouzahs, the appoint- 

ment of pudhans and the recording of the rights and posses- 
sions of the cultivators, were decided in the course of the 
operations. But the hisselidarree disputes between the differ- 
ent members of the dominant families, were nearly all left 
to the ordinary course of law in the Civil Court. The rate 
of thokedaree dues found to be generally prevalent, is f an 
anna or 6 pie per each rupee of the Government jumma, in 
addition to the usual fees on marriage, &c. I n  two villages, 
vix. Biukote and IIuluone, the tenure is not strictly bhyachara. 
The proprietary riglit in the former, is at present vested is 
three members of the Bisllt tribe. The Government rent is 
Rs. 120 on 200 bcesces ; of these, 147 beesees are in the occu- 
pancy of tlie village khaiikurs holding in severalty, who pay 
Rs. 107, of the total revenue and the ordinary occasional 
nuzzurana, and offerings, but nothing more in cash or kind. 
The remaining 53 beesees, remain undivided in  the hands of 
the hissehdars, or so-called zemindars, one of whom, Dhur- 
manund Bisht, is the lumburdar, and they equally divide the 
proceeds after paying Its. 13, the portion of the Government 
jumma still remaining due. The khaekurs made loud com- 
plaints against this arrangement, but, unfortunately for them- 
selves, they were induced to set up claims to the proprietary 
right which were clisproved by suunuds and decrees, &c., and 
after investigation, the profits of the Bhists and the burden 
of the occupants were decided not to be excessive. 

Hulsone was a maafee village, resumed in 1835, after the 
last settlement ; as none had a better 

Resumed mafee. claim, revenue engagements werc taken 
from the maafeedars as proprietary hissehdars, viz. Mud- 
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dun Bullub Punt, Gunga Bullub Punt and Doorga Dutt. 
At the present revision, an increase of only Rs. 3, was 
laid upon the first jumma of Rs. 35, though putting 
aside considerations of the reduced means of the owners and 
only looking at the pergunnah rate, the jumma on the land 
will not eventually be unfair at double that sum. I n  the dakh- 
lee or Seera lands, the hissehdars take +rd of the produce 
from their assamees. I n  the Ooperaon lands, they collect 
Rs. 55, and they make themselves entirely responsible for the 
Government jumma and hold a joint pottah. A recourse to 
new farming leases, was not found any where necessary in 
Phulda Kote. 

14. Pergunnah Ramgurh. 

z 

-- 
Ram- 
gnrh. 

Former J m m o r .  I 

Rs. 2 increase. 

The little pergunnah of Ramgurh lies between the Ga- 
ghur and Lohakote ranges, both uniting 

Ramgurh described. on the east at the great Moteswar peak, 
which is the source of the east Khyma. Thus the scene in 
many parts, is quite amphitheatrical. l 'he well known glen 
of Ramprh  on the high road between the plains and Almorah, 
belongs to the three villages, Naekana, Borha Kote and Jooteea. 
The upper and notherly parts of the district belong to puttee 
Agur and only in one or two spots along the river bank below 
Soopee and Meearoe, is any tulaon land found. The villages 

of Agur, whence the inhabitants are 
tribe Of Or called Agurees, beloilg to the tribe of miners. 

Sones, whose especial avocation is, the 
working of the iron mines and preparing the ore, not only of 
the Lohakote ridge itself, but throughout the province. They 
are Soodras by caste, and will not labor at the actual work of 
lohars or blacksmiths. They are, also, employed in the Bhabur 



and elsewhere as road-makers and excavatom of water-coursa 
(bildars) and during late y m  the Sones have b m m e  the prin- 
cipal contractore for all roads and buildings at  Nainee Tal and 
have been found highly useful to the settlers at that s a b  
rium. The several villages, 20 uslee and I6 dakhlee, are all 
favorably situated in mgard to climate, but the soil is not gene- 
rally good. The Agurees remain at home from May till Novem- 
ber, and, during the rest of the year, they and their families, 
are to be found at  the several mines, some of the best of which 
are in b g u r h  itself. The main body, after sowing their wheat 
and barley, however, collect rrt Khetsanee in p e r g u d  Palee, 
where the mild climate and the cheap food, besides the plenti- 
ful ores, hold out great attractions. Viewed as a land tax or as 
" the state share of the produce" the jumma of puttee Agur 

1 ; ~  always bee; very highm; for it &r- 
Remarks on anomalons land 

in Ramgnrlr. tainly could not be paid out of the sur- 
plus ~roceeds of aericulture. The case 

of Ramgurh resembles h a t  * of the ~ h o G  mehals, inasmuch 
ae the inhabitants pay revenue village by village according to 
their general means and resources. I n  fact, as they must in 
some way or other coutribute to the support of the state, they 
are taxed for the healthy air and secure position of their home- 

- steads. As the terms on which the theekadars of the mines are 
obliged, in the aheence of covnpetitor8, to engage the labor of 
the Sones, are highly favorable to the latter, i t  may also be con- 
sidered that in their village tax, they also pay the revenue, 
which is lost to the state by their monopoly of the mines, I 
therefore, left the total jumma Hs. i ' 32 .a~  I found it. Similarly 
in puttee Ram,gurh, mouzah Naekana is, with reference to the 
jumma paid, but poorly off for land. Ita inhabitants, however, 

are Paturs and Naiks, the former, the 
Peculiar races. dancing girls of Almorah and the Iat- 
ter, the race originally springing from that corrupt source, and 
Nsika. afterwards by inter-marriage8 with other 

inferior tribes, becoming a separate tribe 
o d y  oceaeionally recruited by births from Paturs. The 
daughters born to Naiks, however, themselves recruit the num- 
bers of the frail sisterhood. The Naiks have, during the 
British rule, been the chief clearers of the Chukhata Bhabur, and 
aa shewn in the report for that tract, their villages of Huldwan- 
nee. Mookanee. &c. are h i ~ h l v  flourishine and still under-as- 

mused. Under ihese circumstances I 
Cultivation of Bhabur by felt no scruple in maintainin, the people of Ramgurh. v the jum- 

ma of Naekana at ito former amount. - - 

Rs. 105 ; more especially as, in the earlier settlements, th i  
jumrna had reached EB. 140. The people 9f Borha Kote (Bs. 
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216) md Jooteea (a. 2%))) also. possess fine tracts of land in, 
the Bhabur and pay highly, (but not perhaps ,too much so with 
reference to what has been above urged), for their mountain 
homes. TWO doubtful cases are left in puttee Bamgurh, viz, 

those of Busgaon, &c., Rs. 17 I, and Pa- 
paOr '- bee. &c. Ra. 51. Here the inhabitnnts. 

have no well-known reewrces beyond their homcs, escept from 
their Brahminical profession, and their lands are fur the most 
part poor and steep ; yet the jumrnas, which I retained after 
full enquiries and receipt of farming offers, were tlie lowest 
they lave had since 1877 Sumbut, when their quotas of revenue- 
were 178 and 73 respectively. Two great puttecdaree din- 

~ u t e s  in Jliooteea and Xaeknna. were 
Di.pater. Assemmentr in Lettled by the election of four p;dhana 

Rarngurh, pahaps nus& 
ble. in the former and six pudhans in the- 

latter in addition to Bhuggee thokedav 
and Puddee Naik. For this pergunnah generally, I may re- 
ma& that, if at any time l a b r  canbe supplied to  peculators iu 
the Kumaon mines, on purely free-trade ppi31~iples~ and, if also,. 
an assessment of the BJ~abur should take place founded strictly 
on land meas~~remcnts and estimates of produce, kc, t l~cu it 
may be found necessary entirely to remodel t l ~ e  tisc in this hill 
pergunnah, and to calculate a proper amowit of land tax. Tlie 
same necessity would occur at BIilwn,. if customs duties wero- 
established in the J o o h  pass. 

15. Mulls Chukbata and Riulla Kotah. 

i 
Wnmtr Jumnun. 

-- - - 
Mults Rn. 

and Mulla 

Ra. 22 decrease. 

These are the hill puktees belonging to pergunnahs Chu- 
h u n t  d ~hulgh.ts. khata and Kotah, the accout of which 

2 s 



formed a part of the Bhabur report. They immediately over- 
liang the Bhabw, and, with the exception of the aorth- 
western extremity of Kotali, they may be generally stated 
to cover the southern or plainsnard slope of the Uaghur 
range from the Golah river on the eaet to the Kosilla river 
on the west. The upper villages accordingly, partake of the 
ordinary mountain character, the lower of the climzte and 
productiveness of the Bhabur. Chukhata said to be a Bhaka 
corruption for fimni or, county of the seven lakes, may also 
be correctly described, as occupying the entire basin of the 
Golah river; for, the whole drainage of the district, fiuds its 
way into that river before it leaves the hiils at  Ilharnouree. 

The largest lake, Kainee Tal, occupies 
Lakes. the source of the Uulleah branch. !l%e 
next in size, Mullooa Tal, forms part of the bed of the Golah 
itself, and was evidently produced by a landslip. Uheem Td 
aiid Nowkoorchia lakes, on an intermediate table laud, send 
fort11 each rr cimdl stream uniting to foim an affluent of tlie 
Golali. The four smaller lakes and adjacent ponds, called by 
the  native^ Sat Tal, lie between Bheem Tal and the Bulleah, 
and contribute to the latter river. The central plateau near 
1311eem Tal, is rich in fine villages. The extremes of the pergun- 
rlal~ are more jungly and tlie part adjacent to the Uhubor, is 

sadly iufecited by tigcrs. On the whole, 
PeulJe. however, the inhabitants of Chukhata 
arc a prospering race, and among them the Muhra and Sone Bisht 
families, who tirst vcnturcd to push their posvrssions beyond 
the Uaro-ke Rzm pass iuto the Bliabur (carrying with them to 
tlieir clearings the name of their hill pergunah) are under the 
prcsent secure, Goverrimeiit reaping tlie fruits of their enterprize, 
and are gradually increasing in \vealtli, retarded somewhat in 
thc case of the hiukras by their family quarrels and divisions. 
Some of the best land in the high laud valley alluded to, belongs 
to the Pand6 and Punt Brahmins, wlio do not accompauy 

the annual migration to the Bhnhur. 
U'lfo*unste choicr Of C"u- I t  is unfortunate that the tea nurseries khnh for the tea uurwriea. 

liave been principally planted in their 
lands under the pressure of authority, and that thus the zemiu- 
dare have become accustomed to associate the tea experiment 
nltll prehcut complaiut aud i l~ juq ,  iustead of with visious of 
suturc wealth. - 

There are three principal thokedarees in Chukhata, held 

Thokedars. 
at  present by Nur Sing, Bohra, Luch- 
mun Sing and K i s h u ~  Siug, Mullra, 

and Klrurk Sing and Deb Shg, Suue Bb11t. They wllcet tLo 
d 
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ordinary dues from the several pudhans, whose villages are in- 
cluded in their pottahs ; hut in their own hissehduree monzahs, 
or where they have also the mnlgoozarship, such extra dues 
are withheld. The tenure in Chukhata, is bjzyachaa but in d ' 

mouzah Bijmle, noo-proprietary assa- ?L, 
Tennnr. 

1 
mees occupy all the land, except 5 bee- 

sees seer and 4 beesees huq-pudtlanee, and pay f rd of the 
produce to the five proprietary hissehdars of the Punt tribe. 
These with their pudhan Lutcllmee Kant Punt, share the sarrie 
equally among themaelvea. I n  the Muhra villages, the lands 
are  actunlly divided among the hissehdars, but the richer mem- 
bers of the tribe let out their fields to sirthan and paekasht 
cultivators, and also employ the labor of their own domestic 

hAlees. The revenue arrangements at 
hncssment. the revision of settlement, resulted in 
Rs. 25 total increase to the jumma, of which lie. 14 are due 
to nia-abad. 

The Chukhata people present a co~itrast to their neigh. 
bours in Phulda Kote, in being sin- 

D~~k$!h~~~~$',',~f gularly nvcrse to tllc labor of carry- 
ing loads, however profitable. They 

themselves account for this feeling by saying that their 
a,..ricultural toils involving, besides their puharrcc tillage, 
the sowing and reaping of a crop (and somctimes two) 
in the hot Bhabur, quite i~lcapacitatc them for physicnl 
exertions of the kind. The Kotah people in a less 
degree affect the same distaste. Under these circumstan- 
ces, the voluntary coolies necessary for Naince Tal and 
Kaleedoongee, arc rarely, if ever, natives of the immediate 
neighbourhood. 

One little mouzah in Chukhata, viz., Jheolee, Rs. 7, 
on the Bullceah, was let in farm, 

Fann in Chnkhata. to the thokedar Nur Sing, Bohra. 

There is nothing particular to describe in upper Kotah. 
The small village and fort of that name, 

K0t.h described. with the mined royal residence of De- 
beepoora adjacent, occupy the mouth of the Dubka pass, 
where the river enters the central plain of the Kotah Doon. 
The sources of the Dubka, the Bhola or Bhore, the Nihal, the 
Bahmunnee, and the Kukra rivers, are all situated in this 
pergunnah ; while the Kosilla river passes through one portion 
on thc north of the Gaghur range, before it entera the Sbabur- 



puttee at Chooknm. To the lower and upper villhgm, the 
remarks for the similar parts of Chukhata apply, but in 
Kotah there is no central level tract like the beautiful valley of 
Bheem Tal. The main roads from Almora to Chikeea and 
from Kalredoongee to Nainee Tal, pass through this puttee, 
but no large villages are near the paeses. The majority are 
scattered about the mountain forests without counection. The  
best and l~rges t  mehals, Jhulna, Bhagnee, Dola, kc. are situat- 
-ed betweon the heads of the Dubka and the Bahmunnee rivers, 
on the splrrs from the great Budhan Dhoora peak of the GA- 
gl~ur. There are also a cluster of good clearings, BagPir, Muh- 
roree, kc., a t  the head of the Bhore between the Wldhan 
-Uenaik Pass and Cheeaur, the well known monarch of 
the Nainee Tal mountains. Petty decreases of jumrna to 
She extent of Rs. 36 were found expedient in the mouzahwar 

settlement, but after allowing for the 
Assessment. petty increases and nia-abad, the total 
decrease mas only Rs. 22. 

Of the 56 pottahs, 5 are moostajirce. Dola, RB. 84 the 
largest  illa age let in farm, was traos- 

Warms. fcrrzd to Hajah Sheoraj Sing of Cashee- 
oor by the voluntary act of the pudhan and hisaehdars. % hyralee, Rs. 72, fell almost entirely waste from the want 

of sllfficient hnnds, arid on the resignation of the remaiuing 
ahareholders, Jeet Sing Putwal and Nur Sing Bohnnl engaged 
the village at the old jumma and i t  is being gradually restored. 
The  other farming leases are for petty amounts. Kam 
Sing Bhelin, tlie enterprising pudhan of the Kaleedoongee 
cleari~igq aud Kaloo Sone the well known zemindar of 
Rampoor iu the Doon, and Jewa Roouketee, whose ~ i l -  

lages are situated near the Bosilla, 
Thokedara. are tk three thokedars of Mulla Ko- 
trh. 

Some trouble was experienced in preparing the record 
of rights and liabilities in Bhagnee 

"pUtee ="led in Kotah. and Julna and other villages, where 
Kaloo Sone had been accustomed to allow no authority 
but his own. However, the disputes ended in the electiou 
of village pudhans, the formation of revenue and rent rolls 
(phurd phaut) and the determination of all other necessary 
matters, here as elsewhere, much to the content of the 
several communities; and to the chagrin of their former 
master. 



Former Jammar. 

----,- -- - - 8 -  - -_ 
Chow- Ra. 

-- 
RE. 226 increase. 

Chomgurkha is bounded on the north and east by the 

Chorgarkh. described. 
Surjoo, which river continues to di- 
vide it from Gungolee as far as the 

junction of the Punnar river. The latter and its tributaries 
drain all the southcru portious of tlie pergunnah. On the 
west it approaches the capital, Almora, while the drainage in 
tliis direction by the Soma1 rivcr flows into the Kosilla. Thus 
in tlie centre of tlie tract on the Sheindeo ridge, or off-shoot 
of Binsur nnd Jagcsur range, spots are frequent where d u e n t  
springs of the Ganges and the G o g a  are within a few yards 
of e?ch other. Puttees Kl~urliai and lteetagurh occnpy the 
northcr~i cxtrcmity in the direction of Bagesur, Rungor and 
Daron tllc eastern parts, while Salum forms the southern, and 
Lukhunpoor the western division. 

Thc name of the pergunnnh is dcrived from the four prin- 
cipal district-circles last mcntioned. Salum aud Lukhunpoor 
are highly cultivated and thickly inhal)itcd, the tlilaori or val- 
ley lands, especially in the former, being ftmous for their crops 
of the very best rice ; the ooperaoll or uplands being genedly  
blest with an excellent soil. while h e n l ~  is erown in numerous 

ilaccs both h igh  -and low. In these 
Agessmentr in and puttees, notwithstanding the increases Lnkhunpoor. 

at the present settlement of Rs. 106 
and Rs. 54 respectively, which the people themselves willin~ly 
agreed to pay, the assessment is still very moderate, but wlth 
our present knowledge it can lrardly be called too low. Many 
good villages belollg to Bralimins, and others are resumed 

maafees; and in these last the sys- 
&slllllad d w .  tern of periodical increases was in 



some measure abandoned hy Mr. Commissioner Traill, in order 
to keep the old families affected by his resumptions,frorn fall- 
ifig into poverty and discontent. Among the Brahmin villages 
of Qalum, Nega S u n p l c e  with its dakhlees (Rs. 146) belonging 
to Gungaram PandC and his brethren is the largest. Of the 
&tjpoots, Mnhendra Sing Bohra is the principal tholiedar and 
pdhan,  and liis mehal of Keery (Hs. 187) is situated in the 
midst of plenty and population. There are six other thokcdars 
in Salum, but none of any note. I n  Lnkhunpoor, the Joshees 

of Digolce still retnin their estate in 
~agc W a n  vil-. m~afee tenure. The largest Khdea 
mehals are Khola, %c. Rs. 113, Bsnjtakha, &c. Rs. 80, Chamee 
Rs. 73, Soopee Bs. 64, and Chanee Rs. 65. They chiefly belong 

to Bisht, Bunola and Deoorec hj- 
 ribe en. poots. The Temarree and Pande' 
Brahmins are numerous in Lukhunpoor. The high rod  from 
Almora to Pctoragurh passes through this puttee, crossing the 
Sowal river at Soopee.Chrtnee. One small nia-ahad pottah of 
Rs. 3, at Therola was abandoned at this settlement, and hence 
the entry under the head of waste in Statement No. VI. 

puttee Daroon is noted for the great temples of Jngesnr, 
Deendeswur, kc. at its northern 

Damn Pottee. extrcmity. Twenty one villages are 
held on goont or religiously assigned rent-free gmnt for the 

support of these establishments. The 
Jagesur temple and range. noble sccncry of tlie Jagesur range 
iswell known to tmvcllcrs, and the glcn in which the temples are 
situatcd is beautified by tlie lnrgest grove of Deodar trees* 
now remaining in central Kumaon. The puttee itself is on the 
\~llole poor and inferior, and the portion near the Sujoo is 
very jungly,-Daroon and Rungoor are alike, and both resem- 
ble in many rcspccts tlie neighbouring district of Gungolee. 
Some of the villages, such as Dhunncea Rs. 85, (belonging to 

tlie well known Dhunneea Joshees,) 
V i l l ~ s  Doogra Rs. 106, G p  Tulla RS. 67, goor general1 J poor. kc. kc. are larze and well inhabited. 
but for the most part no great amount of prospcrity is visible: 
I n  both puttees together, the numbcr of separate leases (maI- 
goozaree pottalis) is 87, comprising within them 62 drrkhlee 
mouzahs anc! 11yga lands ; as the whole tract yields Rs. 1,909, 
the average jumma per pottah is not quite Rs. 22. I n  Rungoor 

As#essment. 
Rs. 13 under the head of decrease 
are due to five petty mouzaha which 

fell waste from the abandonment of their owners. On the 
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whole puttee, however, there is an increase in the jumma of 
Rs. 23. The Deputy Collector reports that both puttees hat-e 
reached their proper limit of taxation, as the high ranges on 
their north and west, and the low jungly valley on their cast, 
-subject these villages to loss, and injury from the visits of wild 

beasts and deer. Reetagurh occu- 
Jung'y slate of Reetagurh. pies the deep glen of the Jaigunneea 
strcnm at  the back of the Binsur and Jagesur mountains. The 
lower part towards the Surjoo is covered wit11 the most exn- 
berant vegetation of a tropical type, the resort of tigers, alia 
is extremely hot and unhealthy. The upper part at  Kurela, 
Pasdco and Cliowna-bilouree, where the Bagesur road crosses 
tile valley, is more salubrious in climate, and presents a film 
spread of cultivation. Here, therefore, w-e are not surprised 
to find some influential members of the Jhijjar tribe of Joshees - - 
i n  possession of the land. 

Chowna-bilonree belongs to Rotela Rajpoots, whose antes- 
tors were connected with the Chundela or Royal race in Kumaon. 

The mehal known as Nou7gaon with 
&miudaree of Now@on~ its dakhlee lands, comprises a large 
portion of Reetqurh, some of wliich is admirably adapted for 
the production of rice, sugar cane, turmeiic, kc. The increase 
of the jungle, in some measure owing to the bad governcut  
during the Goorkha rule, has rcudercd tllis valley, less mid 
less habitable. Notwithstanding the immense extent of Iris 
clllturable lands, in square miles, both high and low, mid 
a recorded amount of cultivation at  832 beesees, the 
zcmirldar Dowlut Sing Bisht was with tlic greatest difficulty 
induccci to allow his revenue paylnents for the 20 ?ears' settle- 
nlcnt to be enllanccd from Rs. 70 to Its. 100, an amount whicli he 
could with ease defray from the sale of the oranges for wliich 
Reeta,wh is famous. His relative and enemy Roop Sing 

Bisht made an offer of Rs. 164 ; and 
Itn assessment. under all the circumstances I thought 
Rs. 100 for seven miles of hill and dzle a not immoderate amount 
to be taken from the pudhan. However, on his urgent appeal 
to yourself as Commissioner, an increase of Rs. 15, was declarcd 
to  be sufficient, and Its. 85 is the revised jumma of Wowgaou. 
I t  is unfortunate that the temper of Dowlut Sing Bistt (a fouj- 
dar of the Goorkha times and otherwise mixed up with tlie 
later Native history of Kumnon) is that of a soured and proud 
old man, and that the character of his sons is not altogether 
un~xcc~~tionablc, while the hatred and jealousy on the part  of 
Ilia own relative abovenamed shows no signs of abatement ; and 
the Joakecs u d  othcr ncighbours, who courridcr h u uysturt, 



are too happy to aid in fanning the flame of discontent. 
Thus there is, I fear, little present hope of any improve- 

ment in lleetagurh by moral instru- 
Prospectn of Reetagurh. mentality even if any great change 
for the better were not forbidden by the climate and situntion. 
Very ,oreat difficulty was experienced in preparing the Settle- 
ment records (phurd phaut, ikramamah, kc.) of this estate. 
They have ouly now been completed after great yeraonal 

trouble by myself. Eleven yood 
lands in Reetaprh. mouzahs in Reetagurh, chiefly situ- 

ated in the upper part, are excluded from the Iihalsa area, 
and belong to the Jagesur . and Deendasur temples. Puttee 

Khurhai, probably so called from 
Khrrhai dtem'bed.  the large deposits of steatite there 
found, occupies the high ridge and its northerly slopes which 
intervene between Reetagurh and the Surjoo at Bagesur. 

Large forests of pinus longifolia 
M h  mud quarrier. (cheer) here characterize the scenery, 
atid the copper mines and limestone and soapstone quarriee 
throw its agricultural features into the shade. Three-fourths 
of the villages are found paying jummas of the smallest 
amount, Rs. 9 per pottah, being the average. Nevertheless 
a strenuous attempt was made at the Settlement to reduce 

the total demand even below the 
 wea at. former sum Rs. 308. This was 

vigorously met by the Deputy Col- 
lector. and he succeeded in finally raising the jumma to 
Ib. 3.41 with the introductioll of only one farmiug lcase, 
viz. that of mouzah Khurhai itself (Rs. 15) let to an Almora 
Bunneea, Purma Sah. Although it ia true that the villages 
are all surrounded by forest, and that those having t l ~ e  k t  
smra lands near the S ~ y o o ,  are in iuealubrious situations 
where only paiikhast cultivation can bc introduced, still the 

of Khurhai possess a market for their produce close 
to tlieir homes at Bagesur, and amongst the Bhotias, who in 
the winter pasture their cattle and sheep in their forests ; 
and they have no grounds whatever to complain uuder 
their present fiscal burden. Their two thokedars, Bhowau 

Sing, and Kullean Sing Negee are 
~hokedua in Khurhai. men of no weight in the c o u n t s  
and the best thing for this puttee would be the illtroductiorr 

of a few more capitalists from Al- 
Cwitalirb in Khurhai. rnora, and Bagesur, like Purma Sah, 
abovementioncd, and like Kurree Sah and Damoo Sah the 
(nia-&ad) proprictore of Billone,-Soera, &c. (bs. 40) on the 
banks of the Surjoo. 
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The copper mines in Khurhai at present yield Rs. 15 to 
the state, and they are now being 

Copper mines. abandoned by their lessees who are 
only the Negee thokedars just named. Prom the report of Cap- 
tain Drummond on the quality and extent of the ores, i t  would 
appear that capital and skill would render the Khurhai mines 
valuable and important. The nature of the soil-(steatitic and 
talcose mud with springs) in which the cupriferous deposits 
occur, render the efforts at working the mines of the neighbour- 
ing eemindars a constantly recurring and nugatory labour, 
and the results the most puny and contemptible. The ores 

of iron are plentiful in various parts 
Iron Ores in Chowgarb. of Chowgurkha, and are worked at 
thirteen different spots, at one of which (Jhirratolee in Daroon) 

magnetic ore is found. Goitre pre- 
Goitre. vails to a great extent in Chowgur- 
khq espet+ly in Rungoor and k o o n ,  with its usual occasional 
accompamment of cretinism. 

I n  all Chowgurkha there are 29 thokedars, and of the nu- - 
merous pudhans belonging to the 292 

Thoked.n and in malgoozarree pottahs, 13 hold. their Chowgurkha. 
mehals at the present Settlement on 

a moostajiree or farming lease. 

17. Pergunnah Baramundel. 
-- 

Former Jummas. 

z ------ 
E ~ r a -  Hs. 

Re. 295 increase. 

Baramundel, as its name implies, comprises twelve put- 

Bammandel~dwribad. tecs, or sub-divisions, and from its 
situation in the centre of the district, 

and fnwn its containing the capital, may be considered the 
2 T 



heart of the province. The little puttee of Khaspnja mrr- 
rounds Almora. Oocheeoor and Beesodll lie to the enst of 
the town, and border on Chowgurkha ; Bora-ke Rao, Khyra-ke 
h, and Mulla and Tulla Seeondra extend to the north and 
north-west ; whilc 3Iulla and Tulla Teekhoon, Reoonee, Dewa- 
seoon, and Uttagoolee form the western divisions of the per- 
gunnah. Baramundel occupies the whole upper basin of the 
Cosilla above the great turn of that river to the westward below 
Almora. In  Ehyra-ke Rao and Uttagoolee, which alonc are 
west of this basin, are found the sources and main upper 
course of the GugL river, a large tributary of the Ramgun- 
ga; and these are separated from the KosiUa region by the 
Bhutkote, Airee Deo, Reoonee, and Seenhee range east, and 
by the Jhoola Deo on the south. 

The whole tract is richly cultivated, and thickly peopled, 
with the exception of the highest 

Tract *tivslsd mountains, and these are by no means pulous. 
difficult of access, nor, do tthcy pre- 

sent any stupendous features in the land-scape. Almora itself 

Almora. 
is situated on a low flat ridge ema- 
nating from a main spur of Binsru, 

and the site of the capital appears to have been selected not 
only on account of its being centrical, but also for ita 
inexhaustible stone and alate quarries, and the number of its 
springs. 

The climate of k a m u n d e l  is for the most part very fair ; 
the height of thc villages above the 

and scenery of sea varying from 6,000 feet to 3,500 rnundel. 
feet; the main valleys however rarely 

falling to the latter level. Perhaps in no part of the hills can 
auy thing more beautiful be seen than the valley of the Kosilin 
in Bora-ke Rao, especially near Somesm. The mixture of 
the natural scenery of wood and watcr; the carc-displaying 
fertility of innumerable fields, and the sprinkled human habi- 
tations remarkable for their pretty architecture, make up a 
picture which it would be difficult to equal in any part of Asia. 
'l'hc cheerfulness and abundance, too, visible in the neighbour- 
hood of Almora itself and Huwulhagh are well known, and 
make UII for the absence of rrrander natural features. I t  is 
Prosperity of the county.  hardiy an caaggeration to say that 

on the north-wcut face of the Almora 
hill 'from ridge to base there is not a yard of land uncul- 
tivated. 



Ft is pleasing to reflect that much of this plenty is the 
fruit of peace and protection the gifts of the British Govern- 
ment, and that, in all human probability, a very contrary spec- 
tacle would have now met the eye if Goorkhalee rule had con- 
tinued at Almora to the present time. The cereal grains form 
Products. the chief productions of the soil, and 

in Bora-ke ltao, Khyra-ke ltao and 
Uttagoolee, sugar-cane, cotton and linseed are also frequently 
seen. The two former, however, are (as elsewhere mentioned) 
not grown as profitable staples, but for home-use ; nor, is there 
any manufacture of saleable goorh, &c. Throughout the whole 
pergunnah, but especially in Mulla Seeondra, the fruit of the 

Orchard. hill pomegranate trees (dharim) is 
a most plentiful and valued produc- 

tion, the extracted juice being sold in the bazar as a fine acid, 
and the outside rind taken in large quantities to the Terrai 
Mundees under the name of raaspal as an important article in 
the dyeiug and tanning trade. Walnuts, oranges, lemons, 
and plaintains, also, are very abundant. This orchard wealth 
is daily increasing, whereas, under the late Government, from 
the mere wantonness of the Goorkha soldiers in cutting down 
garden wood, the villages were becoming more and more 
denuded of fruit trees. 

The Statement No. VI. shows the detail of the present 
revenue assessment in regard to the 

AsHment Banununde'. total changes made. In all the put- 
tees, the mouzahmar settlements resulted in a total increase. 
I n  none is there any record of waste on the one hand, or nia- 
abad on the other. 

Only 14 mouzahs were leased to non-proprietary farmers, 
of which the revenue engaged for 

P a m .  amounts to Rs. 323. The total jum- 
rnrtbundee of Rs. 18,172, shows an increase in the pergunnah 

of Ra. 295. The Deputy Collector 
Opinions On the lmd revenue. viewing the statement of assessable 
area as accurate, records his opinion that Baramundel hao 
reached its maximum of land tax, the correctness of which 
opinion his succcssors may perhaps be inclined to doubt after 
regular surveys shall have taken place. The removal of the 
L i e  Corps from Almora has undoubtedly lessenedthe demand for 
agricultural produce, and there, at present, appears no prospect 
ef enhanced consumption within the pergunnah. In  this state 
of affairs we ought perhaps to congratulate ourselves tbat the 



cxieting amount of revenue is paid in cash so easily, and check 
any rising fecling of cavil, at what has been sometimes called 
the Lilliputian results of Kumaonese fiscal operations. 

18. Palce Puchaon. 

RE. 660 increase. 

To the greater part of Palee Puchaon, the description jnst 
given of Baramundel applies. This 

Palee described. large pergunnah is the most westerly of 
Kumaon Proper, and its puttees of Mulla Chokote and Sult 
oordcr on Gurhwal, and this last tract also overhangs the Bha- 
bur ; on the east Mulla Dwara adsjoins Baramundel ; on the 
south Silore and Kuklasone meet Phulda Kote ; and the central 
part is occupied by Geewar, Tulla Chokote, Tulla Dwara and 
Nya. The two broad vallies through which the Ramgunga 

and its main branch, the Bino, take 
Fine vallq of the -- their course, meeting at Boodha Ke- 
IF"'". dar, and the fine lateral glens of Khut- 

same,  Nagadh, Kotlar, (fareeon, Deghat, &c., form a remark- 
able feature in Palee, and to a traveller coming from the west 
snggest the idea that he is leaving the mountains altogether. 
Not less surprising is the aspect of many of the smaller ridges 
of the hills themselves, especially in Mulia and Tulla Dwara, 
covered from base to summit with villages and terrace-fields. 

and separated From each other by s 
succession of highly cultivated table table lands, &c. 
lands and vallies. both small and 

large. Of these last the course of the G ~ ~ H S  river and its 
affluent5 presents favorable examples. Of the former Dram 
HAth and its neighbourhood is a grand and well known illus- 
tration. 



The tributary Nyr from the west also reaches the Ramgun- 
ga through a fertile and populous county, but less flat than 
the tracts above named. 

Khutsarree* in Geewar owes its redemption from waste and 
a fatal climate to quite recent times; the zeal and industy of 
the principal pudhan, the late Theproo Negee, and his cultiva- 
tors having been fostered and encouraged by Mr. Commissioner 
Traill. I t  immediately borders on the Gurhwal puttee of Lo- 
bha, the fort of that name overhanging the frontier line. 
The iron mines are the most extensive and productive in 

the pr0vince.t The pilgrim road 
Iron minw. from the northern shrines here 
enters the pergunnah and leaves i t  again at the points where 

the narrow ridges of Butronje-kanh 
Roads. and Kat-ke liao form the only barrier 
which separates the waters of the Ramgunga and Kosilla. The 

name ofthe pergunnah is derived from 
Kame. the petty town of Palee which is sit- 
uated on a low spur of the Nythiina ridge above the Ramgun- 
ga, and which was formerly the residence of a Ghoorkhalee Fouj- 
dm ; and, in the earlier part of our rule, of a British tuhseeldar. 

The least continuously-inhabited and cleared part of Palee 
is to be found in puttee Sulut at the 

Observatiom On the south-west corner of the division ; but 
parts in regard to products, 
pasturage, &c. &c. there the ginger, turmeric, and capsi- 

cum cultivation is verv ~rofitable. and 
the remunerative market of Chilkea is within ;-day's march. 
The high portions of Mulla Chokote adjacent to Joonia Garh, 
kc., are also less fertile and more jungly than the more central 
districts. %e, too, the fine climate and pasturage compen- 

sate for the deficiencies of soil, and 
hhrage traetr in Chokote. some of the largest and best villages 
of the district are found in the Chokote highlands. Indeed the 
finest tulaon lmds are the most precarious, owing to their liabi- 

lity to floods, such as those of 1840, 
and dilnvid losses in which at Tamadhone, Bikiake-Syn, 

the best valley lands. Silore, and other places, committed 
great injury to the arable soil, and would have seriously affect- 

* Nmr.-" The Valley of Crime" formerly s royal Sen0 and only resorted 
to by Criminals fleeing to this place as to a " City of Refuge," and allowed pardon 
on their tilling the mil of the Crown-lands. 

t Xwe.-There in a small copper mine (also in puttee Geewar) recently 
opened,-Jamma Be. 35. 



ed the revenue, if the existing payments had been at  all 
accurately proportioned to the quality and quantity of land: 
I t  appears from the Deputy Collector's remarks on his re- 
adjustments of jumma in Palee Puchaon, that in some few places 
he allowed a slight decrease in the Government demand on 
account of diluvium (duma-boordj, but that in general the 
loss to the villze communities under this head was comoounded 
for by the &termitling of iawease~. 'hventy mkstnjiree 

durkhasts in Palee,&ecting a revenue 
Farming leases. of Rn9. 852, mere accepted; none of 
these were owing to resignations of proprietors on account of 
high jumma. Most of the pottahs were transferred by mutual 
agreement, or were retained in the absence of hissehdarree 

claimants. I n  the whole pergunnah 
Assessment in Palee. ' an addition to the jumma of 2 pcr 
cent. Rs. 660 (the remainder after deducting Rs. 91, the total of 

all the petty decrements) occurred, 
Opinions of Native Col- and Umba Dutt takes particular care 

lector. 
to state that, in the open as8enablies 

which surrounded him at  the time of settlement, the feeling 
of the people, with reference to the constant past quinqum- 
aid increases of Mr. T d ,  preponderated in favor of a 
moderately enhanced jumrna for 20 years, and that he might 
have produced a still better Revenue Roll, if he had not 
been checked by fear of disapproval, quite as much as by 
suspicions of possible imprudence. He points out puttec 
Sulut as full of capabilities for extension of cultivation and 
inhabitancics. He also brings forward the instance of Lakhwa 
or the high forest district attached to the Juspoor estate in 
Chokote, as likely to present in a few years, a wide display 
of new villages, whereas hitherto on account of border warfare 
in native times, boundary disputes in our own, and the fear 
of periodical new assessments, the attempts at clearing the 
forests in that direction had been few, ill-directed, and 
isolated. Nevertheless, in these two instances at the northern 
and southern extremes of the pergunnah, the Deputy Collector 

has, I think, almost exhausted his 
Opinions Of Officer record of future capabilities. I am on the land revenue in Palee. 

myself of opinion that although Palee 
Puchaon more resemblcs a plain than a hill pergunnah, that 
district has already sufficiently paid for the reputation of supe- 
riority ; and, it may be, has borne a burden which, if equalizs- 
tion had been possible of attainment, ought to have been more 
gcnerally distributed. After all, in a mountain pergumah, 
where nearly every village has been cultivated to the utmost, 
wherc the populatio~l is increasing without many outlets for 



& eurplas numbers, where the most soil is most 
precariously situated, whence the markets for produce can only 
be reached by personal human labor without any artificial 
means of transport, and, finally, where the wages of labor 
earned at Nainee Tal and elsewhere, or of service by sepoys and 
chuprassees, are considered by the heads of villages as far more 
certain assets than the prices of produce, Rs. 33,799, is a large 

amount to be yielded year afler year, 
OpinioM of Officer and its regular realization in h r d  still forther explained. 

caeh of the Company's coinage has 
sometimes struck me with astonishment, not entirely without 
misgivings. I cannot help t b k i n g  that the abolition of the 
Kumaon Local Battalion and any sudden reduction in the 
establishment of Mujkooree chuprassees at Almora, would 
increase the number of dustuke necessary in Palee to an extent 
that would alarm not only the peshkar of the huzoor tuhseel 
and his putwarees, but the late* Deputy Collector himself. Be 
that as it may, with the present fiscal result of the Palce opera- 
tions the Government may well be content, and the absence of 
appeals from the settlement and of subsequent current balance9 
othcr than the results of procrastination, estravagance nnd quar- 
rels, may be taken as a proof that the people acknowledge the 
fairness of their taxation. 

. 19. I t  would swell this report, already too large, to an inor- 
dinate size, if in pergunnahs Bma- 

General obsemtiona on the mundel and Yalee I should nttempt 
and dispub the minute illustrations given of men brought forward. 

and aEairs in the preceding pergun- 
nahs. For those, as least known, as most especially puharree, 
and as involving short yet complete descriptions, I have not 
rejected even trifling details. I have also taken care in the 
several divisions of my subject to make incidental allusions to 
nearly every matter of interest affecting thc province generally, 
and to mingle with the local history, instances and examples 
illustrative of general customs. I n  these districts last p a t  
under review, I have therefore, confined myself to a geogra- 
phical account of the country, and to topics cwnnccted with the 
revenue. Our successors in the province will require no writ- 
ten English reports to make them rapidly acquainted with tho 

people of Baramundel and Palee. 
Litigation in The-fourths of the litigation in the 
Court belongs to these pergunnahs, and but a short possessiou 
of the judicial chair and the smallest experience of its respon- 



sibilities, will bring any Kumaon Civil Officer into contact, not 
only with the thokedars and pudhans, but with a great por- 
tion of the agricultural inhabitants of all ranks. 

Such being the case, too, with ourselves at  the present 
time, a large proportion of the dis- 

Disputes at time Of putes which elsewhere were disposed 
of at the settlement camp, were in these pergunnahs left to the 
arbitrium of the Civil Courts, and my diligent and intelligent 
assistant Umba Dutt, mas obliged to content himself for the 
most part with the decision of only those matters, the clearing 
up of which was absolutely necessary for the leasing of estates 
to responsible parties,-the determination of revenue liabi- 
lities,-and the exemption of the cultivating classes from 
uncertain demands; in short the creation of what is called 
thephurd phont, that is the best attainable separate village- 
record in the place of-nothing but a durkhast and a pottah. 

These decisions were greatIy aided by the copies of de- 
crees and orders already in the hands of the contending parties, 
and by a prudential avoidance of all interference, constantly 
enjoined by me, wherever real and not very recent possessioL 
of one party, was proved. A most valuable assistance has 

been given to the Civil Courts by 
uBeful to the settlement operations. It is no- the Civil Courts. 

torious that in Civil suits half the 
case is over when the " point at issue" is known. Indeed, 
from the highest judicial tribunal in the county, constant in- 
structions have been issued to the subordinate Courts to make 
the establishment of this point the first preliminary object of 
all proceedings. Now in Kumaon, I am happy to say, i t  has 
become quite an established rule for parties to preface all suits 
concerning rights and liabilities in land, with the presentation 
of the copy of some order passed by the settlement officer, 
declaring that the particular matter in dispute had been left for 
the Courts to decide, and shewing what points were to be con- 
sidered as proved and determined data. 

I n  the concluding paragraphs those subjects will be dis- 
cussed whioh appear to require more particular elucidation, 
and the illustrations will nearly all be drawn from the two 
pergunnahs, the detailed account of which has been omitted. 
I n  the meanwhile the general result of the whole fiscal opera- 
tions under report, and of the miscellaneous proceedings con- 
nected therewith, is given below in the two following State- 
ments. 
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Two General Statements 
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FINAL SETTLEMENT REPORT. 

20. I n  paragraph 24 of the Gurliwal Scttlemcnt Ztc- 
port, which being in print can easily 

Tenures prevalent in Hill 
village communltieb. be consulted, the description of thc gr)r 

Hill tenurcs by the late Mr. Trail1 is 
fully copied. I would respectfully refer on the present' occa- 
sion to that Extract, as embodying my own opinions on the 

/ 
same sul~ject and as being equally applicable to Kumaon Pro- 
per. I n  attempting to comply with my instructions, founded 
on Section 4 of thc " Directions for Settlement Officers pro- 
mulgated under the authority of the Hon'ble the Lieutenant 
Governor North Western Yrovinccs in September 1814," the 
Deputy Collector Umba Dutt (to whom on account of my own 
urgent judicial and general duties, the carrying out of the 
settlement in Kumaon Proper in a great measure devolved) fcll 
into frequent mistakes. I soon became convinced that thc 
introduction of the terms used in paragraph 86 and following 
paragraphs of the valu~ble Circular in question would only 1 $,jt3 
lead to doubt and confusion ; and that the preparation in accord- / , A  , ,\ * 

ance to those terms, viz., " zemiridaree, putteedaree and bhpa- 
cliaraJ' of a threefold llst of tenures, instead of being useful J "- 
might be actually mischievous. I t  is also quite unneceusary for 
the Kumaon Civil Courts. I n  all the co-parcenary estates, the 
joint responsit)ility of all the proprietors for tlir payment of 
the Govcr~lrnerit demand is thoroughly undisputed ant1 undoul~t- 
ed, whether the person or persons holdi~ig the malgoozaree 
p t t a h  enjoy that distinction by election or by prescriptirc 
rizht. Even in village commu~litics whcre in ~ddition to thc - 

pottahdar and proprietors holding thc 
Rerruue responsibility not 

doubtful in Kulnaon. land in severalty, some portion is occu- 
pied by old occupa~it cultivators to 

whom the former deny tile noiiinal riglit i n the  soil ; these last 
will, if called upon by the proper authorities, pay up without 
cavil any deficient quotas of revenue, the only claim to irre- 
sponsibility being the proof of previous payment through their 
own nominal superior, or directly to the malgoozar. The term 

moostaiiree or farmine leases men- u "P"""" mOOshjiree Or tioned in c ~ h  of the preeedillg pFa. farming leases. 
graphs, is, as a general rule, appl~ed 

to  those mouzaha, where this state and feeling of responsibility 
do not exist among the cultivators, and where f i e  ptrso-n 
engaging with Government is considered solely responsible. 
I n  many cases the f u r w  is so called, because notwithstanding 
a continued possession of the pottah for some time, he can 
prove no acquired hereditary or prescriptive right in the soil. 
Here as Government is the only claimant opposed to him, he 
may be cousidered as really owning both the lease-hold and free- 



hold. In  other cases, however, the acquisition of the 1-e is 
notoriously recent and temporary. There, the villagers t h e m  
selves, though unabie or unwilling to take upon them any 
direct revenue engagement, are b ~ u n d  to submit to hie terms 
in regard to their-respective quotas of revenue payment, if they 
fully occupy the land ; or, failing to do SO, they must resigu 
their rights by a " lad(dwaJ' in order to make room for paying 
tenants; or, where this necessity does not fully exist, they 
must permit the malgoozar to make his own arrangements for 
the undivided (unbiruta) lands, and for such portions of the 
divided lands as they do not bene$cially occupy. Having 
explained the character of a moostrrjir, not unfrequently also 
called theekadar, I refer to the Glossary of Hill terms in my 
Appendix for a more full explanation of the peculiarities of 
tenure among the Kurnaon village communities, as well as for 
the interpretation of names of things and persons used in 
this Report. 

21. Comparing the hill t m  with the definitions of 
tenures contained in the " Circular DirectionsU alluded to in the 
last paragraph, we may class the different holdings in Kuluaou 
as follows. 

\ 
. [ \ > \  f First. " Pure Pu2teedaree."-All hissehdaree mouzahs in 

'7 7 ; .  
Classification of tenures. 

which the bknt or division of the 
t ( J \  lands has actuaUv been made. in re- 

\ 
gard to the whole community, among the TldtwBn proprietors, 
each rath (clan) or Mao (family) holding its own lands either 
in severalty by the rules of hereditary Bhai-btint, or un-bdda, 
pending rt division among themselves; and each paying itu 
quota of Government revenue through a pudhan. 

Second. " Imperfect or mixed Prstteedaree."-Those his- 
sehdaree mouzahs in which the land is held, in regard to the 
whole community, hoth in hisseh-bbnt and in Sunjayuthee; 
the pudhan having the first right to the proceeds of the com- 
mon land, until the Government revenue has all been collected. 

Third. Co-parcenay Zemindarre."-Hissehdaree mou- 
zuhs in which the whole land belongs to the hissehdars iu 

\common, but of which the proceeds in cash or kind, after pay- 
g the Government revenue, are divided among the proprie- 

according to the hereditary share of each. 

Fourth. "Simple Zemindaree."-Mouzahs or parts of mou- 
zahs possessed in absolute proprietary right by a single TUt 
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w h ,  the that being derived from a sunnud, from the first nia- 
abad pottah, from purchase of crown lands, or from public or 
private purchases and forfeitures, which have absorbed all other 
claimants. 

These tenures are hcrc placed in ordcr according to their 
proportional numbers in the district. 

Dispuh Pure The Jirsd class is wimeasurably tho 
estAtes. 

largest. I n  mouzahs belonging there- 
to the disputes which arise are chiefly external, that is, con- 
cerning boundaries, wit11 their neighbours, and concerning land 
belon,&g to other mouzahs included within their own limits, 
or to their own land included within foreign limits. Perma- 
nent transfers and exchanges of such Tokes* were occasionally 
attempted with success at the settlement, much to the benefit 
of the people, but puharree pride and spite (" zidd") too often 
opposed such an arrangement. 

I n  this class of estates the internal disputes generally 
have reference to the election of the pudhan, and to the family 
quarrels of the several hisschders. 

I n  the second class, where the existence of undivided 
land is owing to the long absen- 

Disputes in mixed Putteedare' teeism, or minority, or idiotcy, or vlllagea. 
poverty of some hissehdar, or to 

a hisseb falling vacant by a family becoming with or ex- 
tinct, or to the apathy of the villagers, there is always a ten- 

dency to the self-aggrandizement of 
PudLans in such the pudhan, and finally to the absorp- villages to approprkte the 

common land. ti011 of some portion of the pun,jazut- 
tee land, into his own share. When 

sued on this account, a clever pudhan generally contrives to 
produce a long hill for expenses (logut) incurred by him in cul- 
tivating the land, or for losses (toot) incurred by him through 
his resporlsibility for the government jnmma, his profits (goon- 
jaish) per contra in the absence of village-accountants, being 
concealed and not admitting of easy proof. Where the conmoll 
land owes its existcnce to its distance from the homestead, its 
being a valuable plot of Seera or irrigated land difficult to 
divide,--or to paGkhast cultivation,-there, wantof honesty or bad 
management,-or refusal to produce accounts on the part of the 
pudhan, often lead to his loss of the appointment and the elec- 

* Tokes-are the diaerent local divisions in each village, named in the men- 
mrcment books. 



tion of a bcttcr representative. These cases wcre brought to 
light by thc settlcmcnt wlicrevcr the pcoplc wcre at d intelli- 
gent or careful of their o m  intcrcsts. I n  co-parcenary zcmin- 

darees, tlle mouzahs are generally ma- 
Co-parcenary eemindarees. nagcd by one of thc oldest assamees 
under the name of ghur yudilan who in remuneration for his 
trouble is allowed to hold part of his land rent-free, and is ex- 
empted from pcrsoual services, &c. fcooly godn'tn.) These mou- 
zahs are not very numerous and chicfly bclong in Cho\vgurkha 
and Baramundel to Joshees and other principal Brahmins, tlie 
descendants of jaghccrdars (maafeedars.) I n  the villages near 

tlle capital. instalices of all these classes . - 
Mixed tenures near the capi- 

Of tenllre can be found in one rnehnl tal and elsewhere. 
owing to some of tlie tliokes or internal 

subdivisions having fallen int; thc hands of bunnceah mortga- 
gcrs, auction purehascrs, brahmin grurltccs and their heirs, kc., 
\vhilc some have remained in tlie hallds of thc original commu- 
nity; mouznlis Sitolcc, Nackhola, 3lutelg Bylkote, Bukh, LC. 
aKord csaxnplcs of thus kind. 

Again amongst the great Seeanchareefamilies of Palee Pucha- 
on wc find tlie liisschdars of the whole mchal jointly responsible 
through thcir pudlians for the government revenue, but the scvc- 
ma1 mouzaliv which comprise the cstatc of which the Secana is 
the llominal hcad, shewing in their internal arrangements iu- 

stances of every kind of tenure. Thus 
The Tim'ee in "lee' amongst the Bishts of Timlee in Tuila 
Chokote (of which 3iuddum Slng Seeana is the head, and Rut- 
tuil Sing Soobadar a principal pudhnn) it is still a matter 
of disputc in the Civil Court, what mouzrths of the four roihs 
shall be held in severalty ;-what mouzahs shall be left in  tlic 
hauds of the assamees with a view to sharing the common pro- 
fits ;-and, in what mouzahs an actual distribution of assamecs 
rather thari of lands shall take place ; while the claims of Rut- 
trio Sing the monied-man and mortgagee or purchaser of d l  
procurable lands within the mchal, add greatly to the confu- 
sion. With the means and time at our disposal, i t  was 
found impossible to decide all these matters at the period of 
settlement. All that could be done mas by a temporary phurd- 
pliant to secure the cultivators from double collections, and to 
fix the principal revenue liabilities. 

22. 111 Baramundel, mouzah Bansoolee Seers, Rs. 232, and 

Instances of tenures. 
Eera Scera-Rs. 170, are instances 
of simple zemindnrec estates obtained 

by purcllase of crown lands. 16 the former, the oRncr Tooln- 
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Pure zemindaree. ram Sah (the Almora treasurer) col. 
lects from his assamees Rs. 199 in 

sirthee ; and 320 maunds of grain in koot ; besides fees on all 
marriages, the annual "wulug" at the ghee sunkrant in Sawuni 
&. Hc keeps 11 beesees seer in his own hands. The area 
of the estate is 135 beesees, all irrigated tulaon. He paid 

Rs. 1,156, purchase money for the 
instance Of pWchaaed mehal which mas sold by public lands. 

auction in 1829 A. D., (1885 Sumbut.) 
I n  Palee Puchaon, putte Geewar, mouzah ~ho~dmuhav ia ,  kc.; 
(Rs. 471), is a zemindaree by private purchase. The original 
ThAtwbns of the mehal were of the Muhra tribe, who fell into 
revcnue balances, and were obliged to make over their " thbt" 
by ladbwa to Bhowan Sing and Goman Sing-Uswal, from 

whom Laljee, the father of the pre- 
instance of private pur- sent owner Motee Chukrait, obtained chase. 

the villages through the forfeiture of 
a mortgage. At present, the zemindar collects altogether 
Rs. 515 rent and the customary dues, but has no recorded 
share of the produce. As the total area is 507 bcesees, the profit 
to the owner is not likely ever much to exceed the present amount 
of Rs. 71. This accounts for the small sum Rs. 1,200, for 
which the Uswals gave up the property, and proves that Mr. 
Commissioner Traill treated the sovereignty of Government in 
the soil as any thing but a fiction in this mehal. The present 
jumma only equals the average demand of 5 settlements ; but, 
with such a burden on the estate, the zemindar can hardly 
be considered, crcept with reference to the exclusion of 
all the claimants, as better than manager or farmer on the 
part of Government. The estate lies in the richest part of 
the Gecwar valley. I n  mouzah Sowal, puttee Oocheeoor, pergun- 
nah Baramundel, we have an instance of a zemindaree clenved 

from a resumed jagheer. The maafee 
An instance of resumed of Hamkishcn Joshee was resumed in 

jagheer. 1876 St. As the terms of the original 
p a n t  shewed that the thdt mas included in the jaghew, thcnset- 
tlement mas made with the maafeedar ; and his heir Rada- 
kishen is sole proprietor of the mouzah. The Government jumma 
is Rs. 25 on 70 beesees. The assamees pay grd of all produce 
to the zemindar, and he has also 1 beesee seer. 

Very few instances are found in Kumaon of the Thltwln 
Mnafeedar generally the being other than the maafeedar, nor, 

yrietor md settled with, has it ever been thought necessary or 
for the Revenue on the proper in this province on the occasion 
part of Government. of resumption or lapse of a maxifee, to 



disturb possession and searclr for claimants to the pottah, on the 
theoretical principle that the maafeedar only represented the 
Government in the village, and ought therefore, to be consider- 
ed as the mere recipient of the Government rights, alienated 
in his favor. In regard to the nia-abad tenures throughout 

the district it is only necessary to ob- 
Nia-absd tenures. serve that the rights of parties other 
than the original conqueror of the soil, or what is not S e -  
quent, the first taker up of abandoned leases, are never recog- 
nized, except where it is thoroughly proved that the first holder 
of the pottah admitted any one to a proprietary share in order 
to ensure aid in his operations and lessen his own revenue 
responsibilities. The proof of such share is either a likha or 
written agreement between the parties, or indubitable documen- 
tary evidence in the books of measurement and settlement, and 
by receipts of tuhsecl officers that the claimant has regularly 
paid a quota of the Government demand, as bond fide revenue 
m d  not as private rent. An instance of mingled tenure occurs 

in mehal Juspoor, puttee Tulla Chokote ; 
Instance of mixed tenure' the malgoozaree pottsh of which, com- 
prising 1 uslee and 19 dakhlee mowahs at Rs. 688 jumma is 
vested, with the thokedaree also, in Ruttun Sing Rajbar. In 
the uslee village, Juspoor, all the members of the Rajbar family 
we ThBtwBn hissehdars. I n  all the dakhlees, Ruttun Sing 
is sole zemindar, owing to their being nia-abd and other 
causes which invested his father Kullean Sing with that 
character, to the exclusion of his less influential brethren. Of 

co-parcenary zemindarees, mouzah Nyal 
Instanees of co-parcenary Jhoola (a resumed maafee) in puttee 

zemindares. Bora-kc Rao, p e r p n a h  Baramundel 
affords a very fair specimen. The Government jumma is 
Rs. 62. The two hissehdars Poorkotun Punt and Teekaram 
Punt possess 8 becsees seer, of which they give 1 beesee rent- 
free to their ghur pudhan Nur Dev. The cultivating cornmu- 
nity, 5 Khaekurs and 24 Sirthans, pay collectively the Rs. 62 
Government demand, and 40 maunds in all for both harvests, 
but each according to his possessions and engagements, and the 
hissehdars divide the profits equally, as well as share in the 
dues, fees, service, and other advantages. I n  mouzah Bujel in 
Baramundel (Re. 63), t,he co-parcenary hisschdars and pudhans 
Bishen Narain Joshee and Hur Narain Joshee receive 259 
maunda of grain per annum in koot (besides @fit, d u g ,  
h.,) and themselves arrange for the Oovernment revenue. In 
mehal Ullai, puttee Lukhunpwr, pergunnah Chowgurkha, the 
Government jumma is Rs. 31. The proceeds of the estate to 
the five or six heirs of the original maafeedar Ruttun puttee 
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Joshee are only Rs. 24 cash, 1.24 maunds of gain, and the cus- 
tomary dues and service, including fuel, these last the most 
valuable to Joshee amlalr proprietors, and (with occasional 
grumblings on the part of some republican assamce) for the 
most part not unwillingly bestowed. From mouzah Sulla also 
in Lukhunpoor puttee, this same family derive the means of 
paying the Government revenue by collecting Rs. 45 in cash, 
20 maunds in grain per annum, and 20 loads of wood for fuel 
per mensem ; and for all land newly taken up in Gut cultiva- 
tion they charge 2 nalees of grain per plough. Luckily for 
themselves, the joint hisschdars of this mouzah have not yet 
quarrelled among themsclves, and can therefore, make the com- 

mon stock go farther than if it were 
Instances of bhyacham parcelled out in petty lots. Close to 

tenure. the station from which I am writing 
(Nainee Tal) I find an example of a mixed bhyachara holding. 

Bilooakaah, &c. 
I11 mouzah Bilooakanh in Chukhata 

t the jumma is Its. 52. The ap- 
propriated malgoozaree area is 72 becsces. The hisselldars 
Nur Sing pudhan, &c., divide 30 beesees in severalty bctwecil 
them, paying their shares of the Government delllalid thereon ; 
while 82 beesces are cultivated by thc Khaiikure, who 
pay nothing beyond their own proportioxlate quotas of 
the jumma and marriage fees to tlie pudhnn. He also 
holds 2 beesecs, huq-pudhannee. The remaining 8 bee- 
sees of measured culturable waste, and thc waste tract 
included within the boundaries, are at the disposal of 
the malgoozar, the same who claimed Eainee Tal in zemiu- 
daree right. 

In this ease the Khaekurs are called sunjayuthee assn- 
m e 8  because they assist to make up the revenue for which 
the hisschdars are responsible, and because in case of any 
of their land becoming vacant by default of hcirs, aban- 
donment, &., it would belong in common to the hisseh- 
dars. IR the same neighbowhood we have the mchal'of 
Muhragaon, notorious for its intestine disputes. This 
consists of one uslee and 7 dakhlee mouzahs for which 
the government demand is Hs. 250. The pudhans are 
two brothers, Luchum Sing and Kishen Sing Muhra; 
their tenure of the dakhlce mouzahs would be zemin- 
daree, if there was any thing to posses except the responsibility 
for the Government revenue. The tightness of their circum- 

stances in the hills has drawn thcm to 
Mubmgaon, kc.  the Bhabur, where they have bccome 
rich and influential. 

2 x 



The uslee mousah is the homestead of the tribe, who the* 
divide 37 beesees in severalty among themselves, and are re- 
sponsible for Rs. 37 jumma. The arrangement of the liabilities 
shown by the settlement record is as follows. 
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Returning to Palee Puchaon, we select the following speci- 
men of d a g e  tendre. 

Mowah Umearee-Chumearee-beesees 65. The nnmber 
Umuree-chum-, kc. of hisaehdara (all Pand6 Brahmins) 

is 14. The whole land is divided in 
severalty among them, md they are severally responsible 
for the quotas of the Government demand, amounting in the 
whole to Rs. 57. Of the hieeehdars, 5 pay thro h Kishna 
Pandd pudhan and 7 through Hurkishen Pand ? pudhan, 
both pudhans being a h  hissehdare, and receiving no remune- 
ration from their +qmcenary brethren. Such ia the hisaeh- 
dareee phant. 

The a b s M  m8ameewm phant .of this mouzah is in this 
Specimen ofurameewar p h t .  wiae,?or that part of the land, 8 bee- 

sees, which is not in nGote of the 
hiasehdara. 

The hissehdaree dues from the assameea are 1 rupee on 
each marriage of their daughters, one haunch of every goat 
killed, and a wulug of dhai and gabah (leaf of edible anun,) 
in Sawun. From that portion of their hisseh which came to 
them by purchase and which is cultivated by :one aasamee, 
Kishna Pand6 and Dhunneeram Pand6, abo derive one 
load of grain at each harvest and 4 annas teeka at the 
Dusserah. 

€ 
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In this place I take the opportunity of mentioning tfFgt 
the assameewar phant throughout 

Phurd phants in general a new the district is an entire creation of creation in Kumaon. 
my own as Settlement Officer. In 

Mr. Traill's time on the occasion of my urgent dissension con- 
cerning the distribution of the revenue burden arising, a mea- 
surement was ordered to be made of possession, (" kubzawar pai- 
maish,") and according to the statement furnished by the local 
putwarree or eanoongoe, as the case might be, therz was drawn 
up in the Sudder O#ce the proper comparative roll of pay- 
ments, of which a copy was given respectively to the pudhan 
~ n d  disputant party. Sometimes these statements were his- 
schwar, as well as a kubzawar, but all had reference to the 
Government demand and not to the general rental of the estates. 
Wc have not yet quite overcome the dif l idty of procuring true 
rent rolls, in addition to the revenue rolls. But thefault of con- 
cealing the real status of the tenantry brings wit11 it its own pun- 
~~~~~~~~~~~d hissehdars ishment in case of a dispute arising, 

asmmees in the phurd as it effectually shuts the door of the 
phants. summary suit Court against those 

guilty of it, and before they can remedy the evil, subjects the of- 
Errects thereof t~ &- fenders to disgrace and risk of fine by 

tempting it eapeciall J in their necessity to confess before thcreve- 
GorhaaL nue authorities the Tvilful fdsity of their 

records. I n  Gurhwal the concealment of hissehdars even to the 
extent of a whole Mao in order to hide capabilities, when perpe- 
trated by the pudhan, and to evade " cooly-godh" and other 
liabilities, when permitted by the hissehdars themselves, has been 
discovered in cases since the settlement, and generally remedied. 
But, in other cases the actual loss and absorption of the conceal- 
ed ehare has been, it is well known, the eonsequence where the 
distance of the Court, the dread of litigation and its consequences ; 
and tlle ignorance and poverty of the people, have conjoined to 
assist thc fraud of the headmen. The Kumaon settlement had 
the advantrp of following that of Gurhwal, and both officers and 
people could benefit by the examples in the earlier operations, 
which had become discussed and notorious. No Eear of extra 

bardaish will now iuduee a Kum- 
Iiumaonees a'ive to aonee peasant to abstain from suing own renl interests. 

tlie concealers of his name, possessions 
and liabilities, for even the minutest fractions of his rights. 

The large village of ilfmee (Rs, 221) on the high road, 
between Almora and Sreenuggur in 

]nrtnnces of mixed ~u-daree puttee Geewar affords a very ' 

tenure an11 pure putteedaree. 
illustration of a mixed putteedrvee 



tenurn. Of aimple bhyachara tenures every puttee presenta 
numerous instances, none perhaps better than the well known 
village of Kuttearee (Rs, 130), the main suburb of Almora. 
But, there is no space left for further minute details j I, there- 
fore, conclude this chapter of examples with the following ac- 

count of mehal Bhursoolee in Tulla 
Bhumoolee, &c. Chokote, pergunnnh Palee Puchaon. 
There are one uslee and 21 dakhlee mouzahs, The mouzah- 
waree area of all collectively is recorded at 704 estimated ( n u s  
zur uudazee) beesees, of which only 44) are placed under the 
head of (( culturable waste." The pudhans are four in number, 
viz., Shere Sing Seeuna, and hia brother Goman Sing, and 
Mahendar Sing Seeana, and his brother Mohun Sing, of the 
Rrtwut tribe of Rajpoots. These are also the sole ThAtw5n his- 
aehdars. They reserve 41 beesees, dispersed throughout the 
mouzahs, as rent-free, huq-pudhanee and seer. The remaiu- 
ing land is divided among numerous Khaekurs, from whom 
by quotas, the whole Government demand is collected. From 
these also, the Seeanas collect one rupee per family, once in 
every threc years, one pice per family every Dusserah, the 
breast and one leg of every goat killed, one seer of ghee, besides 
dhai and gabah per family as wulug at the ghee suukrait in 

Sawun, and as btth they take two 
Sceanchares duca. ploughings at the rubbee and two at 
the khurreef harvests for the seer land, from every assamee. 
These are called " Seeancharee dustoor" and supersede a11 other 
thokedaree dues. At present, the two young& pudhans share 
every thing with thcir brothers. I n  case of a dispute arising 
they are entitled to call for a division of the villages according 
to hereditary right; to obviate the inconveniences of which, 
(cntailing also a separation of the thokedaree dues from the 
hissehdnree dues now all united in the Seeancharree receipts,) 
i t  would be bcttcr to include all four names in the thokedaree 
as well as in the pudhancharree pottah. 

Finally, from the entire settlement records, I gather that 
the number of mouzahs in the per- 

eernindaree gunnahs last described in which thc in Palee I'uchaon, Baramun- 
del and Chowgarkhn. tenure is xemindaree or approximates 

thereto, is 43 in Chowgurkha, 21 in 
Baramundel, and 97 in Palee, or one-ninth of the whole 1305 
mchals. 

There are four Seeana familics represented by the two Rawuts 
abovenamcdatBhursoolee; by Muddun 

k a n a  families in Palee. Sing and Sobhun Sing Bisht at Tim- 



lee; by Teg Sing Munral at Khairgson, and Naraia S i  
Munral at Tamadhone. These two last are fast being 
by debts and extravqpnce. 

In Baramandel there are 35 thokedars and in Palee 11 2, 
of whom the following are well known 

List of PW$ thakedm in prbcipal men ; rnehtioned by Pdee nnd Baramuudel. because tho* of the smaller pergun- 
nahs have been so distinguished. 

Tulla Seeondra, 

Afulla Tikoon, 

Name of pi&- 
pal riffage. Name of Puttee.  

Reoonee, . . 
Dooar Seon, 
Khns Puja, 

1 

Name .of Thokedar. 

Mulla Dwara, 

Tulla Dwara, - -  { 
Silor, . 

Sobhun Sing Bohra, I . . .  Nathoo Bohra, 
Tilla Bhynsora, . . . . 
An Sing Bohra, . . .  

. . . . .  Jewa Bohra, 
Gujai Sing Kairha, . . 
Mohun Sing do., . . . .  

. . . .  

.. { 

.... .... 

.... 

. . . .  
Bhowan Sing, . , . . 
N u  i n ,  . . . . . .  . . . .  

. . . . . .  
Muddun S ig ,  
Dhurmdutt, 
Latthmee Bullub Pand6, 
Heem Sing Bohra, . . . . . .  Gopee Chilwal, 
Dowlut Singh, . . . .  
Lutchee Moolia, . . . .  
Puddee Lutwd, . . . .  . . . .  Heera Koomatia, 
Jewa, . . . . . .  . . 

. . . .  

. . . .  
Shaibaz Negee, 
hluddun Sing, 

PALER. 

. ' ] Phullea, &e. 

. . } . ? w T z k  Bint. 

. . , Uuthom 

. . ' Doogora. . . Bundaree. . . Mutela. . . ' . . . . . . . , . . 

. . . . 

. . . . 

. . . . 

. . . . 

Sheeor Sing, . . . . . . . .  
Bijep Sing, . . . . . . . .  . . . .  Dllurm Sing Bisht, 

1 Kishn Sing Negee, . . . .  
. . . . . .  I Jeit Sing llotela, 

Puddum Sing Khatee, . . . - . . . .  Khurli Sing Negee, 

Muhut. 
Pakra. 
Busolee. 
Lohna. 
Patia. 
Chounda. 
Punkote. 
Reoonee, 
Dinda. 
Lilt* 
Koomatee. 
Ooneona. 
Seerarh. 
Phuphna. 

Merai. 
Sulna. 
Eera. 
Pythanee. 
Tepoh. sal'rP"l' 
Kot arh 
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Name of Puttee. 

Geewar, .. 

Mnlla Chokote, . . { 

{ Tulla Choliote, . . 
Eaklaseon, . . 

I 
Sulnt, .. .. < 

Name of Tirokedar. 

. . . .  Lutchum Sing Kutait, . . - 
Ujub Sing Negee, 
Yunnoruth Maseal, . . 
Moteeram Chukrait, . . 
Seroop Sing Rawut, . . 
Himmut Sing Kunonig.. 
Ruttun Sing RRjbar, . . 
Heera Sing Bisht, . . 
Kumul Sing Rawut, . . 
Hurmli Sing Gosaen, . . 
Jeet Sing Munral, . . 
Bhowan Sing Rawut, . . 
Kullean Sing Bohrg . . 
Bishns Sone. . . . . . .  

.. Nya,. . . .  
The majority of the thokedars in t h e  perg~nnahs arc 

only entitled by law to the fees allowed 
Ordinarythokedareefees and by Mr. Traill, riz. one rupee per each does. 

marriage of the pudhans' daughters, 
and a leg of each goat killed by pudhans, and the following 
percentage on the Government jumma of their thokedaree 
villages. 

Name of prinei- 
pal Village. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. 

. . 

. . . . 

. . . . 
: . . . . 

. . . . . .  Mehur s ink  
Seroop Sing Rawut, . . . . . . . .  . . . .  Gunputtee, 
Hurruk Sing.. 
Puddum Sing, . . . .  
Narein Sing, . . . . . .  

From 1 to 100 Rupees, . . . . . . 3 Rupees. 
,, 1 0 0 t 0  150 ,, . . . . -. 4 ,, 
,, 150 to 200 ,, . . . . .. 6 ,, 
,, 200 to 250 ,, . . . . - -  6 ,, 
,, 250 to 300 ,, . . . • . *  7 ,, 
,, 300 to 350 ,, . . . . . .  8 ,. 
,, 350 t o  400 ,, . . . . - -  9 ,, 
,, 400 to 500 ,, . . . . .. 10 ,, 
,, 500 to 600 ,, . . . . .. 12 ,, 
,, 600 to 700 ,, . . . . .. 14 ,, 
,, 700 to 800 ,, . . . . . . 10 ,, 
,, 800 to 900 ,, . . . . .. 18 ,, 
,, 900 to 1000 ,, and more, .. 20 ,,maximum. 

Where the thokedar and pudhans are in agreement among 
themselves, custom has substituted many modifications and 
compromises of the above rule, and all these have been care- 

Iceera. 
Kutsarree. 
Masee. 
Dhond Mahra. 
Uphone. 
Utteegaon. 
~Juspoor. 
P thane. 

~keanee. d 
Hurnolee. 
Syn Manoor. 
Mulharree. 
Bouolee. 
Bhonc. 
Solruttee. 
Puunakote. 
Ngnwal Palee. 
Timla. 
Nowla. 
Jaindul. 



fully recorded by conscnt of the parties in the settlcmcnt re- 
cord. Where thokedaree dues have never brcn paid, the mere 
inclusion of a village in his pottah does not entitle a thokedar 
to draw any thing from it. It has however, generally been 
found difficult for the pudhans " to prow the negative" in such 
cases. 

23. I n  regard to the general rules adopted for the leasing 
and management of mehals, and the 

Reeorb of Settlement. appointment of pudhans, the bounda- 
ries of villages and settlement of disputes co~lcerning them,- 
the right to waste lands, pasture grounds and forests,-the an- 

sessable area of estates and measure- 
to Gwhwal report ment of lands-and, finally, the record for general principles of 

Settlement administration. of settlement,-the report for Gurhwd 
(paragraphs 13,16, 16, 17, 18, 20 and 

26) equally applies to Kumaon; and contains in an abstract 
form all the information on the subject of the settlement which 

J i t  has been my aim to distribute throughout the several diri- 
sional descriptions attempted in the pre! 

On pud- sent report for Kumaon. The only hano and boundaries. 
repetition that appears necessary is that 

the remuneration of pudhans in land, money or dues, are all 
these combined, was in Kumaon settled by the mutual agree 
ment of the ~arties, and failing that, decision of punchayet; 
and that the allotment of hug-pudhanee land recorded in the 
new settlement statements is that actually shown by the Settle- 
ment Misls, and not that of the old nominal records. The only 
additional remarks requisite, are, first, that at an early period 
in the Kumaon operations i t  was found expedient to drop all 
attempts at actual demarcation, by means of canoongoes, 
putmarrees, kc. of boundaries in undisputed waste tracts nomi- 
nally included in village areas ;-that it is now a general rule 
to lease mastc lands in nia-abad tenure to the nearest villages, or 
to offering members of those communitics rather than to stran- 
gers,-and that in the Settlement Mis1,-though still less a de- 
claratory record, than a mass of cnses afecting the interests of 
each mouzah and showing a crrtain da te  of men and things at a 
certain period,-will now in the majority of instances be found 
an  abstract proceeding or roobacarreee of some kind by the 
Settlement Officer. 

I t  now only remains for me to state how far the document 
called the phurd pliant, the actuaI 

Continuity Of vihe record practical record in the hands of each diacusaed. pudhan, can be rendered contitwrow4 
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naefnl. This is a most important subject, and fortunately for 
the avoidance of farther prolixity in the present communication 
it was fully discussed on a former occasion. The accompany- 

ing file of English correspondence* 
btter Settlemmf Officer to belonging to the year 1840, owes its 

Commissioner of K~unaon 
No. 13, J,ns 1810 and existence to the Circular Letter of the 
E I I C ~ O S ~ ~ ~ .  Sudder Board of Revenue dated the 

~ r o f s u d d e r B o a r d t ~ C o m -  18th June 1839 on the subject of 
missioner No. 28, 10th July ~h 1840. ewut papers. The superior autho- 

rities, with the detailed descriptions 
of tlle Kumaon pergunnahs before them, can now be able to 
judge how far the system of periodical mutations in the village 
record to meet the various changes by deaths, successions, 
transfexs, decrees of Court, desertions and the like circum- 

stances, can be enforced, the sepa- 
Circnmstn'ces 'pposing mr- rate village communities being scat- 

thoritatin chmger in record. 

v 
tered over so vast an area in square 

miles ;-(the several divisions removed from each other almost 
as much by moral differences as by physical distances, and " by 
fell and flood,") the centralization of all things in a Collector's 
Office at the Sudder station being as yet practically unknown 
to the people ;-there being no village accountants ;-the pu- 
dhans being generally illiterate;-and finally, the authorities 
equally with the inhabitants protesting against the uninvited 
visita of native officials to the hill villages for purposes of in- 
vestigation unconnected with crime. 

I still retain my opinion, recorded in the correspondence 

Opinion of Settlement O5cer. 
alluded to, that the working of the 
summary suit Court,-the itinerary 

mode of conducting their duty found necessary by the Euro- 
pean oiEcia1s;-and the growing sense of the importance of 
village records among the people themselves, will in time effect 
the important objects contemplated by the Board and Govern- 
ment, and bring about changes in the records of possessions 
and liabilities, whenever and wherever found riecessay. To 
enforce by authority a regular system for this object, whether 
thought necessary or unnecessary by the subjects, would be to i/ 
change by legislative measures the character and habits not of 
one race or tribe, but of many, and its impracticability may, 
therefore, be assumed. I n  the meanwhile, if it is feared that 
the zeal of the local agents of Government may be flagging in 
regard to their saving the inhabitants as much as possible Gom 

* Sea Appendix 1849. 
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instructions required. the miseries entailed by uncertain 
tcirllres am1 their coneequence, litiga- 

J tion ; the future instri~ctions of st~perior authority founded on 
a more extended knowledge of local circumstances, would 
doubtless be a salutary and I may add, an acceptable, stimulant 
to greater exertion. 

I cannot, however, close tlris subjcct without offering my 
humt~le protcst iygaitist any increase to  

Rotest 'gnimt em- the la1,or and responsibilities of that ployment of Government 
i'utwarrea. underpaid and overtvorkcd clam of 

publii scrvailts, the 38 Government 
Pulrvomees of Kumaon, who, now ou the rniscrable pittance 
of Its. 5 per menscm, perform a largc proportion of the duties 
elsewhere undertaken by tuhsccldars, thanndars, nazirs, 
nmccils, and chuprassees. 

The five canoonzoes of the district arc ccrtainlv an avail- " 
able body, and, hitherto t i a t  full use 

Cnnwngoefi nrnilnble but PUS- 
picious agents. has not bcen i n d e  of their services 

wl~icll is usnal clscwherc, especially in 
the departmcnt of tuhsceldnrrec accounts. But, on the other 
hand, with our small establislrmcntu, their cluployment in other 1 datira would still more impair the ctEcicncy of the department ' all~~clrd to, wlrilc, owing to tllc hereditary nature of their 
ofliccs,* tlieir employers arc dcprircd of the advantqes of a 
lnrgc choice of agents, and tllc dangcr of adding to family nnd 
caste influcnccs, alrcady thought too great a d  ill-exercised, 
bccomcs imminent. 

24. The zillah and pcrgunnch statements, compared with 
the registerg prepared at different times 

Mdiiburt in the separate rnaafee departments lends. 
itsclf, shew that the goont or re- 

ligiously assigned rent-free land appropriated in Kumaon 
Proper amounts to 13,456 bcesees, of which 2,230 are contain- 

j ed in the arca of villages otherwise khalsa or revenue-paying, 
rud 11,225 bceaeecs, bclong to separate entire mouzahs. Of 

these last, 60 m o d  or pergunnah 
wsign- Kutolec, and 31 or pergunnah Muhro- ed. 

ree, belong to trncts near the capital 
granted by the late Gorkhala government in d b u r t  tenure to 

* Note.-Their pay in exchange for resumed Naakar knda ia hred at Ra. Pi 
each. In G~ubwai the amount ia Us. 31.8. 
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th respective temples of Budrlilath and Kedarnatl~ in the great 
Himalayan chain. Their whole f i c a l  

8.d$bnrt 'Or diatrlbndon Of management in now by orders of Govd foud to pilgrims. 
ernment left to the Rawuls of those 

ejtabl&hmenls, interference in that matter being only permitted 
to the district offlcers, in cases of urgent complaint bronght to 
the notice of the Commiaeioner, and made over for investigatioti 
by him, 

In  all other affairs, the ordinary course of law takes cffeet 
in the sadhbntt pergunnahs aa in the khalsa, but the two Put- 
warrees are paid by the Rawul, and not fiom the Treasury, 
The maafee lands still held rent-free by individuals, amount 

M d m  rent-free to individuals. to 2,913 beeaees of which 581 form 
d+ 

alienated parts of malamxaree til- 
Iagcs, and the remainder are containLd in 98 separ&e mouzahs, 

The chief m~afeedars in the province are the two 
brothers, Prem Nidhee Shastree and Rama Puttee Shasa 
trcc who succeeded their father Gungaram Shastree, the I./ 
original grantee of the Qoorkha Government about ten 
year? ago, and whose tenure has hitherto, therefore beell 
cons~ered,  hereditary. 

Their possessions principally lie in Dhunneakote, but they 
have villages in Seeondra and Kuttoor, &c, All the other 
maafeedars, except Dhun Sing* and Hurdeo Borah* in tha 
Bhote mehalr, are also Brahmins of the Joshees, Pund, Pand6, 
Tewarree and Oopretee families. A good deal might be said 
on the subject of the extensive resumption of maafees by Mr. 
Commissioner Trail], and the consequent creation of a class of 

educated men looking solely to tho 
to resumption of public semice for support, and whose 

feed. unpopularity with the people is in a 
measure thrown also on the Government wKich employs them j 
hut I refrain from increasing the magnitude of this Report by 
discussions altogether foreign to the revision of settlement. 

25. All has, I humbly conceive, been now told of Ku- 
maon Proper and its several hill divi- 

=enwreaourwa,&.,&c. aions, in regard to matters of reve- t/ 
Practical flxal remarks. nue and land, the narration of which 

can fairly be espected from the Set- 
tlement Officer. 

** NOTE.- At M e l w  nnd C h c a d ~ .  



The Bhabur divilion has been previously described in t b  
Reports and Appendix forwarded with the settlement statements 
in the year 1846-47' A, D., while the outline of Kumaon histo- 
ry can be found, as abovementioned in my " Notes on the 
Turaee" published in the Asiatic Society's Journal in 1844. The 
valuable printed &:ports of the late Mr. G. W. 'haill have also 
been referred to an existing among the " Researches" of the 
same learned Society. To fulfil the requisitions of the Honor- 
able the Court of Directors contained in their despatch, No. 67, 
June 3rd 1846, and to furnish, for the two hill districts, (the 
revenue arrangements of which for twenty years have been 

made through my agency,) a full and 
data not p*lvabre accurate reply to their statistical en- by one individuil. 

quiries, would demand an amount of 
information and accomplishment not likely to be found in one 
individual. The want of a geographical and general survey 
complained of in the Turaee is happily about to cease under 
the operations soon to be commenced in that region. A reve- 
nue surrey of the mountain pergunnahs, to complete the 

information not supplied by the ex- 
Revenue m e y  not expect- isting 

ed. maps, and founded on the 
principles adopted and proved useful in 

the plains-Provinces, can hardly be expected, after the Gov- 
ernment has been informed by its district Officera that such a 
trurvey, however beneficial in determining existing agricultural 
possessions, would not favorably affect the total amount of 
Mvenue in regard to the state; and, if permitted to modify the 
hstribution in regard to the inhabitants, would perhaps end in 
seriously injuring the budget. For, would not its tendency at 
least, be to equalize the payments strictly derivable from the 
gross produce of thc soil ; to fix a Government share of that 
produce founded on experience elsewhere ; and to exclude from 
the fiscal capabilities, maets which the people have been hitherto 
content to c o d d m  available for the nominal land tax ? 

Fortunatelv for the obiects held in view bv the Hon'ble 
~ & t ,  opportunity has- recently been 

Scientific commiaaion now at 
work under Lieutenant R. taken of thc presence in this province 
Strachey, Engineen. of competent individuals, and their - - 

intimacy and constant communication 
with others still more competent employed elsewhere, to en,pge 
the services of Lieutenant R. Strachey, (of the Engineers), and 
his friends in the cause of Himalayan science. Thus, not only 
are the geology, botany, and meteorology of these interesting 
regions finding at last their long due development, but there is 
also every probability, if time be allowed, of the main geodeti- 
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cal data of the great Trigonometrical Survey being usefully 
applied to the separation of circles of facts within certain fixed 
points and to the filling up of each of these circles with topical 
and even ethnographical* details. I n  this work my own part 
is only that of a pioneer and assistant laborer, and in this 
capacity whatever miscellaneous knowledgc my long experience 
in these mountains has enabled me to attain has been, and will 
be freely placed at the disposal of the accomplished Officer just 
named. 

I n  concluding, therefore, this report, I content myself with 
offering the following practical observations. 

first. I n  regard to economic geology, I yet hope to witness 
a marked improvement in the method of working the mines, 
reducing the copper and iron orcs, and manufacturing the 
actual metals into a form better fitted than now for the forge J 
and melting pot.? Nevertheless, with our present and 
tive means of carriage, our local want of capital, its more 
profitable investment elsewhere, and above all with the over- 

whelming cheap productiveness of the 
Metals unprofitable. English and, we may now add, Austra- 
lian export market, the much talked of metallic wealth$ of the 
Himalaya must, I fear, be considered the shadow of rr shade, 
" a thing to dream of, not to see." 

Second. No great increase of the land revenue under the 
present system need be expected. I n  opposition to the prevail- 
ing opinion, I think I may safely say that Kumaon is over 
assessed rather than under assessed ; that is, a large portion of 
the rent of land in the old occupied tracts is now taken by the 1/ state as both de jure and de facto landlord ; and that tbough 
no actual hardship is experienced ; though pauperism is un- 
known ; though a puharree coolie is always better lodged and 
Land revenue not improve- ofteu better fed and clothed than a 

able. desee ryot; and though a general 

* NOTE.-In this report no account of the several classes of inhabitant8 has 
been attempted. but both the philology and ethnology of Kumaon are engaging mf 
attention. I n  t L  meanwhile, the division of the people into Brahmins. ( I )  Raj- 
pootr, (2) Khusaia Brahmins, (3) Khuasia Rajpoots, (4) Soodra K h u s s i ~ ,  (5) and 
Doms or outcastes, ia now mentioned as being well marked and notoneus- 

t NOT&.--The Gypsum and Alum beds of the anliferour wries of roch at  tha 
foot of the hills, may also some day, it is hoped, be brought into economic pw. 

f NOTE.-This is quite a different thing from the quantity and good e t y  of 
tha metalliferour depolite of which I bavs very littla doubt. 



feeling of content and loyalty exists, #till, I can perceive 
in  the present status of affairs, no elements of increasing 
wealth, of which revenue will be the future sign and ex- 
pression. I n  the ill-inhabited tracts, the low assessment 
is owiug to causes whioh, exospt in the most insalubrious 
vallies, may give way before the march of population. But, as 
I fully believe that in the well-inhabited tracts the revenue is 
paid by thz people themselves more in the way of a capitalion 
tux* than any thing else, in the same degree that the fisc im- 
proves in Kuttoor and Gungolee, will i t  in all probability 
decline in Pulee and Baramundel. 

Immigration from the plains is unknown. Disease within 
the hills thins and weakens the population much more than is 
generally known; while the badness of the Ooorkhdee Govern- 
ment on our frontier atfords the only foreign cnuae and source 
of supply. 

Under these circumstances, those who look to the epread 
of the cultivated tea plant over these mountains as likely to 
change their finanaial position t o  the state altogether, and to 
convert them into treasuries of surplns revenue, may not be & 
wrong. If this extension of the Cliina herb be atfirat wr i ed  
on in the way, I have pointed out in the preceding report, 
without disturbing present possessions, and thus exciting, more 

than the ordinary aud normal native 
a Ota- disgust at the novelty, the preaeut ple product. 

rrener~tion mav vct behold the now 
jcalous occupants of ri; and mileat fiklis, humble applicants 
for tea seeds. 

Third. I t  aould be out of place here to eniurve on tlie 
estrcme iApolicy iu every poih  of view 

Gen~rol Furnpean coloniaa- 
t o n  of the li~lis impracti- of isolating E U ~ O ~ C R I I S  of the less etlu- 
c ~ b l e  a11J I I L I . ~  ivisnble. catud classes on scattered points in the 

mountains. This much, honever, may 
be asserted, viz., that, although hortimltura2 pursuits at eleva- 
ted situations can be followed with pleasure and protit, agricuk 
tural labor out of doors, cannot be performed by Europeans with 
safety to their health in any part of the hills, where, (supposiug 
the lands were not already occupied) agricu1tnl.e coul[l be mado 
a means of livelihood and-gain ;-also, that iu the case of familieu 

NOTE.-It is fw from uncommon for a man to requzqt a decrease of his 
" rukkum" because vf the death or desertion of L i j  wife or dau;hter. 
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having the children European on both sides arid plrlccd in 
solitary mountain homes, any additional physical strength of t l ~ c  
offspring would, but poorly compensate for the mental dcgcnr- 
racy entailed by the loss of all christianizing, educi.ting and 
civilizing influences. I forbear to dwell OII the spectacle 'of 
degraded manners and nlorals which would i n  too mnnp cases 
be presented to the su~,rounding nativc population, where the 
influence even of fumily and honie would be wanting. 

Fourth. I wish to ndd, tliat, after all, in my humble opinion, 
Real benefits of the hills to cold air, cold water, and facilities for 

Europeans. healthy esrrcisc and ir~uoccnt iimuse- 
Sanataria, achooh, canton- ment, are the btlst resources cf these 

wrnta. mountairls which the Emopcnn rulers of 
India, can open for their own benefit ; that in endeavouring t o  
1,rocurc these blessings for our countr~mcn of all clt.sses, com- 
bined with those of religion, cducation and orclrr, we sllall 1)est 
sccure our object by increasing the number of snn:~tory stations, 
and cantonments, and by the iormatiot~ of scl~ools, and invalid 
colonies, under military discipline and managcmcnt, on all the 
higher ranges, which ?nay be concr~ien l ly  silunted in regnrd t o  
access from tfie plains, aud consequently to cheap and plentiful 
supplies : 

I n  the interior of the hill ~rovincrs, at the scvcral mines 
and teanlantntio&s. a fcn active intelli- 

European suyerintendents at 
mines end tea-nurseries gent ~ i r o ~ c a n s  higllt perhaps find 
important. beneficial employment, n11d prove them- 

selves of use to the natives as instruc- - -  - 

tors and as examples of skill und industry. I t  would, however, 
be a matter of the most vital import;tnce that the selection of v 
these men should be made with the greatest care by their 
employers, whether Gover~~ment, public companies or private 
capitalist, (should any sucl~ be found venturit~g on Himalayan 
enterprize;) in fact, (and 1 c ~ n n o t  say more,) with 88 great 
care as was taken by Captain H. Drummond in his choice of 
Mr. Wilkin, the excelleut cornish miner, formerly employed at 
Pokree in Gurhwal. 

26. I h ~ v e  been enabled through the kindness of my 
friend Major Madden of the Artillery, to append to this Report 
a list of the principal agricultural producta grown in Kumaon 
Proper. 



CEREALIb, LEGUMINOS(E, AND CRUCOFER(E. 

J ... / 1. Triticum, mrlpre,.. a. 'I Mshoon,"  bearded, 
b. " D n o o d k h a n e e ; "  

.. ..........." heardleas, (grain white,) 
ordeum hexastichon, Barley.. Jow" several varieties. ... Celestial barley,.. . . "  Ooa Jow." 

4. Pisum ureuse .......... Field pea,.. .......I1 Kulon:' 
/. 5. Ervum lens.. .......... Vetch,.. ..........I1 Musoor." 

6..1CicerArietinnm ........ Gram ,............" Chunna." 
0 
/. 7. Sinapin dicho toma, .... Mnstard,. .......... " Lehtn," " Lnhob," { Juria:' 

8. S i p h  glauca,.. ...... (Roxburgh) ditto,.. " Rara." 

, 9. Sinapis glauca,.. ...... (Royle) ditto ........ '' Daeen," " Dyin," { 6 6  Lace.** 

The last three, especially No. 9, which is not included in 
Roxb : Fla. India, are largely grown as oil seeds. 

......... r 10. Sinapisrarnom (Royle) Mustard,.. "Bmlaee." 

11. Sinapis rug-.. ...... (Ditto) ditto, ..... " Badshnhee" or '' Bhotigr 
I 

Both cultivated as vegetables. 

ltaee." 'L Bunarnrses 
/ 12. Sipia-erijsimoidea ?.. . I (Roxb.) Mustard,.. . 4 Ram." much p n  

as a condiment and 1 medicine. 
I 24. Linum asitatissimum, .. k,. ............. " Teesee,', ( I  Ulsee." 

lr 13. Raphanun raetivus,. .... Rndish,. . . . . . . . . . . . I '  Moollee." .. J 14 .  Faeniculum panmoriurn, Fennel,.. ..........'I Sonp" S o d "  
415. Coriandrum eativu-.. Coriander,.. ....... " Dhuniya." 
f 16. Anathum sown, ....... Dill, .............. " Soa." ............ 16t. Papaver wmniferum,.. Opium,.. Posht." 

\ 
/ I f .  Oryza sativa .......... Rice .............. "Dhnn," many varieties. ' 18. b Panicum italicurn,. .... .......... " Konee," " Knnguee." 

" Mandira," "Jhoongara." 
, 20. f Panicum miliaceum,.. " Cheena," " Gandra." 
, 21. v Eleusine corocana, .... " Mundona," " Murhoa." 
,2'2.4 Zea Mays,.. ......... Indian Corn,.. .... " Mukaye," " Bhootta."' 

.. ....... Chooa," '' Murra," , 23.f Amaranthun farinacm,. " Ramdana," Bbut- 
too" of Biisehur. - ~- --. 

94. JFagoppm,  mlgarc,.. .. Buckwheat.. .......-a. bgul." 
,26. Fagopyrum tataricum .. and .. } ..................I. Pbaphur," Bhe." , 26. Perilla ocimoides,.. 

I ... r Bhungura," 
27. h u m  Orientale... } Oiiseed' . . .......... Till." ; 274. Sorghum, rmlgarc ............................. Joau ,"  4 i  Jconoolcc." 
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2s. Capsicum frutexenr,.. .................." Koorsanee." 
29. Solanurn melongena,.. .................. i'Bainguu." 
30. Selam~m tubemsum, .. Potato ............. "Aloo." 
3 1. Sacccharum 05cinarum,. Sugar-cane.. .......I1 Rikhoo." 

32. Culocasiv Himal,en&, . . } T:ye 2:: of edi- Ghweeya." I 
a. " Pioduloo" . . (white) Leaf called.. " Papur." .. b. " Gudeeree". .. (red) ditto callcd.. Gabuh." 

33. Diisc ma, 2 species yet undeter- ........... } mined of , { " Gmtheel' and ieGujeer.'' 

31. Caur~uGis uativa, ...... Hemp,.. ........... " Bhung." 

Jlonordica chsrantia ......................" Kurela." 
1-nfTn ecuhnyulo,.. ......................" Torye." 
IAtrlln petlteudra. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' I  Gheea torye." 
Cucurbitu pepo, (Rox- } I'etha" " Bhwnja" .................. burgh.). ........... { K ~ n h r a . ~ '  
Cocurhita! maxima .........................I Gudwa" " Kudoo." 
Cucorbita citrullus, .... Wabx-melon, ..... " Turbooz." 
Trichosanthes an@& ..................... ('hichinda." 

..... Lageuaria aulgaru,. .... several kinds,. " Louliee," " Twmree," 

J .................... 43. Dolichos sinensis,.. ,.. Lohia." 
4 1 . f  Dolichos uniflorus,.. ..................... " Guhut" " Kwlthee." 

........................ 1 " Ike-ennh" 3 varieties 
45. f ~ o l i e h o s  catjang,.. black, white and yellow 

" Souta." 
16. VLablab. cultratom.,.. ...................... " Sheernee" in gardens. 

. .................. (Roxburgh,). ....... 1 
'PhaseoluJ Mongo,. ....................... ....................... JPhaseolns torosus,. 
mrigonella faenum-grlz- .................. cum,. } ............. .................. Abelrnoschua esculentua,. 

Goraijpium herbaceurn, 

Rae, kc., up to about .. .. *. .. 
4500 fat, . .  ........ 

2 z 

" Bhut" (Soy, Dolichos. { Soja cf Hoxbuqh ) 

{I1 0 0 r . I . ~ ~  

"  moon^" (rare.) I " Goo~ouuah." 

" Methee." S&. 

, I' Ram-toray.'*- 

r 



. 54. Hibiwi~s cannabiia (in .................. Bhahur,). } Lbsunn.9D .......... 
56. Zin:iber officinalis. 

...................... 65. Phprolacca decandra, Jirrng." ...................... Ada" " Adrak." 
57. Curcuma Knchoor, ....................,..I Huldee." 

......................... I { 
" Motha," cultivated for 

58. Papgnu pmgorei the durahle mat8 made 
from itn culma. 

......................... 1 '' Dsrirn ;'I the porn-. 
69. Puuica p a t a m  nate: the rind of thr 

fruit is much uportcd. 
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BBOM J. H. BATTEN, Esa., 
, , ,. p ,  -- - i s ,  

Settknmt OJicer, 

To Q. T. LUSHINGTON, EsQ., 
?, L C ' " '  

Commiesioner of Kumaon, 
Dated Kumaon, the 1st June 1840. 

I n  reply to your letter and its enclosure from the Sudder 
Board, on the subject of the Khewut papers in this province, 
I have the honor to inform you that I have attentively consi- 
dered the matter, and if the Yudder Board had not stated i t  
an their decided wish that some definite rule should now be 
laid down, as to the mode of recording changes which may 
occur in village holdings and liabilities, I should certainly have 
coincided in the opinion given by yourself to the effect that 
we have no means available in this province for the periodical 
record of euch changes. 

2nd. As, however, I have now been called upon for a 
distinct opinion on this subject, I beg leave in the first place, 
to forward the translation of the pottall which under my new 
settlement is given to every vill~ge pudhan of a bhyacllara 
village, and to remark that much may be done towards etfect- 
ing the object in view, if the district Collector shall act up aa 
far aa possible to the rules therein laid down ; enforcing them 
whenever he may discover that they have been neglected or 
violated, I may at the same time observe that many of the 
pudhms iu Gurllwal have protestetl strongly against the in- 
junction which compels them to keep a village account-book. 
I have no reaeon to suspect that the majority of those who 
have thus protested, have any sinister objects to gain by this 
rule being neglected,-the real fact being, that they cannot read 
and write ; and, that in the absence of village accountants cor- 
responding to the putwarrees in Hindoost han, they have no ade- 
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qilate means of procurinq substitutes for that kind of 611- 
functionaries. Undcr these circumstances i t  is difficult to sap, 
how the keeping of village accounts can be enforced, save by 
the dist,rict Collector rigidly refusing to listen to any claims 
preferred in the summary suit Court hy any pudhan who can- 
not prodtice than in some shape or other, or who hns obviously 
violated or disobeyed nny of the rules laid down iu  the pottah 
upon which he makes his suit. 

3rd. I n  Gurhw~l, where, on account of the contracted 
state of the population aud the general absence of any ~r.o;~ey 
collections beyond individunl quotas of the Government reve- 
nue, and certain fixed dues to pudhans n~id thokedal*, the 
only Khewut papers are roils of payments, the Fum total of 
which make up the Government revenue demand. Where, 
too, i t  has been found impracticable to prepare any field msp, 
or other record, (save oue merely nominal) of actual possessions, 
we have merely to determine in what manrer the plrurdphants, 
prepared by the co~nmunities and officially attested at the set- 
tlement, shnll be periodically altered to meet the circumstances 
an they occur. You have yourself informed the Board of thc 
objections which stand on the WRY of any record being allowetl 
to be made merely throug? the agency of a thokedar, avi l iqe 
pdhan ,  or an offici~l d~strict putwarree. I see no map of 
removing these objections (founded on the general simplicity 
ancl ignorance of the hill people, and also on their clan3hip 
m d  jcnlousy, as affectin:: the tholiedars and pudhans, R I I ~  

their hatred of all native officials, as affecting the potwarrees), 
snve by fixing that the European district Officer, be the irnlue- 
dinte director in ail public clianges of the record. I would sug- 
gest that annually between the date of the last rubbee kist, 
and that of the first kiiurreef instalment (a period, at the leest, 
of 5 months) the Collector should proclaim that in all villages 
where the pudhnns and the people are agreed, and where no 
disputes erist, save what may be at once settled in the villages 
by themselves, the pudhans mtist take an opportunity to con- 
firm the phants of the p a t  year, or to  make such altcrat~ons 
therein as the state of their communities may require, trud to 
prepare new ones, without destroying the former ones, so that 
both may be produced, in case of a dispute arising during the 
following year. I n  either case, thar is, whether the old phalit be 
confirmed, or a new one be adopted, the signatures of the village 
shareholders, or the greater portion of them, must be affixed 
t o  the paper, and the pudhan may also, if Ile likes, add to this 
document any "likhul" or mrittm agreement given to him 
by the people of his villnge, showing their couseut to the ar- 
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mngements for the next year. The Collecbr should also pra- 
alairn that in all villages where disputes exist, or where there 
are contending factions 11e~ded bp different pudhans, the old 
phant will be considered binding, unless before the first khur- 
reef kist, on petitions being presented in the Court, the 
.Collector shall have ordered the preparation of a new 
phant, and such newly prepalSed phant, shall have been ranct~on- 
ed  by him, (because made in accordance to his orders passed 
on the petitions) and entered in his office before the date above 

, mentioned. I n  case that date shall arrive before the settlement 
of the matter, the old phaot rns18t be considered binding for the 
whole khurreef kist, and the new phant must take effect from 
the next rubbee kist. The kind of order passed in accordance 
t o  the above plan in cases of disputed villeges, shoald, I think, 
he entirely left to the discretion of the district Officer: for, his 
knowledge of the people, in any tract, and of their native offi- 
cials, will enable him to judge whether the preparation of the 
new papers shall be left to the village p~inchayet superintended 
by the putwarree, or a chuprassee,-whether the putwarree or 
ehuprasee shall superintend the election of arbitrators among 
the neighbours of the disput~nts, and take proper ikrnr- 
namahs and moochulkas from the parties disputing, and also 
attest the decisions made by the arbitrators;-whether a 
canoongoe, or other official sllttll be deputed to the spot to  
investigate the matter, and bring the dispute to 8 conclusion ;- 
or, whether the Court itself shall try the case summarily as be- 
tween plaintiffs and defendants, ant1 pass its own decisions. In 
the case of non-disputant villages, I would not recommend that 
any copies of phants, be sent to the tuhseeldaree or to the Col- 
lector's office. On a case afterwards arising, the settlement- 
phant (of which copiea exist in both offices) with the newly 
agreed to and attested roll, or the " likirut" produced by the 
pudhan, will be quite suficient documents on which to found 
the decision of any summary suit. If the vill~gers in any case 
should wish the putwarree to attest by liis seal and signature 
their own agreements of this nature, he should be enjoined to 
do so, without waiting for orders, but in no way to interfere un- 
less called upon by the people. But, where the villagers are 
a t  peace with their thokedrv, liw signature should always be ~ f -  
fixed to the new phant. I n  the case of disputant villages, the 
Collector will keep one copy of his aanctioned roll, in his own 
office, send one to the tuheeeldaree, and give one with his seal 
and signature to the pudhan. 

4th. I n  tbe above proposition you will perceive that my 
plan is to make a distinction between a private and a public al- 
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teration of villnge records ; and I do most decidedly deprecate 
any system which shall compel the village communities who are 
agreed among tl~emselve8toany publicationof theirintern~lchan~es, 
previous to the occurrence of tiny dispute. In  Kumaon, and 
the south eastern parts of Gurhwnl, there are, I fear, but very 
few mehals in which the direction of the Government Officer 
in the manner above proposed ( i .  e. after presentation of a pe- 
tition) will not be found necessary. But so fully convinced clm I 
of the impolicy of official interference with the villagers in the 
greater portion of the Ourhwal district (save what may be 
found actually necessary for the collection of revenue from the 
pudhans) that rather than impose upon any community the 
absolute duty of registering their periodical changes of holdings 
and liabilities (consequent on deaths, resignations, transfers, 
kc.) in addition to the interruption of ordinary pursuits, excite- 
ment, and production of perhaps otherwise latent disputes, 
which the new settlement has unavoidably occasioned, I would 
p f e r  the total absence of all enforced records whatever, and 
that the injunctions contained in my pottah should remain a1- 
together a dead letter. Mr. Commissioner Traill must have 
been well aware of the difficulty of settling suits of the kind 
which we now call summary without rent rolls of some descrip- 
tion or other, and yet it was only upon the petition of a well 
ascertained m~jority of the shareholdera in any estate, that he 
ordered a measurement of possessions and a recorded distribu- 
tion of liabilities. Such petitions were on the whole very rare, 
considering the number of small villages under separate leases 
throughout the province, and in Gurhwal certainly not more 
than one village in 100 possessed what they call a r g  surkaree 
phant." I n  the preparation of one such phnnt Mr. Traill often 
changed, on the representation of the people, the superintending 
offiaer (generally a putwarree) three different timee ! You are 
aware that in the " great measurementJJ of 1880 Sumbut, indivi- 
dual holdings were not recorded but only an attempt was made 
to ascertain the quantity of land in 1111 the nominal thokes, 
which made up the whole area of mouzahs. I am now convinced 
that Mr. Traill dreaded a greater degree of inconvenience 
and injury in the employmellt of native officials among the 
village-communities than he saw in any dificulties of the Courts, 
arising from their non-employment, or from the absence of any 
regular system of record. If, however no greater excitement of 
disputes, nor official interference shall be hereafter allowed, than 
what naturally arises from the change of events, and the charac- 
ter of the people, I am of opinion that good and not evil 
will arise from the present settlement having enforced the first 
preparation of a village record, forming as it does the basia on 
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which all future enquiries will be founded, and generally super- 
aeding the necessity of investigations into records of a prior 
date. Bat, I would really anticipate great evil, if any system 
is introduced which by bringing the people into a compulsmy 
contact with native oficials, or even with the Court of the 
European Officer, and by afording periodical opportunities of 
dispute, shall foster rather than discourage that unfortunate spirit 
of clanship and mutual suspicion, which already prevails among 
the hill communities. 

6th. I n  many parts of Kumaon, especially the Palee dis- 
trict and Baramundel, I shall, I believe, be able to procure the 
filling up of that column of the settlement phant headed 
81 F m t i o n d  Share," which in the Gurhwal papers has been un. 
avoidably left blank, for, iu the former district many of the vil. 
l a p s  are fully cultivated, the whole lands being i11 the actllal 
posseasion of parties, who their rights ; or, decrees of 
Court exist to shew what portion of a mehal belongs to each 
sharer, according aa the lands, or, Rssamees, or tlie profits 
may be divided among the holders. 1 expect, too, that 
the phant which records the amonnt of laud opposite the 
amount of jumma payable by each shareholder, will be pre- 
pared by the people themselves i n  Klimaou much more accurate- 
ly, than i t  ha8 been by the Qurhw~lees, with all the aid of ca- 
noongoes and putwarrees whom I instructed in the business 
of their preparation. As, also, there are in that district a large 
number of villages held under a eemindaree tenure, a real 
marneewar phaot, (not one merely of khaekur, or resident 
perlnanent, assamees) will often be found among the settle- 
ment papers, and I shall take core to provide rules by which 
the case# cf sirthan and other moveable assamees shall be met, 
for the time of settlement, and also with a view to future 
ch~llges and contingencies. 

6th. My account of the Khewnt papen in Gurhwal must, 
I am aware, be considered unsatisfactory by the Board of Re- 
venue, if, after a consideration of the remarks which I bave of- 
fered the necessity of a self.continuing system of oficially at- 
tested record is still insisted on, the disadvantagca thereof be- 
ing in their opinion counterbalanced by its benefits. There- 
fore, before closing this report, the principle of which is to 
recommend a large reliance on the rliscretion of the European 
district Officers, and on the good working of the summary suit 
tribunals, rather than on any specific rules of practice previ- 
ously laid down for general and continual adoption, I would 
moat respectfully request that, in your own communication to 
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the Board, you would support my statements by pointing pnrtic 
cular attentton to the follotving f.~ctu, quite itldepentlent of the 
moral character, and habits of feeling of the people, which last 
have, perhaps, been sufficiently represented and discussed. 

I st. The absence, generally, of actual laud measurements 
in this province. 

211d. Tlle existence of a fictitious measurement record, 
the offspring of official guess-work. 

3rd. Consequently, the record of possessions (elsewhere 
one of the best prepared Khewut papeis) here being, in general, 
merely nominal, and even when prepared 11y the villagers with- 
out reference to any fictitious area, still incorrect, a t ~ d  unreal, 
because not founded ou any exact and discoverable quantities. 

4th. The physical character of the county opposing 
*.. much, or frequet~t communication between the village commu- 

nities (many of which are often included in one malgoozaree 
maaagement) among themselves ;-or, between them and their 
Government O5cers. 

6th. The distance of numerous villages from tbeir tuh- 
seeldaree, and Sudder Ofice, in some cases amounting to 100  
miles or 8 daysJ journey. 

6th. The non-existence of village putwarrees, or of ac- 
countants correspondiug to them. 

7th. The very small number of village pudhans who can 
read and write. 

8th. The difficulty of feeding, lodging, and carrying the 
baggage of, acy person, such as a tuhsecldar, a canoongoe or a 
temporary ameen, when sent on deputation among the villages 
in the interior. 

9th. The smallness of the pu1)lic establishments com- 
pared (not with the amount of revenue but) with the number 
of vill~ges in the province (nearly 10,000) aurl the number of 
square ~uiles (nearly 11,000) over which the hamlets are scat- 
tered. 

10th. The accumulation of business devolving on the 
local o5cial putwarrees, each of whom, on a ealary of Rupeea 5 
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per mensem, has to collect, about Re. 3,300 revenue pcr nn- 
num in four different instalments from about 100 villages widely 
diapmed over a mountainous country,-to superintend inquests 
and investigate, and report all accidents, offences and crimes,- 
to attend on camps with coolies and supplies, a matter, in some 
puttees, of frequent requisition,-to investigate, and furnish 
statements on all points referred to him by the Civil and Crimi- 
nal Courts, and by the tuhaeeldar,-and to carry into eti'cct all 
orders as to local execution of decrees emanating from the nazir ! 

11 th. The unfitness of the tdooqdars, called seeanas, 
kumeens, boorhas, $c., but generally thokedars, for the com- 
pulso ry duty of attesting and superintending changes of record, 
because, though highly useful to the native officials as assistants 
and to the village pudhans as arbitrators, they and their bre- 
thren are themselves pudhans of some villages, have disputed 
interests in many others, and are rarely at peace with, or 
respected by, all the communities over which they preside. 

.f 

I have the honor to be, &c., 

(Signed) J. H. BATTEN, 
Settlement OgFcer. 

KUMAON : 
SETTLEMENT OFFICE, 
The l a t  June, 1840. 
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T R A N S L A T I O N .  

Deed of Rcvenue Engagcsnent, or Malgoozaree Potiah, granted to 
Bir Sing Malgoozar of Mouzah Bimola, Pvttee Tulla Tekhon, 
Pergunnah Raramundel, Zillah Kumaon. 

Whereas on tlie revision of the new settlement, the share- 
holders of your village and yourself having tendered an appli- 
cation or durkhast to  hold the above named village for 20 years 
commencing from 1896 to 1915 Sumbut, (khurreef and rub- 
bee harvests inclusive) and for the sa;Yle to pay an annual reve- 
nue of Rs. 202 exclusive of sager collections, viz. Abliarree, 
Bhuttec Kbyra, kc., and au ikrarnamah from the said share- 
holders, conscnting to the pottah being granted to you, having 
also been received ;-therefore this pottah (subject to the con- 
firmation of thc Sudder Board) bas been granted to you, con- 
firming the eng~gement entered into by you to pay an annual 
revenue of Rs. 202, and, conformably to the kists detailed below, 
you will pay regularly the amount of each kist to the tuhseel- 
dar or putwarreo of pour pergunnah, and take receipts for the 
same ; and until new arrangelnents or liabilities occur, and the 
preparation of a new rent-roll, you will, according to the phant, 
collect the revenue now agreed to, by each shareholder, and 
that not, till the lrist becomes due: nor, nre you to collect two 
kiats at  one time. I f  any shareholder or cultivator is in de- 
fault, in paying his sharc of the revenue at  the appointed kist, 
that amount you mill clnim by a summary suit in  the court. 
After one month of a new year elapsing, no claim for arrears 
of revenue for the past year, will be admitted in the Court as 
a summary suit. You will enjoy all the rights and privileges 
of lnnd, and other fee as " huq-pudhannee" given to you by 
tile free will and consent of the shareholders, and cultivators, 
but in no ways will you make any ur~due exactions, nor other- 
wise tyrannize over the assnnlees. On the occasion of any 
shareholder or cultivator emiqrating, or any one dying with- 
out heir, and the lands of such falling out of cultivation, you 
will, with tlie coujoint aid and advice of the residents of the 
village, make arrangements for their being cultivated, and ac- 
cording to thc lands cultivated by each party, you will collect 
the revenue. All the village accounts of Government reve- 
nue, the customary fees of the pudhan, the dues of share- 
holders, the sirthee or rent from airthan assamees, and the 
collections from paekasht assamees, either in  kind or money, 
should be recorded; for mhich purpose you must keep s book 
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detailing the above, as accounts occur from time to time ; for 
all disagreements and disputes of village parties, will be set- 
tled by reference to  that account book. If  any one proposes 
to  cultivate a tract of land which has been lying waste for a 
long period, you will with the consent of the shareholders 
allow it to be cultivated, and when brought to a fair state of 
cultivation, you will include it in the rent roll, and make a 
new phant, or divisional statement with the consent of the 
ehareholders. For undivided lands when cultivated, by any 
paekasht assamees or others, you will colleet the rents aris- 
ing therefrom, and you must account for the same to the 
shareholders who will settle their claims for dues, kc., with 
you. Regarding other undivided cultivated lands and the 
revenue accruing thereon ; you will from time to time report 
t o  the collector's ofice, and without giving 6 monthsJ previ- 
ous notice, you will not increase the jumma of such lands. 
All decisions of disputes regarding the boundary line of your 
village which has been now settled, are to be considered final ; 
youarc not to put a stop to any long existing custom of adja- 
cent villagers taking firewood, timber, grass and grazing their 
cattle, &c., within your boundary. All supplies and coolies 
which are prescribed from your villrlge, you mill, according 
to orders, furnish. You are to keep the roads in repairs, and 
take measures for the forwarding of public letters sent through 
your village, and report all heinous crimes, viz., murder, theft, 
kc., committed in your village, immediately to your thoke- 
dar, seeana, putwarree or thannndar. 

Khuneg Kiefr. Rubbee Kirlr. 
From 1st tol15thNov., 4 as. Ra. 50-8. From 1st to 15th May, ((? 4 as. Rs. 50.8. 

,. ~nt to- l~~h~ec . ,  8 4  as. R.. 50-8.1 ., ,at to ~ ~ l b  . ~ u o e , ~  4u. RS!JL'-L. 

True Translation, 

(Signed) J. H. BATTEN, 

Settlement Oficer. 
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No. 28. 

FROM 11. M. ELLIOT, Eea., 
Secretary to the Sudder Roard oJ Recenur, 

To G. T. LUSHINGTON, Ew., 

Commissioner of Kumwn, 

Dated Alhhabad, the lOlh July, 1840. 

I am desired by the Sudder Board of Revenue, North 
Western Provinces, to ncknowledge tile receipt of your letter 
No. 21, of the l l th June, forwarding an origiual report from 
Mr. Batten, the Settlement Officer of Kumw~n, on the subject 
of the preparaticn of the Khewut papers : and in reply to  in- 
form you that the Board's especial ot~ject is, to obviate alike 
the necessity for, and the practice of o5cial iuterference wit11 
the internal concerns of the mouzahs, aud to induce the habit 
of self-government iu  as a community. But without some 
rccord of internal arrangements as evidence of the nnture and 
fi~lfilment of the various relatious mutually erivtil~g among the 
members of the conimunity, it is not easy to say Iiow these 
cases C:UI l ~ e  met, in wllich (as ~uuvt occur) a llecussity for thu 
i,ntcrSercllce of authority may ariuc. 

2nd. The Boar11 understand the Settleuieut Officer's view 
to be, to t~tterupt no compulsory arrangement, but to e i ~ f o ~ r r  
the keeping up ;rccou~its by illvariably refuslug all a~sisttrnce 
on tlle part of (;ovenlment Oflicercl to levy dues where accour~ts 
arc not pl~od~~cctl, alld to mniutaiu thc record by giving public 
l~otirc t h a t  the 1)11:ult draw11 up at settlement, will he 111vari;i- 
hly acted oli, till tlie Collector llas aa~lctionetl a differeut one,- 
It  aving it to the Collector, whenever application may be wade 
for hia sanction to ail alteration of tho pliant, to adopt suc11 
mode of satirfyi~lg his owu judgmeut regardiug t l ~ e  propriety 
of the proposeti change, as to him aud his controlliug superior 
111iry scorn meet. 

3rd. 1 Tntlcr thc circumstances stntcrl I)y Mr. I?att.cn nut1 
oonfirmcd by your own opiuiou, this appears to the Dosrd to 



be all that cnn be obtaiued without losing eight of the principle 
of avoiding external interference ; and they, therefore beg that 
yon will cause the above principle ta  be acted on, and that you 
will make it the aim of your administration to lead the people 
on to record in the district office the arrangements formed by 
the municipalities, 80 ae tq enable us to administer their con- 
cerns according to their own usages. 

4th. The Enolosurea of your letter are herewith returned. 
Copies having been retained for record. 

I have the honor to be, kc., 

(Signed) 11. M. ELLIOT, 
Secretary. 

Sudder Board qf Revenue, 
N .  W. P., Al lahdad,  
The 10th July, 1840. 
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C O P P E R  M I N E S  OF KUMAON.. 

BS 

CAPTAIN H. DRUMMOND; 
Sun BENGAL LIGHT CAVALRY. 

(From the Journal of Asiatic Society, Vol. VII., Page QSU. 

MANY of our readers will be aware, that Captain Dmx- 
MOND of the 3rd Light Cavalry, brought with him to this coun- 
try, when he returned about two years ago from furlough, a 
practical miner from Cornwall, and that, upon his application, 
the sanction of Government mas given to the employment of 
this person, under Captain Drummond's superintendence, in the 
examination of the capabilities of the mines of copper in Ku- 
maon, with a view to the introduction eventually of a better me- 
thod of working them. These mines were reported upon at 
length by Captain HERBERT ten years ago, but as the observa- 
tions of a practical workman upon their present condition, and 
upon the methods of extracting the ore which are in use, can- 
not be without interest, the Government has permitted the fol- 
lowing report by Captain DKUMMOND of his proceedings to be 
printed in these pages. 

Mines of Copper in the Eastern Districts of Kumaon. 

Of the mines of copper situated in the eastern division of 
this province only two arc now worked, one at Rye in the per- 
gunnah of Gungowlee, the other at Sheera in Barrabeesy, the 
rest, namely, Belar, Shore, Goorung and Chincacolee, have all 
fallen in, and been abandoned, and are consequently inaccessi- 
ble at the present moment. 

The mines of Rye and of Sheera have been worked nearly to 
the extent available, that is to say, available so far as native 
mining (or rather burrowing) can accomplish ; not that the re- 
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murces of these mines are by any means exhausted, but only 
that part, which being near the surface, can be obtained with- 
out the aid of skill and capital. 

From the length of time that these mines have been work- 
ed, the appearance of the ground about them could not be 
expected to be very different from the condition in which it was 
found, but their poor state at present is no argument, why they 
should not become very profitable when prosecuted to a greater 
depth. 

In other countries it seldom happens, I believe, that mines 
of copper are found to be productive near the surface, and in 
Cornwall few of them ever yield a return till a considerable 
depth underneath is reached, as much as 30 or 40 fathoms. And 
the greater part of tliis distance consists generally of little else 
than the mere ferruginous substance, termed gossan, which co- 
vers the ore, whilst scarcely any of the latter can be discerned. 
By analogy, therefore the same may be expected here, and this 
is so far confirmed by the native miners, as well as by the 
present and former lessees of the mines, who assert that the 
quantity of ore increases considerably in the downward direc- 
tion. I n  no instance have I yet learned of a mine having been 
given up on account of dcficicncy of copper ore : all concur in 
the belief that thcre is no want of ore, but a great want of the 
means for extracting it. 

Rye Mine-Perb0unnah of Cungowlee. 

This mine is opened on the eastern side of a hill of moderate 
elevation. The rock formation is composed of dolornitc and 
talc. The dolomite* occurs compact, slaty and chrystalline, 
and might frequently be mistaken for common primary lime- 
stone, but its feeble effervescence in acids readily distinguishes 
i t  as a magnesian carbonate of lime. The talc occurs in beds, 
both indurated and slaty, the sonpy killas of Cornmall ; and it 
is in these bcds, that the ores of copper are found in numerous 
strings, having every appearance of being leaders, as they are 
called, to solid ore, and maintaining a distinct course, which I 
shall accordingly dcnorninate lode, agreeably to tllc term used in 
mining. The strike, or direction, of the strata, is nearly 
W. N. W. and E. S. E, dipping at an angle of about 4SU to the 
N. N. E. 

* Dolomite is not o rock producing copper in England, but it is k n o w ~ ~  in 
other countries to contain ores of thin metal cn~d of  iron. The rich mines of Cuba 
are d d  to be in it. 



The prcsent entrance ia by an adit or psssagg which serves 
rn a drain. The adit is driven on the c o m e  of one of these 
lodes, whichcontinues west about 10 fathoms, when it falls in 
with another lodc, that alters its direction to 1 5 O ,  and after- 
wards to 30' north, inclining nearly 50° to the east of north. 
At the time I penetrated to the working part of the mine, it 
was then about 58 fathoms from the entrance. The lode had 
been takcn away from underneath, as deep as the miners could 
manage to excavate, and its place filled up with rubbish. Above 
also they had taken it away as high as it was found to be pro- 
ductive; and, when I saw them at work, they were then 
extending their operations in the same westerly direction, the 
lode being about two feet wide, and containing good yellow 
copper ore, but with a large proportion of its talcous matrix, 
20 per cent. only being metalliferous. 

The passage varies from two to four feet in height, and 
from two to two and a half in width; the superincumbent 
hard dolomitic rock not allowing the laborers to make i t  higher, 
without having recourse to blasting, with which they are totally 
unacquainted. A short distance above the entrance is an old 
ndit, which hrrs been carried on the course of the same lode, 
and is now kept open for the purpoae of ventilation. 

The yellow sulphuret of copper, or copper pyrites, in its per. 
fectly pure state yields about 80 per cent. of metallic copper; 
and though not a rich ore, is the most important of any from 
its abundance and from being generally more to be depended 
on for continuance than the richer varieties.* I n  England, more 
copper is obtained from it than from all the other ores m 
gether; and, should this mine be prosecuted to a greater 
depth, I have no doubt, that the string of ore abovementioned, 
will be found to lead eventully to solid ore, when data an to 
the actual capabilities of the mines may with certainty be 
obtained. 

In the event of an experimental mine being established 
here, a new adit, 80 fathoms in length, will require to be 
brought in lower down the hill, so as to reach the present mine 
10 fathoms below the entrance, and drain the whole of it, along 
with a considerable qunntity of new ground, which the natim 
report to be very rich, but say they cannot work it on account 
of the accumulation of water. 

* Extensive bab of copper pyriter occur in the mining d i r W  of hodam. 



About a couple of hundred yards to the north, and in the 
same hill, is another deposit of copper. This is laid open to 
the surface during the rainy season, and allowed to fall toge- 
ther again, as soon aa the water employed by the natives to 
carrv off the talcous mud from the ore. ceases to be ~lentiful. 
An iwkward attempt had been made by the present 'teekadar 
(lessee of the mine), to mine this with timber, but without 
success ; and it was at the timc I visited the spot abandoned, 
and the works lying full of water. To have an effective mine 
here, it will be necessary to sink a perpendicular shaft of 13 
fathoms, and to bring in an adit about 50 fathoms in length, 
so as to come under the works above described about eight 
fathoms, and lay open a space of ground, also believed to 
contain a considerable quantity of ore. 

Sheera Mine-Pergunnah of Barrabeesy. 

The mine of Sheera is situated on the northern side of a 
hill, somewhat higher than the one at Rye, and is entered by 
an adit, which is driven south in the course of an evidently non- 
metallic vein, (no traces of copper being found in it :) and this 
the natives must have made use of, to assist them in penetrating 
the dolomite rock, which, with beds of talc, constitutes here 
likewise the formation wherein the ores of copper are discovcrcd. 
Nearly 33 fathoms from the entrance, the adit strikes a copper 
lode, on which a level passage is driven, that continues wcst- 
ward, its course being about 10' south ofwest, and dip northerly 
from 45 to 50°. Scarcely any thing could be seen of this lode, 
which has been all taken away, and its place supplied with 
timber, until I arrived at the end of the level (18 fathoms in 
length), where i t  seems to intersect another lode, running in a 
north-west and south-easterly direction, which is poor at this 
particular locality. The former lode resembles the ore at Rye, 
but the ore is harder and more contaminated with iron pyritcs. 

Thc adit is also continued south from the strike of this 
lode a few feet, when it enters a confused mass of timbering and 
stones, having the appearance as if ore had been excavated in 
every direction ; i t  then runs 15O west of south, and is about 
10 fathoms in length. At the end of this passage, a pit is 
sunk (said to be 35 feet deep) on a lode running €i0 north of 
west. When I penetrated to the spot, it was half' full of water, 
which six men were constantly employed in lifting up in small 
baskets, to prevent the floodiiig of the working part of the minc, 
with which there is a communication, as is evident from the 
currents of water and air that come from that quarten 
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The teekndar reports the lode at the bottom of the pit 
to be very rich, but complains of deficiency of hands to work 
it. Should the passage of the mine be enlarged, men of a dif- 
ferent caste from the miners might be employed to draw off the 
water, and the whole of the miners set to work at the ores. 
Therc is no want of ventilation, as the air is constnntly circulat- 
ing from the works to the pit, and from thence to the strike of 
the first lode, not far from which are two holes brought down 
from an old adit, formerly the drainage of the mine. The appear- 
ance of this mine warrants the repairing and enlarging of the 
adit, which is the first thing to be done: more satisfactory data 
will then be obtained as to the character and number of tho 
lodes, than can be hoped for in its present wretched state : the 
bringing in of a new adit may then be taken into consideration. 

I shall now offer a few practical observations by my min- 
ing assistant, contrasting the modes of working here with what 
he has been accustomed to witness in Cornwall. 

1. " 7% mode of excavation.-This is performed with s 
very intliffercnt kind of pickaxe ; the haudle being made of a 
picce of wood with a knob at one end, int which a piece of hard 
iron is thrust and sharpened at  the point.9~his, with a miserable 
iron hammer, wedge, and crowbar, constitutes all thc apparatus 
that the native miner llas to dcpepd upon. I t  is plain that with 
such tools no hard rocks can be pcnctrated, nor can the softer 
oues be morkcd with much facility ; and to this fact may be attri- 
buted the universal smallness of the passages tlroughout the 
mincs ; as the uativc miner can have his passage no larger, than 
the rock which encloses the ore and its matrix will admit of. 

/ , +  s u q g e a b h t  proper pickaxes and steel 
?+' j m w c i l g c s )  e substituted instead of the inefficient tools 

,: in use, and w ? en blasting may be required, the necessary ma- 
terials should be provided./ On the othcr hand, where timber 
may be requisite, sawn wood should be used to render the pas- 
sages permanent and secure, in place of the branches of trees 
now employed for that purpose ; and I judge from experience, 
that a man accustomed to work under these improved circum- 
stances will excavate and estend a large and commodious pas- 
sage in a less time by one-third, than that occupied for the 
same distance in excavating the miserable holes under the 
native mode of working. 

2. " The conveying the ores and refuse fiorn the mine.- 
This is performed by boys, who pick up the stuff with their 

a 
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hands, a d  put it into skins, which they drag along the 
floor to the entrance of the mine. In  place of this method, 
wheel-barrows and shovels should be used, when the passages 
are enlarged; and a boy might then easily discharge four time8 
as much as he can at present. 

3. " 7 k  pulverizing of the ores.-This is performed by 
women : a large hard stone being placed on the ground on which 
they lay the ores; they then either with a stone, or ham- 
mer, more frequently the former, proceed to pulverize them 
and to pick out the impurities : in this manner a woman may 
manage from one to two maunds per day, according to the 
hardness of the ores. /1n Cornwall, a woman will pulverizc 
from 10 to 15 hundred weight per day, according as in the 
former case, to the nature of the ores. The method in pmc- 
tice there is, first to dispense with the picking : secondly to have 
the ores elevated, so as to enable the individual to stand while 
working, and to havc a plate of iron about a foot square and 
two inches thick on which the ores are broken with a broad 
flat hammer: the impurities are then finally separated by a 
peculiar mode of dressing thc ores with a sieve, by which a boy 
gets through with from one and a half to two tons per day. 
The ores are conveyed to the women, and from thcm to the 
boys by a man who attends for that purposc. 

4. " The washing a d  cleansing of the poor ores from 
slime and other impurities.-/rhis also is performed by wo- 
men, who carry the stuff from the entrance of the mine to 
a strcam in baskets, where they contrive by dabbling with their 
hands, to wash off the mud and finer particles of the earth. 
They then proceed to pick out all the pieces of ore they can get 
hold of; or in the case of what may be submitted to the water 
in a comminuted state, they work this against the stream, 
so as to gather it clean at the head of a small pit by hand- 
fi~lls; but, from the bad construction of the pits, it is with 
difficulty that this is performed. After picking up any larger 
pieces of ore, which may have gone back with the stream, they 
sctmp out the refuse with their hands, and then proceed with 
another charge. I n  Cornwall, one woman provided with a 
wheel-barrow and shovel for the conveying and washing of thc 
ores, and a boy with a sieve for dressing them, as formerly 
mentioned, would accomplish an equal task to that of ten wo- 
men on the system described. / 

6. '{The droimge of the wine.- is 
managed m a proper manner by an adit. But whenever any at- 



tempt is made to go below it, as is the case in 
811 the mines, the water is then raised in 
handed from one man to another, until they 
which they nrc emptied. I n  this malincr six, ten, or even more 
men rnay be employed, whilst o ~ ~ l y  an inferior number can be . 

spared for cxcavating the ores. At the Suwmunhe, for in- ) t p  
stance, six men are coilrtantly engngctl in lifting up the water 
and thcre are only two at the ores : the water raised by these 
six men, could be effected with a hand-pump by one man : but 
in order to keep the pump constantly going, two men might be 
required, and the remaining four added to the number of those 
who are excavating. 

/ 
Lastly.-" TO obtain sawn wood for rendering the pas- 

sages permanent and secure, the art of sawing, which is entire- 
ly unknown to the people here, ought to bc introduced." 

The foregoing remarks having rcfcrence simply to tho 
~ d e  and inefticient modes of work now actually in practice in 
this province, the rectifying of them will form the first stage 
of improvement. No allusion has hitherto been made to the 
vast results from machinery, which in England may.be wit- 
nessed in almost every mine : nor have the important processes 
of reducing the ore to the metallic state, been yet adverted to, 
though these are on a parallel with what has been said on the 
subject of extraction.* However, fiom the statements which 
have been made, i t  may be seen, that notwithstan- the 
mountaineer receives but a very slight remuneration for his 
lnbor, yet considering the extravagant manner in which that 
lahor is expended, an exorbitant rate is paid for the really ser- 
viceable work performed. Thus it is not so much the grinding 
avaricc of the teekadar, that oppresses the miner, a s  the sys- 
tem upon which he works, that cannot admit of his being much 
bctter paid. To relieve this class of people, therefore, and 
raise their condition, it is much to be desired, that a new 
management should be adopted ; while, on the other hand, were 
the mines equal to the very best in Cornwall, no great profit 
could cvcr accrue from them, worked as they are at present. 

The almost inaccessible state of these mines, and the 
great difficulty of making any observations at all in such places, 
ss well a9 the interruption alluded to heretofore, namely, the 
illness of my assistant, whom I was obhged to bring back to 

* The charcoal smelting furnaces of Sweden a p p w  to me to be the bat 
sited for there mountaim. 
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cantonments in a very precarious state of health, have pre- 
vented me f h m  making this report so full as I should have 
wished. I t  appeared to me desirable to take, in the first 
instance, merely a rapid glance at the whole of the copper mines 
throughout the province, before the setting in of the rains, 
(when they become inaccessible,) with the view of determining 
the most eligible locality for bringing the question of their 
productiveness to the test of experiment. The mines of the 
western pergunnahs, which, by all accounts, are the richest, 
I have not yet had an opportunity of examining ; but though 
my plans have been frustrated in that respect, I can neverthe- 
less recommend a trial of one of those I have already visited ; 
to  wit, the Rye mine. It is unfavorably sitmted for a new 
adit; but from the appearance of the ground, and the proba. 
bility of cutting new lodes underneath by traverses from the 
one now worked, the superior quality of the ore, together with 
what information I have been able to gather from the natives, 
as to the character of the lode at a greater depth, I consider i t  
in every way the best suited for an experiment, an estimate of 
the probable expense of which is herewith annexed.* Should 
the Government deem it expedient to authorize the work being 
commenced, my mining assistant Mr. WILKIN, is fully compe- 
tent to carry on the detail ; and Lieutenant GLABPURD, Executive 
Engineer of Kumaon, has offered his services to superintend, 
as far as his other duties in the province will permit, and to 
further the undertaking by every means in his power. 

I shall now conclude with a summary of the different 
points of inquiry, upon which I should wish to ground my next 
report of the mines of copper in  this province. 

Some account of the rocks, considered in an economical 
point of view. 

The ores seem to be of the usual varieties, and need mere- 
ly to be specified. Assays from selected specimens hardly give . 
a correct estimate of pr0duce.t 

The important thing to be noticed is, the quantity that 
may be obtained. This will depend pripcipally on the width 

* It is eatimated by Captain D., that the cost of the proposed new adit at 
Rye will be above 2,400 rupees. 

t The working ore I have hitherto seen has been copper pyrites, grey ypper 
ore, and the green carbonate 1 have met witb, but in too inconsiderable quanbty to 
deserve notice. 
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of the lodes, and how far that width is occupied by solid ore,- 
or how much i t  is intermixed with spar, talc and other  mat^ 
tern.* Also, on the continuity of branches of ore to a reason. 
able extent, or, on the other hand, in their being short and 
occurring at considerable intervals. 

Again, the character of the lodes will have to be de- 
scribed,-whether beds conforming with the stratification of the 
country, or views traversing the aame. Whether numerous, 
parallel to each other, or crossing. What their direction usu- 
ally is by the compass. Whether vertical, or at  what angle 
they deviate from being vertical. Whether they are rich at 
particular places, as where the veins intersect each other. 
What is the character of the mineral matter, filling the lode 
where ore is deficient. Whether this character is different, 
when near the surface, or when observed at greater depths. 
What proportion of the lode appears to be metalliferous, and 
what barren. 

Facilities for Working. 

Many considerations come under this head,-character and 
habits of the natives,-rate of payment for labor,-state of roads 
and means of transport,-supply of timber and other articles 
required,-means of drainage, such as leads for obtaining adits,- 
falls of water for machinery,-streams whether constant and suf- 
cient. As no miuing operations, upon an extended scale can be 
carried on without a command of cheap and good iron, I shall 
next advert to the mines and manufacture of this metal, and 
point out the peculiar advantages possessed by these mountains, 
over other parts of India, for improvements in that valuable 
branch of the natural resources of the country. 

* Jn the western perpnnahs, Captain HERBEUT in his Geological report pu- 
tieularizes grey, purple, and vitreou copper ore. 



A C C O U N T  
O F  THE EXPERIMENT CARRIED O N  AT THE 

POKREE COPPER MINE, GURIIWAL, 
UNDER MR, WILKIN, 

WITH NOTICE8 OF OTHER COPPER MINES I N  THAT DISTRICT. 

BY 

G. T. LUSHINGTON, ESQ. 
Commirn'onw qf Kumaon. 

(From the J m d  of Adatic Sodetg, 701. XII . ,  Page 454). 

IN the 83rd No. of the Journal of the Asiatic Society, 
is an account, by Captain H. Drummond of the 3rd Light 
Cavalry, of some of the Kumaon Copper mines visited by him ; 
this account was drawn up agreeably to the orders of the 
Governor General of India, and extracts from i t  were published 
for general information. In this report Captain Drummond 
suggested, that with a view of obtaining more correct details 
than were then forthcoming, as to the advantages or other- 
wise, of working any one of the Kumaon or Fhurwal Copper 
mines under European superintendence, a certain sum should 
be advanced by Government for an experimental opening of such 
mine as might appear best suited to the object in view. This 
proposition received the sanction of Government in November 
1838,* the sum of Rs. 2,415 was allotted from the public trea- 
sury, being the amount of an estimate submitted by Captain 
Drurnmond, and the charge of the experiment was assigned to 
Mr. Wilkin, an intclligcnt and respectable Cornish mining as- 
sistant, who had accompanied Captain Drummond from Eng- 
land. Mr. Wilkin's personal salary was at the same time fixed 
at  Rs. 150 per mensem by orders of the Governor General. 

The mine selected, agreeably to Captain Drummond's and 
Mr. Wilkin's opinion as the scene of 

mine operations is situated near the vil- scene of ope ratio^. 
lage of Pokree, pergunnah Nagpoor, 

* Letter from the Secretary to Government to the Commissioner of Ku~on, 
dated 26th November 1838. 
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Ghurwal, and is generally known by the name of the Pokree 
mine. The village of Pokree, is dietant from Almorah about 
eighty miles (say seven marchea) north, and about seven 
or eight miles; on the right, or northern bank of the Aluk- 
nilnda river ; from Sreenuggur it is about fifty d e u ,  or from four 
t o  five day's journey for a loaded man. The elevation of the Deo- 
thal temple or as it is commonly called Deothan, above the village 
of Pokree, is given by Captain Webb at (3288 feet ; the village 
is, I think about five to six hundred feet lower, and the mines 
in its vicinity range from the latter to the former altitude. 

The climate is excellent, admirably adapted to the Euro- 
pean constitution ; water good, and 

A'titude* 'limate, of oak,* fir and other timber trees abund- Pokree. 
ant. The soil of the neighbouring 

villages is good, and the crops are of the usual kind. The 
roads also from the mines to Almorah, the capital of Kumaon 
Proper, and to Srccnug,~,  the capital of British Gurhwal, 
are perfectly safc for foot, and horse travellers and loaded portera, 
and though rudely and unskilfully constructed are kept iu 
good repair by the civil authorities. 

I n  going to Pokree from Almorah or Sreenug,~,  the tra- 
veller has to cross the Aluknunda river by a jhoola, or swinging 
bridge of rope, eollstructed of the grass or sedge, termed bhu- 
bliur by the natives, and the botanical name of which is crio- 
phorum canabinym.? There are now on that route two of these 
jhoolas erected ovcr the Aluknunda, one of which is situated at 
Kumprpgt  where the Pidur and Aluknunda rivers unite 
(thus forming one of the pryags or holy unions,) and the other, 
a t  Buniote,$ about five miles lower down. The ascent from the 
hot valley of the Aluknunda to Pokrec is steep and rugged, 
but the road is safe, and the traveller is amply compensated for 
the fatigue and labor of the ascent, by the beauty and pic- 
turesqueness of the scenery, and by his transit from the hot 
stifling atmosphere of the valley to the pure and salubrious tem- 
perature of the surrounding mountains. Nor could he fail, 

* Oak nod fir were the only wood made use of in the mine by Mr. RxLin, 
the oak for frames and the fir for planking. There are three kinds of oaks, the 
(banj) 1. (phutiart) 2, and (tilouj) 3, at or near Pokree, and one fir. The o&s 
are the (quercun) 1,  incana (cornlossa) 2, and (semicupifolia) 3 of botanists. Ibs 
tir is the pinus longifolia, and as the wood is highly resinona, matches of it ue 
used in lieu of candles in the mines, alao aa torches in travelling. 

t Royle'a Illustrations, pagea15. 
$ Elevation of the Kumpryag rope bridge, 2636 feet above the ses, ( C 8 p h  

Webb.) 
f Elevation according to C~ptain Webb 2291 feet. 
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if interested in such studies, to admire the v a t  and instructive 
series of vegetable forms that meet the eye in the ride up from 
the river ; for, leaving the mangoe, peepul, date, and other well 
known tropical trees at the base, he passes by degrees into the 
vegetation and climate of European or temperate countries. 

The Pokree mines had for many years been known and 
worked during the rule of the Hindoo Rajahs of Ghurwal, and 
when the latter were driven out by the Ghoorkhas, the Nepal 
dynasty did not overlook the resources of wealth which these 
mines were supposed to contain. I t  is, however, impossible 
to ascertain with accuracy the amount of revenue yielded from 
the Pokrec mines, under the Hindoo or Ghoorkha* rulers. I n  
the absence of authentic records, tradition has stepped in, and 
the result i ~ ,  as usual, gross exaggeration and hyperbole. The 
older miners of the place, some of whom are still extant, assert, 
that one of the mines one year yielded Rs. 50,000 profit. 
How much of this account is true I have no means of ascer- 
taining, but this much is certain, that from the time of the 
Ghoorkha conquest of Ghurwal, (1803,) up  to the year 1838, 
the produce of the Pokree mines had become more and more 
scanty, and that when (towards the close of the above year,) 
these mines were handed over to Mr. Wilkin, the actual reve- 
nue at which they were rated in the public accounts amounted 
to Rs. 100 per annum, and this small sum was eventually remit- 
ted for that year, owing to the poverty and utter inability of 
the farmer to pay the Government demand. 

Mr. Wilkin commenced operations in December 1838, 
and from that month to the end of June 1841, the works were 
carricd on under his consdnt superintendence with more or 
less vigor.? The pro,o;ress made in excavating the adits, 

* In  Mr. Traill'a account of Kumaon, (Aaiatic Rssearchea) I find Rs. 4,801, 
only given M the jomma fixed by the Ghwrkha Government of 1812, for the whole 
prorince of Kumaoo and Ghurwal under the head of " mines and mint duties." The 
Ghoorkha rupee was worth about 1% annu, so that in Company's rupees the sum 
was only Ra. 3,600. This, however, waa merely the Government revenue account- 
4 for by the Nepalese Soobehs to the Katmandhoo government. what else may 
ham been levied from the former, under the heads of bbent, nnnerana, kc. &c., f 
a n n o t  pretend to say. From the year 1815 (conquest of Kumaon) the revenue 
derived by the British Governlnent from mines hrs averaged as follows : 

Kmnam Proper. G h w a J .  
~ p p e r ,  .. ~s  son to Rs. 801 RE. 2086 Highmt mining revenue of the produce, m. 
Imn. . . .. . . . . 1905 mb 5417. 

t The workings were camed on nbht  and day, the lnborern beiw formed into 
gang,  and relieved at fixed hours. Tools were anpplied from the magadner, whilst 
others ware made up by Mr. Wilkin'r smiths and carpmten ; the whole of t b a e  
e~pmsea am included in the abstract, except the value of the rnagazins tools, and 
om or two barreln of gunpowder expended in blasting. 

3 c 



varied at different seasons. It appeara to have been mdest 
during the rains when frequent "break-downs" took place 
in the mines, and at  other seasons the hardness of tbe ground 
and scarcity of workmen prevented much progrees being made. 
The total amount of work, according to the returns sent in by 
the assistant, and expenditure incurred in making them is 
as follows : 

In this ~JI included 60 to 70 mpeea for carriage of nukrllr fmm the Whi. 
magazine. 
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0 . i  

-- - - - - , -. - - - - 
Progress in Deeernber, 1839. .. 0 0 0 1 44 11 9 
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The mount originally authorbed by Gmernment having 
by the end of November 1840, been expended, a reference was 
made to the Hon'ble the Lieutenant Governor, as to the pro- 
priety of continuing the workings, and the point having been 
submitted for the consideration of the Right Hon'ble the Go- 
vernor General, it was resolved, that a further sum of Rs. 1,000 
should be advanced for the prosecution of the experiment in 
the Chowmuttee mine alone. Mr. WilkinJs personal salary of 
Ra. 150 waa also sanctioned for nine months further, commenc- 
ing with Odober 1041) and ending with June 1841. 

I annex a table of progress and expenditure for the above 
period, i. e. from December l84Q till the end of June 1841, 
when operations finally ceased : 

The workinga above specified were carried on in three 
different mines, two of whkh had been worked in the time of the 

Rajahs, and one was entirely new. The names of the 
h o  old mines reopened, and worked by Mr. Wi&n were : ]st, 
the ~ho-uttee ; 2nd, the R a j a s  mine; and the following ac- 
-t of the mines and operations carried on in them is con- 
tained in a report from Mr. Wilkin, dated July 1@1, and which 
as it also conveys interesting information concerning other 
(;whwal mines, I may be excused for quoting almost entire. 
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" The Chowmuttee mine at Pokree, is situated iu taIc 
which rests on dolomitic limestone. Xt 

Chmuttee minea. was adopted for the Governmeut expe- 
riment, as the one in which ores were most likely to be found 
near the surface, where the experiment would be least likely to 
interfere, with the revenue, and where the inhabitants were 
most favorable to the iritroduction of a uew system. The expe- 
riment was commenced at the eud of lb38, and has been continu- 
ed to the present time. During this period, an adit has been 
driven into the mine ou the course of the lode 77 fathoms 0 feet, 
8 inches, and au under-lying shaft was sunk on i t  at 28 fnthoms 
from the entrance; a cross-cut has been driven north from this. 
shaft 20 fathoms, 4 feet, O inch through dolomite quartz, and 
talcose schist ; but without finding any new lode, -excepting a 
small bed of iron ore. A rise of 7 fathoms was driven up from 
the adit at 61 fathoms from the entrance, and a diagonal shaft 
was sunk to meet the rise from whence a gallery has been extend- 
ed eastward over the adit 19 fathoms, 2 feet, 4 iuches, of which 
8 fathoms, 5 feet, 0 inch is in poor ground ; 4 fhtho~n8, 0 feet, 
0 inch in old workings, and 6 fathoms, 3 feet, 4 inches in 
ground, which in Cornmall would be worked for one-third of 
the ores. Of the adit, 5 fathoms, 3 feet, O inch were in old- 
workings ; 42 fathoms, 4 feet, 2 inches in ground that would 
on an average let for one-half tribute, and 16 fathoms, 2 feet, 
6 inches in ground that would not pay for working, beside8 
12 fathoms, 3 fect, 0 iuch of the outer part of the adit, in 
which no ores were found ; very little ores have been left visible 
in  the bottom of t,lle ndit or the eastern end of the mine, but 
the mine may improve if sunk deeper or extended further ; how- 
ever, I should prefer working the western part of the mine, 
where the lode is wider, and the ores of better quantity. A 
ventilating passage was carried forward over the adit from the 
first mentioned shdt  to the rise, and a winse was sunk under 
the adit 3 fathoms ; besides which, other excavations, amount in,^ 
to about 20 fathoms of ground were made, and conveniences 
for cleaning ores, workshops, kc., have been built. The expense 
incurred by this p ~ r t  of the experiment (omitting European 
superintendence) has been Rs. 2,846-8.9, and the return of 
copper i s  Rs. 231-4-4, besides Re. 3 to 4Q0, which may be 
expected from ores yet unsold. The roof of the adit now offee 
g good field for tributers, and if worked on a proper scale, 
it may repay the expense which has been incurred in driving 
it ; but i t  is not likely to do so without machinery for clean- 
ing and smelting the ores, which generally contain only 2 or 
3 per cent. of metallifemus ores, or from f to $ per cent. of 
copper. 
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The Chowmuttee lode, after crossing the ridge east of 
the mine, enters a very compact bason, in which is situated 
the Dooined mine; this mine has not been worked to any con- 
siderable extent, owing to the abundauce of water, and softness 
of the talc ; but it is said to have a good lode in one part of 
it, the lode then crosses the hill near Deothan, a small village 
above the mine, and is found neai. Googlee and Keswarra, 
where I have seen ores extracted from it;  but I do not thmk 
i t  likely to be profitable on that side of the hill. 

/ 
" The Rajah's mine is situated about 450 yards north of 

Rajah's mine. the Chowmuttee mine in common dolo- 
mite, which rests on talcose schist. It 

seems to have been discovered by the outcrop of copper in the 
precipice above the Pokree village, and to have been followed 
down to a depth of 70 fathoms, at which level an adit was 
brought into the mine, which must have been driven 100 
fatlloms through doad ground (i. e., in which no ores are found,) 
ere it reached the copper formation; how far it had been driven 
beyond that cannot be ascertained, but the old miners state it 
tu be a considerable length. There are other adits, by which 
the mine was worked previous to the bringing in of the deep 
adit, and the next one above it is said to have been the principal 
entrance by which the orea were brought out. At the time 
when the adits fell together, which occurred about 60 years 
ago, there were three places in which ores were foun4; namely, 
the Gaja Chauk, Kumera Chauk, and the Burtwal Kooa; 
the Gaja Chauk was eutered at the level of the deep adit, and 
worked on so large a scale, as to require timber 20 feet long 
to support the roof, and finally i t  became so large, that the 
miners contented themselves with picking up, at the risk of 
their lives, the ores that fell down from the roof, until i t  all 
fell in together. The 13urtwal Koon was probably on the same 
lode as the Gaja Chauk, under the level of the adit. The Ku- 
mera Chauk was probably on another lode (Kumera being the 
name for talc,) the ores of that lode being muddy and requir- 
ing to be washed. The produce of the mine at the utmost is 
said to have been 300 seers of ores, worth 25 per cent. of cop- 
per per day, of which the Rajah claimed two-thirds, and the 
remainder was shared by the laborers, who also held lands free 
of rent. This waa the best mine in the province, and the old 
inhabitants of Pokree always spoke of it as a place of great 
riches. The adit waa allowed to fall together during a dispute 
between Rajah Backrit aud hie brothers, and though an attempt 
was afterwards made to open a new adit near the old one, it 
wao never completed. On my arrival here, I commenced open- 



ing the second adit, (i. e. the one next above the deep one,) but 
found it too expensive for the limited means at my disposal ; 
and it was abandoned after being opened and secured with tim- 
ber 31 fathoms, 1 foot, 6 inches, at an expense iucluding 
native superintendence and materials of Rs. 346-1 2-8. To 
open the mine properly, both adits should be repaired, and 
two new shafts sunk from the surface into the mine, which 
would cost about Rs. 4,000, and i t  would be necessary for the 
proper working of the mine. No information can be obtained 
as to the number of lodes in this mine, but I think there are 
three, on the north one of which the new mine is situated, 
about 60 fathoms north-west of the Rajah's mine." 

I n  the new mine the lode was very promising and yield- 

New mine. 
ed good specimens of ore near the sur- 
face, but at a depth of 15 fathoms it 

became poor, and We8  consequently abandoned, after being 
extended 23 firthoms, 3 feet, O inch, at an expense, i n c l u d q  
native superintendence and materials of Rs. 245-11-0." 

I n  addition to the above three mines, in which Mr. mil- 
kin's operations were carried on, there are several other copper 
mines in the vicinity of Pokree, some of which were worked 
in former times by the native miners, and some again have -: , 
never been tried. None of these were attempted by Xr. Wil- . 
kin, but I find on his report the following notices of them, 
and as the opinion of the practical miner must be infinitely 
more valuable and satisfactory than any remarks that I c ~ u l d  
offer, I consider i t  right to extract them. 

tr/hiota mine is situated about two and a half miles north- 

Nota mine. west of the Pokree mines in talc, which 
rests on dolomite limestone. The lode 

is a bed of yellow or buff colored talc, about four feet wide, 
dipping nort-west at 60'; it rests immediately on the dolomite 
limestone, and has a sulphuric effervescence on the surface. 
This mine is said to have been rich; i t  is situated on the west- 
e m  eide of an extensive bason or valley, on the eastern side of 
which ores have been turned up by the plough, but no miue 
has been worked. This is an extensive field for mining as the 
lode may be productive throughout the bason or valley. Tkcre 
is wood and water for all purposes near this mine. 

\ 

" The Thala mine is situated about a mile north-west of 

Thala mine. 
the Nota mine, probably on the same 
lode, in an exteneive plain, or cornpara. 



tively level surface. I t  was first worked in 1810, and a,&n 
in 1825 ; bnt there being no good facility for adits, the water 
prevented its being worked to any considerable depth. The 
miners who worked it s t a t e  the ores to be copper pyrites disse- 
minated in a lode of two feet wide, one-fifth of which was metal- 
liferous. /An adit of 50 fathoms in length would reach the mine 
10 fathoms below the surface; below this adit a machine might 
be erected, which with the surface water and that of the mine 
would continue to work throughout the year, and keep the 
water of the mine to a considerable depth.  here ie plenty of 
wood for a11 purposes in the neighbourhood of this mine., 

"he Danda* mine is situated on the hill, about 600 yards 
above Thala mine in chlorite slate and 

Dmda mine. talc, which on the north-western side 
comes in contact with common dolomite. This mine has been 
worked in a considerable extent, and is said to have yielded 
Rs. 52,000 profit in one year. The ores are of good quality, 
and found in three or four ditferent beds or lodes, which dip into 
the hill at an angle of 30°. The chlorite slate, in which the 
beds of talc and ores are found is so hard as to stand without 
timber, i t  dso contains finely disseminated copper in small 

nantity The lodes run into a fine fall or bason westward, in 
i;G;-W- they would be found productive. There is 
f I./.' 

abundance of wood near this mine; but no water for machinery 
nearer than the Thala mine. / 

j m e  Talapoongla mine is situated about a mils north-east 
of the Danda mine in talc, which rests 

Tdapoongla mine. on dolomite limestone. The strata, in 
which the ores are found, is about 6 fathoms wide, dipping 
south-west at various angles. The bed is extensive, but the 
ores are scarce ; however this might improve at a distance from 
the surface/ hitherto little has been done, except washing away 
the strata during the r y season. It has good facilities for 
wood, water and adits. ? Ores have been found in a precipice, 
east of this mine, near the villnge of Bungtul, but at present 
the outcrop is covered with rubbish ; i t  is in the tulcose forma- 
tion, and has good facilities for working./ 

'{'he Khurna mine is situated in the ravine below Bung- 
tul, near its junction with the Nugol 

Khurns mine. river in talc ; it was discovered by the 
water of the ravine washing away the strata, and leaving a 

* A ridge or crest of a hill is ailled Dan& in the hill language, and thin mino 
being on the ridge, geta the above name. 
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quantity of ores exposed to view ; these ores were taken away 
by the Pokree miners, and .the mine worked 5 or 6 fathoms 
under the surface, beyond which they were prevented from 
going by the water. They tell me that the lode at the bottom 
of the mine for 2 fathoms in length is one foot wide, of solid 
copper pyrites. Of late yearn, nothing has been done at this 
mine beyond washing among the surface, which contains a 
amall quantity of copper pyrites. There is plenty of wood in 
the neighbowhood of this mine, and water for machinery, but 
no facility for adits J 

Such is the account given by Mr. Wikin of the copper 
mines at, and in the vicinity of Pokree, the whole of which he 
has repeatedly visited and examiued, as far as the nature of 
the ground would permit. Of other copper mines situated in 
the Gwhwal district, the most celebrated are the Dhunpoor* 
and Dhobree mines, the former being on the north, the latter 
on the south side of the Dhunpoor cbain of mountains. This 
chain riaing to an altitnde of 9,500 feet above the sea is on tile 
south or left bank of the Aluknunda river, directly opposite to 
tho Pokrce hills, and to the great Himalayan chain, covered 
with eternal snow. The view from the crest of the Dhunpoor 
ridge is beyond description beautiful and majestic. The great 
castellated peaka of Budrinath rise directly in front of the spec- 
tator, and on either side of these aa far as the eye can reach, ap- 
pears a long succession of other snowy peaks ranging in form and 
altitude : but all and each surpassingly grand and sublime. No 
view that I know of in Switzerlaud, equals this in vastness and 
extent; and in altitude the peaks of Gungotri, Kedarnath, and 
Rudrinath to the left, of Trisool, Nundadevi, Purychoola, and 
Kylas to the right fully merit the title bestowed upon them by 
the Shastra,? of " Mountain Kings." 

Mr. W i n  reports, that "the Dhunpoor mine is situated on 
the north side of a high$ and precipitous 

Dhunpoor mine. range in compact dolomite." The ores 
of this mine are principally copper pyrites and grey or vitreous 

* These mines are leaned to a farmer at the sum of Rs. 1,900 per mnum. 
Some villages are attached to the mine, and the land revenue derivable from tbem 
ir included in the above. It would amount to about tb. 200 per aanum ar a aepa- 
rate item. The inhabitants of the villages work in the miner, and ncsive a share 
of the produce ; they are what Mr. Wilkin calls " tributers." 

t Captain Webb gives the following altitude of the Dhnnpoor village, 7,956 
feet ; the mine ia a fen hundred feet higher, and the ridge .bore the mine in *rms 
placea is rated at 9,500 feet above the sea. 

$ The repeakd allusions to the great Himalayan chain in the d boob of 
the Hindoo~ are too well known to require quoting. The namea assigned to m e  d 
the p k a  are, I think. nppropriate and poetical ; auch M ILird.-mtb, lord of water, 
Boodrs-mth, lord of the lioodrtu or demi-gob. 



copper ore with the red oxide and green carbonate in smaller 
quantities : the latter being scarce. The ores are found in a 
bed, (or channel of ground fifty or sixty feet wide,) which runs 
nearly north and south, and under lies east about one foot in 
the fathom. I t  is divided by a bed of potstone, or indurated 
talc, which runs through the copper formation longitudinally, 
conforming to the strata, and having a frith or f i k u n  on the 
western side. 

" This lode of potstone will facilitate, the driving of pas- 
sages into the mine, and i t  is sometimes productive ; but the 
greater part of the ores are found in the adjoining rock in 
seams and branches, which cross it in every direction. The 
seams of ore are said to be one Toot thick at  times, but generally 
they are less than one inoh thick, and any thing more than 
that is considered a prize by the miners. When I visited the 
mine in 1838, the beat seam or vein which I saw waa not 
more than half an inch thick ; but on my last visit io 1841, I 
saw one two inches thick, and I was informed that it had been 
one foot thick during the interval between my visits. I t  is 
perpendicular and cut out at the bottom of the working by 
a horizontal vein which carried it eastward; the ores are mostly 
within one foot of the horizontal vein, above which it dwindles 
away to the size of a reed. All the other places which I 
saw, were poor in comparison to this. The ores are the softest 
part of the rock, and are consequently dug out first, after which 
the miners burn the rock with wood and then throw water on it. 
Owing to the calcareous nature of the rock, this process fa& 
litates the work considerably ; but still I think blasting would 
be cheaper, as the burning does not penetrate beyond a few 
inches in the rock, and the passages are consequently small, 
except when two or more veins meet. The reins are so nume- 
rons, that the rocks between them are seldom more than 3 or 4 
feet thick, so that i t  would certainly be better to have a large 
working, which would include a number of veins, than to work 
on the present diminutive acrrle. The mine is so full of rub- 
bish, that i t  is diflicult to get through the passages, for nothing 
is brought out of the mine but the ores and the rubbish being 
left within, fills up the mine and impedes ib future working. 
At the present lowest working of the mine, there is a commo- 
dious passage on the claystone lode, 60 fathoms in length, but 
the outer 20 fathoms has crushed together ; below the inner 
end of this passage, there is an extensive old working, which is 
said to be rich, but the present generation of miners have never 
been able to get the water out of i t ;  beyond this, the mine 
has been worked to a coneiderable extent, but the passagee were 

3 D 
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so full of rubbish, that I could not go into them. An attempt 
was made to bring in a ncw adit to drain the mine to a deeper 
level than at present, previous to the Ghoorkhx rule ; but after 
being driven 15 fathoms, it mas abandoned owing to the ores in 
the mine failing, and the laborers being sent to the Nagpoor 
(i. e. Pokree) mines, which were then rich. No attempt has 
been madc since then to drain the mine below the level here 
spoken of. The lessee informed me, that he formerly realized 
from three to four thousand rupees per annum from this mine, 
but that lately, the profits have been very small. I am unable 
to give a correct section of this mine, but the folloming will 
convey a tolerable idea of its leading passages, and the rest 
may be considered a perfect honeycomb from entrance to end.* 

There is water for machinery in the ravine below the mine. 
Wood for all purposes is rather distant, but owing to the supply 
of labor, charcoal is cheaper here than at Pokree, where the 
wood is nearer. The smelters at this mine are very industrious 
anil expert at their work, and their mode of smelting is supe- 
rior to any other in the province, excepting the Dhobree people, 
who work on the same principles, using abundance of decom- 
posed felspar limestone flux. . 

" The Dhobree mine is situated on the south side of the 
Dhunpoor range, in very nearly the 

Dohbree mine. same kind of rock as the Dhunpoor 
mine ; but in this mine, most of the veins are horizontal, running 
along the side of the hill. At the surface they are very small, 
containing oxide of iron and green stains of copper, and occa- 
sionally copper pyrites. The present working mine is not 
extended very far from the outside of the precipice or surface, 
the ores being much the same near the surface as at a distance 
from it. When the miners find their passages growing long and 
tedious, they begin outside on a new vein. There Rre several 
old mines, west of the Dhobree village ; on entering one of them, 
I found it very extensive, the ores seem to have been most 
abundant where the horizontal vein was crossed by perpendi- 
cular ores ; but as far as I went, the whole of the horizontal 
vein had been taken away, aud after crawling to a considerable 
length, I was obliged to return for want of torches. I got a 
small specimen of ore from one of the perpendicular veins, of 
which there were two or three running south-east and north- 
east. The western one of these veins is said to have been very 

* A8 there is nothing of interest in this aLkh we have omitted to copy it. 
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rich, but it fell in about the time* the Ghoorkhas entered the 
province, and has not been opened since. The ores of these 
mines are principally copper pyrites, worth about 25 per cent. 
of copper. 

"There is water for machinery about a mile and a half 
below the mine, and wood for all purposes near that place. There 
is another mine on this range at Molghirree ; it is rented at 
Rs. 25 per snnum, and said to be in the same rock as the 
Dhobree mine. There are other mines of both copper and iron 
in Dhunpoor, but none of them are worked, nor have I seen 
them." 

From the following memorandum it will be seen that tb 
experiment conducted by Mr. Wilkin 

of Pokree expen- has entirely failed, as far as a profitable ment. 
return for capital expended is concerned. 

Memorandum of expenditure on account of the Government 
experiment at Pokree. 

Paid to Mr. Wilkin from the Almorah Treasury, Re., 3215 0 0 
Expended in working the mine as per monthly s t a b  

ments, ................................ Re., 3364 5 2 
In which is included value of copper sold by Mr. 
Wilkin and carried to account, amounting to Ra. 149 5 2 

Total expense to Government, .... 3215 0 0 
Deduct value of copper aold and paid into Treasury, 272 3 3 
Ditto of copper sold, but not yet realized,.. ........ 358 0 0 

630 3 S 
So that when this last item has been realized, the 

account will stand thus : Expended, .... 3215 0 0 
Returns, ...... 630 3 3 

Balance against the experiment,.. ...... 2584 12 9 
Exclusive of the cost of European superintendence . at the rate of RE. 150 per month for 32 mouths.. 4300 0 0 -- 

Total, .... 7354 0 0 

This result is in my opinion to be attributed solely to the 
poornesst and acarcity of ores found, and not in the least to any 
want of skill, zeal, or patience on the part of Mr. Wilkin, of 
whose intelligence, activity and trustworthiness I have a very 
high opinion, and every mining undertaking is, after all, more 
or less a lottery. I n  this particular instance, every thing has 

-- 

* 1790. 
t Poor, with reference to the meau  of smelting. 
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I conscientiously believe, been done that was practicable with 
reference to the means placed at  the Superintendent's disposal, 
and if the result has been a failure, it cannot in f&ess be 
attributed to him. I f  it be urged, that the fact of the Rajah's 
and Chowmuttee mines having been worked in former times 
ought to have suggested the probability of the lode being 
exhausted, it should not on the other hand be forgotten, that the 
sum placed by Uovernment at Mr. Wilkin'a disposal was not 
sufficient to warrant his devoting the whole of it to a new mine, 
which after ail might have proved equally barren as these. Na- 
tive accounts repreeeuted these mines to have been rich and 
productive at the period of their abandonment, and the miners 
of the place still hold to this belief. Nor was it in the first 
instance suspected, that the mine had been so far penetrated 
into aa has been proved. Taking these points into considem- 
tion, I see no reason for believing that course adopted was 
,injudicious. 

T h e  Eailnre of this-undertaking rendere it impossible for me 
to rccord au opinion in-favor of fresh 

that he -Om- experiments being made under Euro- 
mend further experiments. 

pean superintendence at Pokree ; I fear 
no such experiment coul'd pay i t  that place, and with regard 
to the copper mines of tho province generally I have reluctantly 
come to the opinion, that they do not present R fair field for the 
emplojuent of capital on the followiug grounds : 

1st. The great distance of the Pokree and other copper 
mines of Gurhwd from the markets to which their produce 
would have to be brought.* 2nd. The absence of ra te r  car- 
riage, and slowness and expense of carrying articles of bulk 
in a country like Gurhmal. 3rd. The non-existence of coal 
and the cheapness of English copper, carried as i t  is entirely 
by water to the great commercial towns of upper India. The 
above circumstauces would, I apprehend, be insuperable obsta- 
cles to the succcss of any speculation of the kind. For supposing 

* The copper mines of Kumaon Proper at Seera and Gungokc for h a ,  
are also, all situated far in the interior of the mountains. The talcose and ca lm-  
00s formations in which the ores are found, occupy the high precipitons mountaim 
which (io this province at h a t )  separate the mica slate, gneiss, and not unfreqmently 
granite of the central hills from the similar rocks which build up the hut tresm and 
compose the peaks of the great Himalayan chain. This mighty chain itself a p p a  
to be partially metalliferoua, judging from the lead mines a t  Ghertee (now w a s )  
betweeu Meelurn and Neetee, the copper indication8 at  Tola and elsewhere in the 
Jowahir pass, and the orea of the latter metal and of iron actually found and u o r w  
at  and about Polar in the immediate neighbourhood of Roodumtb,  one af the 
rnowy shrines between Keduaoth urd Budrinrth. 
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even that a rich and abundant copper mine should hereafter be 
discovered, and that by European superintendence and the aid 
of machinery, great improvements were made in every pro- 
cess of mining,* and the price of the article (which now sells 
at  the door of the mine at a dearert rate than English copper 
does in the plains,) were to be greatly reduced, I still think, 
that the cost of transporting it t o  a good market would absorb 
all returns, or leave l~ t t le  profit to the speculator-further that 
this profit would be in the course of a few yeare (if operations 
were carried on to a large extent) cease, and the works be.aben- 
doned owing to the non-existence of coal. This is not a mere 
conjectural hypothesie, but rests on what has already occurred, 
and will again occur in this district. Even under the present 
petty system of operations, many minen have been abandoned 
from this cause. The following is an instance of the kind, 
I n  the valley of Khetsaree, the northern extremity of which 
forms the boundary between Kumaon and Uhurwal, iron ore 
of a good quality i n  found in great abundance, and many mines 
have at difYerent times been worked by the native miners, r h o  
resort thither annually from the eastern pergunnahs. At pre- 
sent, the chief supply of iron in Kumaon is from these mines, 
yet although the total quantity produced would with reference 
to the gigantic scale of English transactions appear perfectly 
ludicrous, the valley has notwithstanding become nearly denud- 
ed of trees, and it is only by shifting about to new sites, less 
removed from the foreet, that operations are now carried on. 
The extensive pine wooda of the Doorgadhee and Jowrasee range, 
even at the distance of five and six miles from the minee, are 
now beginning to experience indiscrimipate havoc at the hands 
of the charcoal burners, who cut down and leave to rot on the 
ground thousands of fine trees, merely consuming the emaller 
branches, (to save themselves the trouble of splitting the large 
trunks,) while no provision is made for the renewal of the forest, 

As compared with the Pokree and other mining localities 
of Gurhwal, the Khetaaree valley is in many respects favorably 

* The washing and smelting of rich orea under the mtive system coats 50 per 
cent : poor orts do not pay. 

f- Wrought copper selL in the hills at 1 rupee 12 annas to 2 rupees per seer, 
equivalent to 70 to 80 rupees per maund. English copper can now be bought at 
Almmah ut a less price than the hill copper, the prerent price of the former being 
1 rupee 10 annas per seer, of the latter I rupee I2 annas to 2 rupees. 

By recent quotations, the price of imported copper at Calcutta is shewn to be, 
M follows ; viz : 

Shenthing, per factory mannd, 36 12 to 38 0 Sicca Rupcer. 
Brasiera, , . . . . . 36 0 to 0 0 11 

Old Copper,.. .. .. 37 8 to 37 12 ,, 
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situated, being four days nearer to Chilkea, to which mart the 
route is almost entirely through a level country, and bisected 
by the Ramgunga river, the power of which, and some of its 
nearer affluents, would be ample for every kind of machinery. 
Limestone too exists in great plenty, and in skilful hands 
would doubtless be turned illto large use in the reducing pro- 
cesses. The climate however, in the valley itself, is unsuited 
to  the European constitution, and until thc last few years 
during which its surface has been gradually drained, and brought 
under tillage, it was considered scarcely habitable to  natives. 
But as the surrounding heights afford salubrious sites for resi- 
dence, and as population is fast increasing in the valley, an 
experiment would in all prohability succeed at Khetsaree, if to 
its other advantages could be added a suEciency of fuel; .but 
the forest is rapidly disappearing, and burnable coal is as yet 
unknown. I t  is true, many indications of the latter fossil have 
been found in the sub-Himalayan rangcs, as for instance a t  the 
Bullea bridge, between Bheemtal and Bhonmouree, and in the 
streams which issue from the hill north of Nujeebabad; yet the 
fern poor and immediately exhausted seams of lignite here and 
there discoverable in the sandstone strata, and upheaved debris 
of the Sewalies between the Jumna and Ganges, and again be- 
tween Hurdwar and Bhoumouree, wouldseem, if shewing anything 
rather to point to carboniferous beds buried far beneath the 
base of the lower ranges, than to  hold out hopes of their exist- 
ence near the surface of the secondary rocks, or among the 
primary formations, where the iron aud copper ores are deve- 
loped. 

I f  happily and unkxpectedly, real coal, fit for consump- 
tion, and in sufficient quantities, should hereafter be found in 
the strata opened to view by the Bullea and other streams issu- 
ing from the southern face of the Ghrrgur mountains, or by 
the Kosilla and Ramgunga in the lower part of their course, 
the irou mines of Ramghur now eecond in importance to  Khet- 
saree, would become of great value ; the noble steppes of the 
Ghaghur would be spared from the denudation which now 
threatens them ; and as the intcrmediate country is easy, and 
opposes few obetaclea to the formation of roads, the mines of 
Khetsaree would share in the benefits of the discovery. 

I have thus enumerated the great obstacles to  the success 
of any mining enterprise of the kind under discussion. On 
the other hand, there are some considerations to which I 

to advert, which might at first sight appear to  war- 
rant a contrary conclusion. I first allude to the possibility 
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nf obtaining a sufficient supply of labor; and secondly, to 
the . character of the people. 1st. With regard to labor ; of 
this I think the supply would be found to be sufficient at  
the rate of 2* to 4 annas per diem, as none of the hill 
men appear to have any objection to working in the mines 
as laborers. The mining or Aguree caste is, i t  is true, one 
of the lowest, but Brahmin~, Rajpoots and Khasyas do not 
object to work as laborers in the mines. I have seen all of the 
above castes working under Mr. Wilkin at Pokree of their 
own free will, and have myself often employed them when in 
the district (also of their own free mill) in duties which in the 
plains, are usually performed by coolees ; such as digging, cut- 
ting mood, fetching materials for building, &kc. 2ndly. With 
regard to habit and dispositioll of the people, the natives of 
Pokree, and generally spe~king, of Ghurwal, are docile, good- 
humored and willing, inferior in point of physical strength 
to the European, but still capable of performing a very fair 
amount of work, if well looked after. I n  common with most 
Hindoos, they possess the great virtue of sobriety, and for 
honesty, are remnrkable. Nor are they long in acquiring the 
use of European tools, even of the pit-saw, the manner of 
working whicbia so repugnant to native ideas of ease and 
convenience. With regard to crime, I may state, that robbery, 
murder and generally speaking, all heinous offences, are rare 
in Ghurwal, I know not how it is whether it be owing to the 
nature of the country, the scautiness of the population, to 
amiability of tempcr, or want of energyt and spirit ; but this 
fact is certain, that violence and a recourse to bloodshed seem 
to be almost unknown. If two Ghurwalees quarrel, they seldom 
proceed to blows, or should a fight actually take place, it is not 
of that sanguinary and reckless lund which occurs so frequently in 
England and elsewhere ; such are the bright traits of the Ghur- 
walee character. On the other hand, they are credulous, ignorant 
and superstitious to a degree ; believing in ghosts, the evil- 
eye and witchcraft, and hy no means remarkable for a love or 
practice of truth, where they consider it their interest to speak 
falsely. Still ou thc whole, weighing the good against the bad, 
I have often been struck by the many excellcncies of their 
character, and strange though the statement may appear to be, 
I have at times felt inclined to believe, that compared with 

* Two annas per diem is the usual rate of hue, but to ensure a constant supply 
it would probably be found necessary to raise it to 3 or 4 annas. 

t I do not think the Ghurwalees are wanting in courage, and believe they have 
proved themselves efficient as sipaheea in Cabool, when: many of them are serving 
in H. M. Shah Swjah's force. 
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similar classes of our own country, with all its boasted knowledge 
and civilization, they would present as many points for appro- 
bation as the latter. 

I will conclude this report by shortly summing up what 
I take to be circumstances for and against the success of any 
mining speculation in this province. The obstacles are : lst, 
distance of the mines from the low county; 2ndly, slowness 
and expense of carriage; 3rdl , cheapness and abundance of E English copper; 4thly, auper ciality of the mines yet known; 
and Sthly, want of coal. 

The favorable points of view are r lst ,  the excellence of 
the climate, and Sndly, the quiet habits and tractable disposi- 
tion of the people. To my judgment, the reasons urged against 
the employment of capital appear greatly in excess of those 
in its favor. If I had funds of my own lying unemployed I 
would not, with the knowledge I have of the circumstances 
of the case, invest them in any enterprize of the sort. I n  stat- 
ing this much, I would add, that I am by no means anxious 
to  deter others from embarking capital in a new experiment, 
should they, with reference to the aecount of progress, expen- 
diture and returns now submitted, be of opinion, that my view 
of this matter is incorrect, and that different results, would 
have been obtained, had the expenditure, or first outlay con- 
aisted of thousands, instead of some few hundreds of pounds. 

(Signed) G. T. LUSHINGTON, 

P.S.-Specimens of copper ores from the Pokree and all 
other copper mines of this province have been called for, and 
will be submitted when received, with names of mines, pergun- 
nahs, BEC. &c. My report of 7th June 1839, forwarded to the 
Secretary of Government North Western Provinces at Agra, was 
accompanied by Tabular gtatements shewing the number of 
mines, and amount of revenue derived from them in Bumaon 
and Ghurwal, and can be referred to, if necessary.* 

* We hare. applied for a copy and permisaion to print thicl.-E~8. 
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AFTER the Commissioner Mr. Lushington's Report Vol. 
XII. Jaurnul Asiatic Society 1843, little remains to be said about 
the situation of these mines, Pokree is on the right, Dhanpoor 
on the left side of the Douliganga, both abont six miles hori- 
zontal distance from the river, and twelve milea between 
themselves. From Pokree I saw Dhanpoor distinctly, and it 
appeared about 1,000 to 1,500 feet higher situated. Putting the 
compass in  h. 17 or hs, (15' E. to S., or 15O W. to N.) I had 
on the bearing therefore in one line--on one side the Rajah's 
mine, (and according to the statement of the people,) several 
places where the same talcose state occurs as in the Pokree 
mine. On the other side I had a place called Deehoor, on the 
road to the valley of the Gunga ; and on the Dhanpoor side a 
place little below the village, both places containing the slate. 
The layer of talcose slate containing the copper ore is there- 
fore a very extensive one, and there is every reason to believe, 
that the copper goes as far as the slate, and the slate as far as 
the formation, to which I consider the slate to belong. In- 
deed it requires very little attention from an eye, practised in 
researches after minerals, to see that the whole of the known 
copper mines from the Nepal Terai in the eaat, till beyond the 
Pokree mine in the west, are only parts of one layer of not 
rery great thickness, which perhaps may have been subdivided 

8 a 
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in two or three thinner layers, by some other oreleas layers of 
slate or limestone now transformed into dolomite. I n  a coun- 
try where mining is more in use and better known than 
In  India, lakhs of rupees would have been spent upon feebler 
indications of ores than are here seen. When I was at Pokree 
there was no work going on, but two or three native women 
mashing old heaps of nearly exhausted rubbish. The <' khans" 
were nearly entirely broken down, that in which Mr. Wilkin 
put in timber, was yet open for about forty yards, but in all 
these very slight indications of ore, copper pyrites and blue 
and green carbonate. Since many hundreds or thousands of 
vears that part of the layer has been alternately exposed to the 
hccess of air and water, and accordingly the copper pyrites has 
been transformed into sulphate of copper, which is dissolved 
and carried off by water. That procells is going on still; the 
wiiters containing enough sulphate of copper to came, by aid 
of IIanuman or some other old gentleman, the great wonder 
of metamorphieing,-i. e. covering-iron nails, thrown into the 
water with copper. The natives showed me two of these nails 
as perfect miracles. 

I t  was in this part of the layer where not only the native 
rulers worked, but also Mr. Wilkin. The slate in it is soft 
like soap, and very little ore remained, partly aa pyrites, partly 
in sulphate, partly as blue or green carbonate of copper. From 
Mr. Wilkin's bad success no conclusions ought to be made, or 
con be made. An experiment on ore from Chili or Kamtschat- 
k~ would be as decisive for the riches of Pokree mine as Mr. 
Rilkin's was, and when I heard that a '( sahablok" worked 24 
years at Pokree I could scarcely believe it. But I admired 
Mr. TVilkinJs proceedings, when I eaw, from Mr. Lushington's 
report, the means Mr. Wilkin had at his disposal, and the ob- 
ject of his labor. I then acquitted Mr. Wilkin of every fault 
of which I had accused him in my mind when I saw that, with 
a sum scarcely sufficient to open the spot where the ore can 
he hoped for and collect materials for buildings, he had to 
decide upon the riches of a mine at fist to be created. The layer 
dipa in h. 23 (15' N. to E.) The work to be commenced was, 
a gallery 30 or 40 fathoms below the old mines ; and not the 
excavation of ores which are a very good addition in smelting 
better ores, but the smelting of which never would pay. If 
left to his own judgment, and having the whole sum at dispo- 
sition Mr. Wilkin probably would not have produced any ore 
in the first year and a half at the end of which he would most 
probably have been able to show such specimens of ore M 

would extinguish every doubt on the richness of the mine j 
3 
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then, and not before then, was the time to begin experiments ; 
but also these ought to have been made in another way. Mr. 
Wilkin conld not prepare the ore on hearths and with sieves, as 
undoubtedly he would have done, had there been more money 
at  his command. Furnaces on a scientific system instcad of 
the rough native hearths ought to be made, nnd these with 
powerful bellows put in regular motiori by water-wheels instead 
of two goatskins moved by hand. I n  such fire-hearth, I saw 
in  Dtianpoor two meltings, each continued through about four 
hours, and from beginning to end the flames (4 to 5 feet high 
and 3 to 5 feet diameter) were perfectly green from loss of 
metal. The natives told me that such was the case in Pokree 
also ! This shows that, 

1. The necessary preparations before the smelting coilld 
not be made. 

2. That the smelting was not properly conducted, the 
loss being too great.* 

3. That the ore used was not thc ore wliich would he the 
object of mining on a large scale, it bciug impoverished by tllc 
slow metamorphmis of pyrites into sulphatc of copper. 

I t  must be confessed, that the Pokree mines are higl~ly 
wronged by the conclusions, made from results ahown by any 
work done till now. I t  could be objected against 1). 3, that 
the preseuce of better ore or richer ore, is only a supposition ; but 
it is not so ! I found in the Polrrec bungalow a piece of hard 
rock talcose slate-with a high colored pyrites of copper, taken 
f r m  the end of Mr. Wilkin's " khan." The orc was from a 
place where either no water camc, or where i t  stood constantly; 
but all the pyritesfiom theJiret 30 or 40 yardv had-so said the 
natives-a greyish, watery color. This shows that ore in the 
bowels of the mountain is better preserved than on, or near the 
outside ; consequently more ore must be there, for it cannot be 
supposed that an ore which for so many miles continues, and 
has so little thickness, should not go, with the layer in which 
it  occurs to a considerable depth at least. Annlogy with thou- - 
sands of cases leads to the supposition mentioned, that in Pokree 
and its neighbourhood vast quantities of copper could, with 

* In a high furnace a large quantity of metal offers as nmrly as little surface to 
the wind as a small one. In a high furnace the ore is only exposed to the atream of 
wind at the moment of melting, but in a hearth both ore and metal are conatantl~ 
cxpoaed. 
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advantage, be prodnced. And upon observation of analogies 
and anomalies in nature, hundreds of valuable rules are founded, 
and most sciences based. 

Assisted by these rules mining b no lottery, and not more 
hazardous than agriculture and manufactures. 

I come now to other objections made to these mines. 1. 
The distance from Pokree to Almorah is perhaps one day's 
march further than Almorah from the plains, to a point where 
several days land camage for the metal from the river is 
required. Sreenuggur is yet nearer than Almorah and even 
Hurdwar can easily be reached from Sreenuggur, by little flat 
boats steered by one man, loaded with a sufficient quantity of 
metal. The boats should be of a light construction, and would 
as wood o d y  sell vc ry well. 2. Articles of bulk are, for the begin- 
ning, not required, and should mining become modern in the Hi- 
malayas, roads (which however in these parts are not so very 
bad, as not to be passable, after very little repair, by mules, 
horses, and even by elephants,) will soon be made ; and in a 
later period larger articles certainly will be manufactured in the 
hills. Iron ore is plentiful there. 3. The English copper is 
cheaper, because i t  i8 worse than the native copper. The 
natives in Sreenuggur, Teeree, Hurdwar, &c., told me, they 
would not use the English wrought copper, but for the great 
size of the plates. For smaller work they prefer Dhanpoor 
copper. If the lessee had any difficulty in selling the metal 
at two rupees, he could easily give it cheaper; but his stores 
are always so small, that he is sure to sell even at the higher 
price. From eross-examination of his mookteear, and the 
miners and smelters, I calculated his profits at thirty per cent., 
and from the unwillingness of the first to tell me more, I had 
reason to think that my calculation was right. I told him 
so, and the result of my reckoning, and how I obtained 
the data without the reporter's knowing it. When I had left 
Dhanpoor, my servant told me that the mookteear abused the 
work people for their betraying him, and the people were quite 
astonished to hear they had done so. The Commissioner, Mr. 
Luslliington, states the way in which the charcoal burners an: 
going on. They will cease to do this if they hear that from 
the trees themselves better charcoal can be obtained than from 
the mere branches, and should they continue the work, nothing 
remains for thc lessee but to send his own coal burne~s 
for working up such wood as remained from the other burners, 
saving thus the outlay for cutting down the trees. The lessee 
would have always charcoal enough, even for a large establish. 
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 lent, or several of them, for if the inhabitants eee they can 
obtain a constant livelihood they will take care not to waste 
wood. Provision however for the renewal of the forest must 
always be made for the sake of future cheapness. I think too 
labor could be obtained cheaper than in England, even if the 
greater skill and bodily strength and good will of European 
workmen is taken in account. The old smeltera in Dhanpoor 
may be compared with the most skilful smelters any where. 
I believe now to have shown the possibility (and probability) 
of turning to advantage the riches of Pokree ; the copper could 
support the concurrence of the English copper in the lower 
hills and part of the plains, and would have advantages over it, 
in the higher interior, and in such places at  the foot of the hills 
where the English product cannot reach by mere water carriage. 

The Dhanpoor mines, or holes, are worked to advan- 
tage, and no doubt could be made more so; but perhaps it 
would take more trouble to find the layer of copper than 
in Pokree. What till now is opened would under European 
superintendence be entirely exhausted in the course of one 
year or two. I t  is possible the layer may turn out to be 
a regular dyke, but I suppose i t  will not be so, but might be 
cut otf by slate at no very great depth. The working on a 
large scale would be also more expensive in Dhanpoor than in 
Pokree, for the ore must be stamped, and washed on moving 
hearth. However, I will not say, that Dhanpoor mine could 
not be made, by continued labor, a very rich one. The situ- 
ation of Dobree mine on the other side of the very same hill 
range, admits no doubt of the ore's extension ; moreover the 
steepness of Dhanpoor hill admits shorter galleries and to greater 
depth. The present mine could not of course be of any use. 
There are galleries of several fathoms in height and breadth, 
following upon and preceded by others, which are so low and 
narrow, as to admit only children ; and the slope goes downwards, 
then up again for a few yards, now to the right, then to the 
left; &c. A shaft in the mine is only passable for those who 
do not mindgoing about in the dress of Adam on the first day 
of creation, for only the adhesion of the skin to the nearly 
polished rock, keeps the passenger in many places from falling 
down. The tools are only a chisel and a hammer; blasting 
of course ought to be introduced. 

From what is above said, it will appear as my conviction, 
that in the copper mines of Pokree and Dhanpoor capital could 
most advantageously be employed, but i t  is not Government in 
my opinion who should work there. The best writers on national 



economy agree, that such sveculations do not thrive in the 
hands of a Government. If Government would give these 
mines to any privnte individual or company, for as long a period 
as they pay regularly a certain duty from the produce, and 
would allow to any one else to begin mining wherever he could 
find an ore, in a very short time, certainly, many places where 
ore is known, would be taken up, and the revenues of Govern- 
ment, now derived from the mines, would be very considerably 
increased. Districts, now nearly empty of population, void of 
cultivation, useless to the treasury, would yield revenue, and the 
population would become acquainted not alone with European 
luxury, but with European skill and intelligence, which be at  first 
more useful than schools aud missionary establishments. As the 
agriculturist prepares by ploughing the hard soil for the recep- 
tion of the seed, so we may consider, the becoming acquainted 
with the advanced state of European arts would '' plough" the 
pahari's mind for the acceptance of higher objects, which they 
might be thought fit for being taught in some future time. 

And did not nature shew her intention of civilizing the 
irihabitauts of these wild districts through mining, by her up- 
heaving such mineral riches which, iu their present state of 
civilization, they cannot appreciate 1 

With regard to the capital required for the opening of 
Pokree mine and Dhanpoor mine, I think Rs. 40 to 50,000, 
would be more than sufficieut for both establishments, on a foot- 
ing equal to the advantages which can be expected in the first 
result of an operation, which may be carried on through hun- 
dreds of gears. 

Calealtcr, September 1845. 
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Tar dret portion of thia Pamphlet wan originally intended for private circuk- 
tion among parties directly interested in the subject, and to be strictly confined to 
a few observations on Mr. Lushington's Report. This will account for the extreme 
abruptness of the commencement. I t  has occurred to me, however, that with the 
addition of important information bearing upon the same subject, it  might be ren- 
dered worthy the attention of those-now happily not a small number-who take 
an interest in developing the resourm of British India, and promoting the wdl- 
being of the millions of her population. 

To render my observations intelligible, it is necessary to state, that havingbem 
recommended to the Indian Government by the Home authorities, for the purpose 
of examining the mineral resowcen of Kumaon and Gwhwal, in the Himalaya rsnge ; 
but having no European establishment to assiat me in the research, I took out, at 
my own expenae, Mr. Wilkin, the Cornish miner referred to in these pages, whom 

salary was subsequently defrayed by the Government of India. I had a-y, 
however, commenced them examinations, when my regiment being ordered on s s  
vice with the army of the Indae, I rejoined it, and was therefore unable to SUP- 

intend Mr. W.'I operations, or make any subsequent report on the subject. Mr. 
L.'s report was called for during my absence in Affghaniatan. 

%t.h reference to my remarh on Mr. L.'r Report, I beg it may be understood, 
that while I am compelled to differ on many poinh with that gentleman, nothing is 
farther fmm my wish than to say any thing inconsistent with that sincem rrspeet 
.nd esteem which I entertain for hir high character. 



R E M A R K S ,  ETC.  

As Xr. Lushington's Official Report to the Government of 
India, published in No. 138 of the Journal of the h a t i c  So- 
ciety oj' Bengal, on the copper mines of Pokree, &c., contains 
certain views and statements wholly opposed to mine, as 
explained in a previous report on the copper mines of Kumaon 
published in No. 83 of the same Journal ; I propose in the 
briefest possible manner, and without further preface, to offer 
some remarks upon it for the consideration of the parties in- 
terested. 

Page 466, Mr. Lushington observes, 

'' From the following memorandum it will be seen, that the experiment con- 
ducted by Mr. Wilkin has entirely failed, ar f.r an a profitable return for the 
capital expended b concerned.'' 

Mr. Lushington here uses the word " experiment" in a 
sense totally ditferent from that implied in rny report; I 
meant an experiment a9 regards an opening of t i le  ground, not 
the experiment of a few hundred poullds of outlay with a view 
to a profitable return. 

The mines had always been supposed to be rich, but this 
required proof; and it was expected that a practical examina- 
tion of them would show that the deposits of ore were not 
superficial, but, from analogy in all similar formations posi- 
tively increased in the downward direction. This is what the 
native miners have always assured me to be the case. 

When I submitted an estimate of 2,400 rupees (8240) for 
a proposed uew adit at tlie Rye mine, the said ndit (as stated 
in my report) was required to be eighty fathoms in length, so 
as to reach the lode tcu fatlioms bclow the elltrance then in 
use. 

m e  whole of these eighty fathoms mas accordingly to be 
extended tlvough what is tcrnled " dead ground," i. e. groluid 
containing no ores, and collsequently iio return could be antici- 
pated fron~ that outlay ; but if on arriving at the mineral grolirld 
tkc strings of ore (vidc pagc 936, No. Y3, Journal -1. S. B.) wcrc 

3 1r 
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found to lead to solid ore, or become concentrated,. data an to 
the actual productiveness of the mine might then with certainty 
be obtained. 

Page 468,- 

-' The failure of thia undertaking renders it impossible for me to reeord an opi- 
nion in favor of freslr experiments, under European superintendence, being made 
at  Pokree. I fear that no such experiment could pay at  that y h . "  

Nor would any mining engineer expect that an investiga- 
tion of the kind, under the most fa\~orable circumstnnccs, 
could pay its expcnses. No limited experiment of the kind can 
reasonably be expected to yield a good return, till collnteral 
improvements take place, and the whole system of managc- 
ment, from first to last, undergo a total change : in otllcr words, 
we must, as in Europe, excavate on the great scale, and rc- 
duce on the great scale, before we have any right to look for 
profitable returns. 

And with regard to the copper miqes of the province generally, I hnve rrloc- 
tantly come to the opinion l l~n t  they do not present a fuir field for the emyloyucoC 
of capital, on the fol!owing grotulda :- 

'' First.--The great distanrr of the Pokree and other mine-a in Gurhwal, from the 
markeh to which their p r ~ l u f f i  would have to be brought." 

Tlie best anmcr to this, is simply to look at the map, and 
observe how completely the whole of the markets of the north- 
western provinces would be cominnnded by copper manufactur 
ed in Kumaon and Ghurlval. If it was proposed to send the 
copper to Calcutta for crportation, there might bc some grounds 
for the objection; but the mines in qucstion are assuredly 
more favorably situt~ted for supplying the I n d i a  market, 
than the mines of Chili, and of Cuba.* 

" Secondly.-The absence of water carriage. and the alowness and expease of 
carrying articles of bulk in a country like Gurhwal." 

There is no water carriage in the interior of Chili, yet cop- 
per ore (not even metallic copper, tllcre bcing no fucl to 
reduce it) is brought down from the 'mountains on the backs of 
mules, to the sea-port, at an average cost of about g2 per ton, 
and then shipped to Swansea, in  Wales, for about &4 per ton, 
where i t  is finally smelted and sold for home consumption or 
eiportation in the same \ray as English copper. This Chiiian 

* The poweat woriveqf India har hi8 eaokiny ulensilamode of brma or capper; 
bnd the d n r i l y  of the popdaliur renderr the demand proporlionally great. 



a* contains about 80 per cent; of metal, so that @ tons of 
i t  brought from Chili, produce 1 ton of metallic copper at  
Swansea, the expense of transporting which alone will amount 
to about & d o ;  to which if we add the transport of a ton of 
metal from Bwansea to Calcutta, and thence by the Ganges to 
Upper India, say 85, we have a total cost of conveyanae 
of &25. 

Now the copper ore of the Himalayas, from the abundance 
of fuel, is smelted and sold on the spot; but the population of 
the hills being limited, if a large quantity of the metal were pro- 
duced, the markets ofthe plains must be resorted to. The car. 
riage of a ton of copper from the mines to the plains, in the 
present want of proper roads, will cost about 86;  thus even 
with that disadvantage, rnaking a difference of expense of trans- 
port in favor of the Indian copper, of no less than &I9 per ton !* 

Again, we have to take into acoount the very great differ* 
ence of time. The transport of copper from the hills to the 
plains, as Mr. L. remarks, is slow and tedious, from the want of 
roads, and the present barbarous mode of conveyance by hill 
coolies. I t  occupies, however, only a few days, whereas a ton 
of Chilian copper brought to Swansea in the state of ore, smelt- 
ed, and then re-exported to XJpper India, must require ten 
months at least I 

As regards the ore of Cuba, five to six tons are required to 
make one ton of metal ; the freight of which to Swansea being 
from $3 5s. to P3 15s., would be very little under that of Chili. 

6 1  Thirdly.-The non-existence of cod, and the cheapnels of English copper, 
d e d  ar it is entirely by water, to the great commercial toma of Upper India.'' 

This latter objection (difficulty of transport) has already 
been considered ; and as to " the non-existence of cod," when 
Mr. L. in a note says, English copper can now be bought at  
Almorah at a less price (one rupee ten annas per seer?) than 
the hill copper (one rupee twelve annas to two rupees per seer,) 
he was not, perhaps, aware of the reason, namely, that the hill 
copper is suclted entirely with charcoal; English is inferior 

* Since wn'tmg the above, IjFnd that the ore uf Chili is now chiejy reduced 
lo the state o/'revulw by coals j r o ~ n  Conceplioti, bejure it leave; that country, 
which make8 a Jifercnce in the coat of tf.annpurl; #omewhat above two tuna being 
lm otily required topruduce a tolr of copper. 
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from hcing smelted with coal, and the use of an inferior quality 
of ore. I n  April, 1843, the price of English copper was then 
one rupee four annas (2s. (id) per seer, and that of hill copper 
one rupee ten annas, (83. 3d.) a diff'crence of six annas (9d.) A 
native prefers the hill copper, as he is always able to manufac- 
t v e  a new vessel out of old metal. On the contrary, H-hen an 
English copper vessel is oncc worn out, i t  cannot, from the  
brittle character of the metal, be turned to tile same account. 
The difference of price, then, does not arise from the compara- 
tive cost of production, but from the superior quality of the hill 
copper, which, under all the disadvantages of the present sys- 
tem of smelting, is so much more valuable than the English. 
The command of wood for charcoal wllich these provinces 
possess, seems to be quite unlimited. Probably none of the cam- 
tries in Europe where charcoal is used for smelting copper and 
iron,-such aa Swcden, Russia, Germany, kc.,-can rival the  
Himalaya regions for extensive foresta. The rapidity of vege- 
tation in the latter is also so great, that the renewal of the 
forest would take place in much leas time than in any of the 
former. 

Page 69,-  

" The exteneive pine wood8 of the Daargadhes. and Jaararne range, ma at the 
distance of five and r u  milea from the mines,* are now beginning to e x p a r h a  L. 
dircriminnte havoc at the hands of the charcoal burners, who cut down, and leave 
to rot on the ground, tho~sands of fine trees, merely conwming khe smaller brandm 
(to Bave themselves the trouble of splitting the large trunks), wbile no pmrbioo 
is mnde for the renewal of the forest'1 

Mr. L.'s report was intended, I believe, to be on the capa- 
bilities of the copper not the iron mines ; the ore of the former 
being much more valuable, could be profitably carried a great 
distance for the purpose of reduction ; but even in regard to 
iron, I say there is no end to the supply of charcoal, both for it 
and copper. And ns to the distance of f i e  and six miles from 
thc iron mines of Khetsaree, an eminent mining engineer of 
Scotland, who had tisited the mining districts of Sweden, 
told me that the charcoal there was frequently transported i n  
sledges, during the winter, distances of thirty miles to the iron 
furnaces. Dr. Schmidt of Vienna also informs me, that in Aus- 
tria ~ n d  Stgria, he has seen charcoal conveyed distances of sixty 
English miles to the iron furnaces. 

* The iron miner ef Xihebarre.-H. D. 
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The latter part of this paragraph clearly proves the great 
abundallcc of wood, for the waste described* would never take 
plrrce if there was any thing like deficiency; and we must 
not forget that even should there be an undue destruction 
of tirnbcr in a few localities of the Kumaon forests (which 
would not tulre place under an improved system), there is 
nothing more wanted in the Province than furnace oper- 
ations on a great scale, to induce a general, but well re- 
gulated cuttiilg clown of wood, wllich mould alike pmve h n e -  
ticitrl to the climatc, the soil, and particularly to the poor 
iuhabitants, uumbers of whom are annually made the prey of 
the tigers which infest these extensive jungles. 

Page 469,- 

" As compnred with the I'okree and other mining localities of Gnrhwal, the 
Khetsaree valley i*, in many rupects, favornbly s~tunted, being four days nearer 
to Chilkea, to which mart the route is almost entirely through a level country, and 
bisected by the Hamgunga river, the power of which, and some of i& nearer 
affluents, would be a~nple for every kind of machinery. Lmeabne, too, exirta in  
great plenty. und in sk~lrul Lmdd would d o u b t l r ~  lw: turned into large use in tLe 
reducing processes. 

'' The climate, however, in the valley itself, u unsuited t o  the Enropan con- 
stitution, an11 until the last few yean during which i b  surface hae been gradually 
draiucd and brought under tillage, it waa cunnidcred scarcely habitable for nativea. 
But aa the surrounding heigh~s afford salubrious sites for residence, and aa popn- 
lation is fast increasing in the valley, an experiment would in all probability suc- 
cerd at  Khetaaree, if to ita other advantages could be added a sufficiency of fuel, 
but the forest ig rapidly disappearing, url burnable coal is as yet uuknown. 

'' If hoppily and unexpectedly real coal, fit for consumption, and in sufficient 
qnantitics, should hereafter be found in the strata open to view, by the Bullea and 
other strenms issuing from the southern face of the tihagur Mounbins, or by the 
liosilla and Hsmgunga in the lower part oi theircourse, the iron minea of Ilan~ghur, 
now recond in importance to Khetsares, would become of great value ; the uobb 
atppea of tho Ohagar would be spared from the denudation which now thnatens 
them ; and, as the intermediate country is easy, and opposer few obstacles to the 
formation of roads, the mines of Khetraree would s h e  in the bsnefita of the 
discovery." 

It is not very clear ~vhethcr in the commencement of the 
first of these paragraphs, copper or iron is referred to, possi- 
bly both, ui the former metal is found, I believe, in the upper 
part of t l ~ e  valley, and the principal irou mines in the province 
are those that are worked at Khetsaree. I n  the second para- 
graph, Mr. L., waiving his objections on the score of trans- 
port, kc., admits that an experiment would, in all probability, 

* Inetead qf the rtenu being formed into charcoal, and qflerwardr brokm fbrl 
we, cr w the c u r  in Sileria, Styria,  Tyrol, 4c. 



succeed at Khetsaree, if a sufficiency of fuel were fiund, 
which, as cliarcoal alone is required, I have already stated to 
be most abundant. When Mr. L. speaks of limestone as a flux, 
however, he evidently refers to the iron mines, and not to 
the copper. NOW, if there be the smallest chance of sueha 
Iow priced metal as iron being conveyed to the plains at a 
profit, what possible difficulty could exist in the carriage of 
so valuable a metal as copper evbn double or treble the dis- 
tance of the other. Again with regard to Mr. L.'a theory of the 
possible discovery of good coal, even if that were realized, it 
could not be used with advantage in lieu of charcoal, as the 
rich iron orcs of Ramghur, &c., would become contaminated 
with sulphur, and the iron deteriorated. The enormous sup- 
plies of charcoal which may be had in the Province will al- 
ways be used with tliese ores for the manufacture of a superior 
iron ; and should the discovery df coal beds such as he 
speculates on, ever be made, that of ironstone will be sure to 
accompnny them (as is the w e  in other parts of India, and in 
all countries where the coal formations exist), and from that 
ironstone coarse iron in abundance, such as the English, might 
at  any time be produced. 

Page 472,- 

" Superficiality of the mines yet known.'' 

This statement of Mr. Lushington's is not bone  out by the 
Report furnished by Mr. Wilkin; with the exception of the 

new mine at Pokree, which he (Mr. W.) says became poor 
at a depth of fifteen fathoms, his noticee arc all to the etlect 
that the deposits are by no means superficial; and that if 
greater means had been placed at his disposal, results might 
hatrc been shown, which, in the absence of those means, now 
remain entirely undeveloped. I n  illustration of this fact, the 
following account by Mr, W., of the Rajah's mine, the richest 
in the province previous to the works having fallen in, is 
conclusive. 

" Thc Rajah's mine is sittlated about 450 yards north of the 
Chowmuttee mine in common dolomite, which rests on talcose 
schist. I t  seems to have been discovered by the out-crop of 
copper in the precipice above the Pokree village, and to have 
been followed down to a depth of 70 fathoms, at which level 
an adit was brought into the mine, which must have been 
driven 100 fathoms through dead ground (a. e. in which no 
orcs are found) ere it reached the copper formation; how far 
it had been driven beyond that, cannot be ascertained, but 
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the old minera state i t  to be a considerable length. There are 
other adits, by which the mine was worked previous to the 
bringing in of the deep adit, and the next one above i t  is said 
to have been the principal entrance by which the ores were 
brought out. At the time when the adits fell together, which 
occurred about 60 years ago, there were three places in which 
ores were found ; namely the Gajl Chauk, Kumera Chauk, and 
the Burtwal Kooa; the GajA Chauk was entered at  the level 
of the deep adit, and worked on so large a scale as to require 
timber 20 feet long to support the roof, and finally became so 
large, that tlie minera contented themselves with pickiug up, 
a t  the risk of their lives, the ores that fell dowu from the roof, 
until it all fell in together. The Burtwal Kooa was probably 
on the same lode as the GajB Chauk, under the level of the 
adit. The Kumera Chauk was probably on another lode 
(Kumera bcing the name for talc), the ores of that lode being 
muddy and requiring to be washed. The produce of the mine 
at  the utmost is said to have been 300 seers of ores, worth 25 
per cent. of copper per day, of which the Rajah claimed two- 
thirds, and the remainder was sharcd by the laborers who also 
held land free of rent. This was the best mine in the province, 
and the old inhabitants of Pokree always spoke of it as a place 
of p e a t  richcs. The adit was allowed to fall together during a 
dispute between Rajah Sackrit and his brothers, nnd though an 
attempt was made aftewards to open a new adit near the old 
one, i t  was never completed. On my arrival here I commenced 
opening the second adit ( i .  e. the one next above the deep 
one), but found i t  too expensive for the limited means at my 
disposal ; and it was abandoned after being opencd and secur- 
ed with timber 31 fathoms, 1 foot, 6 inches, at an expense, 
including native superintendence and materials, of Rupees 
346- 12-8, (3231.). To open the mine properly both adits should 
be repaired, and two new slinfts sunk from the surface into the 
mine, which would cost about 4,000 Rupees (BPOO), and i t  
would be necessary for the proper working of the mine. No 
information can bc obtained as to the number of lodes in this 
mine, but I think there are three, on the north one of which 
the new mine is situated, about 60 fathoms north-west of the 
H.ajah's mine." 

I t  would, besides, be too much to infer from any of the mines 
pa worked by the natives, that the ores, especially the richest 
lodes, are only found near the surface ; their miserable resour- 
ces in carrying off the water, necessarily confine their operations 
to a very limited number of fathoms where mechanical power 
ie required. The efforts, however, made hy them, under the 
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most disadvantageous circumstances, arc sufficient to prove 
that the mines are kno~vn to be productive at a considerable 
depth, and that nothing but the want of machinery has caused 
them to be abandoned. " \+'henever any attempt is made to 
go below an adit," says Mr. Wilkin, " as is the case in most, if 
not all the mines, the water is tlieli raised ill wooden buckets 
handed from one man to another, until they reach the adit 
into which they are emptied. I n  thia manner six, ten, or even 
more men may be employed, whilst only an iuferior number 
can be spared for excavating the ores. At  the hieeru 
mine, for instance, sis men are constantly engaged iu 
lifting up the water, and there are only two at the 
ores; the water raised by these six men could be ef- 
fected, with a hand-pump, by one man; but in order 
to keep the pump constantly going, two men might bc 
required, and the remaining four added to the number of 
those who are excavating." 

With regard to the iron of the I-Iimalayas, and indeed 
throughout Iudia, nothing can be more rude and ir~efiiciel~t 
than the native mode of smelting; and' as mariual labor, to 
the exclusion of the mechanical powers, is applied in tlie 
processes, it necessr~rily follows that the irou is i ~ o t  orJy ill- 
manufactured, and in small quantity, but very costly. blr. 
Wilkin, in 1839, bought hard iron at Yokree at the rate of 
5 seers for the rupee, or 8 2 2  h. per ton; soft iron, 10 
seers, or all 4s. per ton. In  1840-1 the latter cost 814 
and & 16 per ton. 

I t  is commonly imagined, that because English iron is 
landed on the coast for little more than the prlce i t  realizejj 
in England, any improvement in the native article would be 
atteuded with difficulty. But howevcr much this may apply 
to the coast, the case is altered when English iron is trans- 
p r t e d  into the interior. I t  thcn becomes greatly enhanced 
in price; and, from this cause, as well no doubt as the cha- 
ractcr of the metal, the demand is limited, whilst the Iudiau 
iron is in request under every disadvantage. 

All the iron of Englmd, with the exception of that of 
Ulvemtone, is mode from clay ironstone, which yields about 
30 per cent. of metal, and the fuel used being coal, the sul- 
phur combined wit11 the latter deteriorates the iron, and nld- 
1e:tble or wronght irou cannot bc produced equal to that afford- 
ed by richcr ores, and charcoal smelting. I n  thc uppcr 
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provinces of India we have the richest iron ores, namely, the 
magnetic, and the different varieties of the red oxide, such as 
the red hematite, specular, micaceous, kc., yielding from 
50 to 70 per cent. of metal, which is all in favor of the saving 
of fuel, and general economy. 

At Ulverstone, in Lancashire, the iron ore we'd is the red 
hematite, the fuelcharcoal, anda superior iron js produced, which 
is of great tenacity, and much used for drawing into wire ; steel 
also is made from it for secondary purposes. When I visited 
these works about eight years ago, one of the iron-masters in- 
formed me that they sent out a quantity of their iron to India. 
I do not know if the suspension bridges manufactured in Cal- 
cutta be from this iron or not, but the intelligent reader will per- 
haps be surprised to learn, that no less tban thirteen of these 
bridges have been sent to and erected in the province of 
Kumaon, about a thousand miles inland ; a province, too, abound- 
ing with iron mines andinexhaustible forests, where some of the 
richest ores are found-for example, the red hematite, micaceous, 
compact red iron ore, &c.,-where limestone and other necessary 
articles, as well as unlimited water power, are at hand. Add to 
this labor at  the rate of two annas (three pence) per day, the 
people hardy, remarkably peaceable, and well disposed, and 
the climate admirably adapted fur the European Constitution. 
But  this is not all; Captain Glasfurd, of the engineers, told me 
that when he put up the last of these at Jula Ghat, on the 
Kalee Gogra river, the transport alone from Calcutta amounted 
to 80 rupees, or &8 per ton ! 

I n  order to enable the general reader to form a just idea 
of this expenditure, I request his attention to the results of an 
experiment carried on by an intelligent and practical mining 
engineer in Persia. Mr. Robertson, now manager of the Shotts 
Iron Works, was engaged to form an establishment, and erect 
blast furnaces and a foundry in that country, charcoal being 
the fuel used. I t  is sufficient in this place to say that, although 
he labored under many difficulties at the outset, he was, in the 
short space of two years, enabled to make castings for machi- 
nery, shot, shells, &c., and was in a position to undertake the 
manufacture of bar iron for little more than half the price of 
the said cost of transport from Calcutta only, not to speak of 
the originid price of the metal, the freight from England, &. 
1 prefer, however, to quote Mr. Robertson's own words in a 
letter to me, dated September 25, 1845. " The present price 
of Scotch pig iron ie 8 4  10s. per ton, and of Scotch t a r  B9 per 

3 ci 
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ton. n%iie I was in Persia, Russian bar iron cost about L8 
per ton, and I calculated that I could produce it for 8 5  per ton ; 
in fact I offered to contract with the Persian government at 
this price, but they rather wished me to conduct the manufac- 
ture at their risk." I t  is an amusing Uustration of the manner 
in which we avail ourselves of the resources we possess in In- 
dia, that one of the suspension bridges alluded to, I am credi- 
bly informed, absolutely ran into an iron mine, from which, no 
doubt, materials for the entire structure might have been ob- 
tained. To the best of my recollection this happened at  the 
Kosilla river. 

As the opinions of those who are practically conversant with 
mining and metallurgy are justly of most weight, I shall here 
give some extracts of a letter from an eminent mining en$- 
neer, Mr. Bald, addressed to me some years ago in support of 
thc views I have been advocating. 

'' Ediibnrgh, Febmary 2. 1637. 

" From Capt. Herbert's account. (publiled in the 18th vol. Aoiutic Re8eurchta) 
the iron produced by the natives in these mountains is in \cry rmall ~~unuticy. 
and the process appears to be as rnde as can well be imagined. I t  is evident that 
whatever quantity of the ore is submitted to the fire for reduction, a small pro. 
portionnl part of the iron contained in the ore is brought to the state of useful 
malleable iron. In  the first process with the ore described by Capt. Herbert, a 
very crude ball of iron and scoria is produced, in which ball, scoria I apprehend 
predominates ; besides a considerable proportion of the iron must be de-cro* in 
the fire or absolutely burned. This cruds ball of iron is then submitted to the f in 
by a common blacksmith, and a piece of malleable Lou at  last produced, abicb, 
I apprehend, must be very impure. 

" I find from Copt. Herbert's paper that tho country in the Himalaya diitrict is 
chiefly supplied with British a ~ d  >wedish iron, the origir~al price of which must be 
greatly enhanced by the freight to India nod the carriage to the interior. 

" The following important facts are clearly establisEed, viz :- 

" There is abundance of the beat and richest iron orca, wood for making char- 
coal. limestone or marble for a dux, common clay, if necessary, to be added 
thereto, and potstone, which I understand will suit tor the fumce-hearths, and 
lining of the furnaces : added to which. I am given to understand, there are hudy 
workmen to be got on the spot for working the miner, which hitherto have been 
worked in the rudest manner. 

" Here, therefore, are all the oecessar y materids and living principle for tbe 
of iron. and that to any required exten., with water for a moving 

power. Hence, all that i~ now wanted is the application of scientific and practical 
for tbc working of the minea, the erecting and conducting the working 

of the blaat-furnaces. with the necessary machinery combined, and tbe makiug of 
roads and railwnya to transport the. iron and other mrtal~ic produce t o  the ram 
curriage." * * 

5 



'' R strikes me that if an iron .work is begun in the tlimnlnyn district, iron ma 
be afforded to l o d i  a t  a nte lower thau at  present, to a great degree, and at the 
same time afford a lnrge profit per LOU." 

" If you establish iron.works as proposed, and produce cheap iron, so as to 
induce its cgeneral use in that populuw eurpire, civ~lization and improvement wiU 
rapidly spread. With the cast-iron-engine-cylinders, pumpg, oonduit-pipes, at141 
every varicty of machinery and utensils for public works, and domestic use, will be 
formed with facility ; and with the abundance of good and cheap bar-iron-the 
steam-engine, suitable for every purpose, and the never-tiring aervant, will, I have 
no doubt, become common in India, and, ere long, the produce of the coulltry will 
be transported from one part to atrother as it were upon the wings of the wind. 
In  concluriou, I cousider the establishment of iron-works in the Himalaya district 
as the h i s  of greut superstructures of various kiuds, and that they will directly 
aid the working of all the other metallic veins found in that country. 

I' I t  is evident that the fabriq~e of steel will follow that of iron, and may we 
mot hope that from such materinls, which, by all  accounts, are the very beat, a 
very superior steel may be produced ?" 

The following is a letter from Xr. Robertson on the same 
subject :- 

'I l h o t b  Iron-Works, Whitburn. 

" 20th May, 1845. 

18 My dear Sir, 

8' I feel much interest in your plans for developing the mineral resources of 
India, perhaps the deeper from having beeu myself engaged in a similar under. 
taking some years ago ; and if my views or experience can be of any nse to you, 
be assured they are most cheerfully afforded. 

" Having carefully perused pour notes, and I W I ~  with attention Captain 
Herbert's description of the mineral wealth of the Himalaya mountains, 1 have no 
hesitation in dating my opinion that such a district holds out the f ~ e s t  prospects 
of auccess in the sertlame~~t of a miuing colcny. 

" I need not urge npon yon tho great importance of the object yon have in 
sew, nor express any opinion as to the duty of the Indian Government to assist 
in maturing such a plan ; as it must be evident to all, that the commercial re- 
wnrcu, moral standing, and nntiuual stability of our Eastern empire, must be 
greatly increased by the encourqement 01 a proper system of permanent British 
colonnation in a healthy di trict of India. 

8' Looking npon the Himalayan m g e  existing at  prtsent a# an extensive and 
dmont unexpl~red district, teeming with minernl riches, possessing exuberant 
store8 of vegetable fuel, ample water-power for driving machinery, and blessed 
with a most dubrions climate, i t  appears in  every way suited for the establinhment 
of a normal engineering and mining colony, which will, no doubt, in future yearn, 
spread around, and ramifg ita off-shoots to every district when enterprise has a 
&aes of succea. 
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b s  iron is the grent instrument by which every thing exeellent irat and 
commerce is achieved, it is  of the utmost importance that its manufacture be ia 
the first place particularly attended to  ; and whenever this department is in a fair 
state of forwardness, the transition is m y  and natural to tbe other mom lucrative. 
though more difficult manufacturer which depend upon machinery. 

'' I would therefore recommend that yon organize in the first place an efficient 
body of about a dozen head workmen of good character, in this oonntry, capable 
of erecting, and with the assistance of the native population, urryimg on a w a l l  
iron-work and foundry, consisting of one blast furnace, two cupolu, and a small 
forge hammer for making mallmble iron ; the whole may ba worked by water 
power, and extended am circumstances may require. This is exactly the force I 
had at  command in the Persian expedition, and t h w  were ths views that gnided 
me in conducting i t  ; and you are already aware that at  the end of two years. 
including the journq there, we had erected a well m g e d  iron-work and 
foundry, and mcceeded in making g w d  a t i n k  of machinery, besides graC 
quantities of ahot and shells. The whole expense of setting mch a work a-going 
I would estimate at 110,000 ; and after two or three yerra, I l u r e  no doubt, witb 
proper manrgcmsnt, the work would soon pay it&. 

I o h d l  he happy to inform you on m y  point tht m y  hrs bran omlooLsd 
and remain with much erttem. 

Ymn mapa&lly, 

"JAMES ROBERTSON, 

" P. S.-Tt WM the original intention to hava louted the establishment in fbs 
unhealthy but rich m i n d  province of Marondoran, on the ahow of the C..pi.n 
Sea; but after mabra conrideration, i t  m a  deemed mom ulvisabh to  mnrs 
the lives of the workmen, and conquently the mccasa of the uadertakbg, by 
making the 6mt settlement in a mom W t b y  dirtrict, .Ithongh thir might bs 
.ttsnded by mmy dind~tqw.''  

The same reasons which appear to have influenced those 
who conducted the Persian undertaking, to make choice of a 
healthy district for a firat settlement, have always weighed 
with me in dire* attention to the Himalaya region ; the 
advantage of preserving the health of a cons~derable bod;g d 
European artificers in a climate like their own is o h o m  
enough. 

Professor Jameson in writing on the mbject of Himalayan 
mines, observes,-"No mine can thrive in our Indian pos- 
seasions until well-instructed mine-masters and experienced 
miners are sent out from Europe." " The wretched condition 
of Indian mining is shown by the fact, that the united rent of 
the numerous iron mines (Himalayan) does not exceed the mmd 
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sum of 1,500 rupees, whilst the iron is of the very worst quality." 
[The professor of course alludes to the state of the manufac- 
ture, for the iron ought to be of the finest quality.] " The 
mining and metallurgical operations in use are on a parallel 
with those of Europe during the dark ages."* 

There are two descriptions of iron to be obtained i n  
India. The first is a coarse iron, the same that we have 
in England, and produced from the common argillaceous 
ironstone, coal being used as fuel ; the second' is a superior 
iron such as we import from Sweden and Russia, and i s  
extracted from the richer ores, charcoal exclusively being the 
fuel used. The coal and ironstone formations of India tra- 
verse the centre of the country in the direction of the 
territories of Nerbudda, Burdwan, t c .  The richer ores are 
met with in great beds which are widely distributed through 
many of the hill districts of India. Professor Jameson 
observes with reference to these, " Iron to any extent might 
be obtained from the great beds and veins distributed 
throughout the country, and sold at such a rate as to banish 
all foreign competition."-r NOW it  is worthy of remark, that 
those parts of the country which produce the richer ores and 
from which the best iron is obtained, are generally more o r  
less covered with extensive jungles. We have seen also that 
charcoal and not coal is essential for its manufacture; here, 
then, we are furnished with even a profitable mode of clearing 
many parts of the country-an object of very great importance, 
not only as regards the re-claiming of land, but rendering 
i t  more healthy. The natives themselves with the sole view to 
effect the former have in many places been at the trouble of  
cutting down and destroying the trees, as in the Terrae Jungle, 
for instance, at the foot of the Himalaya. These facts will 
show, in the most satisfactory manner, the grounds on which 
I differ from Mr. Lushingtan, when he dwells on the great 
importance of diacovering coal formations in the province of  
Bumaon. 

But in opposing myself to the views of my friend Mr. 
Lushington, I should be sorry if my opinions and statements 
rested on my own authority. I believe I may say that, with 
the eolitary exception of that gentleman, I am supported b y  

* Britwh India (Edin. Cabinel Library) vol. iii. 321, 823. 
t BrUirh India (Bdh. Cabinet Library) wl. iii. 345, 
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all who, so far as I know, have written on the subject. f 
have already quoted the opiniorls of Professor Jameson, Mr. 
Bald, and Mr. Robertson, opinions entitled to the highest 
confidence, and which are founded on the known geological 
features of the country, and official reports on the subject. I 
may besides adduce the testimony of men personally acquaint- 
ed with tlic country, whose opinions are equally entitled to 
respect. I do not speak now with reference to the coal and 
ironstone formations, but only as regards the productions of 
the Himalaya. 

Nr .  Lushinzton's predecessor, Mr. Traill, who mas for 
twenty pears Commissioner of Kumaon, thus expresses Liru- 
self :-" Of the capabilities of the mines there was no doubt, 
as in every instance where a little extra labor and capital was 
expended, the produce fully repaid. the speculator. A convic- 
tion of the value of the mines long since induced me to recom- 
mend to the Government to undertake the working at their own 
risk." 

The following is the opinion of Captain Glasfurd, Execu- 
tive Engineer of Kumaon :-" I am entirely of opinion, that any 
steps which may be taken towards the improvement of the 
mines in Kumaon, are well worthy the attention of the Govern- 
ment. The repositories of coppcr and iron have been pronouud 
ced by competent judges to be extensive; fuel is at hand in 
abundance ; labor is comparatively cheap ; water as a moving 
power for machinery is in most places available, and the cli- 
mate is admirably adapted for t l ~ e  employment of European 
artificers. The chief, and indeed only obstacle, that appears to 
exist, is the transport in the hills, but this would easily be 
obviated by the formation of good roads practicable for bullocks, 
mules, kc." 

The late Captain Herbert, assistant to the Surveyor Gene- 
ral of India, and superintendent of a mineralogical survey, aftef 
alluding to the existence of gold in the Himalaya, goes on to 
say,-" I n  the copper, lead, and iron, however, in which these 
provinces abound, may be found a more tangible, as well as 
more productive soutee of wealth. I t  is certain that the former 
metals exist in very considerable quantity ; and, for the iron, 
nothing is wanting but a proper system of management to ren- 
der it superior to that of England. To her repositories of these 
metals of tin, and of mineral coal, is England mainly indebted 
for the unexampled wealth and power to which she has attained. 
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Why they should not here prove equally mines of wenlth, if 
properly managed, appears difficult to understand. With the ore 
in abundance, fuel and other means of reduction at land, labor 
cheap, a very short line of mountain carriage, and half of that 
a line of made road, what is there but capital and skill required 
to produce any quantity, and considerably under the present 
market prices." 

I have elsewhere given the just remark of Mr. Robertson, 
Manager of the Shotts Tron Works, that " as iron is the @eat 
instrument by which every thing excellent in art and conimcrce 
is achieved, it is of the utmost importance that its manufacture 
bc in the first place particularly attended to, and mhen- 
evcr this department is in a fair state of forwardness, 
thc transition is casy and natural to the other more lucra- 
tive, though more difficult manufactures which depend upon 
machinery ." 

The pcculiar applicability of this to India, at the present 
moment, 11lust be apparent to every one in any degrce acquaint- 
ed with the statc of that country. A period must arrive in the 
history of each of our colonies, when its dependence upon us for 
those articlcv of daily consumption which are freely produced 
on its own soil can only retard commercial prosperity and the 
advancement of civilization. Perhaps that period has for some 
time been attailled by our Indian possessions, and i t  might 
hare been wise policy to havc earlier developed the extraordi- 
nary natural resources of that highly-favored land ; without, 
however, looking back towhat might or might nothave been effect- 
ed in this respect, i t  is obviously for the interests of British In- 
dia that every effort should be made to promote those schemes 
which have confcrred inestimable benefits upon Europe. 'I'he 
establishment of iron works in the interior of India, considered 
in the preceding pages, may be regarded as a case in point. 
There is no qucstion that it would have been incalculably to 
the advantage of all parties, if the iron which exists in almost 
every part of tlie country, had been made available for the pur- 
poses of her internal improvement. 

The recent proposals for extending the benefit of railway com- 
munication ci~nnot be too highly a$preciated. \%'ith reference 
to which, it is forcibly remarked by the Tinzes, that "it is im- 
possible to foresee the rapid improvement which the fulfilment 
of this measure will cause to take place in the condition, moral 
and temporal, of the people of that immense empire ; and most 



sincerely must all lovers of the human race pray for its speedy 
completion." 

Connected with spirited projeots of this nature, mill be an 
enolmous consumption of iron ; and it will manifestly be a very 
important question to be determined, whether this iron shall 
be drawn from exhaustless native sources, or at an extmordi. 
nary cost and transport from Great Britain. 

Edinburgh, 1845. 
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FROM THE MEDICAL- BOARD, 

To TnE HON'BLE-J. THOMASON, Esa., 

Lieut.-Governor of the N. W. Provinces. 
Fort William, the 5th September, 1850. 

HON'BLB SIB, 

With reference to Mr. Thornton's letter No. 206 of tho 
22nd February last, we have the honor to forward two letters, 
in original, Nos. 78 and 80 of the 19th and 22nd ultimo, from 
Superintending Surgeon Renny, and a document, with an 
Appendix and hlap, entitled "Notes for a Report on a disease 
prevailing in Gurhwal, locally called Mahamurree or great 
plague." These notes give as complete a history and descrip- 
tion of the disease, we think, as it was possible in the circum- 
stances to obtain. Your Honor will not fail to remark that 
Mr. Benny has executed the laborious and somewhat hazardous 
task assigned to him with the conscientious and faithful regard 
to the obligation of duty and truth which have guided him 
throughout his career in the publio service. 

8 8 
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2. I t  appears to us, who have no intimate personal 
knowledge of the people and localities Visited by Mahamume, 
that Dr. Renny's suggestions, founded mostly on the practice 
of the people themselveq to check the spread of the epidemic, 
and purify the infected housea and hamlets, are deserving of 
adoption ; and when the dwellings of a village have been 
deetroyed by fire, the Commissioner will be best able to judge 
how far his interference may be permitted to ensure the 
erection in their room of habitations better adapted to ward off 
the access of diseaee, or to mitigate its character when actually 
established in a home or hamlet. 

3. Among a people ao poor? iyorant, and ao much under 
the guidance of superstitious prejudices, and whoae habits are 
at the same time so inveterately filthy, i t  may be expected to be 
a work of time to bring about all the salutary changes that are 
undoubtedly necessary to protect them from the ravages of 
infectious disease ; but i t  appears to us that much may be done 
at once by a judicious exercire of authority to improve the 
construction of their houses, and to require the removal to a 
distance of the heaps of rotting filth that are allowed to a m -  
mulate at every door, and to poison the atmosphere of whole 
villages. 

4. We also consider that Mr. Renny's suggestions for the 
accomplishment of that part of the inveetigation which his 
other important avocations prevented him from prosecnting, 
and which, in truth, it was scarcely within his province to 
prosecute, are deserving of attention, we mean the task of 
testing how far the diseaee may be amenable to  judicious medi- 
cal treatment, and we are coddent that them wi l l  be no back- 
wardness on the part of Medical O5cens, sojourning in the 
Hills, to devote themselves to the enquiry. 

We have, %c. 

(Signed) G. LAMB, PhysicMn General, 

(Signed) W. STEVEN, Surgn. General, 

(Signed) J. THOMSON, IF. G?eneral. 



No. 78. 

FBOM DB. C. RENNY, , 

Superintending Surgeon ~ e e r u t  Division, 

To J. FORSYTH, EsQ., 

Secretary Medical Board, C a l d t a .  

Agreeably to the instructions conveyed in your letter No. 
1062 of the 4th March, I proceeded in April last into the 
province of Kumaon as before reported. 

I have now the honor to submit for the information of 
the Medical Board, the results of my inquiry, in the form of 
'' Notes for a Report on a disease prevailing in Gurhwal, locally 
called Mahamnrree, with Appendix," which I trust will be 
approved of by the Board, aa some advance towards a knowledge 
of the dieease investigated. The copying of this has been 
much delayed by the business of the office. 

I n  all the preliminary information for the journey, and 
in all measures taken for the prosecution of the object con- 
templated, I received the utmost assistance and support from 
J. H. Batten, Esq., Commissioner of Kumaon. The Assist- 
ant Commissioner of Gurhwal did not join me in the district ; 
he was in bad health, and might not have been able so to 
promote the investigation; in all other ways he gave cordial 
nid, and I cannot say that by his presence he could have done 
more than guide me as to local particulars, which I wae forced ' 
to find out for myself; but aa he called for a commission, I 
have thought it right to state so much for the information of 
the Board. 

Upon all measures of prevention for mitigating the 
disease under review, it is difficult to offer a project applicable 
to so rude a society and so wild a country; some of the 
means were eo obvious that i t  did not appear judicious defer- 
ring them for the full report, and these were proposed at once 
to the Civil Authorities in a btter of 14th May, of which R 

copy appeare in the Appendix. 
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Thcrc remains for me to submit, to the judgment of the 
Board, a plan, apparently practicable and easy, for giving 
medical aid in the district of Gurhwal, -on any occasion of 
the distemper agah showing itself. A certain number of 
Assistant Surgeons are always present at Musaooree, Landour, 
Almorah, and Nynee Tal, places all near the borders of Gurh- 
mal, on sick leave ; many of these are capable of duty in the 
Hills, especially those who have had the benefit of the climate 
for 10 or 12 months, and others whose health has been 
impaired in the plains without organic disease ; some of them 
follow professional practice at the stations, and the Govern- 
ment has more legitimate right to their services if wanted, 
I t  mould not be easy for me to give a list of all available a t  
this time, because many of these Medical Officers, coming 
from other divisions into the Meerut circle, have failed to 
attcnd to existing orders, enjoining them to report to the 
Superintending Surgeon. I was not aware of their presence 
in the &vision till my late visit to the Hills. But a sufficient 
number of willing candidates could always be found, who 
placed, with the permission of his Excellency the Commander- 
in-Chief, at the temporary disposal of the Civil power, might 
be employed to give mcdical aid over any part of G u r h d .  
Four or five, located round any infected tract, would be able, 
with a suitable establishment, to trace out and relieve every 
case within their circle of observation, and would supply what 
i a  still wanted, information regarding the disease to be gained 
from treatment and from dissection. 

I would not wish to be supposed to recommend the services 
of these Medical Officers being exacted without remuneration, 
and the bestowing this aid has now become so indispensable 
as a work of humanity and necessity, that the Government 
will no doubt be disposed to grant, on due representation, a 
suitable allowance from the Civil Department; the proper 
amount of thia would appear to be one equal to the Staff 
allowance of an Assistant Surgeon per mensem, for the months 
of the year so occupied, as only some months may be practicable, 
with the travelling expenses usual in the country, that is 
payment of the hire of coolies for each day of marching. 

It has seemed to me just towards myself to append an 
extract, from a Journal of Proceedings, of a few days of the 
most active period of the journey, t o  exhibit to the special 
observation of the Board, the particular difficulties of this 
inquiry, and the obstacles to evcn finding out the disease in 
euch a widely scattered population ; and it is hoped this dl 



mggest to the Board the inference that as much haa been 
effected as could be done by one individual. The same d& 
culties would not attend a party of Medical Officers, with more 
time and leisure, and establishment at command, and all 
m-operating over and surrounding a certain extent of country. 

I have, kc., 
(Signed) C. RENNY, 

Superintending Surgeon, Meerut Division 
SUPEBINTPNDING SUBQLON'B OPPICI, 

M ~ r a u r  : 
The 19th Augwl, 1850. 

Notes for a Report on a disewe prevailing in Gurhwal# locally 
called Maharnurree or Great Plague. 

I. This remarkable and very formidable distemper firet 
broke out in the district of Gurhwal, in the province of 
Kumaon, in the year 1823, and a particular fact arising out of 
the annual religious observances of the Hindoos serves to fix 
this as the exact time. The disease is not mentioned in 

I 
Fraser's Tour in the Himalayas in 1820, and may bc presumed 
to have been then unknown in the district. It has since 
prevailed endemically in some part or other of Gurhwal, and . - has occasionally raged with great violence apparently as an 
epidemic. 

I ts  most remarkable appearances have bcen as follaws. 
I t  began near Kedarnath, in the snowy 

Hicltov Mahamum. range, and for some years confined 
its ravages to pergunnabs Nagpore and Budhan, which form 
the subject of the first report upon it in 1834 and 1835 ; in the 
latter pergunnah it again prevailed in 1837, along the higher 
parts of thc river Pindur; in 184647, the Mahamurree found 
its way to the sources of the Rrtmgnnga in Puttee Sobhee, and 
devastated the village of Sarkote, situated at above 7,000 feet 
on a high easterly spur of the great mountain Doodoo-ke-Tolee 
(10,300 fect above the sea) ; at the same time a village in 
Kumaon proper, near the source of the Cosilln in Puttee Borake 
&m was visited. I n  1847, a village within 15 miles of Almorah 
west, situated among the pinc forests of the Seeahee Devee 
range was attacked. At the latter end of 1848, a few villages 
in ~ergnnnah Danpoor, along the line of the river Pindur, were 



threatened with the d h e ,  but the a h  subsided; on tha 
whole, the year 1848 and part of 1849, may be said to have 
been remarkably free from Mahamurree throughout the pro- 
vince. During the rainyseason of 1849 i t  broke out with great 
virulence in Puttee of Chuprakote, and although the d k  
did not spread through the country i t  proved very fatal in 
particdar villages, Murhoree and Duddolee. A rnmour has 
gone out, that Mahamurree appeared at the last annunl fair at 
Bagesur, but the occurrence is uncertain, and from very parti- 
cular enquiries made, the presumption ia that it has never 
reached that side of Almorah. . 

2. Tbe present inquiry, instituted under the ordm of 
the Hon'ble the Lieutenant Governor of Agra, and upon the in- 
etructions* of the Medical Board, comprised a tract in Gurhwal, 
of which the base was from Bhoongdar to Knneeour, on the high 
road from Almorah to Sreenuggur; the research was made 
chiefly on the northern aide of this base, by personal visits in many 
parts, and the rest by written reports received direct from the fk- 
cal officers, and by verbal enquiries through means of public 
Chuprassees placed at my disposal, over a space of the country 
of which the extreme points were Bhoongdar and Kuneeour 
mentioned before, and Lohba and Chandpoor on the north. 
Within this space Sarkote had suffered from Mahamurree in 
1847, Muhroree and Duddolee in 1849, and during the 
present year 1850, the large village of Mason, on the high 
road between Bhoongdar and Kuneeour, had been attacked, 
or rather the environs of it, and i t  was from among the villages 
round about it that cases of the disease were seen on the 
present occasion. I n  a village also to the south of Mason, 
called Bergaon, there were several fatal cases in the month of 
May 1850, but the information and reports were imperfect, 
owing perhaps to its being situated on the boundary of Gurh- 
wal, and possibly not within the district. Through want of 
precise information at the time the village was not visited as it 
ought to have been. 

3. On undertaking this investigation little assistance was 
obtained from any published works, or medical opinions on the 
subject of Mahamurree. The very imperfect account of it$ in the 
report on the Pali plague was the only printed information to 
be found, and that is of minor importance in a medical point 
of view, not having been verified by actual observation. I t  vcrp 
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correctly describes the dieease as a febrile fledion, but only 
gives from hearsay the belief of the 

prerlom natives in its contagious natnre. A 
tian. manuscript report on the disease was 

kindly furnished by Dr. J. McCosh, formerly Surgeon of the 
81st Regiment N. I., when stationed in the province of Kumaon, 
but it chiefly contains '' Remarks on Mahamurree made on 
a visit through parts of Gurhwal," where the disorder had 
prevailed, when however he did not see a tingle case of the 
infection. From all the information procurable, it appeara 
certain that no instance of a person laboring under Mahamur- 
ree has been witnessed by any Medical Officer till the preaent 
year ; it has now been actually seen, although from necessity 
on a very small scale aa to time and number of individual cases. 
All that could be found in the tract visited were inspected, and 
the disorder abated in the infected district, or disappeared from 
it, after the middle of May 1850. I n  the attempt here to 
combine all the knowledge obtained of the disease, care will be 
taken to keep separate the facts observed or resting upon what 
is considered good evidence, and other circumstances depend- 
ing upon hearsay or less perfect proof, and upon the ideas and 
prejudices of the natives. Among the latter are many parti- 
culars that may be true, but they require elucidation ; to one 
only ia the present report decidedly opposed, namely, their fears 
of contagion. 

M a h a m m e  is a malignant fever, of a typhus c h  
ter, accompanied by external glandular 

Ddpaon of lre tomours, ve ry fatal, and generally pmv- 
ing rapidly ao in three or four days ; it appears to be infectious, 
and is believed not to be contagions. The usual symptoms of 
fever are present, and might be enumerated in every variety, 
but the cases observed were too few to rest upon them 

? 
. 

the diagnostic marks of the disease on all occasions. Heat of 
skin, accelerated pulse, lassitude, chilliness, nausea, thirst, a 
white and furred tongae, were all noticed. Headache was 
prominent in all, increasing to the most acute pain with blood- 
shot eye, and it is supposed the brain will be found the most 
morbid seat of disease, though all the organs may no doubt 
partalce of the highly ee tic quality of the pestilence. The I B external swellings, and enly rising indolent, and not very 
painful, are the most chatacteriatio proofs of the malady; 
glandular swellinge in various parts of the body, the groin, 
axilla, neck, and even in the legs, are described as occurring, 
but in the cams witnessed recently as well as those of the few 
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who had survived an attack, the tumours or buboes, if they can 
be so called in that state of incomplete inflammation and sup- 
puration, were only iu the groin, a long diffused tumefac- 
tion with an enlarged gland in the centre of the size of a 
nut ; they are looked upon by the natives as the most deadly 
sign of the distemper, and are really to be considered an 
unfavorable prognostic. Symptoms similar to those of 
cholera have been reported by the natives, but none at all  
corresponding were seen ; the stomach and bowels were little 
affected, and the latter were inclined to costiveness. The 
lungs did not appear to suffer, and the respiration was not 
labored except in one case far advanced. From unavoidable 
obstacles the date of the kidnies and the secretion was not 
ascertained. The most remarkable circumstance in the disease 
is the mild nature of the entire symptoms under so rapid a 
termination, little febrile or other constitutional excitement 
presenting itself where death was certain in !24 or 86 h o w .  
Such trifling derangement of the functions of health would be 
a startling and unaccountable anomaly and not to be recon- 
ciled with the speedy fatal result, had not the same thing been 
observed in other epidemics in India, and even in the plague 
itseE 

6. The oridn of Mahammee is verv obscure : on the - 
Origin and causes. 

primary causes of i& arising in  Nag- 
pore and Budhan, the hietorv of the 

pestilence in these p e r 6 n a h s  is still a desideratum ; -nor can 
it be attempted, on the short experience lately gained, to 
clear up the uncertainty that hangs over it. The disease is 
considered to arise from local causes, and, according to what 
is known of the fevers of Hilly countries in all parts of the 
world, it takes on a typhoid form ; when again the course of 
seasons, or the state of the atmosphere, or oth& concomitant . 
auxiliruies, are favorable to the propagation of the infecting 
miasm, the disorder spreads more generally, and strictly in 
accordance with the characters of other epidemics, its at tach 
are uncertain and capricious, destroying perhaps one or more 
villages, while others not far off escape entirely ; it has shewn 
also the usual epidemic periods of commencement, violence, 
and decline. The exact seasons of ita invasions are not fully 
ascertained, but in the past year i t  appears to have broken 
out during the rainy season or towards the close of it, to 
have continued with more or less virulence till the end of 
December 1849, to have reappeared in another direction in 
March or April, and to have abated generally over the courity 



fn May 1860. If we are without the knowledge of the primary 
source of typhus, we have at least all the conditions, acting 
upon a great part of the population of Gurhwal, to which is 
rationally attributed the rise of such diseases in other coun- 
tries ; these are, to use simple terms, poverty, filth, and bad 
food or starvation; and if we examine these cxtremes more 
minutely, we shall find under each head sufficient predisposing 
causes for a general susceptibility to the putrid diseases in 
question; and the very slow improvement in these respects 
may also go far to clear up the extraordinary fact of so fatal 
a sickness having prevailed over a district for so many years. 
The poverty and consequent privations are understood to 
extend chiefly over the northern pergunnahs, those situated 
near the snowy ranges, where Mahamurree firat appeared; the 
filth is everywhere, in their villages, their houses and their 
persons. It destroys the otherwise pure quality of the air and 
maintains ever round the inhabitants that contaminated atmos- 
phere so favorable to the condensation of infectious emana- 
tions. Their dwellings are generally low and ill-ventilated, 
except through their bad construction, and the advantage to 
the native in other parts of India of living in the open air, is 
lost to the villagers of Gurhwal from the necessity of their 
crowding together for mutual warmth and shelter against the 
inclemency of the weather. The food of the majority is bad 
and insufficient. In the northern parts wheat does not grow, 
and even where it does, the general fwd consists of the small 
grains, a poor diet, and not nourishing enough for a cold and 
moist climate. 

6. Mahamurree, by the name given to it from their own 
fears, has been held by the nativcs to bc 

Mahamurree not con- contagious; hence it has come to be univer- 
tagious. sally reputed so from the time it was first 

heard of; and ostensibly from the external swellings with the 
synonymous name of plague, it has been conjectured, i t  might 
be identical with pestis, the plague of Egypt. I t  becomes 
therefore an important part of the present Report to give a t  
some length the reasons for holding an opposite opinion, 
namely, that it is not contagious, and simply a typhus of a 
very malignant kind, most probably infectious at all times, and 
certainly so when many gredisposing circumstances favor its 
extension. 

a. The nativcs can hardly be expected to comprehend or 
dietin- between contagion and infection, and even with 

3 I 
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better knowledge it must be allowed to be di5cnlt to mark 
the confines of each, when we see i t  still disputed in Europe, 
whether yellow fever be contagious or not. What therefow 
is meant to be supported is, that Mahamurree is not propagated 
by a specific contagious agency, as small pox is known, and 
plague is most generally acknowledged to be, or in other worde, 
that Mahamurree is not communicated by direct or mediate 
contact. 

6. I n  this disease, the swelling, be it of a gland or other- 
wise, is the only outward symptom of the kind ; nothing else 
external has been either seen or heard of now, or mentioned 
in former years ; all other characteristic eruptions, exanthe- 
mata, they have been called, as carbuncles, spots, petechie, 
vibices, &c. &c. of plague are wanting. I n  one dead body 
petechioe were lately seen, but, on full consideration at the 
time of inspection, they were believed to have takeu place alter 
death, not having been obvious previously during life. I n  the 
above diagnostic marks the two diseases do not agree, while 
glandular swellings cr buboes, alone, have been observed in - - 

many- other &stances* of typhus fever * Report On a disease which in India. There is further this distinc- prevailed in p r t  of Kntch 
Kattyaar in 1815-16. tion in the symptom between the two 

Ditto ditto in ICattprr in diseases, subject to correction on further 
1819-20. 

Pdi Report. Calcutta, 1838. 
observation of Mahamurree; in pl-e, 
a buboe has been taken as a favorable 

sign; in the other disease the swelling is looked on, by the 
natives, as the precursor of death, and even upon their info- 
tion, we may take it to be the most fatal symptom. 

c. The non-contagious nature of Mahamu~ee was tested 
in my own person, in defiance of the pre-conceived character 
of the disease, from actual contact with the sick; in all cases 
practicable, the pulse of patients was felt, the state of the skin 
examined, and the swelled glands touched. Thc Native Doctor 
and Compounder who accompanied me did not touch, bnt they 
approached closo to the infected ; and what are stronger 
instances of immunity, a mother whom I witnessed attending 
her child, and a daughter her mother, both did so during 
the entire attacks, and escaped the disease up to late informa- 
tion, since leaving the district. The partics remained free from 
contagion if it existed; the exemption of all from infection 
may have been owing to the occurrences taking place in the 
open air of the mountain ; aud thc only objection against the 
present example, as a test of non-contagion, is that posmbly 

3 



the individuals were not at the time of exposure susceptihlc of 
the disease. 

d. On entering upon this inquiry, it was impossible to 
pass by the instruction gained from a similar pestilence in 
1836, called the Pali plague. There the disease was first 
declared to be the contagious plague of Egypt, upon proof 
that seemed full and conclusive, and sufficient to warrant the 
preventive measurea then taken regarding it ; though by further 
time and observation it has been shewn in the Pali report to 
have been a typhus fever, and the buboe to have been only a 
symptom of its great malignancy. In that report are detailed 
many varieties of malignant fevers, in various countries, in 
which buboes and other glandular tumoura have been observed. 
Very recently in the " Epidemic fever of 1847," in the United 
Kingdom, " about the face and jaws, moreover, glandular enlarge- 
ments and chronic abscesses were very frequent."* 

e. On a retrospect of the progress of Mahamurrec, from 
ite firat appearance in 1823, or from 1886, when it first 
atdxmted much notice, up to the present day, the advance of 
it seems to be incompatible with the existence of contagion. 
I t  has not been allowed to spread itself freely without some 
attempt at restraint. The native sufferers have always followed 
a plnn of escape, originating it is true in their dread of the 
disease as contagious, but which ought to have been a security 
against the extension of contagion, and quite efficient to 
eradicate it. This plan of rejecting all mercy for the sick, was 
the reverse of what is practised in the west; instead of segre- 
gating the sick from the healthy, the latter, as soon as I 
Mahamurree appeared in a village or on the alarm of it, aban- ; 
doned their houses and fled to the forests, leaving the sick : 
to their fate, commonly to a solitary death. Another portion, 
they who had the infection already in a latent form, were thus 
not separated, but as the infection shewed itself, these too 
were left alone in the jungles or wherever they were. The few 
who escaped the infection did not mix with their neighboum, 
who on the contrary kept a watchful guard to prevent any 
intercourse, and would have used forcible means for the pur- 
pose if necessary. I t  was to all purposes a cordon sanitaire, 
as much as when Casal Curmi was walled in and surrounded 
on the occasion of the Malta plague, but as in that instance 
it has not here stopt the disorder. Again, inetead of purify- 
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ing thcir houses, they merely left them empty for a long 
pcriod, sometimes twelve months, or allowing a rainy season 
to intervene; then, if any survivors returned to the village, 
there was no recurrence of the disease. I t  had selected its 
victims and appeared afresh somewhere else, in a more 
susceptible place, often at a distance and with the utmast 
irregularity in its attacks. Here we have a description of an 
cndemical sickness, and, when numerous villages are attacked 
simultaneously, of an epidemic, carrying with it infection pro- 
bably bat not contagion, and indicating a local origin but 
one of very extensive activity. 

f. From this general view of the epidemic, let us take 
a single instance, the best authenticated that was obtained, 
of the influence of the primary cause of the eickness over 
parties who did not fly from it. I n  a h d e t  of two hub, near to 
Duddolee, away from other houses, were two families, connected 
with cach other, and composed of 16 individuals in all, young 
and old, men, women, and children, and it will shew the crowded 
state in which these poor people live to add, that 30 head of 
cattle, large and small, belonged to them, and according to 
the usage of the country, would have had the shelter of the 
same huts in bad weather. Mabamurree appeared amongst 
them in July 1849, and from motives of affection or other 
reasons thcy did not separate as in villages, but kept in or 
near their houses, submitting gradually to the ravages of the 
distemper : first two died consecutively, then four, h a r d s  
three at intervals, and so on, till 14 in all perished, and only 
one man and his child survived without having the disease at 
dl .  But this destruction extended from July to December or 
later, and admitting that the clothes and houses might be the 
fomites of contagion for that length of time, it is more reason- 
able to conclude the work to be that of an epidemic fever, 
more or less infectious, than that a peatilent contagion ahodd 
have been so slow, and have spared even two of the number. 
This is also the strongest instance, obtained on the spot, of 
the ext.reme virulence of this disease, as it prevailed last y-, 
showing the frightful number of 88 per cent. attacked, and the 
samc proportion proving fatal. I t  does not appear to have 
been so destructive in other places, where the inhabitants 
scattered themselves. 

g. ~ahamurree  har prevailed in tempentow beyond 
which it is known that the plague is destroyed or suspended 
in Europe and Africa. Thc limit of activity for it is very 
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small; Good* quoting h m  Sir Gilbert Blane nameti the 
extremes GO0 and 80° ; Coplandt gives lower numbers, fixing 
the scale from SSO to 76'. Now Mahamurree hitherto has 
appeared mostly in the villngea near to the snowy ranges, and 
one spot has been named as lugh ae 10,000 feet above the 
sea, which elevation muat give a constant temperature low 
enough to check the plague ; whereas the report is that Maha. 
mnrree has been aa virulent in such a climate as elsewhere. 
It may be freely admitted, that at such an elevatian woollen 
clothing, if not openly exposed to the air and sun, might 
retain and communicate the virus of contagiori, although it 
fails to do so in Egypt in the healthy season ; but it is more 
likely that the crowding together in houses, forced on the 
inhabitants by their poverty and the extreme cold, would 
give virulence to an infectious disease, even at such a temper- 
ature. Again we have seen that Mahamurree may exist in 
its perfect malignity at heats above the extreme range men- 
tioned. At Bhoongdar on the 17th May, the thermometer 
in the shade stood at 83O maximum in the day; the place 
i a  on a detached Hill above the stream, and freely open on t& 

sides ; at Mason, or rather at Mycollee near it, where Maha- 
murree occurred, situated on the same stream a d  higher up 
but in a close confined glen, it may be affirmed that the heat 
waa much greater even a month earlier. At Deghat, about ten 
miles lower on the same stream, in a tent nearly level with 
the bank, the maximsm thermometer on the 19th Msy was 
9 5 O  at three P. aa.$ 

h. The unvarying course of an attack of Mahamurree, so 
different from the various order of the symptoms which plague 
exhibits, is viewed ae a proof of the former being a dietinct 
disease. By all possible means of information it seems e d b -  

* Good'a Study of Medicine : London, 1825. Anthracin Path. 
t Coyland's Dictionary: London. Pestis Septica. 
3 Note.-The following ranges of temperature in several locdities in Knmaon 

have been contributed by I. H. Batten. Esq.. Commiap.ioner of the Ronnce. I 
The m u n  temperature of Duddolee wi l l  be about 61°, and of Muhroree (exactly the I 
same elevation as Kuneonr) about 59' or 60". The extremes b5" and 30" may 
aasnmed for the greater part of inhabited Chupmkote ; the thermometer f d s  to 1 
250 mmetimes, and nsay perbap rise to 90Y, but the latter mast be aerg ! 
even in the lowest put of Chuprakote, Lohba and Cbaudpore. At Almollh the \ 
thermometer hpr been reen at 91" in a weatem verandah in June, d 8 2 "  at t h  
rarne lime in a norttlern, while inside the house it hpr been 7 7 O .  The exbeme8 / 
this year in the out-of-door shade at Nainee Tal have been lBO, and 800 (St. Loo, 
porth side of the Tnl). In the Hills the t h o m e t e r  hPs been o h e d  at 1050 
ia a lent, and ESP in s grsse;hut on the same rpot. 



lished that every fatal case terminates on the third day. T k  
by the calculation of the natives may be from 443 to 72 horn,  
but no instance could be found of death being longer pro- 
tracted ; even the few menwho recovered, said they were better 
on the fourth day. I t  is not to be forgotten that this uniform 
progress took place in the absence of all palliative treatment, 
and under the most pitiable neglect. Whether active modes 
of cure, early applied and with better management of the 
sick, may be of power to alter the morbid order of the symp- 
toms and e5ect a d i5emt  result, is yet to be tried. 

7. On the medical treatment of this disease very littIe 
can be said in the present state of information. Nothing was 
known before, and much knowledge could not have been expected 
to be acquired on this head by the present investigation. I n  
the course of it, very limited opportunity and means were 

Cum and prevention. 
- available for applying any systematic 

method of cure. The remedies here and 
there administered were those used for the treatment of fever 
in general, and it is believed such therapeutic views will be 
found most applicable to the nature of the &ease. The 
natives themselves seemed to abandon all sart of treatment, 
and no information could be gained of native practice, for 
there was not one person in the district, Hakeem or Baid, to 
exercise it ; only it was reported that in Budhan blood-letting 
hrrd been tried, with what success could not be determined; 
The condition of the blood in this disease still remains to be 
discovered and examined, and it may be predicated that bleed- 
ing will be found of great advantage, if resorted to in the very 
earliest stage of the infection. Unfortunately there are few 
premonitory symptoms, and time may easily be lost. After 
bleeding, the prompt exhibition of the most powerful antiseptic 
remedies may avail to counteract the putrid tendency of the 
disease, and thereby gain time for the alleviation of the general 
symptoms. Seeing the almost total failure of present treatment, 
attention was turned to the most practicable means of prevention, 
and a letter on the subject was written to the Assistant Com- 
missioner of Gurhwal which is given in the Appendix.* The first 
obvious means of counteracting the spread of sickness would be 
the removal of the sick instantly from the healthy, and to . p l w  
them in seclusion, and well separated, for medical treatment, 
supposing that provided for and at hand ; but as it is difficult 
to lead the native into new ways, even for his own good, i t  will 

* Appendix C. 
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be a long time, ere he will be induced to throw aside part of 
his dread of Mahamurree and provide for the comfort of the sick, 
instead of thinking of his own safety by flight. Under their pre- 
sent fear and behaviour, the next best means of prevention is by 
disinfecting their houses ; and since they abandon them, the 
easiest mode of doing so is by fire. The destruction is a slight 
loss to the inhabitant, as in most of them the only part burnt 
will be the roof, which is ensily to be replaced from the forest; 
and as the huts are much detached from each other, only those 
need be destroyed in which the sickness has shewn itself; 
none, however, should be spared in a village upon which there 
is the least suspicion. This manner of expurgating the villa- 
ges mas recommended in the letter mentioned, and i t  might 
also have been then suggested to whitewash all the houses, 
inside and outside, with lime or other disinfecting materials, 
a custom of cleanliness more practised in Kurnaon than Gurh- 
wal. There is another measure of the very utmost importance 
in purifying the villages, that ought to be enforced everywhere 
by thc most stringent regulations, namely, the immediate 
removal of the dead bodies, which hitherto have been left 
to putrify in the deserted villages, rendering them not only 
longer uninhabitable, but forming themselves the sources of 
diseaae, and the cause of pollution of the air, by which the 
virus of an epidemic is extended. The only scavengers have 
been the wild beasts, and chiefly the bears, for the latter have 
been observed by sportsmen to frequent the places ravaged by 
Mahamurree, and are certainly in the hills carnivorous, 
although commonly they live upon the crops during two parts of 
the year, remaining dormant in the interval, notwithstanding it 
is the hottest season. An interference in the domestic customs 
of the people may appear intermeddling on the part of the 
Civil Authorities, but without it the squalid and dirty habits 
will never be corrected in such a wild country as Gurhwal ; on 
one point this may be exercised to advantage, by an order to 
remove their manure heaps from close to their dwellings. They 
are collected in lnrge quantities for the occasional use of their 
fields, a process of tillage not common in the plains, but prac- 
tised everywhere in the hills; these heaps maintain around 
the inhabitants a noxious atmosphere that must be baneful to 
them even in health, and which is the prime agent of extend- 
ing pestilential miaam, whether emanating from their own 
bodies or produced beyond them. Finally, upon the treatment of 
Mahamurree, a plan will be proposed to the Medical Board 
in a letter to accompany this Report, for supplying medical 
aid over the dietrict in the event of the epidemic again breaking 
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out. This may prove the most efficacious meana of observing 
the disease from its earliest accession, and correcting erroneous 
views taken in the present Notes. 

8. The mortality from Mahamurree is very great, not 
so much in actual numbera, ae relatively 

Mortality. to the small amouut of population. 
I n  the Appendix is given a table of deaths in 1834-35, 
and a similar table* is appended of the number of deaths in 
l a g - 6 0  up to the 28th April 1850, to which are to be added 
three deaths in May in the junglcs above Mason, and four 
uncertain. The list is aupposed to be inexact, from a few 
deaths from other causes being intermixed. It is difficult to 
obtain the t h e  particulars in ti country so thiuly inhabited, and 
it is not possible to collect in the province, the data on which 
to assume the amount of mortahty between 1836 and l a g .  
The recent mortality has been estimated by the Civil Authority 
to be probably 25 per cent. on the total population; recent 
enquiries would also show it to have been even greater, but the 
etatistic details are most defective ; in certain places the 
destruction has been very great, of which an example has been 
given of 14 deathe out of 16 people in one place; in the village 
of Sarkote in 1846-47, if the reports of the inhabitants are to 
be trusted, out of a population of 66 in all, 43 died, two only 
recovered, and 20 escaped without infection. The strong proof 
of the fatal nature of the diaease is the small number who 
recover ; and upon this criterion Mahamurree might be named 
the most pestilent disease known. I t  seems however, that on 
this point exaggeration has probably been made, and this 
bnrnch of the question needa further examination. Two men 
only were reported as survivors of this laat epidemic of 1849-50. 
One was brought to me, an inhabitant of Muhroree, the other 
wna heard of at Bergmn ; two more men were brought to me, 
said to be the only survivors of the epidemic thnt raged a t  
Swkote in 1846-47; no othen were to be found, as it was 
&inned, in the Large tract of county gone over and examined. 

9. I n  an enquiry Kke the preaent, i t  is an important 
element of comparison to fix the amount 

Popnhtion of Gluhwal. of pop'dation over which any unuaual 
aickneae exerts its influence, but such in the rude state of the 
district of Gurhwal that no probable calculation can be made 
of the number of inhabitants ; they appear numerous in some 

* Appendix D. 



places, while on the other hand vast tracts are unoccupied. 
There has been no attempt to ascertain the fluctuating ratio of 
the population, or whether i t  be on the increase or decrease. 
One fact only is on record, from which i t  may be presumed that 
the number of people existing in the district has enlarged since 
the province came under the Government of the Honorable 
Company. I n  kaser's Tour, published in 1820, i t  is stated,* 
probably on the authority of the then Commissioner, such 
being the claim of accuracy for the work, that in 12 years, the 

inhabitants from Gurhwal ; and as t h s  oompulsory bondage or 
degrading tax has not been permitted under the present rule, 

Goorkhae had abstracted, in a kin! of slavery, two lacs of j 

and as three revolutions of the same period have passcd since the 
conquest, it may be taken for granted that the popihation has 
considerably exteuded itself. The Mahamurree, though greatly 
destructive through two-thirds of the 36 years, could not have 
thinned the numbers at a rate of more than a small fraction of 
the tax; and it may therefore be possible that the disease has 
been kept up, in the manner observed in other poor countries, 
by the pressure of the population upon the means of food. This 
is assumed merely as a conjecture on a point whereon exact 
documents are unattainable. 

10. The present alarm regarding Mahamurree has arisen 
from the dise&e spreading to the south, 

of Mabam*ee. and threatening an irruption into the 
district of Kumaon Proper. Hitherto i t  had kept, with some 
slight exceptions, to the ranges nearest the snow and to the 
oak forests. More recently it bas appe&ed at points of less 
elevation, in the zone of lower pines ; and it becomes a ques- 
tion of importance to watch its progress among the southern 
hills. On a point of such moment it may be expected of me 
to have given serious reflection upon the probability of the 
disease extending over the district of Kumaon Proper, and my 
impression is that i t  will not make much progress in this direc- 
tion. I t  is impossible for me to foresee or foretell the acces- 

* Note.-Them i a  no doubt that the Qoorkhaa, during their tyranny, seized \ 
and sold the unhappy mounkinwrs, particularly of Gurhwal, in great numbers ; I 
bf that county, in the wnrse of 12 years, two lacs of people are said to have beeh ' I thus disposed of : m conrequenw of the desolation spread uound, from the oeiznre , 
of him crops for Military pnrpow, the zemindw wold seldom pay the quota of his ' 

trihuta : out of a family of four or fire children, they forced him to give one aa a 
commutation, and instaacea hare, it in wid, occwred, where. e r e y  one of the 
children were t h u  m maadon_to_m awar J d  gf a lbuf tl)rwpi part pf 
the Snowy Bmge qf the Himaka Mwdainr. By J.  B. hwr, &q., Lon. 1820. 
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sary influences that may prove favorable, ss in other epidemics, 
to the extension of the diseatie, and it may attain such a concen- 
trated form 8e to extend itself against allexpectations andprecau. 
tions, but many advantages meperceptible thatwill tendtoimpede 
its advance into Kumaon, The uncleanly habita of the people 
do not widely differ from the others ; their means of external 
comfort however comparatively do ; and the better food, differ- 
ence of clothing, construction of the houses, and the general 
condition of the inhabitants, though still capable of great 
improvement, are good grounds for anticipating less danger 
from pestilential disorders. With such views of this peculiar 
malady, and of its modes of propagation, it does not fall to me 
to proposa or recommend any sttict quarantine regulations 
or cordons, which would be indispensable in the case of con- 
tagious plague. This opinion however does not preclude the 
adoption of all ordinary precautions against the spread of 
infectious disorders ; and such preventive measures wi l l  be more 
easy of application in Kumaon than they can possibly be in 
Ghurwal. 

11. " Notes for a Report on Mahamurreev would fall short 
of their design, if they omitted to touch upon matters of belief 
held by the natives respecting it ; a few of these are here 
enumerated together, not as things of total incredibility, but 
as subjects of intereat, some of them deserving further examin- 
ation. 

The natives in Qurhwal suppose the disease to be com- 

General %marks. municated through their household articles, 
ordinarily a jar of ghee, from one side of the 

country to another. This is only part of their general belief in 
the contagious nature of the malady, and in fixing upon the 
article of traffic as the vehicle of contamination, they forget 
the more direct medium of the carrier of it, ignorant of the 
fact that non-susceptible persons may carry about them, as in 
the case of jail fever, effluvia sufficient to infect othere, while 
they themselves remain outwardly in health. 

Some mark8 of the disease are described upon native 
testimony, amongst others an appetite for bitter thmgs ; this 
waa not observed but may exist neverthelees, dependmg upon 
the deficiency of saliva as well as of other secretions, by which 
the sense of taste may be impaired and only to be stimulated 
by pungent suBstancw; all auch symptoms, as precumq, 
merit attention, 

3 



The Commillsioner of Knmaon in 1886 (Appendix B. No. 
47, para : 4), notices the opiniona of the natives aa to the 
origin of Mahamurree, and the event narrated 6xes the first 
appearance of the pestilence. The description also sufficiently 
indicates the ordinary natural causes that are ever found to 
generate or give acrimony to pestilential sickness, namely a 
large congregation of people, crowded for days together at a 
public ceremony, and the bulk of these people inevitably predis- 
posed to malignant eeptio diseases by bad and insufficient fwd, 
fatigue, exposure and filth, to all which evils the pilgrims 
are well known to be exposed up to this day. For it is most 
probable, that the Mahamurree commenced in the croyd of 
these wretched devotees, among whom a few deaths in excess 
or any additional sickness would not be marked ; only when a 
few brahmins had become the victims to the same infection 
would the visitation be thought the penalty of cr maimed ritesJJ 
from having fallen upon the sacred oaste. I t  has been said 
that the pilgrims still pass with impunity through villages 
infected with Mahamurree, but the question has not been 
sufficiently considered or enquired into; they may pass through 
infectel places without apparently suffering an attack, and 
yet they may carry with them an infection so caught, which 
may remain latent for a time, and ultimately at a distance 
prove fatal in numbers that are unknown and unattended to.. 
This may be one cause, being yearly renewed, for the disease 
having lingercd in the district for such a long series of years. 

The same paragraph further notices a curious fact, fully 
believed in by the natives up to the present time, " that every 
where it appears first to have attacked the rats, and theh the 
men." No other animali have been observed to be aflected in 
the same manner, or hy the epidemic generally; and this 
belief in the destruction of the rats is eo universal, and so con- 
fidently asserted, that it is difficult to withhold giving credence 
to the fact. If not true, the fiction is a very singular and exten- 
sive one, raised for no very obvious purpve. An opportunity 
of determining the truth was not gained on the present visit, 
bemuse no sudden invasion of any village by the disease 
occurred for observation during the month of May ; it was 
ascertained however, that in April the village of Mason had 
been deserted by the inhabitants in consequence, not of 
the disease breaking out or any death within the place aria- 
ing from it, but only of the usual fears caused by the death of 
the rats. This village was visited and found empty ; the peo- 
ple were living on the side of the hill opposite, in small buta 
considerably apart; they visited the lower grounds during the 
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day to reap their fields, but on no account would they remain 
in the village in the night, avowedly from superstitious. fesre, 
Where a forerunner like this of human sickness has neither 
been traced out nor disproved since 1836, when i t  was first 
described upon native evidence, on which i t  still rests, it may be 
futile to attempt a solution of the coincidence, supposing it real. 
This murrain may be caused b poisonous food, or by mephi- 
tic vapours, and, in want of d p m o f  upon the former, the p r o  
bability is in favor of the latter; a searoh after these might 
lead to some discovery on the unknown agents of the produc- 
tion of Mahamurree itself. 

Several authors have at various times propounded, as the 
causes of epidemice in India, different terrestrial influences 
affecting the several districts concerned ; and in regard to these 
it may suffice to say that by the future enquirer may be found 
in Gurhwal a 1  the sources of such influences. Malaria is rife 
in cvery valley and ravine, the rapid geologic changes so 
conspicuous on the eurfase of these hills leave it to be inferred 
that the same, or other chemical actions, are going on internally, 
and may give rise to morbific products ; terrestrial electricity, 
assigned as a oause in Southern India, may be elicited by these 
changes, or by other agency; volcanic air, proposed as the 

.origin of sickuess in Scinde, cannot be wanting ; for though 
no active volcanoes exist, there occur frequent earthquakes* to 
facilitate the discharge of volcanic exhalations. But upon all 
these subjects discussion is avoided ; the materials are deficient, 
even if there were felt the inclination and ability to pursue it. 
The object of the present investigation has been entirely 
practical, and it may be left to those who oome after to put 
forward theoretic opinions upon this disease. 

12. The di6culties have been very great of this enquiry, 
carried on as it has been by unassisted labors, and without the 
aid of any precursor to guide me ; this will be the extenuation 
for any imperfectioq in these Notes. To shew the peculiar 
manner of the proceedings, and the personal exertions made to 
find out the few scattered cases in so wild a country, a journal 
of the transactions of a few days will be submitted for the 
information of the Medical Board. 

(Signed) C. RENNY, 
Superintending Surgeon, MeerSt Divisbn. 

Augwl, 1850. 

* ' h o  earthquakes were felt thi year. 1550, generally over the d 
Kamu)n, one on the 15th April, the other on the (13th I )  May. 
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A P P E N D I X .  

Eztract from DR. RINNY'S Journal of Proceedings upon a 
journey into Glurhwal, to enquire into the diseare c& 

Bhoongdar Bungalow, Z%ursday, 9th May, 1850.-Took a 
steep and long march this morning from 4 to 10 A. M. over the 
mountain at Chuprakote Gurh (or Fort,) down the opposite 
valley across the stream, and up the other mountain side, to the 
village of Duddolee, reported to have been eo unhealthy. I t  is 
for the hills a large place, now deaerted, in which the Maha- 
murree appeared in 1849, but only attacked the inmates 
of three houses. The people from all the others fled immedi- 
ately to the forests, where some few also died. There are no 
sick to be found at present. The fields above the village are 
cultivated, and now full of grain uncut, the lower fields hnve all 
been let go to waste. I found some of the villagers at work, 
near and in the village, and they me now beginning to return 
to it during the day, having had performed the usual poojaha 
and sacrifices for the safety of the place, under the auspices of 
a very ill-looking Jogee, very young for such an office ; but I 
was assured the inhabitants would still not venture to stay in 
the village during the night. The situation of the place is 
healthy, high, and well aired. On the west side is a swampy 
ravine, such as is seen everywhere in the hills, caused by the 
running springs; here they steep their hemp at the proper 
season. In the list of deaths given to me as having occurred 
in l ag -50  up to 28th A p d  1850, the number for Duddolee, 
(the fiscal division includes the whole mountain) is put down 
at 25, but more than half these occurred out of the village 
along the same mountain side. Thus 14 died at a place in the 
forest, half a mile or more from Duddolee, called by two names 
Rhor or Gemindeah, and respecting which I had the best 
description, yet given to me, of the career of the sickness. 
Here were only two houses or long low hula occupied by 
two separate f d e a  connected with each other, the h& 
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being two brothers, composed of 16 souls in all, old and young, 
and the present instance exemplifies their crowded mode of 
living, for these two huts had to contain, besides 16 individuals, 
80 head of cattle, large and small, at the worst season of the 
year. I n  these two huts Mahamurree commenced about ten or 
eleven months ago, corresponding to the time i t  appeared in 
Duddolee, and the full circuit of the disease was here better seen 
than on any other occasion brought to notice ; for in general the 
healthy or unattacked fly to the near hills or forests, leaving the 
sick to their fate ; but at this place the 16 residents kept together 
till 14 died, and one adult only, a man of about 30 years of 
age or more, with his female child of five or six yeam old 
survived. The casualties however were spread over a period of 
five or six months from July to December or January. First 
two died consecutively, then after an interval four, then three, 
and so on, (it is vain to attempt the precise dates) but the whole 
number of 14 died during several months,* and surely this 
looks more like a virulent infectious fever than a contagicus 
plague. The whole story is a domestic tragedy. At last the 
survivor in a sort of religious or superstitious despair, shut up 
the 30 head of cattle, butfaloes, cows and goats in the houses, 
set fire to the whole and burnt them down. He then moved 
with his childlower on the mountain, and built ahut in the forest. 
There I saw the child on my way to Duddolee, and the father 
mas brought to me on my return. He gave the usual rude 
unsatisfactory description of the sickness, that i t  commenced 
with fever, and cspecially with severe headache (this last symp- 
tom he dwelt upon particularly) then occurred vomiting and 
purging, and at length swellings arose in the neck, or armpit, 
or groin, and death took place in three to five days. This is 
the only witness who namedjive. I n  every description I have 
yet had of the disease, the appearance of buboe is spoken of as 
fatal. This is contrary to what is observed of the true plague, 
in which buboes suppurating are often critical and salutary. I 
have not as yet had any mention made of petechice, blotches, 
and such like, nor do I raise the question, leaving the detail to  
come out naturally if there be foundation for this variety of 
symptom. All the natives agree hitherto that there has been 
no particular disorder or mortality among their cattle, but they 

The material kcts am conBrmed by the wtittrn nport nlde to the Magin- 
trate at the time ; aome dirmpmciea of no moment appeued in this. I t  kaa m- 
ported that a woman had accidentally set bre b the hub. Thh war a native 
6cCion to m w t h  amy dmsded mgbbrid anger. Ths o m r m c s  u &tad wu 
told by the ~prrimr. 



universally agree that the Mahamurree is preceded or aceom. 
panied by a great mortality among the rats in their housee, 
The putwarree of Duddolee very strongly affirmed the one event 
having foreshown the other in that village. This question 
I put to the sole adult survivor of the two families, first 
indirectly and then directly. He acknowledged he had seen four 
dead together in the huts, but did not know of more, and even 
this number all at once in a house might rake the belief of 
its depending on some unusual cause where meam are not 
taken to destroy the rats. The three infected homes in Duddolee 
had been burned down lately, that is the wooden roofs of 
two effectually, and the other dated roof partially. I am 
inclined to think this is the proper means of expurgation, in 
attempting to eradicate the disease by p e g  the close 
houses of the villagers ; and this, whether we look on the mode 
of propagation as contagious or infectious. Every house in 
which disease appears should be burnt down, if not the whole 
village. The walls may stand, it will be sufficient if fire be 
introduced, and the roof will give wood enough for the pur- 
pose. It were well if the fires were to be extended to the 
dung-hills outside their houses, if they cannot be removed to 
a distance. They are quite suffocating in passing through a 
village. As get I see they collect them carefully for manure, and 
about here spread them very industriously over their fields ; 
what they may do in higher Gurhwal I do not know. 

P. M. Some actual cases of Mahamurree, reported at a 
distance in another direction, to be visited in the morning. 

Bhoonjdar Bungalow, 10th May, 1850.-Out from 4 to 104 
A.M., went to Mason, three miles or upwards, two miles further on 
the high r o d  to Kuneour, aud then into the forest. Mason is a 
large village on the left hand of the road, situated on a detached 
spur fromthe mountain onthe south side of the valley, with much 
cultivation below it. To attend to this and to cut the grain at 
this time, the people come down from the forest in the day time, 
and return in the evening, afraid to stay in their houses. The 
village is now totally deserted by the inhabitants from fear, 
not of the actual invasion of Mahamurree, but of murrain 
among the ratq and the occurrence of four or six death8 
recently in their neighbourhood, in a glen across the stream, 
running up to the north, on the right hand side of the d. 
This .glen is also called Maaon as belonging to the lands of the 
village, but has also a distinct name, Mycoollee. At the open- 
ing of the glen ia a village of three or four houses through 
which the high road runs; these are now deserted, and two 



h o w  were pointed out farther up the glen in which deaths 
had occurred from Mahamurree. In one it was said the dead 
bodies still remained, the sick having been left aloue to their 
fate. The neglect of the living sick may not be overcome 
under their present fears, hut the abandonment of the dead 
ought to he stopt by the Civil power, and the inhabitants 
forced to consume them. by fire. This may be done sometimes 
by burning the house itself if the roof is of wood, but it map also 
be done with safety outside by throwing billets of wood firat 
over the body, and afterwarda throwing fire. The distance 
necessary to effect this is not dangerous whether the disease 
causing death may have been coiltagious or infectious. The 
fears of the natives are natural but ought to be removed, and 
for this end R little compulsion is necessary. 

The object of this day's journey was to see two cases of 
sickness, reported to be Mahamurree, among the inhabitants 
of Mycoollee, living out on the face of the mountain above 
Mason and to the west of it. They were reported yesterday, 
and fever medicines were then given to be administered to 
them. One, a boy, died in the evening, the other, a girl of eight 
or ten years, is now said to have vomited the med~cine when 
giveh. A fresh case, however, was presented, that of a woman 
of middle age, attacked since they moved into the forest, seized 
in fact only yesterday, (9th May), in the evening, afcer having 
been down at field work during the day. The symptoms, as now 
seen, would in the plains be taken as those of common fever, heat. 
headache, restlessness all night, shivering in the morning, and 
prostration of strength. The severe headache was repeatedly 
mentioned as the chief complaint, the shivering of the body 
was not visible, but a fire was lighted close to the patient for 
this reason or for the cold of the morning. No swelling of any 
gland, nor pain indicating any thing of the kind was acknow- 
ledged upon repeated enquiry. I felt the pulee which was 
quick but not weak, the skin was dry and hot, the eye* was 
blood-shot. The sick person was sitting up when we arrived, and 
continued so daring the examination. Aa some nausea was evi- 
dent while we stood near, an emetic was administered which I 
gave with my own band, other medicines were left to be given 
during the day and following morning. In  the plains this 
would be a simple fever and easily stopt, but it may readily be 
imagined that the exposure to the heat of the day, the cold of 

* The dection arose afterwards that thi was a case mitable for early bleed. 
ing ; but it wu the first one ever seen and gavelno impression of the virnlenae of 
the disease. It afterwards proved to be Mahamurres from the inbllibls mark of 
swelling, which, however, came late : deaLh followed &out tho third day. 
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the night, and the want of shelter either fnrm the ground or the 
sky, even at this mild season of the year, will aggravate every 
symptom. The deficiency of all comforts must alone destroy 
the sick of such miserable people, although this patient was 
fortunate enough to be tended by a daughter of twelve or four- 
teen years of age, a very unusual thing amongst these villagers. 
It should be mentioned that the dandy coolies and chuprasies 
objected to accompany me from the high road into the forest. 
I was attended by the Native Doctor from Pasree, Parsun 
Singh, and the Compounder from Almorah, Bhejah Singh. 

We afterwards went further into the woods to we the other 
patient, a thin girl of eight years or so, who had medicine given 
to her yesterday which was rejected from the stomach. She was 
attended on very tenderly by her mother. The disease was of 
the third dayd continuance, and although the people had said 
she was better, there was no mark of any beneficial change, 
Headache was here also much complained of, and a shivering 
motion of the body was visible ; there was great languor, a dis- 
inclination to motion, (it did not amount by any means to coma, 
as the child attended to every thing said by her mother, roused 
herself and then dropt to rest) the pulse was rapid and weak, 
the skin as usual dry and hot. The replies to questions were not 
given by herself but by her mother, and the symptoms there- 
fore were not so minutely ascertained. I n  this girl the 
disease waa evidently more advanced, and she w a  in a much 
weaker state ; still in the plains the case wauld not be thought 
a serious one, nor involving any thing unusual on which to give 
an unfavorable prognosis, unless for the appearance of a swell- 
ing in the groin on the left side. There was a general tumefac- 
tion of the part running f i ~ m  the crest of the ileum to the 
pubis, rather on the edge of the pelvis than the groin, and in 
the middle of the swelling a gland was felt to be hardened. 
This I touched and pressed with my own fingers, it did not 
seem tender or painful, it was not much enlarged, only to the 
size of a small nut, the whole action very indolent. The com- 
mencement of this swelling was mentioned yesterday by the 
people who brought the report ; therefore it shewed itself on 
the second day. The case did not exhibit any indications for 
active treatment under the circumstances of exposure and 
distance from observation, some fever medicines were left with 
them, but it is doubtful if they be given as directed, since 
before us the girl resisted taking what was given. 

Bhoongdar Bungalow, 10th May, 1850.-Appeared Gubnoa, 
cultivator, inhabitant of Muhroree, s stout healthy looking 

3 
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man of 26 k 80. The village of Muhroree was attacked with 
Mahamurree in August 1849 up to December (Sawun to 
Ughun), 61 died in all, from first to last. He himself, Gubnoo, 
was attacked in November, and was the only individual who 
recovered. Very minute enquiries were made upon the disease, 
which were answered generally by the native expression that 
he was insensible, (be hosh) : this lasted for nine days. The 
first symptom he mentions is severe headache, then fever, upon 
the third day a swelling arose in his left groin, which went 
on ta suppuration, and was opened by a neighbour on the 14th 
day of his sickness. He still bears the cicatrice in the middle 
of the left groin. On particular questioning he says that the 
persou who opened it suffered no sickness, and is still alive. He 
took no medicine, hia only food for nine days was water and 
a little sugar. The people all left tbe village and did not 
return till January ; their cattle did not sicken. He distinctly 
says Chat afler two children had first died, the rats were found 
dead six or eight in a house, no other animals suffered. He 
knows of no other person who h a  aurvived from an attack of 
Mahamurree, Two others of another village have been me- 
tioned, neither of whom has yet been brought to me. 

Bhoongdar Bungalow, 1 lth May, 1860.-A report has been 
brought this morning thnt the child eeen yesterday is dead.; 
$hat having taken p l w  after three full days' sickness. There 
was no such mark of speedy dissolution in the child yesterday. 
The cerebral affeotion was the.mosC prominent symptom, but 
it was not coma, delirium, or incipient effusion. The child 
certainly undenrtood ita mother's words, and even indicated 
ita modesty under examination. The most remarkable nature 
of this disease therefore is its sudden termination with out- 
wardly very little deviation from health. Another fresh case 
is reported among the people on the mountain-side w h  had 
withdrawn from Mycoollee. I intend to pitch my tent to-mor- 
row on the road towards Kuneour, at the top of the mountain 
beyond where theae people-are, and to visit them on the way. 

Bhoongdar Bungalow, 12th May, 1850.-Packets of official 
letters came in late last evening, that have detained me here. 
A case 'reported this marning below Budolee ; sent Native 
Doctor, Puraun Singh, to ascertain. The case aeen by him, and 
described to be only the threatening yesterday of a common 
fever, the man being better to-day. 

Kuneour, Monday, 18th May, 1850.-On passing over 
M d i a  Bhal this morning I visited the poor people from 
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medicines were left to be administered, but it 161 most disheart- 
ening to attempt remedies where they are palpably so power- 
less, and where the main accessories of shelter, attendance, 
and local comfort are so entirely wanting. I t  was intended to 
have fixed the camp at or near the top of Khundia Khal, within 
visiting distance of the place on the mountain where the sick are, 
but no water could be found ; afterwards the place for halting 
was discovered to be so far on the road, that it was thought 
advisable to come on to Kuneour. This unfortunately removes 
me from inspecting this last case, or from learning of others. 

Kuneour, l4dh May, 1850.-No intelligence nor rumour 
of the disease at this side of the mountain .or at this place : I 
seem to have got out of the spbere of i t  entirely, and have written 
to the Assistant Commissioner s t  Paoree on the subject. 

Kuneour, 15th May, 1860.-Business of the inquiry com- 
pletely at a stand; I intend toreturn to Bhoongdar to-morrow, and 
have sent for any cases there may be at Sarkote, of those 
who have reoovered from an attack of Mahamurree, having 
been told at Nainee Tal there might be some; I shall examine 
them at Bhoongdar, axid afterwards mean to make search for 
cases at Rergong on the south of the high road, where the 
disease has been reported ; I can also go from Bhoongdar to 
Lobha, if necessary. NO fresh report of sickness from Mubro- 
ree. The head chuprasie has gone round there and by Chand- 
pore to rejoin at Bhoongdar. 

Bhoongdar Bungalow, 16th May, 1850.-Finding the time 
lost at Kuneour and no intelligence nor sight of the disease, 
I determined to return here, with tbe view of going direct 
to Lobha. On crossing the Khundia Khal, on the side 
towards Mason, I learned that the case of the young woman 
1 saw on the 13th had also proved fatal, during the night, it 
was said, after I saw her, but from the state of the corpse I should 
think later; for I performed the duty of going close up to the 
body* to witness the fad, and to give an example to the natives. 
I n  either event, whether the time of death maw 24 or 48 hours 
from the time of examination, i t  is not easy to explain the 
cause of it from the symptoms observed, where there was so 
little derangement of the functions of healtl ; the most obvious 
- - ~p 

* Nubbee Buksh, Native Dodor from Moondabad, and the Compounder from 
Almorah accompanied me. The .Native Doctor, from after-conversation, had 
particularly. remarked black patches on the face and chest. I also noticed the latter, 
but mddered them as having ariaen after death-certaMy there wen no ~ u c h  
purks on the previour vuit. 



inference to be drawn is, that it is the operation of wme morbib 
fic poison, with little or no reaction of the system to count- 
eract it. The total neglect of the sick by their friends, 
forcibly shewn in the present instance, and the terror thereby 
impressed upon them, must no doubt hasten the catastrophe, 
I n  the two fimt cases the attendance was, as far as I can hear, 
nuexampled, in the one by the daughter over the mother, and 
in the other by the mother on her child ; and here I was told 
that both these parties continued unaffected by the disease, for 
I did not see them, the Mycoollee party having again changed 
their ground in the forest owing to this last death. This terror 
of the people must be overcome, for the over.precaution is 
unnecessary, and communication might be maintained at o 
moderate distance. The dread must be overruled, errpeciallp 
too, in regard to their treatment of the dead, for hitherto they 
have left the bodies to be destroyed by wild beasts, or to rot in 
the open air, sometimes within the villages, and undoubtedlp, 
where formerly the mortality has been very great, this exposure 
of the dead has been a chief cause of the disease being kept 
up in the country. The source of pestilence must be destroyed, 
and it may be done with perfect safety to the living. In the 
instance of the body of the young woman seen this morning, 
wood (and plenty was at hand,) could have been thrown upon it 
from the distance to which I approached or much further, and 
fire afterwards ; but it was left there and would probably 
not be consumed, although strid injunctions were given. Ont 
till 10 A. M. in the forest, in expectation of seeing another 
case reported, but on enquiring it proved to have been only a 
dight headache and a temporary ailment. No other cases of 
Mahamurree among this party. 

Bhoongdar, 17th May, 1850.-Kooto, chataee maker of 
Sarkote, was brought to me, middle aged man, says Maha* 
murree appeared in the village about three years ago, when 
several of his family, male and female died ; the rats in the 
house firat sickened and died, he says, threw up blood. After 
the first death in the family, they left and went into the jungles, 
and did not return to their house for six months ; he was him- 
self attacked with Mahamurree; had fever and pain in the 
bowels, severe headache, and was insensible for three days ; 
on the third day a swelling arose in his left groin, on the 
fourth day he got well, and the gola disappeared without idam- 
ing; he had no black spot or blotches on his body, nor ever 
heard of any one having them; there is no Mahamu~ee in 
that neighbourhood at prescnt ; 43 people died at the time be 
was ill. 
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Beejo, lohar of the village of Sarkote, had Mahamurree 
when it attacked his house and village, (five years* ago he says) 
two of his family died first, and they then fled into the forest. 
He was ill three days ; on the second day a swelling appeared 
on the middle forepart of his left thigh, which continued for 
three days with great heat-like burning, and then went off of 
itself without any remedy being applied ; only about 20 people 
escaped in the w e  without having the disease ; he and the 
other man were the only survivors of those who were attacked. 
This man too says the rats died at the h t  irruption of the 
pestilence ; did not hear of or see any one of those who died, 
surviving to the fifth or sixth day, the fourth waa the very 
utmost. 

The Thermometer in an open verandah with northern 
exposure stood this day minimum at ~unrise 65 O, maximum at 
3 P. M. 8a0. 

Bhoongdar, 18th May, 1850.-A fuller report came in 
yesterday from Bergong that five had died there, but at pre- 
sent there was no sickness; one man had recovered among 
those seized. In his case a buboe formed and came to suppura- 
tion; it had been opened, and being now discharging matter he 
could not walk so as to show himself here. 

P. M.-Chupraesie Narain haa returned from Chandpore, 
and reports that in that pergunnah a few cases of Mahamurree 
have proved fatal in May, at Pindooalnee and another place, 
but there were not more than five, and other fresh cases would 
be difficult to discover. 

Finding that much more time and labor must be devoted 
tn find out new cases than I can apply of either, and that the 
disease is at the present time to be witnessed only by accident, 
if it has not abated in this neighbourbood entirely, and that 
this is the view also taken by the Assistant Commiesioner, I 
have determined on returning to Almorah. 

Camp Deghat, 19th May, 1860.-Ther: maximum 96 O. 

Massee Bungalow, Zlst May, 1050.-Thermometer maxi. 
mum 87O,  minimum (sunrise) WO. When last at this place 
there occurred a good field for observing the general appear- 
ance of the common people of this part of the country at a fair 

* AS thb wu in 1846.47, it might bs the fifth par, according to &tin 
computation. 
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or melah held in the bed of the river for a single day, not fof 
purposes of traffic, but apparently for some religious Hindoo 
tradition. They came in tens and twenties or more, the men 
and women together as i t  were of a house or small village, with 
flags and the usual noisy music, the chief male personage per- 
forming a sort of progressive revolving movement before them, 
with a naked sword in his hand which he waved round him aa 
he advanced ; they seemed to come chiefly from the south, along 
the valley of the Ramgunga, judging from their way of collect- 
ing and their going off again in parties in the afternoon ; they 
may be taken therefore to have been the inhabitants of Kumaon 
Proper, on both sides of the river, with only a small admixture 
of poorer looking people from the north ; there might have 
been collected from 8,000 to 5,000 adults of both sexes with 
not many children ; they were attired no doubt in their best, 
but this must be viewed only as a temporary cloak upon their 
generally uncleanly habits ; they behaved in a quiet well regu- 
lated manner, and their conduct gave a favorable impression 
of the quietude of the Hindu population (if there were any 
Musulman villagem they were not recognized) ; the whole gave 
an advantageous idea of the general condition of the inlia- 
bitanta of Kumaon Proper, and their general comforts and 
prosperity. Seeing on that day so large a collection of healthy 
people on the borders of Gurhwal, I could not believe a cm- 
iagiousplogue to have raged for nine months within 20 miles of 
the assemblage, for i t  must have made its may there by some of 
the many insidious modes of its propagation and extension. 
The plnce where I actually found the disease was not above 25 
miles off, and Muhroree was much nearer in another direction 
and in a straight line. Having since then seen some of the 
inhabitants of not the worst part of Gurhmal, I am struck 
with the marked difference between the two districts, and the 
great discrepancy in the civilization of both people. The part 
of Gurhwal too seen by me, is not the most uncultivated. 
Beyond the Pindur I understand, and towards the snow, the 
people are less cultivators than laborers, acting as coolies to the 
Bhooteahs, or other traders further north. They are a poor 
despised race, living on a precarious and coarse diet, and I do not 
wonder accordingly, that a putrid disease (such as I have lately 
seen, and perhaps not in its most concentrated form), should 
have broken out amonget them and have hung over them so long. 

Camp, 22nd May, 1850.-Clouds and rain to-day-maxi- 
mum Thermometer 7 2 O .  

(Sigued) C. RENNY, 
Superintending Surgeon, 



A P P E N D I X  

CORRESPONDENCE LEADING TO DR. RENNY'S 
DEPUTATION. 

Faom J. STRACHEY, EsQ., 

Senior Assidant Comvnissioner, Gurhwal, 

To J. H. BATTEN, EsQ., 

Commissioner of Kumaon, 

I beg to bring to your notice that the disease called 
cc Mahamuwee" has broken out with great virulence in Puttee 
of Chuprakote in this district. 

I t  first made its appearance during the laat rainy season, 
and up to the present time there are no symptoms of its 
cessation. 

The disease has not spread through the country to any 
alarming extent, but in particular villages that i t  has attacked 
it has proved most fatal. I n  Muhroree and Dudoolee, two of 
the most considerable villages in Puttee, ninety-one persona 
are reported to have died within the last four months, probably 
25 per cent. on the total population, and these and several 
other villages have been entirely deserted by the survivors. 

2. Mp immediate object in now addressing you on this 
subject is to propose that an application be made to Govern- 
ment that a competent Medical Officer be deputed to investi- 
gate the disease, with a view to the determination of its real 
character, and to the suggestion of some remedies and sanatoy 
measures which may be hkely to check its progress. 

;? M 
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3. I have at present neither the means nor the time at 
my disposal necessary for giving any detailed account of the 
nature, so far as it is at present known to us,of this disease. 
I t  is sufficient that I should state the following facts. That 
for about 30 years past there has existed in Kumaon and 
Gurhwal a disease known by the local name of Mahniumee, 
apparently identical with the plague of Syria and Egypt, the 
characteristic symptoms being violent fever of the most 
contagious nature, always accompanied with swellings under 
the armpit ; the disease ordinarily seems to reach its crisis 
on the third day after its first appearance in the persons 
attacked. No remedies seem to be known that produce any 
good effect, and altogether it is impossible to exaggerate its 
virulence, or the terror which it inspires. 

4. I t  appears to me that an enquiry regarding t h i ~  
disease has been neglected far too long already, and that not 
only as a question of considerable scientific interest, but as a 
matter of humanity, and of real and practical importance, a 
thorough investigation ought no longer to be delayed. Putting 
out of the question*all considerations of present benefit, there 
is ample cause for enquiry aa a measure of precaution for the 
future. 

I t  would be foolish to assume that because this disease has 
hitherto confined its attacks to particular localities and parti- 
cular climates, it must do so always. Experience must, I fear, 
rather lead us to different expectations. 

I need hardly add that no ordinary qualifications would 
be required in a person who might be chosen for such a task. 
Medical knowledge and skill will not alone suffice ; with them 
must be combined no common judgment, and the determina- 
tion to face a pereonal risk which may be by no means an 
itnaginany one. 

I have, %c., 

(Signed) J. STRACHEY, 

Senior Aasiatant Comrnbsimer. 
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No. 1 OF 1850. 

Fnoar J. H. BATTEN, Esa., 
Commissioner of Kumaon, 

, To J. THORNTON, Esa., 

Secretary to Government, N. W. P. 
Head Quarterr, dated Irt Janwry, 1650. 

Gtneral Department. 

I have the honor to forward for the consideration and 
orders of the HonJble the Lieutenant Governor, the accompa- 
nying Report (in original) from Mr. J. Strachey, Senior Assist- 
ant in Gurhwal, on the subject of the fatal fever now raging in 
one part of his district. 

2. Unfortunately when the disease was at its height in 
October and November, Mr. Strachey mas induced to believe 
that the accounts of i t  mere grossly exaggerated, and men- 
tioned that belief to me as a reason for his silence on the 
subject. Recently, however, my own attention was forcibly 
drawn to the mortality prevailing in Chuprakote, and my own 
call on the Senior Assistant for immediate and full enquiries 
must have crossed his preseut report on the road. , 

3. Neither Mr. Straclley nor myself now entertain any 
doubt as to the real state of affairs, which is truly deplorable. 
The natives themselves are such firm believers both m iufec- 
tion and cgntagiou, that a village visited by " Mahamurree" is 
entirely cut off from its neighbourhood, and its inhabitants 
mouid inevitably bc aacrificcd to the fears and rage of the 
country people, if they attempted to leave the forests and 
caves adjacent to their own dcsolated homes. Thus when 
food fails, the villagers are obliged to go to their own barns 
for a supply, and each such visit renews the frightful mortality 
among them. 

4. The plngue ia undoubtedly coming lower and lower 
every year. I t  began near Kedamath, in the snowy range, 
and for some years confined its ravages to pergunnahs Nagpoor 
and Budhan, in which last tract I myself recollect it alarm- 
ingly prevalent in  the year 1837; in 1846-47 the "Maha- 
murreeJJ found its way to the sources of the Ramgunga, i s  
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Puttee Shobee, and almost entirely swept away the village of 
Sarkote,* situated at above 7000 feet on a high easterly spur 
of the great mountain Doodooke Tolee, (10,300 feet above the 
sea). At the same time a village in Kumaon Proper, near the 
source of the Cosilla in Puttee Baroke Rao, was visited, and 
the mortality was most dreadful. I n  1847, a village within 
15 miles of Almorah, (west) situated among the pine forests 
of the Seeahee Devee range, was attacked, and the same 
melancholy results followed. At the latter end of 1848, a few 
villages in pergunnah Danpoor, along the fatal line of the 
river Pindur, were threatened with this disease, or rather with 
its return, for they had shared in the ravages of earlier years 
with their Budhan neighbours ; but the alarm subsided, and, 
on the whole, the year 1848 and part of 1W9 may be said to 
have been remarkably free from Mahamurree throughout the 
province. 

6. A reference to the Balance Reports from Zillah Gnrh- 
wal will prove that the existence and effects of the disease 
have been periodically brought to the notice of the superior 
authorities. His Honor will find some account of the Gurh- 
wal Mahamurree in the Pali Plague Report, published during 
Sir C. Metcalfs Governorship, while my own Settlement 
Report of 1842 makes marked mention of the same disease. 

6. Hitherto we have, I think, been justified by facts in 
believing that however contagious or infectious the Mahamurree 
might be within the circle of population locally sYbject to its 
visitation, and that, although in every case of fresh outbreak 
in a new place, the people have affected to trace the infection 
from Budhan, kc., (generally through a jar of ghee brought 
from that quarter) still casual travellers, and especially pil- 
grims, might pass through a Mahamurree village without risk. 
I do not know of any mortality from this cause among the 
numerous pilgrims to Kedarnath and Buddrenath. Mr. Com- 
missioner Traill never delayed nor altered his marches in 
consequence of Mahamurree, except so far as it affected his 
supply of coolies; European travellers have, within my own 
experience, counted the unburied and unburnt corpses in 
Budhan villages, and have with their servants escaped 
unscathed ; and up to a very recent period, I myself would not 
have avoided? any route on account of this disease. 

Sarkote M nearly opposite the well known house built by Mr. Lruh'iton 
at Lomana, in Lobhq now my property and Mr. Strachey's. 

t And only now would avoid becauw I un a hpsband .Id fa*. 



7. The question now arises, whether at the present time 
(whatever our past belief may have been) the Mahamurree 
disease of Chuprakote is a local fever of extreme malignity, 
or whether it is a p l o p ,  the spread of which may justly be 
dreaded. I n  investigating this point humanity demands what- 
ever attention can be given on the subject of cure, and of 
remedial and preventive measures in general. 

8. I need hardly remind His Honor, that Upper India 
occupies the Plague Latitudes of the world, and that its escape 
from the visitation is supposed to be owing to its peculiar heat ; 
this latter peculiarity certainly does not belong to the villages 
in Chuprakote, or indeed to three-fourths of the localities 
which have been fatally visited in Nagpoor and Budhan. 
Muhroree is 6200 feet above the sea in a glen at the western 
base of Doodooke Tolee abovementioned ; Dairee is near 7000 
feet in the southern face of the same mountain; and Dudoolee 
is quite as high as Almorah. If therefore it is only heat which 
saves the Dooab and Rohilcund fmm the " plague" of Syria 
and Egypt, we have in Kumaon and Gurhwal both a climate 
and latitude exactly suited to the disease. 

9. I am myself of opinion that the disease of which 
we are treating is in its visitations similar to sporadic cholera, 
that it only attacks certain localities, and that its selection 
of those locaiities is capricious,* that the predisposition of 
individuals there residing is fearfully increased by the dirty 
alld warm clothing of the inhabitants, and by the high and rank 
vegetation,+ which surrounds their dwellings ; that the disease 
attains an infectious form after its arrival in such places, 
and that the predisposing causes being absent or less 
in the white-washed villages, and among cotton-clad 
bathing inhabitants in Kumaon Proper, (dirty though they 
be) the Mahamurree fever has hitherto spared (with 
the exceptions formerly mentioned) the latter district. 
Without this particular plague, Kumaon is sufficiently 
unhealthy; nor do I believe that any pwt of the moun- 
tains fmm Cashmere to Sikkim is free from fevers of 
the most malignant character. Knowing the state of affaira 
within a few miles of those sanataria, I have often been aston- 
ished at the unsuspecting ignorance even of medical men 
at Simla, Mussouri and Nainee Tal, who talk of the " line 
of fever" and thc " limit of choleraJ' &c., which they fancy 
they can point out below their feet on the southern aspect of 

* H d y  spcsking. t M y  hemp. 
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those hills. Two of the villages named by me in para. 8 
are close to a locality* especially selected by myself and family 
as the most desirable spot in the whole province for a country- 
residenoe, being high, open, yet beautifully wooded, and with 
a rapid clear river running through the grounds. 

10. A matter of such grave moment should not, I agree 
with the Senior Assistant, be any longer left to the opinion of 
the local Civil Officers, whether as in my case the least 
gloomy one, or whether as apparent in his case one suggestive 
of alarming doubts and comparison. 

11. I therefore solicit the earnest consideration of the 
Lieutenant Governor upon the painful subject now brought 
to His Honor's notice, and I respectfully join in Mr. Stra- 
cheyJs recommendation that a competent medical commission 
be appointed to examine into the Mahamurree disease of this 
province. 

12. The medical men now resident in Kumaon are Mr. 
Faithful, Mr. Banister, Mr. Shillito, (on leave at Nainee Tal), 
Mr. Guise, (who expects, however, soon to be relieved from 
the charge of Nainee Tal by, I believe, Mr. Dunbar), and 
Tumeez Khan, Sub-Assistant Surgeon. Of the professional 
abilities of any of these gentlemen I am not a competeqt 
judge ; while, as truly observed by Mr. Strachey, many other 
qualities besides medical skill are needed in those who may 
be sent to investigate our plague. 

I have, &c., 

(Signed) J. H. BATTEN, 
Commissioner. 

Kumaon Commissionrt's OJice : 
CAMP BULLEEAH BRIDGE, 

The 1st January, 1850. 

Cheena-khal near Chuprakote. 
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No. 61 OP 1850. 

F a o ~  R. THORNTON, Ese., 

Assistant Secretary to tire Government, N. W. P. 

To TEE MEDICAL BOARD, Calcutta. 
Dated Head Q U U ~ ~ W J ,  the 18th January, 1850. 

General D q t . ,  N .  W. P. 

I am directed by the HonJble the Lieutenant Governor, 
to transmit the accompanying copy of a letter from the 
Commissioner of Kumaon, No. 1, dated 1st instant, and of it8 
enclosure, reporting on the Mahamurree plague of Gurhwal, and 
to request that the Board will state what measures they would 
propose for investigating the nature of the disease. 

I have, kc., 

(Signed) It. THORNTON, 
Assiatat Secretary to Gout., N. W. P 

NO. 11 OF 1849-50. 

FROM TEE MEDICAL BOARD, 

To TEE HONJBLE J. THOMASON, Ese., 

k t .  Governor, N. W. P. 

Dcrted Fort WiUicm, t& 28th January, 1850. 

H O N ' B ~  SIB., 

We have the honor to acknowledge Mr. Thornton's lettei; 
No. 61 of the 18th instant, with copy annexed of comespond- 
ence on the subject of the Mahamurree plague of Gurhwal, 
requesting us " to state what measures we would propose for 
investigating the nature of the disease." I n  reply we would 
suggest that Dr. Renny, Superintending Surgeon of the division 
in which thc Gnrhwal district lies, should be directed to enquire 
into the history and nature of the disease on the spot, when he 
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visits it in the course of his approaching tour of inspection, 
as we consider him fully competent to conduct that or any 
other professional investigation that may be entrusted to him. 

- 2nd. Should he however himself desire that others should 
be associated with him in the proposed enquiry, or if your 
Honor should consider that it would be more satisfactory to 
obtain the report of a full Committee, we would respectfully 
recommend that either Surgeon T. E. Dempster, of the 1st 
Brigade Horse Artillery, a t  Loodianah, or Surgeon Campbell 
Mackinnon, of the 6th Battalion of Foot Artillery, at Jullun- 
dur, and the Senior Assistant Commissioner, Mr. Strachey, 
should be associated with him in the investigation and in the 
preparation of the Report. 

We have, &c. 
(Signed) G. LAMB, Piryeihn General, 
(Signed) W. S. STIVEN, Surgeon General, 
(Signed) J. THOMSON, I q r ,  General. 

POUT W I L ~ ~ A M .  MEDICAL BOABD 
O ~ r r c r  : 

TAa 28th Jmuay, 1830. 

No. 206 or 1850. 
FROM J. THORNTON, Ese., 

Secretary to the Government 
of the N. W. Provinces. 

To THE MEDICAL BOARD, 
Calcutta, 

Dated Head Quarterr, the 22nd FeGrcccry, 1850. 
M. Dcpt., N. w. P. 

GENTLEMEN, 
I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, 

No. 11, dated 28th ultimo, on the subject of the Mahamurree 
plague of Gurhwal, and in. reply to observe that the Superin- 
tending Surgeon's report will be sufficient. You are requested 
to issue orders accordingly. 

I have, h., 
(Signed) J. THORNTON, 

Secreta y to the G o v e r n d  
of the N, W. Provincer. 

H ~ A D  Q u A B T E ~ ~ :  
Ti. 12.1 M - ~ ,  18bO.) 
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No. 1062 or  1850. 

F a o ~  J. FORSYTH, EsQ., 
Secretary, Medical Board, Calcutfa, 

To. C. RENNY, Ese., 

Superidending Surgeon, Meerut. 

ZMed the 4th M m h ,  1850. 
SIR, 

I have the honor, by direction of the Medical Board, to 
transmit, for your perusal, the corres- * Letter from Mr. R Thorn- 

ton, Assistant Secretny to pondence in original, noted in the mar- 
Government, xorth wes- ginx* and copy of their letter to the 
tern Provinces, to the Mi- Lieutenant Governor, No. 11 of the 28th 

Board* No. ' ' 9  dated January last, in reply to the request that 18th January 1850, with 
accompaniments. they would suggest measnrcs for inves- 

tigating the nature of the disease known 
as the " Mahamurre" plague of Gurhwal. A copy of the reply of 
the Secretary to the Government North Western Provinces, is 
also herewith enclosed, NO. 206 of the 22nd ultimo, from 
which you wil l  observe that the Lieutenant Goverllor consi- 
ders that a report from you on the subject will be sufficient. 
The Board therefore direct me to request you will have the 
goodness ta proceed to the spot at your early convenicnce, and 
when you have concluded your investigation, that you will 
favor them with a report of the result for submisllion to Govcrn- 
ment. 

2. The return of the original enclosure is requested with 
your reply. 

I have, &c., 

(Signed) J. FORSYTH, 
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REPORT ON MAHAMURREE IN 1836. 

- 
No. 46. 

Faom THE COMMISSIONER 

. of Murodahad, 

During my late march through a part of the province, the 
prevalence of a sickness was mentioned to me by the Tehseeldar 
of Sireenuggur and others, which in its symptoms, as described 
by that OfEcer, so much resembled the plague, as to induce me 
to request you will, after instituting any further enquiries yon 
may deem necessary, favor me with a report on the subject. 
I t  was said to have been particularly fatal in the neighbour- 
hood of Kumprag, and it would be satisfactory to ascertain the 
estimated number of deaths in the several villages in which 
it made its appearance, and to ascertain if it has since broke 
out in others. 

I have, &c. 



No. 47. 

To S. M. BOULDERSON, Ese, 
Cornmiu8aioner 8rd Division, Moradabad, 

Doted lAe25fh April, 1836. 

SIB, 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, 

dated 15th February last, to the address of the officiating 
Commissioner Mr. M. Smith, calling for a report on tho sub- 
ject of a sickness which prevailed during the past year in the 
district of Gurhwal, and which appeared to you, from a descrip- 
tion of its symptoms, to resemble the plague. 

2. With the view of ascertaining the estimated number 
of deaths, as required by you, in the several villages which 
were visited by this pestilcnce, statements were ordered to be 
furnished by the putwarrees stationed in the interior : the result 
is given below. From that detail it will be seen that the greatest 
number of deaths occurred in pergunnah Budhan, on this side 
the river Pindur, and the fewest deaths in pergunnah Chand- 
pore. The largest amount of deaths in any one village appears 
to have been in mouzah Doongurree, in the first named pergun- 
nah, where 47 persons died; in mouzah Thuralee, of the same, 
32 deaths occurred, and in Kumprag, also situated in Budhan, 
there were twelve fatal cases. Of other pergunnahs, the 
largest number in individual villages is 87 deaths in village 
Bumote, Puttee Mulla, Nagpore, and 24 in village Thuralee, 
pergunnah Budhan, across the Pindur. These returns have 
the appearance of being generally correct, though they may 
possibly be somewhat exaggerated from a desire, on the part 
of the malgoozars and others, to make out a good case for 
remission of rent. 

3. The symptoms and peculiarities of the disease, as 
detailed by the Revenue Officers, may be briefly stated as fol- 
lows. Its appearance was observed to be preceded by a mortality 
among the rats in the village; the attack is described as sudden, 
attended with fever, great thirst, and an eruption of buboes or 
swellings under the arms and behind the knees, with a desire 
to eat bitter things ; besides being accompanied with the usual 
characteristics of cholera after the appearance of the swellings, 
and generally terminating fatally in the space of two# three 
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or four days. Those who recovered were very much r e d u d  
for a long period. The name given to the disease by the natives 
is the same a s  that by which tho common cholera is known, 
"Mahamurree," though from the peculiar symptoms it would 
certainly seem to be distinct from that epidemic. 

4. The origin of this sickness ir dated as far back a s  
the year 1880, Sumbut Ara (1823); when, according to the 
information of the Tehseeldar, the late Rawul of the tem- 
ple of Kedarnath, in the performance of the religious cere- 
mony called " horn," deviated from the rules prescribed by the 
shasters and in consequence died, together with the brahmins 
who assisted at  the offering. The disease is said to have 
thence arisen, first in puttees Bamsoo and Mykhunda, which 
are in religious assignment to that temple, and afterwards to 
have spread to the other pergunnahs, and latterly to have 
appeared in Budhan ; and that everywhere i t  appears first to 
have attacked the rats and then the men. I t  has now by $1 
accounts disappeared in Gurhwal, and would not appear to 
have broken out afresh in any part of the province. 

5. I n  conclusion I annex an Extract of a letter written 
on the subject by Mr. Assistant Surgeon Bell, who, though 
he  never witnessed a case, had many opportunities of hearinb 
Mr. Trail1 (the late Commissioner) mention the disease in 
question. He terms i t  a fever of a putrid character resembling 
the plague ; i t  waa ushered in with fever, great prostration of 
strength, and an eruption of buboes, or glandular swellings, 
over various parts of the body, the latter being one of the chief 
symptoms of the plague ; i t  proved rapidly fatal, its duration 
in  many cases not exceeding three or four days. " I am not 
aware (he concludes) if the disease observes stated periods, 
and then bccomes epidemic, although I cannot assign any par- 
ticular cause for the disease breaking out." Mr. Bell observcs 
that i t  is no doubt much aggravated when it has commenced by 
a want of cleanliness on the part of the people, and an impurity 
of atmosphere engendered by allowing immense heaps of filth 
and dung to accumulate in front of their houses, in many 
instances serviug the purpose of a ladder to reach the upper 
st0 ry, 

I have, &c., 
(Signed) 0. 2, GOWAN, 

Commissioner. 



Stalement of Death ascertained to have occurred from a prevail . 
ing mortality in GurhwaZ during 1834 and 1835 . 

No . Died . 
Villages in religions assignment to the temple of K h t h .  63 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Puttee Bamsoo. 25 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Puttee Purkhundee. 26 

Bergunnah Mulla Nagore. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  76 
Ditto Tulla Nagpore. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  60 
Ditto Dussolee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  26 
Ditto Budhan Pindur War. . . . . . . . . . . . .  199 

. . . . . . . . . . . .  Ditto Budhan Pindur Par. 144 
Ditto Chandpore, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14 - 

6 Total. 633 
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Letter from Superintending Surgeon C. RBNNY, to  J. STRACKBY, 
Esq., Senior Assistant Commissioner, Gurhwal, dated Kuneow, 
1Uh May 1850. 

I n  execution of the duty impmed on me of enquiring into 
the nature of the Mahamurree disease of Oul*hwal, after remain- 
ing for four days at Bhoongdar, whence I extendedmy researcl~es 
by personal visits in the directions of Dudoolee and its neigh- 
bourhood, and of Mason and the places above it, I have now 
arrived, as I have the honor to inform you, at this place. I t  
was my intention to have gone towards Muhroree, upon Mr. 
Batten's suggestion, but as the disease appears to have abated 
in that quarter, the journey may be now unnecessary. Unless 
therefore you have any fresh information upon which to direct 
my course otherwise, I purpose returning to Bhoongdar, and 
thence perhaps going 'towards Lohba, although the reports made 
to me shew that the disease had not reappeared there or in the 
Chandpore pergunnah. I t  would almost seem that at this place 
I had got out of the circle of the present distemper, for I heard 
(and saw) much more of it above blason, and of ita being at 
Bergong, south or south-west of Deghat. 

I have seen only one individual (he came from Muhroree) 
who had survived an attack of the disease. His information 
was of importance, and I had expectation of seeing others 
of the same description, having been told there migbt be some 
about Sarkote ; I would point out that it is easier for these 
men to come to me than for me to reach them. 

With much difficulty and personal labor I have been able 
to see three cases of the disease among the people who fled from 
Mycoollee near Mason, and they may be considered the genuine 
Xahamurree as they had the characteristic swelling. It will 
be my business to give my views to the Medical Board upon the 
whole facts as they may be further enlarged, but I think it right 
even at this time to state to you that in my opinion the disease 



is not contagious plague. It is unquestionably a very pestilent 
fever, now endemical in the district, and occasionally running 
into an epidemic, and it is no doubt very infectious when many 
persons keep together. 

To point out the means of eradicating the endemic is as 
yet impossible, and to correct the squalid and dirty habits of 
the people, which aggravate all their disorders, is very hopeless ; 
there is however one sanatary measure I would recommend that 
may be immediately carried into effect. This is to burn down 
every house in which Mahamurree attacks one of the inhabi- 
tants. They generally abandon their houses, I have heard of 
only one well authenticated instance to the contrary, and 
facility is thus given of expurgating the huts by fire, which 
may be done by burning the roof, if a wooden one, or throwing 
more wood inside. This means of purifying infected houses 
(it will be useful whether we look to contagion or infection) 
has been already tried in some places, but not effectually and 
promptly; it ought to be enforced everywhere, and the 
advantage of it will be that the inhabitants may sooner return 
in safety to their abandoned villages, 

Another essential meaaure, to be done at once, is to force 
the people to burn or bury the dead ; at present they fly from 
the bodiev in terror, leaving them to rot in the open air, and 
thus contaminate the neighbourhood, and so to propagate the 
cause of other sickness. There ought to be a strict police regu- 
lation that the dead bodies be burned without delay, and it may 
be done without contact of hands, and at an interval of space 
quite safe to the living ; they may be consumed within the huts 
if left there, or even outside by throwing billets of wood from 
a distance. Some houses were pointed out to me at )lycoollee, 
near Mason, wlere cases of Mahamurree had occurred, and one 
particularly where one or more dead bodies were said to be 
remaining; this was close to the high road from Bhoongdar, 
and must stop all intercourse if permitted to continue as a cus- 
tomary nuisance. I am not sure that the two bodies of the 
patients seen by me above Mason were properly disposed of, 
although strict injunctions were given to the people when pass- 
ing to Kuneour. 

From the difficulty of finding the disease I might suppose 
it to be on the decline ; at any rate from this cause my actual 
labors are much increased, and my prospects of completing 
any useful inquiry are greatly disoouraged. 

I have, 8tc. 



Lefterfrom 3. STRACHEY, Eeq., Sev8ior Assistant Commissioner, 
to C. RBNNY, Esq., Superintending Surgeon, Camp - , 
No. 16, dated Gurhwal, Seniw Assistant Commissioner's O@ce, 
16th May 1850. 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter 
dated the 14th instant. 

2. I have received no information that any deaths from 
Mahamurree have lately occurred in the pergunnahs of Lobba 
or Chandpore, and I believe that in the part of the district 
where you now are, you are much more likely to see and 
hear of the disease than you would be in any other quarter. 
I t  appears to me therefore unnecessary that you should give 
yourself the trouble and labor which a journey into Chand- 
pore would eutail. 

3. With reference to the preventive measures which you 
have recommended, I have the honor to inform you that I 
have issued most stringent orders regarding the burning of 
bodies of persons who may die of Mahamurree, and I ahall 
take care that this important point be in future strictly attend- 
ed to. 

4. As regards the destruction of houses in which a person 
has been attacked by the disease, I have refluested the instr~lc- 
tions of the Commissioner on the subject, not considering 
myself authorized to order thc immediate adoption of this 
meaaure. 

I have, &c. 
































